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Introduction  

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the following questions: 

1. What is the role of eddic verse in its prose contexts, primarily in the fornaldarsǫgur?1 

2. What is the probable status of the long prosimetric form in oral and written Old 

Norse literature, primarily in the fornaldarsǫgur? 

And thirdly, what the above can tell us about the evolutionary relationship of verse 

and prose in the Old Norse literature. The texts that are the focus of this study are 

prosimetra – prose texts that include verse: 

The…epic form, where prose and verse interact in this manner, has been called prosimetrum by some 
scholars. In relation to heroic tales, in particular, it is no doubt an important question, whether this 
form is to be regarded as a development of tales entirely in verse, or whether stories entirely in prose as 
well as stories composed partly in prose and partly in verse were in existence in addition to the known 
tales told entirely in verse… Whatever way we look at it, this form, whether we call it prosimetrum or 
something else, is fundamental to the development of saga literature.

2
 

This is an important topic of study because the origins of the fornaldarsǫgur subgenre 

are thought to lie in oral prosimetra, and thus such a study of the interaction of prose 

and verse in the written texts is interesting, since it may suggest oral features that have 

carried over into the written sagas and may help to clarify the construction of texts in 

the fornaldarsǫgur subgenre. To this end, examination of the extant sagas can help, to 

see whether their forms suggest what role verse may have played in their assembly. 

In order to provide a more precise sense of the role verses play in the fornaldarsǫgur, I 

examine the role of verse in the fornaldarsǫgur and, as comparative material, 

Gylfaginning, selected poems from the Poetic Edda, and selected texts that are pre- 

Snorra Edda, such as Íslendingabók, The First Grammatical Treatise, Sverris saga, and 

Fagrskinna. I ask whether the way the stanzas are used in these texts (or groups of 

                                                

1
 The subgenre designation ‘fornaldarsaga’ is translated variously in English as ‘legendary saga,’ ‘heroic saga,’ ‘legendary-

heroic saga,’ ‘mythical-heroic saga,’ and ‘saga of ancient times’ (the most literal translation), the variation reflecting the fact 
that the sagas contain legendary, heroic, mythical and ancient material, albeit rather mixed together. 

2
 Davíð Erlingsson, “Prose and Verse in Icelandic Legendary Fiction,” The Heroic Process: Form, Function and Fantasy in Folk 

Epic. The Proceedings of the International Folk Epic Conference University College Dublin 2 – 6 September 1985, ed. Bo Almqvist, 
Séamas Ó Catháin and Pádraig Ó Héalaí (Dun Laoghaire: Glendale, 1987) pp. 371-394, at 382.  
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texts) are similar; if so, how; and what this might tell us. I have picked these types of 

texts to investigate because they all, with the exception of the pre-Edda material, 

include eddic rather than skaldic verse in their narratives, and it is thus tempting to 

look for links between them. Material that is pre-Edda  has been included because this 

kind of history writing is amongst the earliest writing in Old Norse and it seems 

likely that it would have influenced subsequent literary production, not least that of 

Snorri Sturluson, who, as far as can be judged, was responsible for the Prose Edda.   

Stephen Mitchell has emphasised that the fornaldarsǫgur are “a cultural hybrid, 

a constellation of (primarily) folkloric and traditional materials and of (secondarily) 

literary materials, the interpretation of which must depend on the methodological 

tools of both fields.”3 I examine the relationship between prose and eddic poetry in the 

Poetic Edda, the Gylfaginning section of the Edda by Snorri Sturluson and in the 

fornaldarsǫgur [‘sagas of ancient times’] as the written products of a lengthy Old 

Norse-Icelandic oral tradition. I look at major interpretive and aesthetic differences of 

the above contexts of eddic verse (defined further below) in order assess whether or 

not preliterary narration of both the verse and its prose contexts is conceivable, 

building upon work done by scholars such as Heather O’Donoghue in the use of verse 

to generate meaning in the prosimetric narratives found in Old Icelandic literature.4 I 

have chosen to compare the prosimetrum of the legendary sagas and Gylfaginning 

because Gylfaginning was written by an author who likely used oral verses in a written 

prosimetrum. Both the prose and verse of the legendary sagas, on the other hand, can 

be understood as anonymous, ‘traditional’ narratives, collectively composed and 

transmitted in oral tradition before they were written down, and the content of which 

still circulated orally after versions has been committed to writing.  

                                                

3
 Stephen A. Mitchell, Heroic Sagas and Ballads, Myth and Poetics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), p. 43. See also 

Jesse L. Byock, “The Fornaldarsǫgur: Stephen Mitchell’s Contribution,” Oral Tradition 10.2 (1995): 451-457. 

4
 See her books The Genesis of a Saga Narrative: Verse and Prose in Kormaks saga, Oxford English Monographs (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1991) and Skaldic Verse and the Poetics of Saga Narrative (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005). Cf. 
Theodore M. Andersson, “Verse and Prose in Old Norse-Icelandic,” Medievalia et Humanistica 19 (1992): 197-210. 
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In order to answer my overarching questions of the role of eddic verse in prose 

contexts, the status of the long prose form and what this might suggest about the 

evolutionary relationship between prose and verse, I will use the following questions 

to formulate my investigation: 

 How does the prosimetrum of the Poetic Edda function? 

 How is eddic verse used in the compositional strategies of Gylfaginning and the 

fornaldarsǫgur? 

 How does the citation of eddic verse generate meaning in these prose narratives and 

what can it tell us? 

 What role does poetry play in the structuring of the fornaldarsǫgur narratives? 

The thesis falls into four parts. What constitutes eddic poetry is discussed in the first 

part, “Approaches to Old Norse Eddic Prosimetrum,” and the oral background of 

eddic poetry and the sagas is explored, and a review of the earlier scholarship 

surrounding the origin of the saga genre in general is included, paying particular 

attention to the role of stanzas, since many of the perspectives common in modern 

philological practices, such as the rise of Oral Theory, can be shown to have their 

roots in the early studies of the discipline. Part One continues with a discussion of the 

roles the prose plays in the two medieval manuscripts of the eddic poetry collection. 

Part One concludes with an examination of early Nordic prosimetra, texts selected 

from material that is likely to be pre- Snorra Edda, in order frame the examination of 

the prosimetra in Gylfaginning and in the fornaldarsǫgur in Parts Two and Three. A 

discussion of the relationship of Saxo Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum to the works that 

some of the work covered in the thesis is included, focusing mainly on his direct 

prosimetric links with the Icelandic material.5 The section on “Approaches” is 

                                                

5
 During the thesis itself I make only minimal reference to Saxo Grammaticus, whose work the Gesta Danorum often 

includes stories that are clearly related to those found in some of the fornaldarsǫgur. Equally versed in the Latin and Old 
Norse poetic traditions, part of Saxo’s achievement was to translate simple, alliterative, vernacular poetry into Latin 
hexameter, whilst using Old Norse material as a source in other ways besides. Much of this source material seems to have 
been both prosaic and poetic material very much akin to that preserved in the legendary sagas. Since the point of my project 
is to explore the prosimetra of the narratives as extant, I have not made substantial reference to Saxo in the course of my 
analysis of the individual legendary sagas, also his work is of course pertinent to the substance of the stories in the 
fornaldarsǫgur were one to undertake a study of narrative transformations of vernacular Nordic literature.  
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concluded with an analysis of how previous scholars have classified the roles that verse 

can take within prose and how this is built upon in the present project.  

The second part of the thesis, “Generating Meaning and the Eddic Poetry of 

Gylfaginning,” is an analysis of the first part of the 13th century Snorra Edda as a 

written Old Norse prosimetrum and an examination of how the quotation of stanzas 

from poems now found collected in the Poetic Edda into the text Gylfaginning 

generates the structure of the text, within the broader framework of analysing the 

rhetorical strategy of Gylfaginning. Theoretically, the section draws on intertextuality. 

Gylfaginning’s place in the Edda as a whole is discussed, and suggests that the existing 

theory on the significance of each part of the Edda and the order of composition of the 

parts ought perhaps to be reexamined. An analysis of the prosimetric structure of 

Gylfaginning as whole is presented, beginning from the text’s construction of a 

question-and-answer sequence and demonstrating ways in which Snorri’s contact with 

a Latin education may have influenced its structure.  

The consideration of compositional strategies in narrative continues in Part 

Three, which focuses on the legendary sagas containing verse.6 Each saga is considered 

separately, and readings from different manuscripts are introduced from the apparatus 

of critical editions, occasionally supplemented by referring to the manuscripts 

themselves. It is beyond the scope of the project to delve deeply into the manuscript 

tradition of each fornaldarsaga or to leave the confines of critical editions, but a general 

presentation of the major manuscripts of each saga is included. Sagas with particularly 

complex textual traditions are treated in more detail, notably Ǫrvar-Odds saga.  

The methodology behind the thesis is broadly New Philological, and the 

method can be summarised as close reading of the context of a stanza in the prose. In 

                                                

6
 This thesis is about eddic style poetry in its prose contexts. Although some of these prose contexts are rather short and 

terse, the majority of the prose contexts are extended fictional narratives, mythological, in the case of Gylfaginning, or from 
the fornaldarsǫgur. Since this thesis explores the interaction of verse and prose in these narrative contexts, in order to control 
the boundaries of the dissertation I have maintained a focus on those sagas actually only containing eddic verse, and thus 
have left out of the analysis formally related sagas such as Ynglinga saga (for more on this, see below), and whilst primacy in 
terms of narrative importance is assumed for neither prose nor verse, fornaldarsǫgur that do not include eddic material have 
also been excluded. 
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terms of verse quotation, I analyse how, when, why and by whom the stanzas are 

quoted in the prose. The idea of “ethnopoetics” put forward by John Miles Foley, that 

we should aim to read “according to the poet’s and tradition’s “way of speaking” rather 

than our own”7 has been influential in my way of thinking, as has much else in Foley’s 

other writings. My orientation in Oral Theory and its application to Old Norse texts 

is shaped by the work of Else Mundal and Gísli Sigurðsson in particular;8 

nevertheless, I do not adhere strictly to any particular strand of theory and remain 

wary of the limitations of Oral Theory, particularly the temptation to promote 

comparisons between unrelated oral cultures. 

The references in the thesis are formatted in accordance with the MLA 

handbook (6th edition), using a slightly modified footnote and works cited system, 

with a short footnote.9 The full reference can be found in the bibliography. The font 

used is AndronScriptorHB51. The term “audience” ought to be taken to mean both 

the spectators and auditors at recitations of poems or sagas, and readers of the text in 

the manuscript or auditors of these readings.10 I use the term “text” in a 

comprehensive manner, to include not only the idea of the “work” as well as each 

example of the work’s singular physical manifestation in manuscript form and also to 

represent an oral performance of the work.11 A saga “author,” “writer” or “compiler” 

should likewise be understood in a wide sense. I use these terms out of necessity to 

name the force behind the existence of a manuscript copy of a work, or of a version of 

                                                

7
 John Miles Foley, How To Read an Oral Poem (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2002) 33. See especially pp. 95-108.  

8
 See, for example, Else Mundal, “Oral or Scribal Variation in Vǫluspá: A Case Study in Old Norse Poetry.” Oral Art Forms 

and their Passage into Writing, ed. Else Mundal and Jonas Wellendorf (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2008) pp. 
209-227; “Snorri og Vǫluspá,” Snorrastefna, 25.–27. júlí 1990, ed.Úlfar Bragason, Rit Stofnunar Sigurðar Nordals 1 
(Reykjavík: Stofnun Sigurðar Nordals, 1992) pp. 180-192; Gísli Sigurðsson, The Medieval Icelandic Saga and Oral Tradition: 
A Discourse on Method, Publications of the Milman Parry Collection of Oral Literature 2 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 
2004); “Orality Harnessed: How to Read Written Sagas from an Oral Culture?” Oral Art Forms and their Passage into 
Writing, ed. Else Mundal and Jonas Wellendorf (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2008) pp. 19-28. 

9
 Joseph Gibaldi, MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 6th ed. (New York: The Modern Language Association of 

America, 2003). 

10
 Cf. Carolyne Larrington, A Store of Common Sense: Gnomic Theme and Style in Old Icelandic and Old English Wisdom Poetry 

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998) 19. 

11
 Cf. Robert Kellogg, “What is a Saga?” Sagnaþing: helgað Jónasi Kristjánssyni sjötugum 10. apríl 1994, vol. 2 (Reykjavík: Hið 

íslenska bókmenntafélag, 1994) pp. 497-503, esp. p. 503. 
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a work, without commiting myself to the modern connotations of ownership and 

copyright conveyed by the word “author.”  

I have assumed the reader has a reading knowledge of Old Norse. I provide a 

translation of the Old Norse into English when it aids in making my point clearer. 

Published translations I have used are cited in a footnote. Translations without a 

citation I have translated myself.  
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Part One: Approaches to Old Norse Eddic Prosimetrum 

Prose texts that contain eddic poetry can be described as ‘eddic prosimetra.’ The 

borderline for the inclusion of material considered in this thesis lies between eddic and 

skaldic poetry: eddic material is included, skaldic is not.12 The question of what 

constitutes eddic poetry is thus a foundational consideration.  

Poems that are found outside the manuscript GkS 2364 4to, the Codex Regius 

manuscript of the Poetic Edda, are termed ‘eddic’ by virtue of their similarity with the 

poems contained in this anthology.  Almost all of the eddic poems are preserved in a 

prosimetric context, but the poems that make up the corpus of eddic poetry can be 

more precisely divided into three groups depending on what type of context they are 

preserved in. The first group is the poems of the Poetic Edda, found in GkS 2365 4to 

(the Codex Regius of the Poetic Edda) and the fragment AM 748 4to of the Poetic 

Edda. These are both poetic manuscripts with some prose framing and occasional 

prose inserts between the stanzas. The second group of eddic poetry is the poetry 

preserved in the fornaldarsǫgur (known as the eddica minora), which are prose 

narratives containing eddic verse.13 The third group, called the “eddic appendix” by 

Joseph Harris,14 is a mixed group made up of eddic poems preserved singularly in 

manuscripts (for example in Flateyjarbók), and the other snippets of eddic poems we 

find preserved.15 The poetry in the second and third groups is deemed ‘eddic’ because 

it is similar to the poetry in the first group both in metre and in content.  

                                                

12
 With the exception of the few skaldic stanzas found in the fornaldarsǫgur. 

13
 This is often called the eddica minora after an edition that published most of it: Eddica minora. Dichtungen eddischer Art aus 

den Fornaldarsögur und anderen Prosawerken, ed. Andreas Heusler and Wilhelm Ranisch (Dortmund: Ruhfus, 1903). 

14
 “Eddic Poetry,” Old Norse-Icelandic Literature: A Critical Guide, ed. Carol J. Clover and John Lindow, Islandica 45 (Ithaca, 

NY: Cornell University Press, 1985) pp. 68-156, at 68. 

15
 Counted among the eddic appendix by Harris are Hyndluljóð (some of which at least was known to Snorri as Vǫluspá in 

skamma), Hlǫðskviða, Grottasǫngr, Svipdagsmál and Hildibrand’s Death-Song. I would extract Hlǫðskviða from this group, 
since it is preserved only in a fornaldarsaga (Hervarar saga), and thus should be considered to be in that category. 
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The three groups of eddic poetry can be thought of as different styles of eddic 

poetry. Prior studies have noted the likelihood that the eddic poetry in the Poetic 

Edda, the eddic poetry in the fornaldarsǫgur and the eddic quotations in Gylfaginning 

are linked.  Often, this is expressed as a developmental relationship, for example Torfi 

H. Tulinius states: “The legendary sagas arise out of a narrative tradition that is older 

than they are and is to some extent common to all the Scandinavian peoples, namely 

the heroic poems of the Elder Edda.”16 Otherwise, stylistic similarities have been 

highlighted in the method of presentation, Lars Lönnroth commenting that “several 

Eddic lays are also presented within the framework of a fornaldarsaga,”17 a statement 

that also indicates a possible genetic relationship. The eddic poetry found in three 

prose contexts then likely forms a continuum rather than each type existing separately 

in distinct types of context, and the differences between the types of poetry can be 

explained in terms of style shifting due to differing contexts of the verse.   

  

                                                

16
 Torfi H. Tulinius, The Matter of the North: The Rise of Literary Fiction in Thirteenth-Century Iceland, trans. Randi C. 

Eldevik, The Viking Collection 13 ([Odense]: Odense University Press, 2002) 19. 

17
 Lars Lönnroth, “The Old Norse Analogue: Eddic Poetry and Fornaldarsaga,” Religion, Myth, and Folklore in the World’s 

Epics: The Kalevala and its Predecessors, ed. Lauri Honko, Religion and Society 30 (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1990) pp. 73-
92, at p. 75.  
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Eddic Verse 

An examination of the nature of eddic verse is relevant to my discussion of the 

prosimetra in the fornaldarsǫgur because this saga subgenre is aligned with eddic verse 

rather than skaldic, and so the character of eddic verse itself is a foundational 

consideration. Eddic verse can be thought of as a suitable metre to include in the 

fornaldarsǫgur since both the prose and often the verse are used to tell of events in the 

far past. However, eddic metres are also used in a range of situations unrelated to the 

fornaldarsǫgur. Likewise, some fornaldarsǫgur contain verse in skaldic metre, and this 

section demonstrates why neither of these alternative uses should not be thought of as 

either surprising or problematic. This indicates that in oral and written prosimetra, 

which metre of verse is used is dictated to large extent by the traditional connotations 

associated with the verse, tempered by the demands of the prose context.  

The verse contained within the Old Norse prosimetra is traditionally separated 

into two types: eddic and skaldic. ‘Eddic’ denotes both a metre and a style of poetry 

and as such is a “literary label”;18 the other type of poetic metre and style found in Old 

Norse is termed ‘skaldic,’ and these two poetic types can often be described in 

dichotomous terms, for example the eddic author is anonymous, the skaldic author is 

named; the eddic metre is simple, the skaldic complex; if we accept this construction 

of what Hermann Pálsson censures as a “simplistic dichotomy,”19 this suggests that 

eddic metres should, to some extent, be defined against the skaldic metres, both 

formally and functionally, and indeed, this has been the standard manner by which to 

divide the two types of poetry in an analytical manner in scholarship. Such a division 

was eloquently attempted by Andreas Heusler in 1937, when he lists the 

characteristics of eddic poetry: 

                                                

18
 Codex Regius of the Elder Edda: MS No. 2365 4to in the old Royal Collection in the Royal Library of Copenhagen, intro. 

Andreas Heusler, trans. Leonard Forster, Corpus Codicum Islandicorum Medii Aevi 10 (Copenhagen: Einar Munksgaard, 
1937) 13. 

19
 Hermann Pálsson, “Towards a Classification of Early Icelandic Poetry,” Atti del 12

0
 Congresso Internazionale di Studi 

sull’alto medioevo: Poetry in the Scandinavian Middle Ages, The Seventh International Saga Conference (Spoleto: Centro Italiano 
di Studi sull’alto medioevo, 1990) pp. 59-65, at 59. 
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1) “The genres are objective; there is no personal work, no occasional or topical 

poetry. 

2) The tradition is anonymous; borrowings from predecessors can thus be made 

with impunity and there is no demand for originality.  

3) The old Teutonic metrical forms and poetic ornaments hold the field. The filling 

of the verse may develop from this stage, but progress only a short way towards 

separate verse forms. 

4) The language differs from prose less than that of the skalds as regards choice of 

words, use of kennings and word transpositions.”20 

This separation seems to be confirmed by the fact that certain metres are associated 

with certain saga subgenres. The metre of the verse is not bound to a particular poetic 

genre, and fornyrðislag could be used for court poetry, epic, riddles and spell verses. 

However,  this is only of the content that the verse itself expresses. The meter of the 

verse is linked to the type of narrative in which the verse is bound – the prose context. 

The prosimetric fornaldarsǫgur tend to contain verse in the eddic metre, while the 

Íslendingasǫgur and konungasǫgur tend to contain verse in the skaldic metre (or at least 

verse in the skaldic style). 

There are similarities and differences between eddic and skaldic metres. Skaldic 

metres are more complex and particular than eddic, and are by a named poet as 

opposed to the anonymity of the extant eddic poetry.21 Although Kristján Árnason 

concludes in his study of the Old Norse poetic metres that “Eddic and skaldic poetry 

coexisted in a tradition which made use of essentially the same rhymical means,”22 

metre is one dividing mechanism between the different types of poetry: the skaldic 

form is the stricter of the two, the eddic form being far more relaxed in terms of 

rhythm and variation in the number of syllables, although still with regular 

                                                

20
 Codex Regius of the Elder Edda, intro. Heusler, pp. 12-13. 

21
 Clive Tolley, “Oral Assumptions: A Warning from Old Norse,” The Kalevala and the World's Traditional Epics, ed. Lauri 

Honko, Studia Fennica Folkloristica 12 (Helsinki: Finnish Literature Society, 2002) pp. 128-35, at p. 131. 

22
 Kristján Árnason, The Rhythms of Dróttkvætt and Other Old Icelandic Metres (Reykjavík: Institute of Linguistics, University 

of Iceland, 1991) 172.  
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alliteration.23 The standard metre of skaldic poetry is dróttkvætt [‘court metre’], which 

has a six syllable line.24 Like skaldic poetry, eddic poetry is stanzaic, although the 

stanzas can be of irregular length. Eddic poetry is also characterised by alliteration and 

formularity.25 

It is common to use a number of formal and functional criteria to distinguish 

between eddic and skaldic poetry,26 a typical description might run thus: on the whole, 

verse in eddic metre and eddic style is anonymous, whereas verse in the skaldic style is 

rarely anonymous. Eddic poetry is often not set in a particular period of time, or 

focuses on events from the past, whereas skaldic-style verse focuses on contemporary 

events. Eddic poetry tends to treat heroic, gnomic and mythological themes, whereas 

skaldic-style verse frequently praises, honours or eulogises a chieftain or a ruler. The 

content of eddic poetry is “common property, rooted in oral tradition,”27 whereas 

skalds were concious of the creative process and tried to leave their mark on the 

stanzas.28 Eddic poetry relates the heroic and mythological themes in a fairly straight-

                                                

23
 Kristján Árnason, The Rhythms of Dróttkvætt, p. 45. For a full overview of the metrics of eddic and skaldic verse, see Else 

Mundal, “Edda- og skaldedikting,” Handbok i norrøn filologi, ed. Odd Einar Haugen (Bergen: Fagbokforlaget, 2004) 215-266, 
at 224-231 and 246-247 and Eduard Sievers, Altgermanische Metrik, Kurzer Grammatiken Germanischer Dialekte 2 (Halle: 
Max Niemeyer, 1893) pp. 62-91 for eddic verse and pp. 91-118 for skaldic.  
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25
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Cambridge University Press, 1998). 
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industri (1917): 81-93. While overall Olrik’s assessment does not hold, John Lindow and suggest that his characterisation in 
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forward style, whereas skaldic-style poetry uses the same mythological and heroic 

themes as the basis for complex kennings. While skaldic metre counts syllables, the 

eddic form tends to be in freer measures; stresses and not syllables or line-endings are 

counted. The eddic metres fornyrðislag and málaháttr developed so that syllables did 

begin to be counted; this was probably under the influence of the skalds.29 Both eddic 

and skaldic poems are around the same length and are stanzaic, although the older 

eddic poetry can be in loose strophe form with strophes of varying lengths. This 

developed into an eight line strophe with a deep caesura after the fourth line, also 

probably under the influence of the skalds,30 since skaldic metre is in strict strophe 

form.31 

Nevertheless, there are a number of factors that militate against the 

appositeness of this two part division of the Old Norse verse structure. The difficultly 

of drawing a sharp lines between the eddic and skaldic has most eloquently been 

recognised in recent scholarship by the acknowledgement of Dan Ben-Amos’s 

formulization of ethnic genres and analytic categories.32 These two categories, which 

distinguish between the genre system as experienced by members of the culture 

(ethnic categories) and the categories established by scholars (analytic categories), was 

first used in an Old Norse context by Joseph Harris in the mid-1970s,33 and given a 

fresh perspective by Bernt Øyvind Thorvaldsen in his 2006 analysis of the formulaic 

                                                                                                                                                 

terms of religious expression of skaldic poetry being traditional and formal and eddic poetry being the form in which 
individual religious expression might more readily have found a home as likely to be correct. See John Lindow, “Myth and 
Mythography,” Old Norse-Icelandic Literature: A Critical Guide, ed. Carol J. Clover and John Lindow, Islandica 45 (Ithaca, 
NY: Cornell University Press, 1985) 21-67, at 32; Marius Kristensen, “Skjaldenes mytologi,” Acta Philologica Scandinavica 5 
(1930-1931): 67-92, at 67. 
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 E. O. G. Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976) xiii. 
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1945) pp. 1-2, 18; Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry, pp. xii-xvii; Gade, The Structure of Old Norse Dróttkvætt Poetry, pp. 1-2. 
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University of Texas Press, 1976) pp. 215–242. [Originally published in Genre 1 (1969): 273-301.]  
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 Joseph Harris, “Genre in the Saga Literature: A Squib,” Scandinavian Studies 47 (1975): 427–436. 
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aspect of eddic poems in Old Norse poetic tradition.34 Despite the obvious attractions 

for modern scholars of attempting to adopt a genre system and a terminological 

vocabulary based on ethnic genres, it is not always easy to separate ethnic genres from 

analytical caterogies,35 nor is it possible to extract an ethnic genre system that we can 

be sure was “experienced by members of the culture,” as described by Joseph Harris.36  

The first objection to the analytical method of dividing eddic and skaldic verse 

based on metre is that a large amount of what is conventionally thought of as skaldic 

verse is found in eddic metre. The most common eddic metre is fornyrðislag [‘ancient 

story metre’] which is the common Germanic form; other derivative eddic metres are 

málaháttr [‘speech metre’], ljóðaháttr [‘song metre’] and galdralag [‘spell metre’].37 

Despite it being an eddic metre, Margaret Clunies Ross,38 following Anthony 

Faulkes,39 has pointed out that fornyrðislag is the second most common metre in the 

corpus of skaldic poetry published by Finnur Jónsson.40 Consequently the metre 

cannot be the sole determining factor for whether a stanza is eddic or skaldic, but, as 

Thorvaldsen notes, the choice of metre for the verse and what kind of poetic language 

(e.g. kennings) is used is obviously part of the ethnic process of literary composition,41 
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even though these categories are also used in constructing analytical classifications.42 

In terms of prosimetrum, this indicates that the preference for eddic verse in the 

fornaldarsǫgur is an ethnic one, even though the division of fornaldarsǫgur from other 

kinds of saga subgenre can largely be considered an analytic one. This might suggest 

that the division of the prosimetric fornaldarsǫgur from non-prosimetric fornaldarsǫgur 

could be an ethnic one. 

The use of skaldic or eddic metre is to an extent dictated by subject matter and 

narrative use, but, as Judy Quinn has noted,43 there are many stanzas that occupy a 
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grey area in between: skaldic metre can occur, for example, where we might expect 

eddic, and eddic metres might be found in contexts that usually employ skaldic metres. 

In her study on the eddic stanzas of the prosimetric Contemporary sagas, Quinn 

shows that while men actively engaged in the drama of the sagas speak lausavísur in 

dróttkvætt measure, the verses spoken in dreams and by supernatural figures (valkyries 

and ravens, for example), are in eddic metre.44 However, a number of stanzas cross 

these lines, and she finds stanzas in dreams in dróttkvætt, and anonymous dróttkvætt 

stanzas in the narrative that function in the same manner as lausavísur composed by 

saga characters.45 Likewise, we find in the fornaldarsǫgur predominantly eddic stanzas 

included in the narrative, but a number of skaldic stanzas appear when we might 

expect eddic metre, for example in Ragnars saga loðbrókar. Formal criteria, author self-

identification and genre norms are not then sole determining features of whether a 

skaldic or eddic stanza is employed at a certain moment. Quinn suggests that in order 

to gain an extra dimension to our classification of stanzas as eddic or skaldic we must 

also take into consideration the “functional definition of each type of poetry” rather 

than the formal features.46 This functional definition is “based on the voice of the 

verse,”47 and in Quinn’s breakdown, takes into account the following factors: “its 

identity,” “the conventions surrounding it,” “the authority it lends the content of the 

verse,” and “the function of the verse in the text,”48 that is to say, the prosimetric 

context of a stanza is all-important. 

Thorvaldsen notes that both the anonymity of the eddic poetry and the 

difference in the use of poetic language in skaldic and eddic poetry also cannot be used 

                                                                                                                                                 

Icelandic Poetry,” p. 61. But, to a large extent this coincides with the use of either skaldic or eddic metre and has no 
advantages over recognising that formal and functional aspects of verse must be considered in tandem. Medieval poets must 
have preferred either skaldic or eddic metre for their compositions for a reason.  
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to divide eddic and skaldic poetry in a satisfactory way as ethnic categories. It is 

possible to find anonymous skaldic poetry.49 Although there is a chance that the 

association of the name of the author with the verse may have been lost over time, this 

should not be assumed. In terms of poetic language, skaldic verse is identified as 

having complex, unnatural syntax and using kennings, and eddic poetry simple, prose-

like syntax. Thorvaldsen provides the examples of Ynglingatal and Háleygjatal as 

skaldic poems in relatively simple poetic language, while Alvíssmál and Hymiskviða 

contain kennings.50 

Another way of distinguishing eddic poetry from skaldic is to view eddic 

poems as those stylistically analogous with those poems preserved in the Poetic Edda,51 

and from this, Joseph Harris ascertains that the poems of the Poetic Edda, the so-

called eddic appendix and the eddica minora all belong to the same field of study.52 

However, Rudolf Simek and Hermann Pálsson instead view the eddica minora of the 

fornaldarsǫgur as a group inbetween eddic and skaldic poetry.53 This is likely because 

of the preponderance of situational stanzas in the sagas, which are of a more ‘skaldic’ 

style: 

The situational verse portrayed in saga literature appears to be a natural extension of genres of skaldic 
poetry as characterized by reflecting the perspective of the poet, his relationships and personal 
experiences – the same features which appear to underlie attributions of authorship and the persistence 
of verses in relation to anecdotes and/or contextualizing information, distinguishing ‘skaldic’ poetry 
from anonymous ‘eddic’ genres of established narratives, riddles, proverbs, etc.

54
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The eddica minora is thus viewed as between eddic and skaldic style poetry because it 

contains stanzas in the eddic metre used in a manner which is associated more closely 

with the way in which skaldic verse is used. However, it must be noted that it is the 

prose context, as the carrier of the anecdote to which the stanza is related and 

conveying the name of the poet is crucial here in determing that the eddic verses are 

indeed used in a ‘skaldic’ context of named attribution and embedded in the personal 

experiences of the speaker. This suggests to me that the so-called ‘skaldic’ style of 

using an eddic stanza might be better reframed as the ‘prosimetric style’ of using such 

a verse. By using a verse in a fornaldarsaga as a situational verse and having it spoken 

by a named speaker in a particular context, the stanza is not being used in a skaldic 

style but in a way that it simply suitable for a prose narrative.   

The fornaldarsǫgur have been described as eddic poetry’s “prose equivalent,”55 

but the relation of eddic and skaldic metres to narrative prose has frequently been 

considered very different. Vésteinn Ólason considers skaldic poetry specially to stand 

in relief to its surrounding prose:  

The concentration and complexity of verse distinguishes it from prose, as becomes especially clear 
when we compare the straight-forward prose to be found in the Íslendingasögur with skaldic verse 
which is as far removed from prose as can be imagined.

56
 

As Lee Hollander also points out, part of “the glaring contrast” between skaldic poetry 

and its prose context in sagas is because of the “unaffectedness of saga style.”57 Bjarne 

Fidjestøl extends the dichotomy of prose and verse to the narrative functions of 

skaldic and eddic metres: 

…eddic metre relates to dróttkvætt in much the same way as prose relates to verse. In the metrical world 
the eddaic measures stand in practical terms at the prosaic pole. They are not particularly close to prose 
in form, but the two chief metres, fornyrðislag and ljóðaháttr, were developed as vehicles for the same 
basic kinds of information as ordinary prose, the one for narrative, the other for speech and reflective 
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thought. In contrast, dróttkvætt and other distinctively skaldic metres were designed to serve a particular 
performative purpose.

58
 

From this perspective, eddic verse serves a role similiar to prose as a potential carrier 

of narrative since “the narrative element in skaldic poems is often minimal,”59 which 

supports Thorvaldsen’s construction of a continuum between eddic and skaldic verse 

based on their complexity,60 which seems relevant in determing whether or not a 

particular verse form can be considered close to prose.  

It must be acknowledged that skaldic verse can also used in a more narrative, 

mythological context, one which is usually attributed to eddic-style verse. 

Nevertheless, Lindow makes the good point that eddic verse on the whole also does 

not tell stories, but rather allude to a story that is already known by their audience.61 

Eddic verse is used in a mythic or heroic context and little used in historical contexts 

(which tends to be the preserve of the skaldic-style verse), but it is powerfully 

demonstrated in Sneglu-Halla þáttr that mythological subjects were a fitting subject for 

skaldic verse. King Haraldr harðráði and the Icelandic poet Þjóðólfr Arnórson hear a 

blacksmith and a tanner arguing whilst walking down the street one day, and the king 

demands that the skald compose a poem about the incident, but Þjóðólfr is reluctant to 

because he considers the subject matter (two craftsmen) beneath him. The king 

(himself an accomplished poet), has the idea that Þjóðólfr ought to recast the 

craftsmen as figures from Old Norse mythology, and he does so, first with the 

blacksmith as Þórr and the tanner as Geirrøðr, using the myth of Þórr’s visit to 

Geirrøðr, which appears as a narrative in Skáldskaparmál,62 and also, under the king’s 
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direction, with one as Sigurðr Fáfnisbani and one as Fáfnir.63 The poet is praised and 

rewarded by the king for his performance. Certain subjects are thus felt to be 

appropriate for court poetry, the mythological content, otherwise cast in eddic verse, 

amongst them.64  

The use of eddic or skaldic metre is socially determined by convention and by 

the status of the respective metres or verseforms.65 Although fornyrðislag could be used 

for skaldic poetry, dróttkvætt seems to have had a superior social status than the eddic 

metre, as demonstrated by two stanzas from King Haraldr harðráði, who, having 

realised he has left his armour aboard his ship before the Battle of Stamford Bridge in 

1066, composes an eddic verse saying so and then says, “þetta er illa kveðit ok mun 

verða at gera aðra vísu betri” [‘that is badly composed and I will now make another, 

better verse’].66 The king then composes a rather obscure skaldic stanza, which can be 

taken to mean that skaldic verse was more highly esteemed than eddic (at least in that 

context).67 In Gunnlaugs saga, it is clear that there is a level of expectation about which 

verseform to use when Gunnlaugr criticises Hrafn for having composed a flokkr rather 

than drápa about a king: “‘hví ortir þú flokk um konunginn?’ segir hann; ‘eða þótti þér 

hann eigi drápunnar verðr?’” [‘“why do you compose a flokkr about the king,” he says, 

“or doesn’t he seem to you worthy of a drápa?”’].68 This comment should be read 

against the background of Gunnlaugr composing a very well-received flokkr himself 
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on several occasions in the saga, but for jarls rather than kings.69 The difference 

between a drápa and a flokkr is that a flokkr lacks the embellishment of a series of 

refrains (each called a stef) found in a drápa. A similar example can be found in Óláfs 

saga helga in Heimskringla, in which Þórarinn loftunga offends King Knút by offering 

him a flokkr, scathingly described by Knút as a dræplingr, and has to recompose it into 

a drápa to make amends.70 Note that these verseforms in the drápa and flokkr are in 

the same metre (dróttkvætt), it is the verseform that is here dictated by social custom 

and it is noticed when genre-norms are broken, even if the difference to us might 

seem minimal.71   

The above seems to demonstrate that to think in terms of eddic and skaldic 

verse as a dichotomy is misleading, but to use the two separate terms is not invalid, 

since the categories overlap rather than negate each other. Thorvaldsen comments that 

the difficulties in separating eddic and skaldic verse “could just as well indicate that 

categories involved do not confirm [sic] to categorization exclusively based in common 

and differentiating properties.”72 This makes a functional and a performative 

consideration of the stanzas found in prosimetrum all the more important.  
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The Oral Background of Eddic Poetry and the Sagas 

Many of the Old Icelandic genres extant in written form appear to have been preceded 

by an equally rich vernacular tradition that in many cases continued to supplement and 

complement the traditions after they were written down;73 Judy Quinn notes this is 

likely to be the case with skaldic panegyrics, mythological and heroic eddic poetry, 

lists (mnemonic) and genealogies, prosimetra of the types examined in this thesis 

(apart from perhaps Gylfaginning), and oral sagas.74 The extant eddic poetry, it seems 

reasonable to conclude, is the product of a lengthy oral tradition that is largely 

untraceable; nevertheless, they are also a product of the 13th century and the literature 

mileu that wrote them down in what Kellogg has described as “a collaboration 

between two contemporaneous cultures, one essentially oral and the other essentially 

literate.”75 Tom DuBois has described the Old Norse texts with this background as 

“valuable hybrid works, combining earlier oral tradition (evidenced in content, diction, 

style, and structure) with the literate concerns and perceptions of a later writer, age or 

situation,”76 and  comments that “in order to appreciate the nature of such a hybrid, 

however, the testimony of undeniably non-literary oral tradition is essential.”77 The 

two most notable recent contributors in this vein are Ruth Finnegan and, building 

upon Finnegan, Slavica Ranković, although only Rankovic’s work takes the Old 

Norse literature as an example. Both have demonstrated the need and the usefulness 

to see these “two contemporaneous cultures” standing not in a dichotomy but rather as 
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part of a spectrum of orality-literacy, or on a continuum, which they term the “oral-

literate continuum.” Ranković refines and builds upon Finnegan’s theory to account 

for genre differences, and constructs a method by which one may visualise this 

continuum in terms of the different Old Norse genres.78  

In contrast to the earlier instance of formularity as a marker of orality, in the 

most recent scholarship the oral background of much Old Norse literature has been 

demonstrated by its variance. It is commonplace to state variability as one defining 

characteristic between oral and literate texts: the oral being fluid and variable, and the 

literate as stable and fixed. In Old Norse, however, we can find variable reflexes of the 

same narrative in a written context. An approach that has proved fruitful is that of 

exploring the variants in obviously related or similar content, and determining 

whether it could conceivably be a result of oral tradition or whether it is simply a 

literary borrowing (often indicated by word-for-word similarity), a method first 

seriously pioneered by Gísli Sigurðsson in his book The Medieval Icelandic Saga and 

Oral Tradition: A Discourse on Method.79 This is not to equate variation with the 

historical development of the tale, since, as Lauri Honko has demonstrated, “variation 

is neither stable nor hierarchic” and any given manifestation of a tale is likely to a 

mixture of both temporary and permanent changes,80 that many times will be possible 

to acknowledge but ultimately impossible to untangle.  

Whilst oral elements will have been transformed during their textualisation 

into written sagas as Quinn notes,81 scholars such as Jan de Vries, Theodore 

Andersson and Clive Tolley suggest a continuation between the preliterary and 
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literary periods in Iceland and that the Icelandic oral tradition was one that had artistic 

expectations commonly found in literate rather than oral societies.82 The written sagas 

deriving much of their form and narrative technique from their oral predecessors may 

explain why the earliest written saga texts show evidence of a fully-developed saga 

form, rather than a long prose form that had to be worked upon to reach its literary 

zenith – there exists no evidence of practice period in which Icelanders came to terms 

with long prose forms normally associated only with written cultures.83 There also 

appears to have been a vibrant oral poetic tradition in medieval Scandinavia. 

Documentary evidence that points towards this include verses written in runic script, 

references given in prose narratives to oral poetic activity, and the recording of stanzas 

in works such as Snorri Sturluson’s Edda that have the intention of recording poetical 

forms.84  

Eddic Poetry and Oral Tradition 

The majority of the stanzas examined in this thesis are in the eddic metres.85 The Old 

Norse eddic metres are from a written record that preserves the Old Norse version of 

the Germanic alliterative metres also found in Old English, Old High German and 

Old Saxon that were once used in a purely oral form.86 The Germanic metres differ 
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slightly between language and people, and it is clear that the metres underwent a 

continuous process of development from the earliest times; the first recordings of 

alliterative metres are in runic inscriptions from c. the 2nd century CE.87 The skaldic 

metres likely developed from the eddic metres in the 8th to 9th centuries, likely 

deriving from fornyrðislag, the basic eddic metre, although they probably also later 

influenced eddic verse.88 The oldest skaldic poems that we have preserved were 

composed in the 9th century and were preserved and transmitted orally to around the 

12th century. 

How Do We Know Eddic Poetry Has an Oral Background? 

The claim that eddic poetry has an oral background (that it was conceived, 

performed and transmitted orally),89 is made on the basis of the elements discussed 

directly above: literary and social factors in medieval Iceland and from such hints as 

we can gather from literature, although the reliability of these sources must always be 

contested.90 The oral background of written eddic poetry is suggested by the stanzas 

content, metre and diction drawn from a common preliterature of Germanic heroic 

tradition about people and events from as long ago as the fifth and sixth centuries;91 

only by oral tradition could this content have reached, for example, the heroic eddic 
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poems in their first written forms, from which our extant poems seem to be recent 

descendants, and older than the circumstances of their manuscript preservation might 

suggest.92  

Bengt R. Jonsson has emphasised that “the natural state for oral poetry is to remain 

oral and …such poetry is rarely written down without a real incitement and … a proper 

vehicle, that is, a suitable form of written language” (his emphasis).93 What then, 

might have been the incitement to record the poems of the Poetic Edda? The 

appearance of the Poetic Edda manuscripts and Snorra Edda in the 13th century has 

been explained by the emergence of an antiquarian movement94 that likely continued 

into the early 14th century and that also accounts for the appearance of compilations 

such as Hauksbók. Sigurður Nordal moots the possibility that the collection and 

writing down of the Poetic Edda collection was prompted by Snorra Edda, since Snorri 

is not thought to have had access to an extensive collection of poems.95 

From a 13th century perspective, Snorri in Heimskringla offers several glimpses 

of his conception of the oral life of poetry. In Ólafs saga helga we hear: 

Þat var meirr en tvau hundruð vetra tólfrœð, er Ísland var byggt, áðr menn tœki hér sǫgur at rita, ok var 
þat lǫng ævi ok vant, at sǫgur hefði eigi gengizk í munni, ef eigi væri kvæði, bæði ný ok forn, þau er 
menn tœki þar af sannendi frœðinnar.

96
  

It was more than two hundred and forty winters since Iceland was settled before men here took to 
writing sagas, and that was a long period a risk that the stories had been altered in oral tradition, if 
there had not been poems, both new and old, those from which men might take historical truth. 

The eddic poetry preserved in manuscripts from the 13th century onwards in some 

way “represents – or even presents – much older oral poetry.”97 Anne Holtsmark has 
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described the Poetic Edda “as close to oral tradition as we can get,” and suggests the 

poems began to find written form just before 1200.98 

There is also evidence, however, to suggest that eddic poetry was still also an 

oral tradition in the 13th century, when new compositions, as Judy Quinn notes, 

“assume their audience’s familiarity with heroic figures…and mythological 

phenomena,” indicating the audience was aware of conventions present in the Poetic 

Edda material which they likely knew from an oral tradition that was alive and 

productive.99 Clive Tolley argues that the living oral tradition in which the eddic 

poems of the Poetic Edda must once have been transmitted was no longer to be found 

around a century after the eddic poems being written down. This can be surmised 

because the Codex Regius manuscript of the Poetic Edda (from c. 1270) contains 

lapses that the scribe was unable to correct by using his own knowledge of an oral 

tradition, and he gives the example of leaving a gap for an absent or indecipherable 

word in his exemplar in the poem of Helgakviða Hundingsbana I, 7:4.100 Some of the 

poems contained in the Poetic Edda collection are found quoted or paraphrased in 

Gylfaginning and other fornaldarsǫgur (for example Vǫlsunga saga and Norna-Gests 

þáttr). It is impossible to make detailed links on the basis of manuscripts between 

these sources,101 and it seems that the versions of the poems we can deduce from the 

above contexts must ultimately derive from independant recordings from oral 

tradition.    
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The Formula and the Eddic Poems 

The possible oral improvisation of eddic poetry has been mooted in connection 

with the Oral-Formulaic theory articulated by Milman Parry and his student Albert 

Lord, which they formed after the observation of the compositional practices of oral 

Serbo-Croatian poets and used to explain the recurrent phrases and epithets found in 

Homeric poetry.102 Parry argued that these formulas were chosen in accordance with 

demands of the metrics; this argument was expressed by Lord as a definition of the 

formula: “a group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical 

conditions to express a given essential idea.”103 Although developed by studying 

Balkan field material, the spread of the theory to vernacular genres gave rise to the 

suggestion that verse was composed and transmitted in the medieval Icelandic oral 

period by the use of formulas.104 By the use of these formulas, poets could compose as 

they went along, and the text would be recreated with each performance, and the 

formulas surviving in the written texts would thus be “traces of the compositional 

habits of performers who composed orally.”105 As Clive Tolley points out, this means 

that some features, words and motifs, were retained, while others were not.106 While 

both eddic and skaldic poems were transmitted and composed orally, the oral-

formulaic mode is likely to have applied to only some degree to eddic poetry, and does 

not really appear in skaldic poetry in a manner in which we are familiar with it from 

studies of other Germanic literatures. Tolley suggests that the recurrent phrases in 
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skaldic poetry are borrowings and allusions rather than part of the oral-formulaic 

tradition, although he suggests that the oral formulaic aspect of oral societies might be 

located in the skaldic tradition by the use of mythological motifs and in the use of 

kennings to present these motifs.107 This separation of borrowings and allusions as a 

form of intertextuality separate from that at play in oral-formulaic composition is by 

no means certain, however.  

In the earlier phase of applying the Parry-Lord theory on formulae and their 

relation to oral composition to vernacular literature, it was taken for granted that if a 

text were “formulaic and traditional” it pointed to “oral-formulaic techniques of 

composition,”108 and thus the formulae in written texts were used as a means of 

proving an oral background for a text. Similarly, the application of the Parry-Lord 

theory was used to justify the idea that the eddic poems were composed in the pre-

Christian period and were transmitted uncorrupted until they were recorded in the 

13th century, and were thus entirely reliable sources for Scandinavian mythology and 

Germanic pagan religion.109 These repeated blocks had to fit both metrically and 

content wise into the gap in the line, although the metrical dimension originally 

proposed by Parry and Lord seems to have been relaxed in recent years. 

The presence of formulaic phrases in a written text can no longer be considered 

an indication that a text has roots in a preliterate society, a criterion that was once used 

as evidence that Old Norse eddic poems were indeed oral and thus ancient.110 This is 

for the simple reason that those who write texts can also employ these formulae in 

their putting together of a text that is manifestly literate.  Authors might choose to do 

this for a number of reasons that were likely largely aesthetic or traditional, giving the 
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literate text an air of orality, for example, since they do not need the formula for 

compositional reasons. In addition, although they cannot indicate an oral background, 

formulaic content and syntax remained an important compositional resource in the 

literary period.111 Scott Mellor argues that some syntactic and content units are so 

frequent in the Poetic Edda that there is likely to be a system beneath,112 one that Tom 

DuBois has described as giving even the late eddic poems, such as Grógaldr and 

Fjölvinnsmál found in 17th century paper manuscripts, the means to “sound eddic.”113 

Old Norse speakers in the late medieval times had access to the eddic tradition 

through the use of formulaic syntax or content, regardless of whether it was gained by 

reading or orally, rather than mere literary borrowings.114 Direct recordings of poetic 

texts from oral tradition would indeed presumably include formula, but the fact that 

formula can also be found in the output of literate authors means that it cannot be a 

criterion in itself in determining the absolute oral roots of a text, only that it rests on 

the oral-literate continuum and that to the literate society that produces such texts, 

oral reflexes serve a positive purpose. On the basis of this, other criteria once used to 

demonstrate a text’s preliterate background, criteria in early vernacular works like 

“stereotyped elements of diction, narrative style, and structure that are typical of 

poetry composed orally in performance,”115 must likewise be discredited as absolute 

indicators of an oral background. 
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The Question of a Fixed, Oral Text for the Eddic Poems 

Andreas Heusler is perhaps typical of his time when he states that: 

Alle diese Skope und Skalden, Spielleute, Ritter und Ritterfräulein haben vorbedachte, 
auswendig gelernte Lieder vorgetragen, eigene sowohl wie fremde: das eigene Schaffen 
vertrug sich durchaus mit dem Nichtimprovisieren und mit der bedingten Festigkeit des 
Liedkörpers...

116
 

Thanks to the work of Parry and Lord onwards this view was nuanced, but if the 

eddic poems were born purely of an oral-formulaic tradition, they cannot have been 

fixed texts: “Oral-formulaic ‘singers’ did not memorize a set text or a lexicon of poetic 

expressions but rather intuited systems for producing metrical utterances, generating 

them anew with each performance.”117 Although, as discussed above, eddic poetry 

certainly has formulaic aspects, whether or not the eddic poems were indeed fixed 

rather than fluid texts before they were recorded as extant is an open question; Lars 

Lönnroth suggests that if the eddic poems were indeed born out of oral-formulaic 

improvisation, then they later became fixed and were transmitted verbatim, possibly 

due to the adoption of prose for the narrative form and the lyrical verse lines 

remaining becoming shorter and thus more conducive to memorisation.118 It is 

possible there were (at least in theory) multiple recordings of an eddic text from oral 

tradition, and these would give rise to multiple versions being recorded. In the case of 

the three recordings of Vǫluspá (in the Codex Regius manuscript, Hauksbók, and 

quotations in Snorra Edda), for example, this seems to be the case, as demonstrated 

most recently by Else Mundal.119 In other cases where there are one or more versions 

of the same eddic poem in existence, it seems that they come from the same written 

exemplar, for example in the case of Grímnismál.  
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One possibility is that the eddic poems were not of a very fluid nature in oral 

tradition and did not change much between their existence in oral tradition and their 

inital recording; John Lindow and Lars Lönnroth both suggest that the eddic poems 

are akin to the ballads in that they were likely reasonably fixed in their oral form.120 

Lönnroth comments in 1981 that “Like ballads and unlike Yugoslav epics, Eddic 

poems are comparatively short, tightly structured and only in part formulaic; they 

were obviously meant to be memorized and recited (or sung) from memory.”121 

Lindow points out that of the different types of texts, those with sacred content for 

example are strong contenders to remain relatively static in content, but nuances his 

view with the point that texts are open to change along with a culture, and that a 

changing text can also be a sacred text.122 There is no evidence, however, that the eddic 

poems were ever used in a ritual or religious context,123 and the fact that the eddic 

poems were also apparently preserved in oral culture for c. 250 years after the 

conversion also makes it questionable as to whether they were not changed during this 

period.124  Typically, oral transmission means that material is changed gradually to 

keep it relevant to the present:  

Traditional art amalgamates the present and past, preserving elements it no longer clearly understands 
because they have been passed down, comfortable with archaism and anachronism, and yet 
continuously avoiding a debilitating decadence by gradually filling old images with new significance 
when intelligibility and relevance require it.

125
 

Robert Kellogg, who supports the application of the Parry-Lord model to eddic 

material, poses the question of whether the eddic poems existed in a fixed form but 

rejects an affirmative answer. If, he argues, the texts were fixed, there would have 

been little reciprocal interaction between a performer and audience, and since it is this 
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that keeps the poetry relevant and the eddic poems seem to have existed orally in one 

form or another for several hundred years before they were recorded, the texts are 

unlikely to have been fixed.126 Although Kellogg’s arguments are rejected by 

Lönnroth, Lönnroth acknowledges the important point that Kellogg’s contribution at 

least demonstrates that the eddic poems ought to be considered as orally derived texts.  

Both Lönnroth and Tolley have sought middle ground in the discussion of 

whether the eddic poems were fixed, and have identified it as a literary-historical 

development. According to Lönnroth, the eddic poems were improvised at an early 

stage in their oral transmission, at which point the eddic poems could have been more 

loosely structured with less rigid metrical demands, less concern for a ‘correct’ poetic 

diction and more formulaic. All these factors are conducive to improvisation rather 

than memorization.127 Clive Tolley suggests that the Scandinavian poetry is literary in 

character, despite its oral background, and strikes a middle ground by linking the 

fixity of the eddic tradition as it appears in the 13th century to the influence of the 

skaldic poetry; the eddic poetry became gradually more fixed, and oral-formulaic 

recreation at each performance was ostensibly replaced with memorisation (to varying 

degrees in the eddic corpus), a shift entrenched by the arrival of the technology of 

writing.128 

Much of the extant eddic poetry in the Poetic Edda is preserved with prose in 

its written form, and it is possible that this too was transmitted orally in a form 

resembling what is extant in the written record in those poems that have a prose frame 

or prose inserts in between their stanzas. Customarily it has been assumed that the 

prose was added to the Poetic Edda by a compiler, likely in a manuscript previous to 

the two surviving: this is discussed further below. The assumption is born out of the 

acceptance of poetry as the primary oral form, although in the case of the sagas, the 
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notion of fluid prose accompanying stanzas has been allowed. Nevertheless, prose is 

the natural medium of story telling, and the recitation of poems, whether or not they 

were also dramatically enacted, would, as far as can be judged from what is found in 

the written poems of the Poetic Edda, have benefitted from explanation, even if the 

audience were familiar with the story.129 Further, the existence of prose descriptive 

titles for some of the poems and the prose story Dauði Sinfjǫtla indicates that the 

prose in some places is simply summing up tradition associated with the poems that 

was once narrated orally. It is unlikely that the prose was fixed in the same way as the 

eddic poems are thought to have been, although they could have maintained 

consistency in content and general expression, and indeed this is likely if they provide 

context to the same, unchanging poem. Were units of the poem to be switched, as can 

be seen for example in the difference in versions between the Hauksbók and Codex 

Regius versions of the Poetic Edda, the prose associated with the poem would perhaps 

have to transform in order to suit the order of the poetic content.  

The Performance of Eddic Poetry 

If we accept as a general premise that much of Old Norse literature has an oral 

background or is orally-derived, texts thus ought to be thought of not only as written 

works, but also as artistic events – as performances.130  Above I argued that variation 

ought to be considered as an indicator of orality in some texts (which we would then 

think of as being orally-derived), in the light of Gísli Sigurðsson and Tom DuBois’s 

research;131 here I would like to turn to the idea that variation and performance go 

hand-in-hand in orally-derived literature, beginning with Richard Bauman’s 

observation that: 
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A performance-centered conception of verbal art calls for an approach through performance itself. In 
such an approach, the formal manipulation of linguistic features is secondary to the nature of the 
performance, per se, conceived of and defined as a mode of communication.

132
  

This theory is particularly pertinent to texts that ares preserved in manuscript form.  

At its most basic level, perfomance theory indicates that performance is part of the 

meaning, which in Bauman’s terms means that a performer enunciates and puts forth 

a certain interpretation of the text.133 John Miles Foley points out that this is turn 

demands that the audience decode the performance using what Bauman terms “keys to 

performance” that vary from community to community, but can include, for example, 

opening and closing formulae and appeals to tradition.134  

 Performance becomes important in three areas of this thesis: the first are the 

descriptions of actual performances, such as that of the wedding in Reykjahólar or as 

found in Norna-Gests þáttr. The second area of performance considered is the capture 

of a performance on a page, which can be thought of as an extended text of a 

performance. An extended text is one that contains “several notations concerncing the 

verbal and non-verbal interaction between the performer and the audience, 

paralinguistic expressions such as gesture and body movement (kinesics), the 

utilisation of space (proxemics) and artifacts (instruments, ritual objects) and different 

forms of integral or collateral action (dance, pantomime, ritual, song, orchestra).”135 

Perception of these elements in a text demands indivdual readers to reconstruct the 

performance event captured. This area of performance is considered in my analysis of 

the mythological eddic poems below, in conjunction with the prose that is found with 

this poems.136 The third aspect of performance I pick out is the performance on the 
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manuscript page. Each manuscript is unique by nature, and the inscription of each 

saga narrative can be likened to a unique performance of the text by the scribe, with 

individual quirks and variations – differences that can nevertheless only be noted 

when multiple versions of the “same” text are compared. This is relevant for my 

discussion of Gylfaginning, which quotes versions of eddic poems found elsewhere, 

and for some of the fornaldarsǫgur that I will discuss, where I consider the saga(s) in 

multiple manuscripts. The concept of performance is thus useful to the study of 

written texts in a variety of ways. 

 

In the oral stage of the eddic poems, the texts would have existed “only at the moment 

of performance.”137 Outside of these performances the texts were not, and there was 

only a competence to produce the poems in a performance.138 The oral performer was 

also in some sense part of the audience, since he and the audience have similar levels of 

competence.139 Nevetheless, as Robert Kellogg points out, the record does not divulge 

“the mental text of the performer nor the intertexts resorted to by the audience.”140 

There is not a great deal of anecdotal evidence for the performance of eddic poetry, 

which has no word for its poet akin to the ‘skald’ of the skaldic tradition,141 but there 

are several scenes recorded that provide some evidence for eddic prosimetrum and the 

functional as well as entertainment role for eddic verse.  
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In Norna-Gests þáttr, an Odinnic guest performs eddic poetry and prose to the 

king and his men, in a format distinctly reminiscent of a fornaldarsaga. Stanzas from 

extant eddic poems leave the mouth of the performer, leaving open the intriguing 

question of whether this is a likely format in which such eddic poems could have been 

performed in the oral tradition. Lars Lönnroth locates the origin of the prose and 

verse fornaldarsaga in an oral performance akin to that found in Norna-Gests þáttr. 

Although written around 1300, the tale is clearly much older, as can be seen by its 

parallels with earlier sagas and with the Old English poem Widsith.142 In this þáttr, a 

mysterious old man called Norna-Gest visits King Oláfr Tryggvason, and entertains 

him by telling stories from the past about the great heroes he has met, since he is 

several hundred years old, and his characters speak several verses that are direct 

quotations from Reginsmál and Helreið Brynhildar from the Codex Regius manuscript 

of the Poetic Edda.143 Lönnroth contends that “his performance and its social context 

are probably in several important respects typical of mythical-heroic entertainment in 

Iceland and Norway during the 13th century,” and his lists the entertainment at big 

feasts while people are drinking, the story-telling and poetic recitation that happened 

there, its acceptability in Christian circles, the existence of heroic relics (which Norna-

Gest produces to show his hosts), and the allure of the figure of the skald as shared 

characteristics between the þáttr and the real-life performance context of legendary 

sagas.144  

The second suggestion of the performance of eddic poetry, also in a prosimetric 

context, is to be found in the depiction of saga entertainment at a wedding at 

Reykjahólar in 1119 (discussed further below). Here, verses are said to accompany 

saga prose, and the episode suggests that eddic verses were performed outside the 

contexts of the Royal courts (as Norna-Gests þáttr suggests they were also performed 

in a court context), and that the prosimetric form of saga narration familiar from the 
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written fornaldarsǫgur can be traced relatively far back in performance in oral 

tradition.145 

Joseph Harris suggests that two episodes from Saxo Grammaticus in his Gesta 

Danorum of around 1200 provide early written evidence for the use of eddic poetry in 

a functional role in addition to the examples elsewhere of it being used for 

entertainment.146 In the first scene, a Saxon attempts to warn the Danish king of an 

ambush by reciting a poem given the descriptive title in the Gesta of “the very famous 

perfidy of Grimhild against her brothers,” whilst at the same time not breaking his 

allegiance to the attackers. In a second scene in the same text, a singer, cantor, rides 

amongst troops “rehearsing Sveno’s murderous treachery in a famous song” and 

exciting the warriors to revenge. Although there is no way to tell whether the latter is 

eddic, Harris notes that the former, the perfidia Svenonis, seems to correspond to a 

poem that is lost in Old Norse.147  

The performance of Bjarkamál before the battle of Stiklastaðir as related in 

Heimskringla (and discussed further below), is perhaps not historical,148 but 

nevertheless Harris suggests we take from the scene the fact that a skald is responsible 

for the re-performance of an eddic poem, and, like in Saxo, this happens before a 

battle and outside. He also argues that the recitation of Bjarkamál at this point was 

done so by Þórmóðr for its effect of the double-scene, since Bjarkamál relates the last 

stand of Hrólfs saga kraka and the historical battle of Stiklastaðir likewise saw the 
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death of St. Óláfr, but the reason beind the recitation of the poem was to motivate the 

warriors to battle.149 

Eddic verse was thus likely used for both entertainment and in functional 

settings. The first two of the examples given above, Norna-Gests þáttr and the 

wedding at Reykjahólar, suggest that the eddic prosimetric form has deep roots in the 

performance history of Old Norse narrative as entertainment. The three scenes, from 

Saxo and the recitation of Bjarkamál, suggest the alterinative uses to which eddic verse 

could be put apart from entertainment contexts. Indeed, both the use of eddic verse as 

a warning and as motivation for fight/revenge are found in the fornaldarsǫgur. In 

Hrólfs saga kráka, Reginn recites an eddic verse to King Fróði as a warning. Even 

though Reginn is party to the actions that will lead to Fróði’s death, he must issue a 

warning about what is happening in order to fulfill his oathes to him.150 In Ragnars 

saga, we hear of Áslaug’s despair and irritation when she is unable at first to convince 

her sons to avenge their step-brothers by the power of her poetry, and her son Ívarr 

comments that “‘Eigi er vist,’segir Ivar, ‘hvart þat stodar nackvat, þottu kvedir aþra 

visu at annaʀi’” [‘“it is not certain,” Ívarr says, “whether that helps anything, even if 

you speak one verse after another”’].151 The characters in the saga thus seem aware of 

and attuned to the potential of verse to persuade and motivate.152  

 

The second aspect of performance I noted above is performance on a page, the text of 

a performance. The possibility of this has been analysed in detail by Terry Gunnell, 

who argues that the actual performance of the dialogue poems in the Poetic Edda is 

likely, although not in a ritual sense. Gunnell reads the layout of the poems in the 
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Codex Regius manuscript, particularly the marginal “V” markings, as indicative that 

the pages could have been marked up as documents approaching scripts, and provides 

examples of this from contemporaneous European tradition. Medieval readers and 

writers, used to oral (aural) performances, might thus negotiate a written text with 

reference to an oral performer (not author),153 one with which they were rather close 

to:  

…manuscripts, with their glosses or marginal comments (which often got worked into the text in 
subsequent copies) were in dialogue with the world outside their own borders. They remained closer to 
the give-and-take of oral expression. The readers of manuscripts are less closed off from the author, less 
absent, than are the readers of those writing for print.

154
  

 Ursula Schaefer argues that the divorce of the verse from a physical poet’s gestures 

and intonations, used by aural receivers of texts as interpretative aids, prompted the 

poet to supply in his narrative a substitute voice by employing a speaker,155 and in 

skaldic poetry we might suppose that the lack of performer is compensated for by 

naming the person responsible for the composition of the stanza. In eddic prosimetra, 

we might consider the function of putting verses directly into the mouths of 

characters a similar reflex.  

 

The third aspect of performance I noted is performance on the manuscript page, 

linked to variation and the uniqueness of each manuscript presentation of a text. In 

this sense, each manuscript is a ‘performance’ of a work, although the ‘performer’ 

responsible for the manuscript is one linked directly to tradition: 

The most striking fact about traditional literature…is the absence of authors. The performer is not an 
author. He transmits the work out of the past and into the present. Through him, the tradition is made 
manifest. In this sense his performance is analogous not to authorship – that belongs to the tradition – 
but to the presentation of an author’s work through a book or other text. The performer is more nearly 
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akin to a reader than to the author of a book. His performance is one “reading”, one “interpretation” of 
the tradition.

156
 

The mediation of the manuscript compiler and scribe in the transmission of poetry 

can be seen in those cases where more than one version has survived.157 In the Old 

Norse corpus, we are fortunate in having poetry preserved in saga prose that is 

preserved in tens of copies; for poetic works, fewer exist. Pasternack understands the 

reshaping of a text through its written transmission through an oral paradigm, 

something that Tim William Machan argues continues in to the later middle ages: “a 

variety of the conscious alterations effected by scribes as they “copied” texts are similar 

to the changes made by oral poets as they re-create songs – that a model of 

improvisation can describe the performance qualities of both oral poets and scribes.”158 

In a manuscript tradition, this can be seen in both the general shape of the text and the 

specific manuscripts. Stemmatic studies usually reveal groups of texts related to each 

other, each group either a related or independent transformation. On the specific level, 

each individual manuscript is an individual manifestation of the text, and no two will 

be exactly alike. Both levels of textual transformation are due in part to the process of 

recomposition in the transmission of the text, and perhaps in part due to more minor 

differences in the copying process: errors, emmendations, omissions and additions 

(neither of which are necessarily erroneous), and minor interpolations. In such a way 

can prosimetric (and non prosimetric) texts be considered usefully as performances in 

their manuscript versions.  

 

The oral background of eddic poetry as found both in the Poetic Edda compilations 

and the prosimetra proper can be explored via a number of routes, several of which 

have been traced above. I have argued that eddic poetry should, as conventionally 
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done, be read as having an oral background, although its formularity should not be 

considered to be evidence of this, but an indiciation that even as written texts they are 

in an oral mode.  This in turn makes it difficult to say whether the eddic poems in the 

oral period were transmitted in the more fluid manner associated with oral poetry, or 

were memorised and transmitted in fixed texts. Either way, the performance of the 

eddic poems is suggested by a number of factors: references in extant literature to the 

performance of eddic poetry, traces left as they were written and copied by scribes, 

and as evidenced by their variation as unique performances of poetry in each 

manuscript context. The discussion above also suggests that prosimetra were likely 

present in the oral period, although this cannot be absolutely proven. The question of 

whether the extant written sagas reflect the form of narrative that existed in the 

preliterary period has been under debate for many years, and it is this question of the 

origin of the saga form itself to which I will now turn. 
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The Debate Surrounding the Orality of the Sagas 

The purpose of this section is to summarise the scholarly debate that surround the 

origins of the Icelandic sagas in order to frame my discussion of learned literature as a 

background to the written prosimetrum of Gylfaginning in Part Two, and the 

development of the fornaldarsǫgur in Part Three. The question of saga origins has 

shifted in recent years from the Book Prose and Free Prose debate to an emphasis on 

socio-historical considerations on the ursprung of the Icelandic vernacular literature, 

although the discussion is still characterised by a focus on the Íslendingasǫgur.  

A consideration of how the saga genre developed as a whole has, from the 

beginning of critical thought towards the sagas, been based in a discussion of whether 

the sagas have oral or written origins. This culminated in the 19th and 20th centuries 

in the so-called Free prose and Book prose theories, which I will discuss below, a 

debate that is, as such, no longer on-going but which undoubtedly underpins 

contemporary commentary, since its concern was whether the saga form as we know 

it from written texts was a reflection of a long prose form that was found in oral 

tradition. The discussion of saga origins is a vast field, so here I have limited myself 

firstly to major scholars in the discipline, and secondly to those who have commented 

explicitly on the development of the sagas in relationship to verse. I do not attempt to 

provide a complete map of the discussion, but rather to pick out the points relating 

most directly to the role of stanzas in saga origins (I refer you to Theodore M. 

Andersson’s 1964 book The Problem of Icelandic Saga Origins: A Historical Survey for 

such a map, and his survey has been invaluable in preparing mine and I treat the pre-

19th century authors in the same order).159  

Surveys of the debate as to whether or not the sagas have oral origins usually 

begin in Free-Prose/Book-Prose era of the 19th century, but the beginning of 

analytical approaches to prose and verse, however credulous, must be sought slightly 
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further back in 17th century with the first generation of those working in Denmark 

on Icelandic sources, for example Ole Worm. Such scholars, who were not Icelandic, 

were unable to read the manuscripts themselves and needed Icelandic assistants as 

amanuenses. For our purposes, Thormod Torfaeus (1636-1719) is particularly 

important, 160 since he hypothesises that oral tradition was extremely important in 

explaining the foundations of the written saga genre, and explicitly comments on the 

importance of prose in the transmission of verse. In his Series Dynastarum et Regum 

Daniae,161 composed following a trip to Iceland in 1662 to collect parchment 

manuscripts but not published until 1702,162 he reasons that in order for an audience to 

interpret them, (skaldic) stanzas must have been accompanied by what Andersson calls 

“a stock of tradition,”163: “Hactenus de Carminibus egimus egregiis illis memoriæ 

ſubſidiis, qvæ tamen vetuſtarum hiſtoriarum non niſi breviaria fuere; nec raro tam 

obſcura, ut ſine interprete parum ab auditoribus intelligerentur.”164 Without 

interpretation, Torfeaus reasons, the stanzas are too obscure to make sense. He 

buttresses this by emphasising the role of oral tradition in supplying the traditional 

context necessary:  

Sed plenior adhuc rerum geſtarum notitia ad perfectam hiſtoriam rite concinnandam reqvinebatur. 
Hanc ſcripturientibus ſuppeditarunt relationes, non ſcriptæ, qvas ex parentum avorumqʒ ore auditu 
exceptas, tilii nepotesqʒ memoriâ conſervarunt, atqve ſuis poſteris eâdem ratione tradiderunt, donec 
tandem ad eos pervenirent, qvi literarum beneficio illas ab interitu vindicarunt. Qvod Verelius agnoſcit, 
ubi in limine Notarum ad Gothrici Rolfi hiſtoriam ſcribit: majores noſtras in Principum ſuorum, 
virorumqve fortium laudibus celebrandis parcos non fuiſſe, nec in conventibus publicis, ubicumqve 
genio indulgebant, alia magis ablectatione qvam eorum facinoribus decantandis animum paviſſe; 
additqʒ: narrationes hujusmodi, à majoribus per manus traditas, literis poſtea conſignatas fuiſſe.

165
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But a fuller knowledge of events was necessary for the proper exposition of history. This was provided 
to the writers by accounts not written but transmitted orally from parents and grandparents; sons and 
grandsons retained them by memory and passed them on in the same way to their descendants, until 
finally they reached those who rescued them from oblivion with the aid of letters. Verelius is also of 
this opinion when he writes in his notes to Gautreks saga ok Hrólfs that our ancestors were not sparing 
in their praise of their heroes or kings and that neither at their assemblies nor on any other occasion for 
recreation did they cultivate other pastimes more eagerly than the reciting of their deeds; and he adds 
that these stories were handed down from their acnestors and were later consigned to writing.

166
 

From this it can be seen that the suggestion of oral transmission of saga material goes 

back to Olof Verelius (1618-1682), a Swedish scholar responsible for the earliest 

printed editions of sagas in Uppsala, who rationalises the oral tradition behind the 

sagas.167 Another Swede, Olof Rudbeck (1630-1702), sought to establish Sweden as the 

cradle of civilisation and, in his magnum opus Atlantica (1679-1702)168 used Icelandic, 

classical and biblical material in an argument that equated Sweden with Plato’s 

Atlantis.169 However unlikely sounding his conclusions to modern scholarship, he is at 

least clear in his belief that oral tradition must be responsible for even the earliest 

history writings, an argument he takes back to the sources of Moses’ material.170 The 

saga material and discussion of its origins at this time belonged to the historians, and 

were part of the evolution of historical thinking of the 18th century, and in the middle 

of the century, the mood had evolved to scepticism.171  
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 One comment that indicates this shift is from Paul Henri Mallet in Denmark 

in his Introduction á l’histoire de Dannemarc (first edition 1755),172 in which he 

questions whether poetry could be maintained accurately for seven, eight or nine 

centuries:173  

Endelig, hvad Skialdre-Sangene angaar, som man lærde uden ad, da kand det ikke nægtes, at jo 
Skribenterme, som vi tale om, have kundet uddrage deraf megen Oplysning udi Historien af de Tider, 
der vare ikke for langt borte fra deres; Men er det vel troeligt, at man har med Omhyggelighed forvaret 
mange Skialdre-Vers, der vare giorte syv, otte eller ni hundrede Aar tilforn? Skulde man vel finde 
derudi megen Rigtighed og Tydelighed? Vare Skialdrene i de Tider saa nöye regnende, og fulgte de den 
Orden, som Historien udkræver?

174
 

Sven Lagerbring issued a defence of the sagas to answer Mallet as a contributor to 

Johan Adolph Steachau’s Dissertatio gradualis de fide historica monumentorum 

Islandicorum,175 published in 1763.176 As part of this, he argues that since the ancient 

poems were “the only order of annals and erudition,”177 and carried the most 

important aspects of religious and secular material, we should be assured of their 

longevity. Lagerbring is also of the opinion that whilst most poetry was undoubtedly 

part of a memorial tradition, some may have been written, and uses in this connection 

the example of Þorgerðr inscribing Egill’s verses in Egils saga,178 and furthermore cites 

Snorri as an authority that learned men thought the poems to be true.179 P. F. Suhm, a 
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historian,180 also attributed much of the material found in the fornaldar- and 

riddarasǫgur type material to have come from the people’s “uvisse Tradition, og deres 

egen stærke Indbildningskraft” [‘uncertain tradition, and their own vigorous 

imagination,’] and cites the “de herligste vers bevarede” in Vǫlsunga saga as one reason 

not to be entirely dismissive of their historical value.181 At the beginning of the 19th 

century, Friedrich Rühs in Germany, did not, like Lagerbring, hedge his bets, and 

simply dismissed material prior to Haraldr Fairhair’s time as fiction,182 and was very 

cautious of the poetry in more recent material. The unquestioning belief characteristic 

of Torfaeus and many of his near contemporaries was replaced by the critical attitudes 

towards their historicity characterised by Mallet and Rühs. The next step in the 

discussion of the origins of the saga was to set the problem of saga origins in its 

historical context, and Peter Erasmus Müller (1776-1834) was the first scholar to do 

just this. 

 Müller’s 1813 Ueber den Ursprung und Verfall der Isländischen Historiographie183 

proposed that the Icelandic storytelling tradition had undergone a development from 

mythical interests, to historiography to fiction (fornaldarsǫgur),184 and in doing so 

founded the so-called Verfall theory of saga development, in that saga literature 

peaked and then declined with the flourishing of such ridiculous and light fiction as 

the legendary sagas. Müller maintains a fairly standard account of the transmission of 

poetry (memorised or carved in runes), and the normal arguments for the historical 

knowledge of the poets and Snorri believing in their accuracy are deployed.185  
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 Müller argues that the prosimetric saga tradition has its beginnings in stanzas 

composed in the feuding period, mainly on historical topics,186 and the social context 

of the poets (long winter evenings and assemblies) provided plenty of times for the art 

form to be displayed and developed.187 An aptitude for narrative and a lively interest in 

contemporary events gave rise to stories; initially these were eye witness reports but 

developed into an artistic story form (sagas), although essentially they were still 

historical.188 The subsequent popularity of these sagas meant that their subject matter 

became distorted, and eventually the taste of the audience had shifted as far as 

fornaldarsǫgur with their basis in the fictional and the fabulous.189 As such, this is a 

theory based on an aesthetic judgement. 

 The next clear statement on the origin of the prosimetric sagas can be found in 

the literature of the Norwegian national romanticists, notably Rudolf Keyser.190 He 

argues that in the oral period, traditional material was given verse form, and then was 

accompanied by prose accounts, and both forms became set, and comments that the 

basis of fornaldarsǫgur is often old “folkedigte.”191 Andersson comments Keyser 

presents standard Romantic formulations of literary origins, adapted to Norwegian 

concerns (held to be identical to Icelandic concerns).192 While Keyser believed in the 

authority and authorial power of tradition and less in the role of the individual author 

in the saga composition process, N. M. Peterson believed in a set, oral background for 

the sagas, but one in which the written saga was an imitation and not direct recording 

of oral stories, and that the written sagas became longer and longer as authors got used 
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to making written compositions and eventually were able to produce texts in line with 

the old oral stories.193  

Around the same time, the German C. F. Köppen argues for the derivation of 

saga narrative from poetry in a similar vein to Keyser and for the sagas and poetry’s 

set form.194 He sees the fornaldarsǫgur as a prose tradition emerging from the 

disintegration of the poetic pre-Christian heroic tradition, the adaptation of the poetic 

tradition to prose made possible because the poetic lines were short.195 Köppen’s 

explanation was rejected by Theodor Möbius on the grounds that the existence of oral 

epic poems was not provable, assigning the sagas’ similarlity to the power of 

stereotype.196 Svend Grundtvig too was unconvinced by Keyser and Petersen’s 

support of set oral pieces, particularly in prose, arguing that it was clear that: 

…lange omhyggelig udarbejdede prosa værker aldrig kunne tænkes gennem århundreder at forplantes 
uforandrede fra mund til mund, således som korte, bestemt formede og rimbundne kvad...

197
 

He also asserts Icelandic tenure of the material and promoted the term oldnordisk, in 

part to include Denmark and Sweden in the Norse fornöld in which Norse 

mythological poetry was thought to have flourished,198 a position rejected by Gustav 
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Storm.199 The work of Konrad Maurer, who accepted with Keyser that the saga 

originated in oral story telling but differed in assigning a fluid character to the oral 

material,200 heralds the movement into modern methods of saga analysis, listed by 

Anderson as the comparison of saga with other written sources, testing a saga’s 

internal logic, that an author or redactor can innovate, and relative dating.201  

 

These older theories that centred around the written sagas as something like 

transcriptions of oral sagas and varieties of this argument, outlined above, gave rise in 

the 19th century to the Book-Prose and Free-Prose debate, as it has come to be 

known; a name not only for the two schools of thought of the origins of medieval 

Icelandic literature, but also shorthand for their associated methodological 

approaches.202 The terms were introduced into scholarship by Andreas Heusler in his 

1914 book Die Anfänge der isländischen Saga,203 and whilst the debate is no longer 

current as such, it still underpins most approaches to the origins and formation of the 

sagas. Much of the discussion centred on the Íslendingasǫgur, although it is relevant to 

the fornaldarsǫgur and the konungasǫgur. The position of a scholar in this debate was 

important because adherence to one methodological approach or another determines 

the kinds of research questions posed to the material, and influences, for example, the 

methods one might select in making an edition of a text. Whilst Book-Prose adherents 

broadly approached the saga material as only written and Free-Prose adherents 
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approached saga origins as oral and traditional, at the same time, the positions are 

united by underlying Romantic motivations: the Book-Prose proponents desired the 

Icelandic Commonwealth receive the acknowledgement it deserved for its rich, 

educated literary culture, while the Free-Prose proponents initially sought to reduce 

the specifically Icelandic element and thought of the traditions as of the stock of the 

people; later this developed into wanting the sagas to be an unsullied record of an 

heroic past that had the potential to define Scandinavians, particularly Icelanders.204  

 The Book-Prose enthusiasts emphasised the book learning of the medieval 

Icelanders, and held the opinion that the Icelanders moulded the European clerical 

culture of the time to their own forms. This view was founded in the work of, for 

example, Björn M. Ólsen (a major spokesman), and the other notable proponents of 

this view were Sigurður Nordal, Einar Ólafur Sveinsson and Jónas Kristjánsson.205 

Sometimes known as the Icelandic School, their preferred method was to uncover in 

the medieval Icelandic texts all that common to traditions of medieval European 

learning. In addition, the Book-Prose supporters propagated the notion of fiction in 

the sagas (applied to most saga subgenres except some konungasǫgur and the 

samtíðarsögur).206 The realism that these scholars observed in the sagas they attributed 

to literary skill of authors, and the major sagas were thus entirely literary works from 

the late 12th to early 14th centuries and were not based (for the most part), on pre-

existing (i.e. oral) material.207 

 The Free Prose supporters, on the other hand, the most notable of which are 

Knut Liestøl and Andreas Heusler and Finnur Jónsson,208 emphasised an exceptional 
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oral tradition as the primary means of understanding the origins of the medieval 

Icelandic sagas, and their methods thus tended to be retrospective and involved 

scouring texts for references to pre-Christian Nordic culture, for example, although 

Heusler originally used the term “Free-Prose” for the theory that written sagas were 

copies of oral sagas. These scholars mooted that the Íslendingasǫgur and Konungasǫgur 

were composed orally at the times they depict, and transmitted orally (verbatim), until 

they found their written form in the 12th to 14th centuries.209 Heusler assumed that 

the majority of the fornaldarsǫgur were based on an oral saga, except for cases in which 

they were obviously based on written sources, such as Vǫlsunga saga.210   

In practical terms, adherents of either school of thought rarely insisted on their 

preferred methodology in every instance, and instead used it as a guideline while 

working with texts on individual bases. Although a Free-Prose proponent, Heusler 

happily considered individual sagas as part of the Book-Prose tradition, and 

considered the majority of sagas to have originated “between the typical freeprose saga 

based on an oral saga and the typical bookprose saga based on an oral saga and the 

typical bookprose saga based to some extent on oral tradition but the work of an 

individual author.”211  Two examples of Book-Prose scholars leaning towards Free-

Prose theories can be found in the work of Sigurður Nordal and Finnur Jónsson.212 

Firstly, Sigurður Nordal’s conclusions that Hrafnkels saga is fictional because it is not 

historically accurate, while still holding Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar to contain much 

traditional material. Secondly, Finnur Jónsson acknowledges that Njáls saga’s 

traditional material had been redacted much later in the saga material’s life, although 

he does not argue for the existence of an oral saga. This is to be expected since almost 

all the Book-Prose supporters recognised the existence of an oral tradition, but, as Else 
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Mundal points out, a Book-Prose scholar could never really hold a Free-Prose view of 

a saga origin, “since the bookprose theory denied the possibility of an oral saga.”213  

The two key differences to these approaches is their differing conceptions of the 

connection “between realism and reality,”214 and of the sources for the extant (written) 

saga.215 According to Book-Prose theory, the sagas have a literary style in the sense of 

a written development, and their main sources are written ones in conjunction with 

oral prose and poetic traditions; in opposition, the Free-prose theorist held that saga 

style had developed at the oral stage, and that an oral saga was the main source for a 

Free-prose saga, although the saga writer (Book-prosaists preferred “author”), was 

free to use written sources and the oral prose and poetic traditions as secondary 

sources.216  

Although the Free-Prose/Book-Prose debate has calmed as such, its themes are 

still under discussion and continue to underpin scholarship on the development of 

particular genres, as will be seen below in Part Three on the development of the 

fornaldarsaga genre in particular. The most recent sizable work on the fornaldarsǫgur 

by Torfi H Tulinious seeks to build upon and transcend the issues surrounding Free 

Prose and Book Prose by emphasising what he terms the “Socio-historical 

considerations” as another key factor in the question of fornaldarsaga origins. Book-

Prose and Free Prose scholars looked to the past for the origins of their material; 

Torfi however maintains that we must look to the Icelandic culture of the 13th 

century, contemporary to when the literature was composed (or at least written 

down), to seek explanations for its origins.217  
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Torfi looks to the motivations behind the birth of saga literature in connection 

with social relationships in medieval Iceland, and sees the development in connection 

with three phenomena in the culture: 

1. a strong oral tradition going back to Pre-Christian times, and one in which the 

learned were very interested; 

2. an intensive engagement with the learned European culture promoted by the 

Church; 

3. the use of literature to the social classes in power at the time.218  

The use of the literature to the uppermost social classes was that it demonstrated their 

venerable lineages, justified their possession, tenancy and control of lands, as well as 

their right to judge, and thirdly a wish to emulate wider European aristocratic 

culture.219 Literature was one means by which the upper classes distinguished 

themselves in the medieval period.220  The combination of all these factors in medieval 

Iceland proved powerful, and, Torfi argues, make up the historical framework in 

which both Snorri’s Gylfaginning and the earliest written fornaldarsǫgur appeared.  
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Old Norse-Icelandic Prosimetrum 

There are two types of prosimetrum in Old Norse divided on the basis of whether 

verse or prose is more dominant. Prosimetrum in which prose is prevelant is most 

common in the so-called “prose genres” of saga literature. The other type of 

prosimetrum might more properly be termed versiprose, and here verse is prevelant in 

the prose-verse complex. The versiprose is most common in the Poetic Edda poems, 

but some heavily versified sections of sagas, for example Hervararkviða in Hervarar 

saga might be termed versiprose.  

The prose-verse mixed form in Old Norse Icelandic texts preserves much of 

our extant skaldic and eddic poetry from the early medieval period. This mixed 

literary form was apparently long established before being committed to writing in 

Old Norse,221 and is termed prosimetrum after its service in describing a similarly 

mixed classical form, most notably menippean satire222 and Boethius’s Consolatio 

Philosophiae. It is a medieval term with its earliest recorded use in Hugh of Bologna’s 

Rationes dictandi, c. 1119, a treatise on the art of composition.223 Hugh defines 

‘prosimetrum’ as a branch of metrical, measured composition, and thus for him it is 
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the poetic aspect that defines the nature of the form.224 Although the term is also 

recorded known in mid-seventeenth century Britain in a dictionary of hard words to 

denote texts “consisting partly of prose, partly of meeter or verse,”225 it was not 

adopted into modern scholarship until the 1920s to denote the mixed style.226 

Ultimately, the prosimetric form could be an ancient form of narrative with Indo-

European roots.227 Nevertheless, in a Norse context, as such, the term ‘prosimetrum’ 

does not indicate exactly what one might expect to find in terms of narrative content, 

and its generic applications are rather diverse.  

Although prosimetra are extant in a number of Old Norse-Icelandic written 

genres, the oral prehistory of Norse-Icelandic prosimetrum is speculative. The oldest 

preserved prosimetra are runic, but they are too short to bear solid witness to oral 
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narrative prosimetric traditions.228 Most metrical runic inscriptions are in eddic metre, 

with only a few skaldic inscriptions extant.229   

In terms of narrative prosimetrum, the conjectures are thus:  

 Verse survives that once had lost oral prose attached to it.  

 Oral verse must have been explained in normal language, and this prose is described 

as ‘lost’ because it was fluid and changing. 

 The extant prose with the verse is thus (probably) not the same as that which 

accompanied the verse in the oral period.  

 The presence of prose in extant Norse prosimetra could be an indicator that prose 

was present in the oral period.230    

As also noted by Joseph Harris, these speculations are despite some occurrences of 

prosimetra in the related medieval vernacular literatures of England, Germany and 

Scandinavia that likely predate Old Norse-Icelandic examples.231 As for the extant 

Norse-Icelandic prosimetra, eddic forms can be observed in legal texts, and in the 

collection called the Poetic Edda (the Codex Regius manuscript GKS 2365 4to), with 

several kindred poems appearing in a limited number of other manuscripts. The 

Icelandic grammatical and poetic literature is prosimetric, the prominent example 

being Snorri Sturluson’s Edda, which contains numerous examples of both types of 
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poetry in verses that function as quotations, as well as longer sections of skaldic and 

eddic poems.232 The first section, Gylfaginning, is predominantly eddic, whilst 

subsequent sections preserve examples of the skaldic form in what was conceived of as 

a handbook for skalds.233 As for the saga genre, the konungasǫgur, Íslendingasǫgur,234 

fornaldarsǫgur and Sturlunga saga235 (contemporary sagas of Icelandic history from the 

12th and 13th centuries), consistently contain verse.  The fornaldarsǫgur containing 

both prose and verse belong to this prosimetric strand in Old Norse literature.236 

The biskupasǫgur [‘sagas of bishops’] are on the whole not heavily prosimetric, 

most having no verse at all in their prose narratives.237 One version of Jóns saga Helga 

(the older redaction) has a stanza in what is probably an independent story (the 

younger version has no verse). The stanza is a speech stanza introduced with “þá kvað 

hann vísu,” and the performance context of the stanza is not particularly strong.238 

Hungrvaka has two occurances of verse, one in Latin,239 Páls saga has four,240 and 

Kristni saga has eleven stanzas. The 14th century version of the saga of Bishop 

Guðmundr Arason by Arngrímur Brandsson has 116 stanzas, many of which are 

excerpts from longer poems.241 
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The verses in the riddarasǫgur, or lack thereof, will be covered in part three on 

the fornaldarsǫgur. Both types of Old Norse poetry, eddic and skaldic, are found in 

prosimetra of various genres: typically, the prose in Íslendingasǫgur and konungasǫgur 

is mixed with skaldic poetry, whereas eddic poetry is found in prosaic fornaldarsǫgur 

narratives.242  

 

The Role of Verse in the Sagas 

The role of verse in a prosimetrum can be approached in two ways, firstly by 

examining the contexts in which verse appears in terms of what affect the author 

hopes the verse to achieve,243 and secondly by determining the functional role of the 

stanza in its prose (whether it is an evidence stanza or an occasional/dialogue stanza). 

The context of the appearance of each stanza must be examined by reference to the 

individual saga in which it appears, and this is what I do in Part Three for the 

individual fornaldarsǫgur. Nevertheless, some general observations will be considered 

here in brief before moving on to a discussion of the role of verse in prosimetra.  

The role of verse in achieving a certain affect is well-documented; Davið 

Erlingsson’s expression of the various uses of prose and verse is typical: “The straight-

forward, objective prose is obviously well suited to advancing the action but dialogue, 

direct speech, often in verse, was the main vehicle for finer characterisations and 

psychological interpretation.”244 Here the verse is thought to be able to achieve affects 

that were impossible in saga prose. Lars Lönnroth too posits verse to play an 

enhancing role in the saga prose: the saga writers “pushed the separation between 

factual narration and dramatic exhortation a step further by letting the saga prose take 
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care of the former while reserving poetry for the latter.”245 Related to this are Vésteinn 

Ólason question as to why saga authors (of the Íslendingasǫgur, but this is also relevant 

to the fornaldarsǫgur) include verses when they rarely move the narrative forward and 

indeed sometimes retard it. The four reasons he gives are: 1) the verses were an 

important part of the oral tradition that the saga author drew upon and worked in, and 

it was therefore obvious to him to include the stanzas, 2) due to the influence of older 

sagas, especially konungasǫgur, in which stanzas function in an authenticating manner, 

3) the author used verse to express emotion for the character, since this is unnatural in 

the saga prose-style, especially when regarding the characters’ “inner-life,” 4) they are 

used as a retardation device in the narrative, allowing the narrative to become dense 

before something significant happens.246 Half the reason therefore for including verse, 

in Vésteinn’s view, is for their artistic affect that could not be conveyed in prose.  

 

The functional role of verse in sagas can be more readily abstracted, and has been the 

topic of a number of papers in which the role of verse in saga prose has been analysed 

and classified. Here I discuss those papers which have proved most illuminating for 

me in the study of eddic verse in the fornaldarsǫgur.247 
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While it was Sigurður Nordal who in 1920 introduced the concept of the two 

functional roles of verse into modern Norse literary studies,248 it was Bjarni 

Einarsson’s article “On the Rôle of Verse in Saga-Literature” that was to prove the 

most influential,249 and all the most important comments since his article appeared 

build on his conclusions. A notable exception is Alois Wolf’s article from 1965,250 

which appeared in between Sigurður Nordal and Bjarni Einarsson’s pieces. Part of the 

point of Einarsson’s article is to exonerate saga writers who allow discrepancies in 

their prosimetra between the prose and verse to stand, but in doing so also provides a 

survey of the role of verse in various saga subgenres. His arguments will be reviewed 

in brief here and I will discuss how Diana Whaley and Bjarne Fidjestøl expand on his 

conclusions.251  

Bjarni identifies two main roles of verse in saga prose (and it is the prose that 

indicates how a stanza should be taken): the first role is as evidence, and the second is 

the verse is part of the story.252 Evidence stanzas are introduced with formulae such as 

“svá segir X,” “þess getr X,” and “sem X segir,” where X is the name of a skald. If such 
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stanzas are omitted, the story is not damaged, but the artistic enjoyment of the 

narrative is damaged.253 Stanzas that are part of the story are typically introduced with 

“þá kvað X,” or “þá kvað X vísu,” and are often “a rhymed reply to a question.”254 As 

for the saga subgenres, Bjarni adduces that the konungasǫgur employ mainly evidence 

stanzas,255 but that the Íslendingasǫgur employ stanzas mainly for entertainment and 

rarely for evidence or confirmation.256 In the fornaldarsǫgur, however, Bjarni concludes 

that the occurrence of verse for the purpose of providing evidence, introduced with 

the formula “sem hér segir” or similar, is much more common than in the 

Íslendingasǫgur: 

The reason is obviously that some of these sagas were written on the basis of older poems about heroes 
of the past. But some of these quotations may of course be wholly fictitious. There are also dialogues in 
verse in some of them and many cases of versified replies and statements which were either written by 
the saga-authors themselves or made by the story-teller if it was originally an oral saga.

257
 

Here Bjarni has blended discussion of the function of verse (evidence) with the 

context in which verses are found (all of which in his examples of dialogue or versified 

replies would be stanzas that are part of the story) and with speculation on their 

origin. Ideally, these three aspects should be considered separately (function, context 

and origin of the stanzas) since, for example, the origin of a stanza need not impact 

upon its function in a prosimetrum, although their permutations must be also be 

included together in a rounded discussion of the generation of meaning in prosimetra. 

According to Bjarni, the fornaldarsǫgur thus occupy a middle ground in between the 

role of verse as found in the konungasǫgur and the role of verse as found in the 

Íslendingasǫgur, which between them display “a marked qualitative difference” in the 
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manner in which they employ verse,258 and thus a mixture of stanzas as evidence 

(which can be quoted as sources) and as part of the story can be expected in the 

legendary sagas.259  

Diana Whaley in her 1993 article “Skalds and Situational Verses in Heimskringla” 

builds on Bjarni Einarsson’s analysis, and uses his division of the role of stanzas into 

evidence stanzas and those that are part of the story as the starting point of her own 

discussion, but elaborates on their topic and their context in the saga before turning 

her attention to a more sophisticated method of classifying those stanzas that Bjarni 

describes as “part of the story.”  

Whaley attributes to the evidence verses “a primarily authenticating function” 

and states that in skaldic prosimetra such as those that make up Heimskringla the 

evidence verses “are typically cited at a pause in the prose narrative in order to validate, 

and perhaps elaborate on, what goes before – more often than not an account of a 

battle.”260 Whaley also emphasises the source-quality of the authenticating stanzas: 

their content “often duplicates that of the prose,” and their removal, although the 

narrative would not collapse without them, “would be diminished in authority and 

aesthetically poorer.” The evidence verses therefore can be seen as not simply 

providing the means by which to validate the narrative, but also many times provide 

the actual source for the prose and also contribute an important part of the narrative’s 

artfulness. Whaley also elaborates on the role of stanzas that Bjarni Einarsson terms 

“part of the story.” Whaley points out that the speakers of such verses are protagonists 

within the story, and belong “to the same time and place as the events described 

there.” The composition of the stanzas is impromptu in such circumstances, and the 
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content of the stanzas may well affect events: “Thus they potentially form the kernel 

of an episode, and their removal would damage the plot structure.”261  

Whaley moves beyond an analysis of the role of verses in saga prose to an 

analysis of how the verse affects the narrative world and in what manner it does so. 

This is an important contribution by Whaley to the study of the manner in which 

situational verses affect their use of being part of the story, although it is outside the 

scope of this thesis. It can be summarised by saying that Whaley undertakes the 

sophisticated categorisation of situational verses using a typology adapted from John 

R. Searle’s “A Classification of Illocutionary Acts”262 and applies his typology to 

skaldic poetry, particularly that found in Heimskringla.263 It should be noted that this 

classification system differs from those discussed before because Whaley’s assignation 

of stanzas to various types relies on the content of the stanza rather than its role in the 

prose, and thus it will not be used in the present discussion of the role of verse in 

prosimetra. 

Building on Whaley’s analysis of the differences between evidence verses and 

verse used as part of the story in prosimetra, we can see that both 

evidence/authenticating stanzas and those that are part of the story in fact both have 

the potential to be “the kernel of an episode,” as Whaley puts it, the difference being 

that the first type (evidence stanzas) are accompanied by supplementary prose that 

comes before them, whereas this is not needed for the latter type (story stanzas). We 

can also see from this observation that neither type of verse need necessarily be older 

than the prose context in which it is found: both types of verse could easily be 

composed for their respective functions in prosimetra, to add an authenticating feature 

to the narrative or to become part of the story. Likewise, depending on the prose 

context, the same stanza could potentially be used as either an authenticating verse or 
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as part of the story, since it is the prose context of a verse that determines its role 

rather than the content of the verse per se – nevertheless, some stanzas may lend 

themselves more readily to one role or the other. From this, we could also note that it 

might not be a surprise to encounter stanzas that are in between functions, for 

example stanzas used as part of the story that also play a quasi-authenticating role in 

the narrative. In the context of the fornaldarsǫgur, this can be seen when characters 

report back on what has happened earlier in the plot.  

 

Bjarne Fidjestøl’s article “Skaldic Stanzas in Saga-Prose: Observations on the 

Relationship Between Prose and Verse in Snorri’s Heimskringla” is found in the same 

volume as Whaley’s useful article discussed above, and his article also builds on Bjarni 

Einarsson’s discussion. Fidjestøl terms the manner in which the verse is used in the 

prose as ‘the mode of presentation.’264 Fidjestøl goes in a slightly different direction 

from Bjarni Einarsson (whose divisions he does use)265 by emphasising the importance 

of the temporality of the context in which the verse and prose are used in 

combination. He employs a threefold division: 1) sections in which temporality is 

absent (for example in descriptions or introductions), 2) the narrative, which is 

“conditional on the passage of time” and 3) reports or scenes in the narrative, records 

“of events in which the time taken in the telling is far shorter than the time actually 

taken by the events related.” Speech is usually included in these reports or scenes, and 

in these the past and the present in merged. In such a context, skaldic poetry is usually 

quoted.266 This discussion of temporality is a useful one, and in addition I take from 

Fidjestøl’s article his emphasis on determining how well integrated the stanza is into 

the narrative of the saga prose, particularly for the stanzas that are part of the story. 
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He also makes the point that “for the study of the relationship between prose and 

verse it is however of more significance that the essential content of the stanza is not 

reduplicated in the prose.”267 

In summary, typically, there are thought to be two roles played by verse in Old Norse 

prose: evidence-based quotations or verses in a situational role.268 Bjarni Einarsson, 

however, has a slightly different classification, preferring to divide verses into one 

group of evidence based stanzas and a second group of story stanzas, those that are 

considered part of the story, and this classification has proved popular.269 This implies 

two different opinions on whether the verses carry the narrative, because although 

evidence stanzas can be skipped without damaging the content, if one skips story 

stanzas the understanding of the context as a whole is damaged, largely because story 

stanzas are usually a rhymed reply to a question.270 The latter type of prosimetric verse 

has also been termed ‘ornamental,’ but, as Heather O’Donoghue has pointed out, the 

narrative function of situational or non-narrative carrying non-corroborative verse 

exceeds that of merely ornamental.271  

In the konungasǫgur, stanzas are chiefly quoted as evidence, but in the 

Íslendingasǫgur this is rarely the case, where they function mainly as entertainment. 

Similarly, in the contemporary sagas, stanzas are chiefly quoted for entertainment 

(80% of the time), rather than evidence (20% of the time).272 Bjarni Einarsson 

emphasises that in the fornaldarsǫgur, verse is used as evidence far more commonly 

than in Íslendingasǫgur,273 whereas Karsten Friis-Jensen emphasises that the 
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prosimetric form is displayed in the abundance of versified dialogue in the 

fornaldarsǫgur.274 Either way, such verses in the fornaldarsǫgur may, of course, be 

wholly fictitious (invented by the saga author), or made up by the story-teller if it 

originally were an oral saga.275 Certainly evidence based quotations of verse make up a 

clear category if one needs to define the obvious roles of the verse in their prose 

contexts; the idea that some verses are story verses and thus carry narrative is an 

important one, although they are not in the majority in the fornaldarsǫgur; the last 

useful category however - dialogue verses - are common in fornaldarsǫgur. 
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The Prose of the Poetic Edda 

The Poetic Edda and several of the full poems in the “eddic appendix” are versiprose, 

that is, they largely consist of verse with a small amount of prose interspersed at 

points between the stanzas. This is contrast to the format we find in most of the 

fornaldarsǫgur, which are prosimetric, and contain more prose than verse. Certain 

sections of several fornaldarsǫgur could be described as versiprose, for example 

Hervararkviða in Hervarar saga, which contains small amounts of prose narrative 

inbetween the stanzas, as could other blocks of verse that contain small connecting 

phrases inbetween the stanzas, usually of the type “and yet he said.”  

What follows is an investigation into the prose of the Poetic Edda and several of the 

associated poems. Note that Grottasǫngr is treated separately, in part two of the thesis 

as an appendix to the analysis of Gylfaginning. This is to keep the comments on 

sections of Snorra Edda together. The following explores whether it is conceivable 

that the prose found in the Poetic Edda and with the associated poems can have come 

from oral tradition (in one form or another), and what prose must have been added as 

a result of the transition of the poems into written forms. Neither of these 

possibilities is privileged, and I explore equally the workings of the prose that must 

have come from a written context and prose in positions and in content that may 

represent oral prose traditions. In order to make it completely clear in which 

manuscripts and in what order the poems appear, I will head this discussion with a 

presentation of the manuscripts of the Poetic Edda and the associated poems.  

The Origins of the Prose of the Poetic Edda 

The two manuscripts of the Poetic Edda, R and A, are thought to go back to a 

common original, designated *R.276 Since some of the prose pieces in the Codex 

Regius manuscript are also found its sister manuscript, AM 748 4to (which is not a 

copy of the Codex Regius), the prose pieces cannot originate in the Codex Regius. 
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Robert Kellogg calls the figure responsible for adding these prose pieces to the poems 

“the Compiler.” Heusler points out that such a compilation is unlikely to be the work 

of one man, and has rather developed over time,277 but nevertheless I accept the 

Compiler as a convenient shorthand term for this longer process of compilation. 

According to Kellogg, the Compiler is not identical with the scribe of the manuscript, 

but “a more abstract, anterior figure,” and nor does Kellogg identify the Compiler 

with the author of the poems.278 Kellogg thus envisages a process whereby an ‘author’ 

has created the poems (presumably orally), they have been compiled in a written form 

into an antecedent collection to the several we now have by the Compiler, who has 

added prose pieces, and this collection has been copied several times by scribes to 

account for the two copies extant.  The two extant Poetic Edda manuscripts retain the 

voice of the Compiler, as both “guiding organizer” and “speaker.”279 Although this is 

one way of explaining the appearance of the prose passages, I disagree that the prose 

pieces are necessarily additions to pieces that were always purely in verse. It is 

possible that the explanatory prose context was present and necessary in the oral 

prehistory of the poems, and came into a written form at the same time of the poem. 

It is worth remembering that in all of the contexts in which eddic poetry is now 

preserved (Gylfaginning, the fornaldarsǫgur), it is preserved along with prose, and this 

may have also been the case in the oral period.  

One indication perhaps of whether the poems were once purely verse 

compositions without prose is to analyse whether the prose is necessary in 

comparison to what is told in the verse. In any case, it is necessary to distinguish 

between the prose that conceivably could have been necessary or at least present in the 

oral period, and the prose which obviously owes its existence to the preservation of 

the poems in written form; one type of prose found in the Poetic Edda that must 

belong to this is the prose speaker markings, which would seem unnecessary for a 
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performance of the poems in a purely oral environment, and likewise when plays are 

performed from scripts today the character markings for dialogue are not spoken as 

part of the play when it is performed. 

 The prose is narrated in two voices. One is same voice as the verse, since the 

narrator moves back and forth from the prose to the verse without comment; Kellogg 

identifies this voice with one adopted by the Compiler, who “moves the narrative back 

and forth from his prose to the poetry that he has presumably inherited from oral 

tradition.”280 In Kellogg’s view, the prose is part of the written, literate aspect of the 

Poetic Edda, while the poetry equals the oral part. Kellogg identifies a second voice 

adopted by the compiler as that of the 13th century scholar, who has critical distance 

from the material, one that is able to refer to the poems as poems and provide what I 

describe below as “descriptive titles” for the poems, as well as being able to comment 

on the poems from an ideological remove and to recognise a discontinuity of time 

between the tradition and his own time, for example by referring to an event as having 

happened in ancient times or being recorded in fornfræði [‘ancient literature’], in The 

Death of Sinfjötli.281 Likewise, in the prose passage described by Kellogg as “a note” 

between Reginsmál and Fáfnismál he moves even more rhetorically back from the text 

when he explains a custom from “heathen times,” and in doing so makes the distance 

between then and now very clear for his audience/reader.282  

Kellogg conceives of the prose pieces in the Poetic Edda as “summaries of 

background information” provided by the Compiler “for the short eddic poems,”283 

and the head notes to the poems are there to “assist in telling the story clearly.”284 

Torfi H. Tulinius suggests the initial role of the prose was to put the verse in context 
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by providing the story, such as in Lokasenna, but that the role of the prose gradually 

became diversified. In Reginsmál and Fáfnismál, for example, the prose advances the 

plot while the stanzas carry the dialogue. The prose in Grímnimsál, meanwhile, not 

only puts the poem in context but adds additional information not found in the 

verses.285 

 Although it has been suggested that in the oral period too, the prosimetric 

saga-like form was a context in which eddic poetry existed,286 it is impossible to know, 

however, to what extent these Begleitprosa [‘prose accompaniments’]287 supplemented 

the verses in the oral period, if at all. Harris notes that “once explanatory prose had 

entered the manuscript tradition, it would have been copied and adapted, and could 

even have been subject to influence from written sagas or Latin sources,”288 and to this 

is might be worth adding that oral tradition may also still have had a part to play, even 

when the prose accompaniments were written down, providing differing contexts and 

new influences that became part of the manuscript tradition. Similarly, John Lindow 

links the prose that likely accompanied eddic and skaldic verse in oral tradition with 

the explanations that Snorri gives of the stanzas he quotes, as if Snorri knew prose 

explanations of mythological and heroic allusions, he likely made use of them in his 

Edda, although Lindow points out that this cannot be proved, and that Snorri must 

have in any case faced some instances of unclear material which he attempts to 

homogenise and elucidate.289 
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The Manuscripts of the Poetic Edda 

There are two manuscripts of the Poetic Edda: the Codex Regius manuscript and a 

fragmentary manuscript, A. The Codex Regius manuscript of the Poetic Edda is a 

small quarto, the pages 19cm tall and 13cm in width.290 There are 90 written pages in 

total, on six gatherings (the first 5 have 8 leaves, the last has 5), written by one scribe 

throughout, and although the manuscript is complete at the beginning and the end, 

after the fourth gathering there is a lacuna,291 which was present before Bishop 

Brynjólf acquired the manuscript between 1639-1643.292 The manuscript is from 

around 1270.293 

GkS 2365 4to contains c.29 poems as separated in the editions, although Heusler 

counts around 40 poetic units (some fragmentary and not counting what he considers 

interpolations).294 Of the 3037 lines of texts of the manuscript, Heusler counts 370 as 

prose (not including the titles), this is around 12%, and they are distributed unequally 

throughout the manuscript.295 The Codex Regius manuscript shows evidence of a 

deliberate organisational scheme; the first half of the codex holds mythological poems, 

while the second half holds the heroic poetry. 

The fragmentary manuscript of the Poetic Edda from 1300-1325, AM 748 I a 4to,296 is 

an extremely important manuscript because it is the only source of variants for some 
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of the poems found in GkS 2365 4to, the Codex Regius manuscript of the Poetic Edda, 

to which A can be considered a sister, and is the only record of the poem Baldrs 

draumar. When the manuscript came into Arni Magnússon’s possession it was bound 

into one book with AM 748 I b 4to and AM 748 II 4to, although as I and II clearly had 

nothing to do with each, they quickly were separated.297 The mansuscript is dated 

1300-1325,298 making it contemporary with the Codex Regius manuscriptof Snorra 

Edda and about a generation younger than the Codex Regius of the Poetic Edda.299 

Although somewhat riddled with gaps – it is not possible to say how extensive the 

manuscript one was – it contains the complete texts of the following eddic poems: 

Baldrs draumar, Grímnismál (prose and poetry) and Hymiskviða. In addition, it 

contains portions of Skírnismál (prose and poetry, equivalent upto stanza 27), 

Vafþrúðnismál (from the equivalent of s. 20:2 onwards) and Hárbarðsljóð (from the 

equivalent of s. 19:7 onwards). It also contains the beginning of the heading prose of 

Vǫlundarkviða (equivalent to ll. 1-5).  

AM 748 I a 4to has extant extant leaves, but originally consisted of one 

gathering of seven leaves, one now lost after leaf 2; how large the manuscript once 

was is not known. 300 There are obviously several lacuna in this manuscript: the first 

text, Hárbarðsljóð, starts in the middle; the end of Skírnismál and the beginning of 

Vafþrúðnismál are absent and the beginning of the prose of Vǫlundarkviða is present 

but finishes off abruptly: presumably at least this poem once followed. The order of 

the poems is not the same as the much lauded order of the poems in the R manuscript 

nor can a deliberate order of poems in A be readily discerned; the only real similarity 

is that Vafþrúðnismál and Grímnismál come together in both manuscripts, and Wessén 

also notes that “a first division of the lays into mythological and heroical was also 

                                                

297
 Fragments of the Elder and the Younger Edda, intro, Elias Wessén, p. 12.  

298
 Thus is the manuscript dated by Fragments of the Elder and the Younger Edda, intro, Elias Wessén, p. 14; K. Kålund dated 

the manuscript to c. 1300 in KAH, vol. 1, p. 174; Heusler commits himself to “the early fourteenth century,” Codex Regius of 
the Elder Edda, intro. Andreas Heusler, p. 23. 

299
 Fragments of the Elder and the Younger Edda, intro, Elias Wessén, p. 16. 

300
 Fragments of the Elder and the Younger Edda, intro, Elias Wessén, pp. 12, 16. 
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found in this manuscript,” since A ends with the beginning of the prose of 

Vǫlundarkviða, which he considers to be the first heroic poem of manuscript R.301  

There are numerous paper manuscripts of the Poetic Edda, but only one has any 

independent value as regards the textual criticism of the text; this is a paper 

manuscript that contains the last nine stanzas of Sigdrífumál, that were copied from 

the Codex Regius manuscript shortly  before 1643 and before the lacuna developed.302 

 

                                                

301
 Fragments of the Elder and the Younger Edda, intro, Elias Wessén, pp. 17-18. 

302
 Codex Regius of the Elder Edda,  intro. Andreas Heusler, pp. 13, 15. 
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The Use of Prose in the Poetic Edda 

The first, mythological section of the Poetic Edda uses prose to mark the names of the 

speakers, as a narrative introduction and conclusion to the stanzas, as narrative in 

between the stanzas, and to provide descriptive titles of the action. To say that they 

‘frame’ the poem is not quite accurate, because both the prose and verse relations of 

the events seem to be accorded equal value when the narrative is viewed as whole.303 

The mythological poems of the Poetic Edda use prose rather more independently of 

each other than the heroic poems of the same collection. In the heroic section, prose is 

used to unify the poems that we separate into a series, as well as having the same uses 

as those we find in the mythological section.  

Prose occurs in the Poetic Edda in the following roles: 

1. To mark the name of the speaker of the stanza. (Vafþrúðnismál, För Skírnis, 

Hárbarðsljóð, Lokasenna, Þrymskviða, Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar, Helgakviða 

Hundingsbana in önnur, Reginsmál, Fáfnismál, Helreið Brynhildar, Atlamál) 

2. To mark the stanza is dialogue, but the speaker is unnamed (Grímnismál, 

Hárbarðsljóð, Sigrdrífumál) 

3. As a narrative introduction to the stanzas. (Grímnismál, För Skírnis, Hárbarðsljóð, 

Lokasenna, Völundarkviða, Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar, Helgakviða Hundingsbana in 

önnur, Grípisspá, Reginsmál, Sigrdrífumál, Guðrúnarkviða in fyrsta, Helreið Brynhildar, 

Guðrúnarkviða in forna, Guðrúnarkviða in þriðja, Oddrúnargrátr, Atlakviða, 

Guðrúnarhvöt) 

4. As a narrative conclusion to the stanzas. (Grímnismál, Lokasenna, Þrymskviða, 

Helgakviða Hundingsbana in ǫnnur, Reginsmál, Fáfnismál, Guðrúnarkviða in fyrsta) 

5. As prose narrative in between the stanzas (Fǫr Skírnis, Lokasenna, Vǫlundarkviða, 

Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar, Helgakviða Hundingsbana in önnur, Reginsmál, Fáfnismál, 

Sigrdrífumál) 

                                                

303
 Cf. Codex Regius of the Elder Edda, intro. Andreas Heusler, p. 19; Lee M. Hollander, “For Whom Were the Eddic Poems 

Composed?,” Journal of English and Germanic Philology (1963): 136-142; Heinz Klingenberg, “Types of Eddic Mythological 
Poetry,” Edda: A Collection of Essays, ed. Robert J. Glendinning and Haraldur Bessason (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba 
Press, 1983) pp. 134-164. 
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6. To provide a “title” descriptive of the action (Hýmiskviða, Lokasenna x 2, 

Völundarkviða x 2, Helgi Hundingsbana in fyrri, Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar, Helgakviða 

Hundingsbana in ǫnnur, Fáfnismál, Helreið Brynhildar, Oddrúnargrátr, Atlamál, 

Atlakviða, Guðrúnarhvöt) 

7. As prose only/to link two poems. (Frá dauda Sinfjötla, prose before Fáfnismál, prose 

linking to Sigrdrífumál, Frá dauða Sigurðar, prose before Guðrúnarkviða in fyrsta, 

Sigurðarkviða in skamma, Helreið Brynhildar, Dráp Niflunga, prose before 

Guðrúnarkviða in forna, Guðrúnarkviða in thriðja, prose before Atlamál, Guðrúnarhvöt) 

8. To name the poem at the end. (Hamðismál).  

The prose of the Poetic Edda works in fundamentally different ways in the 

mythological and heroic sections of the Poetic Edda. This division between the 

mythological and heroic sections has long been cited as a division not only recognised 

by the manuscript compiler but one that it based on the content of the poems. I would 

like to revise this concept slightly, and argue that, while the mythological poems use 

prose as a relatively simply framing device, the much heavier and diverse use of prose 

in the section recording the heroic poems reflects a different material and situational 

dimension of the heroic as compared to the mythological eddic genre. To begin with, I 

will dicuss the mythological eddic poems and their simple use of prose, before I return 

to the more complex matter of the heroic poems. I look here at the division between 

narrative matters in the prose and dialogue or dramatic material as encouraged by 

Lönnroth in “The Old Norse Analogue.” 

The following analysis of the prose of the mythological and heroic poems concentrates 

on what function the prose has in relation to the poem and whether it was possible for 

the poem (and its wider context in the tradition) to be understood without the prose. 

The Prose of the Mythological Poems 

The mythological eddic poems have the following uses of prose:  

1. To mark the name of the speaker of the stanza. (Vafþrúðnismál, Skírnismál, 

Hárbarðsljóð, Lokasenna, Þrymskviða) 

2. To mark the stanza is dialogue, but the speaker is unnamed (Grímnismál, 

Hárbarðsljóð) 
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3. As a narrative introduction to the stanzas. (Grímnismál, Skírnismál, Hárbarðsljóð, 

Lokasenna, Völundarkviða) 

4. As a narrative conclusion to the stanzas. (Grímnismál, Lokasenna, Þrymskviða) 

5. As prose narrative in between the stanzas (Skírnismál, Lokasenna, Völundarkviða) 

6. To provide a “title” descriptive of the action (Hýmiskviða, Lokasenna x 2, 

Völundarkviða x 2) 

The mythological poems do not ever use prose to link two poems or to name the 

poem at its end. These functions of prose are only seen in connection with the heroic 

poems. It is clear from the above list that the principle uses of prose in the 

mythological poems is as a speaker marking, to introduce and conclude the story told 

by the stanzas, to provide prose narrative connections between the stanzas, and to 

provide a title descriptive of the action (not connected with the titles of the poems as 

we know them). The following will consider these functions of the prose in 

comparison with similar information to be found in the stanzas themselves, and to see 

whether the prose inserts are really necessary. It treats the poems in the order that 

they are found in the R manuscript of the Poetic Edda, with reference to A as possible. 

Vafþrúðnismál 

Vafþrúðnismál is fully extant in R and partially preserved in A (from Bugge 20.2 æði 

dvgir).304 The poem has a title written in red ink: “va þrvðnıſ mal”.305  Vafþrúðnismál 

does not have extensive prose inserts in amongst the stanzas, rather is has prose 

speaker markings. The following is an attempt to deduce whether these speaker 

markings are in fact necessary when the stanzas are considered on their own, and 

whether the fifth stanza, which is the poem’s lone narrative stanza, serves a crucial role 

in the poem. 

                                                

304
 Stanza numbers and citations from Bugge, pp. 65-74. 

305
 Håndskriftet Nr. 2365 4to gl. kgl. Samling på det store kgl. bibliothek i København (Codex Regius af den ældre Edda) i fototypisk og 

diplomatisk gengivelse, ed. Ludv[ig] F. A. Wimmer and Finnur Jónsson, Samfund til udgivelse af gammel nordisk litteratur 
(Copenhagen: S. L. Møllers Bogtrykkeri, 1891) 14.9. 
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The stanza speaker markings are lacking for the first 17 or so stanzas in R. 

Bugge records that there are speaker markings in the margin of R from stanza 21 

inclusive, and notes that of the formula “o q” (Óðinn qvaþ) or “v q” (Vafþrúðnismál 

qvaþ) either one or both of the letters is missing, having been cut away with the 

binding of the manuscript.306 We can infer a similar fate for the markings that likely 

accompanied the stanzas at the opening of the poem. Wimmer and Finnur Jónsson 

note marginal markings for stanzas earlier than Bugge, determining that stanzas 18-20 

also have marginal markings.307 A contains marginal speaker markings for the part of 

the poem that it contains and these are better preserved, both characters of the 

abbreviation being present apart from those marking stanzas 42 and 43 where just “q” 

is extant.308 A does not have a marking for the final stanza spoken by Vafþrúðnir 

when he realises that he is doomed (Bugge st. 55),309 possibly because the scribe 

wanted a smooth transition into the prose heading of Grímnismál, which occurs 

directly underneath on the same page. This smooth transition is not realised in R, 

where there is a “v q” next to the large initial “H” that begins the prose at the head of 

Grímnismál. Here the scribe has chosen to mark the final stanza of the poem in two 

places, at the head of the stanza and at the beginning of the final long line (Bugge st. 

55.7-9), “Nv ec viþ Oðin deildac / mina orþspeci, / þv ert ȩ visastr vera.” It seems the 

scribe hear is treating the third long line (the neighbouring stanzas have only two long 

lines) like a final conclusion to the poem similar to the manner in which prose lines 

are found for example in Þrymskviða: “Sva com Oþins sonr endr at hamri” (Bugge p. 

128). Bertha Phillpotts suggests that here the prose annotator ought to have added a 

prose conclusion similar to that found at the end of Grímnismál,310 but this is 

unnecessary: the stanzas themselves have indicated what will happen should 
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 Bugge pp. 67-68. 

307
 Nr. 2365 4

to
, ed. Wimmer & Finnur Jónsson, p. 15, ll. 4-8. 
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 Håndskriftet Nr. 748, 4to, bl. 1-6, i den Arna-magnæanske samling (Brudstykke af den ældre Edda) i fototypisk og diplomatisk 

gengivelse, ed. Finnur Jónsson, Samfund til udgivelse af gammel nordisk litteratur (Copenhagen: S. L. Møllers Bogtrykkeri, 
1896) p. 6, ll. 1-2. 
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 Bugge st. 55; Nr. 748, 4to, ed. Finnur Jónsson, p. 6, ll. 19-22. 
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 Bertha S. Philpotts, The Elder Edda and Ancient Scandinavian Drama (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1920) p. 105. 
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Vafþrúðnir loose his wager, and the audience can imagine this will be carried out. The 

extra speaker marking for stanza 55 in R thus acknowledges that the stanza is 

expanded and suggests the function of the extra line, which echoes the prose finales of 

other eddic poems. 

Vafþrúðnismál is a dialogue poem with four speakers (three characters and a 

narrator). The first four stanzas are an exchange between Óðinn and Frigg. The 

characters are initially identified by being named in the stanzas. Stanza one names two 

characters (although not its speaker) in addition to their qualities: 

‘Ráð þú mér nú, Frigg, allz mic fara tíðir 
at vitia Vafðrúðnis; 

forvitni micla qveð ec mér á fornom stǫfom 
við þann inn alsvinna iǫtun.’ (Bugge, p. 65, st. 1) 

This stanza indicates the identities of the other speakers we can expect to encounter, 

and that Frigg will speak stanza two, as well as indicating to the audience the 

motivation behind a trip to see Vafþrúðnir and the likely content of the poem, a 

contest in ancient lore. We also learn that Frigg is a source of (presumably good) 

advice and that Vafþrúðnir is a giant and is “all-wise.” Stanza two, that stanza one tells 

us is spoken by Frigg, names the speaker of stanza one as Heriafǫðr (Óðinn) in reply 

to him and tells of their location, í gǫrðum goða [‘in the courts of the gods’].  

 The third stanza, the reply to Frigg that must be spoken by “Host-father” 

begins with three lines that foreshadow the questioning in a wisdom contest: 

‘Fiǫld ec fór, fiǫld ec freistaða, 
fiǫlð ec reynda regin’ (Bugge, p. 65, st. 3, ll.1-3) 

Indeed, this later used as a refrain in the contest (stt. 46, 48, 50, 52, 54). The use of the 

refrain in stanza three serves to identify Óðinn as the speaker of these later stanzas. 

The speaker of stanza three gives his second motivation for the journey that Frigg 

implies will happen in the second stanza, ‘hitt vile ec vita, / hvé Vafðrúðnis / salakynni sé’ 

[‘one thing I’d know: what company is kept with Vafþrúðnir’s court’ (Orchard)], and 

also indicates where the contest of ancient lore will take place (in Vafþrúðnir’s court), 

which also juxtaposes the court of the gods (where, Frigg implies, Óðinn is safe) with 

the danger of Vafþrúðnir’s court (since she says no giant can match Vafþrúðnir’s 
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might). Stanza four begins with a charm-like instruction: “Heill þú farir,/ heill þú aptr 

komir,  heill þú á sinnom sér!” and concludes by affirming the identity of the first 

speaker by addressing him directly as Aldafǫðr (Óðinn), and he will indeed “bandy 

words with that giant.” The first four stanzas have thus given the audience a lot of 

information about what will happen in the poem: the speakers, the initial and 

subsequent locations, where the second speaker will be going, and what is going to 

happen next. The fifth stanza is narrative: 

Fór þá Óðinn, at freista orðspeki 
þess ins alsvinna iǫtuns; 
at hǫllo hann kom, oc átti Íms faðir; 
inn gecc Yggr þegar.  

This stanza does not tell us anything that the other dialogue stanzas do not other than 

explicitly naming Óðinn as the figure who must have spoken the first and third 

stanzas by naming him in the first line as the actor connected with the narrated action 

in the third and fourth lines (a cognomen of Óðinn is also used to being line four). 

Stanza six beings with “Heill þú nú, Vafðrúðnir! / nú em ec í hǫll kominn, / á þic 

siálfan siá,” indicating Óðinn’s location has now changed and that he is inside 

Vafþrúðnir’s hall in the giant’s presence, something confirmed by Vafþrúðnir 

enquiring who he is in stanza six. In stanza six, Óðinn also announces he will test the 

giant’s wisdom and so repeats what is narrated in stanza five. The third and fourth 

lines of stanza five are descriptive of his movements, and replace stage directions, but 

these are unnecessary since the dialogue stanzas also make it clear what motion has 

happened.  

 Stanza five is one that could easily be rendered in prose, and there are no other 

narrative stanzas in the poem. After five stanzas (stt. 6-10) to set up the wisdom 

contest, it begins in a typical question and answer format. Óðinn names himself 

Gagnráðr in stanza eight (thereby disguising his real identity from the giant), and 

Vafþrúðnir first asks him questions in an exchange lasting eight stanzas, and addresses 

Gagnráðr by name at the head of each question. Stanza nineteen, which we can tell is 

spoken by Vafþrúðnir since he addresses the gestr and identifies himself as a giant, 

marks a reverse in who asks and answers the questions. Óðinn’s last answer above in 
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stanza eighteen is the first stanza to receive a prose marker of who speaks the stanza: 

Óðinn qvað [‘Óðinn said’]. The transitional nineteenth stanza is marked as Vafðrúðnir 

qvað [‘Vafþrúðnir said’], even though, as demonstrated above, it is clear who the 

speaker of the stanza is. Each stanza is then alternately marked with Odin and 

Vafþrúdnir as speakers.  

 As Vafþrúðnir addressed Gagnráðr as the one who would answer his questions, 

so Óðinn in his much longer question sequence addresses Vafþrúðnir with the refrain 

in the third line oc þú, Vafðrúðnir, vitir, again making it obvious who will be answering 

his questions. In Vafþrúðnismál, both the narrative stanza by the narrator and the 

prose markers of speakers are unnecessary. Only stanza nineteen gives directional 

information of movement that is not indicated by other stanzas. The questions asked 

by Vafþrúðnir begin with the refrain “Segðu þat. Gagnráðr, / allz þú á gólfi vill / þíns 

um freista frama,” making it obvious that Óðinn is to be imagined as standing on the 

hall floor addressing the giant rather than as seated. In the nineteenth stanza, the giant 

invites Óðinn: “far þú á becc iǫtuns, / oc mælomc í sessi saman!” This is a reiteration 

of an invitation to Óðinn to take a seat in stanza 9, when he (judging by the refrain to 

Vafþrúðnir’s questions) evidently did not.311 There is no objection by Óðinn to seating 

himself and no further comment by Vafþrúðnir that Gagnráðr is standing, so we 

should understand this stanza as indicating that Óðinn moves to sit down.  

Indeed, the last two stanzas of the poem are given added force if the two 

disputants are thought of as sitting next to each other. In the penultimate stanza (54), 

Óðinn asks Vafþrúðnir: “hvat mælti Óðinn, / áðr á bál stigi, / siálfr í eyra syni?”. This 

reflects the dramatic situation of the speakers, speaking into each others ears together 

on the seat. As Óðinn asks what he said into the ear of a dead man, their situation too 

is connected with death, and Óðinn is once more speaking into the ear of a dead man, 

since they have wagered their heads (st. 19). This question makes Vafþrúðnir realise to 

whom he has been talking (ll. 1-2 and 5-6 of the stanza), and the fact that he is now 
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 Stanza 10, spoken by Óðinn may be a declination of the first invitation to seat himself, but he does not say no explicitly, 

only making a gnomic statement about poor people not talking to much when visiting the rich. 
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doomed, since Óðinn’s final question is one he cannot answer (ll. 1-2). The end of the 

poem implies that Vafþrúðnir will now be killed, although this is not shown directly.  

The speaker markers in Vafþrúðnismál are unnecessary. At no point would a 

listener to the poem be unaware of who is talking. The speakers in the poem also 

reiterate whom they are addressing to make it completely clear. The fifth, narrative 

stanza could also be done without and one would still be able to deduce what was 

happening from the other dialogue stanzas. It could be noted though that the narrative 

stanza is the only one that directly names Óðinn (the others, and the end of stanza 

five, use cognomens) and that gives genealogical information about Vafþrúðnir, 

identifying him as the father of Ímr. Since the prose speaker markers play no narrative 

or identifying function for a listener, they are most likely present for the convenience 

of a reader in this poem, since they are marginal – for example if the manuscript of 

the poem were to be used as a play script. Written speaker indications may have 

helped a reader locate which characters spoke which stanzas quickly. 

Grímnismál 

This poem is preserved whole both in the Codex Regius (GKS 2365 4to) and in AM 

748 I 4to.312 Grímnismál is titled twice in the manuscript, once at the head of the prose 

“introduction,” and once at the verse. The poem is preceeded by an introductory prose 

section.313 The title above the prose is almost unreadable in R and Bugge and the 

edition by Wimmer and Finnur Jónsson hit upon two different readings. Bugge’s 

expanded title reads “Synir Hrauvdvngs konungs” (p. 75), the unexpanded version he 

has recorded as “ss. hravd gs k’s” (p. 75) written in red ink. Wimmer and Finnur 

Jónsson read this as “ ra ſonom. hr ðvngſ konvngſ.”314 Both Bugge and Wimmer-
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 Stanza numbers and citations from Bugge, pp. 75-89. 
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 This introductory prose has been described by Jeffrey A. Mazo as “a short prose narrative that is younger than the poem, 

but represents a reliable tradition.” He does not clarify whether he considers the narrative as part of the oral life of the poem 
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Reference Library of the Humanities 934 (New York: Garland Publishing, 1993) p. 243. 
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to
, ed. Wimmer & Finnur Jónsson, p. 16, ll. 31. 
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Finnur Jónsson agree on “fra hr ðvngi konvngi” in A, also written in red ink (Bugge, 

p. 75).315 In A, the title emphasises King Hrauðungr, although he is a very peripheral 

character; it is his sons (Geirrøðr and Agnar), the focus of the title in R, who are the 

main human characters in the story told by the prose.316 The first verse, that is 

introduced by Hann qvaþ in the prose, has in RA the title “grimnis mal” written by it, 

in black ink (Bugge, p. 75), indicating that the speaker of the following will be 

Grímnir, who has been introduced in the prose (there are no marginal speaker 

markings for this poem in either R or A), and the “H” at the beginning of the first 

stanza in both manuscripts is a large initial.   

Some of the information towards the end of the introductory prose connects 

with what is told in the stanzas at the beginning of the poem.  In the second half of 

the first stanza we hear that Grímnir’s cloak is singeing (Bugge, p. 76), a detail also 

captured in the prose. The first five lines of the second stanza give the information 

that Agnar, son of Geirrøðr, is the only one to have offered Grímnir food for the eight 

nights that he has been sat between the fires. In stanza three, however, it refers to the 

one draught that Agnarr has given to him (line 4). Both these instances conflict with 

the prose, which mentions only that Agnarr had given him drink and that it was a full 

horn.  

Also perhaps referring to the story related in the introductory prose are stanzas 

51 and the first half of 52. These are likely connected with Óðinn and Geirrøðr’s past 
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 Nr. 748, 4to, ed. Finnur Jónsson, p. 6, ll. 22-23. 
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 The story in the prose of both R and A can be summarises thus: Agnarr (age 10) and Geirrøðr (age 8) are the sons of King 

Hrauðungr. They go fishing, are shipwrecked and adopted by cottagers for the winter; the woman adopts Agnarr and the 
man Geirrøðr. In the spring, they return to their home a in boat. Before they leave the cottagers, the old man has a private 
word with Geirrøðr, and when they land at their home, he is at the fore of the ship, jumps out and shoves the boat out with 
Agnarr in it, and says “Go now, where the smyl [‘evil ones’] can have you!” Geirrøðr becomes king (their father has died), and 
becomes mighty. Looking over their scene are Óðinn and Frigg, from Hliðskjálf. Óðinn asks Frigg whether she can Agnarr, 
her protogé, raising children with a gýgr [‘hag’] in a cave, while his fosterson, Geirrøðr, is a mighty king. Frigg slanders 
Geirrøðr, saying he is mean with food and abuses guests if he deems them too numerous. Óðinn says this is a lie, and they 
place a wager on it. Frigg send her maiden, Fulla, to Geirrøðr to warn him of a wizard who had arrived in his land, lest he be 
bewitched by him, and that he could be recognized by the sign that no dog would jump up at him. Such a man is seized. Clad 
in a blue cloak, he names himself Grímnir, although says nothing else about himself. King Geirrøðr has him tortured to 
make him speak, and sits him between two fires for eight nights. Geirrøðr’s ten year old son, named Agnarr after his 
brother, gives Grímnir a full horn to drink, and says his father does wrong to have a innocent man tortured. Grímnir drinks 
from it, and the fire has come so close that the cloak has burnt off him. See Bugge, pp. 75-76.  
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relationship in general, in which Óðinn has assisted and defended Geirrøðr. Stanza 51 

line 4 however refers to the gengi [‘aid’ or ‘support’] that Óðinn has given Geirrøðr, 

which may refer to the assistance he received as a child from Óðinn disguised as a 

cottager, and lines 1-3 of stanza 52 continues by saying Geirrøðr has not remembered 

much of what he (Óðinn) has said and that friends are proving deceitful, also probably 

referring back to their previous relationship. From these points, it seems possible that 

the prose found at the head of Grímnismál should be thought of as separate to the 

poem, i.e. not dependant on it for its content. This is also indicated in the manuscript 

by two sets of headings. The prose presents an expansion of the traditions found in 

the poem, and could have been transmitted in oral tradition either as a story told 

separately from the stanzas or as an accompaniment to provide the background story 

for the story in the stanzas. That this prose has been adapted to its current context in 

the manuscript is shown by the fact that the end of the prose has been more carefully 

linked with the content of the stanzas directly following than the rest of the prose has 

been connected to what happens in the poem, and it seems that stanzas 51 and 52 

allude to this background story.  

 There is a small amount of prose narrative that concludes the poem in both 

RA.317 This ending prose also relates to both the beginning and the end of the poem. 

In stanza 2, Óðinn tells that Agnarr, as he knows he will kill Geirrøðr for his poor 

hospitality, will rule alone, and then addresses Agnarr directly in the third stanza that 

he will have luck, since he, Veratýr [‘Man-god,’ ie. Óðinn] has bidden it, and that this 

is his reward for the single draught he received from him, and in the prose, it is duly 

stated that “Agnarr var þar konvngr lengi siþan”  (Bugge, p. 88). Andy Orchard notes 

that Angarr, son of Geirrøðr, is said to be ten years old in the introductory prose, the 

same age that Geirrøðr’s brother Agnarr was when Geirrøðr cast him out to see in a 

boat.318 The two Agnarr’s are thus balanced, one with good luck to balance the other’s 
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poor luck, and both of these were destined by Óðinn, who has changed his allegiance 

from Geirrøðr to Agnarr the second (see line 3 of stanza 52: of þic vela vínir). In 

relation to the prose, this is because of Geirrøðr’s poor behaviour towards guests.   

At the end of the poem, Grímnir makes it quite clear that Geirrøðr is doomed. 

As stanza 51 and the first half of stanza 52 relate to the background provided by the 

introductory prose, so the second half of stanza 52 and stanza 53 relate to the 

concluding prose. In the second half of 52, Óðinn says “męki liggia / ec se mins vinar / 

allan i dreyra drifinn” [‘I see my friend’s sword lying showered with blood’], captured 

in the prose as Geirrøðr’s own sword going through him, although the image of his 

sword lying covered in his own blood is not given directly in the prose. Stanza 53 

expresses Óðinn’s desire for a corpse killed by a sword (Eggmoþan val / nv mvn Yggr 

hafa), and since he is addressing Geirrøðr, is is clear it is he who will be killed, and 

Óðinn taunts in the stanza þitt veit ec líf vm liþit (line 3). In stanza 53, Óðinn mentions 

himself by name directly, revealing who is (previously he has used a long list of 

cognomens to refer to himself, and st. 49.1 reveals he has called himself Grímnir at 

Geirrøðr’s), and challenges Geirrøðr to come closer to him if he can. This is portrayed 

in the prose not as a taunt to Geirrøðr to come nearer, but rather as Geirrøðr wanting 

to get him away from the flames, although both of these actions lead to Geirrøðr being 

killed being killed by his own sword, implied by the poetry and stated directly in the 

prose.  

The prose of Grímnismál in both RA seems an expansion of some details found 

in the stanzas, coupled with more background information to introduce the characters 

and provide the background for Óðinn’s arrival at Geirrøðr’s hall and his change of 

alligiance from Geirrøðr to his son, Agnarr. This is particularly marked because 

Geirrøðr’s son has the same name as his brother whom he got rid off in the 

introductory prose, although this is never explained in the stanzas. A speaker marking 

is given at the end of the introductory prose in RA, “hann qvaþ,” and although it does 

not mention his name, it is directly after the prose that says Grímnir is being burnt by 

fire. It is clear that the poem is a monologue because it has a number of references in 
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the first person, and no further speaker markings are needed since this is a 

monologue.  

Although some extra details are added by the prose, as noted above, they are 

mainly perpherial and set the poem in a grander frame, for example Óðinn and Frigg 

looking down over the world. The essential part of the prose narrative is indicated in 

the stanzas: Grímnir has been between fires for eight nights and his cloak is burning, 

it is Agnarr who will prosper in life as a reward, he is Geirrøðr’s son, Geirrøðr is 

doomed because he has given Grímnir neither food nor drink, Geirrøðr will be killed 

by a sword, and the sword will be his own, the speaker Grímnir is Óðinn, and he 

causes Geirrøðr to come closer to him. In part the prose is placed as an elaboration on 

the verses, and the beginning and ending stanzas that relate to the prose as analysed 

above are an aqequate frame to Grímnir’s outpouring of wisdom in the poem in itself. 

In addition, the introductory prose in particular records an expansion of the tradition 

that in the manuscripts may be used as background for the stanzas but which, 

particularly in combination with the concluding prose, tell the story in its own right.  

Skírnismál 

Skírnismál has a small section of introductory prose, prose speaker markings and two 

prose narrative inserts in amongst the stanzas.319 Skírnismál is preserved complete in 

R and is partially in A (see source section). Both RA title the poem; R has for scirnis 

and A has skirnis mal, both in red ink above the prose introduction. In R, this is at the 

end of the last line of Grímnismál (11r8). In R, the prose of Skírnismal begins on l. 9, 

with the F of Freyr as a large green initial five lines high. The initial of each stanza is 

pen-flourished. The initial S of Scirnir at the beginning of the first prose insert (on 

Bugge, p. 92) is also pen-flourished at 11r30, and the Þ at the beginning of the second 

at 12r24 is a capital (on Bugge, p. 96). The prose speaker markings are within the text 

of the poem and are not marginal to begin with, thus we find Þa męlti Scaði and the 

first Scirnir qvað in the text on 11r, but after this, from the Scirnir qvað above stanza 
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three, the speaker markings are marginal (except the introduction of st. 10, see below), 

although the abbreviation q for qvað has usually been cut away on the recto pages 

leaving on the speakers’ initials. On the verso, the speakers’ initials have been cut 

away, usually leaving only the q; sometimes, neither remain (for example on 12r there 

do not appear to be any, although we can probably assume they once were there).320  

As for the content of the introductory prose of Skírnismál, it is the prose that 

tells us that Skaði speaks stanza one. Previous scholars have commented on this 

poem’s prose passages that the head note “assists in the telling the story clearly” and 

that the prose passages found amongst the stanzas hold the stanzas “together in a 

comprehensible narrative.”321 Kellogg notes that if the prose pieces were not there, we 

would be able to get the gist of the story from Snorra Edda, since the story is told in 

Gylfaginning 37.322 The speaker of stanza one addresses Skírnir (l. 1), making it clear it 

is Skírnir who will be speaking the second stanza. In the third stanza, we can assume 

the speaker is the same, and he addresses Freyr directly in the first line. Since Skírnir 

was instructed in stanza 1.1 ristv, we can also assume the location has changed by the 

time he is addressing “occarn…mavg” (st. 1.3). The manner in which the content of 

stanzas four to nine alternates makes it obvious whether it is Skírnir or Freyr 

speaking. The speaker marking of stanza ten is rather more unusual: Scirnir męlti viþ 

hestinn. Unless this was present, we would have little idea that the one addressed in 

stanza 10 was a horse. Since Skírnir talks of ocr, and has just been talking to Freyr, we 

would assume that he is addressing Freyr, although in stanza nine just before, Freyr 

does promise Skírnir a horse. Later in the poem, however, when Skírnir is talking to 

the giant’s daughter about Freyr, he does so in such a way to make it clear that Freyr 

cannot be present, and stanza fifteen, spoken by a maid, says that maþr er her vti / 

stiginn af mars baci, / ió letr til iardar taca, making is clear that Skírnir arrived on 

horseback, and that his travelling companion addressed in stanza ten must have in fact 
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been the horse. It is thus deducible to whom Skírnir is talking in stanza ten, but only 

later in the poem.  

  The introductory prose rationalises how Freyr in stanza six was able to see in 

to jǫtunheimar and see the beautiful giant girl; he has, according to the prose, been 

sitting in Hliþscialf, the gods’ vantage point over all the worlds. That Freyr is love sick 

is related by the stanzas (e.g. stt.1-2) as well as the prose, as is the identity of girl as 

Gýmir’s daughter. The prose also informs us that Skírnir is Freyr’s scósveinn; this we 

would not know exactly, although Skírnir reassures Freyr in the stanzas by reminding 

him that vngir saman / varoom I árdaga, / vel męttim tvęir tr asc (st. 5.3-6). Thus only 

Hliþscialf is mentioned by the prose and is not something we could necessarily identify 

in the stanzas.  

The second prose insert is a narrative piece that identifies a change of scene has 

occurred in the poem. Again, this is nothing that could not be inferred from the 

stanzas, and what sounds like specific detail in the prose could likely have been lifted 

straight from the stanzas. The prose begins by saying that Skírnir arrives in 

jǫtunheimar to Gýmir’s courts. That he is about to journey to a giant is made clear in 

stanza ten in the last line directly before the prose, and that the object of Freyr’s 

affection is in Gýmir’s garðr is stated by Freyr in stanza six. The prose then says there 

are ferocious dogs guarding Gerðr’s hall (the giantess whom Freyr is in love with), and 

that Skírnir rides up to a herdsman sitting on a burial mound and greets him. The 

ferocious dogs we hear of at the end of the eleventh stanza, and at the beginning of the 

same stanza, Skírnir identifies directly to whom he is talking: Segðv þat, hirþir! / er þv a 

h gi sitr. The information in the prose is thus unnecessary, and that Skírnis has ridden 

there is also obvious by the fact that in stanza nine Freyr has promised Skírnir a horse 

to get him there. The name of the girl Freyr has fallen in love with is revealed in the 

prose as Gerðr. We have not been told this before, only that she is Gýmir’s daughter, 

but it is said in the poem a little further along, in stanza nineteen, when Skírnir 

addresses her directly.  
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In conclusion, we find nothing in the prose that an attentive audience could not 

have worked out from the poem itself, although the prose does give us information 

that helps us make immediate identifications that otherwise we might not make until 

later (for example, the horse). It is unclear, however, why a writer might think these 

identifications necessary, unless perhaps the poem was not well known to his 

audience. It is possible that the prose is derived from the poem, rather than 

representing extra information. 

Hábarðsljóð 

Hábarðsljóð323 has the following prose features: to mark the name of the speaker of 

the stanza; to mark the stanza as dialogue, but the speaker is unnamed, as a narrative 

introduction to the stanzas, and as one line statements, a mixture recently described as 

“combining rather choppy bits of interpolated prose (in the poem itself) and verse of 

an uneven metre.”324 A mixture of eddic metres is uncommon in neither the poems of 

the Poetic Edda nor in the fornaldarsǫgur; this probably reflects the circumstances of 

the verses’ preservation. In the oral prehistory of the material that now makes up the 

poems, it is possible that various versions of the poems in different (eddic) metres 

circulated and these versions have coalesced to form the extant version; otherwise, it 

could have been the case that mixed metres was of no concern to the audience during 

the oral life of the eddic poems and was a normal mode. It is also not clear here what is 

meant by the prose as an interpolation, and whether Orchard considers the prose to be 

an interruption added at the written stage (perhaps during transmission) to a poem 

that was free of such prose in the oral stage, or whether he surmises that the prose was 

interpolated when the poem was preserved orally. One aspect of the poem that is 

unusual are the prose replies from a puzzled Þórr, outwitted by his opponant.325  
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The written version of the poem is extant in full in R and is partially preserved 

in A, from st. 19.7. In R, there is a title in red ink, “harbarz lioð,” followed by the 

prose introduction:  

Þorr oc kom m megom svndzins var feriokarlinn meþ scipit. 

That Þórr has been performing deeds in the east is mentioned in several of the stanzas 

(stt. 23 and 29), although it is by no means evident that this quarrel with Hárbarðr 

happens on the return leg of one of these particular excursions; it might be intimated 

that Þórr has been away for a long time however, by some of the put downs Hárbarðr 

hurls at him: that his mother is dead (st. 3); he is of ragged appearance (st. 6); that his 

wife has taken a lover (st. 48); all these suggest Þórr’s prolonged absence, and given 

the mentions of the east in the poem, it is an obvious candidate for Þórr’s previous 

whereabouts. That a ferryman stands on the other side of the strait to Þórr with a boat 

is evident in many of the stanzas of the poem (for example stt. 1, 3, 7). If the prose is 

original to the oral stage of the poem, then the audience may have known from which 

trip Þórr is returning and thus the prose would have functioned to  situated the 

exchange more firmly in mythic chronology. If the prose was added during the 

writing down of the poem or its transmission, then the writer of the prose achieved 

nothing else than to set the scene at the beginning of the poem and provide a likely 

context for Þórr arriving at a river bank on his way home. 

The poem has speaker markings in which the speakers are both named and 

unnamed. The first continues on from the introductory prose, and directly names 

Þórr, “Þórr call’,” which Bugge expands to “callaþi,” but which, as he notes, could also 

be expanded to “callar.” After two lines of verse, R has “hann svaraþi”  to introduce st. 

3. Bugge replaces “hann” with “Feriokarlinn” to make it obvious who is speaking, but 

this emendation seems unnecessary since the one that Þórr addresses must have a boat 

when Þórr demands in st. 3.1 to be taken over the sound (“ Ferþv mic vm svndit!”); 

Þórr explicitly mentions a ferryboat in st. 7 and in st. 52.3, the ferryman refers to 

himself as a “fehirði” in R and as a “fæ hirði” in A, and it seems that Bugge’s 

interpretation of both of these as “farhirði,” nominative “farhirðir” meaning 

“ferryman” (p. 103), must be correct. The Þórr speaker marking is more necessary, 
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since otherwise we could guess that one of the speakers was a ferryman without 

knowing who was addressing him, since Þórr only makes his identity clear in st. 9. 

This type of speaker marking is more interesting than the marginal speaker initials 

because it is conceivable that this type of speaker indication could be directly linked 

with or be a part of the prose that is at the head of the poem. The heading prose 

should be seen as a separate phenomenon to the speaker markings, which are likely 

born out of performance concerns.326 The heading prose could indeed have been 

introduced as the poems entered their codified stage, but it is equally possible the 

heading prose (in some incarnation) functioned to provide context in the oral period 

as an introduction to the poem that likely had some flexibility.   

Speaker markings for the speech stanzas are missing in R for stanzas 3-18, with 

the exception of st. 11, where “þ. q.” (“Þórr qvaþ”) is written in the margin; it seems 

likely that the other stanzas had speaker markers that were trimmed off in the binding 

of the manuscript. Indeed, this is Bugge’s conclusion regarding the remainder of the 

speaker markers for the rest of the stanzas in the manuscripts, where speaker 

markings are found but are partially disrupted by the trimming of the pages (p. 99). In 

R from 19 onwards the speaker initials are given  with either þ. q. or h. q. appearing 

marginally. Those connected with stt. 23, 36, 37, 40, 47 and 57 have suffered from the 

binding process (Bugge p. 99). For stt. 57, 58, 59, only q remains in the margin, and H. 

q. is written in the line rather than in the margin for st. 32. In A, the situation is 

similar, although here all of the speaker markings h. q. or þ. q. stand in the line rather 

than in the margin, and on two occasions a fuller version of the name is given than the 

initial: st. 20 has “hárbarðr q.” and st. 37 has “þórr q.” Two speaker initals appear in 

the margin when the “q” for “qvaþ” appears in the line, for stanza 51 and stanza 55.327 

On the whole the speaker markings even where they are extant in the manuscripts are 

superfluous as the speakers name their opponents in a formulaic, challenging way, 

either “Hvat vantv þa meþan, Hárbarðr?” (st. 15.7, see also stt. 19, 23, 29, 39) or “Hvaþ 
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vanntv þa meþan, Þorr?” (st. 18.13, see also stt. 22, 28, 36; st. 36 contains only this 

question).  

Hýmiskviða 

Hýmiskviða is extant in both manuscripts of the Poetic Edda, and a prose decriptive 

title is found only in R: “þǫ  ro mıðgarz o m” [‘Þórr drew up the Miðgarð 

serpent’].328 The poem receives its name only in AM 748 4to, in which it is titled 

“hẏmıſ kvıða” in red ink.329 To a modern reader both titles are somewhat problematic: 

titling the poem “Hýmiskviða” [‘The Song of Hýmir’] is odd because Hýmir speaks 

relatively little in the poem – there is not much direct speech at all to be found – and 

the poem centres on the exploits of Þórr; Hýmir is rather secondary. As for the 

descriptive prose title found in R about Þórr drawing up the world serpant, it seems 

that in both of the two versions of the poem we have preserved, there is a gap that 

begins in stanza 19. Whilst the other exploits of Þórr do not appear in Snorra Edda, 

Þórr fishing up the world serpent does appear, and we can surmise the content of the 

missing text from this: Þórr uses the ox’s head as fishing bait, Hýmir expresses 

caution about going into the deeper waters where the world serpent is known to live, 

but Þórr is unworried.330 This descriptive prose title in R is the only prose element 

found in Hýmiskviða.331 

Lokasenna 

Lokasenna has many of the uses of prose common to the mythological poems of the 

Poetic Edda as a whole.332 In addition to prose used to mark the speaker of the stanza, 

it also has narrative introducing and concluding the stanzas, twice has titles descriptive 

of the action and has prose narrative in between the stanzas on five occasions. It is 
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only preserved in R, and is titled in that manuscript “loka ſeɴa” split across two 

lines.333 

The prose speaker markings are similar to those found in the mythological 

poems discussed above. The first speaker statement is included with the introductory 

prose: “Loci qvaddi hann” (p. 114, l. 10). From the poem itself, the reader or listener 

would not know that this was Loki until stanza 6.3 (when he refers to himself as 

Loptr, a byname) were it not for this marking. The first line of st. 1, “Segðv þat, 

Eldir!,” makes the speaker of the reply in the second stanza obvious, and this exchange 

continues for the first five stanzas. As Bugge notes (p. 114), both stanzas (stt. 2 and 4) 

spoken by Eldir were once marked with “e. q.” in the margin, although the q. of this 

marking next to stanza 2 has been cut away. All stanzas in the poem spoken by Loki 

were likewise probably all marked l. q., and these markings remain for stanzas 3, 5 and 

6. Only l. remains for stanzas 32, 36, 38, 40 and 42, and only the q. remains for stanzas 

13, 15, 17, 20, 22 and 24; for the remaining verses no marginal speaker markings 

survive for those stanzas that seem to be spoken by Loki (in the absence of markings). 

As for the stanzas spoken by other characters, stanza 8, which is Bugge’s edition (p. 

115) is marked with “Bragi qvaþ,” R has “bra” in the margin, with the probable q cut 

away. Bugge supposes (p. 115) that although they are now cut away, the initial of the 

speaker’s name always stood in the margin followed by q.; these speaker initials for 

stanzas 9-31 inclusive are all cut away, although most have q remaining. For stanzas 

32, 33, 35-42 inclusive, the opposite is true, with the initial of the speaker in the 

margin and the q cut away (Bugge p. 118). For stanza 43, the name “Byggvir” stands in 

the line. The remaining stanzas in the poem lack the speaker’s intial. (Bugge p. 118).  

The majority of these speaker markings are superfluous. Once we know the 

antagonist is Loki, he almost always names in the stanza itself those he addresses or 

replies to. Possible exceptions are stanza 42, in which Freyr is not named by Loki but 
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the story in Skírnismál involving Freyr is alluded to, and stanza 54 in which the 

goddess Sif is not named but referred to in connection with Hlórriði (Þórr).   

The prose internal to the poem should be seen as separate to that at the 

beginning and end of the stanzas. The introductory and concluding prose frames 

contains stories, whereas the five pieces of prose internal to the poem contribute to 

the narration of the action as it is happening in verse. The first of these describes 

something not explicitly said in the stanzas: 

Siþan gecc Loci inn nn er þeir sa, er fyr varo, hverr inn var kominn eir allir.
334

 

This prose piece comes between stanzas 5 and 6. That Loki will enter Ægir’s hall is 

fairly clear from the preceeding stanzas, in which he asks Eldir what is happening “her 

inni” (p. 114, st.1.4), and in stanza 6 after the prose Loki announces he has arrived to 

the halls. His question at the beginning of stanza 7.1-2, “Hvi þegit er sva, / þrvngin 

goð!” [‘Why so silent, uptight gods?’] is clearly reflected in the prose description of the 

gods falling silent when they see he has entered the hall; the function of the prose thus 

seems to be to reinforce the change of location from the outside questioning of Eldir 

to the location inside after the first five stanzas of the poem. 

The second prose piece likewise occurs five stanzas after the first prose 

passage. Rather than indicate a change of location, it indicates an action that Víðarr 

performs: 

Þa stoþ Viþarr vp oc skencti Loca; enn aþr hann drycci, qvaddi hann asona
335

 

The point of the prose seems to be to highlight not that Víðarr stood up (afterall, he is 

ordered to by Óðinn in st. 10.1), but rather that he serves Loki a drink, which seems 

the hospitable thing to do (Loki complains he has arrived thirsty in st. 6), and also 

seems to be necessary for Loki’s toast in stanza 11. The prose statement that “qvaddi 
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hann asona” (p. 115) is perfectly obvious from the address to the gods and goddesses 

directly afterwards at the beginning of stanza 11.  

The third prose fragment also concerns Loki being given a drink (this time 

specifically of mead as requested in stanza 6): 

Þa gecc Sif fram oc byrladi Loca i hrimcaldi mioþ oc mȩlti: 
 Heill ver þv nv, Loci! 
 oc tac viþ hrímcalci 
 fvllom forns miaðar! (p. 121, st. 53.1-3) 

The name “Sif” in the prose passage is an editorial emendation; in R the name is 

lacking. Sif, identified in st. 54 as the wife of Hlórriði, tries to reverse Loki’s tactics of 

the prose between stanzas 10 and 11, when Loki is given a drink and greets the Æsir; 

here Sif gives him a drink and hails him, although he does not spare her slander. The 

fourth prose piece, “Hann toc viþ horni oc dracc af” (p. 121), also mirrors the previous 

situation when Víðarr gives Loki a drink, except then he spoke then drank, and st. 54 

drinks then speaks. The fourth and fifth prose pieces thus seem to be describing the 

actions of the characters, since the cold mead offered to Loki and the direct speech of 

Sif can be gathered from stanza 53.  

 Whether or not the two introductory prose pieces as extant in R ought to be 

considered separate pieces to the poem Lokasenna, akin to the prose piece Frá dauða 

Sinfjǫtla in the Heroic poems, is an open question. That this perhaps ought to be so is 

indicated in the manuscript by the seperate heading of the introductory prose, “Fra 

Egi oc godom” (p. 113) with red ink, followed by the prose, then the title “loka senna” 

in red ink followed by the stanzas (p. 113).336 On the other hand, it is a possibility that 

the prose introduction and conclusion could be considered a type of Begleitprosa and 

thus be intimately connected with the transmission of Lokasenna as it appears in R. 

Lokasenna has clear echoes of other eddic poems and alludes to many myths; whether 

this is a result of oral or written intertextuality is hard to say. Furthermore, the 

quotation of Lokasenna in Gylfaginning (examined further below) might indicate that 
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Snorri knew a somewhat different version of the poem, since one stanza he cites is a 

conflation of stt. 4-6 as they appear in R, and this is uncharacteristic of Snorri’s 

method of quotation in the text (see below).  

The content of “Fra Egi oc godom” appears to be a combination of elements 

that are clearly part of the written tradition of the manuscript and derived from the 

poem, and elements that might indicate the story of Lokasenna was an oral tradition 

and that the text is a reflex of accompanying prose. As for the written elements, the 

phrase “sem nv er sagt” (p. 113) is a conscious link between the Compiler of the 

manuscript and what has been placed before; it refers to the statement: “Egir, er dro 

nafni het Gýmir, hann hafði hvit asom l, þa er hann hafði fengit ketil inn micla” (p. 

113). The poem before is Hýmiskviða, and this statement in the prose seems to refer 

specifically to the final stanza of Hýmiskviða rather than to the narrative as whole: 

Þrott m 
a þing goda 
oc hafdi hver, 
þannz Hymir atti; 
enn vear hverian 
vel scolo drecca 

r at Ęgis 
eitt  

As such, the insertion of this sentence into the prose to make a link to what has gone 

before is not very far reaching, since the inserter of the sentence, assuming he had the 

Codex Regius or a very similar codex in arrangement copied up to that point in front 

of him, could in fact have made the link by reading only a line or two up. The 

identification of Ægir with the giant Gymir is somewhat questionable, and in this 

context would imply that Ægir is the Gymir referred to in Skírnismál, in which Gymir 

is the father of Gerðr, giving the prose further reach back into the manuscript. 

The list of gods and a summary for some of them of their key myths need not 

necessarily be derived directly from the poem. Were this to be the case, the prose 

should be a more direct summary of the characters and action. As it is, the gods and 

goddesses are listed in a different order to that in which they appear in the poem. In 

the prose, we find them listed first Ægir, then Óðinn, Frigg, Þórr, Sif, Bragi, Iðunn, 

Týr, Njǫrðr, Skaði, Freyr, Freyja, Víðarr, Loki, Byggvir, and Beyla. Then Ægir’s two 
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servents, Fimafengr and Eldir. Three of these listed in the prose do not speak in the 

poem: Ægir and Víðarr, both though are clearly present, Ægir as the brewer/host, and 

Víðarr as the one who serves Loki his first drink, and Fimafengr, who is dead at the 

point where the poem begins. In the poem, the speakers are presented in the 

following order: Loki, Eldir, Bragi, Óðinn, Iðunn, Gefjon, Frigg, Freyja, Njǫrðr, Týr, 

Freyr, Byggvir, Heimdallr, Skaði, Sif, Beyla, then Þórr. Amongst the speakers we find 

Gefjon and Heimdallr who are not mentioned in the prose. The list of gods and 

associates present at the feast could thus have been made from memory, and has not 

been written by referring to the poem in its written form. The final sentence of the 

main list of gods in the prose, “Mart var þar asa oc alfa” (p. 113) is likely a direct 

reflection stanza 2, line 4 where Eldir mentions the gods and elves at the feat, the 

“mart” in place to emphasise the list aspect of the prose.  

The second part of the prose provides the explanation of why Loki should be 

outside when the rest of the gods are at a feast, and a comparison of its contents shows 

that it is very unlikely to have been derived from the poem. As such, it must either 

present the traditional context of the poem that was told in prose, or it was added by 

the Compiler as an attempt to rationalise Loki’s malice for going in and upsetting the 

feasting. The servant Fimafeng, who is killed in the prose by Loki, is not mentioned 

in the poem, and nor is the prose claim that Loki was at the feast, was thrown out and 

having turned back rejoins the party. Stanza six implies rather the opposite, that he 

has come “vm langan veg” (l. 3) and in stanza seven he demands a drink or to be told to 

leave – according to the prose, this has already happened. The bright gold in place of 

firelight and the ale that serves itself seems to have been taken from Romance 

traditions and strikes a fairytale rather than mythological note, but does add the air of 

sanctuary of the place expressed in the prose “þar var griþastadr micill” (p. 114) 

something that Óðinn also seems conscious of in stanza 10, “siþr oss Loci / qveþi 

lastast fom / Ęgis h llo í” (ll.4-6).  
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The concluding prose is titled “ ra loca.”337 The details in the concluding prose 

to the stanzas relate to the stanzas: it tells of Loki’s transformation to a salmon to hide 

in a waterfall to evade capture from the Æsir, then tells how they caught him and tied 

him up with the guts of his son, and how his other son turned into a wolf. Skaði then 

takes a snake and ties it so that venom drips onto Loki’s face; his wife holds a bowl to 

catch the venom, but when she leaves to empty the bowl, the venom falling on Loki’s 

face causes him to fit so violently it causes earthquakes. The details in the stanzas that 

relate to this are spoken by Skaði: 

Scaþi qvaþ: 
Lȩtt er þer, Loci!  
mvnattv lengi sva  

m hala;  
þviat þic a hiorvi scolo  
ins hrimcalda magar  
gornom binda goð.»  
  
Loci qvaþ:  
«Veiztv, ef mic a hiorvi scolo  
ens hrímcalda magar  
gornom binda goð:  
fyrstr oc ǫfstr  
var ec at fiorlagi,  
þars ver a Þiaza þrifom.»  
 
Scaþi qvaþ:  
«Veiztv, ef fyrstr oc ǫfstr  
vartv at fiorlagi,  
þa er ér a Þiaza þrifvð:  
fra minom veom  
oc m scolo  
þer ȩ ma. Bugge pp. 120-121, stt. 49-51. 

In the stanzas, Skaði predicts what Loki’s punishment will be, or the gods have 

already decided that this is how they plan to incapacitate him. Her threat he will be 

bound “a hiorvi scolo” (st. 49.4) is not realised in the prose, else being bound with guts 

of his son is mentioned in both. The binding of Loki is also threatened earlier in the 

poem by Freyr, when in st. 41 he threatens Loki with being tied up at a river-mouth 

next to another bound wolf (presumably the Fenrisúlfr). That Loki is tied up in at a 

river-mouth in the prose can be inferred by the fact he is caught in the shape of a 

salmon; otherwise in the prose he is hiding “i Fráangrs forsi” (p. 122). Skaði’s action in 
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to
, ed. Wimmer & Finnur Jónsson, p. 33, ll. 5 
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the prose of torturing Loki with snake-venom is not explicitly suggested in the 

stanzas, other than perhaps in stanza 51 when she informs Loki that when it comes to 

him, “k ld ráþ coma” (l. 6). The stanzas are suggestive of the details, whereas the 

prose is expansive.  

Þrymskviða338 

Only found in R where it is titled “þrymſ qvıda,”339 Þrymskviða lacks any substantial 

prose narration at its beginning, and this is well explained by the fact that the stanzas 

themselves contain a substantial narrative element. Stanzas are often mixed narration 

and speech. Þórr’s speech at the beginning of the poem often introduced with the 

formulaic “Oc hann þat orða / allz fyrst vm qvaþ” (stt. 2.1-2; 3.3-4; 9.9-10; 12.3-4), 

other similar, formulaic speech introductions also occur, although none consistently 

through the poem: “Þa qvaþ þat Loci, / L feyiar sonr” (stt. 18.1-2; 20.1-2); “Þa qvaþ 

þat Þrymr, / þvrsa drottinn” (stt. 22.1-2; 25.1-2; 30.1-2);   “Þa qvaþ þat Heimdallr, / 

hvitastr ása” (15.1-2); “Þa qvaþ þat Þórr, / þrvðugr ass” (st. 17.1-2). These formulaic, 

metric introductions of speech render the type of marginal speaker annotations found 

in the other poems superfluous, and only two instances are found in R of prose 

speaker markings written over the line: “Freyia qvaþ” above stanza 4, and “Þrymr 

qvaþ” above stanza 7. Half way through stanza 7, the speaker changes to Loki, 

although “Loci qvaþ” is not found in the manuscript. Indeed it is not needed; Loki’s 

speech is clearly a reply to Þrymr’s question, and stanza 8 is clearly a reply to Loki’s 

question at the end of stanza 7.  

 The only other prose to be found in the poem is at the end, where it is stated 

“Sva com Oþins sonr endr at hamri” (p. 128) in conclusion to the action of the stanzas, 

a conclusion that was likely added to balance the narrative begun in stanza one of Þórr 

losing his hammer. 
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 Citations and stanza numbers from Bugge, pp. 124-128. 

339
 Nr. 2365 4

to
, ed. Wimmer & Finnur Jónsson, p. 33, ll. 12-13. 
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Vǫlundarkviða 

The poem was once evidently preserved in both manuscripts of the Poetic Edda, but 

now it is only fully extant in R; A contains the beginning of the prose (the first 7 lines 

in Bugge’s edition p. 163),340 which is made up of a descriptive prose heading and 

three lines of text in the manuscript.341 The poem now commonly referred to as 

Vǫlundarkviða is named thus in neither R nor A and instead prose headings are found 

in both manuscripts. R has “ ra volvn ı”342 and A “ ra nıðaðı konvngı”;343 both 

headings are written in red ink. R also has an additional title after the prose, heading 

the stanzas: “ ra volvn ı. oc niðaþı.”344  Their difference suggests that the headings 

were added by the scribe of each manuscript rather than being transmitted as a 

traditional descriptive title with the material each accompanies. Although such titles 

are thus fluid, the fact that they and others like them are scattered throughout 

particularly R suggests that the practice itself of describing a section of either prose or 

poetry is a traditional act possibly carried into the written record through its oral 

use.345 Most of the pieces headed by descriptive prose titles belong to broader 

narratives, and the prose pieces under such titles frequently make these connections 

clear at the same time as they expand the story. Such a device to simultaneously link 

and tell stories should be viewed in the light of Carol Clover’s imminent saga theory, 

only these descriptive titles are employed to show which bit of the saga the prose or 

poetry elaborates on. In a manuscript context, this should be seen in conjunction with 

the titles’ role as a form of rubric, in which it is also a device to help readers find their 

place in the manuscript more easily, since they are visually highlighted by being 

written in red ink.  

                                                

340
 Stanza numbers and citations from Bugge, pp. 163-170. 

341
 Nr. 748, 4to, ed. Finnur Jónsson, p. 12, ll. 26-28. 

342
 Nr. 2365 4

to
, ed. Wimmer & Finnur Jónsson, p. 35, l. 4. 

343
 Nr. 748, 4to, ed. Finnur Jónsson, p. 12, l. 26. 

344
 Note the “ ” in “volvn ı” is part of an expansion. Nr. 2365 4

to
, ed. Wimmer & Finnur Jónsson, p. 35, l. 18. 

345
 A modern analogue can be found in the titling of each episode of the US sitcom Friends: each episode title begins with 

“The one where…” or “The one with….” 
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The fact the stanzas have a different title to the prose suggests that perhaps the 

stanzas ought to be read separately to the prose that is above them. The prose indeed 

tells a different part of the Vǫlund story, material previous to the story-time in the 

stanzas. After concluding the prose with “Niðvþr konungr let hann h ndom taca” (p. 

163), at the end of the prose a sentence is added to provide continuity in the 

manuscript as a whole “sva sem her er vm qveþit” (p. 163). The whole poem thus 

expands on the short sentence “Niðvþr konungr let hann h ndom taca” (p. 163) and, 

the poem, given its introduction in the prose “sva sem her er vm qveþit”, could be read 

a corroborating device for what was told in the prose. The content of the poem 

detailing Vǫlundr’s life after his wife had left retells the story of the arrival of the 

maidens, their taking of husbands and departure and a detailed description of 

Vǫlundr’s capture. His life post-capture is not detailed by the first section of prose.  

The first section of prose in Vǫlundarkviða seems extracted from the poem 

itself, with only a couple of expansion to the material that the prose writer has 

interpreted from the poem itself. Overwhelmingly, the information that the first 

section of prose contains only information in the poem that comes before the second 

section of prose located between stanzas 16 and 17. Differences between the prose and 

poem can be one of phrasing; in the prose the Níðuðr is the king “i Sviðioð” (p. 163), 

in the poem in stanza 13.2 he is “Niara drottinn.” The prose writer adds that Níðuðr’s 

daughter is called Bǫdvildr, something that the audience does not find out until much 

later in the poem: she is mentioned explicitly as his daughter only in stanza 36, 

although her status as Níðuðr’s daughter is reaffirmed by the prose piece between 

stanzas 16 and 17 earlier on. The prose writer also takes the opportunity to clarify the 

relationship of Slagfiðr, Egill and Vǫlundr: he adds that they are brothers and the sons 

of the king of the Finns. That they “scriþo” [‘slide on snow-shoes”] in the prose is not 

mentioned in the poetry and was likely added to emphasise their status as Finns, 

although that they “veiddo dýr” is reflected in stanza 9, when Vǫlundr roasts a she-

bear that he has caught. The settlement of Úlfdalr by the brothers is not mentioned in 

the prose, and is an extrapolation of the information in stanza 5, where Vǫlundr is sat 

alone in the location. The lake, called in the prose “Úlfsjár,” exists in the poem in 
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stanza one, but is not named. The name is again an extrapolation from the name of 

the valley as Úlfdalr. The spinning of the maidens on the lakeshore in the prose is also 

in stanza one, but the addition that “þar váro hia þeim alptarhamir þeirra; þat váro 

valkyrior” is only in the prose and is an interpretation made from the fact that they fly 

(stanza one), and that they fulfil fate (stanzas one and three), and second sister, 

Hlaðguðr, wears swan feathers (st. 2). Their lineage in the prose is found in stanza 15, 

spoken it seems by Níðuðr’s queen. That in the prose the men take the maidens “til 

scala” is evident in the poem from stanza 4 when the men arrive back from hunting to 

find their halls empty. The pairing of which maiden with which man described in the 

prose is found in stanzas two and four. In stanza two Hlaðguðr/Svanhvít taking a 

husband is missing, and it seems clear that something has dropped out here. That the 

maidens stay for seven years is found in stanza three, although in the poetry their 

feelings are more complex and they only actually depart after nine years. The prose 

explanation that they go “at vitia viga” is not suggested by the stanzas, where it simply 

says that they “orlog drygia” in stanza one and three. The prose statement that they 

never return is borne out by them never returning in the poetry, at least. Two of the 

brothers striking out to look for their wives is described in stanza four, and in stanza 

five and in the prose we find that Vǫlundr alone remained behind. His attribution, 

that “hann var hagastr maþr sva at men viti i fornom s gom,” seems an addition to 

explain why King Níðuðr was so keen to capture him. The prose writer simply 

extracts the information from the poetry and puts the elements in chronological order, 

with a saga-style introduction of the protagonists and their basic genealogical facts and 

where they are from.  

The first piece of prose between the stanzas 16 and 17 (p. 166) interrupts the 

speech of a female, either Níðuðr’s queen or his daughter Bǫdvildr. The prose 

between the stanzas assumes that they take place at different times, 16 at Vǫlundr’s 

capture, and 17 later on after Vǫlundr’s sword and ring have been given to the king 

and to Bǫdvildr. The prose insert explains that King Níðuðr does this himself in order 

to provide context for the comment in stanza 17 that Vǫlundr looks distinctly annoyed 

when he sees other people with his possessions, and orders him to him to be 

hamstrung; the prose attributes this to the queen; from the stanzas it could also be 
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Bǫdvildr. The second prose piece between the stanzas come directly after, between 

stanzas 17 and 18. The prose seems to have been taken from the poetry: it reports that 

the order in stanza 17 to have Vǫlundr hamstrung was carried out, and the prose 

identifies “Sȩvarstaþr” as a “holmr” (p. 167), the fact it is an island is not mentioned in 

st. 20 when the place is named, and then the prose describes Vǫlundr making the king 

all kinds of treasures, related to st.20.1-4. The prose assertion that “Engi maþr þorþi at 

fara til hans nema konungr einn” (p. 167) seems directly contradicted by the stanzas, 

since after that both of Níðuðr’s sons (stt. 20-23) come twice to see Vǫlundr and his 

daughter Bǫðvildr (stt. 26-29). His encounter with Níðuðr meanwhile, (stt. 30-37) 

happens in Níðuðr’s halls after Vǫlundr has flown there, since Vǫlundr directs Níðuðr 

to his smithy in order to find the evidence for what he is saying (st. 34). On this point 

the prose and the poetry thus do not support each other. 

There are no marginal speaker markings in this poem. Those that occur do so 

either at the end of the prose sections, or in one instances in the midst of the 

manuscript line (before st. 27), where it says: “Volvn r q.”346 As mentioned above, the 

end of the introductory prose introduces the stanzas as corroboration (“ſem her er m 

qveþıt”),347 while the first piece of the prose between the stanzas ends “eɴ rotnıng 

qvaþ.”348 to introduce one stanza, while the second piece of prose ends: “V lvn  

q.”349 Appending a speaker marking to prose is a practical way of ensuring that 

everyone is immediately clear who is speaking when the flow of the stanzas have been 

interrupted, and the “Volvn r q.” before stanza 27 seems somewhat unnecessary since 

it seems obvious that in stanza 27 it would be Vǫlundr speaking as the character with 

the famed ability for handiwork.  
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The prose associated with Vǫlundarkviða is drawn from the same tradition as 

the poem or more likely from the poem itself. The narrative frame it provides is 

unnecessary to the audience’s comprehension of the stanzas and does not add any 

substantial information, the fragments it does add (such as identifying the flying 

maidens as Valkyries) seems to be an interpretation of the poem rather than an 

additional tradition. It seems unlikely that the prose piece would have been 

transmitted independently from the stanzas. The addition of the prose may have been 

inspired by the relatively frequent narrative stanzas (or partially narrative stanzas) in 

the poem. The first eleven stanzas are all narrative stanzas, for example, and form the 

basis for the most of the material in the prose introduction.  

The Heroic Poems 

The heroic section of the Poetic Edda is prosimetric: it contains poems with prose in 

varying degrees framing the narratives, between stanzas and providing descriptions of 

the contents of the poems: 

The second part of the Codex Regius begins the accounts of traditional heroes with a poem that stands 
without accompanying prose, but as it continues we find ourselves in mixed forms in which much of 
the narrative is in prose. Most scholars believe that the Sigurd poems, which follow next after saga-like 
material about the hero Helgi, were once part of a lost prosimetrical Sigurðar saga of mixed origins, and 
in any case the extant manuscript proceeds step by step with prose narratives and transitions.

350
  

This prose and verse mixed form has led scholars such as Vésteinn Ólason (most 

recently), to describe this section of the Poetic Edda in terms of the fornaldarsaga 

subgenre: 

The middle section of Codex Regius, from the second poem of Part II to the lacuna, is characterized by a 
mixture of poetry and prose, a prosimetrum, consisting of direct speech in verse linked with prose 
passages that are necessary for the coherence of the plot and its understanding. The main parts have 
frequently been referred to as ‘fornaldarsögur’ (i.e. ‘legendary or heroic mythical sagas’), the ‘saga’ of the 
two Helgis and the ‘saga’ of Sigurðr. Since Helgi Hundingsbani and Sigurðr Fáfnisbani are presented as 
(half)brothers in the prose passage linking the poems about them, one can indeed talk about one ‘saga’. 
As regards narrative method, the ‘fornaldarsaga’ proper begins with HHjv and is then followed by HH 
II.

351
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The term fornaldarsaga is applied to this section of the Poetic Edda precisely because 

we find heroic, eddic poetry with a prose framework, but caution should be taken 

about applying the saga subgenre label to this particular section of prose and poetry. 

Prosimetrum it certainly is, perhaps we could even use the term ‘versiprose,’ which 

makes clear that in this section of the Poetic Edda poetry is the dominant form, and 

prose the secondary form, even allowing for the slightly more substantial prose pieces 

such as Dauði Sinfjǫtla. Saga is a prose genre, and the prose here is not chief. It should 

also be noted that the function of the prose in the Poetic Edda is to explain the verse, 

and, as I will demonstrate in Part Three, this is not the function of the prose in the 

fornaldarsǫgur, in which we find a more sophisticated and varied narrative use of verse 

in action. One might also ask what using the label ‘fornaldarsaga’ assumes: that the 

Poetic Edda versiprose section is close to an oral fornaldarsaga in which verse might be 

presumed primary, or whether it is being aligned with the written examples of the 

subgenre that are extant? Do we assume that the verse-prose mix in the Poetic Edda 

prompted the prosimetric form of the fornaldarsaga, or that it reflects it? In other 

words, did the prosimetric fornaldarsaga cause the versiprose section of the Poetic 

Edda, or is this versiprose section a prototype of the more mature prosimetric 

fornaldarsǫgur?  

Prose occurs in the heroic section of the Poetic Edda in the following roles: 

1. To mark the name of the speaker of the stanza. (Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar, 

Helgakviða Hundingsbana in ǫnnur, Reginsmál, Fáfnismál, Helreið Brynhildar, 

Atlamál) 

2. To mark the stanza is dialogue, but the speaker is unnamed (Sigrdrífumál) 

3. As a narrative introduction to the stanzas. (Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar, Helgakviða 

Hundingsbana in ǫnnur, Grípisspá, Reginsmál, Sigrdrífumál, Guðrúnarkviða in fyrsta, 

Helreið Brynhildar, Guðrúnarkviða in forna, Guðrúnarkviða in þriðja, Oddrúnargrátr, 

Atlakviða, Guðrúnarhvǫt) 

4. As a narrative conclusion to the stanzas. (Helgakviða Hundingsbana in önnur, 

Reginsmál, Fáfnismál, Guðrúnarkviða in fyrsta) 

5. As prose narrative in between the stanzas (Helgakviða Hjörvarðssonar, Helgakviða 

Hundingsbana in ǫnnur, Reginsmál, Fáfnismál, Sigrdrífumál) 
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6. To provide a “title” descriptive of the action (Helgi Hundingsbana in fyrri, Helgakviða 

Hjǫrvarðssonar, Helgakviða Hundingsbana in önnur, Fáfnismál, Helreið Brynhildar, 

Oddrúnargrátr, Atlakviða, Guðrúnarhvöt) 

7. As prose only/to link two poems. (Frá dauda Sinfjǫtla, prose before Fáfnismál, prose 

linking to Sigrdrífumál, Frá dauða Sigurðar, prose before Guðrúnarkviða in fyrsta, 

Sigurðarkviða in skamma, Helreið Brynhildar, Dráp Niflunga, prose before 

Guðrúnarkviða in forna, Guðrúnarkviða in þriðja, prose before Atlamál, Guðrúnarhvǫt) 

8. To name the poem at the end. (Atlamál (before), Hamðismál).  

Heusler suggests that Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar and Helga kviða Hundingsbana II 

make up a section of their own in the Codex Regius; the two poems are connected by 

the statements that Helgi and Svava in the first poem are reborn in the second.352 

Heusler does not have much praise for the writer of the prose in this section, giving 

the following characteristics: “1) The patching together of complete and fragmentary 

lays, and probably lausavísur as well, held together by prose passages of unusual length 

and frequency…, causing the literary genre of certain verse passages to remain 

uncertain. 2) In both halves the story proceeds without classifying headings and 

without parallel texts. 3) Another common trait is the helpless incapacity of the writer 

of the prose passages, which is unparalleled in any other part of the Regius. Stanzas 

also appear out of their right place, in Helgakviða Hjövarðssonar 34. 35 and 

Helgakviða Hundingsbana II.39.”353  

Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar  

The title Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar is not found in the Codex Regius manuscript, 

which has a descriptive title “ ra hıo varþı. oc ſıgrlıɴ.”354 The introductory prose is 

lengthy and names several characters who do not appear elsewhere in the poem: two 

of Hjǫrðvarðr’s wives and their sons, Særiðr and Humlungr and Sinrióð and Hymlingr 

have no role to play in the poem. The story presented at the beginning of the poem 
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presents the plot out of order. The prose begins by summarising the whole of Atli’s 

mission to Sigrlinn and her father Sváfnir, and Atli’s unsuccesful mission ends with “oc 

ó  ıarlınn. heım.”355 Note that in the prose it is said to be Atli’s father Iðmundr who is 

the jarl, and since the poem goes on to make it clear that it is Atli who went on the 

mission, “jarlinn” is often emended to “Atli” for clarity.356 

After Atli heading home, the prose continues. Firstly, Atli’s identity as the “ıarlſ 

ſ.”357 is reconfirmed from above. This is unnecessary because in the second stanza Atli 

himself speaks his identity as Iðmundr’s son.358 His location “vıþ lvn  nocco n”359 

given in the prose so that he is placed. This is not given in the poetry, but is a location 

that makes sense. Curiously, the next thing to occur in the prose is the narrator telling 

the audience the thoughts of a bird sat in the branches above Atli’s head: it “ha ı 

heyrt tıl at hanſ .menn k lloþo v r r konvngr. attı.”360 The 

prose then goes on to say that the bird twittered and Atli paid attention to what it 

said, the first stanza then being introduced with “hann qvaþ.”361 The stanza repeats 

what the bird was told as having heard in the prose, but adds the question whether its 

unidentified conversation partner has seen Sigrlinn and implies she is more beautiful 

than Hjörvarðr’s wives.362 Atli’s short response of four lines is introduced with “a. q” 

as marginal speaker notations, and the bird’s four line response is marked with “ . q.” 

Such marginal indicators are also extant as speaker initals for the first, fourth and five 

stanzas of the poem. The exchange of six stanzas continues. 
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The second piece of prose, which comes after the five stanzas, complicates the 

time of the story: “Þetta var aþr atlı ı;”363 this episode must then be inserted into 

the story told in the introductory prose, and thus the beginning of the stanzas are 

analeptic. The continuation of the prose then clearly joins with a point in the 

introductory prose, since there it says that Atli went home; the second piece of prose 

says: “en er hann com heım,”364 and the sixth stanza is introduced as a reply to the 

king’s request for news. It is introduced with “hann q.,”365 which is not marginal but 

in the body of the poem itself. The stanza Atli speaks is unremarkable in content but 

does mention two landscape features that are mentioned in the third piece of prose. 

The third piece of prose is a lengthy inserted piece and is notable for its 

description of the landscape through which the party travel.366 The tone of the piece, 

relating journey, an encounter with a supernatural creature, description of action and 

the identification and location of a king are all topics common to the fornaldarsaga 

genre, but this piece is extremely compressed. The information does not come from 

the stanzas. The following four stanzas after the prose insert are speech stanzas 

spoken by a Valkyrie. The stanzas sound prophetic in tone, but they are not reacted to 

after them, and the scene of the poem moves on.  

The fourth prose insert tells the provenance of the Valkyrie mentioned in the 

third prose insert. The fourth prose piece thus harks back to earlier information, and 

it seems odd that this information is split up. The beginning of the 8th stanza, “Hvat 

367 cross references with the fourth piece of prose, in which 

it says the Valkyrie gave Helgi his name. The prose suddenly switches at the end of 

the fourth prose to introduce speech by Helgi, addressed to Hjǫrvarðr. Neither the 
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poem nor the prose here controlled the switch in topic. The Valkyrie information in 

the fourth piece thus proves to be ending that miniature scene in the poem, and the 

next is not sketched out in the prose except from the introduction of Helgi’s 

utterance. The two stanzas that Helgi speaks addressed to his father are replied to, but 

in the fifth prose section. 

The fifth prose section is notable in that it begins with reported speech.368 

Then, the prose informs the reader that Helgi goes to hunt for the sword to which he 

had been directed in the stanzas before the fourth prose insert. The prose does not 

describe what happens on this trip, and we are left to assume it was successful. The 

poem thus do not take the opportunity to expand the narrative details of an event that 

in a saga would merit an episode of its own.  The thirteenth stanza is a demand for 

their indentification by Hrímgerðr, who it is revealed in the stanzas that follow is a 

giantess. She speaks only one stanza, then the dialogue switches to Atli and he trades 

insults with the giantess for 18 stanzas.369 There are no prose speaker markings nor 

any other kind of inset prose in this section, which is similar to episodes found in 

several fornaldarsǫgur although the example of this exchange is unusually long. The 

prose framework that ends it moves on, and provides no closure to the poem.  

 The sixth prose episode, that follows the long exchange between Atli and the 

troll woman, returns to the tale of Helgi and his betrothed, the Valkyrie Sváva. As 

well as narrating the cursing of Heðinn, Helgi’s brother, by a troll woman, with the 

result that he swears to marry Sváva, the prose also reports direct speech and indirect 

speech. The following four stanzas firstly repeat the information given in the prose, at 

Heðinn recounts what has happened to Helgi. After this, Helgi and Heiðinn speak 

one stanza each; the speaker is not marked, but they address each other by name.370 

The seventh prose piece relates directly back to the previous one, connecting the prose 
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surrounding the poem with insights about the troll woman riding the wolf who cursed 

Heðinn. The continuation of the prose narrates the circumstances of the battle Helgi 

will engage in and be killed. The prose ends by introducing an utterance by Helgi.371  

The stanza that Helgi speaks is introduced as an extemporised speech stanza in 

the style of a skaldic evidence stanza.372 The verse is not addressed to anybody, and is 

separated from the narrative thirty-seventh stanza by a prose line informing the reader 

that Helgi has received a death-wound.373 The following seven speech stanzas are 

spoken by Sigar, Sváva, and Heðinn variously, although the speakers are not 

marked.374 The poem ends with a short prose line that reports the belief that Helgi 

and Sváva were born again.375 

Helgakviða Hundingsbana ǫnnur 

Helgakviða Hundingsbana ǫnnur r ngom”376 and 

the saga opens with prose piece that tells of the son of Vǫlsung and his enemy. The 

prose introduces speech from Helgi, grandson of Vǫlsung, and his stanza mentions a 

character called Hamall who has otherwise not been identified.377 This is left to the 

second piece of prose, which is followed by an exchange of three speech stanzas, 

followed by more narrative prose and another nine stanza dialogue.  

The prosimetric structure changes slightly when the fourth piece of prose in 

the poetry describes a scene and then introduces evidence stanzas: “ſva ſem ſegir 

no.”378 Five evidence stanzas then follow until more prose 
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breaks in to continue with a description of the narrative being told in the poem. The 

end of the prose section reports speech and also declares that it is a quotation from a 

poem written earlier: “Sva 379 The rest of the narrative 

of the poem is made up of dialogue stanzas interspersed with prose. Characters 

speaking the dialogues often speak more than two stanzas each, rather than the 

exchange being tightly structured.  The prose ending looks to the future of the 

characters in order to conclude the poem.  

The questions I posed above about the connections of heroic poems to the 

fornaldarsǫgur are not easy to answer, but the stylistic dissimilarities between the 

heroic poetry and the sagas in the way that the prose in particular is used means that 

one should not assume that the eddic poetry is responsible for the generation of the 

prosimetric saga genre, and thus it should not be described in terms that suggest it 

ought to be. Given that the prosimetric fornaldarsaga seems to be known to have 

existed in the oral period, it might be more likely that the prose-verse mix found in 

the heroic part of Poetic Edda was prompted by the oral fornaldarsaga, rather than the 

reverse. Perhaps the most profitable way to restrain our judgement of the prose of the 

heroic poems of the Poetic Edda is as metatextual commentary of the verse through the 

prose frame, rather than considering the prose a structuring device of a versiprose 

proto-fornaldarsaga.  
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Early Nordic Prosimetra (Pre-Edda) 

My intention in this section is provide an overview and analysis of the prosimetric 

style of several of the oldest Old Norse works that likely informed the manner and 

style in which Snorri constructed not only the works in Heimskringla but also the 

prosimetra of his Edda, as well as subsequent saga writers. I do not claim that Snorri 

or the authors of the fornaldarsǫgur (written or oral) necessarily knew these works, 

only that they reflect the tradition in which they were grounded. The works I will use 

to explicate the prosimetric profile of early prosimetra are two learned texts, 

Íslendingabók, The First Grammatical Treatise, and two konungasǫgur, Sverris saga and 

Fagrskinna. In the next section, I will investigate the prosimetric structure of 

Gylfaginning. 

These rather early written examples of prosimetric historical texts are likely 

responsible for prompting the setting down in writing of the prosimetric sagas and 

Gylfaginning. Both the Edda and many saga narratives were formed using earlier 

poetic verses on the same subject matter.380 Prosimetra were a part of the Old Norse 

oral tradition, and although exactly how they may have sounded (whether, for 

example, the narratives were predominantly verse and were accompanied by a good 

deal of fluid prose) is in the main unrecoverable, we do have written prosimetra 

surviving. If the difference between these speculative oral prosimetra and the written 

prosimetra is indeed due to a development in the prosimetric form (i.e. the written 

prosimetric sagas are different to the oral in construction), then it is important to bear 

in mind that what we have evidence of in the saga narratives is the result of a process 

in which the prosimetra developed, rather than the process itself preserved.  

The konungasǫgur are amongst the oldest of the prose genres; only some 

religious prose, such as the genre of translated hagiographical material, is older. It 

would be strange that the konungasǫgur are written predominantly by Icelanders about 
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the Norwegian kings were it not clear that the genesis of the konungasǫgur lies in the 

belief that Iceland’s own history was rooted in that of the kings; Heather O’Donogue 

uses the example that Ari’s Íslendingabók  dates the settlement of Iceland in relation to 

Norwegian history and also mentions konunga ævi.381 This interest in Norway 

combined with other prominant narrative skills present in early medieval Iceland: 

“factual scholarship” – a love of list making (e.g. genealogies and annals), oral 

storytelling skills, (oral) skaldic poetry, the 12th-century Latin chronicles written in 

Norway in a continental style, and the strong European clerical tradition of producing 

hagiography (the prime candidates for which were canonized royals).382 The coming 

together of these interests and narrative abilities formed both the prompt and the basis 

for lengthy and historically rich sagas about the Norwegian kings. These sagas are also 

strikingly prosimetric.  

 The eddic stanzas quoted in Gylfaginning, corrobarative or evidence stanzas 

used to confirm the veracity of what has been said in the prose, are used rather 

differently to the stanzas in the Íslendingasǫgur, in which skaldic stanzas usually come 

out of the mouths of characters as part of the story; Snorri’s use of evidence stanzas in 

Gylfaginning thus finds its most likely origin in the konungasǫgur, where stanzas are 

routinely quoted as evidence verses, although these are usually skaldic and not eddic. It 

seems that the Edda is the first of Snorri’s work, and thus comes before his 

Heimskringla,383 although it is not inconceivable that Snorri was working on 

Heimskringla at the same time as he was working on his Edda in 1220-1225, although 

he is thought to have finished Heimskringla by 1236.384 Snorri was well versed in the 

konungasǫgur and wrote a later collection of kings sagas himself, those that make up 

Heimskringla, and for these, he used a number of earlier kings sagas and skaldic 

stanzas as sources.  
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 Which of the konungasǫgur did Snorri know and may have affected his 

prosimetric style? For this, one can consider the sources of Heimskringla, the 

identification of which has been a central concern in the scholarship.385 In terms of 

written sources, Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar, for example, has a lot of material supplied 

from Ágrip, Oddr Snorrason’s saga of Óláfr Tryggvason, Jómsvíkinga saga, and 

Fagrskinna, and Morkinskinna is an important source for the later sagas in the 

collection.386 Ári Þorgilsson, author of Íslendingabók, is admired in the Prologue to 

Heimskringla,387 but his text is short and he cites only one kviðlingr and Snorri does not 

really utilise Ári’s “restrained, scholarly approach.”388 Sverris saga, one of the oldest 

lives of kings,389 seems to be mentioned by Snorri: “svá hefir Sverir konungr rita 

látit”390 [‘thus King Sverrir had [the saga] written’]. Sverris saga was partially written at 

the dictation of King Sverrir himself, and is plentiful in details, and this style, along 

with its “literary speeches,” is thought to have influenced Snorri.391 Oral sources must 

have also been very important to Snorri. 

For my treatment of the early Nordic prosimetrum, I have not attempted a full 

intertextual reading, as would be possible with many of the stanzas in the 

konungasǫgur, since they are borrowed in and out of various prose contexts. Rather, I 

have concentrated on the role of the verses in the individual narratives as they stand 

(or at least as they stand in the editions), to gauge what the predecessors were to 
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Gylfaginning and prosimetric fornaldarsaga literature in terms of their prosimetric 

profiles.  

Íslendingabók 

There is only one stanza quoted in Íslendingabók, a stanza in runhent spoken by Hjalti 

Skeggjason in chapter seven. The stanza is quoted in order to explain why Hjalti had 

been subjected to lesser outlawry, and is presumably quoted in full to demonstrate its 

offensive content:  

 Vil ek eigi goð geyja; 
 grey þykki mér Freyja.

392
 

It is introduced thus: En þat vas til þess haft, at hann kvað at lǫgbergi kviðling þenna [‘and the 

reason for this was that he recited this ditty at the Law-Rock’]. It is notable that this 

kviðlingr is included given the lack of acknowledgement of any other poetic source in 

the work. Its role in the prose is rather idiosyncratic; on the one hand, it is a type of 

evidence stanza, since Hjalti was outlawed because he was offensive, and the quotation 

is the proof that he was, on the other hand, evidence stanzas usually repeat what is in 

the prose, but this stanza does not directly summarise any event that happened in the 

prose, and so in its status as evidence of a speech act and not an event, it is unusual for 

the genre of history writing.393 

The First Grammatical Treatise394 

The only extant copy of anonymous First Grammatical Treatise (FGT, or Fyrsta 

málfræðiritgerðin) is preserved in the Codex Wormianus with three other texts on 

grammatical matters, after the W version of Snorra Edda. The codex is from around 
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the mid-14th century, but it seems that this version of the FGT is a copy rather than 

an original, and furthermore, must be at least the second remove from the original, 

which is thought to have been written between 1125 and 1175.395 There are three 

quotations of verse in the treatise.396 

The first verse quotation in the FGT is an unattributed first quarter of a stanza 

found complete in Haralds saga Sigurðarsonar and in Hákonar saga Ívarssonar.397 The 

stanza is by Þjóðólfr Arnórsson, who lived in the mid-11th century. It is quoted in a 

section concerning the distinction between long and short vowels, where the 

grammarian says he will mark the long with a stroke.398 He then goes on to give 

minimal pairs to illustrate this, and then an illustrative narrative containing these 

words: 

Vel likvðv goþrøþe góþ rǿþe. Þat erv goðar árar sem skalld qvað[.] 
 Rȩtt kann ræði slita 
 ræsis herr or verrí.

399
 

Well did Godred (Goþrøþe) like góþ rǿþe, that is good oars, as the scald said: 
 The chief’s men can pull 
 straight oars (rǿþe) out of the sea.

400
 

The skaldic stanza complements both the subject matter and the word choice of the 

prose above. The word ræði is defined in the prose with the more usual ár. The 

introductory phrase, sem scald qvað, shows that this quotation is used for evidence.   

 The second and third quotations are linked, and the section is worth quoting at 

length: 
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Skalld erv hofvndar allar rynní ȩða mááls greinar sem smiðir [smíðar] ȩða lǫgmenn laga. En þessa lvnd 
kvað æinn þeira ȩða þessv likt. 
 Hofðv hart of krafðir 
 hilldr ox við þat skilldir 
 gang en gamler sprvngv 
 gvnn þings earn hringar. 
Nv þo að kveðandin sklldí hann til at slita æína sam stǫfv i svndr ok gíǫra tvær vr. til þess at kveðandí 
halldiz í hætti þa rak hann þo æingí navðr til þess at skipta stǫfvnvm ok hafa e. fyrir i ef helldr ættí i at 
vera en e þo at mer litiz æigi at því. Enn ef nokkvR verðr sva æín mááll ȩða hia máll at hann mæler a 
mot sva morgvm monnvm skynsǫmvm sem bæði letvz sialfir kveða þetta orð aðr ek ritaða þat ok sva 
hæyra aðra Menn kveða sem nv er rítað ok þv lætr i skvlv kveða enn æigi e þo at þat orð se i rvær 
samstǫfvr deillt. þa vil ek hafa áástrááð katonís þat er hann reð syní sínum i versvm.  
 Contra verbos os noli contendere verbis. 

Serrmo datvr cvnctis animí sapientia pavcís. 
þat er sva að skilia. hirð æigi þv að þræta við maalrofs menn[.] Malróf er gefit mǫrgum em spekín 

401
  

The scalds are authorities in all (matters touching the art of) writing or the distinctions (made in) 
discourse, just as craftsmen (are) [in their craft] or lawyers in the law. One of them made a verse 
somewhat as follows: 

The shield, strongly urged 
to conflict, made headway; 
battle’s fury mounted, 
but the old iron (earn) swords burst. 

Now, even though the (metrical) rhythm forced him to split one syllable and make two out of (it), in 
order for the rhythm of the meter to be preserved, still no necessity compelled him to change the letters 
and use e instead of i, if i  should (in fact) be (used) rather than e in spite of my belief to the contrary. 
But if anyone becomes so insistent or obstinate as to contradict so many sensible men, who have said, 
(even) before I wrote this word, that they themselves pronounce it as I have now written (it), and also 
that they have heard others pronounce it so – and (if) you (still) say that i shoud be pronounced and not 
e, even though this word is divided into two syllables – then I shall apply Cato’s affectionate advice, 
which he gave his son in verse: 
 Contra verbosos noli contendere verbis; 

sermo datur cunctis, animi sapientia pavcis. 
That is to say: Do not quarrel with loquacious people; loquacity is given to many, but wisdom to 
few.

402
 

The first quotation is cited both to demonstrate the authority of the skalds in matters 

concerning language, but also to be illustrative of and evidence of his point regarding 

whether one should use e or i.403 The beginning of the introduction to the passage 

states the authority of the skalds, and the introductory sentence to the stanza gives a 

somewhat vague introduction to the stanza, which is unattributed (it is the second half 

a strophe that is preserved in Óláfs saga helga in Heimskringla complete.404 Although 
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 First Grammatical Treatise, ed. Hreinn Benediktsson, pp. 224, 226, 228, fol. 87.4-15. 

402
 First Grammatical Treatise, ed. Hreinn Benediktsson, pp. 225, 227, 229, fol. 87. 

403
 For an explanation of the issue behind the word earn see First Grammatical Treatise, ed. Hreinn Benediktsson,  156-158. 

404
 Ólafs saga helga, ed. Bjarni Aðalbjarnarson, p. 16. 
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the prose after the passage is talking about earn in the stanza, this is not indicated 

explicitly; the manuscript has éärn, but, as Hreinn Benediktsson points out, the accent 

and diaeresis are almost certainly a later addition.405 The skaldic stanza quoted is by 

the early 11th century skald Óttarr svarti, and by saying that nothing was forcing the 

skald to use e rather than i, and certainly not the grammarian himself (who was much 

later; the irony in this passage is also noted by Hreinn Benediktsson).406 The 

grammarian is thus highlighting the role of the stanza as evidence independant of his 

own arguments.407 

 Should his reader not be swayed by his presentation, the grammarian also 

includes a quotation to dissuade them from presenting their objections too 

voraciously. The quotation from Latin is attributed (correctly) to Cato, giving advice 

to his son. Framing the quotation in these terms puts the grammarian in the paternal, 

and thus more powerful role here, and the content of the quotation, not to engage 

with those who are garrulous, since they are numerous and the wise are few, further 

points out the grammarian’s lack of inclination to argue about what he has written, 

and that he, as one of the few, is wise. The two quotations that frame this section thus 

both affirm the astuteness and authority of the grammarian, as well as displaying his 

learning in both vernacular and Latin poetics (by quoting skaldic and Latin verse), 

and, by pointing to the skalds as vernacular authorities whilst at the same time quoting 

Cato, he may also be implying that vernacular poetics have the same worth as those in 

the Classical languages.    

Sverris saga 

Although they are not mentioned as sources in the well-known prologue to the saga, 

there are eighteen instances of poetic quotation in manuscript AM 327 4to of Sverris 

saga, which is the manuscript version discussed here in this prosimetric analysis of the 
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saga. The saga has four principle manuscripts, AM 327 4to, AM 47 fol.,408 GKS 1005 

fol. (Flateyjarbók),409 and AM 81a fol.410 AM 327 4to, Den Arnamagnæanske Samling, 

Copenhagen, is usually taken by editors to be the principal manuscript, and the 

references here are to its edition by Gustav Indrebø.411 Sverris saga is the only text in 

the manuscript of 92 sides and the manuscript is from c. 1300. according to Kålund,412 

although the saga itself is thought to have been completed before 1210. 

Sverris saga is a biographical rather than synoptic kings’ saga. The author of 

Sverris saga takes time at the beginning to introduce his theme, King Sverrir, and his 

sources, which in the prologue he proclaims to be both written and oral:  

Her hefr upp oc ſegir fra þeim tiðindum er nu hava verit um rið oc i þeira Manna minnum er fyrir þeſſi 
bok hava fagt. En þat er at ſegia fra Sverri konungi ſyni Sigurþar konungs Harallz-ſonar oc er þat uphaf 
bocariɴar er ritat er eptir þeiri bok er fyrſt ritaði Karl aboti Ion-ſon. en yfir ſat ſialfr Sverrir konungr. oc 
reð fyrir hvat rita ſkylldi er ſu fra-ſogn eigi langt fram komin. þar er ſagt fra nockorum hanſ orroſtum. 

u þeir 
þaɴ lut bocar fyrir þui Grylu hinn ſiðaʀi lutr bocar er ritaðr eptir þeira manna fra-ſogn er minni hofðu 
til ſva at þeir ſialfir hofðu ſet oc heyrt þeſſi tiðinde oc þeir meɴ ſumir hofðu verit i oʀostom með Sverri 
konungi. Sum þeſſi tiðinde varo sva i minne feſt at meɴ ritaðo þegar eptir er ny-orðin varo. oc hava þau 
ecki breyz ſiðan.

413
 

The author (or perhaps the narrator) of the prologue seems to equate fixity of the 

stories with their being written down not long after the events happen, and he is 

concerned on several occasions with the veracity of his narrative: 

…er ſu fra-ſogn eigi langt fram komin.
414

 
Sum þeſſi tiðinde varo sva i minne feſt at meɴ ritaðo þegar eptir er ny-orðin varo. oc hava þau ecki 
breyz ſiðan.

415
 

                                                

408
 Also known as “Erspennill,” the manuscript is dated by Kålund to the first part of the 1400s (KAH, vol. 1, p. 33). Sverris 

saga is found on 1v-194. 

409
 Written in the period 1387-1394. Sverris saga in on 145r-164r. 

410
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Oc þickir os at licara at þær ſagnir mune vera við ſannyndum er a bokum ero ſagðar fra agætiſmonnum 
þeim er verit hava i fornæskio.

416
  

And, in the style of Ari, the author invites his audience to alter the text should they 

know better: 

En vera kaɴ þat ef þeir meɴ ſia þesa bok er allkunnict er um. at þeim þicki ſkyndiliga yfir farit i 
morgum ſtoðom oc mart þat eptir liɢia er fraſagnar mynde vert þickia. oc mego þeir þat ænn væl lata 
r[ita ef] þeir vilia.

417
  

The author of Sverris saga is concerned to reassure his readers that his history writing 

is well-researched and to maintain the very bookish character of his sources, even 

those which he admits spring from oral history are linked quickly to the stability of 

the written record. The author of Sverris saga seems eager to centre the origin of his 

narrative to close proximity with the authenticating figure of the king:  

…oc er þat uphaf bocariɴar er ritat er eptir þeiri bok er fyrſt ritaði Karl aboti Ion-ſon. en yfir ſat ſialfr 
Sverrir konungr. oc reð fyrir hvat rita ſkylldi er ſu fra-ſogn eigi langt fram komin.

418
 

Hinn ſiðaʀi lutr bocar er ritaðr epit[ir] þeira manna fra-ſogn er minni hofðu t[il] ſva at þeir ſialfir hofðu 
ſet oc heyrt þeſſi tiðinde oc þeir meɴ ſumir hofðu verit i oʀostom með Sverri konungi.

419
 

The author does not mention any poetry as the source of his narrative. As the 

konungasǫgur develop, at least chronologically, as a genre, more and more stanzas are 

added to the prose, reflecting an increasing taste for the prosimetric and probably 

paving the way for the writing down of the Íslendingasǫgur and the fornaldarsǫgur. The 

other early written prose genre, the translated hagiographical material, is not 

prosimetric. 

The first stanza in Sverris Saga is an evidence stanza and begins “Fylgðu ræfi Rygir oc 

Horðar.”420 The authenticating role is a normal one for a stanza in the konungasǫgur 
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and the verse is introduced with the unremarkable “ſem her ſegir” [‘as it says here’].421 

However, this first stanza of the saga is unusual because it is eddic (in fornyrðislag), 

whereas the konungasǫgur commonly employ stanzas in skaldic metre. As an 

anonymous lausavísa, it simply names the parts of Norway that the levy of King 

Magnús came from, and in doing so is comparable to other eddic stanzas that preserve 

lists of place names, for example in Ketil saga hængs when the hag Forað reels off the 

places she has visited – this stanza is perhaps part of or at least referencing this 

tradition.422 The prose directly before the stanza lists the places that the lið are from, 

making reference, it seems, directly to the contents of the stanza, since the places are 

listed in the same order. Directly before the stanza the prose also states prominent 

individuals who accompanied the king. The prose directly after the stanza continues 

with the relation of the episode without commenting on the stanza, as is standard. 

The second stanza of Sverris saga, an anonymous couplet, is presented as an 

adage that has come to pass: 

Er þat ſcam ɢia oc sv m ſcalldit qvað. 
 Era ſem kol-við cliufi 
 Carll ſa er vegr at iarle.

423
  

Who “ſcalldit” [‘the poet’] is is not known, and although it could, in a different 

context, be an extemporised saying, here it sounds proverbial, and this is likely since it 

is in the context of a farmer giving advice to his son as he goes to war.424 
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422
 “Gang hóf ek upp í Angri. / Eigraðak þá til Steigar. / Skálm glamrandi skrapti. / Skarmtak þá til Karmtar. / Elda munk á 
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Just one helmingr of a skaldic stanza, stanza three of Sverris saga is an 

anonymous lausavísa attributed to an unknown poet, as in the style of stanza two, 

above.  

Veit ec þat oc ſannlega um alla Þrændi at þeim er sva gefit. ſem ſcalldit qvað. 
 Etla ec mer hina mæro 
 muɴfagra Jnguɴi 
 hvegi er fundr með frægium 
feʀ Magnuſi oc Sveʀi.

425
 

The third stanza seems to be one that sprang to the author’s mind and that seemed to 

exemplify the situation well rather than being presented as adage that has come to 

pass. Theodoricus also uses many of his verse quotations in the same way, as stanzas 

that typify the situation he is describing in his prose. The Sverris saga stanza is part of 

a speech by King Sverrir and the stanza is used to exemplify the thoughts of the 

Þrœndir [‘people from Trondheim’] whose thoughts are presented to be ostensibly 

more on women than the battle – and thus they mean to stay unwounded (i.e. not to 

fight hard).426 The quotation of the stanza is thus a quotation within a quotation, since 

it is part of the saga narrative quoting the king. 

The fourth occurance of verse is made up of two stanzas that begin “Glym-

vollu riſtr gulli” and “Beʀ fyrir Holm þar er haʀi” respectively, introduced as the 

quotation of stanzas composed by the skald Hallr Snorrason: “þa var með Magnusi 

konungi. Hallr Snoʀa-ſon ſcalld. Hann orti þa viſur þesar” [‘Then Hallr Snorrason was 

with King Magnús. Then he composed these stanzas’].427 After the stanza, the prose 

continues with the narration of the episode undisturbed. 

The sixth stanza in the saga, which begins “Fant ſe ec hverɴ a hesti,” is 

attributed in the narrative to the skald Bjarni Kalfsson and introduced with “hann 

qvað visu” [‘he said a stanza’].428 The composition of the runhent stanza is incidental to 
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the action, and is related at the end of the episode, perhaps as a record of what the 

skald said about the situation. The exact context he says it in is not recorded. The 

tenth stanza in the saga by the skald Nefari, which begins “Tynum Birkibeinum,”429 

and the eleventh and twelfth stanzas by the skald Blakkr, that begin “Reifum ve firir 

viſa” and “Aulld man helldr at hæll duz” respectively, are introduced similarly. The 

stanza by Nefari is introduced “þa qvað Nefari þesa visu,”430 and both of Blakkr’s 

stanzas are introduced with “þa qvað Blacer (þesa, stanza ten) visu” [‘then Blakkr said 

(this) stanza’].431 All three come amidst uninteresting descriptions of the movement of 

people or armies and do not have a performance context given for them; they are 

simply quotations of the occasional stanzas composed about that particular event. 

After Nefari’s stanza and Blakkr’s first stanza, the narration continues unperturbed, 

and after the second of Blakkr’s stanza, the saga switches subject rather than recording 

any response to the composition of the stanzas. 

The seventh stanza, which begins “Byr gefðu bratt hiɴ rui,” is introduced as 

an occasional stanza by the skald Máni with the phrase he “kvað visu,”432 but this 

stanza is unusual because the king comments on it in the prose following the stanza: 

“Vel er kveþit Tungli” [‘well composed, Tungli’].433 Unlike stanza six, this stanza is 

thus set in some kind of performance context – the king was clearly listening, and 

rewards the skald with a kirtle for his efforts.434 The favour Máni finds continues with 

the seventh stanzas continues with the recitation of the the eighth and ninth stanzas, 

beginning “Slægr feʀ g ʀ með gigiu” and “Gigian ſyngr þar er ganga” respectively, 

come together and are also by him. These stanzas have a clear performance context in 

the saga, and are truly occasional stanzas by Máni about the jugglers in the court, since 
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the king encourages him to compose about them, “yrcðu um þa viſu” [‘compose a 

stanza about them’].435 The uproarious appreciation of the audience to the stanzas and 

the jugglers subsequent discomfort demonstrates the social leverage skaldic poetry 

could have; as the king says to Máni, it “ma vera at þer verþi helldr gagn at” [‘maybe 

that it will be of use to you’].436  The stanzas are separated by the phrase “Oc eɴ qvað 

hann” [‘and yet he said’],437 and it is not clear as to whether the stanzas were said back 

to back or at different points in time.  

The 13th and 14th stanzas, which begin “Biort kveða brenna kerti” and “Hafði 

her meðan lifði” respectively, occur together and form a short chapter all of their own 

in the manuscript, with minimum prose accompanying them. Although there is no 

rubric/chapter heading, as normally found in AM 327 4to at the beginning of a new 

episode, there is an initial E in red ink to begin the section, and a line separates this 

short section containing the two stanzas from the previous capital.438 The stanzas, 

recited by Blakkr, are about Breiðskeggr and are uncomplimentary. The point of the 

short chapter is to emphasise Breiðskeggr’s lack of merit as a person after his death. 

The chapter does not quote Blakkr’s first stanza as a demonstration of this, but cites 

the stanza in order to illustrate what Blakkr said when he spoke against the rumour 

that Breiðskeggr might be saint-like.439 After the first stanza comes an explanation 

that Blakkr had also composed an erfidrápa about Breiðskeggr, Breiðskeggsdrápa, and 

the second stanza cited is said to be the stef of the poem.440 After the second stanza, the 

saga switches subject completely and a new chapter begins, without any further 

comment on the subject of the verse.  
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The 15th and 16th stanzas, beginning “Mana-dag kvaddi milldingr ſina” and 

“Mana-dag kvaddi niðingr ſina” respectively, are unusual in that they are cited as being 

composed by two peoples, the Baglar and the Birkibeinar, and so are presented as 

collectively authored: “þa ortu Baglar visu þesa” [‘then the Baglar composed this vísa’] 

and “En Birkibeinar kvaðu þesa visu” [‘But the Birkibeinar recited this vísa’].441 The 

second stanza closely mirrors the first; both are in hrynhent, several lines are repeated 

exactly (ll. 1, 5, 6), others are changed minimally to reflect badly on their opponents. 

This exchange of insults is followed by a different episode starting.  

The 17th stanza, the first line of which “Vlikr ertu ydrum nudíum,” is an 

anonymous stanza in fornyrðislag quoted in the midst of King Sverrir speaking to 

Sigurðr Sverrisson lávarðr. It is introduced with “ok er sva ſem qvedit er,”442 giving a 

verse version of what Sverrir has just said in a quasi-authenticating manner. The 

narrative continues directly after the verse with “ok enn mælti hann,”443 and this 

introduction of the second part of the speech in prose mildly acknowledges the 

interruption of the stanza but does not otherwise comment on it. The final stanza of 

the saga, beginning “f r er huatr,” is found in the continuation of Sverrir’s speech and 

is a quotation of half of the 18th stanza of the poem Fáfnismál, and is used by Sverrir 

as a saying: “enn þat er ſatt er mælt er. at…”444  and his speech continues after this piece 

of verse in a natural manner.  

In summary, the stanzas play the following roles in Sverris saga: as evidence, as 

adages or sayings, as examples, and as occasional verse. Stanzas one and seventeen are 

evidence stanzas: their contents corroborate and reinforce what is said in prose. 

Stanzas two and eighteen have a proverbial air to them; likely they were well-known 

to the saga’s original audience or readership and imbue their speakers with a humanity 
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the audience can relate to – particularly important in the sympathetic presentation of 

King Sverrir. Only one exemplifying stanza, stanza three, is found in the saga: here 

the stanza quoted seems to simply be an apt stanza that was inserted into the 

narrative, possibly for aesthetic interest. This range of uses may have been deployed in 

order to engage the interest of the audience. 

The occasional stanzas, of which there are twelve (stanzas four to sixteen), are 

in the majority in the saga. These are stanzas uttered by a named skald about the 

situation in hand in the prose. Stanzas four to six and ten to twelve are 

straightforward. Their inclusion does not overly trouble the narrative and they add 

nothing dramatic to the action. Stanzas seven to nine, however, by the poet Máni, 

have a strong performance context and their recitation and reception are commented 

upon in the prose.  These stanzas are essential in moving the plot forward as well as 

being records of a poet’s speech on a subject. We also find occasional stanzas cited 

from a longer poem (stanzas thirteen and fourteen), and perhaps is was assumed that 

the audience were capable of fulling appreciating this intertextual reference (e.g. they 

knew the drápa already). Stanzas fifteen and sixteen remain. These too are occasional 

stanzas and would be straightforward were they not said to be collectively authored by 

a people, a feature usually (silently) attributed to eddic verse. They present a very 

interesting example of the suppression of individual authorship in the skaldic context. 

Overall, Sverris saga, considering it has relatively few stanzas in comparison to other 

konungasǫgur, has an interesting and varied use of stanzas that no doubt aided in places 

the construction of the saga prose, particularly, for example, in the  case of Máni’s 

stanzas and their detailed, motivated recitation in the prose, and in the section 

included on the basis of Breiðskeggsdrápa. The anecdotal seems a particular concern in 

Sverris saga, and this is reflected in the use of verse in the saga prose.  

Fagrskinna 

Fagrskinna, which seems to have been called Nóregs konunga tal in the Middle Ages, in 

its oldest version originates in the 13th century (the B redaction; the  A redaction is 

from the first half of the 14th century), and is thought to be a few years older that 
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Heimskringla, since it appears Snorri knew the work. Both original manuscripts of the 

two redactions are lost, although in the case of B one leaf survives in Oslo (NRA 51). 

Textual editions are thus based on copies. The text draws heavily on earlier written 

sources, although the manner in which they are arranged I suggest may nevertheless 

be derived from oral skaldic prosimetra, in which Begleitprosa accompanies the stanzas, 

as argued in the conclusion to my discussion of Fagrskinna. This may be particularly 

evident in the sections in which more than one verse is cited (which are numerous).445 

Of particular interest to eddic prosimetra is the manner in which the narrative of 

Fagrskinna displays accretive quotation, in which stanzas are quoted consectiuvely or 

with only a small amount of prose inbetween in order to build up a unit of verses. 

This is common in both Gylfaginning and the fornaldarsǫgur, and a kings’ saga such as 

Fagrskinna could be looked to as a model for the written construction of prosimetric 

narratives, since the written konungasǫgur predate the writing down of the Edda or the 

fornaldarsǫgur. 

This section attempts to give an overview of the style and narrative use of the 

verse in the prose of Fagrskinna and to demonstrate the various methods with which 

narrative prose can incorporate stanzas. Fagrskinna has been chosen because it is 

rather long and has many stanzas, and thus has the potential to display a wide range of 

narrative uses of verses; its author was clearly very interested in skaldic verse and the 

uses to which it could be put. The prosimetrum of Fagrskinna is analysed from the 

perspective of how the stanzas are introduced. There is only one set of stanzas in 

Fagrskinna that does not have an introduction. At the end of chapter 74, three stanzas 

appear that simply run on from the prose.446 This is highly unusual in the saga; all 

other stanzas are provided with a context of some kind.  
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The most frequent stanzas to occur in the saga are evidence stanzas. The simplest 

introductory phrase to occur in Fagrskinna is a simple evidence stanza quoted without 

the name of the poet: these stanzas are introduced with “sem hér segir”447  or “svá sem 

hér segir.”448 These are introductions of evidence stanzas that are nevertheless 

anonymous. Similar are simple evidence stanzas with the name of the poet, the 

introductory formulae “sem segir/sagði NAME” 449 and “svá sagði/segir NAME”450 

are both popular for one or more stanzas. A number of related formulations aslo 

occur: “sem NAME sagði/segir”451 and “svá sem segir NAME”452 occur a handful of 

time, whereas “svá kvað NAME”453 and “svá sem NAME segir”454 occur just once 

each. The formulas can be used either in a blunt manner, where they and their stanzas 

are simply stated without any concern for narrative flow, or blended neatly into the 

prose, as in chapter 27 before stanza 127: “Níundu orrostu átti hann við Nýjarmóðu, 

ok segir Sighvatr, at hann barðisk þá enn við Dani” [‘The ninth battle he fought by 

Nýjamóða, and Sighvatr says that he was fighting against the Danes again then’].455 

More strangely inserted is stanza 108. It is introduced with the phrase “Þetta orð 

váttaði Hallfrøðr á þá lund” [‘These words Hallfrøär attested in this way’]456 in the 

                                                

447
 Such stanzas occur at p. 88 stt. 43-45; p. 120 st. 84; p. 239 st. 195;  p. 305 st. 256; p. 308 st. 258. 

448
 Such stanzas occur at p. 109 st. 69; p. 115, st. 79 (also explains the content of the verse on p. 116 “Svá mikit var manfall, at 

hér segir, at jarlinn gengi at manna hǫfðum af þessum fundi”); p. 116 st. 80; p. 118 st. 81; p. 119 stt. 82-83. 

449
 Such stanzas occur at pp. 91-92 stt. 48-51; p. 94 stt. 52-54; p. 101 stt. 64-65; p. 139 stt. 96-98; pp. 141-144 stt. 99-104; p. 

148 st. 105; p. 152 st. 152
449

 (an uncertain categorisation); pp. 155-156 stt. 110-112; p. 164 st. 122; pp. 167-168 st. 124; p. 168 
st. 125; p. 169 st. 126; p. 173 st. 128; p. 180 st. 136; p. 194 st. 54; p. 201 st. 161; p. 207-8 st. 164; pp. 222-223 st. 175; p. 225 st. 
179; pp. 227-228 st. 183; pp. 240-241 stt. 196-198; p. 253 st. 207. 

450
 Such stanzas occur at p. 163 st. 121, p. 166 st. 123

450
; p. 181, st. 137; p. 198 st. 158; p. 199 st. 159; p. 208 st. 165; p. 216 st. 

172; p. 219 st. 173; p. 222 st. 174; p. 223 st. 176; p. 224 stt. 177-178; p. 225 st. 181; p. 238, st. 194; p. 256 st. 213; p. 258 st. 216; 
pp. 260-261 st. 218; pp. 265-266 st. 224; p. 267 st. 226; p. 267 st. 227; p. 268 st. 228; p. 268 st. 229; p. 303 st. 254; p. 317 st. 
261; p. 319 st. 262; p. 325 st. 263; p. 325 st. 264; pp. 326-327 st. 265; p. 330 st. 268. 

451
 Such stanzas occur at p. 111 st. 70; p. 113 st. 74; p. 113 stt. 75-76; p. 231 st. 186; p. 234 st. 188; p. 264 st. 221. 

452
 Such stanzas occur at p. 108 stt. 67-68; p. 114 stt. 77-78 (introduced with “Svá er sagt, at sjau tignir men fylgðu hónum, svá 

sem segir Einarr”); p. 266 st 225. 

453
 Occurs at p. 157 s. 113. 

454
 Occurs at p. 158 st. 114. 

455
 Fagrskinna, p. 169 st. 127. Trans. Finlay, p. 135. See also Fagrskinna p. 180 st. 136. 

456
 Fagrskinna, p. 152 st. 108. Trans. Finlay, p. 122. 
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middle of a passage reporting the king’s speeches. These stanzas are not reacted to in 

the prose,457 and while they may be of more than one stanza, do not have connecting 

prose between them.458 

Another relatively straightforward type of introduction gives more information 

about, for example, the name of the poem or who it was composed about. We find 

simple evidence stanzas (occuring individually or in groups) with the name of the poet 

and who he composed the poem about in the prose459 and simple evidence stanzas 

with the name of the poet and the poem.460 These stanzas, or groups of stanzas, do not 

have any prose between multiple stanzas that are quoted, although extra information 

may be provided in the accompanying prose, for example by providing the name of 

the son of the poet. 

I term ‘complex evidence stanzas’ those stanzas that clearly work in an 

evidentiary role in the narrative but are not as simple in prosimetric construction as 

straightforward quotations. Such complex quotations typically have prose inbetween 

the stanzas. An introduction can name only one poet. We find the formula “svá sem 

segir NAME” on pp. 59-63, where we have the pattern: [prose] stt. 1-6 [prose] stt. 7-

11 [prose]. There is also extra information given about the poet: “gamall vinr konunga, 

er jafnan hafði í hirðum verit frá barnœsku” [‘an old friend of kings who had been in 

courts constantly since his childhood’]461 in the first piece of prose, as well as the 

                                                

457
 Although note p. 99 stt. 61-62: this verse has consequences: “Hér fyrir gaf Haraldr konungr Eyvindi banasǫk” – and he 

must buy his head a second time with a verse p. 100 st. 63 – so it is clear that this verse is also used as reported speech, even 
though it is introduced as an evidence stanza. 

458
 The remaining stanzas in this selection are p. 238, st. 193 “þat segir Stúfr enn blindi”; p. 245, st. 201 “Þetta sannar 

Bǫlverkr, bróðir Þjóðólfs skálds”; p. 306 st. 257 “svá segir skáldit”; p. 341 st. 272 “svá sem váttar Einarr Skúlason” (cf. st. 269). 

459
 Such stanzas occur at: p. 129-130 stt. 87-89 “Þetta segir Þórðr Kolbeinssonr í kvæði, er hann orti um Eirík jarl”; p. 138 st. 

95 “svá sem segir í kvæði því, er orti Eyjúlfr dáðaskáld um Eirík” (immediately after p. 139: “Þetta er tallit et fyrsta 
fra<ma>verk Eiríks í hans sǫgu”); p. 191-193 stt. 150-153 “Í frá þessi ferð Knúts konungs segir Þórarinn loftunga í kvæði 
því, er hann orti um Knút konung”; p. 195 st. 155 “Svá segir í kvæði því, er orti Bjarni gullbrárskáld um Kálf Árnason”; p. 
227 st. 182 “sem segir Valgarðr á Velli, er orti um Harald”; p. 279 st 237 “svá segir Steinn ” st. 237 “Þetta orti hann um 
Ólaf....”  

460
 Such stanzas occur at: pp. 65-66, stt. 16-17: “Svá segir Eyvindr skáldaspillir, faðir Háreks í Þjóttu, í kvæði því er kallat er 

Háleygjatal” (gives extra information about poet – his son’s name); p. 102 st. 66 “Synir Eiríks drápu ok Tryggva Óláfsson ok 
marga aðra konunga ok jarla ok aðra ríkismenn, sem Glúmr Geirasonr segir í Gráfeldardrápu, er hann orti um Harald 
konung” (gives extra info about the poem – who he composed it about). 

461
 Fagrskinna, p. 59. Trans. Finlay p. 43. 
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introductory phrase. It also comments after the stanzas on what they show: “Hér þat 

sýnt í þessi frásǫgu, hverr siðr var Haralds konungs þá hríð, er hann ruddi ríki fyrir 

sér” [‘It is shown in this narrative what the custom of King Haraldr was at the time 

when he was conquering the kingdom’].462 Although it does not name the poem, in 

the prose after the 6 stanzas it does acknowledge that the following group of stanzas 

are from the same poem “Þetta er enn kveðit í sama kvæði ok spurt á þessa lund eptir 

mildin hans” [‘The same poem goes on to ask in this fashion about his generosity’].463 

Again after the second block of stanzas, stt.7-11, it is explained what is proved by 

these stanzas: “Þetta ber vitni mildi konungs” [‘This bears witness to the king’s 

generosity’].464 In addition to authenticating the narrative, this occurrence of 

prosimetrum demonstrates how self-conscious the use of verse can be by the saga 

author, and the statement of what the verse is evidence of shows how seriously these 

authenticating statements were taken in terms of the validation of narrative 

construction.465 

Occuring on nine occasions in Fagrskinna are units of complex evidence stanzas 

with multiple stanzas cited. A number of these units of stanzas with prose inbetween 

have the same poet cited as the author of all of the stanzas. An extreme example of this 

is in chapter 57, pp. 271-273 stt. 230-234: “sem segir Þjóðólfr ” st. 230 “...svá segir 

Þjóðólfr ” st. 231 “...Frá því segir enn Þjóðólfr... ” st. 232 “...svá segir Þjóðólfr ” st. 233 

“...sem segir Þjóðólfr ” st. 234.466 A typical example of complex evidence stanzas citing 

                                                

462
 Trans. Finlay p. 44. 

463
 Fagrskinna, p. 61. Trans. Finlay p. 44. 

464
 Fagrskinna, p. 63. Trans. Finlay p. 45. 

465
 Other instances of complex evidence stanzas with one poet occur at: p. 95, st. 55 “Áðr en Hákon felli, hǫfðu synir Haralds 

ens hárfagra átta orðit vápndauðir sem Eyvindr segir skáldaspillir ok kvað sem konungrinn kœmi til Valhallar, fyrir því at sá 
var átrúnaðr heiðinna manna, at allir þeir er af sárum ǫnduðusk skyldu fara til Valhallar” The stanza that follows, according 
to footnote 55 on p. 95, is lacking in the B redaction; and since this is a case of corresponding intertextuality in the same text 
(as evidence stanzas by nature repeat something that has gone before), it seems reasonable that it could be excluded without 
harming the narrative understanding; pp. 241-242 stt. 199-200 comments after the stanzas on what the poem talks about: 
“sem Valgerðr segir ” stt. 199-200 “Hér segir, hversu Haraldr kom til Nóregs, frá því er hann fór ór landi út til 
Miklagarðs...”; p. 249 st. 202 comments after the stanzas on what the poem talks about “Þat segja allir menn á eina lund, at 
engi konungr hafi verit jafnvinsæll í Nóregi sem Magnús enn góði.”  

466
 Such stanzas also occur at: pp. 111-112 “svá sem segir Einarr” st. 71 “Þá var fríðr góðr með árinu, sem enn segir Einarr ” 

st. 72 “Í annarri drápu segir Einarr á þessa lund”; pp. 160-162 stt. 116-120 “Þetta vitni bar Hallfrøðr” stt. 116-117 “Ok enn 
kvað hann þetta” st. 118 “Ok enn kvað hann” st. 119 “Ok enn sagði hann st. 120”; p. 225 st. 180 (the run of stt. 179 to 181 is 
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multiple poets can be found on pp. 67-70, where it reads “ svá sem segir NAME” stt. 

18-22 “Hér minnisk NAME þessi orrostu” stt. 23-25. The corroborative function of 

the evidence stanzas is here strengthed by quoting two named poets.467 The title of the 

poem can also be stated within the unit of complex evidence stanzas. In chapter 29, the 

prosimetric section cites a number of stanzas and explains what the poem is talking 

about a number of times. In addition, the stanzas also more or less act as an explicit 

source for the prose.468 Likewise, there is one instance of an evidence stanza with the 

same poet and an anonymous poem cited multiple times in chapter 32, stt. 138-143: 

“...sem segir Sighvatr skáld í erfidrápu þeiri, er hann orti um Knútr gamla” [‘as the 

skald Sighvatr says in the memorial drápa that he composed for Knútr gamli (the 

Old)’]469 stt. 138-139 “Í þessi sǫmu drápu sagði Sighvatr frá norðanferð Óláfs konungs” 

[In this same drápa Sighvatr told of King Óláfr’s journey from the north’]470 stt. 140-

143.471 Here the existence of a long poem is acknowledged, which the prose may or 

may not cite all of (it does not commit either way).472 Complex evidence stanzas also 

                                                                                                                                                 

accretative with the skald named each time and a separate introductory formula, each stanza is quite separate though); pp. 
297-298 stt. 249-251 “sem segir Steinn ” st. 249 “Þess minnisk ok Steinn...” st. 250 “Ok enn þetta” st. 251; p. 329 stt. 266-267 
“Einarr Skúlasonar getr þess ok...” st. 266 “Enn segir Einarr svá” st. 267; pp. 337-338 stt. 269-271 “...svá sem váttar Einarr 
Skúlasonar” st. 269 “...Einar kvað þá vísu” st. 270 “Enn kvað Einarr aðra vísu.” 

467
 Such stanzas also occur at: pp. 120-121 “sem segir Einarr skálaglamm ” st. 85 “Ok svá segir skáldaspillir ” st. 86; pp. 186-

187 stt. 144-146 “Svá segir Sighvatr ” st. 144 “Þessar orrostu minntisk ok Óttarr, er hann orti um Knút“ st. 145 „Þórðr 
Sjárekssonr orti erfidrápu um Óláf konung ok gat enn þessar orrostu ”; p. 230 stt. 184-185 “Svá sagði Þjóðólfr ” st. 184 “Svá 
sagði Illugi Bryndœlaskáld ” st. 185 “Hér segir þat... ” (afterwards it explains what the stanza is about); pp. 235-236 stt. 189-
191 “Svá segir Þórainn í drápu sinni” st. 189 “Svá segir ok Þjóðólfr“ (st. 190) “Valgarðr segir frá drápi varðmanna”; pp. 250-
252 stt. 203-206 “Þá orti hann [Haraldr] vísu þessa ok Þjóðólfr ” st. 250 “Þessar farar getr ok Bǫlverkr ” st. 251 “Þá brenndi 
Haraldr konungr bœ Þorkels geysu, ok váru þá dœtr hans leiddar bundnar til skipa. Þá var þetta ort ” st. 205 (the prose after 
which there is an evidence stanza introduced with “svá sagði Grani skáld ”) st. 206. On p. 253 the prose reacts to the last line 
of the st. 206, which “Svá hét dóttir Þorkels geysu ” before moving on; p. 257 stt. 214-215 (with a group composed stanza) 
“Þá ortu menn hans þetta ” st. 214 “Þessa minnisk ok Þorleikr fagri, þá er hann spurði, at Sveinn konungr var eigi kominn til 
móts við Harald konung ok eigi tekizk bardaginn við Elfina ” st. 215; pp. 286-287 stt. 241-242 “svá segir Stúfr skald ” st. 241 
“En þetta kvað Arnórr jarlaskáld”; pp. 287-288 stt. 243-244 “Svá segir Arnórr ” st. 243 “Í þessi dvǫl, áðr en fylkingar gengi 
saman, orti Þjóðólfr vísu þessa”. 

468
 Pp. 174-177 stt. 129-135 “Sighvatr segir gørst frá þessum bardaga í Nesjavísum ” st. 129 “...Sighvatr hefr svá Nesjavísur ” 

st. 130 “Hér get þess, at þá váru þessi tíðendi ný orðin, er kvæðit var ort, ok sá orti sjálfr, er í var bardaganum, ok í sama 
kvæði segir hann enn svá ” st. 131 “Ok enn kvað hann þetta“ st. 132 „Hér vísar til þess, er fyrr var sagt, ok enn kvað hann 
þetta ” st. 133 “Ok enn kvað hann þetta“ st. 134 „Þetta vísar til, at Þrœndir hǫfðu svarit hónum eiða ok heldu eigi, því at þeir 
bǫrðusk í mót hónum með Sveini jarli, ok enn kvað hann þetta” st. 135. 

469
 Trans. Finlay p. 147. 

470
 Trans. Finlay p. 147. 

471
 Fagrskinna, pp. 183-185. 

472
 The reconstruction of poems from quotations such as these is an interesting topic, but outside the scope of the thesis.  
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need not have a name of poem nor even of poet, as the example in chapter two shows. 

The unit is introduced usually enough with “svá sem hér segir” in the prosimetric 

structure [prose] stt. 12-13 [prose] stt. 14-15 [prose].473 The second set of verses are 

more explicitly used a source rather than corroboration: stt. 14-15 (p. 64) are 

preceeded by “Hér er ok sagt, at Haraldr konungr hafði leikara í hirð sinni” [‘Here it is 

also said that King Haraldr had a jester in his retinue’],474 and are followed by “Með 

þessu ǫllu verðr hann ágætr ok haldsmar á sinni fǫðurleifð” [‘In all these ways he 

became outstanding and secure in his patrimony’].475 In this manner, the unit switches 

from evidence verses to source verses at the end.  

On several occasions the narrative does indicate explicitly that the verse is a 

source for the prose: in chapter 12, the prose is told “eptir því sem Eyvindr segir”476 

[‘according to what Eyvindr says’].477 Elsewhere, the stanza is used as a source to 

contradict the fact the narrator (and thus saga author) has heard nothing else about the 

event: “ok er Sigvalda lítt við orrostuna getit, en þó segir Skúli Þorsteinssonar í sínum 

flokki, at Sigvaldi var þar”478 [‘and little is said of Sigvaldi in connection with the battle, 

and yet Skúli Þorsteinsson says in his flokkr that Sigvaldi was there’].479 This is 

probably also indicative that oral tradition played an important role in furnishing 

content for the narrative, both for prose and poetry.  

The last type of evidence stanza used in a prosimetrum to mention is the 

evidence stanza that states its own authority. There are two of these in Fagrskinna. 

The first example is found in chapter 51 before stanzas 187, the prose insists on the 

                                                

473
 Fagrskinna, pp. 63-64. 

474
 Trans. Finlay p. 46. 

475
 Trans. Finlay p. 47. 

476
 Fagrskinna, p. 88 st. 42. 

477
 Trans. Finlay p. 67. 

478
 Fagrskinna, p. 154 st. 109 

479
 Trans. Finlay p. 123. 
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veracity of the source: “Svá segir Stúfr, er heyrt hafði Harald frá þessum tíðendum 

segja”480 [‘So says Stúfr, who had heard Haraldr tell of these events’].481 After the 

stanza, the prose goes on to explain what the verse tells us: “Hér segir frá því, at…” 

[‘This verse tells us how that…’].482 Stanzas in which extra veracity can be claimed, due 

to, for example, an eye-witness account, seem to have extra status in the narrative. 

Another prosimetric context in which verse appears in Fagrskinna is that in 

which the origin of the poem is explained; either the event is given that the verse is 

explicitly said to commorate, or the person who prompted the poem to be composed 

is mentioned. A typical example of the first kind is “Um þat orti Vigfúss Víga-

Glúmssonr” [‘About that Vígfúss Víga-Glúmsson composed’].483 This kind of 

introduction is relatively simple and differs from the regular introduction of evidence 

stanza because it does not explicitly identify the stanza as evidence, rather as the result 

of something the prose also reports.484 The other type of prosimetric circumstance in 

which the origin of the poem is explained concerns those poems that were specifically 

commissioned. For example, in chapter eight we find the pattern: [prose] stt. 27-34 

[prose],485 where the first piece of prose is “Eptir fall Eíriks lét Gunnhildr yrkja kvæði 

um hann, svá sem Óðinn fagnaði hónum í Valhǫll, ok hefr svá” [‘After Eiríkr’s death 

Gunnhildr had a poem composed about him, as if Óðinn was greeting him in Valhǫll, 

and it begins like this’].486 After the poem is quoted, it explains what the poems tells, 

and acknowledges its status as a source: “Hér segir þat, at fimm konungar fellu með 

                                                

480
 Fagrskinna p. 233 st. 187. 

481
 Trans. Finlay p. 187. 

482
 Trans. Finlay p. 188. For the other example of this kind of stanza, see pp. 264-265 stt. 222-223 ”Svá segir Steinn 

Herdísarsonr, er þá var þar á skipi Úlfs” st. 222 “Steinn segir ok, hversu mikit lið hvárir hǫfðu” st. 223. 

483
 Fagrskinna p. 134 st. 92. Trans. Finlay p. 106. 

484
 Other such stanzas occur at: pp. 90-91 [prose] st. 46 [prose] st. 47 where the events are given then it is explained it gave 

rise to two stanzas, p. 90 “Um þetta orti síðan Eyvindr skáldaspillir” and then p. 90 “Aðra vísu orti hann um fall Eyvindar 
skreyju”; p. 151 st. 106 “Fyrir þessa sǫk kvað Stefnir þetta um Sigvalda”; p. 210 st. 166 “Um þetta orti Arnórr jarlaskáld”; p. 
260 st. 217 “Um þetta orti Þorleikr”; p. 300 st. 253 “Til þess at eigi sé þetta lygi þá segir Arnórr jarlaskáld, hversu hann sat 
með Þorfinni jarli.” 

485
 Fagrskinna, pp. 77-79. 

486
 Trans. Alison Finlay p. 58. 
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hónum ok svá hvat mikill hermaðr hann hafði verit.” [‘Here it says that five kings fell 

with him, and also what a great warrior he was’].487 These quoted stanzas and their 

following prose analysis are also back up by another prose statement, where they are 

corroborated by another named poet, even those his verse is not quoted: “Svá segir ok 

Glúmr Geirasonr í sínu kvæði…” [‘Glúmr Geirason also says in his poem’].488 

Although not very common in Fagrskinna, this prose introduction acknowledges the 

existence of deliberately composed poems that, although presumably memorized, 

would initially have been transmitted orally.489 

 The remaining stanzas in Fagrskinna are those that are speech stanzas rather 

than evidence stanzas. In the first type, the performance context of the stanza is also 

reported explicitly. A typical example is “ Þá kvað hann þetta ok gekk fyrir konung” 

[‘Then he spoke this, going before the king’].490 Other extemporised speech stanzas 

function as part of a dialogue in the narrative; “Þá svaraði Eyvindr” is a typical 

example.491 The short introductory tag can also give more information, such as that 

the speaker laughed while speaking. In this prosimetric context, the speech’s status as 

                                                

487
 Fagrskinna p. 79, trans. Alison Finlay p. 59. 

488
 Fagrskinna p. 79, trans. Alison Finlay p. 59. 

489
 Similar stanzas occur at: pp. 86-87 [prose] stt. 37-39 “sem Eyvindr segir í kvæði því, er hann orti eptir fall Hákonar, ok 

setti hann þat eptir því sem Gunnhildr hafði látit yrkja um Eirík sem Óðinn byði hónum heim til Valhallar, ok segir hann 
marga atburði í kvæðinu frá orrostunni, ok hefr svá:” (This is directly followed by the exchange between Eyvindr and king 
Hákon in the battle, pp. 87 stt. 40-41); p. 97 st. 58 “Þá váru þeir hræddir um Eyvind vinir hans ok ætluðu, at konungurinn 
myndi láta drepa hann. Ganga til beggja vinir ok biðja konung friðar ok segja, at Eyvindr má bœta á þá leið, sem brótit var ok 
biðja hann yrkja aðra vísu ok kaupa sér svá vináttu konungs.” This stanza does not have any other introductory phrase. (This 
is followed slightly later by a second attempt at reconciliation, see p. 98 st. 59.); p. 237 st. 192 “Í þessum ferðum orti Haraldr 
gamanvísur ok eru sextán ok eitt niðrlag at ǫllum. Þessi er ein”; pp. 213 stt. 167-171 “Þá orti Sighvatr flokk um Magnús 
konung, ok er þetta þar í” st. 167 “Þetta er ok þar í” st. 168 “Ok enn þetta” st. 169-171 (Then the prose is focused on the 
source value of this poem as advice to the king, on p. 215); pp. 253-255 stt. 208-211 “Þetta sumar kom útan af Íslandi Þorleikr 
fagri ok tók at yrkja um Svein konung flokk ok spurði, er hann kom til Nóregs, at Haraldr konungr var farinn suðr til Elfar í 
móti Sveini konungr. Þá orti hann þetta”; pp. 295-296 st. 248 “Hann var hirðmaðr Valþjófs jarls, ok orti hann kvæði eptir fall 
jarlsins, ok er þetta þar í.” 

490
 Fagrskinna p. 98 st. 59, trans. Alison Finlay p. 75. Similar stanzas occur at: pp. 95-96 stt. 56-57 “Þat lýsisk í orðaskipti 

þessa tveggja skálda. Glúmr Geirasonr kvað þetta” st. 56 “Þá er Eyvindr skáldaspillir heyrði þessa vísu, kvað hann í móti 
aðra” st. 57 (this is perhaps the only example in the text of a conversation in verse. Note that this has consequences, because 
he angers the king and must buy his life with a verse. See pp. 97-98, stt. 58-59); p. 277 st. 235 “Sá maðr kvað vísu þessa fyrir 
konunginum”; p. 277 st. 236 “ok kvað þetta” (this is said by a woman who appears in a dream); p. 299 st. 252 “Þar víkur 
Steinn svá málinu í sinni drápu”; p. 310 st. 259 (group composed) “kváðu þeir þetta”; p. 313 st. 260 “En er liðit flýði frá 
Magnúsi konungi, kvað hann vísu þessa.” 

491
 Fagrskinna p. 85, st. 36. 
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verse is not explicitly acknowledged.492 The prose introducing other extemporised 

stanzas, however, acknowledges explicitly that the speaker is speaking in verse, for 

example “Þá orti Skúmr vísu.”493 Extemporised stanzas not introduced as verse or 

particularly said to be in verse.494 

The last prosimetric context to be indentified is one in which a verse is 

attributed to a character without the attribution being certain: “Þessi vísa er kennd 

Óláfi konungi” [‘This verse is attributed to King Óláfr’].495 This stanza demonstrates 

the possibility that some skaldic stanzas are anonymous because they have lost the 

connection with their skald, rather than necessarily claiming anonymity for verse in 

skaldic form, as discussed above in the section on eddic and skaldic poetry.  

 

As stated before, the building up of narrative units by citing multiple verses seems to 

be particularly imporant. Often this is done by citing multiple evidence stanzas. This 

accretive corroboration can be achieved by three methods: 

1) by quoting  more than one stanza in a block of stanzas 

2) by quoting more than stanza interrupted by prose lines 

                                                

492
 Such stanzas occur also at: “Hón svaraði á þessa lund” p. 75, st. 26; “Eyvindr segir” p. 84, st. 35; p. 87 “Í þessum þys kvað 

Eyvindr skáldaspillir einn gamankviðling til Hákonar konungs...” st. 40 “Þá svaraði konungr” st. 41 Then it acknowledges 
the source value of this exchange: “Á þvílíku má sjá, hversu óhræddr konungr var...” (p. 88)  

“Þá kvað Eyvindr þetta” p. 100 st. 63 (when Hákon tell him to give him the Moldi); pp. 131-132 stt. 90-91: “Hann svaraði á 
þessa lund” st. 90 “Þá kvað hann ok þetta” st. 91; p. 135 st. 93 “Sá mælti þetta ok hló at” cf. p. 205 stt. 162-163 “Á þessa lund 
hefir sagt Sighvatr skáld”; pp. 255-256 st. 212 “Þá mælti Haraldr konungr til Þjóðólfs” (one line of stanza) “Þá svaraði 
Þjóðólfr” (rest of stanza); pp. 262-263 stt. 219-220 (performance context; also contains an attributed stanza) “Þá mælti 
konungrinn þetta, svá at margir heyrðu” st. 291 “Þat segja menn, at Haraldr kvæði ok þetta...” st. 220; p. 304 st. 255 “Þá mælti 
Þórir ok glotti við.” 

493
 Fagrskinna p. 137 st. 94. 

494
 Other stanzas acknowledging that a verse is extemporised are found at: p. 188 st. 147 “Hann orti vísu þessa”;  

p. 189 st. 148 “...orti hann vísu”; p. 190 st. 149 “ok þá er hann spurði ætlan Knúts konungs ok Hákonar, orti hann þetta”; p. 
197 st. 157 “Sá maðr hlaut at stýra Skeggjanum, er Jǫkull hét, ok hann orti vísu þessa”; p. 200 st. 160 “Haraldr svaraði ok kvað 
vísu”; pp. 284-285 stt. 239-240 (two poets) “...ok kvað þá þetta” and then “Þá orti Þjóðólfr þessa vísu.” 

495
 Fagrskinna p. 196 st. 156; trans. Alison Finlay p. 157. See also p. 284 st. 238 “Þat segja menn, at Haraldr konungr kvæði 

vísu þessa.” 
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3) by quoting another poem to corroborate the prose and what was said in the first place 

in verse 

Additional information can also be added to these contexts. It is notable that this 

technique is much less common with speech stanzas. Verses approaching dialogue are 

found in one instance where characters share the speaking of a stanza: stanza 212 is 

shared “Þá mælti Haraldr konungr til Þjóðólfs” (one line of stanza) “Þá svaraði 

Þjóðólfr” (rest of stanza).496 In a second example, the second stanza quoted is said to 

be a direct reaction to the first: “Þá er Eyvindr skáldaspillir heyrði þessa vísu, kvað 

hann í móti aðra” [‘When Eyvindr skáldaspillir heard this verse, he spoke another in 

return’].497 Conversation in Fagrskinna takes place in prose, and the composition and 

expression of and in verse can be a self-conscious process. This might indicate that in 

the oral tradition(s) upon which Fagrskinna drew, dialogue in verse did not feature. 

Rather prose contexts for individual or connected stanzas were preserved; it could be 

that in those examples termed “complex evidence stanzas,” the prose between the 

stanzas is an oral connecting medium to build up units around which a prose written 

saga was then constructed. Although the prose inserts between verses may be oral in 

origin, this does not mean that the exact wording need be drawn directly from oral 

tradition, just the general idea. This type of construction avoids lengthy dialogues in 

skaldic verse whilst employing multiple stanzas in the favoured role as evidence verse.  

                                                

496
 Fagrskinna pp. 255-256. 

497
 Fagrskinna p. 96 st. 57. 
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Part Two: The Prosimetric Structure of Gylfaginning 

From what can be judged from the work he left behind, Snorri Sturluson had 

initimate knowledge of both the oral and written traditions in medieval Iceland. The 

second part of the thesis presents a study of the prosimetrum of Gylfaginning, the first 

main part of Snorra Edda. The section identifies the roles that the eddic stanzas play 

in Gylfaginning. I have included Gylfaginning as an important comparative text to the 

fornaldarsǫgur because while it seems likely that many of the written prosimetric 

fornaldarsǫgur have an oral background, Gylfaginning must be thought of as an eddic 

prosimetrum belonging to the world of the written. Nevertheless, Snorri must have 

been fully versed in the Icelandic oral traditions of the 13th century, and much of what 

he put into Gylfaginning must have been drawn from oral tradition. Thus the written 

text of Gylfaginning, seemingly constructed on models including both vernacular 

wisdom contests and Latin-influenced school texts, employed this oral material to 

construct a text that must be viewed as belonging to written genre of the Ars poetica. I 

look at how the stanzas are introduced in Gylfaginning and whether the poem they are 

from is named (since most of them are quotations from poems extant in the Poetic 

Edda), and argue that, especially in relation to Grímnismál, that whether or not Snorri 

names a poem in the prose is quite deliberate. This suggests a writer who had his 

reader firmly in mind when constructing his text. 

The majority of the eddic poems Gylfaginning draws upon are also found in a 

collection referred to as the Poetic Edda, in two manuscripts, as discussed above. The 

standard role of an eddic stanza in Gylfaginning is one that is quoted as evidence for 

something stated in the prose. These eddic stanzas are used as evidence stanzas in a 

similar way to the style found in the konungasǫgur as evidence verses, and yet, due to 

their metre and content, one should think they might be more aligned in nature and 

use with the fornaldarsǫgur.498 Deviations from this basic pattern are usually 

interesting and differ slightly from manuscript to manuscript, particularly in 

                                                

498
 See Bjarni Einarsson, “On the rôle of verse in saga-literature,” esp. p. 124.   
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manuscript U which is abbreviated in comparison to manuscripts RTW (see below). 

This chapter covers the introduction of stanzas into the narrative of Gylfaginning and 

focuses on an analysis of whether excerpted poems are named in Gylfaginning and the 

patterns that arise from this, and the blocks that the verses form and how they guide 

the overall structure of the prose narrative.  

Four manuscripts of Snorra Edda are held to have independent textual value (as far as 

Gylfaginning is concerned): 

R Codex Regius (Snorra Edda), GkS 2367 4to, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar, 

Reykjavík, c.1325499 

T Codex Trajectinus, University Library Utrecht MS No. 1374, c. 1600500 

W Codex Wormianus, AM 242 fol. Det Arnamagnæanske Institut, Copenhagen, 

1350501 

                                                

499
 The manuscript R has 55 leaves, but lacks its first leaf and thus also the beginning of the prologue, to p. 5, l. 13 of Snorri 

Sturuson, Edda: Prologue and Gylfaginning. See also Codex Regius of the Younger Edda: Ms. no 2367 in the old Royal collection 
in the Royal library of Copenhagen, intro. Elias Wessén, Corpus codicum Islandicorum medii aevi 14 (Copenhagen: 
Munksgaard, 1940) 5. After Háttatal are the poems Jómsvíkingadrápa and Málsháttakvæði, which are not considered part of 
Snorra Edda and are were perhaps copied there simply to use the space remaining the manuscript (Codex Regius of the 
Younger Edda, ed. Wessén, p. 7). The manuscript was written around 1325 (Codex Regius of the Younger Edda, ed. Wessén, p. 
6). Although thought to be younger than the U manuscript of the Edda, it is nevertheless thought to be copied from an older 
exemplar, “which at any rate comes fairly near to the time of the original” and is considered by Wessén to come nearest to 
Snorri’s text (Codex Regius of the Younger Edda, ed. Wessén, p. 6). The closest thing to a standard edition of this manuscript 
remains Finnur Jónsson’s edition, Edda Snorra Sturlusonar (København: Gyldendal, 1931), which uniquely preserves the 
spelling of the manuscript whilst offering a full treatment of textual varients in other manuscripts in distinct contrast to the 
normalising tendencies of previous and subsequent editions. (See Jørgen Rischel, “The Contribution of Scandinavian 
Neogrammarians,” The Nordic Languages: An International Handbook of the History of the North Germanic Languages, ed. 
Oskar Bandle, vol. 1, Handbücher zur Sprach- und Kommunikations wissenschaft 22.1 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2002)133-148, in 
particular 142.) However, as far as the 1931 edition goes, in cases where W, T or U have majority readings these are used in 
the main text and the R reading given as a variant, for example “eða” p. 17, l. 21 is in W and T, and R “ok” is provided as a 
varient in the apparatus. Faulkes also comments that the edition “has many inaccuracies and inconsistencies and is difficult to 
use” (Edda: Prologue and Gylfaginning xxxiii).Therefore for an exact reading of R, reference must be made to the 1940 
facsimile edition of R Codex Regius of the Younger Edda, ed. Wessén. 

500
 T is thought to be a copy of a medieval manuscript that no longer survives (Faulkes, Edda: Prologue and Gylfaginning 

xxix). It too lacks the beginning of the prologue, to p. 3, l. 33 of Snorri Sturluson, Edda: Prologue and Gylfaginning, and also 
the end of Háttatal. The standard edition of T is W. van Eeden’s diplomatic edition De Codex Trajectinus van de Snorra Edda 
(Leiden: Eduard Ijdo, 1913). The manuscript is available in facsimile edited by Anthony Faulkes, Codex Trajectinus: the 
Utrecht Manuscript of the Prose Edda, Early Icelandic Manuscripts in Facsimile 15 (Copenhagen: 1985). 

501
 The interpolations, abbreviations and adaptations found in the Codex Wormianus (Ormsbók) means that is generally 

held to be of secondary importance to the Codex Regius manuscript, which seems to have the “best” manuscript of Snorra 
Edda. However, these differences in the use of Snorra Edda in W compared to manuscripts R, T and U simply highlight the 
thoughtful engagement with the intellectual life of the mid fourteenth century that the collection of texts in W testifies to. 
Sigurður Nordal in his introduction to the facsimile dates the manuscript to 1360, see Sigurður Nordal, introduction, Codex 
Wormianus : Ms. no.242 fol. in the Arnamagnean collection in the University library of Copenhagen, Corpus codicum 
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U  Codex Upsaliensis, University Library Uppsala DG 11 8vo, early fourteenth 

century502 

Earlier work on the history of the manuscripts503  has prioritised establishing the 

significance of each manuscript in relation to the others in conjunction with assessing 

Snorra Edda’s textual history.504 In this discussion the U version naturally plays an 

important role, since it is so different to the other redactions, and conclusions tend to 

be either centred around the idea that either U is a condensed version of the Codex 

Regius Edda, or that the Codex Regius Edda is an expansion of U. This is held to be 

of importance because whichever is the earlier work is the one closest to Snorri’s 

original text. 

One school of thought has held U to be closer to Snorri’s original, a view that 

finds its roots in the work of Karl Müllenhoff,505 and followed by Eugen Mogk506 and 

                                                                                                                                                 

Islandicorum medii aevi 2 (Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1931) 16; most others generally date it to 1350. There are two 
codicological layers to this manuscript: the medieval pages from c.1350 and paper leaves inserted in the 17th century in order 
to complete the text. The standard edition of W is Edda Snorra Sturlusonar: Codex Wormianus, AM 242, Fol., ed. Finnur 
Jónsson (København: Gyldendal, 1924). Neither the diplomatic edition nor the facsimile include all the material or pages that 
are present in AM 242 fol. 

502
 U is a vellum manuscript housed in the University Library Carolina Rediviva in Uppsala. It was written in the first 

quarter of the 14th century as dated by its handwriting (Gothic), orthography and word forms. The manuscript itself is 
discussed most recently in Snorri Sturluson, The Uppsala Edda: DG 11 4to, ed. Heimir Pálsson, trans. Anthony Faulkes 
(London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 2012) pp. xxx-xxxii, and see xxxiv-xli for a discussion of the paper copies 
of U. U lacks the þulur present in R and T at the end of Skáldskaparmál and its version of Gylfaginning lacks the first 
paragraph and the end of the last paragraph as found in the RTW, but it also has a quite different text overall from RTW. 
The material is briefer, sometimes concise to the point of being almost nonsensical, rearranged in order or simply lacking. 
Háttatal is incomplete. Additional material included in the material extraneous to the Edda includes a version of Skáldatal, a 
genealogy of the Sturlung family, a list of Icelandic lawspeakers and a version of the second Grammatical Treatise. It is 
notable that this material has strong connections to Snorri himself: a version of Skáldatal also appears in Heimskringla, which 
Snorri is also thought to have composed, Snorri belonged to the Sturlung family and the list of lawspeakers ends with his 
name. Although it is impossible to say whether these come from Snorri’s papers, as Faulkes has pointed out, they certainly 
reflect his interests. (Edda: Prologue and Gylfaginning, ed. Faulkes, xxx.) 

503
 For an overviews of the scholarship covering the relationships of the manuscripts, see Lindow, “Myth and 

Mythography,” p. 35. 

504
 Cf. Lindow, “Myth and Mythography,” p. 35. See also Thomas Krömmelbein, “Creative Compilers: Observations on the 

Manuscript Tradition of Snorri’s Edda,” Snorrastefna 25.-27. júlí 1990, ed. Úlfar Bragason, Rit Stofnunar Sigurðar Nordals 1 
(Reykjavík: Stofnun Sigurðar Nordals, 1992) pp. 113-129. 

505
 Karl Müllenhoff, “UUâra und uuara,” Zeitschrift für deutsches Altertum und deutsche Literatur 16 (1873): 148-156, at p. 152. 

506
 Eugen Mogk, “Untersuchungen über die Gylfaginning, 1-2,” Beiträge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur 6: 

477-537; 7:203-318 (1879-80); “Zur Bewertung des Cod. Upsaliensis der Snorra-Edda,” Beiträge zur Geschichte der deutschen 
Sprache und Literatur 49 (1924-1925): 402-415. 
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Friedrich Wilhelm Müller.507 Opposing this view are those of Finnur Jónsson508 and 

R. C. Boer,509 who argue that the manuscripts preserving the longer version of the 

text, in particular R, have the version of the text closest to Snorri’s original. Rasmus 

Kristian Rask suggests that the Uppsala Edda is an epitome of the other versions 

(note he did not know the Utrecht version), and thus was the latest of the complete 

versions of the Edda.510 Delmar Olof Zetterholm argues for a middle way,511 and 

suggests that Snorri’s own text could have been between the shorter and longer 

versions, and furthermore that Snorri may himself have prompted the two redactions. 

Baetke, on the other hand, concludes that the differences between the Codex Regius 

version(s) and U are a result of two different redactions, but that the differences in the 

Codex Regius version were the result of a later redactor.512 Most recently, Heimir 

Pálsson states the scholarly consensus (with which he agrees) to be “DG 11 4to is not 

the original, not even a copy of the original.”513 Heimir Pálsson has argued that for a 

third possibility, that is that Snorri made two original versions, one of which is 

reflected in the Codex Regius group, the other in U.514   

                                                

507
 Friedrich Wilhelm Müller, Untersuchungen zur Uppsala Edda (Dresden: M. Dittert, 1941). 

508
 Finnur Jónsson, “Edda Snorra Sturlusonar: Dens opprindelige form og sammensætning,” Aarbøger for nordisk 

oldkyndighed og historie (1898): 283-357; “Indledning,” Edda Snorra Sturlusonar, ed. Finnur Jónsson (Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 
1931).  

509
 R. C. Boer, “Studier over Snorra Edda,” Aarbøger for nordisk oldkyndighed og historie (1924): 145-272; “Studien über die 

Snorra Edda: Die Geschichte der Tradition bis auf den Archetypus,” Acta Philologica Scandinavica 1 (1926-1927): 54-150.  

510
 Snorra-Edda ásamt Skáldu og þarmeð fylgjandi ritgjörðum, ed. Rasmus Kristian Rask (Stockhólm, 1818) pp. 8-9. 

511
 Delmar Olof Zetterholm, Studier i en Snorre-text: Tors färd till Utgård i Codices Upsaliensis DG 11 4

o
, Nordiska texter och 

undersökningar 17 (Stockholm: Geber; Copenhagen: Munksgaard: 1949).  

512
 Walter Baetke, Die Götterlehre der Snorra-Edda, Berichte über die Verhandlungen der sächischen Akademie der 

Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, phil.-hist. Kl., 97.3 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1950) p. 234. 

513
 The Uppsala Edda, ed. Heimir Pálsson, p. xxxiii. 

514
 The Uppsala Edda, ed. Heimir Pálsson, p. xliii; Heimir Pálsson, “Tertium vero datur: A study of the text of DG 11 4to,” 

(2010) <http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:uu:diva-126249> 
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The Order the Edda Was Written In 

Stephen Tranter summarises his article “Das Háttatal von Snorri Sturluson, mündlich 

trotz Schriftlichkeit?” by saying that “Snorri felt obliged to follow patterns set by the 

written Latin tradition wherever possible, but that he was prevented from doing so 

throughout the tract by the strength of the pre-existing oral skaldic tradition.”515 

Whilst this may be true for most of the Edda in its skaldic sections, in the eddic part 

of the Edda, Gylfaginning, it is useful to consider whether we might be able to observe 

influence from the eddic oral tradition, as far as it can be judged, seeing as the section 

is built from eddic stanzas, and indeed, this does seem to be the case. As Tranter 

argues, the influence from the written Latin tradition is strong, likely from the 

dialogue form of Latin textbooks, but that the eddic situation of a wisdom contest, 

known from Vafþrúðnismál and Grímnismál in particular, also noticeably contribute to 

the structure of the section and inform its prosimetrum.  

Here, I attempt to discern my approach to Gylfaginning as a mythological text as a 

whole, and its relationship to both the rest of the Edda and to eddic poetry. Guðrún 

Nordal has made the clear statement that “The different components of the Edda are 

generically different,”516 and here I suggest how these different sections fit together 

and how the process of the composition of the Edda perhaps occurred. I point to a few 

elements that might suggest that Gylfaginning as a part of the Edda could have been 

written first rather than last, as has been generally accepted since Wessén’s article in 

the 1940s,517 and contend that skaldic poetry as a subject of the text was a secondary 

thought or development. Although skaldic poetry is certainly not of secondary 

importance to the Edda as it now stands, it is possible that the initial idea behind what 

became the Edda was to present quotations of eddic poetry in a narrative form in a 

                                                

515
 “Das Háttatal von Snorri Sturluson, mündlich trotz Schriftlichkeit?” Snorri Sturluson: Kolloquium anläßlich der 750. 

Wiederkehr seines Todestages. Ed. Alois Wolf. ScriptOralia 51. Tübingen: Gunter Narr Verlag, 1993. Pp. 179-192. 

516
 Guðrún Nordal, Tools of Literary, p. 43. 

517
 The view has made its way into general handbooks, e.g. “edda,” The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary 

Theory, J. A. Cuddon, rev. C. E. Preston, 4th ed. (London: Penguin, 1998) 249. 
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manner inspired by Latin grammatical literature, konungasǫgur and the prose 

associated with eddic poetry (in either its written or oral form).  

Snorra Edda is understood in scholarly literature as the product of an 

antiquarian aspiration to conserve the art of skaldic poetry and to record the 

mythological beliefs held in pagan times in a coherent fashion in order to provide 

context for the kennings and myths told in relation to the skaldic verse.518 This belief 

stems from Snorri’s following statement in Skáldskaparmál:  

En þetta er nú at segja ungum skáldum þeim er girnack at nema mál skáldskapar ok heyja sér orðfjǫlða 
með fornum heitum eða girnask þeir at kunna skilja þat er hulit er kveðit: þá skili hann þessa ból til 
fróðleiks ok skemtunar. En ekki er at gleyma eða ósanna svá þessar sǫgur at taka ór skáldskapinum 
for[nar ke]nningar þær er hǫfuðskáld hafa sér líka látit.

519
 

But these things now have to be told to young poets who desire to learn the language of poetry and to 
furnish themselves with a wide vocabulary using traditional terms, or else they desire to understand 
what is expressed obscurely. Then let such a one take this book as scholarly enquiry and entertainment. 
But these stories are not be consigned to oblivion or demonstrated to be false, so as to deprive poetry of 
ancient kennings which major poets have been happy to use.

520
 

From this perspective, the purpose of including the mythological material in the Edda 

is somewhat secondary to the main point of preserving the skaldic tradition, as Kevin 

J. Wanner’s comment exemplifies: “It does seem clear that his [Snorri’s] chief wish 

was to promote the continued production and appreciation of skaldic verse, and that 

the mythological material…was included mainly to provide needed background for the 

comprehension and crafting of this poetry,”521 since, as E O G Turville Petre writes, 

“Scaldic poetry was dependent upon the Eddaic. No one could understand the scaldic 

kennings unless he knew the myths and legends to which scalds alluded. These myths 

and legends lived in their most coherent form in the Eddaic lays.”522 As the quotation 

                                                

518
 Another less common approach has been that of the Edda in relation to cultural capital. Kevin J. Wanner argues, 

somewhat differently, that “Snorri was not invested in skaldic verse on antiquarian grounds, but rather he strove through the 
creation of a novel literary product to preserve the capacity of this ancient art form to function as a marker of social prestige 
and tool of political power in the present.” See Wanner, Snorri Sturluson and the Edda, p. 8. 

519
 Snorri Sturluson, Háttatal, ed. Faulkes, p. 5. 

520
 Snorri Sturluson: Edda, trans. Anthony Faulkes, Everyman (London: J. M. Dent, 1987) 64. 

521
 Wanner, Snorri Sturluson and the Edda, p. 6. 

522
 Turville-Petre, Origins of Icelandic Literature, p. 38; Lindow, “Myth and Mythography,” p. 28. Cf. Kuhn, “Heldensaga vor 

und außerhalb der Dichtung.” 
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from Wanner demonstrates, the association of the Edda most strongly with skaldic 

poetry, even though that it could not be understood except by reference to the eddic 

tradition, has led to the importance of eddic poetry in the composition of the Edda to 

be given a back seat. 

It is this assumption of the secondary nature of Gylfaginning for the point of Snorri’s 

Edda that leads Elias Wessén to ask in 1940: “Why does Snorri’s poetics embody 

precisely the works that it actually does? How is it that he begins with a mythology, 

and passes on to stylistics and metrics? Can Snorri be imagined to have had this plan 

before him already from the beginning?”523 In other words, when the main focus of 

Snorra Edda is on “stylistics and metrics” of skaldic poetry, why does the work begin 

with Gylfaginning? Wessén’s response to this has become the standard view: he 

concludes that Snorri wrote the Edda in the reverse order in which the parts are found 

today, that is Háttatal, Skáldskaparmál, Gylfaginning, and then Fórmáli. It is worth 

citing Wessén’s summary of his theory at length: 

For in Norway the [skaldic] art had died out, but in the court circles in which Snorri moved there was 
doubtless a great interest in this old kind of poetry that still survived in Iceland – just as there was also 
a lively interest in the contemporary romantic and legendary European literature. It made Snorri 
desirous of surpassing all earlier skalds in a panegyric which was to give examples of all known metres. 

While writing the commentary on Háttatál it became clear to him that there was much more 
that a skald should know. He then conceived the idea of writing Skáldskaparmál, and later 
Gylfaginning. Indeed it seems improbable that he should have proceeded in any other order during the 
composition. That he should have begun by writing a mythology when it was his intention to write a 
manual for skalds would be quite incomprehensible. On the other hand, it is only natural that later on, 
when the work was completed, the most entertaining part, Gylfaginning, should be placed at the 
beginning.  

The compilation of the large collection of ‘kennings’ and ‘heiti’ with examples from the poetry, 
which occur in Skáldskaparmál, must have taken a very long time. It was during this protracted work 
with the skaldic language that Snorri became more and more absorbed in the mythology and felt the 
need of a coherent exposition. Gylfaginning was likely the result of one continuous effort, whereas 
Skáldskaparmál was revised and enlarged on several occasions. A ground-work for the exposition of the 
skaldic language has come into existence just after the Háttatál commentary, but in its present form 
Skáldskaparmál is later than Gylfaginning. 

It is evident that in the course of the work Snorri’s interest underwent a considerable change, 
perhaps more than he himself was conscious of. He began as a theorist, analysing metres and arranging 
his collections of ‘kennings’ and ‘heiti’. But as the work progressed, he became more and more of a 
story-teller. He began as a scholar, but he finished as an artist.

524
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Wessén’s vision of the process of composition is thus: that while Háttatal was being 

written, Snorri got the idea for Skáldskaparmál. While putting together 

Skáldskaparmál, Snorri got the idea for Gylfaginning, but, at some point, 

Skáldskaparmál was revised and edited to its present version after Gylfaginning was 

complete. Wessén’s sequence, following Heimir Pálsson, can be summarised in order 

as: Háttatal > Commentary > Skáldskaparmál, first version > Gylfaginning > 

Prologue > Skáldskaparmál, second version. Heimir too finds this sequence 

unlikely.525 

Wessén begins his discussion (not quoted above) by pointing out that the 

Prologue is an introduction only to Gylfaginning, and does not mention the Edda’s 

perceived purpose as a handbook for skalds, but, “it is, however, evident that the 

Prologue has been written last.” He continues, “But it would then seem rather 

improbable that Gylfaginning should have been the first part of the Edda to be 

written.”526 Given that the Prologue does not mention the Edda’s status as a handbook 

for poets, Wessén’s suggestion that it was written last ought perhaps to be 

reconsidered. If were written last and written deliberately in order to front the text of 

the parts of Edda as it stands, its content would have probably reflected this. From 

this perspective, it seems more likely the Prologue was written first, with the content 

of only Gylfaginning in mind.527 It follows that Gylfaginning would have been written 

second, with a magnificent frame-story that comes to a natural end with the end of the 

story in Gylfaginning. Following this trajectory, it would have been at this point that 

Skáldskaparmál was added to the work, the frame story in it suggested by Gylfaginning 

as a logical way to proceed. Note too that that passage claiming that Skáldskaparmál is 
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advice to younger poets refers back to the “beginning of the book,” which refers to the 

Prologue, for how Chrisitans must not believe in heathen gods and how the stories 

ought to be understood.528 In the frame story found in Skáldskaparmál, Ægir and 

Bragi meet each other at a feast in Ásgarður, the content of which, as Wessén notes, 

was likely to have been suggested to Snorri by the frameworks of Lokasenna and 

Hymiskviða.529 Wessén must thus take the prose story of these poems to have been 

available in the oral tradition, since he earlier concludes that only Vǫluspá, 

Vafþrúðnismál, Grímnismál and perhaps Hávamál were available to Snorri in written 

form.530 However, the point of the section after Gylfaginning is to be, as Snorri more 

or less states and Wessén notes, an explication of skaldic, poetical usage, and “several 

myths which had not found room in the Gylfaginning are also included here,”531 a 

statement in which Wessén implies that Gylfaginning must have come prior to 

Skáldskaparmál in Snorri’s thought sequence, and it would seem logically so. 

Otherwise, these myths that Wessén refers to (he does not identify them directly), 

might have entered Skáldskaparmál during one of Wessén’s proposed revisions of the 

section, but this does not seem to be the simplest solution.  

It seems possible that Gylfaginning comes prior to Skáldskaparmál in the order of 

composition. Skáldskaparmál is likely to have been composed second, after 

Gylfaginning, its subject itself suggested by the eddic material found in Gylfaginning, 

the stories of which are necessary to understand skaldic kennings. This, and perhaps a 

desire to balance Gylfaginning with skaldic material, perhaps led to Skáldskaparmál 

being added to the Prologue and to Gylfaginning as a semi-fluid compilation, as the 

existence of other redactions of Skáldskaparmál that are preserved outside the Edda as 

whole demonstrate.532 However, to build a comprehensive handbook of skaldic poetry 
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was not the point of the Edda collection when it was begun, as the Prologue, whether 

it was written first or last, shows. The decision to switch from eddic to skaldic poetry 

and launch into a text intended for quasi-pedagogical purposes (entertainment and 

didacticism) likely led to the statement about the point of Skáldskaparmál being added 

and the composition of Skáldskaparmál in a frame story begun to ease the transition 

between eddic myth and skaldic peculiarities in the version of Skáldskaparmál 

transmitted in the context of the Edda as extant. However, the frame story is not so 

necessary to the point of the Skáldskaparmál as in Gylfaginning, and it peters out in 

Skáldskaparmál in favour of concentrating on the explication of kennings. Once again, 

Wessén contradicts his own argument that Gylfaginning was written after 

Skáldskaparmál: “The tale is obviously modelled on Gylfaginning. Like Gylfi Ægir is 

fiǫlkunnigr. He set out for Asgard, but the Æsir saw his intention before he arrived 

and received him well, ‘and yet much was done by delusions’. Here these delusions are 

quite irrelevant for an invited guest. They are only remembrances from Gylfaginning 

and give evidence of the framework of Skáldskaparmál being indisputably a duplicate 

of that of Gylfaginning.”533 Margaret Clunies Ross also argues against a casual 

employment of the frame story in Skáldskaparmál, and points out that the dialogue 

between Ægir and Bragi helps “to advance Snorri’s main argument,” and are centrally 

relevant “and lead into Snorri’s presentation of the kenning system.”534 Wessén argues 

that the frame story of Skáldskaparmál was added to a revised version of the text,535 

and must thus envisage this happening after Gylfaginning was complete. Since these 

inbetween revisionary periods of Skáldskaparmál cannot be known, it seems simplest 

to conclude that indeed the frame story of Skáldskaparmál was borrowed from 
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Gylfaginning, but that it was done so when the idea for the section of Skáldskaparmál 

arose and it had begun to be written.536   

In Wessén’s schema, Háttatal, a panegyric to King Håkon Håkonsson and 

Skuli Jarl with commentary on the metres employed, was written first. It has been 

argued by Konráð Gíslason that it was written in the winter of 1222-1223,537 upon 

Snorri’s return from a trip to Norway during which he become friends with Skuli and 

admitted to the king’s retinue. This indeed seems a logical motivation for such a 

praise-poem. However, the thorough exposition of metre in the poem as it stands 

makes it an obvious successor to Skáldskaparmál. Wessén points out that the 100th 

stanza is particularly proud of the skills Háttatal imparts: 

Gløggva grein 
hefi ek gert til bragar, 
svá er tírœtt hundrað talit; 
hróðrs ørv<er>ðr 
skala maðr heitinn vera 
ef sá fær alla háttu ort.

538
 

Close account have I given of poetic form so that ten tens are told. A man must not be called unworthy 
of renown if he is able to compose in all verse forms.

539
 

This example of ljóðaháttr seems to reflect the statement in Skáldskaparmál about 

young skalds who wish to teach themselves the language of skaldic poetry: it could not 

be employed without equal ability in the skaldic metrical system. If the subject of 

Háttatal as a praise poem really was suggested by Snorri’s trip to Norway in 1218-

1220, then it is possible that Gylfaginning and Skáldskaparmál were written either 

before or directly after this trip, and perhaps when Háttatál was composed it was 

done so with a double aim in mind: a metrical exposition and a praise poem. It could 

be noted that the Prologue does not mention anything relevant to Háttatal either, in 
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addition to ignoring Skáldskaparmál, as Wessén notes, and this is likely because when 

the Prologue was written, the idea for the two latter sections had not yet been 

conceived. Indeed it makes sense that Háttatal was written in 1222-1223, giving Snorri 

perhaps ample time to work on Gylfaginning and then Skáldskaparmál in the interim 

period between getting back from Norway and the point at which his political mission 

of subjecting Iceland to the Norwegian king had obviously failed in 1222-1223, and 

Háttatal could be, as Wessén suggests, “an unparalleled poetical achievement to make 

amends for his failure in this political mission.”540 However, another developmentary 

path is also possible.  

The content of Háttatal a as praise poem is separable from the commentary, and could 

have been composed separately and added to the end of Skáldskaparmál when it 

became obvious that an account of skaldic metre was needed.541 At this point, 

commentary could have been added to the already largely formed praise poem, and 

stanzas such as the 100th, quoted above, added at that point to underline the 

achievement of the poet in composing in so many forms, and pointing out to young 

skalds the honour they stood to gain should they master the art. That Skáldskaparmál 

and Háttatál as they stand are intended for pedagogical purposes is obvious, and the 

editing that Skáldskaparmál has undergone to form its various redactions indicates 

that this is likely to have taken place in an educational setting.542 This section of the 

Edda had a life of its own outside the work as a whole, although the Edda seems to 

have been the original context for the piece. 

Distinguishing between the genesis of the pieces and the genesis of the Edda as a 

collection is probably necessary. It seems that the Prologue and Gylfaginning were 

conceived of without the thought of making the work into an ars poetica, as they make 

no reference to such an aim. For this reason it is reasonable to suggest that they were 
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written first, because if they were written with the intention to frame the 

mythological stories present in Skáldskaparmál and Háttatal as pedagogical works, 

they would be likely express this. Skáldskaparmál and Háttatal are explicitly 

pedagogical extensions of Gylfaginning, and could have possibly originated separately 

(especially Háttatál), but were nevertheless reformulated at an early stage to become 

parts two and three in Snorra Edda. As such, initially there was no “idea” behind the 

Edda as whole. Rather, Edda developed into an ars poetica rather than being designed 

as one. 

It is eddic rather than skaldic poetry that could have possibly triggered the 

creation, or putting together, of the text that became the Edda. Gylfaginning was not 

thought of at first as an ars poetica as such, and likely began as an amusing tale, an 

attempt to write a konungasaga-style story that related history (from this perspective 

the frá sagnir episodes in Gylfaginning should be read as analogous to the þættir in the 

kings sagas), using eddic poetry since this conveyed the myths of the Æsir, and 

drawing the inspiration to cite these poems in a sustained prose narrative from the 

prose surrounding the eddic poems and from the fornaldarsǫgur. That Snorri chose the 

textbook dialogic style that is employed throughout the piece to begin with in 

Gylfaginning is likely because he wanted to demonstrate the lasting value and 

importance of the myths in Icelandic cultural heritage, and sought to formalise their 

expression in a format that carried authority and credibility. The several different 

versions of the Edda show that its construction and unity were not canonically fixed. 

Nevertheless, while I have outlined here some elements that might point towards 

Gylfaginning being composed first of all the Edda parts, ultimately it is an open 

question. 
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Vernacular and Latin Models for Gylfaginning 

Here I would like to suggest that influence from learned texts that Snorri was exposed 

to orally or in written form is can be seen in the way that prosimetrum is used in 

Gylfaginning, as the narrative negotiates between two types of question and answer 

format: the native format found in the wisdom poems and the question and answer 

format of the educational texts of the time. The stimulus for the dialogue structure of 

Gylfaginning was from Latin pedagogical texts in which there was a dialogue between 

a student and a master. Guðrún Nordal summarises the situation particularly clearly: 

Snorri Sturluson’s narration in Gylfaginning is structured after the well-known model of didactical 
treatises in the Middle Ages, where the dialogue between a pupil and the master is used to explicate 
and present the matter at hand. In Gylfaginning the dialogue is carried out between the Swedish king 
Gylfi, disguised as an old man called Gangleri, and the three representatives of Óðinn: Hárr (‘High’), 
Jafnhárr (‘Just-as-High’), and Þriði (‘Third’). 

543
 

The intellectual or learned or Latinate background to Snorra Edda that sets the work 

against a background of Christian learning has long been explicated by scholars.544 

Snorri’s work comes out of the tradition of 12th century humanism,545 taught in 
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Iceland in the schools546 established by educated men who had often studied abroad,547 

although the basic grammatical texts of Snorri’s time were from late antiquity.548  

It is not possible to identify with certainty individual works that may have influenced 

the Edda, since many of the ideas were commonplace in theological and educational 

texts,549 nor is it possible to claim that Snorri was even able to read Latin.550 The 

                                                                                                                                                 

grammarians as we might expect with comparison to other medieval grammatical works (Haugen, The First Grammatical 
Treatise, p. 5-6; Hreinn Benediktsson, The First Grammatical Treatise, p. 41). Because of this, scholars have not agreed whom 
this textbook is aimed at. Anne Holtsmark suggests that the grammarian wrote the work to be used in his own school for 
those beginning clerical training, “det er en lærebok” (En islandsk scholasticus fra det 12. Århundre, Det Norske Videnskaps-
Akademi i Oslo II. Hist.-Filos. Klasse 3 (Oslo: Jacob Dybwad, 1936) 89), but Haugen argues that the noted difference 
between this work and those by, for example, Donatus, Remigius, Ælfric (Ælfric wrote a grammar in the year 1000. It is a 
Latin grammar with interlinear Old English to aid neophyte priests (Haugen, The First Grammatical Treatise, p. 72)) and 
compilations like the Auraicept (The Auraicept is a large compendium of Latin grammarians and appears to be the first 
study of a Western European vernacular. It dates from the 7th century) makes this unlikely, since the writing is pitched 
rather at the level of speaking to a colleague than a pupil (The First Grammatical Treatise, p. 5). Indeed, the usual medieval 
textbook format of expounding a subject by having a conversation between a master and a pupil (for example, in The King’s 
Mirror), is not found in the FGT (Haugen, The First Grammatical Treatise, p. 5). Haugen gives the example of the Third 
Grammatical Treatise, written c. 1245 by Ólafr Þórðarson, to illustrate the difference: Ólafr ran a school at Stafaholt, and he 
starts with the basics in his treatise. He explains his terms and states his concepts. The first grammarian argues for his rules, 
the third grammarian simply states them, as is more suitable in a textbook aimed at the elementary learner. (Haugen, The 
First Grammatical Treatise, p. 5). Haugen concludes that the FGT was written by a scholar for other scholars, and was not an 
elementary textbook but was rather written to improve an already learned style (Haugen, The First Grammatical Treatise, p. 
6).  
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interplay between Latin and native learning found in Snorri’s works is best 

summarised as a practice in which “communal ways of thought confined to oral 

expression were being invaded by impersonal literary methods which dictated new 

forms and at the same time fossilised older practices.”551 All the sections of the Edda 

show a fusion of Latin and native concepts in various ways,552 and below I focus only 

the use of poetry in Gylfaginning to analyse Snorri’s working method in that section. 

The contours of Snorri’s life have been traced many times,553 and here I will restrict 

myself to the briefest comments. Although from a powerful family himself, the 

context of Snorri Sturluson’s learning is most probably his fosterage by Jón Loptsson, 

another powerful chieftain and a grandson of Sæmundr Sigfússon inn fróði. Snorri 

was brought up and educated at Oddi, Jón’s family seat, “a literary and cultural centre” 

where presumably Snorri could have held conversations with learned men554 and 

would have had access to a sufficiently stocked library.555 Snorri seems to have begun 

his literary career a few years after returning to Icelandic from Norway and 

Västergötland in Sweden during 1218-1220, in which time he visited Hákon 
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Hákonarsson (king of Norway) and Hákon’s uncle Jarl Skúli.556  The only statements 

to declare Snorri as author of the Edda are two rubrics in U: 

Bók þessi heitir Edda. Hana hefir saman setta Snorri Sturluson eptir þeim hætti sem hér er skipat. Er 
fyrst frá ásum ok Ymi, þar næst skáldskapar mál ok heiti margra hluta. Síðast Háttatal er Snorri hefir 
ort um Hákon konung ok Skúla hertuga.

557
 

Háttatal, er Snorri Sturluson orti um Hákon konung ok Skúla hertuga.
558

 

I agree with Margaret Clunies Ross when she writes: “most of us who write about 

Snorra Edda probably use the name “Snorri Sturluson” as a kind of shorthand to refer 

to a shaping unity of purpose that we detect in the works attributed to man so 

named;”559 she also refers to ‘Snorri Sturluson’ as a shorthand for the “narrating voice” 

of the Edda.560  
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Were Snorri’s Eddic Sources Oral or Written? 

Snorri’s immense learning has in part come from books, and this is particularly true of 

the konungasaga material, and likely true for a few of the eddic and skaldic poems used 

by Snorri.561 Vésteinn Ólason comments that Snorri’s “comprehension of the material 

handed down by tradition and his immense knowledge must have deep roots,”562 and 

it is likely that Snorri absorbed much of his learning from the community as whole. 

Nevertheless, Guðrún Nordal has demonstrated convincingly in her book The Tools of 

Literacy that the skaldic tradition was firmly linked to the education system in Snorri’s 

time,563 but it is not clear that the eddic tradition was ‘taught’ in the same manner as 

Guðrún has argued the skaldic tradition to have been. Indeed, one can use the 

existence of the final form of Snorra Edda as evidence of this, and Heimir Pálsson 

suggests that the compilation of Skáldskaparmál may even have been part of Snorri’s 

own studying of the tradition.564  

Both eddic and skaldic verse and prose stories came down to Snorri through oral 

tradition, although it seems likely that he had written versions of the some of the 

poems.565 Gustaf Lindblad suggests that Snorri used a pamphlet of two poems, 

Vafþrúðnismál and Grímnismál when writing his Edda,566 and thus that these poems 

used by Snorri had been put into writing before Snorri’s time. As discussed above, this 

had earlier been suggested by Karl Müllenhoff, who believed the entire Codex Regius 

manuscript of the Poetic Edda was the result of a combination of pamphlets containing 

poetry, a suggestion also put forward by Wessén;567 Heusler cautions against such a 
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belief “in broadsheets with single poems” since written eddic collections were for 

antiquarian interests rather than for entertainment.568 In Lindblad and Müllenhof’s 

view, the Snorra Edda was thus not a prerequistate for the existence of the Poetic Edda 

collections, contrary to the views of other scholars, who hold that Snorra Edda in 

some way prompted the collection of the eddic poems,569 the major originators of this 

view being Heusler570 and Wessén.571 Wessén, following Heusler contends that Snorri 

had Vǫluspá, Vafþrúðnismál and Grímnismál written down in order to aid him in 

writing Gylfaginning; these were thus the first eddic poems committed to writing. 

Following this, either Snorri himself, or educated men inspired by him, wrote down 

eddic poems on loose leafs, in no particular order, and those assembled in no particular 

order were the ancestor of manuscript A; further down the line, these were rearranged 

to form the Codex Regius manuscript.572 Lindblad objects to Wessén’s prehistory of 

the Codex Regius because, as stated, he believes there were eddic poems written prior 

to Snorri; secondly, Lindblad’s investigations suggest that traces of older collections 

can be found in the Codex Regius, and thirdly because Snorra Edda and the Poetic 

Edda are independent interpretations and, in some cases recordings (as in the case of 

Vǫluspá), of the same material.573 Lindblad does however suggest Snorra Edda 

provided the impetus for making the larger mythic collection of poems between 1225-

1240 (perhaps 1250), an unordered collection reflected in manuscript A. Following 

this, the mythic booklet was put with an heroic one and the mythological poems 

ordered at this point – the Codex Regius manuscript may be this manuscript or a later 

copy of it.574 
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The Sources and Quotation of Eddic Stanzas in Gylfaginning 

There have been several hypotheses regarding the sources of the prose explantions 

found in Gylfaginning, although it seems most likely that the prose of the Edda is a 

result of what Snorri knew from oral tradition and the deductions and links he made 

from and between his poetic sources when such cohesive factors were lacking in the 

tradition he was familiar with; in other words, it is a mixture of tradition and Snorri’s 

aptitude in presenting and clarifying myth.575 Eugen Mock’s hypothesis was that 

Snorri invented any material in Snorra Edda not found in a poetic source.576 John 

Lindow links the prose that likely accompanied eddic and skaldic verse in oral 

tradition (Begleitprosa) with the explanations that Snorri gives of the stanzas he quotes, 

as if Snorri knew prose explanations of mythological and heroic allusions, he likely 

made use of them in his Edda, although Lindow points out that this cannot be proved, 

and that Snorri must have in any case faced some instances of unclear material which 

he attempts to homogenise and elucidate.577  

Quotations of eddic poetry is used in an evidence based role in Gylfaginning, which 

“projects an oral world, and authority rests with the poetic discourse of supernatural 

figures which is represented as authorising the prose of the narrative text.”578 Direct 

allusion or quotation of the type found in Gylfaginning is a particularly interesting 

form of intertextuality because it destroys the illusion of reality in the text and the 

suspension of disbelief: 

This is a particularly self-conscious form of intertextuality: it credits its audience with the necessary experience 
to make sense of such allusions and offers them the pleasure of recognition. By alluding to other texts… this 
practice reminds us that we are in a mediated reality, so it can also be seen as an alienatory mode which runs 
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counter to the dominant realist tradition which focuses on persuading the audience to believe in the ongoing 
reality of the narrative. It appeals to the pleasures of critical detachment rather than of emotional involvement.

579
 

 In the dichotomy of prose and verse in the work, the prose is signifier and the verse 

the signified. In Gylfaginning, this emotional peaking and troughing of the narrative is 

counteracted somewhat by occasional inserts of versified dialogue, throwing the 

receiver into a story-world reminiscent of a fornaldarsaga. This is probably not 

accidental: eddic verse as the words of gods is fitting enough, and the dialogue 

provides a welcome break in the narrative from the positive verse as quoted as 

evidence to the prose tales.  

Manuscripts RTW have 71 verses embedded into their prose, two of which are 

skaldic580 and sixty nine in eddic metres. Manuscript U has substantially fewer, with 

61 verses present. Of the ten verses in RTW that do not appear in U, one is skaldic (a 

stanza from Ragnarsdrápa, the first verse that RTW quote) but the rest eddic: two 

non-consecutive verses of Vafþrúðnismál (stanzas 30 and 18), Skírnismál stanza 42, and 

six stanzas of Vǫluspá that are quoted in Gylfaginning in RTW are not present in U. U 

does not have any additional stanzas to those also appearing in RTW, but there are 

variations, usually minor, between the verses as they appear in the four manuscripts.  

Eight eddic poems that are known from other sources apart from Snorra Edda 

are quoted in Gylfaginning. These are Hávamál (1 stanza in RTWU), Völuspá (28 

stanzas in RTW, 22 in U), Völuspá hinn skamma (so called in Snorra Edda, where 

there is one stanza in RTWU, although known by the title Hyndluljóð elsewhere), 

Vafþrúðnismál (nine stanzas in RTW and 7 in U), Grímnismál (20 stanzas in RTWU), 

Fáfnismál (1 stanza in RTWU), Lokasenna (1 stanza in RTWU), and Skírnismál (one 

stanza in RTW, not present in U). One stanza of Heimdallargaldr, an eddic poetry 

named thus in Snorra Edda, is not known from elsewhere, and there are five verses 
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present in all four manuscripts that are not from otherwise identifiable poems and that 

are not named.  
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The Prosimetric Outline of Gylfaginning 

What I hope to establish is the prosimetric structure of Gylfaginning and the way in 

which this “Latin” model is employed in Gylfaginning, and to elaborate on how 

vernacular and Latin models interact in the work and how this is reflected in the use 

of prose and verse in the text. I will be asking the following questions of the text: 

 How are the stanzas used in the construction of the narrative? 

 Do the stanzas inspire the question? 

 How important is Vǫluspa to the actual structure of the piece? 

 Where in the answers do the stanzas come? (cf. to the konungasǫgur) 

 Are the stanzas related to the answer? 

 What is the function of the quotation of units of stanzas? 

 Is the prosimetric structure of U as a whole substantially different to RTW? 

It is possible to find a tension in Gylfaginning between a dialogue structure supposedly 

familiar from Latinate school books, and a dialogue and prosimetric structure that 

could come directly from traditional, vernacular sources. This in part removes from 

the Old Norse verses a claim to complete structural authority in this text, and one 

wonders, in terms of compositional strategy of the piece, what was foremost in 

Snorri’s mind as he set about constructing the work that we have extant in the two 

versions (RTW and U).  

Gylfaginning is constructed as a dialogue within a frame of Gylfi visiting the 

euhemerised Æsir. The dialogue is constructed as a series of questions and answers, 

with Gylfi (who calls himself Gangleri in the Æsir’s company), posing the questions, 

and characters called Hár [‘High’], Jafnhár [‘Equally High’], and Þriði [‘Third’], 

answering them. Their answers form the contexts for the majority of the verses in 

Gylfaginning; Gangleri speaks only one, the first eddic stanza quoted from Hávamál 

(as discussed above). The vernacular wisdom contest, for example in Vafþrúðnismál, 

provides one model for the structure of the text, but Gylfaginning’s prose form and the 

content of the verse being only sometimes tangentially related, displays the tension 

between the vernacular model and the model of the dialogic Latin schoolbook, in 
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which questions and answers were posed in verse. Snorri has used this prose model, 

adapting it to 13th century Icelandic literary culture by including eddic verse as an 

authenticating device in a manner similar to that found in the use of skaldic stanzas in 

the konungasǫgur. Simultaneously, the use of eddic stanzas links the extant texts of 

Gylfaginning with those in the dialogic, eddic wisdom exchange tradition. 

Gangleri’s Introduction and Arrival581 

The first eddic stanza quoted in Gylfaginning, Hávamál st. 1, is not uttered in response 

to a question by Gangleri; indeed, it is spoken by Gangleri to himself, as a kind of 

internal warning.582 Nevertheless, the stanza is surrounded by questions in indirect 

speech, and these are constructive comparisons to the questions posed in direct speech 

by Gangleri, to which the eddic quotations form part of the answers. In the first part 

of the reception at the hall, it is reported by the narrator that Gylfi is asked his name, 

to which he replies it is Gangleri, and is then said to ask in response who owns the 

hall to which he has arrived. This provokes an answer in mixed reported and direct 

speech from the anonymous one who receives him (“Hann svarar at þat var konungr 

þeira. ‘En fylgja má ek þér at sjá hann. Skaltu þá sjálfr spyrja hann nafns”),583 and is 

told in direct speech in RTW “Skaltu þá sjálfr spyrja hann nafns” (R); U does not have 

this sentence, although Gangleri asks the name of the chief in this manuscript all the 

same, as in the others. The reported questions and answers continue, with Hár asking 

Gangleri why he has come, to which he replies that first he will ask if there is any wise 

man in the hall, thus setting up a wisdom contest scenario akin to that found in 

Vafþrúðnismál. This provokes another answer in mixed reported and direct speech, 

although on this occasion, the direct speech is metrical, in fornyrðislag. It is not clear 

whether this is a quotation from an unknown poem; it could be intended to anticipate 
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the great deal of verse that Hár, Jafnhár and Þriði will be speaking in the rest of the 

text. Certainly the lines imply that the spacial arrangement of the characters during 

the exchange will be similar to that in Vafþrúðnismál. As shown in Part One in the 

analysis of the prose of the Poetic Edda, Óðinn moves around the hall, standing on the 

floor to ask his questions, despite Váfþrúðnir’s invitation to take a seat. The situation 

in Gylfaginning is identical in terms of the arrangement of the characters, but Snorri 

has reversed the scene from Vafþrúðnismál: here the owner of the hall insists that 

Gangleri shall stand on the floor to ask, while those who own the hall shall sit to 

answer. 

Gangleri Begins His Questioning 

Once so instructed by Hár, the text reports that “Gangleri hóf svá mál sitt” 

(RTWU),584 thus marking off the beginning of the section in which Gangleri formally 

questions the wisdom of the Æsir from the frame of the Prologue and then his arrival 

to their hall, which can be considered a secondary frame to the wisdom exchange. This 

is indicated most strongly in U, whose rubric to the section begun states “Frá 

spurningu Ganglera,” which is reminiscent of the end section of the first set of rubrics 

“frá spurning Gylva.”585 This denotes that the two sets of questions that Gangleri is 

involved in are thought to be distinctly separate in U: first come the questions 

concerning his arrival and reception in the hall, in which he is Gylvi/Gangleri, and 

then come the questions from Gangleri in his speech. Gangleri’s arrival and reception 

at the hall in which he questions the disguised Æsir as to their chief and wisdom and 

so on, is thus marked as the introduction to a wisdom exchange. The use of the word 

mál to introduce the questions that Gangleri asks in prose and which are answered 

with a mixture of prose and verse is also likely ironic: in the texts that contain mál as 

part of the their title (for example Hávamál, Vafþrúðnismál, Grímnismál), the title 

person of the poem (Hávi, Vafþrúðnir and Grímnir) are the ones who display 
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knowledge; here mál is linked with Gangleri, but he is the one who is asking and who 

is receiving the knowledge. 

The First Three Questions586 

The first three questions in the sequence do not have stanzas as part of their replies. 

Question one, “Hverr er œztr eða elztr allra goða?”, is not introduced as such, it just 

begins Gangleri’s mál; the second question (“Hvar er sá guð, eða hvat má hann, eða 

hvat hefir hann unnit framaverka?”) is introduced as a question in RTW (“þá spyrr 

Gangleri”), but is shown to be provoked by the answer to the first question in U, since 

it is introduced with “þá svarar Gangleri.” The third question in RTWU is shown to 

be part of an ongoing discourse, introduced with mælti/mælir (RTW) and segir (U), 

and this is typical of Gangleri’s questions in the rest of the text; along with his 

comments and asides at the nature of the information given to him, his questions are 

often presented in the narrative as coming organically from the section before.  

Vǫluspá 3; Hyndluljóð 33; Vafþrúðnismál 30-31587 

The fourth question provokes two stanzas in the speech used to reply to it. The first 

stanza (Vǫluspá 3) is unsually placed, because although it is an evidence stanza it is 

used as a direct answer to Gangleri’s question: “Gangleri mælti: Hvat var upphaf eða 

hversu hófsk, eða hvat var áðr? Hár svarar: Svá sem segir í Vǫluspá…”588 The stanza of 

Vǫluspá that follows is directly and thematically related to the initial question, 

although the prose following the stanza relates that Muspell was the first world, 

guarded by Surtr, and then his activities at the end of the world. The second stanza 

follows this, about the end of the world. A question about the beginning of the world 

is thus finally answered with a quotation about the end times. This is recognised in U 

by the insertion of a rubric above the Þriði’s description of Muspell and Surtr. 

Nevertheless, the end of the section is rather more usual in structure, with the 
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evidence verse from Vǫluspá at the end of a prose answer and coming directly before 

the next question, with nothing inbetween.  

 The fifth question has two and a half stanzas as part of its answer: 

Hversu skipaðisk áðr en ættirnar eða aukaðisk mannfólkit?
589

 

First, it is related in prose how ice created from the Élivágar, how its fills 

Ginnungagap, and then how some of it melts from sparks from Muspell, and then the 

prose tells of the creation of Ymir. Then, a stanza from Hyndluljóð (33) (called Vǫluspá 

inn skamma in Gylfaginning RTW) relates the ultimate ancestor of all vǫlur, wizards, 

seiðberendr, and the jǫtnar (vǫlur, vætttir and jǫtnar in U), while the beginning of a 

quotation from stt. 30-31 of Vafþrúðnismál is used as part of the narrator’s frame to 

introduce, Gylfaginning states, words from the giant Vafþrúðnir himself. In U, the 

quotation from Vafþrúðnismál is used somewhat differently. The three lines from st. 

30 that function as part of the narration in RTW are not cited in U, and the 

introduction by mentioning Vafþrúðnir (En hér segir svá Vafþrúðnir jǫtunn) is instead 

in U Ok enn segir svá at. This relates the quotation from the (unnamed) Vafþrúðnismál 

to the unnamed quotation from Hyndluljóð, and implies that they are part of the same 

composition. In U, the content of the second stanza is juxtaposed directly with the 

end of the second verse where the mention of Ymir connects the giants who came out 

the poison drops in the Vafþrúðnismál stanza directly with Ymir rather inserting extra 

narration about the giant Auregelmir as in RTW, which the prose in all the 

manuscripts interprets as another name for Ymir. The stanzas here are related to the 

question (“Hversu skipaðisk áðr en ættirnar eða aukaðisk mannfólkit?”) in that they 

tell about the ancestors that existed other and previous to humans, while the prose 

begins to answer the question only with an explanation of the environmental 

conditions before humans came to be, and how these caused the creation of the giant 

Ymir. It is possible in this instance that knowledge of the stanzas prompted the 

question of Gangleri’s to be created, the prose between the question and the answer 
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providing an expansion of the information in stanza 31 of Vafþrúðnismál. The 

quotation from Hyndluljóð is a straight forward evidence stanza, the only part of 

which that it relevant to the section is “allir jǫtnar frá Ymi komnir.” The backstory to 

this statement is evidenced by the second quotation from Vafþrúðnismál, and thus the 

stanzas evidence the prose in reverse, the conclusion first and the explanation 

following. 

Questions Six to Eight590 

The sixth question, “Hvernig óxu ættir þaðan eða skapaðisk svá at fleri menn urðu? 

Eða trúir þú þann guð er nú sagðir þú frá?,” is not answered with a verse and follows 

directly on in content from the prose and verse answer to the fifth question, as the 

question enquires how other men came out after the development of Ymir is 

described previously. The sixth question is actually made up out of two questions; the 

second question demonstrates that Gangleri is more knowledgable than he might 

seem to the other characters, or at least that he might have ideas of religion 

creationism of his own, since the second question, enquiring whether Ymir is a god, 

implies that Gangleri might presume gods and men, described in Vafþrúðismál 30-31 

quoted in answer to the question before as a jǫtunn (RWT, just in st. 31 in U), to be 

created differently from each other.  

The seventh question, “Hvar bygði Ymir, eða við hvat lifði hann?,” is preceeded 

by a rubric in U, “Frá því er sköpuð var kýrin Auðumla,” is not answered by a verse, 

but a description of the coming into being of the cow Auðhumla (R, Auðumbla TW, 

Auðumla U), whose milk sustains Ymir. That the question about what Ymir lives on 

will be answered by this is indicated by the rubric in U. Hár answers the question in 

TU, but in RW, no speaker is given for the answer, which is rather unusual. The 

eight question, “Við hvat fœddisk kýrin?” is not answered by verse, and no speaker 

indication for the answer is given in T (it is Hár for the other manuscripts). The 

question is not present in U, in which the answer to question seven continues into the 
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information given to question eight in the other manuscripts, in a somewhat more 

concise form. Up to this point in the narrative, the answers have been limited to a 

large extent by what has been asked by Gangleri. In the answer to question eight 

(seven in U), the answer goes forwards beyond the question, and after saying that the 

cow feeds by licking rime-stones, and telling what emerged from the rime-stones, 

goes on to a statement of religion belief:  

Ok þat er mín trúa at sá Óðinn ok hans brœðr munu vera stýrandi himins ok jarðar. Þat ætlum vér at 
hann muni svá heita, svá heitir sá maðr er vér vitum mestan ok ágæztan, ok vel megu þeir hann láta svá 
heita. 

The statement is interesting because it begins in RTW by stating only what Hár 

believes as opposed to their collective beliefs, which he moves on to. In U, the 

description of what they believe is introduced with “ok þat ætlum vér” and is thus 

always portrayed as collective belief. The statement in RTW appears to end with the 

advice that he ought to conform to their beliefs (“vel megu þér láta hann svá heitir” 

TW) although R says “megu þeir,” and the plural, if intentional, might be a rare 

address intended for the audience.  

Vafþrúðnismál 35591 

The ninth question, “Hvat varð þá um þeira sætt, eða hvárir váru ríkari?,” is followed 

by a prose answer and an anonymous authenticating stanza, which is Vafþrúðnismál 

stanza 35. In U, the answer follows a rubric, “Frá því er synir Burs drápu Ymi.” The 

question itself is not asked nor a speaker of the prose given. This means the prose and 

verse that follows the question in RTW directly follows the rubric in U. The question 

enquires which group, either the frost giants or the gods, were strongest. The verse is 

introduced at the end of the prose answer with “svá sem hér segir” in RTW, but in U, 

the stanza is integrated into the prose a little differently. In U, the verse at the end of 

the answer to question nine is not an authenticating stanza but spoken aloud by the 

unidentified answerer of the question. In RTW, the prose does not answer the 

question directly, leaving the reader to infer that the gods are stronger from the fact 
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that they kill the giant Ymir and drowned the other frost giants with his blood. The 

giant spared this fate, Bergelmir, saves himself by taking to a vessel (which could be an 

ark), and this section of the prose seems to be taken from the verse used as evidence as 

the end of the prose. The stanza has very little to do with the question. Bergelmir is 

not directly involved in the conflict between Ymir and Borr’s sons (who include 

Óðinn) and the stanza makes no reference to the struggle between the groups: 

Ørófi vetra 
áðr væri jörð sköpuð 
þá var Bergelmir borinn. 
Þat ek fyrst of man 
er sá hinn fróði jötunn 
á var lúðr of lagðir. 

The stanza rather emphasises the ancient age of Bergelmir, who it seems was created 

before the speaker can remember. The first even the speaker remembers is Bergelmir 

being laid on a lúðr, which is translated by Faulkes as “box” in this instance.592 Tim 

William Machan suggests that it should be interpreted as “cradle,”593 and thus the box 

is one Bergelmir was laid in as an infant; this is sensible when the stanza is focused on 

beginning times: in this case, the first thing that the speaker remembers is Bergelmir 

being laid in his crib as a newborn. Alternatively, it has been suggested that Bergelmir 

is rather at the opposite end of his life cycle and is laid down dead on a bier.594 I agree 

with Machan when he says that “either ‘cradle’or ‘bier’ is thematically acceptable, 

though one might argue that in answer to a question about an earlier memory, 

recollection of a beginning, suggested by a birth, is more thematically and stylistically 

appropriate.”595 The question that Óðinn asks Vafþrúðnir in stanza 34 that prompts 
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stanza 35 in the eddic poem is “hvat þú first mant eþa fremst um veitzst,”596 to which 

stanza 35 is clearly a more apt reply that it is to the question in Gylfaginning. 

If the stanza is understood in relation to its context in Vafþrúðnismál, its 

inclusion in this section makes little sense, but as interpreted by the prose, it helps to 

answer the first question as to how the groups got on together. In the prose, it seems 

that the lúðr that Bergelmir is on is interpreted as an ark, saving Bergelmir and his 

family from the flood that wipes out the rest of the frost-giants. If we are not to 

accuse Snorri of accidently misinterpreting this stanza, we can conclude that he 

understands it as using it as fit for his purposes rather than assigning to it the meaning 

we can logically deduce from the context we have it preserved in in Vafþrúðnismál. 

Although it seems reasonable to conclude that Snorri knew Vafþrúðnismál as a dialogic 

wisdom poetry, there is no reason to assume that he knew exactly the same stanzas or 

the same stanzas in the same order, so it could be that the context in which he knew 

this stanza could have made it more suitable for interpreting the lúðr as an ark. If this 

is the case, it could be case that the stanza has inspired the question. Otherwise, read 

in the context of Vafþrúðnismál, the choice of this stanza is an uneasy one.   

Vǫluspá 5597 

The tenth question, “Hvat höfuðusk þá at Bors synir, ef þú trúir at þeir sé guð,”598 is 

followed by a lengthy prose reply, spoken by Hár, Jafnhár and Þriði (in RTW, it is 

only spoken by Hár in U), supported by one authenticating verse in all of the 

manuscripts, Vǫluspá stanza 5 (the poem is named in RTW; unnamed in U). In R, the 

question is framed as a reply by Gangleri to what he has just heard (“Þá svarar 

Gangleri”) but in the other manuscripts he is presented as simply saying his question. 

The stanza is related to the question insofar as it is about the beginning of the world, 

but it also jars with what is related in the narrative: the answer the question details the 
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stages the gods undertook to build the world, but the stanza at the end of this details 

what the world was like before they had done this. The introduction to the stanza fails 

to take this into consideration: “Svá er sagt í fornum vísindum at þaðan af váru dœgr 

greind ok áratal, svá sem segir í Vǫluspá,”599 forcing the author to add a sentence after 

the stanza, which is obviously about the times before this was able to happen (“Svá var 

áðr en þetta væri of jǫrð”)600 in a weak attempt to bring cohesiveness to the quotation 

of the stanza in the prose. The stanza is unsual because it has this sentence after it in 

order to align it with the prose that goes before it.  

Grímnismál 40-41 

After this, Gangleri comments on their answer601 and asks the eleventh question 

“Hvernig var jörðin háttuð?” in RTW. In U, there is only the comment “Mikil merki 

eru þetta ok mikil smíð” and no question, and so Hár’s response (“Hár svarar”) is in 

reponse only to the comment. Hár is also said to answer the comment and question in 

RW; in T, it says simply “þá segir Hár.” The prose answer is rather short but it is 

supported by two anonymous authenticating stanzas (Grímnismál stt. 40-41). 

Interestingly, only the content of the second verse is reflected in the prose. The first 

stanza, beginning “Ór Ymis holdi var jǫrð of skǫpuð,”602 which details that the earth 

was created from Ymir’s flesh, sea from his blood, trees from his hair, and the sky 

from his skull, is not presented at all in the prose with this question. The content of 

the second stanza is, however, used to lead into this stanza in the prose, and because it 

also has to do with what parts of the natural world were made from Ymir, the 

omission of the information in Grímnismál stanza 40 does not sound unnatural. The 

contents of the first stanza can be found further back in the prose in the answer to the 
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tenth question, in the reply about how Borr’s son made the world, and this seems a 

more appropriate place for the stanza to have been cited. The stanzas did not prompt 

the asking of question eleven, after which they are cited, but likely were in mind when 

question ten was formed. Otherwise, in the context it is now found in Gylfaginning, 

stanza 40 actually supplies information to the narrative rather than authenticating it. 

Questions 12-14 

Directly after Grímnismál stanzas 40-41 comes, in RTW, a comment on the 

information by Gangleri and the twelfth question: “hvaðan kómu menninir þeir er 

heim byggja?”603 In U, the comment and question are missing and a rubric is found 

instead: “Burs synir sköpuðu Ask ok Emlu.” U also lacks the speaker marking, “Þá 

svarar Hár” (RW) or “Þá segir Hár” (T) found in the other manuscripts, going straight 

from the rubric into the discussion. What follows is a rather long prose piece 

answering the question, with no verses cited. The actual question is answered only 

very briefly and then the answer moves on to a description of the founding of Troy, 

then Ásaþórr, and the ancestery and duty of Nótt [‘Night’] and her son, Dagr [‘Day’]. 

In U, the information ending with Ásaþórr and the telling about Nótt and Dagr is 

separated with a rubric: “Frá Nóra jötni ok Nótt, dóttur hans.” This leads directly 

onto the thirteenth question, which is missing in U (although what is the answer in 

RTW is present): “Hversu stýrir hann gang solar ok tungls?”604 The answer also does 

not contain verse; most noteworthy about this section is that the explanation to the 

question prompts Gangleri to give a comment that is not followed with a question, 

and that Hár replies in a matter-of-fact manner. Gangleri’s comment is a rhetorical 

one; it seems he knows why the sun moves so fast. The fourteenth question is 

prompted by and follows directly on from this, “Hverr er sá er henna gerir þann 

ómaka?”605 It is answered in a very brief and direct way; the information is all relevant 

and comes from Grímnismál stanza 39, although no verse is cited here. In U, the 
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situation is rather different. Gangleri’s comment is present, but Hár’s reply is 

formulated in just one sentence: “Nær gengr sá er hana leiðir.” After this, the 

fourteenth question is lacking but the answer given, very concisely.  

Vǫluspá 40-41 

In all the manuscripts, the answer prompts the following question, “Hver er ætt 

úlfana?,”606 the fifteenth in RTW. The fifteenth question about the origins of the 

wolves chasing the sun has two stanzas as part of its reply in all the manuscripts. The 

prose answer in U is abbreviated in comparison to the others, and while the poem is 

named in the other manuscripts, it is not in U. The stanzas end the section and the 

narrative immediately moves on, so the stanzas are used in a very standard way. The 

stanzas quoted are Vǫluspá stanzas 40-41. The content of the prose and the content of 

the stanzas are very similar and both the prose and the stanzas answer the question 

directly. The prose has several extra pieces of information not found in the stanzas: 

that “í þeim skógi byggja þær trǫllkonur er Járnviðjur heita.”607 In addition, “in aldna” 

in stanza thirteen is described as “Gýgr ein” in the prose. These women are not 

mentioned in the stanzas, in which only to a singular female is referred to in stanza 13. 

In U, there are important differences to the prose and stanzas found in this 

section in comparison to RTW. In U, the prose is much shorter. The information 

about the woodland called “Járnviður” and its trollish female inhabitants the 

“Járnviðjur” are condensed into one thought. The mother of the giants and wolves is a 

“gýgr” in RTW but a “gamla tröllkona” in U, and in U, the idea in RTW that all 

wolves come from the woodland is not present. U is more definite than RTW that 

Mánagarmr comes from the woodland; in U the introductory phrase in RTW “ok svá 

er sagt” is absent. In U, the detail in RTW about the winds that “eru þá ókyrrir ok 

gnýja heðan ok handan” is also missing. In the stanzas, the most significant differences 

are in stanza 13. In U we find “in arma” rather than “in aldna,” and “tungls tregari” 
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rather than “tungls tjúgari.” These differences in the stanza do not seem to account for 

the differences found in the prose. They do however give a different idea of the 

mother of the giants and trolls.  

Question 16 

The sixteenth question by Gangleri, “Hver er leið til himins af jörðu?,”608 is not 

answered with a stanza but instead contains an unusual and interesting reply. Firstly, 

it is said that as Hár answers he “hló við,” and his answer is preceded by a comment 

(“eigi er nú fróðliga spurt”) and a rhetorical question of his own (“Er þér eigi sagt þat 

at guðin gerðu brú til himis af jǫrðu, ok heitir Bifrǫst?”).609 Hár’s reply to Gangleri 

answers Gangleri’s question directly and also looks forward to the end of the world 

when the rainbow, functioning as a bridge, will break. This prompts a comment 

rather than a question from Gangleri that the bridge cannot be have been made in 

good faith by the gods, if it will break so easily, and Hár’s response is to defend the 

gods by saying nothing will be safe when Muspell’s sons advance. This section is 

notable for its personification of Muspell, which earlier in Gylfaginning is a region. 

The sons of Muspell should probably be taken to be the giants. In U it should be 

noted that this section is headed with a rubric, “Hár segir frá Bifröst,” and this time 

Gangleri’s question is indeed included. U is more specific about the questioning than 

RTW: in U we find “þá spyrr Gangleri” whereas RTW have mælti or mælir. 

Otherwise there are not notable differences in this section between RTW and U. 

Vǫluspá 9, 10-13, 15-16 

The seventeenth question has stanzas quoted to authenticate the response, although 

the stanzas are not directly related to the question. The question is “Hvat hafðisk 

Alföðr þá at er gǫrr var Ásgarðr?” and followed by a fairly lengthy prose answer.610 

There are six stanzas quoted at the end of the answer in a prose-verse complex, the 
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verse is all from Vǫluspá. Stanzas 9, 10.5-8, 11-13, 15, and 16.1-4 are present, with 

stanza 10.1-4 and stanza 14 of the poem paraphrased in the surrounding prose. This 

section thus shows that stanzas nine to sixteen as a unit was known to Snorri. It is 

noticable that in this section U is fairly close to RTW in structure; the prose is around 

the same length and all the same stanzas are quoted.The first stanza is introduced as a 

quotation from a named poem: “Svá segir í Vǫluspá,” and this is true of all the 

manuscripts. The prose answer begins by answering the question directly. The 

inclusion of the information about the dwarves at this point was perhaps prompted by 

the content of the first stanza quoted, stanza nine of Vǫluspá:  

Þá gengu regin ǫll 
á rǫkstóla 
ginnheilug goð, 
ok of þat gættusk 
at skyldi dverga 
drótt of skepja 
ór brimi blóðgu 
ok ór Bláins leggjum. 
Þar mannlíkum 
mǫrg of gerðusk, 
dvergar í jǫrðu, 
sem Durinn sagði.

611
 

Here it clearly states that the gods go to their judgement seats and deliberate, and this 

is reflected in the prose. From this point onwards, however, the intentions in the 

prose and in the verse seem disparate. In the prose, the gods discuss the dwarves from 

the perspective that they have already been created. They talk of “hvaðan dvergar 

hǫfðu kviknat í moldunni,”612 how the dwarves had taken shape in the flesh of Ymir 

and then how, by the decision of the gods, “urðu þeir vitandi mannvits.”613 All these 

things are in the past. In the stanza however, it is not clear that these things have 

already happened when the gods take their seats. It seems that they discuss the 

imminent creation of the dwarves. Durinn is invoked in both the prose and the verse: 

in the prose he is the second dwarf to be created, but in the stanza he is referenced as 
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the source of the story of the creation of the dwarves, “sem Durinn sagði,” or the 

source of knowledge of how to create the dwarves themselves. The authenticating 

stanza is thus used to show the same information existed in dwarf-form, but the story 

is woven into the plot of the prose in quite a different manner to that in which it 

exists in the stanza.  

Inbetween the first and the second stanza in this section is a sentence linking 

the creation of the dwarves with lists of their names. This sentence is slightly different 

in R, TW and U. In RTW, the sentence serves to explain that it is a “hon” who lists 

the names of the dwarves. This seems to be a direct reference back to the poem 

Vǫluspá that these stanzas are quoted from, and provides evidence that in this text the 

reader is expected to know and appreciate the original context of the stanzas. In U 

however, it is Durinn who tells the gods their names, “ok segir þeim nǫfn þeira,” 

linking the following stanzas with the first and its statement that Durinn is the source 

of knowledge for the creation of the dwarves (“sem þeim Durinn kendi”). In U then, 

the first and second and third stanzas are much more intergrated into the main prose 

answer to the question than in RTW, since the focus is on Durinn telling the gods, 

presumably as they sit in their judgement seats.  

After the third stanza (the second and third list dwarf names), the prose that 

links the stanzas shifts tone into a narratorial voice that is simply introducing lists: 

“En þessir eru ok dvergar ok búa í steinum, en inir fyrri í moldu,” and in RTW “En 

þessir kómu frá Svarinshaugi til Aurvanga á Jǫruvǫllu, ok eru komnir þaðan Lofarr. 

Þessi eru nǫfn þeirra.” In U however, again the second sentence is made to reference 

back to the overall answer to the question, and does so by prefacing an introduction 

similar to that in RTW with “Hár segir.”  

Vǫluspá 28; Grímnismál 29 

In the eighteenth question, “hvar er hǫfuðstaðrinn eða helgistaðrinn goðanna?,”614 U 

once again has a specific question word, “spyrr,” while RTW have “mælti”/“mælir.” 
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All four manuscripts have a very short answer that is directly to the point and which is 

not supported by any stanzas. 

The nineteeth question is an invitation by Gangleri to elaborate upon that short 

answer, “Hvat er at segja frá þeim stað?,” and in the answer we find two stanzas, one 

from Vǫluspá (st. 28.7-14) and one from Grímnismál (st. 29). The first stanza is not 

about Yggdrasil, the main place of the gods, as such, but about Mímir’s well, which is 

located under a root of the tree. The stanza is introduced with the name of the poem it 

comes from in all four manuscripts, and the final line of the stanza, “vituð þér enn eða 

hvat?,” is an intriguing remainder from the context the stanza has in Vǫluspá. In 

addition to the line discussed above in which RTW seem make direct reference to the 

seeress, here we find another indication that the audience is expected to bring their 

knowledge of the eddic poems quoted in Gylfaginning to bear when reading the text. It 

would have been easy for the compiler of Gylfaginning to omit this line. It was 

possibly included ironically and could be a reference by Jafnhár (who is speaking this 

section) to the questioning of Gangleri, especially since Gangleri is an Odinnic figure 

and is it Óðinn who is doing the questioning in Vǫluspá, as the first line of the quoted 

stanza makes clear as the speaker (the seeress/Jafnhár) addresses Óðinn directly (“Allt 

veit ek Óðinn”). After this stanza, the prose answer continues (which is unusual, since 

stanzas usually come at the end of replies), and at the end of the section that details 

how the gods reach their meeting place, quotes a stanza (Grímnismál 29) that lists the 

rivers that Þórr must wade on his journey. The stanza is not introduced as a quotation 

and so the poem is not named. Rather, the stanza is introduced as a list: “En Þórr 

gengr til dóms sins ok veðr ár þær er svá heita.” The two stanzas are thus not entirely 

relevant to the question that Gangleri posed about what was there to tell about the 

holy place of the gods. At the end of the second stanza, the section ends and another 

question is asked. 

Fáfnismál 13 

The next question by Gangleri (question twenty) demonstrates that the characters 

Hár, Jafnhár and Þriði should be thought to speak the stanzas as part of their answers. 

The verses are not simply narratorial interruptions of the dialogue. Gangleri’s 
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question is “Brenn eldr yfir Bifrǫst?,”615 a question clearly designed to be prompted by 

two lines in the stanza at the end of the previous section: “þvíat Ásbrú / brenn ǫll 

loga.”616 The inclusion of this connection aids the compiler or author of Gylfaginning 

in introducing coherency to the narrative where possible and also helps to imbue an 

air of authentic dialogue to the exchange presented. Nevetheless, the stanza cited as 

the end of the prose answer spoken by Hár (Fáfnismál st. 13) is one of the most 

outstanding examples of the stanza cited having nothing to do with the question 

posed. The question is whether fire burns over Bifrǫst, but the stanza is about the 

parentage of the norns. In its introduction however the stanza is unremarkable, it is 

introduced as an anonymous quotation with “svá sem hér segir,” and a new question is 

asked straight after the stanza. 

Gangleri’s Comment 

Gangleri next speaks a comment rather than a question, and this too, like question 

twenty, is thematically related to the end of the question before. The stanza ending 

question twenty about the norns is reflected in the question “Ef nornir ráða ørlǫgum 

manna, þá skipta þær geysi ójafnt, er sumir hafa got líf ok ríkulegt, en sumir hafa lítit 

lén eða lof, sumir langt líf, sumir skamt.”617 This is similar in its criticism of 

mythological figures to his previous comment that Bifrǫst can not have been built in 

good faith if it will be destroyed by Muspell’s sons marching over it. Like that 

comment, it prompts a defensice reply by Hár (no verse), of two types of norns, good 

and evil. Hár thus takes the side of the mythological creatures. 

Grímnismál 35, 34, Vǫluspá 19 

Gangleri’s next question (number twenty-one) reveals that the intervening questions 

between this one and the one about the gods’holy place being Yggdrasil were in fact a 

digression, since he brings the subject back to Yggdrasil: “Hvat er fleira at segja 
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stórmerkja frá askinum?”618 This question is preceded in U by a rubric, “Frá Aski 

Yggdrasils.” This diversion back to the tree is done with a knowing question by 

Gangleri, and as a result reads as an authorial realisation that more ought or must be 

said about Yggdrasil and as a result of Gangleri already knowing the answer to the 

questions he poses; this is reinforced by Hár’s comment at the top of his answer: 

“Mart er þar af at segja.”619  

The answer to the question is lengthy and includes three stanzas (Grímnismál 

35, 34 and Vǫluspá 19). Since the question is extremely general, the whole reply, since 

it is all about Yggdrasil in some way, is relevant. Only the prose holds the information 

about eagle on top of the ash and the hawk Veðrfǫlnir, Ratatoskr, and the names of 

the stags that eat the foliage of the tree. The first stanza quoted, Grímnismál stanza 35, 

is introduced an anonymous stanza, “svá segir hér.”620 Not mentioned in the prose is 

that the ash experiences the movements and niblings of the animals as privatations 

(lines 1-3 of the stanza),621 but the hart biting the tree (here one seems to represent 

many) and Níðhǫggr gnawing from below are in the both the stanza and the prose.  

This stanza is linked to the next with “svá er sagt” in RT, “ svá er enn sagt” in 

W and “ok enn segir hér svá” in U; the manuscripts thus link Grímnismál 34 with 

Grímnismál 35 subtly differently. In RT the link might emphasise the similarity of the 

content as well as its continuation, the following stanza naming the snakes that plague 

the tree (these snakes are mentioned but not named in the prose). In W, the link 

emphasises that there is more to say on the matter, and U points this directly, 

presenting the exact place (“hér”) that more information is recorded. This followed by 

another piece of prose, introduced with “enn er þat sagt,” that mirrors the link 

between the stanzas and elimantes the need for what would be a repetitive question 
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from Gangleri. The prose appears to be an attempt to rationalise the content of the 

third stanza about the white mud that Yggdrasil is drenched in, assigning it to the 

norns’act of preservation in the prose so that the tree does not rot, because the water 

in “Urðar brunni” (in the stanza) is so holy that it turns all it touches white (in the 

prose). Unusually there is prose following the stanza that represents the end of the 

section, rather than finishing with the stanza. The prose comments on dew “er í dali 

falla”622 in the stanza, and adds in comment about the birds in the well being the 

ancestors of the modern swan, in a topic not commented on in the stanza.  

Vǫluspá 23 

From the Yggdrasil and the well, Gangleri moves on to ask about other important 

places, “hvat er þar fleira hǫfuðstaða en at Urðar brunni?,”623 (question twenty-two) an 

echo of a question he has already asked and a rather poorly concealed attempt by the 

author to move on to a new topic. In U, this follows the rubric “Hér segir frá 

Álf[heimum].” The answer is supported by one verse, related to the part of the prose 

that describes the various halls of the gods. Since the question is so general, the stanza 

is broadly related. The emphasis in the prose answer about Gimlé, the subject of the 

verse, is that it will stand for all-time, and in the stanza, which is Vǫluspá stanza 23, 

this is expressed as men “of aldrdaga / ynðis njóta.”624 This longevity is in contrast to 

the concern in previous passages about Bifrǫst being destroyed at the end of the 

world, and the theme is reflected in Gangleri’s next question: “Hvat gætir þess staðar 

þá er Surtalogi brennir himin ok jǫrð?,”625 which links back to Gangleri’s concern with 

the sons of Muspell destroying Bifrǫst. Hár’s reply to the question is non-commital, 

“svá er sagt at…”626 and there is no verse given to back up what he says. 
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Vafþrúðnismál 37 

The following question (number twenty-four), is a curious comment that enquires 

about a natural feature, the wind, that Gangleri is already aware of, rather than asking 

after mythological information as such: 

Hvaðan kemr vindr? Hann er sterkr svá at hann hrœrir stór hǫf ok hann œsir eld en svá sterkr sem 
hann er þá má eigi sjá hann. Því er hann undarliga skapaðr.”

627
 

The reply from Hár is in RTW introduced with “Þat kann ek vel segja þér,”628 and is a 

short and direct answer, undoubtedly facilitated by the existence of a stanza directly 

on this topic, Vafþrúðnismál stanza 37, and Hár’s answer comes directly from this 

stanza. The author seems to have had this stanza in mind when he formulated 

Gangleri’s question, and we can assume Gangleri must have known the answer, and 

that the naïve comment after his actual question is an attempt to disguise this. The 

short section is concluded with the stanza. 

Question 25 

The next question, twenty-five, is not in U. The section is simply omitted. In RTW, 

Gangleri’s question “Hví skilr svá mikit at sumar skal vera heitt en vetr kald?”629 

provokes a lengthier comment from Hár than those that have appeared previously in 

the text: “Eigi mundi svá fróðr maðr spyrja, þvíat þetta vitu allir at segja, en ef þú ert 

einn orðinn svá fáviss at eigi hefir þetta heyrt, þá vil ek þó þat vel virða at heldr spyrir 

þú eitt sinn ófróðliga en þú gangir lengir duliðr þess er skylt er at vita.”630 This self-

reflexive comment is perhaps related to two matters. The first is the text book model 

for the narrative, designed to educate young scholars, in which the basic structure is a 

tightly configured question and answer sequence. The second is the episode at the 

beginning of Gylfaginning where Gylfi/Gangleri enquires as to whether there are any 
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wise men in the building, Hár replying that he would fare badly unless he turned out 

to be the wiser. This stems from the model of the wisdom contest that the narrative 

also employs. Hár’s earlier threat is here tempered with a wish to impart information. 

There is no stanza employed in this section, but nevertheless the two models upon 

which the narrative is formed are clearly seen at this point. 

Lokasenna 29, 21 

U is back in tandem with the other three manuscripts at the beginning of the twenty-

sixth question, which in U follows the rubric “Hér segir frá nöfnum Óðins ok ríki.” 

The question is “Hverir eru Æsir þeir er mǫnnum er skylt at trúa á?”631 The pattern in 

the prose answer of all three respondents answering one after the other, Hár, Jafnhár 

and Þriði, seems a logical manner to answer the questions put forth by Gangleri, 

seeing as there are three of them. It is tempting to speculate that this may have been 

the original intention for the format of the answers in Gylfaginning, one that is now 

lost or that was never fully realised. The stanzas quoted towards the end of the answer 

are directly relevant to what was asked but can not be said to have inspired the 

question. The first stanza is part of the answer telling about Óðinn, and is quoted in 

connection with explaining who Óðinn’s wife is and her capabilities. Most notably the 

stanza is introduced in such a way as to acknowledge its status as both quotation and 

dialogue: “…ok veit hon ørlǫg manna þótt hon segi eigi spár, svá sem hér er sagt at 

Óðinn mælir sjálfr við þann Ás er Loki heitir.”632 The stanza that follows is unusal 

because, unlike the other stanzas which are more or less direct quotations of (usually) 

whole stanzas that are extant, the stanza here is an amalgamation of stanzas 29.1, 4-6 

and 21.1-2 of Lokasenna in the Codex Regius manuscript. The beginning of the 

stanza, “Œrr ertu Loki / ok ørviti, / hví ne legskaþu, Loki?,”633 Is irrelevant to the 

point of the answer, that is to tell of Frigg’s abilities, but is likely included because the 

introduction of the stanza as dialogue as well as evidence adds an extra layer of 
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authentication to the narrative. The prose continues after the stanza with alternative 

names for Óðinn, culminating in a list stanza that Óðinn is, again, said to have spoken, 

this time when he arrived in the past at Geirrøðr’s hall. The Óðinnic nature of all the 

characters is highlighted by the inclusion of the names Hár, Jafnhár, Þriði and 

Gangleri, and also of the name Grímnir, when Grímnismál as a named poem is quoted 

in an authenticating role in the narrative. The comment this prompts from Gangleri is 

that one would have to be very learned to be able to explain all these names, and Hár’s 

subsequent agreement supports the irony of the piece, since this is exactly what they 

are doing, and exactly what the narrative Gylfaginning is for; as Hár says, “muntu eigi 

mega fróðr maðr heita ef þú skalt eigi kunna segja frá þeim stórtíðindum.”634 Here the 

text reflects both on the characters within and its external readers, who are 

simultaneously learning the mythological information. The deflection by Hár of the 

mythological reasons behind Óðinn’s names by instead saying that different languages 

have adapted his name as necessary is done so on the same premise as the famously 

euhemeristic Prologue to the Edda.  

Grímnismál 12, Skaði’s stanza, Grímnismál 11, 14 

Gangleri’s next question (twenty-eight) refocuses the narrative on the dialogic 

exchange of information rather than a reflection on its value. The question is related 

to those before it: “Hver eru nöfn annarra ásanna? Eða hvat hafask þeir at? Eða hvat 

hafa þeir gert til frama?”635 The presentation of three questions invites the relation of a 

wide range of material about the gods, and is an authorial device for presenting 

information together that might not be directly related. The stanza cited in the answer 

is unusual because it comes half way through the prose answer. It is about Þórr’s hall 

Bilskirnir and is the second of the gods’ dwelling places to warrant memoralising and 

quoting through verse (the first was Gimlé). The stanza is introduced with “svá segir í 

Grímnismálum”636 in all the manuscripts, although its status as a verse that was 
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spoken in its original context is clear from the stanza in which someone speaks of 

themselves in the first person. Although the question opens up the possibility to 

engage with a lot of material in this section, in fact only Þórr is talked about, and 

Gangleri is forced to prompt for more information: “Spyrja vil ek tíðinda af fleiri 

Ásunum”637 (in U, Gangleri asks rather specifically about more of Óðinn’s sons).   

The subsequent reply by Hár is a complex of prose and verse. The beginning of 

the reply, “Annarr son Óðins er Baldr,” is particularly  fitting for the comment as 

expressed in U, opening the answer in a list fashion about Óðinn’s sons.  The first 

part of the answer about the identities of the Æsir is about the god Baldr. Similarly to 

the previous section about Þórr, the stanza authenticating the biography of Baldr is 

about his hall. The stanza is a quotation from Grímnismál stanza 12:  

Breiðablik heita  
þar er Baldr hefir 
sér of gerva sali, 
í því landi 
er ek liggja veit 
fæsta feiknstafi.

638
 

The “fæsta feiknstafi” is expressed in the prose as “óhreint” and it is debatable about 

whether this implies the same thing. The stanza is introduced with “svá sem hér segir” 

and is anonymous. The answer continues in a list fashion with the third god, Njǫrðr, 

although this time he is not a son of Óðinn. The stanzas quoted in this section are 

speech stanzas from Njǫrðr and Skaði, each explaining why they hate living where 

their spouse would like to live. The stanzas are of unknown provenance although are 

clearly much older than Gylfaginning, since Saxo recognisably quotes them in Latin 

translation.The first stanza, spoken by Njǫrðr, is introduced with “þá kvað hann 

þetta,”639 introducing the stanza as dialogue and as part of the story. The second 

stanza, Skaði’s stanza, is introduced with “þá kvað Skaði þetta,”640 to set up a short 
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dialogue reminiscent of the lengthier examples found in the fornaldarsǫgur. The third 

stanza in the section is from Grímnismál, stanza 11, and authenticates the end of the 

story about Skaði: 

Þrymheimr heitir 
er Þjazi bjó, 
sá hinn ámátki jǫtunn, 
en nú Skaði byggvir, 
skír brúðr guða, 
fornar toptir fǫður.

641
 

Like the episodes about Þórr and Baldr above, this stanza also identifies the hall in 

which Skaði dwells after her father. The stanza is introduced with “svá er sagt,” and so 

here the narrative reverts to using authenticating stanzas in the story of Skaði and 

Njǫrðr rather than remaining in dialogue mode. This continues with the similarly 

authenticating stanza introduced with “svá er sagt”642 when the story relates what 

happens to Njǫrðr and his subsequent children: 

Fólkvangr heitir, 
en þar Freyja ræðr 
sessa kostum í sal. 
Hálfan val 
hon kýss á hverjan dag, 
en hálfan Óðinn á.

643
 

This is the fourth stanza about the name of the hall or residence in which a deity 

dwells, and the naming of halls can thus be seen to be an important theme in this 

section of Gylfaginning, and the emphasis on naming could perhaps be contrasted to 

the anonymous hall into which Gylfi/Gangleri enters at the beginning of the text. 

Although before the stanza it states that “hon [Freyja] á þann bœ á himni er 

Fólkvangar heita,”644 in the prose after the stanza it is said that actually, her hall is 

called Sessrúmnir, and is “mikill og fagr.”645 This seperates two aspects of Freyja into 
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two separate spaces: on the one hand, as the important mythological information 

relayed in the stanza makes clear, she is a receiver of half the slain, but on the other 

hand, she is a goddess of love, and her second hall is a different space in which this 

role is played.  

Grímnismál 13, Heimdallrgaldr 

Gangleri’s subsequent comment again emphasises the power of knowledge,646 and is 

ended with his next question, the thirtieth, enquiring if there are yet more gods.647 In 

U, this is preceeded with a rubric: “Hversu biðja skal ásinn, ok frá Braga ok 

Heimdall.” The prose that follows relates Týr and Bragi and his wife Iðunn, the story 

of which provokes a comment from Gangleri and a reply by Hár in which he laughs as 

he is speaking.648 Such inclusions give a realistic air to the dialogue. The catalogue of 

gods continues with Heimdallr, and at the end of the information about him comes 

yet another stanza about the hall of the gods from Grímnismál stanza 13, which seems 

to serve primarily to identify the hall and the fun the gods have in it, although it also 

identifies one of Heimdallr’s role as the “valda véum,”649 the ruler of the holy places. 

This stanza is an authenticating stanza introduced with “hér er svá sagt” (R), “svá segir 

hér” (T), “þat er sagt” (W) or “svá segir” (U) and is thus anonymous. Immediately 

following this stanza comes another quotation, from an otherwise unknown poem 

named in the narrative as Heimdallrgaldr, in which the speech of Heimdallr is 

explicitly presented as being extra authenticating: “ok enn segir hann sjálfr í 

Heimdalargaldri”650 (this stanza concerns his rather mysterious parentage). The 

narrative, unprompted by further questions or comments, turns back to listing gods 

with brief information, and Hǫðr, Víðarr, Áli and Ullr are covered until the narrative 

reaches Forseti, and the quotation of the next stanza. Like the first stanza connected 
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to Heimdallr, the stanza about Forseti relates the name of his hall and his mythological 

role  and is introduced with “svá segir hér” as an authenticating stanza.651 After this 

there is a long prose piece about the god Loki, introduced in U straight after the 

stanza with “Hér segi frá æ[si L]oka,” and no stanzas are cited as part of this short 

story, although in U it is broken up with an additional rubric, “Frá Fenrisúlfi ok 

ásum.” Gangleri contributes to its relation only with a comment and question that 

prompts Hár to relate the second part of the narrative about the fettering of the wolf 

that Loki sires, and his comment and question is prompted by Hár by Hár’s own 

reflective comments on the situation,652 with a second question and comment from 

Gangleri oddly placed right towards the end of the lengthy narrative about it being 

terrible that Loki begot the monster and asking why the gods simply did not kill it.653 

Hár’s short reply is followed by a completely unrelated question by Gangleri, and with 

that the inset story of Loki and the wolf ends and the dialogue between Gangleri and 

the respondets resumes. 

Grímnismál 36 

Gangleri’s thirty-second question, “hverjar eru Ásynjurnar?,”654 opens the way for a list 

structure to the narrative similar to that encountered when the male gods are 

discussed, and the goddesses are listed by Hár is a numbered fashion. Verse occurs in 

the relation of the fourteenth goddess, Gná. Here, similar to the episode in which 

Njǫrðr and Skaði speak, there are two stanzas (provenance unknown) that document a 

conversation Gná is meant to have had with an unnamed person, the first introduced 

with “þá mælti enn,”655 asking what its is flying through the sky, and her response, 

introduced with “hon svarar,” explaining she is not flying but travelling through the 

air on a horse (both the stanza and the prose name the horse as Hófvarfnir). In the 
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same section relating the female goddesses, a stanza list stanza is quoted that ends 

with “þær bera einherjum ǫl.”656 The contents of this stanza, from Grímnismál (stanza 

36), are interpreted in the prose as references to valkryies.657 The stanza is introduced 

with “svá eru þær nefndar í Grímnismálum”658 and thus clearly introduces the stanza 

as both a quotation and a list of names, with the mythological role of those named as 

the last line in the stanza. Such a structure of object/person plus mythological role was 

observed several times above when stanzas are quoted in Gylfaginning about the gods 

and their halls. The section on the goddesses is concluded with a short piece of prose 

detailing a couple more female figures counted amongst the goddesses. 

Skírnismál 42 

After the section about the goddesses comes a division that is silent in RTW but 

marked with a rubric in U: “Freyr fekk Gerðr.” The inset tale is that told in the poem 

Skírnismál. The tale is much abbreviated in U, but the extended version in RTW 

contains a quotation of Skírnismál stanza 42 and a comment by Gangleri on what he 

has just heard (this comment is also absent in U). The quotation from Skírnismál is 

introduced as dialogue (“En er Skírnir sagði Frey sitt eyrindi þá kvað hann þetta”).659 

The stanza is clearly quoted from the past and may on this occasion have been selected 

for quotation for its romantic qualities, quite different to the other stanzas included in 

the text, which are more factual. Directly after the stanza, Hár sums up the ultimate 

outcome of the story (which explains why Freyr is unarmed and killed Beli with an 

antler), and Gangleri’s comment that the loss of the sword was not wise prompts Hár 

to comment that it will be worse at the end of the world, which reveals the true 

mythological reason for revealing that Freyr is unarmed; in this discussion, 

Rangnarǫk is presented as in the future. These comments are absent in U. 
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Grímnismál 18, 19 

From here, the subject changes. In U, this is marked by a rubric: “Frá vist ok drykk 

með ásum.” In RTW, a comment by Gangleri brings the subject back around to those 

who have falled in battle and go to Óðinn in Valhǫll, and ends his comment with the 

question “Hvat hefir hann at fá þeim at vistum? Ek hugða at þar skyldi vera allmikit 

fjǫlmenni.”660 In U the question is phrased quite differently. The introductory 

comment is left out, and instead the question reads “Hvat hefir Óðinn at fá svá mǫrgu 

fólki sem þar er, ef allir vápndauðir men koma til hans?” and the prose answer in U is 

also slightly briefer than in RTW. At the end of the prose answer in all the 

manuscripts however, the stanza cited (stanza 18 of Grímnismál) is directly relevant to 

the question. The prose introduction to the stanza emphaises the status of the stanza 

as a particularly esoteric piece of information: 

En þessi spurning er nú spyrr þú þykki mér líkara at fáir muni svá vísir vera at hér kunni satt af at 
segja. Andhrímnir heitir steikarinn en Eldhrímnir ketillinn. Svá er hér sagt: 
 Andhrímnir lætr í Eldhrímni 

Sæhrímni soðinn, 
fleska bazt. 
En þat fáir vitu 
við hvat einherjar alask.

661
 

The knowledge that the voice in the stanza claims is transferred to those who quote 

the stanza, and serves to emphasise the perceived wisdom of the speakers, and by 

extention, the author of the work.  

The stanza about the feeding of the einherjar closes that section and Gangleri 

moves on with the logical next question: “Hvárt hefir Óðinn þat sama borðhald sem 

einherjar?”662 The short prose reply to the question is fashioned directly from a stanza 

that is quoted as an authenticating stanza at the end of the answer from Grímnismál 

stanza 19, the only extra information the prose supplies is that Geri and Freki are 

wolves. Mention of these two wolves that Óðinn feeds provokes the mention of two 
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other animals that Óðinn keeps: the ravens Huginn and Muninn. The stanza is 

introduced with “svá sem hér segir”663 although in the stanza it is clear that it is a 

stanza spoken by a character at some point, since it contains the first person pronoun. 

In Gylfaginning, we thus find a variety of ways of dealing with stanzas that were 

obviously once spoken in a different context in the first person. One method is to 

ignore it and treat the stanza as a pure authenticating stanza anyway, which is what 

this section does. Another method is to incorporate the stanza as dialogue, using the 

first person to bring immediacy and interest to the story. Another method is to 

combine the two, using the stanza in a quasi-autheticating manner whilst making it 

clear it is spoken by another character at another time and is an acknowledged 

quotation. 

Grímnismál 23 

The following sections of Gylfaginning are especially conscious of the question and 

answer format and retain it strictly, and there are also a number of comments by both 

Gangleri and Hár amongst them. The first question follows logically from the 

question about the food the einherjar receive, and Gangleri would now like to know 

what they receive to drink; Hár’s comment that “undarliga spyrðu nú”664 points out 

that this is indeed a strange question to Hár, perhaps since the answer should be 

obvious as he already mentioned in the narrative the wine that Óðinn drinks. Hár 

himself makes a comment that allows him to continue with a story about what the 

slain warriors drink: “Annat kann ek þér þaðan segja”665 and Gangleri’s comment that 

the tree that feeds the mead-producing goat that Hár mentions must be very good 

allows Hár to continue with information not related to the question, where he 

produces a list of the rivers that flow from the horns of the stag that stands on Valhǫll 

and feeds from the same tree as the goat. Here it seems that the information given is 

related by association to the information given in the direct answer to the question.  
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In the section that follows, the characters themselves comment on the process 

itself of creating and answering questions. Gangleri comments that Valhǫll must be 

incredibly large,666 and Hár’s reply is revealing: 

Þá svarar Hár: ‘Hví spyrr þú eigi þess, hversu margar dyrr eru á Valhǫll eða hversu stórar? Ef þú heyrir 
þat sagt þá muntu segja at hit er undarligt ef eigi má ganga út ok inn hverr er vill. En þat er með sǫnnu 
at segja at eigi er þrøngra at skipa hana en ganga í hana. Hér máttu heyra í Grímnismálum.’

667
 

In previous similar sections, such a comment by Gangleri has been sufficient to elicit 

an answer or information from Hár. Here, Hár formulates a question to feed to 

Gangleri, and thus one that he obviously knows the answer to. Here the format moves 

away from a wisdom contest, seeing as the competitive aspect is here removed. Hár 

suggests the question because he anticipates Gangleri will find the answer amazing, 

but rather than rephrase the information he would authenticate with a stanza, Hár 

simply cites a stanza as the answer, which is named in the narrative as coming from 

Grímnismál (stanza 23). Hár specifically indicates that the stanza is the source of the 

answer, “hér máttu heyra í Grímnismálum.” Here the stanza is between an 

authenticating and dialogue stanza: it is clearly spoken at the answer to the question 

but also acknowledged as a quotation. This is the situation in RTW. In U, the section 

is structured differently. The comment by Gangleri that provokes Hár answer cited 

above in abbreviated in U, and is sufficient to provoke an answer from Hár (the 

stanza) without the prose cited above. The stanza is simply introduced as “þá segir 

Hár” and the self-conscious comments by Hár are absent. The poem the stanza comes 

from is not named in U, and the stanza is quoted as dialogue, making it a rather 

unusual section in the text of U.  

Vafþrúðnismál 41 

The following section is also carefully constructed using verse. The section begins 

with a comment by Gangleri leading to a question: “eða hvat er skemtun einherjanna 
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þá er þeir drekka eigi?”668 The answer is structured typically at first: a short prose 

answer (which is very short in U) leading to an authenticating verse (Vafþrúðnismál 

41) introduced with “svá sem hér segir.”669 Hár however continues with “En satt er þat 

er þú sagðir: mikill er Óðinn fyrir sér,”670 making an explicit reference to something 

else said in the narrative and acknowledging the validity of the knowledgable 

statements that Gangleri makes. Hár is also here very conscious of the evidence that 

he can use to authenticate his statements: “Mǫrg dœmi finnask til þess. Svá er hér sagt 

í orðum sjálfra Ásanna”671 and here presents the words of the Æsir themselves as a 

particularly strong form of evidence. It is possible therefore that the reader is also 

meant to understand previous quotations in which characters (usually gods) speak in 

the first person as a particularly valid form of evidence for the narrative. This form of 

authentication in Gylfaginning is likely related to the use of evidence verses in the 

konungasǫgur, in which a verse is related as spoken by a skald, sometimes in the first 

person, rather than including impersonal stanzas purely for the sake of their content.  

Vǫluspá 25-26 

The section following is linked to what has come before by mention of the horse 

Sleipnir in the stanza. In RTW, this prompts the following: “Þá mælti Gangleri: 

‘Hverr á þann hest Sleipni? Eða hvat er frá honum at segja?”672 In U, a shorter question 

about the horse follows a rubric: “Frá því er er Loki gat Sleipni við Svaðilfœra. 

Gangleri segir: ‘Hvaðan kom hestrinn Sleipnir?’” This is an invitation for all kinds of 

material pertinent to Sleipnir to be brought forth in the narrative in both manuscripts, 

but it is the beginning of Hár’s answer in RTW that makes it clear that Hár is about 

to begin a lengthy tale: “Hár segir: ‘Eigi kanntu deili á Sleipni ok eigi veiztu atburði af 
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hverju hann kom! – en þat mun þér þykkja frásagnarvert.’”673 This is not present in U 

and the answer is also somewhat more abbreviated in that manuscript than in RTW. 

The answer is the tale of the giant builder, and the immediate context of the citation 

of two stanzas (25 and 26, although in W only the second half of 26 is present) from 

Vǫluspá towards the end of the tale in fact provide the direct answer to the question: 

“En Loki hafði þá ferð haft til Svaðilfœra at nokkvoru síðar bar hann fyl. Þat var grátt 

ok hafði átta fœtr, ok er sá hestr beztr með goðum ok mǫnnum. Svá segir í Vǫluspa.” 

The content of the stanzas however have nothing to do with the conception and birth 

of Sleipnir, but rather the overall story leading up to the creation of the horse – they 

do not actually mention the horse itself though, nor hint in that direction. The stanzas 

thus do not answer the question directly at all, leaving that to a small section of the 

prose before them, as quoted, and function rather as background to the story behind 

the answer given in the prose.  

An Anonymous Stanza 

Gangleri does not pause to comment on the lengthy tale Hár has told, and rather 

moves the narrative on to subject that was touched upon much further back in the 

narrative: “Þá mælir Gangleri: ‘Hvat er at segja frá Skíðblaðni er hann er beztr skipa? 

Hvárt er ekki skip jafngott sem hann er eða jafnmikit?”674 (In U, this is “Hvat er sagt 

frá Skíðblaðni, er hann bezt skipa?” The question was probably inserted here to form a 

pair of questions concerning “the best of” various items (horses and ships). There is no 

verse present to authenticate the answer that Hár gives, and in RTW a complex of 

comments ensue reflecting the model of the wisdom dialogue that the text draws 

upon. Gangleri asks a question that he then judges the respondents as having difficulty 

answering: 

Þá mælir Gangleri: ...Hvárt hefir Þórr hvergi svá farit at hann hafi hitt fyrir sér svá ríkt eða ramt at 
honum ofrefli í verit fyrir afls sakar eða fjǫlkyngi? 
Þá mælir Hár: ‘Fár maðr vættir mik at frá því kunni segja, en mart hefir honum harðfœrt þótt. En þótt 
svá hafi verit at nokkvorr hlutr hafi svá verit ramr eða sterkr at Þórr hafi eigi sigr fengit á unnit, þá er 
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eigi skylt at segja frá, fyrir því at mǫrg dœmi eru til þess, ok því eru allir skyldir at trúa, at Þórr er 
mátkastr.’ 
Þá mælir Gangleri: ‘Svá lízk mér sem þess hlutar mun ek yðr spurt hafa er engi er til fœrr at segja.’

675
 

This clearly refers back to the model of the wisdom contest, for example in 

Vafþrúðnismál where the consequences seem more serious; here, Gangleri does not 

assume a particularly threatening tone. After this, however, the respondents defend 

themselves and Þriði tells a long tale of Þórr’s trip to Útgarðaloki. It is noticable that it 

is Þriði rather than Hár that assumes the narration here, since it has been primarily 

Hár who has done the talking in Gylfaginning up to this point. In U, the role of Þriði 

is explicitly pointed out in a rubric: “Hér þegir Þriði.” In U, Þriði does not speak; he is 

not introduced to tell the tale and, after another rubric “Hér hefr sögu Þórs ok 

Útgarðaloka,” Hár tells the story instead. This is a rather inexplicable narrative 

difference between RTW and U, although one suggestion might be that the title was 

added to U by someone who was familiar with the longer RTW version, and found 

the difference in speakers remarkable. The story in U is abbreviated in comparison 

with RTW, and no stanzas are quoted in the inset tale. The reflective comments in 

the narrative by the characters also differ between RTW and U. In U, the comment 

“Nú ætla ek engan kunna þér sannara at segja frá þessi ferð Þórs”676 in RTW is absent, 

and the ensuing comment and question (“Eða hvárt hefir Þórr ekki þessa hefnt?”)677 by 

Gangleri in RTW replaced in U with a rubric “Hér segir frá því er Þórr fór at draga 

Miðgarðsorminn,” and in U, Hár’s comment that the story is widely known even 

amongst those who are not scholars is not present.678 Similarly, when the narrative 

moves on to the story of slaying of Baldr, the question in RTW (“Hafa nokkvor meiri 

tíðindi orðit með Ásunum? Allmikit þrekvirki vann Þórr í þessi ferð”)679 is replaced by 

a rubric and comment in U to introduce the new theme: “Frá lífláti Baldrs ok fór 
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Hermóðs til Heljar. Þá mælti Gangleri: ‘Mikit afrek var þetta.’” Although there is no 

question here, Hár’s reply is introduced with “Hár svaraði.”  

The one stanza included in the inset tale recounting the death of Baldr is a 

speech stanza of unknown provenance: 

Þeir biðja hana gráta Baldr ór Helju. Hon segir: 
‘Þǫkk mun gráta 
þurrum tárum Baldrs bálfarar. 
Kyks né dauðs 
nautka ek karls sonar: 
haldi Hel því er hefir.’ 
En þess geta menn at þar hafi verit Loki Laufeyjarson er flest hefir illt gert með Ásum.

680
 

 After this stanza in RTW comes a comment and question in RTW enquiring 

whether Loki received punishment for ensuring Loki could not be retrieved from Hel, 

but in U, there is no divide (no question or rubric) between this stanza and the next 

section. After the long tale of Loki’s imprisionment, Gangleri’s next question is 

prompted by the mention of Ragnarǫkr in the prose: “þá mælti Gangleri: ‘Hver 

tíðindi eru at segja frá um ragnarøkr? Þess hefi ek eigi fyrr heyrt gefit.”681 This is a 

disingenuous comment by Gangleri, since the resondents have mentioned Ragnarǫk 

to him twice before.682 So in RTW, although in T, there is a rubric, “UM 

RAGNARØKKR.” In U, the rubric and question is formulated somewhat 

differently: “Frá Fimbulvetri og ragnar[ø]kkrum. ‘Hvat segir þú frá Fimbulvetri?” 

segir Gangleri.” In all four of the manuscript there is an authenticated verse cited, 

Vǫluspá stanza 45. In RTW, the poem is named, “svá segir í Vǫluspá,”683 but after a 

short, and somewhat different answer in comparison to RTW, in U the poem is not 

named. In RTW, the Fimbulvetr is introduced in the answer and then described, 

whereas the text in U simply tells about the winter. The stanza quoted does not tell 
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about the extreme winter weather as emphasised in the prose, but rather focuses on 

the discord in society that will take place, until finally “veröld steypisk.”  

Vǫluspá 46, 48, 50-53, 55-57, Vafþrúðnismál 18, Vǫluspá 38-39 

As the narrative of Gylfaginning draws towards the end of the world, more stanzas 

from Vǫluspá are cited. In RTW, a long unit of stanzas is cited to authenticate the 

narrative, with the poem named in RTW and anonymous in U. The stanzas relate to 

the whole story of the end of the world, rather than simply their immediate 

introductory context. There are initially nine stanzas cited, stanzas 46, 48, 50-53, 55-57 

of Vǫluspá. In U, we find stanzas 46, some lines of 48, and 57. In RTW, after the final 

verse, we find “hér segir enn svá” and then Vafþrúðnismál stanza 18 appears. The long 

unit of stanzas may have been chosen in order to reinforce the sense of narrative flow 

when relating the dramatic events leading to the demise of the gods, and the 

Vafþrúðnismál stanza tagged on at the end reads very much like an afterthought, 

seeing as it authenticates only a small detail in the prose narrative, the size of the field 

Vígríðr, unless the immense size of the battlefield was held to be of particular 

importance to the author or reader.  

The prosimetric structure of the episode is typical, and after the Vafþrúðnismál 

stanza (absent in U), the narrative moves directly on with a question from Gangleri (in 

all four manuscripts). It is notable that in U, part of Gangleri’s question in RTW, 

“…hafið þér áðr sagt at hverr maðr skal lifa í nokkvorum heimi um allar aldir?”684 

seems to appear as part of Hár’s answer: “Hverr skal þá búa í nökkurum heimi.” In 

RTW, Hár does not speak here and the narrative voice goes straight to Þriði (this 

happens after the statement by Hár in U). The end of the section is authenticated in 

all manuscripts with the citation of stanzas 38 and four lines of 39 of Vǫluspá. All the 

manuscripts have this as an anonymous quotation that authenticates what is told in the 

prose. However, after the end of the quotation from stanza 39 comes “En í Hvergelmi 
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er verst,”685 followed by the last two lines from Vǫluspá stanza 39. This is not told in 

the prose and here the narrative uses the two lines from Vǫluspá as story-stanzas to 

impart information. A comparison can be made between this occurrence and the first 

quotation from Vafþrúðnismál, in which the words of Vafþrúðnir in the poem are 

used to introduce the part of the poem used as a quotation. These two examples 

display several of the unusual ways in which Gylfaginning uses verse. This section also 

marks a return to the dialogue structure of Gyfaginning seen in the earlier parts of the 

text before the inset stories in the middle of the text introduce a section light on 

quotations of poetry.  

Vafþrúðnismál 51, 45, 47 

This brings us to the final section of Gylfaginning before the dialogue structure 

dissolves back into the frame story. Three stanzas from Vafþrúðnismál are given. The 

section begins with Gangleri’s last question: “Þá mælti Gangleri: ‘Hvárt lifa nokkvor 

goðin þá? Eða er þá nokkvor jǫrð eða himinn?’.”686 The three stanzas cited relate 

directly to this question. All are included in one prose answer as authenticating 

stanzas. The first stanza, Vafþrúðnismál stanza 51, mentions that Víðarr, Váli, Móði 

and Magni will reappear after Surtr has quietened. In the prose this authenticates, 

there is also the detail that Baldr and Hǫðr will join them from Hel, and “Setjask þá 

allir samt ok talask við ok minnask á rúnar sínar ok rœða of tíðindi þau er fyrrum 

hǫfðu verit, of Miðgarðsorm ok um Fenrisúlf.”687 The second and third stanzas 

combine with the first to situate the dialogue a pre-Ragnarǫk world, whilst placing the 

reader of Gylfaginning in a post-Ragnarǫk world. In the second stanza (Vafþrúðnismál 

45), also an authenticating stanza, it it told how mankind will grow from Líf and 

Leifþrasir after Ragnarǫk, and stanza three (also authenticating) tells that there will be 

a sun in the sky after Ragnarǫk because the daughter (unnamed) of the first sun 

destroyed during Ragnarǫk (Álfrǫðul) survives. This scheme supports the euhemirsitc 
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concerns of the text: there is no need to worry about whether those reading it could 

believe in the Norse gods because they are dead: mankind, according to stanza two, 

comes from Líf and Leifþrasir only after this has happened. The reader too now has 

access to their mysteries when they have read Gylfaginning, explained in the narrative 

by the spreading of the story from Gangleri himself: “Ok eptir honum sagði hverr 

maðr ǫðrum þessar sǫgur.”688  

The final speech of Hár before the glamour created by the Æsir crumbles 

relates the limit of his knowledge:  

En nú ef þú kant lengra fram at spyrja þá veit ek eigi hvaðan þér kemr þat, fyrir því at øngan mann 
heyrða ek lengra segja fram aldarfarit. Ok njóttu nú sem þú namt.

689
  

Hár’s comment simultaneously ackowledges Gangleri’s precocious ability to question 

his respondents about the whole of mythological time and also acknowledges he has 

reached the limit of his knowledge. His answer also stresses the sources of his, 

Jafnhár, and Þriði’s learning – what others have related – and his final comment 

echoes the formulation at the end of Hávamál in which the human listener is told to 

use the knowledge he has gained wisely.  
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The Quotation of Eddic Poems in Gylfaginning 

Methods of Quotation in Gylfaginning  

Naming the poems in the prose 

The majority of verses introduced into the prose have some kind of introductory 

phrase, and sometimes this includes the name of the poem. This is interesting for 

several reasons: firstly it indicates that the compiler of the manuscript had a 

relationship with the poem that saw it as some kind of self-contained entity with an 

name, and secondly, the introduction of the name into the prose indicates that 

presumably the compiler intended or assumed that the name of the poem was meant 

to mean something to whoever was reading or hearing the narrative. It could be 

pointed out here that a lack of a name does not necessarily imply the reverse of this or 

that the poem did not have a name. The name of the poem, when present, is given in 

the introductory phrase itself, but not all stanzas quoted have such an introductory 

phrase because a number of blocks of stanzas are also included when verses run 

consecutively without prose inserts. One very noticeable feature about the way the 

poems are named is that it is inconsistent: because a stanza is named as coming from a 

particular poem in one instance, does not mean that a stanza coming from the same 

poem in the Poetic Edda is notified as doing so in the prose.  

Quoting Blocks of Poetry 

In the case of the poem Grímnismál above, whether the verses form blocks or the 

proximity of the quoted verses from one poem to each other can have an effect on 

whether the poem is named or not. The introduction of a number of blocks of verses 

into the Gylfaginning narrative allows a direct comparison of the order of verses to that 

found in the Poetic Edda and also to assess the role that blocks play in building the 

Gylfaginning narrative. A ‘block’ of verse is defined as several stanzas from the same 

poem (either identified as such by the Gylfaginning prose narrative through 

introductory phrases or as identified in the Poetic Edda), quoted consecutively in 

Gylfaginning and not substantially split by prose (more than one line, for example). 
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There are nine blocks of eddic verse in Gylfaginning, five from Vǫluspá, three from 

Grímnismál and one from Vafþrúðnismál in RTW that does not form a block in U. 

This first block of verse from Vafþrúðnismál consists of two stanzas in RTW, Poetic 

Edda stanzas 30 and 31 (RTW 8a and 8b) and one stanza in U (U 7, which is Poetic 

Edda stanza 31). In RTW this block is unusual because the first stanza is used to 

continue the prose narrative and introduce the second stanza, as the first summarises 

what the second stanza says:  

 En hér segir svá Vafþrúðnir jötunn 
  hvaðan Aurgelmir kom 
  með jötna sonum  
  fyrst, inn fróði jötunn: 
 
  “Þá er ór Élivágum  

stukku eitrdropar 
ok óx unz ór varð jötunn, 
þau eru órar ættir  
komnar allar saman; 
því er þat æ allt til atalt.”

690
 

The second stanza thus functions as a standard evidence verse, the first providing its 

context. In U, the Vafþrúðnismál quotation is more standard; the introductory first 

stanza is not present and the second is simply introduced with “Ok enn segir svá at” in 

recognition that the information given by this stanza is supplementary to the directly 

preceding one from Vǫluspá inn skamma.  

The Quotation of Vǫluspá 

Stanzas that we identify as coming from Vǫluspá are introduced into the narrative of 

Gylfaginning twelve times, but the poem is only named as Vǫluspá on ten occasions. In 

U, Vǫluspá is also introduced twelve times but named on only six occasions. There are 

also substantially fewer stanzas of Vǫluspá in U, although those that are absent in 

comparison to RTW are not introductory stanzas but rather form part of a block in 

the other manuscripts. As such, the ‘authorising’ stanzas in the manuscript U remain. 
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It is difficult to pinpoint a clear motivation for not naming Vǫluspá: on the one hand, 

not naming the poem as many times could indicate that the compiler expected his 

audience to be able to identify the poem easily and so they did not need it reiterating 

which poems he was drawing on, or, on the other hand, perhaps naming the poem as 

such meant nothing to them. Vǫluspá hinn skamma is introduced once in RTW and 

named as such, but although it is present in U no name for the poem is given. As 

mentioned, the poem that this stanza appears in elsewhere is called something 

different, but in view of the fact that named poems are sometimes not labelled, not 

much importance should be attached to the fact that U does not name the stanza as 

having come from a particular poem.  

There are five blocks of verse quoted from Vǫluspá in RTWU, two of which are 

straight forward units of verses used as evidence quotations.691 Of the three remaining 

blocks of verse, one quite long unit of six stanzas (RTW 15-20, U 14-19, Poetic Edda 

stanzas 9-12 and then parts of 15, 13 and 16) is unusual in that although the verses are 

clearly grouped together and can be seen to have one overall introductory phrase “Svá 

segir í Vǫluspá” (RTWU), there are three secondary introductory phrases throughout 

the block signposting the content of the verses, which are all names of dwarves. The 

first of these secondary introductions is the most interesting, since it directly refers to 

the prophetess who is the speaker of Vǫluspá: “Ok þessi segir hon nöfn þeira 

dverganna” (R) or “ok þessi segir hon nöfn þeira” (TWU), and thus making it 

perfectly clear that what follows is also from Vǫluspá. The second sentence to 

interrupt the verses also refers back to the first: “En þessir eru ok dvergar ok buá í 

steinum, en inir fyrri í moldu.” The third, slightly longer, sentence is more descriptive 

about how the particular dwarves mentioned fit into wider genealogies, but is 

straightforward in actually introducing the list of names: “þessi eru nöfn þeira” 

(RTW) “en þessi eru nöfn þeira” (U). The three secondary introductions thus serve to 

link all the verses together and make sure the dwarf names are listed and taken 
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together and in a context that the narrator wishes to stress (that they all come from the 

poem Völuspá and whether the dwarves live above or below ground).  

The fourth block of stanzas from Vǫluspá are a block of nine stanzas in RTW and a 

block of three in U (RTW 56-64, U 54-56, Poetic Edda stanzas 46, 48, 50-3, 55-57 in 

RTW, just 46, 48 and 57 in U). This is one of the longest omissions of eddic stanzas 

in U, and the following verse of Vafþrúðnismál in RTW (65, Poetic Edda stanza 18) is 

also absent in U. The abbreviation of U here in comparison to RTW still manages to 

capture most of the important information about the end of the world, the topic of 

this section, and simply cuts down on the evidence verses. The last block of verses 

from Vǫluspá is made up of two stanzas consecutive in the Poetic Edda (38 and 39, 

RTW 66-67, U 57-58) and function as straightforward evidence stanzas as can be seen 

by their introduction “svá sem hér segir” (RTW, ÷ svá U). In U however, a prose 

narratorial comment is inserted half way through the second stanza: “Í Hvergelmi er 

verst” (U58), which directs the location of the action of the verses away from 

Náströnd and thus provides extra information to that found in the prose before the 

main block.   

The blocks of Vǫluspá are of great importance to Gylfaginning, and the sheer 

volume of verses excerpted from the poem in its narrative means that in many ways 

the poem functions as the backbone of this first part of Snorra Edda (although the 

narrators would have the audience read it the other way round, that the verses simply 

provide evidence for what they claim rather than actually provide the information 

upon which they have built their stories). This is certainly the case for RTW, but in U 

fewer Vǫluspá verses are quoted and the lengthy block of Vǫluspá at the end of 

Gylfaginning much shortened. A substantial number of verses in Gylfaginning also 

come from Grímnismál, and the distribution of these is more even over RTWU, 

although in U again the verses are used for dialogue more frequently than in RTW. In 

U, more control of the narrative is handed to Vafþrúðnismál, and the verses taken 

from this poem have a greater tendency to be used to add information to the narrative 

rather than be introduced as simple evidence verses. By using verses more frequently 

to add information or dialogue, U retains the slightly more conversational flavour of 
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the dialogue poems (Vǫluspá, Vafþrúðnismál and Grímnismál) around which the 

narrative winds; in comparison, the RTW narratives are slightly more stilted as they 

simply excerpt the majority of stanzas to function as some kind of authority or 

evidence for what is said in the prose, despite their narrators being in conversations of 

their own in the context in which the stories are told and verses quoted.692 

 

The Quotation of Vafþrúðnismál 

Vafþrúðnismál too, as well as Völuspá and Grímnismál, is drawn upon for a number of 

stanzas in Gylfaginning, but is used slightly differently since it is never explicitly 

named and in manuscript U, on four out of the seven occasions when it is brought 

into the narrative it lacks an introductory phrase. In RTW stanzas from the poem are 

introduced eight times, in U 7, but it is named in neither; instead, in RTW 

Vafþrúðnir is introduced as the speaker in a short block of two stanzas. The first 

stanza of the block, Vafþrúðnismál 30 of the Poetic Edda, is instead introduced by 

naming Vafþrúðnir as the speaker of a verse drawn from elsewhere and the stanza 

itself is used as a continuation of the prose narrative to introduce the second stanza; in 

U, the second stanza is simply introduced as a standard, unnamed stanza acting as 

evidence for the prose. The two non-consecutive stanzas of  Vafþrúðnismál, Poetic 

Edda stanzas 37 and 41 (RTW 28m U 27 and RTW 50, U 48), also function as 

standard, unnamed evidence verses in all the manuscripts.  

Concerning quotations of Vafþrúðnismál, introductory phrases in U tend to be absent. 

Vafþrúðnismál stanza 35 (RTW 9, U 8), it is not named and in RTW functions as a 

standard stanza providing evidence; in U, there is no introductory formula, which 

makes the Vafþrúðnismál stanza (Poetic Edda stanza 35) function as speech in the 

                                                

692
 For Snorri’s use of Vǫluspá, see also Else Mundal, “Snorri og Vǫluspá,” Snorrastefna 25.-27. júlí 1990, ed. Úlfar Bragason, 

Rit Stofnunar Sigurðar Nordals 1 (Reykjavík: Stofnun Sigurðar Nordals, 1992) pp. 180-192; Dora Macek, ”Some notes on 
Snorri’s Interpretation of the Völuspá,” Sagnaheimur: Studies in Honour of Hermann Pálsson on his 80th birthday, 26th May 
2001, ed. Ásdís Egilsdóttir and Rudolf Simek, Studia medievalia Septentrionalia 6 (Wien: Fassbaender, 2001) pp. 149-157; 
Stefanie Würth, “The Role of Vǫluspá in the Perception of Ragnarǫk in Old Norse-Icelandic Literature,” Old Norse Myths, 
Literature and Society, Viking Collection 14 (Odense: University Press of Southern Denmark, 2003) pp. 217-33, at 221-224, 
for the differences in the portrayal of Rangarǫk in Vǫluspá and Snorra Edda. 
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narrative, the ‘ek’ of the poem simply being transferred to the speaker of the prose in 

the Gylfaginning. This lack of attribution in U to a poem is not consistent with the 

previous use of Vafþrúðnismál in manuscript U as previously the stanza was used to 

provide evidence. Poetic Edda stanza Vafþrúðnismál 18 (RTW 65) is actually absent 

from U, in an abbreviation of the poetic elements of the section consistent with 

omission of several Völuspá stanzas. There are three instances of the introductory 

phrase accompanying a stanza of Vafþrúðnismál being absent from U towards the end 

of Gylfaginning. The stanzas do not form a block, are separated by prose (also much 

abbreviated in U) and are not consecutive stanzas from the Poetic Edda, although they 

are quite close (Poetic Edda stanzas 51, 45, and 47). Unlike Vafþrúðnismál stanza 35 

(RTW 9, U 8), these three stanzas are also not dialogue stanzas, but rather serve to 

continue the narrative. The preference of U for using Vafþrúðnismál as true 

prosimetrum in which the poetry adds to the narrative rather than simply providing 

dialogue or exemplifying stanzas is unusual for the use of eddic poetry in 

Gylfaginning, and adds a rhythmical pace to the end of the Gylfaginning narrative 

describing the rebirth of the world, particularly given that in U the prose pieces 

between the verses are short. After the final verse in U, the final piece of prose before 

the Gylfaginning epilogue (the end part of the frame of the story), is also absent, 

meaning that Vafþrúðnismál stanza 47 (RTW 70, U 61) is the end of Gylfaginning 

proper. As indicated above, Vafþrúðnismál is never explicitly named in Gylfaginning. 

In RTW the fact that Vafþrúðnir is named as a speaker could be felt to be enough to 

make it obvious from which context the quotations are drawn on that occasion, but 

subsequent verses have no such pointers. A parallel could perhaps be found in the 

verse quoted from Lokasenna (RTW 29, U 28, conflation of Poetic Edda stanzas 29:1, 

4-6, 21: 1-2): “svá sem hér er sagt at Óðinn mælti sjálfr við þann ás er Loki heitir.” 

Here, even as Óðinn is credited as the original speaker of the stanza, Loki is named, 

possibly to help the audience indentify more quickly from which poem the stanza is 

drawn.  
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The Quotation of Grímnismál693 

Although Vǫluspá is named a comparatively high number of times in RTW, 

Grímnismál is also drawn upon for many of the stanzas that are used to provide 

evidence in Gylfaginning, but the poem is rarely named. In RTW stanzas from the 

poem are introduced sixteen times but the poem is only named three times; in U the 

usage is almost the same, with it being introduced fifteen times and only named twice. 

An additional usage of a Grímnismál stanza in U is that it is embedded in the prose 

without the use of an introductory phrase, and as such simply runs on from the prose 

as part of the narrative sequence rather than acting in the capacity of a stanza to 

provide evidence. Again, it is difficult to say what this implies for the audience’s 

anticipated knowledge of Grímnismál as a poem in its own right. Perhaps certain 

stanzas were less popular than others and thus less readily identified. The stanzas that 

are named (Poetic Edda stanzas 24, 36 and 23) are from different parts of the poem and 

there seems no reason why these stanzas should be any less or well known than those 

which are not named. It could also be noted that the named Grímnismál stanzas are 

fairly spread out through the prose, and this could be one explanatory factor for their 

being named: the other Grímnismál stanzas either tend to form blocks or, when single 

stanzas are quoted, still run on from each other sequentially. For example, although 

Grímnismál stanzas 18, 19 and 20 are not quoted as a block, they do follow on from 

each other with prose in between but are not named. The stanza quoted after stanza 

20 is Grímnismál 23 which is named, and perhaps it is the close proximity of stanzas 

that would help the audience identify a poem. When the narrative stream is broken, 

by jumping from 20 to 23, an aid is given by providing the poem’s name. The same 

could be said of the context of Grímnismál 24, which is a lone stanza after a block of 

Grímnismál stanzas 46, 47 and a conflation of 48, 49, 50 and 54, and is named. Close by 

are Grímnismál stanzas 12, 11, 14, 13 and 15; although they do not form a block they 

are more or less consecutive with prose in between (in fact two otherwise unknown 
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 Note that the material in this section has also appeared as Helen F. Leslie, “Prose Contexts of Eddic Poetry: Snorra Edda 

and the fornaldarsǫgur,” The 15th International Saga Conference: Sagas and the Use of the Past. 5th-11th August 2012, Aarhus 
University. Preprints of Abstracts, ed. A. Mathias Valentin Nordvig and Lisbeth H. Torfing et al. (Aarhus: Department of 
Aesthetics and Communcation, Department of Culture and Society, Faculty of Arts, 2012) pp. 39-43. 
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stanzas used as dialogue separate stanza 12 from 11, 14 and 13, and the 

Heimdallargaldr likewise is in between 13 and 15). After two more dialogue stanzas, 

Grímnismál 36 is then named. This stanza is likewise out on a limb, coming from a 

completely different part of the Poetic Edda poem than its neighbours Grímnismál 18, 

19 and 20 from which it is separated by a stanza of Skírnismál. This consistent pattern 

of when a stanza of Grímnismál is named indicates that sections of a poem, typically 

three stanzas consecutively even if they have prose in between, is enough to make the 

poem from which they come recognisable, and it is only single stanzas that maybe 

unexpected – that come from a very different part of the poem – that need 

signposting. This also seems to indicate that the verses of Grímnismál formed some 

kind of fixed sequence that was not too far away from the order of verses found in the 

Poetic Edda Grímnismál. This suggests that the poem was at a remove from the stage 

of oral transmission in which stanza order could vary,694 as is usually thought to be the 

reason behind the variation in stanza order between the Hauksbók and Poetic Edda 

versions of Völuspá.695 

The first Grímnismál block is of two uninterrupted stanzas, Poetic Edda stanzas 40 

and 41 (RTW 11 and 12, U 10 and 11) that both function as standard evidence stanzas 

in the narrative. The second Grímnismál block is also of two stanzas but separated by a 

short line of prose: “Svá er sagt” (RT); “Svá er enn sagt” (W), “Ok enn segir hér svá” 

(U). This introductory phrase for the second stanza is perhaps rendered necessary by 

that fact that Grímnismál  Poetic Edda stanzas 34 and 35 are quoted in Gylfaginning in 

reversed order. The stanzas of Grímnismál are virtually identical to the Poetic Edda 

order in blocks and even when separated by narrative prose, as discussed above, they 

generally run in the same order as in the Poetic Edda. The second prose introductory 

phrase in Gylfaginning thus simply serves as a recognition that the stanzas are quoted 
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 Lindblad in "Poetiska eddans forhistoria och skrivskicket i Codex Regius” has suggested that Snorri had access to written 

versions of eddic poems, in which case Snorra Edda was not the first stage in the transition of Norse mythological material 
between orality and the written record.  
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Völuspá and the Composition of Eddic Verse', in Atti del 12° congresso internazionale di studi sull'alto medioevo. Poetry in the 
Scandinavian Middle Ages, ed. Teresa Pàroli (Spoleto: Centro italiano di studi sull'alto medioevo, 1990), pp. 303-20. 
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‘out of order’ and that stanza 34, although placed after stanza 35, adds additional 

information. 

The third Grímnismál block consists of three stanzas, Poetic Edda stanzas 46 and 47 

and a third containing parts of stanzas 48, 49, 50 and 54 (RTW 30-32, U 29-31). In 

RTW the block is used in an unusual way: it is clearly introduced as quotation coming 

from elsewhere but is not used as an evidence stanza: “ok enn hefir hann nefnzk á 

fleiri vega þó er hann var kominn til Geirrøðar konungs.” The quoted stanzas that 

follow almost function as dialogue as Óðinn speaks in the first person. Similar use of 

the first person in a quoted poem can also be observed in the one stanza quoted from 

the otherwise unknown Heimdallargaldr, introduced with variations on “ok enn segir 

hann sjálfr i Heimdallargaldri” (W). From the point of view of maintaining good 

control over the narratorial delivery of the story, it is understandable that more first 

person verse is not included, since it introduces yet another narrator in the already 

complex scenario of narration in Gylfaginning that is avoided when standard evidence 

verses do not mention an additional speaker. In U, however, these Gylfaginning 

stanzas are clearly quotations, as “segir hann svá” is added after “Geirrøðar konungs”. 

This is in contrast to how U usually differs to the other manuscripts in terms of 

introductory contexts, since in the other cases U omits an introductory phrase 

altogether, leaving open the possibility of the quoted verses instead functioning as 

dialogue rather than as evidence stanzas (see Vafþrúðnismál Poetic Edda stanza 35, 

RTW 9, U 8; Grímnismál Poetic Edda stanza 15, RTW 41 U 40; Vafþrúðnismál Poetic 

Edda stanzas 51, 45 and 47, RTW 68, 69, 70, U 59, 60, 61). The one quoted stanza 

from Lokasenna too (RTW 29, U 28, conflation of Poetic Edda stanzas 29:1, 4-6, 21: 1-

2), is positioned in RTW as a quotation verse by “hér” in the introductory phrase “svá 

sem hér er sagt at Óðinn mælti sjálfr við þann ás er Loki heitir.” However, this 

obviously borders on dialogue even as as it reports direct speech in a quotation context 

common to the rest of Gylfaginning. In U however, the “hér” is omitted and thus the 

strong sign that this is quotation. This allows the verse to function freely as a dialogue 

stanza.   
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The Quotation of the Remainder 

Hávamál, Vǫluspá inn skamma and Heimdallargaldr are each introduced once into 

Gylfaginning. Hávamál is the first eddic stanza in the text and is not named. In 

Gylfaginning, this stanza is said after entry into an unfamiliar hall, and Gangleri 

expresses caution at his situation. Gangleri speaks this stanza to himself, and it is the 

only verse the character utters during the text. It is spoken as he looks around himself, 

and as it is in the midst of dialogue in both indirect and direct speech (oratio mixta),696 

the use of verse here helps to imply a sense of wonder as Gangleri takes in all the 

astonishing things he sees. Heimdallargaldr is named in RTWU (RTW 40, U39) and 

as it is not preserved anywhere else other than this one occurrence of this stanza, it is 

interesting for us to know that this named poem once existed at all, presumably in a 

longer form. Vǫluspá inn skamma is named in RTW (RTW 7) but not in U (U6) and 

it seems that its title in RTW seeks to associate it somehow with the verses quoted 

from the poem referred to as Vǫluspá, although the content of the stanza has more in 

common with those stanzas quoted from Grímnismál that refer to the giant Ymir. 

Vǫluspá inn skamma however does exist elsewhere, although not in the Poetic Edda: it 

is referred to as the poem Hyndluljóð in Flateyjarbók (from which stanza 33 is quoted 

here). 
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 An oral narrative feature also conspicuous in some Íslendingasǫgur, see Þórir Óskarsson, “Rhetoric and Style,” A 

Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture, ed. Rory McTurk, Blackwell Companions to Literature and 
Culture 31 (Oxford: Blackwell, 2007) 354-371, at 366. 
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Conclusions 

All of the manuscripts of Gylfaginning under consideration have two structural 

principles for relaying mythological information: on the one hand the question and 

answer format and, on the other the, verses that are quoted. In using the dialogue 

form to present his material, Snorri was following the standard practice of learned 

treatise in the Middle Ages written in Latin and simultaneously the native tradition of 

wisdom poems. It seems highly unlikely that these traditional poems were influenced 

in their structure by learned Latin treatise. As there seems to have been an ancient 

Scandinavian tradition of composing poems of mythological instruction as dialogues 

or dramatic monologues, and as the vernacular material like the poems from which 

Snorri draws his poetic quotations have this question and answer format, there is no 

need to assume from the outset that this form in Gylfaginning was prompted by 

influence from Latin learning. The dialogue form in Gylfaginning is used effectively 

and with a sense of fun in a manner fairly close to that found in the dialogue poems it 

draws from. One important difference is that the verses in the vernacular poems and 

sagas directly answer the questions that are asked in the poems. In Gylfaginning, the 

verses in most cases do not answer the questions whose answers they purport to 

authorise, for example the question, “does fire burn over bifrost?”, has included in the 

reply the verse beginning, “Of very diverse parentage I think the norns are,” and goes 

on to give the origin of the Old Norse norns. Most verses are at least tangentially 

related to the answers in the dialogue, but my crucial problem is that the verses do not 

inspire the questions they answer. If, as frequently assumed, the verses enjoy 

precedence in the structure of the text, why are they not more intimately related to the 

questions and answer format?  

Gylfaginning is a text that has been very carefully put together and this makes 

this haphazard-seeming pairing of answer verses and questions more problematic: “he 

was a scholar assembling his sources, trying to make sense of them, reconcile conflicts 

among them, and reformulate them in a way meaningful to him and his presumably 
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learned medieval audience.”697 The stanzas are introduced into the narrative with great 

care and the poems they are cited from are often named, for example. Usually in 

Gylfaginning, the answers are structured so that the prose comes first, with an 

authenticating verse at the end. As a dominant feature of Gylfaginning, it is frequently 

commented upon that the verses form the backbone of Gylfaginning, providing it 

with chronology, coherence and content. All of these attributes are debatable when 

you read the stanzas carefully in their places in the question and answer format as a 

second structural component of the text.  

The dramatic situation of the text is a familiar one in many respects from the wisdom 

poem, Latin educational works and Old Norse translation of didactic or pedagogical 

texts (such as the Elucidarius). One man is set up to ask questions, called Gangleri, 

faced by three respondents, Hár, Jafnhár and Þriði, who seem to be of royal status. 

About half the answers these royal respondents give contain no verse in fact, although 

sometimes the prose is obviously based on a stanza that we know from the Poetic 

Edda.698  

The verses in Gylfaginning are for the most part excerpted from other poems, 

and the intertextual dimension and the richness these stanzas quoted bring to 

Gylfaginning is very important. Broadly speaking the narrative follows the chronology 

of Vǫluspá as it charts the beginning and the end of the world, although this is 

achieved simply by quoting many of verses rather than by the explicit design of the 

dialogue structure. From this perspective it cannot be said that the verses in 

Gylfaginning are the backbone of the narrative, and thus mould the definitive structure 

for the text, because there are many sections to which the verses make no 

contribution. For example there are many sections of the text that include no verses, 

and there are longer tales put like short stories into the narrative that contain no 

verses, for example the tale of Þórr’s adventures, which must also be taken into 
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Faulkes in the notes to the edition. 
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consideration on account of their length. In a number of places in Gylfaginning, 

Gangleri comments on what he has just been told, and Hár, Jafnhár and Þriði 

comments on Gangleri’s questions. These short comments reveal the characters’ 

attitude to what is happening and also provide interest and relief for the audience 

from the information that is presented in otherwise a rather dense manner. The 

inclusion of these comments, especially in Gangleri’s speech, is more common in 

RTW than in U. Additionally, they become more common as Gylfaginning 

progresses; as this happens, the questions become sparser and the prose answers 

become longer. 

The text is pulled between conforming to the question and answer dialogue 

style and between the style used in the kings’ sagas of incorporating verses as 

evidence. If this conflict were fully resolved, the narrative would align more to the idea 

of prosimetric coherence found in the sagas, where the verse and the prose context 

complement each other; were this principle followed in Gylfaginning, the verses 

would be related to the questions they follow. The tight dialogue structure found in 

vernacular sources such as sagas and eddic dialogues appears to be dispensed with. I 

suggest that if the dialogue structure on a narrative level were 100% rooted in the 

vernacular style, the questions, answers and the verses would be bound to answer each 

other more firmly. Rather, it seems here that the dialogue structure in combination 

with the verses is held to the mythological material with a somewhat slippery grasp. 

Certainly the dialogue structure contributes to the entertainment and performative 

aspect but in terms of content its structure is dubious and changing. The verses 

though are mindfully inserted and carefully plotted, but unfortunately sometimes 

leave their questions unanswered, or at least unauthorised.   

To summarise, I have suggested that Gylfaginning on the surface has a structure that 

can be seen as having its origin and model in traditional Old Norse literature; that is, 

mythological poems in dialogue or dramatic monologue and sagas, which happily 

combine prose and verse. However, Gylfaginning fails where such vernacular texts 

succeed in relating answers directly to questions. This is a very important format in 

Old Norse texts. It is my contention then, that as an educated scholar, Snorri was 
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trying too hard in trying to make his poetic manual like the dialogue school books he 

would have been exposed to. These are the most likely models. This came at the 

expense of maintaining clarity of argumentation in the Question and Answer scheme 

of citing verses as authentication, which seems to be firmly rooted in vernacular 

tradition otherwise, as scene in Fagrskinna. The deployment of standard vernacular 

structures in the fictional and mythological material of Gylfaginning is surprisingly 

fragile.    
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Part Three: The Fornaldarsǫgur with Verse 

The third section of my thesis outlines the nature of prosimetrum in the 

fornaldarsǫgur. I begin by briefly considering definitions of the genre and the extent of 

corpus, and the fornaldarsǫgur in oral and literate times. I go on to discuss issues 

pertaining to the development of the genre. I then move on to an analysis of each 

fornaldarsaga containing verse. I finish by collecting together my findings about the 

role of stanzas in the fornaldarsǫgur. The fornaldarsǫgur without prose will be touched 

upon only briefly, since my interest here is those fornaldarsǫgur with verse. 

The stanzas in the fornaldarsǫgur can be approached from two perspectives: 

firstly as an aspect of the sagas’ development, and secondly from the point of view of 

the role of the verses in the sagas as we have them preserved now. But, this approach 

only seems viable for some of the fornaldarsǫgur since they are not all prosimetric. 

Before the sagas are treated individually, it is necessary to establish definitions for the 

genre of the fornaldarsǫgur, which sagas constitute the corpus, what categories the 

sagas are normally split into and whether the prosimetric structure of the sagas can be 

linked to this, i.e. whether there are familial affiliations in the groups of 

fornaldarsǫgur. After that, I will discuss the prosimetric construction of each individual 

saga, and summarise my conclusions on what this can tell us about prosimetra and the 

subgenre. 

Since the same verse form occurs in the Poetic Edda, Gylfaginning, and the 

fornaldarsǫgur it is tempting to look for a connection between them. Prior studies have 

noted the likelihood that the eddic poetry in the Poetic Edda, the eddic poetry in the 

fornaldarsǫgur and the eddic quotations in Gylfaginning are linked.  Often, this is 

expressed as a developmental relationship, for example Torfi H. Tulinius states: “The 

legendary sagas arise out of a narrative tradition that is older than they are and is to 

some extent common to all the Scandinavian peoples, namely the heroic poems of the 

Elder Edda.”699 Otherwise, stylistic similarities have been highlighted in the method of 
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presentation, Lars Lönnroth commenting that “several Eddic lays are also presented 

within the framework of a fornaldarsaga,”700 a statement that also indicates a possible 

genetic relationship. I suggest that although these contexts of eddic poetry may be 

related in content, it is rather more difficult to posit an absolute connection in 

prosimetric form and subsequently, their development from one to another. 
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The Fornaldarsǫgur in Oral and Written Tradition 

From the heroic content of the fornaldarsǫgur it seems likely that the material upon 

which the sagas are based was transmitted in oral tradition,701 although whether or not 

these oral traditions were prosimetric is another question. Related to this is the 

question of whether such oral traditions were in a complex saga form similar to the 

extant written prosimetric sagas, or were what we might consider to be simpler oral 

narratives. It is these issues that this section seeks to address. 

The nature of the relationship between the fornaldarsǫgur and their heroic 

content that has likely come from oral tradition is not one based the transmission of 

historical fact. The legendary sagas are clearly related to other sagas set in the far past, 

such as Ynglinga saga and Skjǫldunga saga, but these sagas are not fornaldarsǫgur as 

such because they seem to have been viewed by contemporary Icelanders as historical, 

and thus to be classed with the konungasǫgur written in the late 12th and early 13th 

centuries. The material in the fornaldarsǫgur was regarded as fictional, and this is why, 

suggests Jónas Kristjánsson, heroic material was able to survive for five to seven 

centuries before it took the form we find written down in the extant fornaldarsǫgur,  

because the oral tradition behind the sagas was not one that was regarded as true. As 

those that told and recorded the sagas realised they were dealing with material that 

was, at least in comparison to the konungasǫgur, fantasy, they were able to shape their 

material without the concern of adhering to a ‘true’ story.702 

The beginnings of the written history of the fornaldarsǫgur can be characterised 

by saying that, in general, they are older oral stories written down late or are stories 

that rework older material, and for these reasons the genre’s actual age is rather 

difficult to pin down. From manuscript evidence, it seems that the fornaldarsǫgur 
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could date no further back than the late 12th century,703 but it is very likely that the 

sagas circulated in some form in oral tradition well before then and that verses were 

central to these oral texts (I will come back to this).704 As for the earliest extant 

manuscripts, one leaf is extant, known as AM 567 4to, XIV, from c. 1300, that is a 

fragment of Hrólfs saga Gautrekssonar. The oldest manuscript of Ǫrvar-Odds saga, Sth. 

7, 4to, is from 1325-50. Finnur Jónsson concludes neither of these manuscripts to be 

an original.705 The first written fornaldarsǫgur are thought to have appeared “at the end 

of the Literary Golden Age in Iceland in the late 13th century;”706 indeed, in his 

monograph on the fornaldarsǫgur, Torfi H. Tulinius chooses to focus on nine 

fornaldarsǫgur that he dates to the 13th century because he is interested in the 

beginnings of the genre,707 and he considers these nine sagas to be “the linchpin sagas 

of the genre; they exemplify the form it took until at least the final decades of the 

thirteenth century. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the genre continues to 

exist, and the majority of the legendary sagas date from these centuries.”708 Their 

popularity is then generally thought to have increased in the 14th century, when many 

are thought to have been committed to parchment first.709 The manuscript Hauksbók, 
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dated by Stefán Karlsson to the first decade of the 14th century,710 contains a version 

of Hervarar saga and the Þáttr af Ragnarssonum. It is true, however, that most of the 

fornaldarsǫgur, or most versions of them, are preserved predominantly in manuscripts 

that date from the 15th century onwards.  

   

Several statements by classical authors indicate that a genre that was similar to the 

fornaldarsǫgur existed in the oral traditions of the Germanic tribes.711 Evidence for this 

is found in the works of Tacitus, Jordanes and Priscus. The earliest reference is in the 

Germania (De Origine et situ Germanorum) of Tacitus from around c. 100 A.D:   

Celebrant carminibus antiqus, quod unum apud illas memoriae et annalium genus est, Tuistonem 
deum terra editum et filium mannum originem gentis conditoresque. Manno tris filium adsignant, e 
quorum nominibus proximi Oceano Ingaevones, medii Herminones, ceteri Istaevones vocentur. 
quidam, ut in licentia vetustatis, pluris deo ortos plurisque gentis appellationes, marsos Gambrivios 
Suebos Vandilios adfirmant, eaque vera et antiqua nomina.

712
 

In their ancient songs, their only form of recorded history, the Germans celebrate the earth-born god, 
Tuisto. They assign to him a son, Mannus, the author of their race, and to Mannus three sons, their 
founders, after whom the people nearest Ocean are named Ingaevones, those of the centre 
Herminones, the remainder Istaevones. The remote past invites guesswork, and so some authorities 
record more sons of the god and more national names, such as Marsi, Gambrivii, Suebi and Vandilici; 
and the names are indeed genuine and ancient.

713
  

Tacitus establishes the apparent antiquity of the traditions that the Germans714 record 

in their songs and genealogies, and his point that their oral songs are “their only form 

of recorded history” is an implied comparison to his own work, which as a written 
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text is thus granted more authority. He notes apparent discrepancies in the contents of 

the songs, giving examples of different descendants of gods and variations of tribal 

names, but his conclusion “that the names are indeed genuine and ancient,” even 

though they are guesses by the Germans in his judgment, not only gives narrative 

credence to the Germans’ oral tradition and the history he might glean from them, but 

in positioning himself as the one able to judge this, reinforces his own superior 

authority as an historian whose work is based in the written rather than the oral. 

Nevetheless, this is an interesting portrait of early vernacular heroic and genealogical 

material preserved orally. Tacitus also gives other applications of song by the 

Germans. He observes: 

Fuisse apud eos et Herculem memorant, primumque omnium virorum fortium ituri in proelia canut. 
sunt illis haec quoque carmina, quorum relatu, quem barditum vocant, accendunt animos futuraeque 
pugnae fortunam ipso cantu augrantur; terrent enim trepidantve, prout sonuit acies, nec tam vocis ille 
quam virtutis concentus videtur. adfectatur praecipue asperitas soni et fractum murmur, obiectus ad os 
scutis, quo plenior et gravior vox repercussu intumescat.

715
 

Hercules, among others, is said to have visited them, and they chant his praises before those of other 
heroes on their way into battle. They also have a different kind of chant. Its recital – barritus, to use 
their own name – serves to kindle their courage and helps them by its sound to forecast the issue of the 
coming battle. They inspire or feel terror according to which army roars the louder, and they regard the 
competition as one of valour rather than voice. What they aim at most is a harsh tone and hoarse 
murmur, and so they put their shields before their mouths, in order to make the voice swell fuller and 
deeper as it echoes back.

716
 

In this quotation, Tacitus notes two further types of song or chant: one in which they 

honour the god Hercules and another that the Germans use to try and frighten 

enemies. The first type of chant here assumes both religious and martial functions, 

since the Germans not only praise Hercules but presumably, since it is chanted on 

their way into battle, hope that he will aid their victory or protect them. The second 

kind of chant has a martial role and an almost prophetic value, since it is used to try 

and determine which side will win a battle. The method the warriors employ to 

amplify their voices is recorded by Tacitus as an ethnographical oddity, but the fact 

that the method has a title, barritus, accords it seriousness. These three uses of song 

amongst the Germanic tribes discussed by Tacitus are comparable with the 5th 
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century work of Priscus, who also notes the content and performance context of 

vernacular song. 

A fragment of Priscus of Panium’s History of Byzantium, a 5th century Greek 

work, records his visit to the court of Attila the Hun, his contemporary, and the 

entertainment he witnesses there: 

When evening fell torches were lit, and two barbarians coming forward in front of Attila sang songs 
they had composed, celebrating his victories and deeds of valour in war. And of the guests, as they 
looked at the singers, some were pleased with the verses, others reminded of wars were excited in their 
souls, while yet others, whose bodies were feeble with age and their spirits compelled to rest, shed 
tears.717

 
 

Sadly Priscus did not record any of the verses! Nevertheless, the report is valuable 

since it tells us that vernacular songs about the achievements of the ruler of the Huns 

were sung in the 5th century as praise-poems to Attila, focusing on his martial 

achievements. The performance context is also clearly provided in the account 

(entertainment at court) and the favourable audience reaction is highlighted. In 

common with Tacitus, the songs are martially rousing, and they seek to honour a 

particular person. They also have the latter trait in common with a 6th century 

reference from the historian Jordanes, who notes in his description of a search for a 

dead king during a battle: 

cumque diutius exploratum, ut viris fortibus mos est, inter densissima cadaver repperissent, cantibus 
honoratum inimicis spectantibus abstulerunt.

718
 

When, after a long search, they found him where the dead lay thickest, as happens with brave men, 
they honored him with songs and bore him away in the sight of the enemy.

719
  

There is no indication in any of these classical sources of the structure of the songs, 

whether they were in verse or had accompanying prose, but they likely furnish 
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evidence that heroic fornaldarsǫgur-type material (and similarly found in the eddic 

lays) was in oral circulation from the first century onwards. 

Evidence also exists to demonstrate that material more recognisably fornaldarsaga-like 

(for example, in form) circulated before the sagas were written down. The first to 

mention is a runic inscription that indicates that tales related to the fornaldarsǫgur 

were told orally: “Hér lágu þeir men er kómu af / Risalandi með hlöðnu skipi af gulli, 

/ ok þat er í þessum steini” (normalised inscription) [‘Here lay the men who came 

from Giantland with a ship loaded with gold, and that is inside this stone’].720  This 

inscription is found inscribed in rock on Hennøy in Nordfjord (Sogn og Fjordane). 

The inscription is thought to be from the 13th century. Jónas Kristjánsson suggests an 

early date around 1200,721 although McKinnell and Simek suggest that it could even be 

post 13th century, a late medieval date being suggested by regular spelling, a p rune 

and a double ll.722 Journeys to and from Giantland are distinctly fornaldarsaga-like, and 

Rísaland is mentioned in Ǫrvar-Odds saga in the younger and longer version,723 

represented, for example, by manuscript AM 343 a 4to, a 15th century manuscript,724 

demonstrating that story material in sagas from the later period could very well 

contain material drawn from oral tradition. 

The wedding-feast that took place at Reykjahólar in 1119 as told about in 

Þorgils saga ok Hafliða, part of Sturlunga saga,725 is highly suggestive that fornaldarsaga-

like material was told in a prosimetric structure early in the 12th century.726  The saga 
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author tells that a saga was delivered and “margar vísur með” [‘many stanzas 

accompanying it’] as part of a descriptive title that could be compared to those found 

particularly in the Heroic section of the Poetic Edda: “Hrólfr af Skálmarnesi sagði sǫgu 

frá Hrǫ[n]g[vi]ði ok frá Óláfi liðmannakonungi ok haugbroti Þráins berserks ok 

Hrómundi Gripssyni” [‘Hrólf of Skálmarness told a saga about Hrǫngviða and about 

Óláfr King’s-Retainer and the mound breaking of the beserk Þráinn and Hrómundr 

Gripsson’]. 727 The material said to be told appears in extant Icelandic versions and 

seems to be from a lost version of Hrómundar saga Gripssonar.728 The saga as it 

survives now is from the 17th century, not prosimetric and based on rímur (extant and 

called Griplur), so clearly the 12th century version was somewhat different in structure 

but likely very similar in content, since Griplur is thought to follow the lost saga rather 

closely.729 In the same account, it also says that “Ingimundr prestr sagði sǫgu Orms 

Barreyjarskálds ok vísur margar ok flokk góðan við enda sǫgunnar, er Ingimundr 

hafði ortan” [‘Ingimundr the priest told the story of Ormr Barreyjarskáld and many 

verses and a good flokkr [‘poem’] at the end of the saga, which Ingimundr had 

composed’].730 Bibire argues that it should not be taken as given that the more fantastic 

fornaldarsǫgur are later, and takes as his example the Saga of Hrómundr Gripsson. 

Bibire reasons that the only reason that the existing saga of Hrómundr Grippson is 

not identified with that saga mentioned in the wedding description is because it is 

‘fantastic,’ and thus could not have been in circulation as early as 1119. He supports 

this point by reminding us that Saxo seems to have had access to fantastic 
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fornaldarsǫgur material in c. 1200, which is likely before many of the Íslendingasǫgur 

were written.731 Hrólfr’s material may have been fornaldarsaga-like, but it has been 

suggested that Ingimundr’s saga may have been an ancestor of the poets’sagas, and 

may have occupied a middle ground between the fornaldarsǫgur and sagas of poets in 

the oral period.732  

If we can take as true these intimations that prosimetric sagas existed in oral 

times, then the prosimetric form is much older than the extant saga writing, and the 

mixed style of prose and verse could well go as far back as we are able to conceive of 

the performative tradition of storytelling including verse.733 At the very least, the 

author of Þorgils saga must have had some reason to think that prosimetric sagas were 

recited orally in his own time, if not earlier.734 The wedding scene at Reykjahólar is 

also of interest for the point of telling these sagas, which is skemmtun 

[‘entertainment’]:735 “En þessarri sǫgu var skemt Sverri konungi, ok kallaði hann slíkar 

lygisǫgur skemtiligastar.”736 The king (or the saga writer) describes the sagas discussed 

above as lygisǫgur [‘lying sagas’], although the term does not seem to be used 
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pejoratively.737 From this passage, scholarship has lifted the genre-term, although not 

entirely appropriately.738 

Another possible reference to an oral fornaldarsaga appears in the Skarðsárbók 

version of Landnáma, which mentions that a story about King Vatnarr and his two 

sons, Sniallr and Hialldr, is told,739 and Finnur Jónsson has suggested this saga may 

have been told before 1100.740 A saga of King Vatnarr is not extant, but Vatnarr and 

his sons Snjallr and Hjallr appear briefly in Hálfs saga hálfsrekka, where their burial 

mounds (“Uattnars haugi” and “br dra haugi”741) are mentioned.  

In addition to the scene from Þorgils saga ok Hafliða discussed above, the 

inclusion of fornaldarsaga type material in Saxo Grammaticus’s Gesta Danorum from 

around 1200 shows that such material was in oral tradition across Scandinavia.742 Saxo 

was a cleric writing his chronicle at the end of the 12th and the beginning of the 13th 

centuries. His Scandinavian sources were oral and included some prosimetra, and Saxo 

attempts to transform the vernacular verse to Latin verse; I discussed the clear 

instances of this above in Part One. Karsten Friis-Jensen argues that Saxo’s 
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prosimetrum is influenced by both his Latin and vernacular models and sources,743 

much as I have argued for a similar influence on Snorri’s Gylfaginning, above. 

The final depiction of an oral fornaldarsaga it to be found in Norna-Gests þáttr. 

In this þáttr, an Odinnic figure akin to a wandering performer performs saga and 

eddic verse before the king and his men. The verses he cites are quotations from eddic 

poems that are extant (this is discussed further in my analysis of Norna-Gests þáttr 

below), posited to be genuine in the narrative not from the weight of tradition but 

because the performer, in his great age, was an eye-witness to the heroic figures 

actually speaking the verse. Harris suggests that the performance situation of the 

material recalls that of skaldic verse,744 but the material performed, with its saga-like 

prose and eddic quotations, is distinctly like a prosimetric fornaldarsaga, and Lars 

Lönnroth has argued that the prosimetrum itself originated out of an oral 

performance akin to that found in Norna-Gests þáttr, and that the main character of 

the þáttr is “a legendary oral performer.”745 The performance situation in Norna-Gests 

þáttr is thus suggestive that, at least to the mind of the þáttr writer, such performance 

was plausible. The eddic and fornaldarsaga material being performed in a court 

context also suggests that, even if skaldic verse were the most prestigious poetic form, 

eddic verse and prosimetra were appropriate forms of court entertainment. The frame 

of the story too is a traditional, mythic one, rather than historical,746 planting the 

depiction of an oral fornaldarsaga into a fornaldarsaga itself, perhaps an ironic allusion 

and reinforcement of the type of performance the þáttr depicts and is. 

The earliest reference to a written fornaldarsaga could potentially be from 1263, 

when Sturla Þórðarson entertains the crew of a ship belonging to Magnús lagabætir 

with Huldar saga,747 which is not extant (and was perhaps never written down), but 
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seems to have been of the fornaldarsaga-type.748 After this, the queen invites Sturla to 

see her, “ok hafa með sér tröllkonusöguna” [‘and to have with him the story about the 

troll’],749 which likely shows that the author of the þáttr thought the saga to be written 

down. Gottskálk Jensson argues that, in the narrative, the saga is not thought to have 

been invented by Sturla, only that his telling of it was particularly good.750   

The impetus to commit pen to paper and record the fornaldarsǫgur seems to have 

come from the translation into Old Norse of French romances (the translated 

riddarasǫgur). This translation programme took place in the Norwegian court of King 

Hákon Hákonarson (1217-1263) in an apparent effort to cultivate the court and to use 

narrative to legitimate the state,751 and began with Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar,752 and it 

seems probable that it caused stories of the romance type to acceptable as written 

literature in a society in which secular, written vernacular texts had previously been 

only of the realistic type (Íslendingasǫgur and konungasǫgur) and indigenous sagas of 

the romance type (fornaldarsǫgur) had circulated only orally.753 The ascendency of the 

riddarasǫgur, Sigurður Nordal suggests, increased the taste for more polished and put-

together romance tales, prompting the finished and detailed written development of 

the fornaldarsǫgur instead of the more “primitive og kortfattede sagnmeddelelser, som 

man kan forudsætte i den ældre tid” [‘primitive and concise oral narratives which one 

can presume for the older time’].754 Sigurður thus partly assigns the complexity of the 
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fornaldarsǫgur as a written genre, or at least the taste for them, to influence from the 

translated literature in the first instance.755 Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that 

this is posited as the background only for the recording of the fornaldarsǫgur as 

‘written literature,’ since much of the material in the fornaldarsǫgur, and likely their 

basic prosimetric form too, is of oral provenance. 

Haraldur Bessason, however, ascribes the writing down of the fornaldarsǫgur to 

the increasingly acceptability of the Íslendingasǫgur as quasi-historical narratives in 

the 12th and 13th centuries. He links the writing down of the fornaldarsǫgur with a 

rise in how prestigious the narrative was in comparison to the status of the genre in 

the oral period, in which, he argues, it was not a prestigious form at all, but also cites 

the ascention of the Íslendingasǫgur in the 12th and 13th centuries as acceptable semi-

historical works as a factor that made the idea of a written fornaldarsaga appropriate. 

Furthermore, he argues that this lack of prestige is the cause of the anonymity of 

legendary and semi-legendary poetry and prose. Likewise, he attributes the recording 

of the Poetic Edda and Snorra Edda before the fornaldarsǫgur to the former texts being 

linked to the world of learning and literature and thus having more prestige – this 

meant they were written down first.756  

Jón Viðar Sigurðsson attributes the writing down of the fornaldarsǫgur to the 

political changes that took place in Iceland in the second half of the 13th century and 

in the 14th century.757 He argues that the Icelandic aristocracy used the written 
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fornaldarsǫgur “to create a common past for the Nordic countries” in order to 

negotiate with the new political situation in Iceland and in Scandinavia. This was 

largely achieved in the sagas by Icelanders using the fornaldarsǫgur to trace their 

familial lines back to kings and heroes in the fornaldarsǫgur and in doing so link 

themselves to Scandinavian kings and nobles. The sagas were thus written down to 

legitimise them as a history of the Icelanders and emphasise the noble background of 

the Icelanders.758  

Lars Lönnroth, on the other hand, classes the writing of the fornaldarsǫgur, 

Iceland’s loss of independence and the translation of French Romance together as 

factors that could possibly explain the major change in Iceland’s literary history in the 

13th century, that is, a decline in oral tradition and the increase in manuscripts. He 

goes on to reject these as an explanation and instead attributes the rise in manuscripts 

in the 13th century to a change in sagnaskemtan in the 13th century, when stories 

began to be read aloud from manuscripts and because of this the oral storytelling craft 

declined, although he lists the fornaldarsaga as a genre in which the oral tradition 

lingered.759 Nevertheless, in the light of more recent research showing the oral and 

written tradition as symbiotic entities rather than mutally exlusive, Lönnroth’s 

conclusion now reads as slightly extreme.  

One important question is whether a long prose (prosimetric) form could exist 

orally.760 Verse has long been thought to be the primary medium for material 

transmitted orally, and prose thus linked to literacy.761 Jan de Vries finds it unlikely 

that a prose form could have been primary to a poetic one on the grounds that in Indo-

European traditions poetry precedes prose.762 However, Hans Kuhn in 1952 made the 
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important argument that the eddic lays, for example, presume the hearer’s familiarity 

with the legends that they reference, and not vice versa, and that the legends cannot 

have come about on the basis of the extant poems, thus arguing for a loose prose 

narrative as preceding the eddic poems.763 Edward R. Haymes took Kuhn’s argument 

to its logical conclusion: “this made the songs of the eddic type a derivative rather than 

primary art form.”764 Davið Erlingsson too in his analysis of prose and verse in 

medieval Icelandic storytelling, argues for the secondary nature of poety, and that a 

poem “is probably always a creation secondary to prose reports which, however, might 

not have yet reached a fixed form,”765 and Lars Lönnroth also suggests that “it is more 

natural to assume that the dramatic form developed out of narrative, rather than the 

other way around.”766 Although it seems prose traditions must have existed at an oral 

stage, likely the idea of “prose” must be qualified, as something more fluid than 

modern notions of prose, and likely rhythmical, repetitive and perhaps even 

formulaic.767 

Vésteinn Ólason discounts the possibility of there having existed oral sagas similar in 

length to the extant sagas, and argues that the written form of the saga is not 

representative of the oral form of a traditional narrative: 

There is no evidence for the existence of fixed oral sagas of a length and complexity comparable to 
most of the written sagas. It seems likely that the tradition was fluid, with an oral “saga” composed in 
the course of narration by a story-teller or saga-man who would articulate traditional elements in 
traditional ways, with due attention paid to the nature of the occasion and the audience. The form 
established for the written saga is a literary phenomenon derived from narrative forms known to the 
Icelanders from other genres and profoundly affected by the fundamental nature of written 
communication, in which there are no immediate ties between story-teller and audience.

768
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Carol Clover too suggests that the Icelandic sagas do not display typical ‘oral’ features 

because they never existed as a long form, although she also notes that the many more 

of the fornaldarsǫgur in comparison to the other saga subgenres fall within her upper 

limit for performance integrity – works that could be naturally performed from 

beginning to end by a performer in one sitting.769 Additionally, she puts forward the 

argument for an “immanent saga”: “Briefly stated, it is that a whole saga existed at the 

preliterary stage not as a performed but as an immanent or potential entity, a 

collectively envisaged ‘whole’ to which performed parts of þættir of various sizes and 

shapes were understood to belong, no matter what the sequence or the frequency of 

their presentation.”770 The ramefications of Clover’s suggestion is that we should not 

be thinking about how an oral saga would have been structured, but more like what 

elements might be available to makes up many different structures. A narrative would 

be created as the performer saw fit at the time of performance, using these building 

blocks drawn from the immanent tradition.  

Theodore M. Andersson reformulates Clover’s arguments and takes them to their 

logical conclusions in view of the fact that her theory does not explain why the sagas 

display such a developed narrative form when they appear in writing if no long prose 

form existed in oral tradition as a prototype.771 He argues that the immanent saga was 

not only theoretically possible, it was also practiced in the oral culture.772 The telling 

of such long prose forms (or prosimetric forms) in the preliterate period was a 

precondition for the narrative and formal style that appeared with the written saga. 

Because of this idea of smaller, þættir type pieces of differing lengths and styles coming 

together to form a narrative in oral tradition, in my analysis of the written 

fornaldarsaga I will treat the stanzas as they appear to be grouped in each saga, and 
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thus will extract what I will term ‘episodes’ from the sagas to explore in terms of 

prosimetric structure. How the episodes portray the stanzas as having being 

performed, or in what circumstances, I will term ‘performance context.’ Not all 

stanzas have a performance context, or at best, a weak one. Nonetheless, the portrayal 

of how a stanza comes to be spoken and reacted to in saga narrative when it does 

happen must reflect on how the medieval author of the narrative understood the 

performance of the stanza, and these depcitions of prosimetric recitals are interesting. 

It seems like that chunks of verse aided the development of an oral saga sequence. 
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The Development of the Fornaldarsǫgur 

The development of the fornaldarsǫgur is almost always discussed in relation to their 

prosimetric form in the scholarship. While the fornaldarsǫgur are preserved in 13th 

and 14th century manuscripts, it has been argued that some sagas, such as Vǫlsunga 

saga, are very old and based on a core of ancient poetry,773 and are thus based on much 

older oral traditions774 affiliated with those mentioned above upon which the extant 

eddic poetry drew.  Lars Lönnroth argues that the prosimetrum that appears in 

writing the 13th century must have been in oral tradition before their time because a 

similar division between prose and poetry appears in Saxo’s tales from the 12th 

century.775 This implies that extant prosimetric fornaldarsǫgur judged as younger on 

the basis of their manuscript tradition (for example Hrólfs saga kráka, manuscripts of 

which are from the 17th century), include verse in imitation of these older sagas. This 

need not be the case, since they may be drawing upon an older oral tradition that is 

only just coming to be written down or using the material found in stanzas to 

structure the outline of a saga, the story filled out with creative material extrapolated 

from the stanzas (for example as in Ásmundar saga kappabana, as discussed below).  

Several accounts indicate that prosimetra was probably part of the context of 

eddic poetry in the oral period.776 Lönnroth argues that “several Eddic lays 

are…presented within the framework of a fornaldarsaga,” and that “the prose of the 

fornaldarsaga and the poetry of the Eddic lays were meant to supplement each other in 

13th century texts.” 777 The story of Norna-Gestr from the 14th century tells of an 

entertainer whose entertainment material seems akin to the fornaldarsǫgur, in both 
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prose and prosimetrum, and who cites eddic verses also known from the Poetic Edda 

collections. Harris suggests that “in the figure of the entertainer the author of the 

piece is probably reflecting life and tradition,” even though the narrative situation is 

fictional.778 Texts that seem to belong to the fornaldarsǫgur genre are orally performed 

at a wedding in Reykjahólar in 1119 amonst other entertainment,779 sugessting not 

only a likely performance context but also that the fornaldarsǫgur or fornaldarsaga-like 

material in a prosimetrical structure existed earlier than their first attested written 

form in Saxo Grammaticus later in the 12th century.780  

Paul Bibire cautions against the evolutionary view of the fornaldarsǫgur, in which the 

legendary sagas are the degenerate followers and poor cousins of the great 13th 

century Íslendingasǫgur, which had themselves developed from the konungasǫgur in the 

late 12th century onwards. Sigurður Nordal, for example, presents an evolutionary 

model of the development of saga writing as an ascendant and descendant process, as 

Whaley puts it, “from dry scholarship to wild fantasy.”781 This view is reverberates 

throughout later scholarship, for example: “The earliest preserved sǫgur tell of the 

kings of Norway, and were written for them, while those on Icelandic bishops were 

strongly influenced by translated legends of saints and apostles. And the Sagas of the 

Icelanders, which were written after the types just mentioned, seem to have given way 

in turn to a fashion for Mythic-Heroic and Courtly Sagas, entertainingly legendary 

and romantic genres of foreign origin and escapist purpose.”782 The konungasǫgur are 

on the ascendant path, the Íslendingasǫgur stand resplendent at the saga genres peak, 
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while the fornaldarsǫgur have slid dramatically downwards in artistic and literary 

merit.783  Bibire argues that it should not be taken as given that the more fantastic 

fornaldarsǫgur are later, and takes as his example the Saga of Hrómundr Gripsson, 

discussed above. Bibire reasons that the only reason that the existing saga of 

Hrómundr Grippson is not identified with that saga mentioned in the wedding 

description is because it is ‘fantastic,’ and thus could not have been in circulation as 

early as 1119. He supports this point by reminding us that Saxo seems to have had 

access to fantastic fornaldarsǫgur material in c. 1200, which is likely before many of the 

Íslendingasǫgur were written.784 

The origins of the fornaldarsǫgur genre are lost despite the hints that may be listed as 

to the oral fornaldarsaga’s existence and form, and and the subgenre’s written form has 

likely had a myriad of influences that cannot be seen clearly individually. Nevertheless, 

this lack of potential to ever gain absolute clarity on the beginnings of the genre has 

not prohibited scholars from making educated guesses based on historical and literary 

probability and evidence from the subgenres in its written form. The following is an 

overview of the discussion about the development of the genre from oral times.  

It seems probable that the specifically Icelandic contribution to the 

development of the legendary sagas was to give the material its form. The 

fornaldarsǫgur in their early oral stages were built upon or around stories about 

legendary heroes from distant times past in Scandinavia,785 and as time went on were 

likely influenced by many motifs and story elements from other genres and places; the 

material (the content) of the fornaldarsǫgur cannot thus be said to be specifically 
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Icelandic – the crucial impact of the Icelandic handling of the material was to shape it 

into a recognisable narrative form: 

…a clear distinction has to be made between the provenance of saga-elements and story-motifs, and the 
saga-form om [sic] which Saxo based his work. It may be assumed that the Icelandic contribution 
consisted especially in the organization of heterogeneous and fragmentary story-material into a greater 
unity, fashioning sagas in conformity with a system.

786
 

This recognises that material can be shared with other national literatures (e.g. Danish 

in the work of Saxo) but that the form and style of the saga are a distinctly Icelandic 

phenomenon. Whilst this view would seem to prevail, there is a hypothesis about the 

origins of the fornaldarsǫgur that involves the contact of Iceland with the Gaelic 

(Scottish and Irish) people.787 This contact gave rise to what are called the “Viking-

Sagas,” a saga subgenre that is thought to have stemmed from Vikings in the West 

having contact with the Gaelic population, and this saga subgenre then spreading to 

Scandinavia and Iceland in the 11th century (although Gísli Sigurðsson points out that 

such a strong influence at such an early date is unlikely).788 The idea that the resultant 

“Viking-Sagas” take firm root in Iceland thus posits an important role for the both the 

contact and the sagas themselves in Norse literary history.789  
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The Irish hypothesis was rejected by Andreas Heusler in 1913.790 Gísli counters 

the arguments Heusler brought against the hypothesis. Firstly, Heusler objects that 

the sagas found their written form not in the Western colonies or in Scandinavia, but 

in Iceland; to this, Gísli points out that Gaelic influence could well have occurred in 

Iceland during the settlement period, as the Irish were exported to Iceland as slaves, 

and would have told stories to entertain themselves.791 Heusler’s second objection is 

that no Irish saga is extant in Iceland;792 Gísli contends that the Irish slave stories 

about their Gaelic ancestors would have held no attraction for a Norwegian or proto-

Icelander; rather they would have encouraged the slaves to tell stories about 

Scandinavian heroes, and this would explain why Gaelic heroes are not found in old 

Nordic literature.793 How Gaelic slaves would have known exciting stories about 

Scandinavian heroes, Gísli does not say. Heusler’s third argument against the “Viking-

Sagas” hypothesis is that in Icelandic literary history Íslendingasǫgur and konungasǫgur 

are thought to have preceeded to fornaldarsǫgur. Gísli objects that the fornaldarsǫgur 

are likely to be oldest subgenre in Icelandic saga literature, only one that developed 

early but was written late;794 and given the evidence for oral fornaldarsǫgur discussed 

above, this seems correct. Although it is unlikely to ever be accepted as a major theory 

to account for the development of the fornaldarsǫgur, the other suggestions of Irish 

influence on aspects of the fornaldarsǫgur narrative deduced by Gísli and others795 
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makes it seem likely that the Irish narrative material had some impact on vernacular 

Icelandic narrative traditions, even if they were not the stimulus.  

One intriguing question in cross-cultural contacts such as that suggested above 

for Iceland and Ireland is in what language did communication take place between the 

Nordic and Gaelic population? Gísli Sigurðsson points out that although the Norse 

were integrated into Irish society by the start of the 11th century, the Old Norse 

language remained current until 13th century,796 while Michael Chesnutt has 

suggested that the lingua Latina must have been the lingua franca797 and thus have been 

the language in which any literary activity was carried to Iceland. Whilst he does not 

espouse the view that the fornaldarsǫgur are the product of “Viking-sagas” carried 

from Iceland, Gottskálk Jensson has recently suggested that Latin and a ‘Latin 

education’ involving grammatical training may be more directly responsible for the 

development of the fornaldarsaga subgenre than previously thought.798   

In summarising the development of the fornaldarsǫgur, Gottskálk Jensson 

comments thus: 

The composition of prosimetric as well as prose histories in the Middle Ages, even in the vernaculars, 
was surely the outgrowth of Latin learning and letters. Saxo shows only too well how the genre of 
fornaldarsaga is a learned, medieval, and Latin form, notwithstanding its other source in vernacular 
poetry – and its general vernacularization in later centuries.

799
 

Gottskálk’s comment runs counter to received ideas about the development of the 

genre. Firstly, the prosimetric form is usually seen as indigenous, rather than as a form 

borrowed from the outside, although as I have argued above in connection with 

Gylfaginning, Latin literary customs will have undoubtedly produced tensions when 

they met with vernacular forms. Secondly, Saxo is usually assumed to have developed 
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his Gesta Danorum from Old Norse material, some definitely in verse and other of it 

likely in prosimetric form, from Icelanders, rather than his authorial production being 

a shaping factor in Medieval Icelandic literary history. 

Gottskálk’s suggestion of the Latin origins of the fornaldarsǫgur is based on 

what the oldest chronicle and historiographical sources have to say about prose and 

prosimetrum in the fornaldarsaga-style. He reads Saxo’s Gesta Danorum, imbued with 

fornaldarsaga content as it is, as a “ground breaking literary precedent,”800 and 

emphasises the Latin hypotext of Oddr Snorrason’s Yngvars saga víðförla.801 He 

concludes that Icelanders began to write fornaldarsǫgur in Old Norse following the 

example of these two Latin authors, “and that these learned Latin origins were a 

necessary precondition for this class of literature in the vernacular to arise.”802 This 

rather extreme hypothesis fails to take into consideration the likelihood of lengthy oral 

transmission of the genre, and the author does not defend his suggestion against the 

possibility that the fornaldarsǫgur developed from Heroic lays,803 instead describing 

written prose and prosimetry as “highly developed, late and literary form[s].”804 

Although the parallels between Saxo and the fornaldarsǫgur must be acknowledged, it 

seems overhasty to assume that Saxo must be the source of the prosimetric style rather 

than a recipient of an already formed oral tradition.  Overall, the focus of Gottskálk’s 

argument seems too much on “literary erudition,”805 without the benefit of much 

nuance from the prospect of oral tradition, for the hypothesis of a Latin background 

for the fornaldarsǫgur to be very convincing at present.  
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Margaret Clunies Ross accepts the background of classical and Latin literatures 

for vernacular Icelandic material as obvious, but rather than argue for direct 

inspiration from these foreign models, instead posits that sagas are an original 

development, although the saga literature naturally contains influences and 

borrowings.806 The distinction of the various types of saga, if it is accepted the 

development of the various types began at the same time, was an evolution that was 

“gradual and variable” and that revolved around cores of different types of poetry from 

which prosimetra developed, the fornaldarsǫgur developing around eddic poetry. 

Vǫlsunga saga and Hervarar saga are given by Clunies Ross as obvious examples of 

this.807 The simultaneous development of the saga subgenres in different directions 

whilst remaining connected somehow at the base level is an important one in the light 

of the light of the sagas’ dependence on the prosimetric form in many cases, since this 

form is the route many indigenous saga subgenres took whilst developing around 

different types of poetry in different ways. Clunies Ross concludes that as literature, 

the prosimetric form “took off” as the primary form, and that the absence of stanzas in 

some sagas represents  a moving away “from its traditional poetic base” since the 

genre was “labile.”808   

It has been argued by scholars such as Lars Lönnroth and Davið Erlingsson that the 

prose saga in the literate Icelandic tradition fulfilled the function formerly played by 

epic heroic verse in the pre-literary tradition. This development entailed a decrease in 

the narrative elements of the eddic poems and an increase in dialogue (the dramatic 

element).809 As a result of the two, narrative and drama, splitting, in the case of those 
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poems that are accompanied by prose, we see a development towards saga. This, 

according to Lönnroth and Ellingson, would explain why only particularly dramatic 

speeches can be thought to occur in verse in the sagas.810 

The most widely accepted theory of the development of the fornaldarsǫgur is that by 

Anne Holtsmark in 1965, who argues that the current prosimetric form of the 

fornaldarsǫgur developed from verses set in a framework of prose in the oral period. 

She suggests that the prose passages likely first accompanied verses in fornaldarsaga-

like oral material for explanatory reasons and provided context, something she argues 

is directly the same as the purpose of the prose passages that appear around many of 

the poems in the collection of eddic poetry found in manuscript GkS 2635 4to, the 

Codex Regius of the Elder Edda. The basic principle was to narrate the action in 

prose to have the dialogue is verse, and it was the enlargement of these verses in the 

fornaldarsaga material that eventually formed the prosimetric fornaldarsaga as we have 

it today.811 A similar process is envisaged by Lars Lönnroth, who conceives of the 

verses of a fornaldarsaga as the “nucleus” around which the saga would be built up.812 

With regards to the oral fornaldarsaga-like material told wedding feast at 

Reykjahólar in 1119 disscussed above, Ursula Brown describes the saga of Hrómundr 

Gripsson’s likely format as resembling “in form the Helgi lays of the Edda: i.e. it 

consisted of verses set in a simple narrative framework of prose,”813 and Mitchell has 

suggested that this is likely to have been the origin for many of the fornaldarsǫgur:  

traditional poetic material transformed into prose sagas. This argument that would 
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also explain the genre’s distinct preference for eddic rather than skaldic poetry.814 

Karsten Friis-Jensen summarises this evolutionary model: 

jeg…tror på den evolutionsmodel, der hævder at den heroiske fornaldarsaga er en videreudvikling af den 
heroiske edda-digtning. Det bedste eksempel på denne udvikling er naturligvis Völsunga saga, der efter 
al sandsynlighed har en digtantologi med nær forbindelse til Codex Regius af den ældre Edda som 
forlag. Den anden gruppe af fornaldarsagaer, vikingesagaerne, har mugligvis undergået en tilsvarende 
udvikling, som Ursula Dronke påpegede i et af sine allerførste videnskablige arbejder…. Denne 
generelle udviklingsmodel fra poesi til prosa, med mulighed for prosimetriske mellemstadier, er en af 
flere mulige grundmodeller inden for mange slags litteraturer, ikke kun den nordiske.

815
 

The view that the fornaldarsǫgur as we have them now developed from eddic poetry 

with prose, such as Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar and Helgakviða Hundingsbana ǫnnur, is 

held by several other scholars. Joseph Harris, for example, believes “there is a generic 

and probably a development continuum from the prosimetrum of some eddic poetry 

to that of the fornaldarsögur,”816 and Torfi H. Tulinius also accepts Holtmark’s 

evolutionary view of the fornaldarsǫgur developing from the prose passages of Eddic 

lays in the Poetic Edda. He locates the reason for this development from versiprose 

into prosimetric saga in the tandem developments in the poetic and historical 

traditions (which also influenced each other), for the ideological reasons of increasing 

the prestige and power of families and individuals through their genealogical 

connections.817  

Such a development of the prosimetric form in the fornaldarsǫgur from nuclei of 

previous poetry has also been placed as a part of the Indo-European tradition of mixed 

prose and verse forms.818  Heather O’Donoghue has the following to say: 

The use of verse in early Irish prose narrative is remarkably similar to Old Norse-Icelandic tradition, 
and the mixed form in Irish used to be regarded as a survival of ‘a partial or arrested form of a literary 
evolution which as run its full course in Indian literature’. Prosimetrum in Icelandic literature might 
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then be understood as the result either of a similarly ‘arrested development’, or even of direct influence 
from the neighbouring Celtic tradition.819 

Both the Celtic and Icelandic cultures used the same form of long prose narratives 

peppered with poetry, a narrative method not common elsewhere in Europe at the 

time,820 although whether or not this shared form between the Irish and the Icelandic 

material is coincidental is impossible to say. 821 Nevertheless, the similar form found in 

Irish literature has been seen by Myles Dillon, its best known advocate, as having 

undergone the same developmental path as surmised for Sanskrit literature, in which 

“the narrative element [in ancient ballads] developed into epic and the dialogue 

element in drama.”822 Indeed, the developmental path suggested for the Indian 

material is almost identical to the development proposed independently for the Norse 

material by Holtsmark. Dillon draws upon the writings of Ernst Windisch and 

Hermann Oldenberg for the comparison of Irish to Indian material.823 Windisch’s 

theory (and Oldenberg’s after him) explains the nature of the dialogic Akhyana hymns 

(also known as the Samvada hymns) in the Rigveda, and suggests that although 

techinically in verse, these hymns were actually in a mixed prose and verse form 

because in performance a reciter would add prose that explained both the context and 

content of the verse. Eventually, the unfixed prose was lost, but then later reciters 

improvised “the prose narrative to link the verses and give them a proper context for 

the benefit of his audience,”824 which was fixed in tradition and is found in the 
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brāhamas.825 According to Dillon, the prosimetric form in Indian literature 

demonstrated that this development never completed in Irish literature,826 and the 

similarly, the Norse prosimetra could be viewed as having stopped at a similar stage or 

have adopted this form from Celtic influence.827 This trajectory can be neither proven 

nor disproven.828  

The final theory of the development of the fornaldarsǫgur that has been put forward 

by scholars is that the saga subgenre developed out of the konungasǫgur, and Ursula 

Dronke describes them as “a late, subsidiary development of the historical sagas.”829 

Einar Ól. Sveinsson characterises the written sagas as initially a branch of the 

konungasǫgur, but one that quickly became independent.830 As such, it could be 

expected that the early written fornaldarsǫgur might display prosimetrum typical of a 

konungasaga, such as use of evidence verse and a relatively low number of speech 

stanzas. This theory is not necessarily easy to reconcile with the idea put forward by 

Lönnroth that the fornaldarsǫgur came about as a result of narrative and drama 

splitting, with the dialogue function being taken over by verse.831  
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Should we conceive of the oral material as a “saga”? Brown conceives of the oral 

predecessor to written the fornaldarsaga as an “oral saga,” whereas both Mitchell and 

Torfi Tulinius consider the oral, old sources to be something other, and from it “a 

new literary form has gradually diverged.”832 Whether or not we refer to the oral 

material in terms of a “saga” or not, it remains true that what we have in written form 

is the result of a process of development, if indeed the fornaldarsǫgur really did 

develop out of poetry, and not the process itself. The need to separate the 

development of the sagas at their oral and written stages is strongly put forward by 

Aðalheiður Guðmundsdóttir,833 whilst at the same time recognising that the 

fornaldarsǫgur in their written form drew upon “ancient and ongoing oral 

traditions.”834  
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Deciding whether the prose or verse is earlier in saga 

Deciding whether the prose or verse of a particular saga is older a difficult task, but as, 

Einar Ólafur Sveinsson says, “vera má, að nokkrar vísur í fornaldarsögum séu ortar 

með penna í hendi.”835 One obvious method is to search for descrepancies between the 

prose and the verse, but as Bjarni Einarsson argues, there can be many reasons why a 

saga author may choose to include descrepencies between the prose and verse, and one 

cannot automatically assign primacy to the stanzas.836 For the sagas judged as older, it 

is usually assumed that the stanzas were primary and the exisiting prose is later. This 

is because of the sagas’ heroic content. When we suspect that a scene has been built up 

around exisiting verses, we do not know whether the verses are the only basis the 

author is using.837 In many cases where the fornaldarsǫgur cite verse, it is impossible to 

be certain whether the prose or the verse is older, i.e. whether the written saga prose is 

composed around pre-existing stanzas, or whether the stanzas were composed 

specifically for that narrative. 

The poetry in the fornaldarsǫgur is often portrayed to be spoken by a legendary figure 

from the distant past, and eddic poetry is affiliated in nature with ancient times. In 

purporting to be spoken by legendary figures, the poetry is claiming to be ancient, and 

although we cannot be certain of the actual age of most eddic poetry, it seems some of 

poems are indeed old.838 Hlǫðskviða (known in English as The Battle of the Goths and 

the Huns) from Hervarar saga (Heusler & Ranisch 1903: 1-12), The Death Song of 

Hildibrandr from Ásmundar saga kappabana (Heusler & Ranisch 1903: 53-54), and 

Víkarsbálkar from Gautreks saga (Heusler & Ransich 1903: 38-43) are thought to be 

amongst the oldest Old Norse poetry.839 Other narratives that seem to contain old 
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verse are Vǫlsunga saga and Norna-Gests þáttr,840 which contain eddic stanzas known 

from elsewhere and that must predate their saga context. External evidence indicates 

that Hrólfs saga kraka must also contain old material. The saga is preserved only in 

17th century paper manuscripts and contains twelve instances of verse, but Saxo’s 

inclusion of the Bjarkamál (see above) in a section to do with the Hrólfr kraki story 

material strongly suggests that in the 12th century a vernacular and prosimetric 

*Hrólfs saga was in circulation, at least in Denmark.841 Otherwise, it is difficult to tell 

whether poetry in the fornaldarsǫgur is older than the prose that contains it, or if it is 

the same age. 
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Genre and Corpus 

The purpose of this section is to examine the notion of the fornaldarsaga genre, 

particularly as it pertains to the inclusion of verses in the sagas. 842 The typology of 

genres that modern scholarship uses to discuss Old Norse literature is on the whole 

not a medieval one, especially where the fornaldarsǫgur are concerned;843 as discussed 

below, the life of the corpus and the title of the subgenre began in the 19th century 

with the publication of a collection of sagas assembled on the basis that they are set in 

pre-Christian Scandinavia before the settlement of Iceland. Whilst most terms for the 

types of sagas employed by modern critics to study the sagas are not found in 

medieval times (with the notable exception of riddarasǫgur in the field of romance 

sagas), something that Margaret Clunies Ross comments “may be taken to reflect the 

fact that fully agreed criteria based on sets of conventions representing the shared 

literary expectations of both writers and audiences did not exist during the formative 

period of the fornaldarsaga and other saga kinds,”844 certain codicological decisions in 

medieval manuscripts seem to indicate that while Icelandic medieval scribes did not 

have an articulated genre system, certain types of sagas were thought to go together in 

books. The most convincing evidence of this is found in the great konungasǫgur and 

Íslendingasǫgur collections, for example Fagrskinna (konungasǫgur) and Möðruvallabók 

(Íslendingasǫgur), and the contents of Möðruvallabók have to some degree shaped the 

boundaries of the genre of the sagas of the Icelanders.845 There are several examples 

among the earlier Romance codices that could be described as ‘romance anthologies,’ 

such as the manuscripts AM 343 a 4to and AM 471 4to, two related vellum 

manuscripts from the 15th century. AM 343 a 4to groups fornaldarsǫgur and 
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riddarasǫgur together, while AM 471 4to groups Íslendingasǫgur together with those 

fornaldarsǫgur that have been described as leaning towards that subgenre (see below), 

and one popular riddarasaga. AM 343 a 4to has the following contents, in manuscript 

order:  

1. Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns (1r-5v);  

2. Samsons saga fagra (5v-14r);  

3. Egils saga einhenda og Ásmundar berserkjabana (14r-21v);  

4. Flóres saga konungs og sona hans (21v-30v);  

5. Vilhjálms saga sjóðs (30v-48v);  

6. Yngvars saga víðfǫrla (48v-54r);  

7. Ketils saga hængs (54r-57v);  

8. Gríms saga loðinkinna (57v-59v);  

9. Ǫrvar-Odds saga (59v-81v);  

10. Áns saga bogsveigis (81v-87r);  

11. Sálus saga ok Nikanórs (87r-98v);  

12. Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar (99r-103v);  

13. Bósa saga (2 fragments: the first on 103v, the second on 104);  

14. Vilmundar saga viðutan (105r-108r);  

15. Perus saga meistara (108r-110r).   

Of the fifteen sagas, nine are fornaldarsǫgur and six are riddarasǫgur. AM 471 4to 

preserves the following sagas:  

1. Þórðar saga hreðu (1r-21v);  

2. Króka-Refs saga  (21v-36r);  

3. Kjalnesinga saga (36r-49r);  

4. Ketils saga hængs (49r-56v);  

5. Gríms saga loðinkinna (57r-60v);  

6. Ǫrvar-Odds saga (61r-96v);  

7. Viktors saga ok Blávus (96v-108v).  

These are three Íslendingasǫgur (which lean towards the Romance sagas), three 

fornaldarsǫgur and one riddarasaga. Although typologies are not explicit in such 

codices, they are suggested. There is, then, no medieval description of the 
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fornaldarsǫgur genre beyond what we can glean from certain codocological decisions 

made by medieval compilers. 

Modern classification of the fornaldarsǫgur is descriptive. ‘Fornaldarsaga 

Norðurlanda’ is not a medieval term but rather was coined by the Dane Carl Christian 

Rafn (1795-1864), who first collected together thirty-two similar sagas from 

manuscripts and published them under that title in his three volume edition of 1829-

1830 in Copenhagen.846 ‘Norð(u)rlanda’ [‘of the Northern/Nordic lands’] is sometimes 

appended as a clarifying element to fornaldarsǫgur, since all these tales are set in 

ancient Scandinavia (as opposed to Iceland, the scene of much other medieval Icelandic 

literature).847 Rafn’s rationale was in selecting the sagas was those “er orðit hafa hér á 

Norðrlöndum, áðr enn Island bygðist á 9dn öld” [‘which are set here in the Nordic 

countries before Iceland was settled in the ninth century’].848 To all intents and 

purposes these criteria remain unchanged and the subgenre label fornaldarsaga has 

stuck: “time has proved it an apt term.”849 The sagas and þættir [‘short tales,’ sg. þáttr] 

making up the fornaldarsǫgur corpus are those then that take place in Scandinavia 

before the settlement of Iceland (and thus before, as Torfi H. Tulinius notes, the 

unification of Norway by Haraldr hárfagri), and so what separates the fornaldarsǫgur 

from “other sagas is their chronological and geographical setting.”850  

                                                

846
 This is counting what Rafn titles Frá Fornjóti ok hans ættmönnum as two texts, since it is made up of Hversu Noregr 

byggðist and Fundinn Noregr. See Fornaldar Sǫgur Nordrlanda, eptir gömlum handritum, ed. C. C. Rafn, 3 vols. (Copenhagen: 
n. p., 1829-30). 

847
 Cf. Torfi H. Tulinius, The Matter of the North, p. 19. 

848
 Fornaldar Sǫgur Nordrlanda, eptir gömlum handritum, ed. C. C. Rafn, vol. 1 (Copenhagen: n. p., 1829) v. 

849
 Torfi H. Tulinius, “Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory (fornaldarsögur),” A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and 

Culture, ed. Rory McTurk, Blackwell Companions to Literature and Culture 31 (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2007) pp. 447-
461, at p. 447. Similarly, Ármann Jakobsson comments that the term fornaldarsaga “has now become integrated into our way 
of thinking about sagas” in Judy Quinn et al., “Interrogating Genre in the Fornaldarsögur,” p. 282, and in the same collective 
article at p. 279, Torfi defends the term on the basis that “a minimal definition of the fornaldarsögur as genre is actually quite 
good: ‘Fornaldarsögur are the sagas that C. C. Rafn published under this blanket title’.” 

850
 Torfi H. Tulinius, “Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory (fornaldarsögur),” p. 447. 
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The fornaldarsǫgur corpus according to Rafn is made up of the following sagas, 

which I here divide into prose-only sagas and those containing verse:851  

Prose-only sagas:  

1. Af Upplendinga konungum;  

2. Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar berserkjabana 

3. Eiríks saga víðförla  

4. Fundinn Noregr 

5. Gǫngu-Hrólfs saga 

6. Hálfdanar saga Brǫnufóstra  

7. Hálfdanar saga Eysteinnsonar 

8. Hǫgna saga Hálfdanarsonar852  

9. Hrólfs saga Gautrekssonar 

10. Hrómundar saga Gripssonar 

11. Hversu Noregr byggðist  

12. Illuga saga Gríðarfóstra 

13. Sǫgubrot af nokkrum fornkonungum í Dana ok Svíaveldi 

14. Sǫrla saga sterka 

15. Þorsteins saga Víkingssonar 

 

Fornaldarsǫgur with verse: 

1. Áns saga bogsveigis  

2. Ásmundar saga kappabana  

3. Bósa saga ok Herrauðs  

4. Friðþjófs saga frækna 

5. Gautreks saga ok Gjafa-Refs 

6. Gríms saga loðinkinna 

7. Hálfs saga ok Hálfsrekka  

                                                

851
 Fornaldar Sǫgur Nordrlanda, ed. Rafn. 

852
 Also known as Héðins saga ok Högna or Sörla þáttr.  
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8. Heiðreks saga konungs ok Hervarar853  

9. Hjálmþe(r)s saga ok Ǫlvis 

10. Hrólfs saga kraka 

11. Ketils saga hængs 

12. Norna-Gests þáttr  

13. Ragnars saga loðbrókar  

14. Ragnarssona þáttr854  

15. Sturlaugs saga starfsama  

16. Sǫrla þáttr  

17. Vǫlsunga saga  

18. Ǫrvar-Odds saga 

Guðni Jónsson and Bjarni Vilhjálmsson extended the corpus in their edition, adding 

Yngvars saga víðförla, Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns, Göngu-Hrólfs saga, and Helga þáttr 

Þórissonar.855 The last two contain verse. 

Hermann Pálsson takes exception to a selection policy such as Rafn’s when he 

writes “Where else in the world of literary studies do we find the nationality of the 

protagonist serving as the sole factor for determining the category to which a story 

belongs?,”856 since the Íslendingasǫgur [‘Sagas of the Icelanders’] and Íslendingaþættir 

[‘Short Stories of the Icelanders’] are also chosen on similar grounds, admittance to the 

corpus demanding that the protagonist be an Icelander.857 Other attempts distinguish 

the fornaldarsǫgur from other saga genres are more descriptive in nature, and often 

include observations that they have “traditional heroes, eddic-style poetry, wide-

                                                

853
 Also known as Hervarar saga.  

854
 Also known as Þáttr af Ragnarssonum.  

855
  The numbers in brackets after the title of the saga is the number of stanzas that the saga contains, according to the three 

volume collection edited by Guðni Jónsson & Bjarni Vilhjálmsson, Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, 3 vols. (Reykjavík: 
Bókaútgáfan Forni, 1943-1944). Cf. my discussion of the selection of the corpus below.  

856
 Hermann Pálsson, “Towards a Definition of Fornaldarsögur,” Fourth International Saga Conference (München: Institut 

für Nordische Philologie der Universität München, 1979) p. 5 (papers paginated individually).  

857
 As Diana Whaley notes, the konungasǫgur are a slightly different case, not least because although the Kings’ sagas are 

written by Icelanders, they are mostly about Norwegian monarchs. In opposition to Hermann Pálsson, Whaley sees the 
major defining criteria of sagas, especially fornaldarsǫgur and samtíðarsǫgur, as their narrative distance from the time of the 
events related. She points out that the konungasǫgur cover all time periods, from the legendary past to the recent periods. 
Diana Whaley, “The Kings’ Sagas,” p. 45. 
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ranging geography, and occasional trips to the Otherworld,”858 or, as Lars Lönnroth 

comments, describe the sagas as “fictional,” “fantastic,” and “stories told for pure 

entertainment,” in order to juxtapose them with the realism of the Íslendingasǫgur.859 

The latter statements are particularly unhelpful in this regard, since they deal not so 

much with the text itself, but rather to the reaction of the audience to the text.860  

Others have called for a complete reassessment of the overall genre system in 

Old Norse literature, largely as a result of the problems caused texts which fit into 

more than one type of saga subgenre; these are perhaps usefully thought of as ‘hybrid’ 

texts in the sense that they straddle generic boundaries.861 Hermann Pálsson argues 

that genre categories ought to accommodate each individual saga in only one type, and 

that “the criteria used for classificatory purposes should be chosen on scientific 

principles and rigorously applied”;862 Matthew Driscoll on the other hand supports 

the hybridity of both the genre designations and the sagas themselves: “Not all the 

sagas normally classed as fornaldarsögur will exhibit all these features, and some of the 

features will also be found in sagas normally regarded as being of other types. This is, 

after all, the nature of all such generic distinctions, which does not…render them any 

less useful.”863 Marianne Kalinke suggests approaching the medieval Icelandic literary 

material as examples of “different narrative types” in order to go beyond the setting of 

                                                

858
 Mitchell, Heroic Sagas and Ballads, p. 13. 

859
 Lars Lönnroth, “The Concept of Genre in Saga Literature,” Scandinavian Studies 47 (1975): 419-426, at 419-420. 

860
 Paul Bibire, “From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: The Norse Response to Romance,” Les sagas de chevaliers (Riddarasögur), ed. 

Régis Boyer, Civilisations 10 (Toulon: Juillet, 1982) pp. 55-74, at 55. 

861
 See also Elizabeth Ashman Rowe, “Generic Hybrids: Norwegian ‘Family’ Sagas and Icelandic ‘Mythic-Heroic’ Sagas,” 

Scandinavian Studies (1993) 65:539-554. 

862
 Hermann Pálsson, “Towards a Definition of Fornaldarsögur,” p. 5. Note that other scholars such as Rudolf Keyser had 

noted that, despite their efforts to classify the sagas, it is impossible to draw a sharp line between them. Keyser for example 
divides the saga genre into mythical-heroic sagas, romantic sagas, and historical sagas in Nordmændenes Videnskabelighed p. 
344, and into poetic/fictitious sagas (including the mythic and romantic sagas) and historical sagas (including histories, in 
which he counts the Íslendingasǫgur, and biographies) in Religion of the Northmen, trans. Barclay Pennock (New York: 
Norton, 1854) p. 60. 

863
 Quinn et al., “Interrogating Genre in the Fornaldarsögur,” p. 294. 
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Nordic forn ǫld and to “take into account such other indicators of genre as form, style, 

structure, context, nature of the protagonists and their quests, and function.”864 

 

A useful starting point in a discussion of genre and corpus context for the 

fornaldarsǫgur is Stephen A. Mitchell’s definition, which he calculates to include 

distinguishing characteristics of the fornaldarsǫgur but not those aspects that they 

share with other saga subgenres:  

fornaldarsǫgur: Old Icelandic prose narratives based on traditional heroic themes, whose numerous 
fabulous episodes and motifs create an atmosphere of unreality.

865
 

Some years later, Mitchell proposed another way to define the fornaldarsǫgur:  

if, for example, our main interest were simply to show as efficiently as possible how the fornaldarsögur 
can be distinguished from other varieties of saga writing, we could content ourselves by saying they are 
the sagas that contain eddic-style poetry.

866
 

The second definition is of particular interest. As far as the first definition offered by 

Mitchell,  whilst the supernatural is certainly central to the fornaldarsǫgur, this is not a 

definite criterion to divide the sagas from other subgenres; as I have argued elsewhere 

“their narrative worlds are rooted in our reality” and they blend “the gritty realism of 

the Íslendingasögur … smoothly with fantastic occurrences, supernatural beings and a 

multitude of Other Worlds.”867 I also doubt that being based on “traditional heroic 

themes” is a suitable characteristic to be included in a definition without qualifiers; as 

Matthew Driscoll notes, only some of the fornaldarsǫgur have a basis in the older 

heroic tradition (such as Vǫlsunga saga and Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks), and have been 

accorded merit on that basis. Others, such as Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar 

berserkjabana and Bósa saga ok Herrauðs, are clearly not related to an old heroic 

                                                

864
 Quinn et al., “Interrogating Genre in the Fornaldarsögur,” pp. 275-276. 

865
 Mitchell, Heroic Sagas and Ballads, p. 27. 

866
 Quinn et al., “Interrogating Genre in the Fornaldarsögur,” p. 287. 

867
 Helen F. Leslie, “Border Crossings: Landscape and the Other World in the Fornaldarsögur,” Scripta Islandica 60 (2009): 

119-135. 
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tradition in origin or theme, rather being closer to the romance tradition, and their 

literary qualities have been derided.868 Most problematic is that these narratives are 

not wholly prose: like other saga genres described as prosaic, they are in fact 

prosimetric, that is, they contain a good deal of verse interspersed in the prose.869 

More specifically, whereas the Íslendingasǫgur [‘sagas of Icelanders’] and konungasǫgur 

[‘sagas of kings’] contain large amounts of skaldic verse, the fornaldarsǫgur contain 

mainly eddic verse, suggesting an immediate connection in their development with the 

eddic tradition,870 as I have discussed. From this perspective, it seems that Mitchell’s 

second suggestion of the fornaldarsǫgur being those sagas that contain eddic-style 

poetry warrants closer investigation. 

Divisions of the Fornaldarsǫgur Subgenre 

Although both the genre definition of the fornaldarsǫgur and the corpus have been 

problematized, Rafn’s selection of sagas, made on the basis of the saga being set in the 

Nordic lands before the settlement of Iceland, established a corpus that, in practical 

terms, remains largely unchanged today.871 The normal genre grouping has been 

challenged on the grounds that the sagas fulfill the criteria of being set in ancient 

Scandivia before the settlement of Iceland are in fact rather dissimilar to each other,872 

although this has not prevented several studies that analyse the fornaldarsǫgur as 

though they were a cohesive group in terms of content.873 The problem of unlike 

                                                

868
 Matthew James Driscoll, “A New Edition of the Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda. Some Basic Questions,” On Editing Old 

Scandinavian Texts: Problems and Perspectives, ed. Fulvio Ferrari and Massimiliano Bampi (Trento: Università degli studi di 
Trento, Dipartimento di studi letterari, linguistici e filologici, 2009) pp. 71-84, at 72. 

869
 For an overview of Old Norse prosimetric tendencies, see Harris, “The Prosimetrum of Icelandic Saga and Some 

Relatives.”  

870
 Torfi H. Tulinius, “Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory (fornaldarsögur),” p. 448. 

871
 Although the additions made by Guðni Jónsson are by and large accepted; see above and cf. Driscoll 2009: 73-74.   

872
 Torfi H. Tulinius, “Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory (fornaldarsögur),” p. 448. 

873
 For example, Righter-Gould’s study of the structure of fornaldarsögur in “The Fornaldar Sögur Norðurlanda: A Structural 

Analysis,” Scandinavian Studies 52.4 (1980): 423-441 and Hallberg’s treatment of the fornaldarsögur as a corpus in “Some 
Aspects of the Fornaldarsögur as a Corpus,” Arkiv for nordisk fiologi 97 (1982): 1-35. Righter-Gould’s conclusions have been 
deemed “unconvincing and unacceptable” by Marianne Kalinke since her findings are equally applicable to the riddarasǫgur,  
although from the point of view of genre development, this makes Righter-Gould’s results even more interesting; see 
Marianne E. Kalinke, “Riddarasögur, Fornaldarsögur and the Problem of Genre,” Les sagas de chevaliers (Riddarasögur), ed. 
Régis Boyer, Civilisations 10 (Toulon: Juillet, 1982) pp. 77-87, at p. 81. 
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forms (i.e. prosimetric or non-prosimetric) has not occupied scholarly discussion. I 

propose this as an area of interest since the prosimetric form of many of the 

fornaldarsǫgur thought to be older is taken to be an indicator of how the genre may 

have developed. The focus has rather been on grouping the fornaldarsǫgur into 

categories that reflect their thematic content, although, as I will demonstrate, this 

often coincides with whether or not a particular group of sagas in prosimetric.  

Scholars have attempted to compensate for the subgenre’s lack of internal 

cohesiveness by dividing the corpus into subcateogries, the most enduringly popular 

being Helga Reuschel’s 1933 division of the corpus into Heldensagas [‘Heroic sagas’], 

Wikingersagas [‘Viking sagas’], and Abenteuersagas [‘Adventure sagas’],874 subdivisions 

that became entrenched by Kurt Schier’s adoption of them in his handbook of 1970. 

Below are the subdivisions of fornaldarsǫgur following Schier.875  

The letters in parentheses after the saga name indicate which other subdivisions 

the saga leans towards: H = Heldensaga/Heroic saga; W = Wikingersaga/Viking 

saga; A = Abenteuersaga/Adventure saga.876 A superscript ‘P’ after the saga title 

indicates the saga is prosimetric.  

Heldensaga/Heroic sagas:  

 Vǫlsunga sagaP 

 Norna-Gests þáttrP 

 Hervarar sagaP (W) 

 Hrólfs saga krakaP 

 Sǫgubrot af nokkrum fornkonungum (H) 

 Ásmundar saga kappabanaP (W) 

                                                

874
 Helga Reuschel, Untersuchungen über Stoff und Stil der Fornaldarsaga, Bausteine zur Volkskunde und 

Religionswissenschaft 7 (Bühl-Baden: Konkordia, 1933). 

875
 Kurt Schier, Sagalitteratur (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1970) 86-91. 

876
 Note that I have excluded here Þíðreks saga af Bern and Hemings Þáttr Áslákssonar, since although Schier includes them  at 

the periphery of his discussion of the fornaldarsǫgur subgenre, he does not place them in the subdivisions he borrows from 
Reuschel. Both sagas are related to the fornaldarsǫgur but are not fornaldarsǫgur themselves. Ynglinga saga occupies a similar 
position on the border of the subgenre. 
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Wikingersaga /Viking sagas:  

 Ragnars saga loðbrókarP (H, A) 

 Hálfs saga ok HálfsrekkaP (H, A) 

 Ǫrvar-Odds sagaP 

 Ketils saga hængsP (A) 

 Gríms saga loðinkinnaP (A) 

 Áns saga bogsveigisP (A) 

 Friðþjófs saga fræknaP 

 Hrómundar saga Gripssonar 

Abenteuersaga /Adventure sagas:  

 Sǫrla þáttrP (H)  

 Gautreks sagaP (W, H) 

 Hrólfs saga Gautrekssonar 

 Bósa sagaP 

 Gǫngu-Hrólfs sagaP 

 Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar berserkjabana  

 Hjálmþérs saga ok ÖlvisP 

 Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar 

 Hálfdanar saga Brönufóstra 

 Sturlaugs saga starfsama 

 Illuga saga Gríðarfóstra 

 Þorsteins saga Víkingssonar 

 

Reuschel and Schier attempt to introduce a certain flexibility into their typology by 

indicating other subcategories of which the sagas display characteristics. The above list 

shows that all of the Heroic sagas are prosimetric (Sǫgubrot is an exception, but the 

fragmentary text only leans towards this category). Likewise, the Viking sagas are 

predominantly prosimetric, the exception being Hrómundar saga Gripssonar, which 

can be explained by the fact that this saga is based on long, later (most are post-

medieval) metrical narratives (rímur), as mentioned. However, in a previous, 
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unrecoverable form, the saga (or a similar saga) did once contain lots of stanzas, as the 

account of the wedding at Reykjahólar discussed above tells us. The Adventure sagas 

are predominantly prose. Sǫrla þáttr and Gautreks saga both lean towards the other 

categories in content, and confirmation of this can be seen by their prosimetric form.  

Bósa saga, marked as prosimetric, contains only one sequences of stanzas, a metric 

charm (more of a curse), known as Buslubæn [‘Busla’s Prayer’], which is followed by a 

runic inscription in certain of its manuscripts,877 and nor is Gǫngu-Hrólfs saga heavily 

prosimetric, containing only three stanzas. Of Reuschel’s and Schier’s sagas classed 

only as adventures sagas, only Hjálmþes saga ok Ǫlvis is heavily prosimetric, containing 

forty six stanzas, but this saga is rather late, found in 17th to 19th century 

manuscripts. It is dated earlier on the basis of Hjálmþérsrímur, a 15th century 

analogue, but the development of the saga itself and its form is obscure.878  

Hermann Pálsson makes the alternative suggestion that the fornaldarsǫgur be 

divided into two subgroups: ‘hero legends’ and ‘adventure tales’ (he also considers 

‘Viking romances’ to be a possible label rather than ‘adventure tales’).879 Torfi H. 

Tulinius interprets Hermann Pálsson’s division to be between the earlier and later 

fornaldarsǫgur, the earlier being the heroic sagas and the later the adventure sagas.880 

The latter category, the adventure tales, would presumably be a blending of the Viking 

sagas and Adventure sagas as delineated by Reuschler and Schier; this does not 

alleviate the problem of unlike forms, since the prosimetric fornaldarsǫgur in the 

Adventure group are simply lumped together with the prosimetric Viking sagas, along 

                                                

877
 See Claiborne W. Thompson, “The Runes in Bósa saga ok Herrauðs.” Scandinavian Studies 50 (1978): 50-56. 

878
 Ralph O’Connor, “‘Stepmother sagas.’ An Irish Analogue for Hjálmþérs saga ok Ölvérs,” Scandinavian Studies 72 (2000): 1-

48, at 1-2. 

879
 Hermann Pálsson, “Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda,” Dictionary of the Middle Ages, ed. Joseph L. Strayer, vol. 6 (New York: 

Scribner, 1985) pp. 137-143, at p. 138. See also for example Hermann Pálsson’s publication with Paul Edwards of Seven 
Viking Romances (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985) which contains English translations of Örvar-Odds saga, Gautreks saga, 
Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar, Bósa saga ok Herrauðs, Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar berserkjabana, Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns, 
and Helga þáttr Þórissonar. All these sagas fall into Hermann Pálsson’s group of Adventure stories (or Viking Romance). 
Elizabeth Ashman Rowe provides an interesting table denoting what separates Heroic Legends and Adventure Tales in Judy 
Quinn et al., “Interrogating Genre in the Fornaldarsögur,” p. 285, but does not consider the prosimetric aspect of the 
division. 

880
 Torfi H. Tulinius, Matter of the North, p. 20. 
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with the non prosimetric texts of each group. From the perspective of whether verse 

is included, this simplification of saga groups is not an improvement.   

Reuschel and Hermann Pálsson both create their sub-groups on the basis of 

important aspects of the material and content of the fornaldarsǫgur: they come out of 

heroic legends and traditions, stories of Viking travellers, myth and folktales, and 

influences from continental romance traditions.881 Heroic sagas/hero legends and 

adventure stories are set at two extremes of content, with Viking tales in between. 

Certainly the fornaldarsǫgur are in many ways a hybrid genre in terms of their use of 

material, and from this perspective Lars Lönnroth counters these attempts to 

introduce divisions into the corpus by suggesting we perhaps ought “uppfatta alla 

fornaldarsagor som blandade eller hybridartade texter med store eller mindre inslag av 

Edda-myt, hjältesaga, folksaga och riddarroman” [‘perceive all fornaldarsǫgur as mixed 

or hybrid-like texts with larger or smaller elements of Edda-myth, heroic saga, folktale 

and tales of chivalry’].882 Along the same line of thought, a more nuanced 

categorisation in terms of content is to be found in the work of Elizabeth Ashman 

Rowe, whose classification acknowledges the hybridity of the fornaldarsǫgur by 

dividing the legendary sagas into genealogies and regnal lists, Germanic heroic legends 

and Scandinavian mythology, Kings’ sagas, family sagas and romances:883 

 

Genealogies and Regnal Lists:  

 Sǫgubrot af fornkonungum  

 Fundinn Noregr 

 Hversu Noregr byggðist 

                                                

881
 Torfi H. Tulinius, “Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory (fornaldarsögur),” pp. 448-449. 

882
 Lars Lönnroth, “Fornaldarsagans genremässiga metamorfoser: mellan Edda-myt och riddarroman,” Fornaldarsagornas 

struktur och ideologi. Handlingar från ett symposium i Uppsala 31.8-2.9 2001, ed. Ármann Jakobsson, Annette Lassen & Agnete 
Ney (Uppsala: Uppsala Universitet, 2003) pp. 37-45, at p. 44. 

883
 Elizabeth Ashman Rowe, Fabulæ i þeim bestu sögum. Studies in the Genre of the Medieval Icelandic Mytho-Heroic Saga (Ann 

Arbor, MI: University Microfilms, 1990) 26. 
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 Af Upplendinga konungum 

Germanic Heroic Legends and Scandinavian Mythology:  

 Vǫlsunga sagaP  

 Ragnars saga loðbrókarP 

 Þáttr af Ragnars sonumP 

 Hervarar sagaP 

 Hrólfs saga krakaP 

 Ásmundar saga kappabanaP 

Kings’ sagas:  

 Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns 

 Helga þáttr ÞórissonarP 

 Norna-Gests þáttrP 

 Tóka þáttr Tókasonar 

 Sǫrla þáttrP 

Family sagas:  

 Ketils saga hængsP 

 Gríms saga loðinkinnaP 

 Áns saga bogsveigisP 

 Ǫrvar-Odds sagaP 

Romances:  

 Ǫrvar-Odds sagaP 

 Hálfs saga ok HálfsrekkaP 

 Hrómundar saga Gripssonar 

 Hálfdanar saga Brönufóstra 

 Sǫrla saga sterka 

 Sturlaugs saga starfsamaP 

 Gǫngu-Hrólfs sagaP 

 Þorsteins saga Víkingssonar 

 Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar 
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 Gautreks sagaP 

 Hrólfs saga Gautrekssonar 

 Hjálmþés saga ok ǪlvisP 

 Egils saga ok Ásmundar 

 Bósa saga ok HerrauðsP 

 

This division serves to illustrate the other genres towards which the fornaldarsǫgur 

variously lean. There is also a clear pattern in terms of the prosimetric form. This is 

not to say that Rowe’s classification is without problems; certainly some sagas could 

fit into more than one category (and indeed Ǫrvar-Odds saga is listed twice), nor does 

she consider all the sagas usually held to be in the corpus, but overall this seems a 

useful scheme with which to consider the role of the verse in the fornaldarsǫgur. This 

is not to say that I expect sagas in Rowe’s groups to have the same prosimetric profile; 

even the briefest glance at, for example, the Family Saga group will reveal the sagas are 

rather different in their use of verse. Nevertheless, the groupings can be said to exhibit 

elements of ethnic grouping (Ben-Amos): the sagas in the Family group are most 

often found together in manuscripts, for example; Ragnars saga is, in its main 

manuscript, a continuation ofVǫlsunga saga.884  

  

                                                

884
 Klaus von See has argued that the two works were originally one, see “Die kulturideologische Stellung der Völsunga saga 

ok Ragnars saga,” Europa und der Norden im Mittelalter (Heidelberg: Winter, 1999) pp. 397-412 [Originally published in 
Studien zum Altgermanischen: Festschrift für Heinrich Beck, ed. H. Uecker (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1994) pp. 584-600], although 
Carolyne Larrington highlights their divergent natures in “Völsunga saga, Ragnars saga and Romance in Old Norse: 
Revisiting Relationships,” The Legendary Sagas: Origin and Development, ed. Annette Lassen, Agneta Ney and Ármann 
Jakobsson (Reykjavík: University of Iceland Press, 2012) pp. 251-269. 
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The Fornaldarsǫgur Containing Verse: A Prosimetric 

Analysis 

Here I present an analysis of the prosimetrum of each saga. For the sagas with more 

verses, I have outlined the character of the prosimetrum of the saga, discussed its 

manuscript preservation and redaction history, and then carried out an analysis on the 

basis of these redactions. For those sagas or þættir with few verses, I have outlined the 

manuscript preservation of the saga and then discussed the prosimetric qualities of the 

stanza(s). Note that while it would have been preferable to check manuscripts of the 

fornaldarsǫgur, due to the large number of sagas covered, my comments here are 

limited to editions and the information contained therein.  

The first line of stanzas is offered by way of orientation; since they do not 

pertain to my argument I have not translated them. I have otherwise translated 

quotations when it makes my point clearer. Where an accurate, modern translation 

exists I have used it and a reference will be found in an accompanying footnote; 

stanzas and prose with no citation for the translation I have translated myself.  

I offer a fairly detailed reading of each saga, sometimes stanza by stanza, 

because this is necessary in order to gauge the different roles of the verse in the sagas, 

to determine the prosimetric structure of episodes in the sagas, to determine the 

performance context of each stanzas, and to discuss how the construction of the saga 

as a whole is influenced or determined by the prosimetra that occur within it. I discuss 

each saga episode by episode, and then at the end of the presentation of prosimetric 

scenes, I draw together conclusions about the role of verse in each saga and what it 

might be able to tell us about Old Norse prosimetra, and whether the prosimetra 

discussed are purely literary or whether they might have roots in the oral period.  
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Germanic Heroic Legends and Scandinavian Mythology 

Vǫlsunga saga 

Vǫlsunga saga is preserved in the same vellum manuscript as Ragnars saga, NKS 1824 b 

4to, from c. 1400 (see above), as well as in several paper copies.885 The saga is quoted 

from this manuscript via the edition by Karen Grimstad, and the references give the 

page number in this edition and the folio number of the manuscript.886 Despite the 

manuscript dating from 1400, scholarly consensus dates the saga from 1260-1270, after 

the Codex Regius of the Poetic Edda is thought to have been written.887 A somewhat 

different version, not influenced by Þiðreks saga af Bern, may have existed several 

decades previously to this;888 in any case, Vǫlsunga saga is likely one of the oldest of 

the fornaldarsǫgur.889  

 

There has been much scholarly interest in the relationship between Vǫlsunga saga and 

the heroic poetry preserved in the Poetic Edda, because the saga is based on these 

heroic poems and includes quotations of four of them (and several from unknown 

poems). The saga paraphrases or quotes in total fifteen of the eddic poems from the 

Poetic Edda as we know them in the Codex Regius,890 and though the two texts are 

                                                

885
 Overviews of the manuscript tradition of Vǫlsunga saga can be found in Torfi H. Tulinius, Matter of the North, p. 26; 

Vǫlsunga saga ok Ragnars saga loðbrókar, ed. Magnus Olsen, Samfund til udgivelse af gammel nordisk litteratur 36 
(København: S. L. Møllers, 1906-1908) pp. i-cii; Vǫlsunga saga, The Saga of the Volsungs, ed. R. G. Finch, Icelandic Texts 
(London: Nelson, 1965) p. xxxviii. 

886
 Vǫlsunga saga. The Saga of the Volsungs. The Icelandic Text According to MS Nks 1824 b, 4

o
, ed. and trans. Karen Grimstad, 

Bibliotheca Germanica Series Nova 3 (Saarbrücken: AQ-Verlag, 2000).  

887
 See Kellogg, “Literacy and Orality in the Poetic Edda,” 96; Torfi H. Tulinius, Matter of the North 26; Stefanie Würth, 

“The Rhetoric of Vǫlsunga saga,” Fornaldarsagornas Struktur och Ideologi. Handlingar från ett symposium i Uppsala 31.8-2.9. 
2001, ed. Ármann Jakobsson, Annette Lassen & Agneta Ney, Nordiska texter och undersökningar 28 (Uppsala: Uppsala 
Universitetet, 2003) pp. 101-111, at p. 101. Finch gives a wider date of between c. 1200 and c. 1270 in Vǫlsunga saga p. xxxviii. 

888
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Finch, p. xxxvi; Torfi H. Tulinius, The Matter of the North, p. 26. For Þiðrekssaga as a prose source for 

Vǫlsunga saga, see Per Wieselgren, Quellenstudien zur Vǫlsungasaga, Acta et Commentationes Universitatis Tartuensis B 34 
(Tartu: [n.p.], 1935) 139-143. 

889
 Würth, “The Rhetoric of Vǫlsunga saga” p. 101. 

890
 A list of the correspondences can be found in Finch, Vǫlsunga saga pp. 85-89, and are detailed at length in Wieselgren, 

Quellenstudien zur Vǫlsungasaga. 
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close, neither the Codex Regius nor Vǫlsunga saga in NKS 1824 b 4to are copied from 

one another; the ultimate relationship between the two texts thus remains 

unknowable.891 Certainly though, the compiler of Vǫlsunga saga had the use of a 

manuscript similar (but not identical with) the Codex Regius manuscript, and 

transformed the heroic poems to do with Sigurðr Fáfnisbani and the Niflung clan into 

prose, clarifying and explaining as he did so.892 Stefanie Würth has gone so far to 

argue that the saga “paraphrase[s] in the nature of a hermeneutic act… characteristic of 

medieval ars grammaticae (a commentary and interpretation of the pre-text)” (her 

italics),893  and a comparison might be made of this process with that whivh took place 

in the construction of Gylfaginning, as I argue above.   

The Codex Regius presently has a lacuna in the heroic poems, by Heusler’s 

reckoning of around 550 manuscript lines or 2200 half-verses if the section contained 

no prose (as unlikely as that might be);894 presumably the exemplar of the Poetic Edda 

that the compiler of Vǫlsunga saga used did not, for the saga tells of events that the lost 

poems are thought to deal with.895 The saga is thus the only available witness as to 

what material might once have been in the lacuna of the Codex Regius of the Poetic 

Edda.896 Although, as Finch has shown, the compiler of the saga has been quite 

                                                

891
 Kellogg, “Literacy and Orality in the Poetic Edda,” 96. 

892
 This process has been studied by R. G. Finch, “The Treatment of Poetic Sources by the Compiler of Vǫlsunga saga.” 

Saga-Book 16 (1965): 315-353 and in “Atlakviða, Atlamál and Vǫlsunga Saga: A Study in Combination and Integration,” 
Specvlvm Norroenvm: Norse Studies in Memory of Gabriel Turville-Petre, ed. Ursula Dronke et al. (Odense: Odense University 
Press, 1981) pp. 123-138. The literary aspects of the saga have been studied by Manuel Aguirre, who demonstrates what 
narrative techiqnues are at play in the saga in “Narrative Composition in The Saga of the Volsungs,” Saga-Book 26 (2002): 5-37. 
Agneta Ney situates Vǫlsunga saga in the “europeiska riddarkultren” in “Genus och ideology i Vǫlsunga saga,” 
Fornaldarsagornas Struktur och Ideologi. Handlingar från ett symposium i Uppsala 31.8-2.9. 2001, ed. Ármann Jakobsson, 
Annette Lassen & Agneta Ney, Nordiska texter och undersökningar 28 (Uppsala: Uppsala Universitetet, 2003) pp. 113-122. 

893
 Würth, “The Rhetoric of Vǫlsunga saga.” This quotation is on p. 103.   

894
 Codex Regius of the Elder Edda, intro. Heusler, p. 21. 

895
 In addition, Finch in Vǫlsunga saga p. xxxviii fn. 2 states that the fact that the saga in stanza 11 gives in full Sígrdrífumál 

stanza 8, which is defective in the Codex Regius, and that it gives prose supplements to the also defective Fáfnismál stanza 3 
and 18 are additional factors that mean the Codex Regius manuscript cannot have been the direct source of the Vǫlsunga saga 
compiler.  

896
 For more on this see Per Wieselgren, “Völsungasaga und Liederlücke,” Arkiv för nordisk filologi 50 (1934): 70-89; Andreas 

Heusler, “Die Lieder in die Lücke im Codex Regius der Edda,” Kleine Schiften, ed. Stefan Sonderegger, vol. 2 (Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 1969) pp. 223-291; Theodore M. Andersson, “The Lay in the Lacauna of Codex Regius,” Specvlvm Norroenvm: Norse 
Studies in Memory of Gabriel Turville-Petre, ed. Ursula Dronke et al. (Odense: Odense University Press, 1981) pp. 6-26; 
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faithful to his sources and tried to reconcile them where they conflict,897 in comparison 

to the eddic poems he has given Óðinn a greater role in the fate of the Vǫlsung clan, 

something which Torfi H. Tulinius has argued “indicates that the author/compiler 

was bent on giving his own interpretation of the poetic tradition.”898  

Vǫlsunga saga is both a written and an oral saga, more clearly than most of its 

genre-mates.  In its written form, Stephanie Würth comments that: 

Vǫlsunga saga’s debt to oral tradition has been identified in the narrative and structural characteristics 
which is it share with other fornaldarsǫgur for example, [sic] the chronological course of its narrative, 
which is given in relatively short episodes, the typed-based characterisation of the protagonists in 
contrast with genuinely delineated characters, the formulaic repetition of themes and narrative patterns, 
and the importance attributed to the number three.

899
 

To this list of oral features she also adds paratactic syntax.900 It is clearly a written saga 

in the sense that it is based on what appear to be written sources, but the material it 

contains was in all likelihood transmitted orally and is from pre-literary times. This is 

shown by related material in South and West Germanic tradition in the 

Nibelungenlied, Beowulf, Widsith and Waldere in which the Sigurðr legend is found 

manifested rather differently than in the Nordic tradition of which Vǫlsunga saga is a 

part.901  For this reason, the saga itself, in a form different to exactly what is extant but 

based on the same material, likely comes from oral tradition and experienced an 

unknowable number of “different forms and medial manifestations,” as Würth puts 

it,902 before reaching its present, written form. 

                                                                                                                                                 

Finch, “Atlakviða, Atlamál and Vǫlsunga Saga”; Per Wieselgren, Quellenstudien zur Vǫlsungasaga, Acta et Commentationes 
Universitatis Tartuensis B 34 (Tartu: [n.p.], 1935) esp. 239-352.  

897
 Finch, “The Treatment of Poetic Sources.” 

898
 Torfi H. Tulinius, Matter of the North, p. 27. Finch suggests that we perhaps ought to consider the person behind the saga 

an author rather than compiler; “The Treatment of Poetic Sources,” 353. 

899
 Würth, “The Rhetoric of Vǫlsunga saga,” p. 101. 

900
 Würth, “The Rhetoric of Vǫlsunga saga,” p. 109. 

901
 Würth, “The Rhetoric of Vǫlsunga saga” p. 101. For a long list of the analogues of the saga, see Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Finch 

pp. ix-xiii. 

902
 Würth, “The Rhetoric of Vǫlsunga saga” p. 101. 
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Here discussion is limited to the analysis of those stanzas that are actually 

found quoted in verse form in the extant narrative of the saga; prose episodes based 

on poetry but which do not cite stanzas are beyond the limits of this thesis.903 The 

stanzas of Vǫlsunga saga appear in ten episodes: 

1. Sigmundr and Sinfjotli cut a rock with a sword, st. 1. 

2. Loki takes Andvari’s gold, stt. 2-3. 

3. Sigurðr and his men encounter Fjǫlnir, st. 5. 

4. Brynhildr teaches Sigurðr rune-lore, stt. 6-21. 

5. Sigurðr rides through Brynhildr’s wall of fire, stt. 22-23. 

6. Brynhildr and Guðrún discuss Sigurðr and Gunnarr, st. 24. 

7. Brynhildr sends Sigurður away, st. 25. 

8. Gunnarr and Hogni make a magic brew for Guttormr, st. 26. 

9. Guðrún is visited by Grimhildr and her brothers, stt. 27-29. 

10. Sorli and Hamðir kill their brother Erpr, st. 30. 

Of the thirty stanzas quoted in the saga, twenty-four are quotations from four known 

poems preserved in the heroic section of the Codex Regius manuscript of the Poetic 

Edda. The six stanzas that are not drawn from these extant poems are likely of mixed 

provenance, either from heroic poems lost due to the gap in the Codex Regius, or 

from other lost sagas or poems. The origins that scholars have postulated for these six 

stanzas have been clearly tabulated in the sixth volume of the Kommentar zu den 

Liedern Edda and will not be dealt with here, although their prosimetric aspects in the 

narrative will be.904 The quotations from extant poems are as follows: 

Episode two: Reginsmál, stt. 1-2, 6. 

Episode three: Reginsmál, st. 18. 

                                                

903
 For a discussion of how the compiler of the saga has turned the material he found in the heroic eddic poems into prose, 

see Finch “The Treatment of Poetic Sources” and Vǫlsunga saga p. ix. 

904
 Kommentar zu den Liedern der Edda, ed. Klaus von See et al., vol. 6 Heldenlieder (Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag Winter, 

2009) 944-945.  
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Episode four: Sigrdrífumál, stt. 5-6, 10, 12, 7-9, 11, 13, 15-21. 

Episode nine: Guðrúnarkviða II, stt. 19 (second half), 22-23. 

Episode ten: Hamðismál, st. 28. 

The stanzas in the saga are a combination of lone stanzas and units of verses. 

Only episodes two, four, five and nine contain more than one stanza: two and nine 

each contain three stanzas, five contains two stanzas, while episode four, in which 

Brynhildr teaches Sigurðr rune-lore, amounts to sixteen stanzas. While, as other 

scholars have shown, the saga is certainly built upon the heroic poems, it is not built 

around the citation of poetry as such, in the same way that Hervarar saga or Hálfs saga 

could said to be, even if much of the prose material is clearly drawn from extant heroic 

poems. Instead, the citations are mainly used as authenticating verses, Brynhildr’s 

speech about rune-lore being a notable exception, where the stanzas are quoted as part 

of the story. The authenticating stanzas are used with mixed success in the saga, their 

insertion often clumsy and interrupting instead of buttressing the narrative.  

Episode one: Sigmundr and Sinfjǫtli cut a rock with a sword, st. 1. This stanza is an 

authenticating stanza and is not known from the Poetic Edda. It authenticates a scene 

where Sigmundr and his son Sinfjǫtli escape from a mound in which they have been 

imprisoned to die, the men separated by a great stone slab. Signý, Sigmundr’s sister 

and, incestuously, Sinfjǫtli’s mother, secretly throws a sword into the mound with 

Sigmundr’s sword stuck into it, with which they are able to escape. The prose states 

that “nv ſkytr sinfiotli bloð ʀeflinvm fyrir ofan hellvna ok d eg  faſt. sverit bitr hellvna. 

sigmunðr tekr nv blod efilinn ok ʀistu nv i milli sin helluna. ok letta eigi fyʀ enn lokit 

er at ʀiſta sem kuedit er”905 [‘Now Sinfjotli thrust the sword’s point up over the rock 

and pulled hard. The sword bit into the slab. Sigmund grasped the point and they 

sawed the rock between them, as is told’].906 The verse is fairly similar, the hella [‘tablet 

                                                

905
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad pp. 100, 102, 10r-10v. 

906
 The Saga of the Volsungs: The Norse Epic of Sigurd the Dragon Slayer, trans. Jesse L. Byock, Penguin Classics (London: 

Penguin, 1999) p. 46. 
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of stone’] requiring the strength of Sigmundr and Sinfjǫtli to cut it with a sword, 

although the stanza says nothing about it being Sigmundr’s sword or about how the 

sword came to be in the mound.907 The stanza does not interrupt the narrative flow, 

and the introductory formula, “sem kuedit er” [‘as is told’] acknowledges the poetic 

telling of the event as primary to the prose narrative, and that what is meant can be 

found in the poem that follows.908  

Episode two: Loki takes Andavari’s gold, stt. 2-4. The second section contains 

three stanzas, two as a unit and the third separately. All three are found in Reginsmál, 

as stanzas 1-2 and stanza 6. All are introduced as spoken by Loki, although the third 

stanza in the saga (the second stanza of the episode) is spoken by Andvari; a prose 

introductory phrase is not given because the first line, “Annðvare ek heite,”909 makes it 

obvious who is speaking, although as demonstrated above, this does not always negate 

the use of prose speaker markings in the Poetic Edda. The two prose introductions of 

the stanzas in the saga place all the stanzas as dialogue – as part of the story. The first 

two stanzas of the episode clearly refer to their context in Reginsmál. In Vǫlsunga saga, 

the story and stanza is told as part of a recounting of the episode by Reginn as he is 

telling Sigurðr what has happened to his family.  This narration is marked by a 

proliferation of past tense forms and the third person. At the end of the story in the 

saga, it is presented as an explanation of the origin of the name “otturſ giolld”910 as 

name for gold; although the episode is obviously taken from the prose of Reginsmál, 

the explanation of the name for gold is not. In the first stanza of the episode, in which 

Loki demands gold from Andvari in order to spare his head, echoes the third, in which 

Loki comments that the price the Æsir have paid in compensation for Otr, and which 

has saved his own head, was a high one. These are the first and sixth stanzas of 

Reginsmál (as the poem is now extant), and were likely selected for quotation on this 
                                                

907
 The stanza can be found out Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 102, 10v.  

908
 See kveða, Glossary to the Poetic Edda: Based on Hans Kuhn’s Kurzes Wörterbuch, ed. Beatrice La Farge and John Tucker, 

Skandinavistische Arbeiten 15 (Heidelberg: Winter, 1992)  149-150, p. 150. 

909
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 128, 18v.  

910
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 128, 19r. 
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basis, the repetition of the demand for head ransom in two contexts is aesthetically 

pleasing, since to two quotations bring unity to this section of the text and also moves 

the story along, since they are dialogue stanzas that are part of the story. This is 

reinforced by Andvari’s description of the Norns’ curse in the second half of the 

second stanza in the episode, and Loki’s pronouncement of doom in the third; the 

saga narrative progresses from ancient times to the more recent past in including these 

two stanzas. The second stanza in the episode spoken by Andvari is a naming stanza 

identifying his father and giving a brief summary of his situation,911 although his 

identity has been more or less indicated in the prose by describing Loki as going “til 

anðvara fo ſſ”912 [‘to Andvari’s falls] (although this itself is taken from the prose of the 

eddic poem). The third stanza in the episode is stanza six of the eddic poem. The 

phrase “kvað Loki” (“q. l.” in the manuscript) in the eddic poem is taken out of the 

stanza and inserted into the prose of the saga to provide the introduction of the verse 

in a prose narrative context. This means that the saga author can more easily use the 

stanza as a dialogue stanza, rather than as an authenticating stanza. The curse 

pronounced by Loki in the stanza is in the saga shown by how the remainder of 

Reginn’s story plays out, and in both the saga and eddic poem Fáfnir kills Hreiðmarr 

and Sigurðr kills Fáfnir at Reginn’s behest. The stanzas of this section are introduced 

as part of the story, the first unit introduced with “þa m(ęlir) loki”913 and the second 

stanza of the episode introduced with “þa kvað loki,”914 so in this case stanzas that are 

known to be quotations are used as dialogue stanzas rather than as authenticating 

stanzas.  

Episode three: Sigurðr and his men encounter Fjǫlnir, st. 5. This stanza is 

extant in Reginsmál as stanza 18. In this third episode containing a stanza, Siguðr and 

his men encounter a man on the shore when sailing in a storm. Improbably, the man is 
                                                

911
 In the stanza, Andvari’s father is given as “oþinn” which Magnus Olsen takes as a mistake for Oinn, the name of 

Andvari’s father in Reginsmál. Vǫlsunga saga ok Ragnars saga loðbrókar, ed. Olsen, p. 35. 
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 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 126, 18v).  

913
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 126, 18v. 

914
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 128, 18v. 
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able to shout to the ship and ask who is in command. The stanza the stranger speaks 

serves to identify himself. In the stanza’s context in Reginsmál, the situation is similar 

but the stanza is a reply to a versified question as to his identity and is not the first 

stanza that the man speaks. The wisdom that the man dispenses in Reginsmál is not 

mentioned in the saga. The stanza makes is clear that the man is standing on a cliff as 

he shouts to the ship, and helps to build up a mental picture of the scene for the 

reader/audience. The names he gives are clearly Óðinnic names, and his apparent 

ability to cause the storm to subside and his subsequent dissappearance confirm this. 

His demand to go with the sailors in the final line of the stanza lends him an air of 

authority, even as he acknowledges Sigurðr as without equal in the prose.915 Hnikarr’s 

claim to have been a victorious warrior in the first half of his stanza foreshadows the 

war-havoc Sigurðr and his men cause directly after the stanza in the prose of the saga.  

Episode four: Brynhildr teaches Sigurðr rune-lore, stt. 6-21. Brynhildr’s 

lengthy recounting of rune-lore is, in the saga, a response to Sigurðr’s asking her 

“kenn oſſ ʀað til ſto a lvta,”916 and this is introduced as direct speech: “brynhilldr fyllde 

eitt ker ok fęrde sigurðe ok męllti”917 [‘Brynhild filled a goblet, gave it Sigurd, and 

spoke’].918 The sixteen stanzas are also found in Sigrdrífumál, stanzas 5-6, 10, 12, 7-9, 

11, 13, 15-21, in which Brynhildr goes by an alternate name, Sigrdrífa. All the stanzas 

in this part of the saga are found in the poem, but they are in a somewhat different 

order: 

  

                                                

915
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 134, 20r. 

916
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 146, 24v. 
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 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Grimstad p. 148, 24v. 
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 The Saga of the Volsungs, trans. Byock, p. 67. 
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Vǫlsunga saga 

stanza number 

Sigrdrífumál 

stanza number 

6 5 

7 6 

8 10 

9 12 

10 7 

11 8 

12 9 

13 11 

14 13 

15 15 

16 16 

17 17 

18 18 

19 19 

20 20 

21 21 

The difference in order is most pronounced towards the beginning of the unit of saga 

stanzas, and there is no difference towards the end of the quotation. The end of the 

poem Sigrdrífumál is not quoted, where Sigrdrífa gives her enumerated advice, even 
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though this seems to be most directly what Sigurðr has asked for in the saga prose. 

Instead, she shares her knowledge of runes and the content of many of her advice 

stanzas are given instead in prose.919 Stanza 14 in Sigrdrífumál is notably absent in the 

saga when the stanzas surrounding it are quoted. This is because in the eddic poem, 

stanzas 15 and onwards are spoken by Mímir, and Sigrdrífa is quoting his words. In 

the saga, all the stanzas are attributed to Brynhildr and stanza 14 omitted because in it 

Sigrdrífa introduces Mímir. In the saga we thus have a case of a (silent) quotation 

within a quotation. The use of the stanzas spoken by Mímir in the poem attribute the 

wisdom to even further back in ancient times than the heroic age in which the 

narrative is set. This creates a triple layer of narrative: the saga layer, the Sigrdrífumál 

layer and the wisdom from Mímir that Sigrdrífumál itself quotes. The wisdom 

Brynhildr offers in the saga is blended into the beer she offers to Sigurðr in the first 

stanza of her lengthy outpouring. At the end of the saga stanzas she addresses Sigurðr 

directly, and invites him to engage in talking with her. The last stanza is spoken by 

Sigurðr in reply to her confirms his love for her (and you could say thereby directly 

contravening the advice she has just given to him). In the poem, the speaker 

attribution to Sigurðr (“sigurdr sv(arar)”)920 is lacking (in Bugge’s edition it is an 

editorial addition taken from the saga), so the saga author at this point has 

endeavoured to make it clear who is speaking when it might not otherwise be obvious.  

After the last stanza and a subtitle, the saga continues with “Sigurðr męllti”921 

and he asks for more advice; this is a somewhat clumsy continuation since Sigurðr was 

already speaking and did not need to be introduced again. Nevertheless, the direct 

progression of the scene after the stanzas is confirmation of the stanzas’ role as 

dialogue rather than authenticating verses (even though they are quotations), since 

after authenticating verses the sagas usually continue with different episode. As 

Würth also points out, after Brynhildr’s stanzas, the narrative also shifts from a 
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mythical past into the human world, and this episode, coming about half way through 

the saga, marks the transition from the first part of the saga, which takes place in a 

undefined past and place, to the second half, which, Würth concludes, gives the 

impression of taking place at a point in time closer to that of the narration.922 

Episode five: Sigurðr rides through Brynhildr’s wall of fire, stt. 22-23. The two 

stanzas quoted in the episode where Sigurðr, having exchanged appearances with 

Gunnarr, rides through Brynhildr’s wall of fire are not found in any other extant poem 

or saga. They are used in the saga as authenticating verses and as such repeat what has 

just been told in the prose. They are quoted as a block and are introduced with “sva er 

kveðit.”923 The first stanza emphasises the intensity of the fire (also mentioned in the 

prose), and the second half of the same stanza relates that no warrior had before 

wanted to spur his horse on through the flames (also mentioned in the prose) – this is 

presumably disallowing Gunnarr’s attempt on his own horse and then on Grani, 

attempts that are not mentioned in the stanza. The second stanza emphasises Sigurðr’s 

status as the bravest warrior. That the flames died down after Grani’s initial leap 

through them is also recorded in the prose and verse. The raiment that Reginn had 

owned now in the stanza being worn by Sigurðr is not mentioned explicitly in the 

prose, only the sword Gramr that Reginn forged for Sigurðr and Sigurðr’s golden 

spurs are mentioned in the prose, the presence of the sword being expected and the 

presence of the spurs inferred from the fact that the second stanza begins with Grani 

needing a little bit of encouragement from Sigurðr before he leaps through the flames.  

Episode six: Brynhildr and Guðrún discuss Sigurðr and Gunnarr, st.24. The 

stanza in the episode in which Brynhildr and Guðrún bicker about their husbands is a 

side comment by the narrator in a scene full of prose dialogue and as such jars the flow 

of the section. It is not known in the Poetic Edda. This is if the stanza is taken as a 

quotation by the narrator for authenticating purposes and not as a stanza spoken by 
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 Würth, “The Rhetoric of Vǫlsunga saga” p. 106. 
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Brynhildr, which is also possible. It is introduced by “sva sem kvedit er.”924 The clumsy 

insertion of the stanza is further shown by the continuation in prose with “Guðʀun 

sv(arar)”925 rather than the usual continuation after an authenticating stanza with 

description by the narrator and/or a switch in the action. Here, the stanza interrupts 

Brynhildr and Guðrún’s conversation. The stanza could be read as spoken in the saga 

by Brynhildr, especially since in it Brynhildr (who would be quoting herself) addresses 

Guðrún directly, referring to her brother. That Brynhildr actually speaks the stanza is 

also implied by the fact that Guðrún’s reply in prose responds directly to Brynhildr’s 

accusation in the stanza: in the second half of the stanza, Brynhildr says that Guðrún’s 

brother (Gunnarr) was not brave enough to ride through the the flames to her hall, 

and in her answer directly after this, Guðrún counters that Grani would not go 

through the flames ridden by Gunnarr, directly answering Brynhildr’s speech in verse 

rather than her prose speech before the stanza; in fact, the prose conversation makes 

little sense if the content of the stanza is not taken into consideration. It seems to be 

this direct address in the stanza that has caused the saga author problems in including 

it in the prose. The direct speech and address to Guðrún in the stanza also emphasises 

the saga’s status as a retelling of a story already told in verse, especially since dialogue 

is implied in the quoted verse itself. The prose around the stanza thus sounds 

artificial. The way this stanza is included in the saga can be said to directly counter 

Bjarni Einarsson’s claim that authenticating verses are not important for story 

purposes and can skipped by the reader without harm. On balance, it seems that the 

narrative construction including this stanza is not done very skilfully, since its 

enclosure in the prose is awkward. 

Episode seven: Brynhildr sends Sigurðr away, st. 25. The 25th stanza in the 

saga is not known from the Poetic Edda. As the stanza in sixth episode, this stanza has 

a role that is in-between that of a story-stanza and an authenticating stanza, although 
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it is introduced as a quotation from a named poem: “sva segir i sigurþar qviðv.”926 This 

because directly before the stanza, Sigurðr is said to go away (from Brynhildr), and 

directly after the stanza he enters the hall where Gunnarr is waiting. The stanza 

placement relates Sigurðr’s emotions between these events: he is left in grief as he 

travels. That his mail-coat shattered is recorded in both poetry and prose. In the prose, 

this occurs as he offers to leave Guðrún for Brynhildr. The stanza in non-committal 

about when the mail-coat shatters, it only seems linked to Sigurðr’s luck having 

departed him. The stanza is not a quotation from an extant eddic poem and is 

presented as being spoken by the narrator of the saga.  

Episode eight: Gunnarr and Hǫgni make a brew for Guttormr, st. 26. The 

stanza in episode eight is introduced as a stanza by anonymous skald, although the 

verse is eddic: “sem ſkallðit kvad.”927 This stanza is used as a classic authenticating 

stanza and directly repeats what is in the prose – although the stanza adds that they 

added beer to the brew they gave to Guttormr. The prose continuation after the stanza 

is a little clumsy, and again the prose author has trouble continuing the scene after the 

interruption of the verse. The prose after the stanza begins “ok margha lute að a i 

tyfrum”928 [‘and many other kinds of witchcraft’],929 not making any allowance for the 

interruption of the verse. The stanza is not from an extant poem. 

Episode nine: Guðrún is visited by her brothers and her mother Grimhildr, stt. 

27-29. The three stanzas of this section are extant in Guðrúnarkviða II. Stanza 27 of 

the saga is equivalent to the last part of the 19th stanza of the extant eddic poem, and 

stanzas 28 and 29 of the saga equate to stanzas 22 and 23 of the poem. The first stanza 

of the episode is separated from the rest by a block of prose, then the second and third 

stanzas are quoted as a unit. The tones of the two separate quotative blocks are also 
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different: the first is simply descriptive of warriors, while the second and third stanzas 

are sinister, describing magic and runes. The first stanza is introduced as an 

authenticating stanza “sem kvedit er”930 and both the prose and the stanza describe the 

warlike appearance of the men travelling. A notable difference between the poem and 

the saga at this point is that in the poem Grimhildr brings Guðrún the evil brew 

described in the second and third stanzas, but in the saga it is Gunnarr.931 The saga 

prose gives the ingredients of the potion as a mixture of “iarðar magne ok ſe ok d eyra 

ſonar hennar”932 [‘the strength of the earth and the sea and the blood of her son’],933 

whereas the stanzas are more specific as to its contents and they do not specify that 

the entrails the potion contains are those of Guðrún’s son. The effect of the potion in 

the stanza is that her grief was soothed (“sakar deyfðe”) but in the prose it rather says 

that she “munde siþan einghar sakar” – she could not remember the wrongs against 

her, although in the quotation it does not specifically say that she forgets these things. 

In the second stanza in the episode, a personal voice comes through the quotation: 

“ʀaða ek ne mattak”934 as Guðrún’s voice comes through as she recalls the encounter 

with her family in the poem. The prose does not comment on Guðrún’s inability to 

understand the runes carved into the horn she is given, only that she was forced to 

drink what the horn contained. Despite this jarring between the quotation and the 

third person prose narration for the second stanza, after the third stanza the saga 

continues in a normal manner since the third stanza is in the 3rd person.  

Episode ten: Sǫrli and Hamðir kill Erpr, st. 30. The 30th and final stanza in 

Vǫlsunga saga is an authenticating stanza introduced with “ſem kveþit er.”935 Although 

in the third person plural, the saga prose does not intrude on the authenticating nature 
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of the stanza, since the prose continues after the stanza by making reference to the 

general act they have committed in killing Erpr and commenting on its implications,936  

rather than continuing with narration. There are no clashes between the content of the 

quotation and that of the saga prose. The verse is extant elsewhere as the first half of 

stanza 28 of Hamðismál. In the saga it is Hamðir that utters the prose based on the 

stanza, but in the eddic poems it could well be Sǫrli who speaks the stanza – although 

this detail does not matter much to the prosimetrum of the scene overall. The brothers 

do not speak again in the saga.  

Vǫlsunga saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

As Judy Quinn observes, the stanzas found in Vǫlsunga saga do not exactly commerate 

the most essential points of the saga.937 No doubt the quotations of verse work 

alongside, rather than outshine, the notable conversion of verse to prose for most the 

crucial points as observed in the saga by Finch,938 and the detailed use of dialogue, 

studied by Quinn.939  At the end of her study subtitled “Verse quotation and dialogue 

in Völsunga saga,” in which she focuses more on dialogue than verse quotation, Quinn 

concludes that the verse quotations in the saga “focus on the efficacy of speech,” and in 

doing so, work together with “detailed reporting of dialogue” in order to articulate 

“the saga-narrator’s interest in individual motivation and reaction to each turn in the 

saga of dynastic misfortune.”940 She summarises that the authenticating stanzas in the 

saga work by reiteration, particularly of the names of the characters, and that they 

serve to emphasize heroic prowess. The remaining, lengthier quotations, she notes, 
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focus on “mind-altering brews” and “spoken-pacts.”941  Stephanie Würth lists 

paratactic syntax, the sagas chronological narrative and its relatively short episodes as 

some indicators of the saga’s debt to oral tradition. However, this can only be true of 

the way that the saga is presented and structured, since as discussed in the 

introduction to the saga, much of the verse content  seems to have been drawn from a 

manuscript akin to the Codex Regius of the Poetic Edda. It is then worth considering 

what aspects of the saga’s prosimetric structure and narrative construction might also 

reflect the saga’s oral background. 

An important point to bear in mind when considering that some aspects of 

Vǫlsunga saga’s prosimetrum is that as one of the oldest written fornaldarsǫgur, there 

may have not been many models in the oral tradition for sagas built on stanzas when 

Vǫlsunga saga was written. This is probably reflected by its sometimes awkward use of 

stanzas, which in the main are quotations extant from other eddic poems. Note that 

this contradicts Anne Holtsmark’s arguments that the fornaldarsǫgur are similar in 

developmental origin to the versiprose heroic poems; one would assume that if 

Vǫlsunga saga came out of this tradition, which presumably by the time the saga was 

written down would have been established in the oral and written tradition of the 

eddic poems already, the occasional evident jarring at the points in the prose at which 

the verse occurs would have been avoided.  

The fact that the saga uses a lot of evidence verses in its prosimetrum may also 

point to its age and influence from the type of oral (and later written) traditions that 

produced the prosimetric konungasǫgur, which are typically replete with skaldic 

evidence verses. Both the lack of a model of a written fornaldarsaga built on stanzas 

and influence from the konungasǫgur may account for the uncomfortable quotation of 

some stanzas that play both a quasi-speech and quasi-evidence role; in this manner, 

the prosimetric construction may have become trapped between the apparently oral 
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habit of the fornaldarsǫgur of having dialogue/speech in verse, and the evidence role of 

stanzas common to konungasǫgur; this tension in Vǫlsunga saga is not resolved well. 

The use of evidence verses indicates that the saga author considered the stanzas 

to be primary to his prose narrative; this can be seen, for example, in the quotation of 

stanza 1, which is introduced with “sem kveðit er.” In addition, as mentioned, parts of 

the prose seem to be based on extant stanzas. Nevertheless, it is quite possible that the 

explanatory framework of quoting selected verses from all those that the performer 

knew, and using Begleitprosa to form an engaging narrative may have followed the 

Vǫlsunga saga material from oral into written tradition. Evidence for this in the 

narrative may be visible in the scene where Sigurðr asks Brynhildr for rune-lore: she 

speaks a lot of stanzas, but the most relevant part that answers Sigurðr’s question is 

converted from verse into prose by the saga author, as if to construct a prose narrative 

for what would otherwise be a long scene almost entirely in speech stanzas, which was 

perhaps not felt fitting for a written saga (although we can gather from the evidence 

afforded by Norna-Gests þáttr that this was more likely acceptable in an oral setting).  

It is a marked difference to the konungasǫgur that Vǫlsunga saga has lengthy 

speech stanzas (they exist in Fagrskinna but they are neither abundant nor lengthy 

units) in its prosimetrum. The appearance of eddic verse in written form is apparently 

without substantial parallels in the skaldic prosimetric tradition, and this could suggest 

that this is eddic feature has its roots in oral tradition. We can also see how stanza 4 is 

adjusted by the prose author in order to account for the transference of the stanza 

from a poetic into a prosimetric saga context. Additionally, the transference of “kvað 

Loki” into the prose and the subsequent avoidance of inserting an evidence stanza also 

demonstrates a step away from the predominantly evidence-based verse quotation in 

konungasǫgur. 

One notable use of verse in Vǫlsunga saga is its use in identifying the characters. 

These are spoken by Andvari for example, and by Fjǫlnir in stanza 5. This prominent 

use of verse in Vǫlsunga saga can be found in other fornaldarsǫgur, as will be discussed. 
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The episode in which Sigurðr asks Brynhildr for advice is notable for its length; 

as Würth notes, saga episodes in the legendary sagas are usually shorter, likely as a 

reflection of an oral past in which narratives moved from one scene to another. The 

extension of the narrative in the section is done with dialogue stanzas rather than 

authenticating stanzas. Although as seen in Fagrskinna, complex authenticating 

stanzas can extend a scene, they are relatively uncommon, and after the skaldic stanza, 

the scene shifts. Employing the eddic stanzas as speech and using them to lengthen 

the scene even when they occur as monologues rather than dialogues seems particular 

to the eddic tradition. In a saga context, this kind of inset lengthy quotation seems to 

have come about as a means by which to balance the oral eddic saga tradition for 

monologue (for example, death songs, discussed below) with the demands of a written 

narrative and its potential for lengthier scenes. That this may have been somewhat 

unnatural to the saga author is perhaps indicated in the insertion of an extraneous 

“Sigurðr męlti” when the character was already speaking.942 

The sixth prosimetric episode of the saga in which stanza 14 is cited 

demonstrates perhaps the lack of a model for a fornaldarsaga built around stanzas. The 

scene is heavy in dialogue which is given in prose, similar to the method used in 

Fagrskinna. The stanza’s impediment of the flow of the section may reflect the fact 

that the author felt compelled to include a stanza by the weight of tradition; the fact 

that it could be read as either an authenticating verse or a speech stanza (and that st. 25 

is similarly uncertain in status) may demonstrate momentary uncertainty in the 

construction of a written fornaldarsaga scene. This suspicion of slight uncertainty 

when dealing with conventions found in either eddic or skaldic prose might also lie 

behind the introduction of an otherwise unknown eddic stanza with the phrase “sem 

skallðit kvað”943 – a rare occurance of an eddic stanza being introduced as a skaldic 

example.  
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Given that there was no prior oral model of a fornaldarsaga built around 

quotation stanzas, it seems reasonable to ask why Vǫlsunga saga was then constructed 

in such a way. It should be pointed out here that Vǫlsunga saga in this respect is rather 

different from the other legendary sagas, which include either lausavísur, dialogues or 

lengthier eddic poems, but do not seem to use quotations from extant poems so 

explicitly, nor on the whole have they obviously converted verse into prose for their 

narrative. As argued above, I do not think the structure of Vǫlsunga saga as a prose 

narrative built around quotations came from the heroic eddic poems, but there is a 

possibility that the oral fornaldarsaga subgenre and the heroic versiprose genre existed 

side by side, and that the heroic poetry with prose frames and prose insertions 

between some of the stanzas suggested the format of Vǫlsunga saga, which was then 

otherwise built in the style of a fornaldarsaga. It seems most logical, given the obvious 

developmental gaps we face in trying to trace the transformation of the heroic poetry 

to prose sagas, to maintain the heroic poetry and the fornaldarsaga subgenre were 

separate, both in the pre-literary and written tradition, but that they could influence 

each other. Neither Vǫlsunga saga nor the other legendary sagas can be said with 

certainty to be directly related to prosimetric heroic poetry. 
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Ragnars saga loðbrókar 

Ragnars saga loðbrókar exists in two redactions, Y and X, although X is fragmentary.944 

The Y version is found in Ny kgl. saml. 1824 b 4to from around 1400 (from which all 

other manuscripts seem to derive),945 and the X version in AM 147 4to (this part of the 

manuscript is 15th century).946 It also seems likely that in the 14th century Haukr 

Erlendsson had access to a third version of the saga, which he used in his Þáttr af 

Ragnarssonum (see below).947 Consensus as to when the saga was written seems to 

have rested at the second half of the 13th century, or possibly later, for the Y 

version,948 and the X version is thought to date from c. 1250.949 Since the X version is 

fragmentary and rather difficult to reconstruct, the analysis here follows the Y version 

as edited by Magnus Olsen.950 

 Many of the stanzas in Ragnars saga are in irregular skaldic metre, all but the 

last three, which are in fornyrðislag, but this saga is undisputably a fornaldarsaga since 

it is so concerned with an ancient hero. Ragnarr and his family may be portrayed as 

having spoken in skaldic instead of eddic metre to confer upon them extra dignity, 
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since Ragnarr is such a mighty (historical) hero of old. It seems clear that Ragnars saga 

is part of a complex that remembers a historical Ragnarr, a Viking who harried around 

Europe in the mid 9th century, and who as a consequence was remembered by 

English and French writers into the 12th and 13th centuries.951 Although the stories 

around Ragnarr were intially oral, in Scandinavia it seems that such stories had been 

commited to writing by the 12th century:952 other texts that relate the story of 

Ragnarr include Krákumál (a 12th century Icelandic poem),953 the 9th book of Saxo’s 

late 12th century Gesta Danorum,954 Skjǫldunga saga (likely also late 12th century but 

today found only in a 17th century Latin version),955 and the Þáttr af Ragnarsonum (see 

below).956 There are forty stanzas in Ragnars saga and they appear more or less evenly 

throughout the saga, although nine stanzas appear rather close together at the end of 

the saga.957 

The first stanza, beginning “Hętt hefi ek leyfdv life,”958 is spoken by Ragnarr after he 

has killed an ormr that has has wrapped itself around the bower of a princess. The 

occasional stanza is firmly put in its performance context. It is introduced with “hann 

nemr stadar ok kvad visu þetta,” [‘he stopped and said this verse’]959 and afterwards it 
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is said that he “męllti ecki fleira vid hana” [‘didn’t speak more with her’].960 The stanza 

is thus of extra importance because it is the only thing Ragnarr says at the present 

time. In particular, the stanza makes the princess think: “Nu er hun hefir þessa visu 

heyrda, skilde hun, hvat hann sagde til um sitt ęrendi, ok sva hve gamall hann var. Ok 

nu hyggr hun at fyrir ser, hverr hann munde vera…” [‘When she had heard this verse, 

she understood what he said about his errand, and thus how old he was. And now she 

guesses who he might be…’].961 The function of Ragnarr’s speech is thus uncovered by 

the prose as a way to convey information, although not a straight-forward one, and 

thus the prosimetrum as a device that can lead to the discovery of the speakers’s 

identity. Because of this, the stanza plays an important part in the unfolding of the 

scene. 

The second stanza, beginning “Þori ek eigi bod briota,”962 is in fornyrðislag and is 

spoken by Kráka to Ragnarr, as an answer to a question: “Ok nu kallar Ragnar a hana 

ok spyrr, hver hun veri, eda hvern hun villde finna. Hun svarar ok kvad visu” [‘And 

now Ragnarr calls to her and asks who she might be, or who she wanted to find. She 

answers and says a verse’].963  In the stanza, however, she does not identify herself 

explicitly but does address Ragnarr by name. The stanza does not provoke a reply as 

such, but rather an action (he sends men to accompany her to his ship). Her eventual 

company proves so delightful to Ragnarr that, in the third stanza beginning “Svrvmdi 

vist ef veri,”964 Ragnarr hopes the lovely lady will “join hands with him,” but in the 

second half of the third stanza, which Kráka speaks (beginning “vamlausa skalltu 

vise”),965 she declines and wishes to leave. The stanza is introduced unremarkably as a 

speech stanza by “Hann kvad visu”966 (the marking for Kráka speaking the second half 
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of the stanza is lacking), and Ragnarr replies to Kráka in indirect speech in the saga 

(“nu segir hann, at…”),967 but the sharing of the stanza by the two speakers gives a 

sense of intimacy between the characters.  

In the same scene, there are further stanzas when Ragnarr attempts to give 

Kráka a tunic that Þóra (Ragnarr’s wife) had owned. The fourth stanza of the saga is 

introduced with “þa bydr Ragnar Kracu a þa lund” [‘then Ragnarr asked Kráka in this 

manner’],968 and Ragnarr speaks a versified question to Kráka, beginning “Villtu 

þenna þiggia,”969 if she will have the silver embroidered tunic, and Kráka rejects the 

offer in the fifth stanza, starting with “Þori ek eigi þann þiggia,”970 and finishing her 

answer with a prose line: “Ok vil ek vist eigi taka vid serknum” [‘and I will certainly 

not take the tunic’].971 The stanzas enliven the scene, Ragnarr describes a beautiful 

object and Kráka’s stanza defiantly rejects it, outlining the darker items she is known 

to wear. The stanzas complement and balance each other, Ragnarr’s echoing the 

information in the prose and Kráka’s giving more information about herself to 

Ragnarr and the reader.  

The context of the sixth stanza is Ragnarr and Kráka’s wedding night, when a 

prophetic stanza is spoken by the bride. The stanza is in reply to a question in 

reported speech the prose by Ragnarr, how long they must wait after the marriage 

before its consummation.972 The stanza begins with “Þriar nętr skulum þessar,”973 

detailing they must wait three nights or the son that they will conceive will have no 
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bones. Directly after the stanza comes a comment in prose from the narrator: “Ok þo 

hun kvęddi þetta, gaf Ragnar at þvi enngan gaum ok bra  sitt rad.”974 The fact that 

she has recited this in verse, emphasised by the use of the verb “kvęddi” in the prose, 

and that Ragnarr ignored it – with the implication that he did so foolishly, means that 

the stanza is given extra weight in the narrative, both because of its prophetic content 

and because of the fact this was delivered in a stanza.  

The seventh stanza moves away from the interactions of Ragnarr and Kráka and is 

spoken by Bjǫrn Ragnarsson, in the midst of a battle. The stanza, beginning “Vpp 

ʀvndv ver opi,”975 has an historical tone, recording what has happened and where in 

battle in the style of a stanza in a konungasaga. The performance context is not very 

concrete in the prose, the stanza simply being recited “Ok er þeir hverfa aptr til 

borgarinnar” [‘when they turned back to the city’]976 and the contents are not 

commented on after the stanza. Instead there is a continuation in the prose of “Ok er 

þeir koma aftr i borgina” [‘and when they come back into the city’],977 and this 

repetition makes the placement of the stanza in the prose sound clumsy. Nevertheless, 

the contents of the historical-sounding stanza are rather dynamic, the third line 

reading “satt mvn ek til þess segia” [‘the truth I will say about this’], emphasising the 

accuracy of the information in the stanza, which also includes two placenames. The 

stanza is not very typical for the action of a fornaldarsaga, since stanzas with a similar 

tone tend to be part of longrer retrospective poems. Nevertheless, the fact that these 

retrospective stanzas do exist elsewhere means that the stanza does not sound wholly 

out of place. 

The eighth stanza, further on in the saga after the birth of Ragnarr’s son, is a naming 

stanza, although it is unlike those frequently found in fornaldarsǫgur in which a person 
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names himself in order to identify himself. Here, Ragnarr gives the baby a name, and 

the stanza begins “Sigurdr mvn sueinn of heitinn” [‘the boy will be called Sigurðr’].978 

In the stanza Ragnarr predicts great things for his son (he will be foremost of Óðinn’s 

line, for example), and makes the comment that the child has “ormr i avga” [‘a serpent 

in his eye’], which becomes Sigurðr’s nickname and proves his mother’s parentage as 

the daughter of Sigurðr Fáfnisbani and Brynhildr Buðladóttir. The next two stanzas 

function in the narrative as Ragnarr’s acceptance of his wife’s noble origins and 

comment on the traits that bely the son and mother’s kin; stanza nine, beginning 

“Brynhilldar leizt baraugtunn,”979 confirms the relationship to Brynhildr, and stanza 

ten, beginning “Sea er enngi sveni. nęma sigurde einum,”980 the relationship to Sigurðr 

Fáfnisbani. These two stanzas are introduced with “ok nu kvad hann visu” and “ok 

enn kvad hann,”981 typical introductory and linking structures. Nevertheless, the 

reaction recorded by the narrator to the stanza, “Ok nu kemr upp ętt Aslaugar, sva at 

þat veit hverr madr, at hun er dottir Sigurdar Fafnnisbana ok Brynhilldar Budladottur” 

[‘And now comes up the lineage of Áslaug, so that each man knew that she was the 

daughter of Sigurðr Fáfnisbáni and Brynhildr Buðladóttir’],982 means that these stanzas 

were publically received and highlights the role of stanzas in transmitting information 

in the narrative world of the saga.  

The next four stanzas are spoken by Eiríkr Ragnarsson, after he and his brother 

Agnarr were harrying in the kingdom of King Eysteinn and Agnarr is killed and 

Eiríkr captured and offered peace by King Eysteinn. The first stanza, stanza eleven 

beginning “Vil ek eigi bod fyrir brodur,”983 is introduced with “Eirekr segir ok kvad 

visu” [‘Eiríkr speaks and says a verse’], rejects the offer of peace and is a dialogue 
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stanza rather than a historical-sounding stanza in which he proclaims he will die rather 

than accept peace and Eysteinn’s daughter. The tone continues for the next two 

stanzas, in which Eiríkr declares how he wishes to die (stanzas twelve, beginning 

“Mvnað eins konungs efni”984 and thirteen, beginning “bera skuloð ord it ęfra”). The 

thirteenth stanza is the most interesting, because in it, Eiríkr acknowledges the 

informative and commerative properties of verse:  

bera skuloð ord it ęfra 
nv ero orʀir firar lagþir. 
at męr hafi mina. 
mic aslaugv bauga. 
þa man mest af mode. 
er mic spyria dauðan. 
min stiop modir sinum. 
mogum þavgul segia.

985
 

By requesting them to convey his last words to Áslaug, he is referring to the next and 

fourteenth stanza in the saga, beginning “Hlackar hrafn of hofdi,”986 that he speaks as 

he is dying atop spears with ravens overhead. This shows that occasional stanzas could 

be planned as well as spontaneous compositions, and that their speakers were aware of 

their future impact. His final words are duly recited to Áslaug later in the saga: “Ok 

nv kvad hann þa visu, er Eirekr hafde kvedit, er hann sendi henne hringin. Nu sea 

þeir, at hun felldi tar…” [‘and now he says that verse, which Eiríkr had composed, 

when he sent her the ring. Now they saw, that she shed a tear…’].987 The saga author 

seems here to be acutely aware of the memorial and historical function of verse, and 

likewise this is demonstrated by the fifteenth and sixteenth stanzas. That stanzas can 

be used to ask questions is demonstrated in the fornaldarsǫgur largely by the existence 

of stanzas that request the identity of another. In the fifteenth stanza (beginning 

“Hvat sege þer or yþru”)988 however, the informational capacity of verse is highlighted 
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by Áslaug using a stanza to ask for news and conveying what she has already heard so 

that she can be updated. The sixteenth stanza, beginning “Þer segiv ver þina,”989 is a 

situational verse that addresses the recipient (“kona,” in the second line) and identifies 

the men talked about in the stanza (“sonum þorv,” in the fourth line), and otherwise 

conveys news to Áslaug about what has happened. The stanzas retells something that 

the audience-reader already knows has happened, but this dramatic irony helps to 

reinforce the story and leave the reader free to focus on the reactions of Áslaug to the 

news and the consequences.  

The saga also comments on the tone of the stanzas that are spoken. The seventeenth 

verse, beginning “kaga letu mic minir,”990 records Áslaug’s reaction when she is given 

the news of the death of her son Rǫgnvaldr, and in the prose is the comment “Enn 

ecki fęʀ henna þat mikils ok kvad…”991 The awareness in Ragnars saga about the 

impact of verses is extended to the characters. In the eighteenth stanza, beginning “Ei 

mvndi ydar,”992 Áslaug, as part of her urging her reluctant sons to avenge her dead 

stepsons, says she had rather they had lived and her sons, who are refusing to avenge 

their halfbrothers, had died; her son Ívarr then comments: “‘Eigi er vist,’segir Ivar, 

‘hvart þat stodar nackvat, þottu kvedir aþra visu at annaʀi’” [‘“it is not certain,” Ívarr 

says, “whether that helps anything, even if you speak one verse after another’].993 

Characters in the saga are thus displayed as listening to, reacting to and being attuned 

to the social significance of characters speaking stanzas.  

The episode of Áslaug urging her sons to revenge their halfbrothers continues 

with conscious references to the power of poetry to convince; initially, Áslaug is 

offended because “þotti henna þeir eigi mikils meta sin ord” [‘it seemed to her that 
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they did not attach much value to her words’];994 on this occasion, her fondness for 

speaking in verse, as noted by Ívarr, has been ineffective in manipulating others to do 

her will. Her son, Sigurðr ormr í auga, reveals his thoughts on the matter in stanza 

nineteen, beginning “Þat skal þrigia natta,”995 recording Sigurðr ormr í auga in the 

stanza as the instigator of his judgments, his thoughtful, poetic response to her 

goading causes his brothers to reconsider their refusal to take vengeance: “Ok er hann 

hafde þessa visu kvedit, skipazt nockut hugr þeirra brędra” [‘and when he had said this 

verse, the brothers somewhat changed their minds’].996 The saga thus once more 

demonstrates the transformative power of the skaldic stanza as a communicative 

medium, as thus prompts each of the other brothers, Bjǫrn járnsíða, Hvítserkr hvati 

and Ívarr beinlauss,997 to say a stanza in turn. Ívarr recognises that he must speak a 

stanza in response to those spoken by his brothers: “Ok nu tok Ivar til orda ok segir, 

at þa var þar komit, er hann munde nockurn lut i eiga, ok nu kvad hann visu” [‘And 

now Ívarr began to speak and says, that it had come to the point when he must have 

some part in it, and now he said a stanza’].998 These are situational stanzas, and they 

are carefully used by the prose author to demonstrate not only the value of poetry as 

an artform, but also its memorial and social role, its ability to record and persuade and 

to question.  

The next episode to contain verse in the saga is a section in which Randalín (the name 

that Áslaug, previously Kráka, has taken), tries to persuade Ragnarr to take smaller 

and more ships to England. The first two stanzas contain Ragnarr’s defence of his 

plans, the twenty-third in the saga, beginning “Spari mangi ʀaufrinar,”999 defends his 
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honour, while the twenty-fourth, beginning “hvat er þat bavx or bavgum”1000 connects 

more immediately with its prose context. He seems forced to comment because “Nu 

er fiolrętt um hans fyrirętlan” [‘now there is much talk about his plans’]1001 and his 

stanza is introduced with “ok enn kvad hann visu” [‘and he said yet another stanza’].1002 

This is an interesting choice of introduction, one used normally when stanzas are 

quoted very close together or indeed separated only by this phrase. In this instance, 

however, Ragnarr has done a lot since uttering the stanza before this one: he has had 

his ships readied, his army gathered, and the ships loaded. Using this introduction 

gives an air of immediacy and hustle and bustle to the narration, implying that 

Ragnarr’s action were performed very quickly; it might also suggest that stanzas 

twenty-three and twenty-four were felt to go together in content and style (their tone 

is similar) and because of this strong pairing they were introduced as being said very 

close together in time. The final stanza in the episode is about a protective shirt 

Randalín gives to Ragnarr; it is introduced as a situational stanza with “Enn hun kvad 

visu” [‘again she spoke a verse’],1003 and while the “enn” could signal that her discourse 

(previously in prose) is continuing, it might also refer to Randalín’s/Áslaug’s/Kráka’s 

partiality for speaking in verse at emotionally high moments in the saga (such as when 

urging her sons to avenge their half-brothers). In this episode we thus see stanzas 

carefully employed for narrative effect. 

The next two stanzas occur in the episode when Ragnarr is killed, and they are linked 

closely by their imagery and wording to the prose that surrounds them. Here a pair of 

stanzas occur, separated only by “ok enn kvad hann”1004 rather than the lengthier prose 

and similar phrase used in the episode above. In the first half of the twenty-sixth 
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stanza, which begins “Orrostur hefi ek attar,”1005 Ragnarr boasts of his past glory, but 

quickly switches to his current demise:  

eigi hvggda mik ormar. 
at allðr lagi mi nv. 
þat verdr miok maurgv sinne. 
er minnz varit sialfan.

1006
 

The snakes fastened onto him refer to the snake-pit, into which he has been thrown in 

the prose, “heingu ormar ollum meginn a honum” [‘snakes hung on him from all 

sides’].1007 The last two lines of the stanza speak of his surprise that he, of all people, 

ended up dying in this way. The second stanza of Ragnarr’s death scene, beginning 

“Gnyðia munðc grisir,”1008 is echoed in the prose above it. In the prose, Ragnarr says 

“Gyndia mundu nu grisir, ef þeir visse, hvat enn gamle þyldi,”1009 which is related to 

“Gynðia munðv grisir. / ef galltar hag visse.”1010 This death scene is related to his sons 

later in the saga, in another case of dramatic irony: 

Ok nu er þessi saugu var þar komit, er hann hafdi þetta męllt: ‘gnydia mundu grisir,’ þockar Biornn 
1011

 

In the saga, the phrase about the pigs squealing about the treatment of the boar is held 

to have special importance. It is memorable and relates to a key moment in the 

narrative (the death of Ragnarr), as well as being part of the complex of Ragnarr’s 

death song (the two stanzas he says). Ragnarr’s final speech in stanza twenty-nine is to 

announce his injuries and his impending death, as is usual in death songs. The two 

stanzas use structures and motifs typical of comparable death songs in the 
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fornaldarsǫgur, but at the same time they are integrated into the saga prose, because 

they are both foreshadowed and repeated in the narrative. 

The next two stanzas in the saga, spoken by Bjǫrn, have a curious performance 

context: “Þat er ein morginn, at Biornn iarnnsida vaknar ok kvad visu” [‘One morning, 

Bjǫrn járnsíða woke up and said a verse’]. The prose context of the two stanzas he says 

is that he and his brothers had been harrying the Southern Kingdom, but the 

inhabitants heard they were coming and fled, leaving the brothers barely able to 

provide food for their troops.1012 In the first stanza that Bjǫrn says upon waking, 

which begins “her flygr hverian morginn,”1013 he talks of a raven that would die of 

hunger in the area they are in, which is taken in the prose as an indirect description of 

the situation he and his men find themselves in. The second half of the stanza says 

rather the raven should go “svdr vm sanða” [‘south over the sands’] to where there have 

been many deaths, turning the stanza into a boast. The second stanza (the twenty-

ninth in the saga, beginning “Þat var fyrst er forvm”)1014 is a more historical stanza in 

tone, recording their deeds in “ʀomi velldi” (Rómaveldi), a line about the eagle 

shrieking over the fallen slain offering a contrast to the hungry raven in the previous 

stanza. There is no comment after the second stanza to round off the performance 

context of the stanza, and instead the saga simply moves on. 

The next episode in the saga that contains verse is about the death of Hvítserkr: “ok er 

Randalin spyrr þetta, þa kvad hun vísu” [‘and when Randalín hears this, then she said 

a verse’].1015 Randalín actually speaks two stanzas, the thirtieth and thirty-first stanzas 

in the saga,1016 separated by the phrase “ok enn kvad hun” [‘and yet she said’],1017 a 
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standard dividing phrase for stanzas quoted otherwise consecutively. In the prose, 

Hvítserkr chooses that his death should be on a bonfire made out of mans’ heads and 

this is what his mother reports in the stanzas she speaks, and that he died valiantly. 

Both of his mother’s stanzas are historical or commemorative in tone, and thus do not 

sit well in the prose as immediate comments on what she has supposedly just heard. 

Additionally, the two stanzas are rather similar in content and tell of the same event. 

Here it seems clear that the older stanzas recording the event as thought to be spoken 

by Hvítserkr ‘s mother (note that his name and their relationship is recorded in the 

first stanza), and that these have been used in the saga as appropriate stanzas in the 

narrative context, but they have not been used well.  

 

The final episode containing stanzas in Ragnars saga is a mannjafnaðr, “a formal 

comparison of male accomplishment,”1018 in a rather curious context. We hear in the 

saga after the death of Ragnarr’s sons, the troops who accompanied them dispersed 

and travelled far and wide,1019 and  

Þeir voru II men, er foru vida um laund at leita, ef þeir fynde nauckurn haufdingia þann, er þeim þętti 
ser eigi svivirdingh i at þiona, ok foru þeir eigi badir saman.

1020
 

They were two men who travelled widely across the land to discover if they could find a chief who it 
did not seem disgraceful for them to serve, and they did not travel both together. 

The scene changes to a great feast to mark the death of a king in a far off land, and 

two enormous strangers arrive, separately, sit down to drink and the first to arrive 

challenges the second: “Sa er fyʀe kom, bad, at þeir skyllde eigha gaman saman: ‘ok 

mun ek fyʀe.’ Hann stakk vid honum hende ok kvad visu” [‘The one who arrived first 

asked that they should have a game together, “and I will go first.” He shoved the other 

one with his hand and said a verse’].1021 The first stanza, beginning “Segh þv fra 
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þegnskaupum þinum,”1022 is the thirty-second in the saga, and issues a formal 

challenge to the opponent: “Segh þv fra þegnskaupum þinum. / þig ʀadumzt ek 

spyʀrja” [‘Tell about your honour, explain to us, I ask you’].1023 Then follows a 

question about his achievements and the stanza concludes with an insult: 

hvar sattu hrafn a hrislu 
hrolla dreyra fvllan. 
optar þattv at audrum. 
j aunðvegi fvndinn. 
enn þv dreyrvg hrę dręgir. 
j dal fyrir valfugla. 

Where did you see the raven on a branch 
shuddering, full of blood. 
More often than otherwise you accepted hospitality 
and were found in the highseat 
than procuring bleeding carrion  
for birds of war in the dale!  

It should be noted that these insults are levelled even though the two men taking part 

do not know each other. The beginning insults and challenges therefore have an 

initiatory purpose in the performance rather than being an actual personal attack (this 

contrasts, for example, to Lokasenna, in which Loki levels personal attacks at the 

assembled gods and goddesses). Indeed, this is the function accorded to the stanza by 

the saga prose: “Nu þickir þeim, er utar sat, til leitad vid sig i sliku tilkvędi ok kvad 

visu i moti” [‘Now it seemed to the one, who sat further out, that he was challenged by 

such an address in verse, and he spoke a verse in reply’].1024 The retaliating stanza the 

second arrival speaks is similarly neutral in its personal attack, but the third stanza is a 

boast by the first arrival of his exploits, the details countered by the second arrival in 

the fourth stanza. By this point it seems clear that the men know each other. This is 

confirmed in the fifth stanza:  

Samira ockr at avlldrum 
of ondueghe þręta. 
hvar ockar hefir vnnit 
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 Ragnars saga loðbrókar, ed. Olsen, p. 171, ll. 24-31. 
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 Ragnars saga loðbrókar, ed. Olsen, p. 171, ll. 24-25. 
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hvaðarr framar odrum.
1025

 

This suggests that the willingness to undertake such a match and the ability to 

undertake it as well as the content of the stanzas exchanged are qualities that define a 

warrior, since here they lead to recognition. The sixth stanza, stanza thirty-seven 

beginning “Fylgdvm birne badir,”1026 is an acknowledgement by the second man to 

arrive that they were indeed warriors together with Bjǫrn and Ragnarr, and the stanza 

ends with the invitation “sittu innar meir granni.”1027 In the prose context, the second 

man to arrival was placed further in (in a more honoured position on the benches) 

than the first to arrive. The stanza sequence thus serves to acknowledge that the men 

are equals and comrades: “Ennda kenduz þeir þa vid of sidir ok voru þar siþan at 

veizlu.”1028 This is rather than to establish a hierarchy as usual in mannjafnaðr (for 

example, the drinking contest in Ǫrvar-Odds saga).   

 

The final episode containing stanzas also ends the saga. The three stanzas are spoken 

by a treeman, who stands, mighty, on the shore.1029 The prose context surrounding the 

stanzas is irrelevant to the saga of Ragnarr and his sons; rather these stanzas have been 

included because the second stanza, stanza thirty-nine of the saga, mentions the sons 

of Ragnarr. The first stanza, beginning “þat var fyʀir launghv,”1030 is likely to have 

been borrowed from Hálfs saga.1031 The speaker in the stanza is not specific about who 

he is or what he rules, and thus the stanza can be used successfully in Ragnars saga. 

                                                

1025
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than Hálfs saga), Studies in Ragnars saga loðbrókar, p. 18 
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The second stanza, beginning “ok þvi settv,”1032 begins with a line that makes it 

obvious that it comes after another stanza (although what this originally may have 

been is impossible to know).1033 The second stanza links the stanza sequence more 

firmly to the prose context. In the prose, the men who find the treeman wonder 

“hverr blotad mundi hafa þetta et mikla god” [‘who might have sacrificed to this great 

god’].1034 In the prose, this is in fact what the treeman responds to with his stanzas, 

introduced with “Ok þa kvedr tremadrinn” [‘and then the treeman says’]1035 directly 

after the men voice their question. In the stanza, the treeman says: “þa var ek blotin / 

til bana monnum” [‘then I was sacrificed to for the deaths of men’].1036 Stanza two also 

locates the treeman “i sams eyiv,”1037 which is also in the prose above these stanzas. 

The detail from the third stanza that the treeman is covered in moss is also in the 

prose.1038 The final sentence of the stanza, “Ok þetta þotti monnum undarligt, ok 

saughdu sidan fra audrum monnum” [‘and this seemed wonderful to the men, and 

afterwards they spoke of it to other men’],1039 rationalises how these stanzas and the 

story about the treeman was transmitted after the episode took place.  

Ragnars saga loðbrókar and Prosimetrum 

In Ragnars saga, many of the stanzas are given a strong performance context: that is, 

in the prose surrounding the stanza, the verse can be seen to have an impact on the 

narrative, or characters or the narrator in the saga react to what the verse has said. This 
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is to be expected more with speech stanzas rather than evidence stanzas (although 

technically narrators could react to these, too). It is hard to say whether strong 

performance context in a prosimetric structure is likely to be an innovation when the 

legendary saga was committed to writing or whether it has roots in the oral tradition. 

The notion of Begleitprosa as explanatory prose following an oral stanza might to some 

degree suggest an interest in oral times for a narrative performance context, but even 

so, the burden of conveying performance characterisitics in a narrative may have fallen 

largely on the performer himself. Nevertheless, we must not discount the possibility 

that a certain amount of setting the scene as well as something approaching dramatic 

tellings may have happened orally. The need for setting the scene is perhaps more 

obvious in a narrative with  a narrator who speaks from a written page rather than one 

who is voiced through a performer with the possibility for movement, tone and 

gesture. Either could conceivably have used prose to capture or convey the reaction to 

a stanza, such as in the context of the first stanza of Ragnars saga. Not only is the 

description given of him speaking the stanza before and after it, the prose also records 

the princess’s internal reaction to the stanza. This reaction in the prose can also be 

found in the skaldic prosimetra of Fagrskinna, and may be used to the give the episode 

an anecdotal air in the hope that by bringing the episode to life in this way it will seem 

more authentic.  

The third stanza of Ragnars saga is remarkable because it is spread across two 

speakers: we have also seen an example in Fagrskinna where one character speaks the 

first line of a verse and another character finishes the stanza. It is difficult to decide 

either way for certain whether this might be a product of the oral or written tradition 

behind the sagas. In an oral context, if one character were able to respond with a 

complementary half stanza to another character’s speech, no doubt this would have 

been considered very skilled and witty. In application, this kind of ‘sentence finishing’ 

is easier to achieve in a written text. 

Certainly extra emphasis is given to what is said in verse in Ragnars saga. 

Kráka’s defiance about not accepting a tunic in the fifth stanza is highlighted in verse, 

and she concludes it with a prose line. This emphasis could come from an oral 
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prosimetric context, in which important dialogue was spoken in verse with an 

explanatory prose line added, clarifying the meaning of the stanza to listeners. In 

stanza six, Kráka speaks a prophecy in verse and the extra weight it seems to carry 

comes both from its verse form and its content.  

The prosimetric structure is used to ask questions in the narrative of legendary 

sagas, and this dialogue structure is likely from the oral period. The stanzas that 

contain questions usually request that a person indentifies themselves, and often this 

descends into threats (for example in Ketils saga hængs). However, Áslaug uses a stanza 

to ask for news. In using a verse in this way instead of using prose, Áslaug may be 

asserting her social superiority and this may also be a connotation of verse requests for 

identification in the other legendary sagas, since versifying was a valuable social skill.  

The episode in which Áslaug urges her sons to avenge their dead halfbrothers 

displays a prosimetric construction that the characters themselves deem to have come 

out of an oral context: Ívarr comments “Eigi er vist…hvart þat stodar nackvat, þottu 

kvedir aþra visu at annaʀi” [‘it is not certain…whether that helps anything, even if you 

speak one verse after another’]. This tells us about the prosimetric form that it could 

be used in extemporary, communicative contexts to persuade as well as to question 

and inform. It seems that Áslaug thought her words might carry extra weight were 

she to speak in verse, but her son prosaically informs her that he and his brothers will 

not be so easily persuaded. It seems that here the prosimetric form is noticed when it 

is used in speech contexts by the characters, again highlighting the important social 

and oral role of poetic speech with prose reply.  

It is usual for stanzas cited immediately after one another in both the 

konungasǫgur, the fornaldarsǫgur, and the heroic eddic poetry to have a joining prose 

statement. Typically it is similar to the one found introducing the twenty-fourth 

stanza of Ragnars saga: “ok enn kvað hann visu.” The phrase itself does not indicate at 

what point in time the stanza is spoken, only that it is relative to the verse before it 

comes after. Ordinarily one might assume in the prosimetra that the second stanza 

came directly after the first. However, the episode in Ragnars saga suggests otherwise, 
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since it becomes clear that inbetween the stanzas being spoken, Ragnarr has had his 

ships prepared and loaded, and an army gathered. This indicates that accretive stanzas 

can be used in speech contexts as well as in the evidence role discussed in Fagrskinna. 

Having prose between the stanzas is ubiquitous in all the prosimetric saga subgenres 

and likely has its roots in oral tradition in a declamatory context. The accretive method 

of constructing a prosimetrum is traditional and as Ragnars saga shows, can help 

substantially in moving the plot along. 

Stanzas 28-29 are two stanzas of Ragnarr’s death song, a well known oral genre 

from both Old Norse and other Germanic traditions. The stanzas integration into the 

prose is achieved by foreshadowing and repetition of the content of the verse in the 

prose, and role of the verse is as speech stanzas. It is quite unusual to have the content 

of speech stanzas repeated in the prose and this perhaps tells us that it was considered 

a special type of prosimetra at the point of death of the hero, and the structure thus 

served to emphasize the special status of the dying character. The saga also contains 

another traditional, oral prosimetric form: the mannjafnaðr, from stanza 32 onwards. 

The structure as employed in Ragnars saga demonstrates that the form can be used for 

positive purposes as well as name calling, since it is by the mannjafnaðr that the men 

who are taking part recognise each other as former comrades. 

From the final prosimetric episode in the saga concerning the treeman, we can 

conclude that verses play a role as speech stanzas in saga narrative even though they 

were clearly never composed for that role. A verse can be drawn in because it is 

somehow considered relevant, even if only tangentially. This is perhaps a hangover 

from the oral period when demands on narrative coherency may have been less strict; 

employing a stanza from elsewhere may have even been done for comic effect. 

The most important conclusion to be drawn from an analysis of the prosimetric 

structure of Ragnars saga does not concern the compilation of the saga itself like 

Vǫlsunga saga but rather the construction of individual episodes: a well-integrated 

performance context for the stanzas has probably been a key concern in both the oral 

and written periods, as authors, performers and narrators in both periods captured the 
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characters’ imagined responses to the stanzas cited in the verse. In this manner, 

prosimetrum was probably viewed as a dynamic and engaging method of building up 

a scene in a saga, and one in which the mental aspects of the characters could also be 

explored as they reacted in the narrative to the verse they heard. Such prosimetric 

scenes have formed the building blocks of this saga. 
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Þáttr af Ragnarssonum 

This short þáttr is found in the Hauksbók manuscript AM 544 4to at 105r21-107v, 

written in Haukr’s own hand. The manuscript is dated 1306-1308, although the þáttr 

itself was likely composed in the late 13th or early 14th centuries.1040 This þáttr may 

represent an earlier stage of the traditions surrounding Ragnarr than those captured in 

his saga; various sources are pulled together in the text to emphasise the genealogical 

aspect, perhaps because both Haukr Erlendsson (who comissioned and partly wrote 

the Hauksbók manuscript) and his wife said themselves to be part of the Skjǫldung 

clan. As well as having the lost Skjǫldunga saga as a source, the þáttr seems also to be 

based on a lost version of Ragnars saga, from which the X and Y versions (although 

the Y version less directly) both descended.1041 

The þáttr contains nine stanzas, seven of which also occur in Ragnars saga. The first 

prosimetric episode in the þáttr contains all seven of these stanzas from Ragnars saga. 

The first stanza of the saga begins “Uil ek eigi boð fyri broðvr,”1042 is introduced as a 

normal dialogue stanza and are Eiríkr’s words as he dies aloft on spears. The prose 

line that links his next stanza informs the reader of a sight Eiríkr had seen before he 

was put up on the spears, and so thus is a brief moment of flashback. The second 

stanza, beginning “Þav berið orð eð efra,”1043 is again spoken by Eiríkr  and introduced 

with “þa q(vað) hann,”1044 the introductory formula indicating that this stanza is 

further on in time than the first.  

The tightly structured episode continues with the news of his death reaching his step-

mother and half-brothers, whose exchange lasts for five stanzas. Two of those are 
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introduced with “svaraði” which intensifies the depiction of verbal interaction between 

the characters.1045 After the exchange is finished, the saga moves on. 

The eight stanza is a half strophe in tøglag, which is a quotation from Sigvatr 

Þórðarson’s Knútsdrápa: “Sva segir Sigvatr skalld i Knutz drapv.”1046 The quotation is 

introduced as an evidence stanza from a named poet and poem in the style found in 

konungasǫgur. This quotation is not in Ragnars saga. The final stanza in the þáttr is a 

speech verse spoken by Áslaug, which begins “Sitia veiði vitiar.”1047 There is no 

reaction to the stanza in the prose. 

Þáttr af Ragnarssonum and Prosimetrum 

Ragnars saga  and the þáttr contain mainly eddic verse. Nevertheless, they are 

fornaldarsǫgur. It is thus interesting that the one of final stanzas in the þáttr, neither of 

which are not in the saga, is very much in the style of how skaldic poetry is used in the 

konungasǫgur. The skaldic quotation from a named skald and named skaldic poem is 

unique in the fornaldarsaga genre. This is in contrast to the way that the dialogue 

between Áslaug and her stepsons is set up, which is fast, tightly structured and lasts 

for five stanzas, and in prosimetric structure has many parallels in other 

fornaldarsǫgur. Skaldic dialogue in Fagrskinna, for example, is much shorter; five of 

the skaldic verses that the þáttr shares with the saga are then used in a manner typical 

of eddic dialogues in the fornaldarsǫgur.  
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Hervarar saga ok Heiðriks1048 

Hervarar saga, dated to the 13th century,1049 is thought to contain some of the oldest 

Norse poetry, most famously the poem towards the end of the saga known as 

Hlǫðskviða [‘Hlǫðr’s Poem’] (usually The Battle of the Goths and the Huns in English), 

which Tolkein suggests acquired its present form in Viking-Age Norway even though 

elements of it could stem from even more “remote antiquity;” L. M. Hollander 

identifies these ancient elements as “Gothic traditions” that “must be very old,” and 

also seems to consider the poem reliable.1050 The great age of the poem also seems to 

be confirmed by its metre, a West Germanic alliterative metre common to that found 

in Hamðismál, in which the syllabic length of lines show a lot of variation, in contrast 

with the stricter metre of most Eddic poems.1051 A riddle collection in the saga, 

Heiðreks gátur, also seems to be very old.1052 To these poems can be added 

Hervararkviða, in which Hervǫr wakes her dead father Angantýr from the grave to 

recover the sword Tyrfingr, and a version of Hjálmarr’s death song (which is also 

found in Ǫrvar-Odds saga).1053  

It seems that these poems and riddles form the core(s) of the saga, and the 

prose has been composed around them.1054 If the saga “gives the impression of having 

been pulled together from sundry sources which have been unified with varying 
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degrees of success,” as Torfi H. Tulinius has observed,1055 then the question of the 

development and the age of the prose is open: if the saga did develop from poetic 

cores, and these versi-prose cores were then pulled together to form a long saga, was 

extra prose slotted in to fill in the narrative gaps? Several scholars have posited that 

narrative continuity is given by the sword Tyrfingr,1056 and I wonder whether this 

narrative continuity was demanded by the medieval compiler, wishing to put together 

myriad poetic sources into a convincing narrative saga, or whether the search for 

narrative continuity is a demand of the modern reader, who strains to see how the 

poetic sources have been combined when there may in fact be no strict underlying 

conscious plan, but rather a gradual bringing together of various poetic elements at 

different times in the tradition. The poetic sources, if we accept that each group of 

stanzas I refer to above as “poems” moved together as units, may have come together 

gradually, forming their current constellation because of their shared interest in the 

lines of certain characters or because that was simply the direction in which the story 

ended up extending, and certain poems (or themes, like the sword Tyrfingr) seemed 

to fit.  

There are three redactions of Hervarar saga, referred to by the sigla R, H and 

U,1057 preserved in six manuscripts of independant value. These redactions are thought 

to descend from a common lost archetype, although they have significant differences 

between them in terms of events and characters.1058 The oldest of these redactions is 

H, preserved in Hauksbók, AM 544 4to at 72v9-76v, which dates to the very beginning 

of the 14th century.1059 The saga is written in Haukr’s own hand.1060 The H version of 
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the saga as a whole seems to have been shortened, although there is a mythological 

prologue to the H version not present in the others, and which Torfi H. Tulinius 

concludes “does not seem to have been present in the earlier version of the saga.”1061 

The version in this manuscript ends at the beginning of Heiðreks gátur, from the 

answer to the second riddle (Turville-Petre’s edition 38/17), since there is a lacuna 

between folia 76 and 77, and the manuscript picks up again in Fóstbræðra saga.1062 Two 

17th century paper manuscripts, AM 281 4to (h1) on 98v-101r,1063 and AM 597 b 4to 

on 49r-51v (h2),1064 are indirect copies of Hauksbók and contain the riddle episode 

until the end, and thus we have the H version until the end of the riddles.1065  

The redaction known as R is found in GKS 2845 4to, the main vellum of Hálfs 

saga Hálfsrekka (see above) at 61v-73v, the last saga of the manuscript, although the 

saga is fragmentary in this manuscript and has a lacuna where one leaf has been lost 

(Turville-Petre’s edition pp.21/19-24/11) and is missing the end (Turville-Petre’s 

edition from 56/22).1066 The manuscript dates from, the 15th century, possibly around 

1400.1067 This is thought to be a “fuller version of the saga, though some of the variants 

in H seem to be more correct.”1068 The maligned third redaction, known as U, is to be 

found in Uppsala University Library, manuscript R:715. It dates from the mid-17th 
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Seelow dates the manuscript to around 1450 in Hálfs saga ok Hálfsrekka, ed. Seelow,  pp. 105-106. 

1068
 Torfi H. Tulinius, The Matter of the North, p. 22. 
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century.1069 Thought to be very corrupt, it is used to fill the lacuna in the R version 

from the fragmentary GKS 2845 4to. HU are thought by Jón Helgason to derive from 

u, and that H is a condensed redaction of u.  

A fourth manuscript, the 17th century AM 203 fol. in Den Arnamagnæanske 

Samling, Copenhagen, is also of importance in the manuscript tradition of Hervarar 

saga, which is found on 88r-114v.1070 The scribe of AM 203 fol., Síra Jón Erlendsson, 

is thought to have had access to be a better copy of u than that available to the scribe of 

U. He also had access to the H version (possibly Hauksbók itself) and a version of the 

R-type; he copied that but used u at the beginning of the saga (to 2/ 13 of G. Turville-

Petre’s edition),1071 and then to fill in the missing conclusion (55/20 to the end of G. 

Turville-Petre’s edition),1072 and in these places, AM 203 fol. has independent 

value.1073  

In terms of the differences between the three redactions, HU are closer to each 

other than R is to either of them, to the point where Tolkien has commented “that it 

would be truer to speak of two major redactions … than of three.”1074 Tolkien has 

claimed that R stands nearer to the original written Hervarar saga, while U is a 

completely reworked version of the saga; H and U have a common original, although 

H or its exemplar was combining two versions (the second is close to the R type) that 

were sometimes contradictory;1075 however, it seems an obvious suggestion that the 

differences between the versions may in fact be due to them being different recordings 

from oral tradition, especially in the case of U as compared to R and it being “entirely 

                                                

1069
 Heiðreks Saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. xx. For a full description of the manuscript see pp. xx-xxv. 

1070
 KAH vol. 1, p. 167. 

1071
 The varients of AM 203 fol. are given against U at this part of the saga inJón Helgason’s edition of  in Heiðreks Saga, ed. 

Jón Helgason, pp. 89-94. 

1072
 The varients of AM 203 fol. are given against U at this part of the saga inJón Helgason’s edition Heiðreks Saga, ed. Jón 

Helgason, pp. 143-161. See also Heiðreks Saga, ed. Jón Helgason, pp. xxix-xxxiii. 

1073
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre, p. xviii.  

1074
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre, p.  xviii. 

1075
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre, p.  xviii. 
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reworked” (Tolkien’s emphasis),1076 these entirely different versions sounds like a good 

candidate for a different oral version. Likewise, the following description, typical of 

those of H, also suggests that H may have been another version from oral tradition: 

the version “cuts down the stories in a negligent way, as if the scribe were in haste.”1077 

The concise version of the story could perhaps be a half-remembered version, or 

simply a different, less full version than R, rather than a story copied badly in written 

transmission.  

 It is very noticeable in Hervarar saga that the only verse included in the saga is 

in the four poems discussed at the beginning; we find no other lausavísur in the 

middle section of the saga, since the four poems are bunched up at either end, 

Hjálmarr’s Death Song and Hervararkviða towards the beginning of the poem, and 

Heiðreks gátur and Hlǫðskviða towards the end.1078 This use of poetry in a 

fornaldarsaga – as the inclusion of whole poems very much at either end of the saga – 

is rather unusual.   

 The following comments are based on Jón Helgason’s edition of 1924. R and H 

are printed R above U on pp. 1-88. He prints the H edition from Hauksbók as far as it 

goes, and then pp. 58.23-83.26 are used to provide the end of the saga, taken from AM 

597 b 4to, with full varients given from AM 281 4to. The edition of H is a normalised 

edition. U is printed after, pp. 89-161.  

Hjálmarr’s Death Song 

Hjálmarr’s death song is in R and U but is not present in H, where the action is 

summarised very briefly in prose: “Hjálmarr drap Angantý ok dó þar sjálfr síðan af 

sárum” [‘Hjálmarr killed Angantýr and died there himself afterwards of wounds’].1079 

                                                

1076
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre, p.  xviii. 

1077
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre, p.  xix. 

1078
 The prose story as a whole has been divided into seven sections by Alaric Hall, four of which contain verse. See Alaric 

Hall, “Changing Style and Changing Meaning: Icelandic Historiography and the Medieval Redactions of Heiðreks saga,” 
Scandinavian Studies 77 (2005): 1-30, at 2-3. 

1079
 Heiðreks Saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 12, ll. 28-29. 
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The episode is also present in Ǫrvar-Odds saga. I will compare the version in Ǫrvar-

Odds saga with the version in Hervarar saga in my discussion of Ǫrvar-Odds saga.  

 

Hjálmarr’s death song is a prosimetric episode containing 12 stanzas in R and 13 in U. 

In R, the first stanza is spoken by Oddr as berserkers approach him and Hjálmarr. 

The stanza, beginning “þa uar mer ottí,”1080 is introduced with “Þa quad Oddr” (U 

“Oddur quad”)1081 and describes, in the past tense, Oddr’s momentary fear as he saw 

their attackers disembark. In R, Hjálmarr replies, “þa mællti Hialmar til Odds,”1082 in 

prose to Oddr’s verse, meaning there is no poetic dialogue set up here. The function 

of the verse seems only to be to express Oddr’s fear. The ensuing conversation 

between the characters is reported in prose, with the narrator pausing to offer two 

authenticating verses: “þetta uídr m li þeira sanna þessar uisur, er Híalmar quad” 

[‘their words are proved true by these verses, when Hjálmarr says’], and then a verse 

by Hjálmarr, beginning “Fara halir hr stir,”1083 is quoted, followed by “Oddr segir,” 

and then a verse by Oddr, the third stanza of the saga beginning with “Þui mun ordí / 

ansu r ueíta.” [‘That speech will be replied to with’],1084 making it clear that this 

stanza is a response to another. Although used as evidence by the narrator, the stanzas 

are actually speech stanzas which blend into reported quotations: ‘when Hjálmarr said 

this…, Oddr says this….’ From there, the saga in R switches back to prose, and 

describes how Hjálmarr begins to fight with the Angantýr. 

In U, the prosimetric construction of the scene is rather different. Hjálmarr 

replies to the first stanza spoken by Oddr in verse: the second stanza (beginning 

                                                

1080
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 9, ll. 22-25 – p. 10, ll. 1-2.  

1081
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 97, ll. 18-19. 

1082
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 10, l. 3.  

1083
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 10, ll. 17-24. 

1084
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 10, ll. 25-26. 
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“Ganga halir hraustir”)1085 comes immediately in reply, introduced with “Hialmar 

quad.” The third stanza, beginning “Þui mun eg ordi,”1086 is introduced “Þetta eitt 

mælti Hialmar ædruord, suo men viti. Oddr quad þa” [‘This was the only time 

Hjálmarr spoke words of fear, so men know. Oddr then spoke’],1087 and these 

speeches replaces the authenticating function of the stanzas in the R, where 

Hjálmarr’s fear is not commented upon. Up to this point, the stanzas in R and U have 

been in the same order. After the third stanza shared between the redactions, however, 

U has an extra stanza. This fourth stanza is spoken by Hjálmarr and begins “Flyum 

[vier] fyrir,”1088 and is a regular speech stanza by Hjálmarr that is not reacted to in the 

text.  

 

The fourth stanza in R and U (where it is the fifth) is a speech stanza introduced with 

“Oddr kallar  berserki ok quad” [‘Oddr called to the berserks and said’] and in it Oddr 

challenges the berserks to single combat; the following prose describes how Oddr kills 

them individually. In R, the narrator comes back in with a comment to bring the focus 

back to Hjálmarr with “Eɴ fra leik þeira Hialmars er þat at segía…” [‘And about the 

fight between Hjálmarr and his opponent is there this to tell…’],1089 and with this short 

piece of prose, Hjálmarr’s death is clearly approaching, as Oddr speaks a stanza (the 

fifth of the saga, beginning “Huat er þier, Híalmir?”)1090 that informs the reader that 

Hjálmarr looks like he is dying. With this, Hjálmarr’s death song proper begins. U 

simply begins after the description of Oddr’s fights with Oddr’s stanza, which in U is 

the sixth, and then Hjálmarr’s death song begins. 

                                                

1085
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 97, ll. 27-34. 

1086
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 98, ll. 3-8. 

1087
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 98, l. 1. 

1088
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 98, ll. 11-14. 

1089
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 11, l. 31 – p. 12, l. 1. 

1090
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 12, ll. 4-11.  
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In R, Hjálmarr’s speech of seven stanzas is introduced with “Hialmar quad”1091 and 

the second stanza is reintroduced with “Ok eɴ quad hann,”1092 after which the 

remainder of the stanzas follow in a monologue. In U, the speech is also seven stanzas 

long, and the first stanza is also introduced with “H(ialmar) quad,”1093 and the second 

stanza is also reintroduced with “Enn kuad hann,”1094 after which the rest of the 

stanzas follow. The stanzas are not reacted to immediately in the prose, which follows 

the verse up by simply reporting that Hjálmarr dies; however, in R, Oddr “segir þessi 

tidíɴdí heim i Suiþiod” [‘tells this news at home in Sweden’], and it is not clear 

whether he is reporting only the general events or reporting the contents of the death 

song in addition. After the death song has ended, there is a medium length prose 

description of the birth and early years of Hervǫr, after which Hervararkviða begins. 

Hervararkviða 

Hervararkviða (usually known in English as ‘The Waking of Angantýr’) forms part of 

the Sámsey episode of the saga,1095 of which Hjálmarr’s Death Song can also be 

considered a part. As for the origins of Hervararkviða, many scholars have supposed it 

born of a connection between an adaptation of some parts of Hlǫðskviða and the 

Sámsey episode, and thus to have united into one figure two originally distinct 

Angantýrs, one cognate with the Incgenþeow of Widsith and the one killed on 

Sámsey, and Tolkien has suggested that this combination of the two men into one was 

“a primary point of fusion in the growth of the Hervarar saga.”1096 

                                                

1091
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 12, l. 12. The stanzas are p. 12, ll. 13-27 – p. 14, ll. 1-14. 

1092
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 12, l. 21.  

1093
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 99, l. 25. 

1094
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 100, l. 3. 

1095
 This episode appears in other sagas and genres, for example in Ǫrvar-Odds saga and in two versions in Saxo; further see 

Stephen A. Mitchell, "The fornaldarsögur and Nordic Balladry: The Sámsey Episode across Genres," Fornaldarsagornas 
struktur och ideologi, ed. Ármann Jakobsson, Annette Lassen & Agneta Ney (Uppsala: Uppsala Universitet, 2003) pp. 245-56. 

1096
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre, p. xvi. 
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In R, Hervararkviða begins at stanza 13, and the first stanza is spoken by Hervǫr 

before she moves into the supernatural realms of her father Angantýr’s barrow. It is a 

speech stanza, and its performance context is given in detail in the prose: “Heruor 

uard uid þessí ord æfar reid ok gengr þegar firi iall ok quad” [‘Hervǫr became enraged 

with these words and immediately went before the jarl and said”].1097 The jarl 

responds immediately with a stanza (beginning “Logít er mart at þer”).1098 That 

Hervǫr’s address to the jarl is in verse is likely meant to highlight her extreme emotion 

at that moment, and the jarl’s speech is in verse to match the intensity of the moment 

in the narrative, and also to confer upon the same dignity as her in engaging in a 

dialogue conversation. Hervǫr replies to the jarl in two stanzas introduced with “Hon 

quad”1099 (stanzas 15 and 16 of R), but the third stanza in the unit of three stanzas that 

make up her reply in total is addressed to her mother, introduced with “Siþan mællti 

Heruor uid modr sina ok quad” [‘Afterwards Hervǫr spoke to her mother and 

said’].1100 It is not clear whether we are to imagine Hervǫr’s mother as present with 

the jarl and the stanza thus being spoken at the same time, or whether there is a gap of 

time implied by the introduction to the third stanza.  

In U, the same stanzas appear, although they are numbered differently due to 

their being an extra stanza in U in Hjálmarr’s death song. In U, the first stanza 

Hervǫr speaks in her rage is introduced as a speech stanza as in R, except the 

introductory tag is “ok kuad uisu þessa” [‘and said this verse’],1101 and the prose thus 

explicitly acknowledges that she speaks in verse. The jarl too replies in verse (st. 15 in 

U, beginning “Logid er margt ad þier”)1102 and Hervǫr replies with a unit of three 

                                                

1097
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 15, ll. 15-16. 

1098
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 15, ll. 26-27 – p. 16, ll. 1-6. 

1099
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 16, l. 7. 

1100
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 16, l. 24. 

1101
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 102, ll. 22-23.  

1102
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 103, ll. 6-13. 
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stanzas as in R. However, in U, the prose inbetween the stanzas that indicates the 

verse is spoken to her mother is not included and the stanza is thus addressed to the 

jarl as part of her address to him.  

The poetry continues when Hervǫr reaches the island on which her father is buried. 

In R, Hervǫr, now called Hervarðr, reaches the island and meets a shepherd. He 

begins the dialogue, stanza 18 (a half stanza) introduced with “Hann quad,”1103 and the 

second stanza (st. 19 of the saga, beginning “Munka ek ganga”)1104 is clearly spoken by 

Hervarðr, although it is not introduced as such (there is no prose insertion naming the 

speaker). The third stanza of the episode is spoken by the shepherd again, introduced 

with “Hann quad”1105 and her reply in stanza 21 and his final verse in stanza 22 are 

both marked by the prose. There are five stanzas in total.  

In H, the prosimetric construction is somewhat different. The seven stanzas 

present are presented as one long dialogue with no prose insertions to mark who is 

speaking. They are introduced with “Þetta er kveðit eptir viðrœðu þeira” [‘This is 

composed after their conversation’].1106 It is not clear that this is meant to introduce 

the stanzas as evidence stanzas, although this does seem to be part of their function in 

H. Rather, it seems the verses are introduced as a poem that was made to memorialise 

their conversation. There are two stanzas more than in R, which in U are the fourth 

and seventh stanzas. In U, the opening the of poem contains a narrative framework of 

four lines that is absent in R (the second half of stanza 1, and stanzas 2-6 in U are 

dialogue) and stanza 7 closes the narrative framework; this narrative role is 

undertaken by the prose in R.  

The U redaction presents a prosimetric construction that is between R and H 

in style. It has the same stanzas as H and in the same order. The narrative elements of 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 18, l. 2; the stanza is ll. 3-6. 

1104
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 19, ll. 1-8. 

1105
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 19, l. 9; stanza ll. 10-17. 

1106
 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 18, l. 24. 
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the verse in H is in U transformed in speech, which means the stanzas are slightly 

altered, but, in the style of R, prose insertions are provided labelling who is speaking. 

The seventh stanza in the episode (stanza 25 of U, which equates to stanza 7 of H), is 

introduced with several lines of prose, to compensate for what is a narrative 

description of the stanza in H being used as a speech stanza in U. In the prose, the 

narrator describes what the shepherd does (flee to the forest), whereas in the stanza, 

the shepherd himself gives this information. With this, the story moves on to 

Hervǫr’s trip to the mounds in which the berserks are buried. 

In R, her call to rouse Angantýr from his grave is introduced with “þa quad hon,” and 

similarly in H and U.1107 Four stanzas of speech follow, to which Angantýr replies, 

introduced in R with “Þa quad Angantyr”1108 and in H as “Þá svarar Angantýr.”1109 In 

R he speaks two stanzas before Hervǫr is introduced again with “Hon quad,”1110 but 

in H, she is not reintroduced, meaning that the reader must realise by the content of 

the verse (H stanza 14, which equates to R stanza 29) that the speaker of the stanza is 

Hervǫr and not Angantýr. In both redactions there then appears a small amount of 

prose to describe how the mound stood open ablaze. Their conversation then 

continues, the speaker being introduced in prose each time they switch. In R, this 

conversation is stanzas 30-40, and in H stanzas 15-30. The three last stanzas are 

lacking in R, since it is missing a page. In H, the prose continues by simply describing 

what Hervǫr did next, rather than commenting on the verses.  

In U, after Hervǫr’s initial call to her father, rather than Angantýr speaking 

directly straight away, verses simply are shown to emmenate from Angantýr’s barrow: 

“þa var þetta kvedid i haugi Anganntyrs” [‘then was this recited in Angantýr’s 

barrow’].1111 From here however, Hervǫr and Angantýr’s verse conversation continues 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 21, ll. 17, 31; p. 107, l. 15. 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 24, l. 5. 
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normally, with each speaker introduced in prose, for 18 stanzas until the poem 

concludes. There is a small amount of extra prose before stanza 41 in U, which 

describes very briefly how Hervǫr now has the sword, but otherwise there is no 

additional information and the saga moves on after the stanzas in the same manner as 

the RH redactions.  

Heiðreks Gátur 

A complete analysis of the differences between the riddles in each version of the saga 

is outside the scope of this thesis; Jón Helgason has outlined in the past the 

differences between the order of the riddles,1112 and neither this nor their content will 

be commented upon here. Rather I will seek to characterise the prosimetric structure 

of this section. 

From a prosimetric perspective, the riddle sequence of Hervarar saga known as 

Heiðreks Gátur is particularly interesting, since the riddles are metrical (in a mixture of 

fornyrðislag and ljóðaháttr), but the answers to the riddle are in prose, and, according 

to Tolkien, there is no evidence that they were ever in verse.1113 The consensus is that 

the riddles are anterior to the prose, and that the composer of the prose scene of the 

contest between Heiðrekr and Gestumblindi had collected riddles that were circulating 

individually.1114 The content of the riddles is drawn from the natural world, and due to 

this and the lack of any indication of martial imagery, Finnur Jónsson dated the 

riddles to the middle of the 11th century to the end of the 12th century, which was a 

period of peace and of great scholarly and learned activity in Iceland. Although 

Tolkien may have a point when he says that there is no need to connect the riddles to 

the learned activities of the 12th century,1115 nevertheless, the riddles in Hervarar saga 

hold a special place in Old Norse and indeed in medieval vernacular literature, since 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. lxxxi. 
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 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre, p. xiv. 
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they have almost no parallels in content and no other information whatsoever is 

recorded about any riddle traditions.1116 The question with which the riddle sequence 

ends is the same as that which Óðinn asks Vafþrúðnir at the end of Vafþrúðnismál, 

about what Óðinn said in the ear of the dead Baldr, which is unanswerable. In the 

absence of any further evidence whatsoever of an Old Norse riddle tradition, it is to 

the wisdom contest poems and prose mannjafnaðr that we ought to look for 

comparanda in terms of their narrative construction. 

The construction of the presentation of a riddle is such that Gestumblindi (or 

Gestur in U), is introduced as speaking, and immediately speaks a stanza that contains 

a riddle. After this, the king replies in prose, usually prefacing his comments with a 

statement that the riddle was a good one, and then the king gives the answer to the 

riddle. 

In RH, it is immediately noticeable that during the contest, Gestumblindi is 

always labelled as a speaker, but his opponent almost never is. This is despite the fact 

that Gestumblindi almost always speaks in verse and the opponent in prose, so after 

the initial set up of the scene, it would not be difficult to understand who was 

speaking. Looking at this another way, we might conclude that Gestumblindi is 

labelled precisely because he speaks in verse and is speaking the important part of the 

exchange: the riddle itself, which is in verse but in stanzas of unequal length. Often 

the response to the riddle is a prose passage of six or so lines; however, these are 

several reponses that are much shorter and simply give the answer to the riddle.1117 In 

U, however, the king is usually introduced as making a reply when the prose begins 

after the stanza, and his comments after the riddle are on the whole shorter than in 

RH. 

                                                

1116
 Those riddles that are similar in the modern Icelandic riddle tradition should be considered as borrowings from Heiðreks 

gátur, and the only riddle that does come up elsewhere is the Cow-Riddle (on Turville-Petre’s edition p. 49/13-20) that 
appears all over Europe (Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre, p. xiv). 

1117
 E.g. Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 79, ll. 10-11, 26-27; p. 81, ll. 10-11, 26-27; p. 82, l. 9.   
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Gestumblindi picks riddles as a way in which to redeem himself in order to 

avoid being judged by the king’s wisemen.1118 At the end of the section, it becomes 

clear that the mysterious figure putting forth the riddles is Óðinn, and the king is 

evetually killed. This is in accordance with other Óðinnic wisdom contests, for 

example Grímnismál. 

Hlǫðskviða 

As explained above, Hlǫðkviða is considered to be one of the oldest Old Norse poems 

extant on the basis of its content, metre and from the sense of certain words; all 

suggest an pre-Norse origin for the poem.1119 The poem was likely already a 

prosimetrum by the time it was incorporated into Hervarar saga, and indeed may have 

always been prosimetric.1120 

 Names in the poem seem to point to an Southern-Eastern European area of 

origin for the poem: Danþarstaðir found in the poem seems to be the same as the 

form Danaþer used by the Gothic Jordanes of the river Dnieper in the 6th century, 

and the word Harvaða-fjöll used of the Carpathians seems to have developed from the 

Germanic *Xarfaþ- as a result of the Germanic consonant-shift.1121  

 The assumption that an historical battle underlies the poem is one repeated 

often enough to have become a consensus. A number of suggestions have been put 

forward as to the identity of the actual historical event underlying the poem, and, 

though now dismissed, the assumed event was for a long time identified with the 

mighty battle of 451 that took place between the Huns (ruled by Attila) and his 

subjected peoples, and the Western Empire with Visigothic allies.1122 Other theories 
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proposed since situate the battle in Europe post the defeat of Attila, in battles recorded 

by the 4th century Roman historians, and in battles in which either the Huns or Goths 

were absent, or both.1123 Tolkien deems the suggestion that the oldest material in the 

poem goes back to the late 4th and early 5th centuries and the wars of the Goths north 

of the Black Sea, soon after the Huns had appeared the most likely; in support of the 

idea, the South Eastern names discussed above point at least to the reigion.1124 It seems 

safest to conclude that whether or not the poem is based upon an actual battle is 

unrecoverable, and that lack of positive identification makes it seem likely that it 

perhaps was not, although there may be some traces left in the poem of the regional 

identity of its some of its names.  

 Another important point in the prehistory of the poem is its connection to the 

Old English poem Widsith 116ff. The Anglo-Saxon poem mentions the characters 

Heoþoric (cf. Heiðrekr), Sifeca (cf. Sifka), Hliþe (cf. Hlöðr), Incgenþeow (cf. 

Angantýr), and Wyrmhere (cf. Ormarr), and this is important with regard to the 

debate as to whether the conflict between the brothers Hlöðr and Angantýr is an 

original part of the poem, since Henrik Schück in Studier i Hervararsagen argued that 

Saxo had access to two poems about the Battle of the Huns, one about the huge battle, 

and one about the conflict between Hlöðr and Angantýr, which did not include the 

battle. In Schück’s view, the two separate motifs have been combined in Hervarar 

saga.1125 Hollander, on the other hand, finds it more likely that Saxo heard an earlier 

version of Hervarar saga than the one extant, and in book 5 of the Gesta Danorum we 

find a vague recollection of the story told to him by Icelandic or Norwegian 

authorities.1126 It seems reasonable to assume that the Old English and Old Norse 

characters share a common origin, especially considering that the Old English poem 

                                                

1123
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre xii. 

1124
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre xiii.  
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 Henrik Schück, Studier i Hervararsagen, Uppsala universitets årsskrift (1918) p. 23 ff.; cf. Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. 

Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre p. xiii. 

1126
 Hollander, “The Battle on the Vin-Heath and the Battle of the Huns,” pp. 39-40. 
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also mentions Ætlan leode (the Huns), and Hrædas (the Goths, Norse Reiðgotar, and 

earlier Hreiðgotar), and that the poems tell of the same events.1127 

The prose that leads up to Hlǫðskviða proper begins by describing the death of King 

Heiðrekr at the hands of slaves, as Óðinn predicted (or cursed) at the end of Heiðreks 

Gátur, and the theft of his sword Tyrfingr. His son, Angantýr, travels to avenge his 

father and hears a man on a fishing trip speak a verse, the content of which alerts him 

to the fact that the sword the fisherman have in Tyrfingr. The stanza the man speaks 

is a regular speech stanza (beginning “þess gallt hon gedda”),1128 and has a close 

performance context, because it is addressed to other men and overheard by Angantýr, 

to whom it conveys information. This resolution of the theft of the sword connects 

the riddle section to Hlǫðskviða in the saga by providing a situation in which Angantýr 

can gather nobles for his father’s funeral feast.  

The funeral feast is the context in which the first stanza of Hlǫðskviða appears, 

stanza 72 in R beginning “Ar quoþo Humla.”1129 It is introduced in the style of an 

evidence stanza with “sem her segir,” but upon closer inspection, it does not provide 

evidence for what is said in the prose. Rather the prose uses the stanza to provide 

information that it does not repeat: “Þa redu þessír konungar l ndum, sem her segir” 

[‘These kings ruled over the lands then, as it says here’].1130 The narrative then speeds 

up, the slow scene of Angantýr’s retrival of his father’s sword replaced by a faster-

paced prosimetrum. This stanza is not in U. 

                                                

1127
 Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre p. xiii. Tolkien also comments that if we are prepared to 

accept the common origin of the poems on these bases, we should count the mention in Widsith of “Vistula Wood” as a 
“distortion of the legend” in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, intro. Tolkien & ed. Turville-Petre p. xiv. I do not agree: Widsith in 
this particular probably simply preserves a different version of the tale rather than something that ought to be classified as an 
error. For further on this, see Hollander, “The Battle on the Vin-Heath and the Battle of the Huns,” pp. 33-43, esp. 38-40. 
For further connections between Widsith and the North Germanic tribes, see William Witherle Lawrence, “Structure and 
Interpretation of ‘Widsith’,” Modern Philology 4 (1906): 329-374. See also Kemp Malone, “Widsith and the Hervararsaga,” 
Publications of the Modern Language Association 40 (1925): 769-813. 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 84, ll. 28-31; p. 141, ll. 8-11. 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 85, ll. 12-19. 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 85, ll. 10-11. 
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The second to fourth stanzas in R of the episode (numbers 73-75), are evidence 

stanzas in the narrative and have prose inbetween them that the stanzas corroborate. 

In stanza 75 in particular however, it can be seen that the stanza is also contributing to 

the story. Stanza 74 gives more details about what the prose introduction to it says, 

because the dialogue in stanza 75, in which Hlǫðr tells a man to go to Angantýr and 

tell him to speak with him, in necessary for the prose following the stanza to make 

sense: “Sa geck iɴn firi konungs bord…” [‘So the man went in before the king’s 

table…’].1131 The action in the prose following the stanza is a direct result of the 

demand in the stanza. In this way, evidence stanzas can also be used to add to the 

narrative. The following stanza (number 76, beginning “Her er Hl dr komiɴ”)1132 is a 

speech stanza introduced with “ok mælti siþan,” and as such follows on from the 

previous stanza in giving information to the story. Here in the prosimetrum, a speech 

stanza included in a scene is reported both under the umbrella of the evidence stanza 

before it.  

In R, this alternation between evidence stanza and speech stanza continues: 

stanza 77, beginning “Rymr uar i ʀanni,”1133 is an evidence stanza introduced with 

“sem her segir,” and the following two stanzas are speech stanzas issuing Hlǫðr’s 

demands to his brother Angantýr.1134 The reply by Agantýr is initially in prose, 

however, when his sentence is finished, the narrator adds “þa quad Agantyr,” and he 

continues speaking in verse. This is a marked shift between prose and poetry. 

Angantýr continues in R in prose with an offer, but then R breaks off.  

In U, the whole prosimetric episode is preserved.1135 The major difference is 

the lack of alternation between the speech and evidence stanzas. Instead, the majority 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 86, l. 29. 
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 Heiðreks saga, ed. Jón Helgason, p. 97, ll. 1-8. 
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of the stanzas presented in the prose are straightforward dialogue/speech stanzas, 

which are labelled by the prose as to who is speaking them. Notable features are that a 

four stanza long speech by Angantýr has its second stanza introduced with “Og enn 

quad A(nganntyr),”1136 further suggesting, in comparison to other fornaldarsǫgur, that 

this is an important feature of giving many consecutive stanza of eddic verse.1137  

Stanza 93 of U is not given as verse by all editors, although it is in Jón 

Helgason’s edition: “Obrodurlega varstu leikinn / hin agiæta systir” [‘Unbrotherly you 

have been treated, noble sister’].1138 The couplet is introduced in such a manner as to 

convey Angantýr’s deliberation over his words: he “varð seint til orda og mællti þetta 

vmm sidar” [‘he was slow to speak and at last said this’].1139 The prose following the 

couplet also reflects that Angantýr is thinking deeply, and we might be more inclined 

to accept the lines as verse in a moment of high emotional intensity. Likewise, two 

lines marked as verse by Jón Helgason are spoken by King Humli “Eigi skuluum / 

arum spilla” [‘we must not harm heralds’], which is followed in prose by “þeim er fara 

einir samann” [‘those who travel alone’].1140 This, and the following stanza are,1141 

according to Christopher Tolkien, the confused remnants of verses,1142 and both sets 

of lines are unsual in that they are directly either begun or ended with prose that 

finishes the thought.  

Given the structure of Hlǫðskviða just described, it seems that it is a strong 

contender for traditional Begleitprosa, particularly since in the configuration in which 

the stanzas are usually used as evidence stanzas and the configuration in which they 
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are used as speech stanzas needs the verses to add information to the prose narrative. 

Nevertheless, any prose that moved with the stanzas is likely to have been fluid, 

whether the stanzas were used as evidence or speech stanzas. 

Hervarar saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

The opening prosimetric section of Hjálmarr’s death song is shown by the variations 

between redactions to be flexible as to whether stanzas are used as speech or as 

evidence stanzas. This flexibility in the use of verse in both of these roles is an 

important point, and it might be that in the eddic tradition, verses switched roles more 

readily than in the skaldic traditions, since eddic verse is used more frequently for 

speech stanzas. This readiness to employ a verse in either role also supports my 

identification of stanzas throughout various fornaldarsǫgur as quasi-authenticating and 

quasi-speech stanzas – that is, they could play both roles simultaneously. This serves 

to bring an engaging voice to the narrative, whilst at the same time underlining its 

credibility, such as the stanzas spoken by Starkaðr in Gautreks saga. The willingness to 

tease verses into both evidence and speech roles could perhaps have arisen from an 

oral eddic tradition in which this flexibility was felt to be perfectly acceptable. It is 

noticeable that no instances of this were found in the many stanzas of Fagrskinna, 

suggesting that this feature may be unique to eddic prose contexts. 

 

In Hervararkviða, it seems likely that the verses serve to underline that emotions are 

running high, as well as providing the medium in which this episode has likely always 

been transmitted. Although part of the Samséy episode with Hjálmarr’s death song, 

the tones of the two pieces are not similar and different origins seem likely. Again, at 

the point at which Hervǫr is encountering her dead father, one redaction (H) shows a 

preference for giving the stanzas as evidence stanzas rather than as dialogue. This 

underlines what I argued above about the flexibility of eddic verse in prosimetric 

construction – it was probably up to the saga author or performer to concoct 

whichever permutation suited his particular mode of telling. The use of evidence 

stanzas rather than speech stanzas might indicate the author sought to introduce extra 
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credibility into his narrative in the manner observed in the konungasǫgur, and may also 

reflect the desire of an author/performer to display a variety of uses of verse in his 

narrative for the sake of interest.  

Similar impulses may be detected in the difference between the H and U 

redactions in using narrative verse: in H, the verse has narrative properties; in U these 

are transferred into speech. This might also highlight the perceived distinction of 

using prose for narrative and verse for dialogue in the saga prose.  

From the riddle exchange in Hervararsaga we might conclude an important role 

for prosimetrum in the transmission of such word games. As noted, the riddle is 

always in verse but the answer is always in prose: this lends a lot of flexibility to the 

creation of a prose answer. This is likely a hangover from an oral tradition in which 

there was a genuine performance situation involving the transmission of riddles where 

they were recited in verse for ease of memorisation, and the answers suggested in 

prose by the audience. The neat delineation of one riddle after another in the saga is a 

feature we can also observe in mannjafnaðr and in Gylfaginning, where the taking in 

turns of insults or questions and answers is orderly. This is presumably a written 

convention, since oral displays of riddle-prowess would likely have been rowdier as 

people shouted suggestions for the solution. 

In Hlǫðskviða, several examples can be found of evidence verses actually 

supplying information to the narrative. This might suggest that the evidence stanza 

was partially seen as a convention that had to be included in order to formulate a 

credible narrative, likely under the influence of the konungasǫgur, but one that was 

flexible enough in a prose context of eddic verse to be exploited for narrative purposes 

at the same time. The opening of Hlǫðskviða in R also demonstrates the ability of 

prosimetrum to make the narrative suddenly much livelier and engaging than 

previously, as the pace picks up. In the written tradition then, the placement of 

prosimetra in long saga texts may have been carefully considered for the benefit of 

reader engagement (I assume here, perhaps wrongly, that the prose sections of oral 

sagas would have been shorter, albeit still present). The placement of two poetic 
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sections at either end of Hervarar saga may thus be an attempt to provide a strong 

opening and ending for the saga, with copious prose in the middle.   
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Hrólfs saga kraka ok kappa hans 

Although the saga is usually dated to the 14th century,1143 the earliest surviving 

manuscript of Hrólfs saga kraka is from the 17th century. The manuscripts that are 

extant are all thought to go back to one common original.1144 Despite the late date of 

the extant saga, the materials contained in the saga are thought to be ancient and go 

back to oral times; this is particularly true with relation to the material found in the 

saga that is thought to be related to the Bjarkamál.1145 

There are eleven stanzas in the saga in seven episodes: 

1. Signý recognises her brothers (stanza 1) 

2. Heiðr prophecies to King Fróði (stanza 2-5) 

3. Reginn warns King Fróði (stanza 6) 

4. Elk-Fróði greets his brother (stanzas 7-8) 

5. King Aðil describes Svipdagr (stanza 9) 

6. A couplet is said (stanza 10) 

7. A proverb is said (stanza 11) 

 

Episode one: Signý recognises her brothers (stanza 1) 

The first stanza is a story-stanza that is crucial to the scene. Signý recognises her 

disguised brothers (called Hróarr and Helgi, with the assumed names Hrani and 

Hamr respectively), and begins to cry; the stanza is a response to her husband asking 

her why she is crying. The stanza, which begins “Ǫll er orðin / ætt Skjǫldunga,”1146 is 
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used in the prose by Signý to tell her husband Jarl Sævill that the two boys on bare-

backed horses are her brothers (“bræðr sák mina / á berum sitja”);1147 this detail is not 

in the prose, which states rather that the horse Helgi rides is “ótamit” [‘untamed’] and 

that his brother Hrani’s (Hróarr’s) horse was similar.1148 The brothers are contrasted 

in the stanza to Sævill’s men who ride “á sǫðluðum” [‘with saddles’].1149 In the prose 

the stanza is addressed to Sævill, but the stanza itself talks of him in the third person 

(“en Sævils rekka”).1150 This could suggest an origin for the stanza outside this 

conversation; it could be spoken as part of an interior monologue by Signý as she 

watches the scene unfold. 

 

Episode two: Heiðr prophecies to King Fróði (stanza 2-5) 

The vǫlva Heiðr speaks four stanzas spoken to King Fróði when he is attempting to 

use her powers to divine what she can about the location of the boys Helgi and 

Hróarr, who, unbeknownst to him, are in the same hall. The first stanza is introduced 

as a prophecy stanza: “Seiðkonan slær þá í sundr kjǫptunum ok geispar mjǫk, ok varð 

henni þá ljóð á munni.”1151 The gasping vǫlva and the phrase “varð henni þá ljóð á 

munni” are typical of such scenes. The stanza describes the situation as she sees it: 

Tveir ro inni, 
trúik hvárigum, 
þeirs við elda 
ítrir sitja.

1152
 

Two are inside, I trust neither, they the excellent ones who sit by the fire. 
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The stanza does not make it clear who the “two” are she refers to, and the king asks 

her who they are, which prompts her to continue. The second stanza in the episode is 

thus introduced with “hún svarar”1153 as a direct reply to the question in the prose. The 

stanza, which begins “Þeirs í Vífilsey / váru lengi”1154 is in the past tense, and reveals 

the names the boys went under on Vífilsey, Hoppr and Hó, “hunda nǫfnum.”1155 It is 

noticeable that in the three final stanzas of the episodes all the cognomens of the boys 

who are hunted are revealed. These stanzas can thus be said to preserve the outline of 

this section of the story, and the second stanza makes it clear that when they have the 

names Hoppr and Hó, they must answer to dogs’ names and be on the island of 

Vífilsey, as happened earlier in the saga. According to the prose description of Signý 

trying to bribe Heiðr to stop and the vǫlva’s efforts to abort the seiðr session, the third 

stanza is introduced thus: “hún gapir mjǫk ok verðr erfiðr seiðrinn ok nú kvað hún 

vísu.”1156 This stanza brings the action into the present tense of the saga:  

Sék hvar sitja  
synir Hálfdanar,  
Hróarr ok Helgi,  
heilir báðir;  
þeir munu Fróða  
fjörvi ræna,

1157
 

The boys’real names are cited in this stanza, along with the prophecy that they will kill 

Fróði (which does happen). The fact that she is able to see them brings dramatic force 

to the saga scene, and at the end of the stanza she breaks off into prose: “nema þeim sé 

fljótt fyrirfarit, en þat mun eigi verða.”1158 The spell evidently broken, “stiklar hún 

ofan af seiðhjallinum”1159 and recites the final stanza (beginning “Ǫtul eru augu”),1160 
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revealing the last set of cognomens, Hamr and Hrani, that the boys have lived under. 

The stanzas that thus, again, crucial to the scene, even though they are staged as 

prophecies they give information on the dramatic unfolding of the episode and 

corroborate things that have happened previously in the saga prose as well as 

predicting what will happen in the future. The final stanza is not part of the prophecy 

but an observation on the “ǫðlingar” [‘princes’],1161 acknowledging their noble 

character and also, in the plot, buying time for the boys to realise she is warning them 

– all three of them then escape.  

It is difficult to assess whether the stanzas are possibly primary to the prose 

here; at least they are certainly integral. The recitation of the stanzas in this section is 

thus crucial not only for aesthetic interest (for example, a seiðr session), but also for 

reasons of corroboration with what happened earlier (the second stanza corroborates 

what happened when the boys stayed with Vífill) and for the dramatic timing of the 

scene, in which the time it takes to speak a stanza is vital – this is rather unusual in the 

fornaldarsǫgur and is here used with great effect, since it highlights the alarm the boys 

feel when their identities are uncovered. 

 

Episode three: Reginn warns King Fróði (stanza 6) 

The sixth stanza in the saga is spoken by Reginn to King Fróði as a warning, even 

though Reginn is party to the actions that will lead to Fróði’s death, he must issue a 

warning about what is happening in order to fulfill his oathes to him: “ok í þessu 

heyra þeir utar til hallardyra, at Reginn kvað vísu.”1162 The stanza is thus introduced as 

an occasional/speech stanza. It is full of double meanings. The first half of the stanza 

introduces the situation and the second half is the warning. The first line “Reginn er 

úti”1163 could mean either the man Reginn is speaking (thus recording the speaker of 
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the stanza) or that it is raining outside, and, since ‘reginn’ is the plural of ‘god,’ also 

indicates the gods may be involved.1164 The second to fourth lines, “ok rekkar 

Hálfdanar, / snæfir andskotar, / segið þat Fróða,” record who the stanza is addressing 

(Fróði) and who he is about to face. The second half plays on the smiths’ names Varr, 

‘varr’ meaning ‘cautious,’ a warning to be careful veiled in a message about smiths 

making nails.1165  The king’s men understand it the stanza in the more innocent 

manner, but the king is able to interpret that Reginn is giving a warning;1166 even 

though this is the case, the stanza is not particularly important to the action and the 

short episode serves only to preserve Reginn’s good character and also probably to 

give the reader an opportunity to delight in the double meanings of the stanza. 

 

Episode four: Elg-Fróði greets his brother Þórir hundsfótr (stanzas 7-8) 

The two stanzas that occur in the episode in which Elg-Fróði encounters and 

threatens his brother Þórir hundsfótr without recognising him are curious, 

threatening short strophes. In each stanza a brother states what type of weapon he has 

and that he will use it: 

Litlu síðarr kemr Fróði heim ok lítr ekki hýrliga til hins komna manns, bregðr nú skálminni ok mælti: 
 Grenjar skálm, 
 gengr ór slíðrum, 
 minniz hǫnd 
 hildar verka, 
ok keyrir niðr a stokkinn hjá sér ok geriz mjǫk ólmr ok illiligr. Þórir kvað þá: 
 En ek læt víðs 
 á vegi ǫðrum 
 øxi mína 
 jafnt hljóð bera. 
Ok þá duldiz Þórir ekki lengr, ok kendi þá Fróði broður sinn...

1167
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Fróði is aggressive to his brother in his stanza because he does not recognise him, but 

his brother is also aggressive back, even though he knows who Fróði is and that he is 

concealing his identity from him. The aggressive action of Fróði drawing his short 

sword in the prose align with the first stanza, and although in prose the stanza is said 

after the sword is drawn, the content of the stanza suggests it may have been supposed 

that sword was drawn and the stanza spoken simultaneously. The stanzas are not 

crucial for telling the story of the episode, but rather function to highlight the 

aggression of the characters and also serve as a dialogue greeting, however unfriendly, 

between the two men. The contents of the stanzas are simple promises of violence. It 

should be noted that it in the prose it is not the recitation of the stanza that causes 

Fróði to recognise his brother Þórir, nor does the content of the stanzas indicate this is 

one of their intended functions. 

 

Episode five: King Aðil describes Svipdagr (stanza 9) 

The ninth stanza is spoken in a tight performance context in which it is obviously said 

loudly in a public setting. The content is designed to embarrass Svipdagr: 

Þá tók Aðils konungr til orða: ‘ok þú ert nú kominn hér Svipdagr félagi, eða hvert mun erindit 
kappans?, eða mun ekki vera sem mér sýniz, 
 dalr er í hnakka, 
 auga er ór hǫfði, 
 ǫrr er i enni, 
 hǫgg eru á hendi tvau, 
ok svá er Beigaðr bróðir hans allr knýttr.’

1168
 

It seems that the king’s reference to Svipdagr as the ‘champion’ (“hvert mun erindit 

kappans?”)1169 is an ironic one, since the verse sounds like it describes a warrior who 

has been beaten rather than taken victory. Although part of an apparent attempt at 

public humiliation, the stanza aligns Svipdagr with Óðinn. The stanza is not 

personalised in content to Svipdagr (it does not mention his name), nor does the 
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 Hrólfs saga kraka, ed. Finnur Jónsson p. 80, ll. 3-10. 

1169
 Hrólfs saga kraka, ed. Finnur Jónsson p. 80, ll. 4-5. 
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stanza suggest internally who the speaker might be. The verse is part of direct speech 

and has a very particular performance context in the prose; this is emphasised by most 

of the description being in verse and then the king switching to prose to finish his 

comments on Svipdagr and Beigaðr. The reaction of Svipdagr, that he spoke “svá hátt, 

at allir máttu heyra,”1170 confirms that this exchange of which the stanza is part is 

loaded with social significance, and serves in the narrative to heighten the tension in 

the scene, as Svipdagr and his companions are about to be attacked. The detailed 

description of Svipdagr’s appearance helps the reader/audience to imagine the scene, 

and this continues after the stanza with a detailed inscription of the interior of a hall. 

 

Episodes six and seven: A couplet and proverb are said (stanzas 10-11) 

The last two verse elements of Hrólfs saga are of dubious standing in terms of whether 

they should be considered as part of the saga’s prosimetric structure. In the first 

instance, a couplet occurs: “Aukum nú eldana / at Aðils borg” [‘Let us now increase 

the fires at Aðils stronghold’].1171 Although metrical enough to be considered 

fornyrðislag, the introduction of the stanza indicates it might have been considered 

alliterative prose by the saga writer: “Þá mæltu þeir Bǫðvarr ok Svipdagr.”1172 It is 

difficult to see how an occasional stanza could be conceived of as being spoken 

simultaneously by two men. Considering the couplet as something said at the same 

time by close acquaintances seems to make more sense. As for the second instance, we 

find: “Eigi flýr sá eldinn, / sem yfir hleypr” [‘that one flees no fire, [he] who jumps 

over it’].1173 Prosaic proverbial material is the most likely candidate, although this 

proverb too is metrical enough to be verse (it is in fornyrðislag), even if only two lines 

long. It is introduced by “Eptir þetta unnit teka Hrólfr konungr til orða” [‘after this 
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 Hrólfs saga kraka, ed. Finnur Jónsson p. 80, l. 11.  

1171
 Hrólfs saga kraka, ed. Finnur Jónsson p. 83, ll. 13-14. 
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 Hrólfs saga kraka, ed. Finnur Jónsson p. 83, l. 12. 
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 Hrólfs saga kraka, ed. Finnur Jónsson p. 84, ll. 1-2. 
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occurred, King Hrólfr began to speak’].1174 The introduction does not indicate one 

way or another whether the lines that followed could be verse. The content of the first 

couplet about Aðil’s stronghold seems integrated enough with the surrounding saga 

that it was probably written for the purpose, but the second sounds to be of common 

proverbial (oral) origin.  Such alliterative, short statements could be taken as prose – 

there is nothing in the prose surrounding them that indicates they are verse – but they 

are usually considered verse. 

 

Hrólfs saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

The stanzas in Hrólfs saga seem to be concerned with the theme of identity: 

recognising, concealing and revealing it. Nevertheless, the saga has a rather unique 

prosimetric profile in the corpus of legendary sagas. Rather than building the narrative 

from versified dialogue, monologues or otherwise long sections of stanzas (e.g. the 

evidence stanzas of Hlǫðskviða), the saga instead has very few stanzas that are found 

scattered throughout it. They appear singularly on the whole. The only two units 

emerge from the analysis are the second episode in which Heiðr prophecies to King 

Fróði (stanzas 2-5) and the fourth, in which Elk-Fróði greets his father (stanzas 7-8). 

The contents of both of these units occur elsewhere, for example the prophesying in 

verse at the beginning of Ǫrvar-Odds saga, and eddic dialogue in which demand for 

identification is made and the name and origin of the opponent versified;1175 often 

such situations descend into threats, which is reflected in the Elk-Fróði episode in 

Hrólfs saga. The saga then is not built as a traditional fornaldarsaga but nevertheless 

can be said to employ verses in its episodes that contain traditional and old content. 
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 Hrólfs saga kraka, ed. Finnur Jónsson p. 83, ll. 24-25. 

1175
 Cf. Harris, “Eddic Poetry as Oral Poetry: The Evidence of Parallel Passages in the Helgi Poems for Questions of 

Composition and Performance,” pp. 203-204. 
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Ásmundar saga kappabana 

The saga survives in two later medieval manuscripts: one is Perg. 4to nr 7 in the 

kungliga biblioteket in Stockholm,  and the other is AM 586 4to. The full saga is 

preserved only in Stockholm Perg. 4to nr 7 from the first half of the 14th century,1176  

since the saga in AM 586 4to is only a fragment, occupying 33r-33v. This manuscript 

is dated to the 15th century,1177 but the style of the  fragment is rather different to that 

of the saga preserved in the Stockholm manuscript, and has been described by E. F. 

Halvorsen as being “verbose.”1178 The saga is dated by E. F. Halvorsen to around end 

of the 13th century.1179  

Previous criticism of the saga has been largely concerned with the origins of the 

saga in connection with the Hildebrandslied1180 and with the similar material told by 

Saxo,1181 but, as Halvorsen rightly points out, “it is of the greatest importance to 

distinguish between the written saga, which can hardly be older than the end of the 

13th century, and the Hildebrand legend, which was known to Saxo Grammaticus a 
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 E. F. Halvorsen, “On the Sources of the Ásmundarsaga Kappabana,” Studia Norvegica 5 (1951): 1-57, at 4. 
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 Halvorsen, “On the Sources” 4. 
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 Alison Finlay concurs with the late 13th century, “The Saga of Ásmundr, Killer of Champions,” trans. Alison Finlay, 
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Zwei Fornaldarsögur (Hrólfssaga Gautrekssonar und Ásmundar kappabana) nach Cod. Holm. 7 4to, ed. Ferdinand Detter (Halle: 
Max Niemeyer, 1891) 101-103; Alison Finlay, “The Saga of Ásmundr” 120-122; the comparison has been made in most detail 
by Halvorsen, “On the Sources” 8-22.  
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century earlier,”1182 and the present discussion will focus on the saga as an Old Norse 

prosimetrum.1183 

The saga contains nine stanzas split into two poems, only found in the 

Stockholm manuscript and all of which are part of recounting the death of 

Hildibrandr in elagic eddic verse. The first five stanzas are spoken by Hildibrandr 

after he is badly wounded (“en hann var þá sárr mörgum sárum” ‘and he was then 

wounded with many wounds’)1184 and are introduced by the words “Síðan kvað hann 

vísur þessar” [‘Afterwards he spoke these verses’].1185 This kind of prose introductory 

statement is ambiguous as to whether it is introducing direct speech or a quotation 

that is meant to have the ring of the traditional to it. The second poem is four stanzas 

long and is spoken by Ásmundr as he enters a hall door, when he recounts his heroic 

fighting. The stanzas are introduced with “Ásmundr kvað, er hann kom í 

hallardyrrnar” [‘Ásmundr said, when he came to the hall’s doorway’],1186 and the 

stanzas are thus used as direct speech. 

It has been concluded that for the most part the content of prose material of the 

saga originated from the stanzas.1187 Evidence of this may be seen in the way that the 

saga author makes some unlikely sounding expansions of the allusive lines he finds in 

the verse; Alison Finlay has noted this in the case of the prose sentence in which 
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 Halvorsen, “On the Sources” 5. Otto L Jiriczek however concludes that the saga and the Hildebrandslied tell the same tale, 

in Deutsche heldensagen (Strassburg: Trübner, 1898) pp. 283-87. Hermann Schneider holds the Hildebrandr’s Death Song to 
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Literatur geschichte, vol. 2, Grundriss der germanischen Philologie 16 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1967) pp. 481-483, and B. Symons 
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ed. Hermann Paul, vol. 3 (Strassburg: Trübner, 1900) pp. 606-734, at p. 630. 
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older than the prose). 
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 Zwei Fornaldarsögur, ed. Detter 98.28-29. 

1185
 Zwei Fornaldarsögur, ed. Detter 98.29. 
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 Zwei Fornaldarsögur, ed. Detter 99.21. 
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 “The Saga of Ásmundr,” trans. Finlay 119. Halvorsen summarises previous scholarship on this matter, see pp. 4-6.  
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Hildibrandr suddenly kills his own son after going into a berserk rage, since the son 

had never before been mentioned in the prose.1188 The killing takes place directly 

before Hildibrandr himself is killed;1189 the prose author seems not to have known 

what to do with the reference in the third stanza1190 to Hildibrandr’s dead son (who, it 

is clear, Hildibrandr killed himself), and the statement was perhaps inserted simply to 

have the killing take place at some point. This supports Halvorsen’s argument that the 

author’s knowledge of the Hildibrandr material comes solely from the verses as given 

in the saga,1191 although there are clearly echoes throughout of other fornaldarsǫgur. 

Halvorsen suggests that the verses may have originated in a collection not dissimilar to 

the Poetic Edda, and that the stanzas may have been accompanied by some kind of 

Begleitprosa.1192 In this case, the prose saga represents an expansion of written stanzas 

and possibly written prose. The suggestion of accompanying prose is impossible to 

prove, but it does seem that the author having drawn these stanzas from a written 

context is more likely than their being known to the saga author from oral tradition, 

since in that case it might be expected that the author would know a more fluent, if 

more fluid, story to go with the stanzas. This does not seem to be the case in the saga 

as extant, given the saga’s apparent stretching of material only found in the stanzas. 

The following explores how the author has built his saga from the stanzas. 

Stanza one resolves the dramatic irony in the saga, as it is clearly announced 

that Hildibrandr and Ásmundr are brothers without either of them having previously 

acknowledged it, although the audience has all the details of how this has happened. It 
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 “The Saga of Ásmundr,” trans. Finlay 120.  
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 Zwei Fornaldarsögur, ed. Detter 98.19-20. 
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 Zwei Fornaldarsögur, ed. Detter 99.8-10. 
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is stated that “Ásmundr vissi eigi frændsemi milli þeirra Hildibrandz, þvíat móðir hans 

sagði hónum ecki frá,”1193 something prompted by the fact that the first stanza 

explains how they are brothers and where each was born. It would hardly make sense 

for Hildibrandr to announce this if Ásmundr knew it. The prose constructs the 

scenario that Hildibrandr is elder and born in Sweden (ch. 2), and Ásmundr born later 

in Denmark (ch. 3) to reflect the second half of the verse: “þik Drótt of bar af 

Danmörku, / en mik sjálfan á Svíþjóðu.”1194 Although the prose hints that Hildibrandr 

might guess their relationship when their swords are revealed as very similar,1195 this is 

not entirely clear from the poem.  Hildibrandr in stanza one seems unaware Ásmundr 

was set to kill him while in the second stanza he recognises the common origin of 

their weapons.  

The second stanza has prompted the story of the dwarves forging swords for 

King Buðli and one sword being cursed. That Buðli left two incomparable swords 

forged by dwarves is expanded into the section on the cursing of one sword, its 

deposit in the sea, Ásmundr retrieving it and Vöggr’s comment on how alike the 

swords are.  No mention is made of a curse in the poem, nor was that one sword 

buried at sea, as is told in the prose.  

The third stanza, a description of Hildibrandr’s tally-marked shield, is simply 

translated into one sentence in the prose: “Þann skjöld hafði hann, er á vóru markaðir 

menn svá margir, sem hann hafði drepit,”1196 although the prose author does use this 

public death tally as a device with which to inflame Ásmundr’s resolve to fight 

Hildibrandr.  As already discussed, the author likely faced a problem with stanza four 

when he did not know anything about Hildibrandr’s dead son, and he is forced to have 
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 Zwei Fornaldarsögur, ed. Detter 85.26-28. 
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 Zwei Fornaldarsögur, ed. Detter 98.32-33. 
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Hildibrandr suddenly kill him in order to fulfil in prose the information in the stanza, 

and as a result this part of the prose is not very smooth.  

Stanza five did not provide the author with any content material to use earlier 

in the saga, since it is Hildibrandr’s instruction for his funeral. Hildibrandr’s 

repetition that Ásmundr is his brother connects this stanza with previous ones, as they 

both emphasise family connections. Reminding Ásmundr of their relationship also 

makes it seem more likely that Ásmundr will heed Hildibrandr’s plea for an 

honourable funeral. Ásmundr does not acknowledge Hildibrandr as his brother in 

either the prose or stanzas, even once it has been revealed to him, a curious decision by 

the saga author since the bulk of the saga up to the death song is replete comments on 

the likeness between them: Ásmundr never comments on their truth, and it only says 

in the prose that Ásmundr “hugði þá illa sínu verki” after he has killed Ásmundr.1197 

After the death of Hildibrandr, the saga author may be trying to establish Ásmundr as 

a champion in his own right, and thus his brotherhood with Hildibrandr is somewhat 

irrelevant. That Ásmundr killed his own brother is not expanded on except in 

concluding Ásmundr’s battle prowess in stanza nine, where Hildibrandr’s name but 

not his relation to Ásmundr is given. The concern to build up Ásmundr as a hero is 

the reason why their kinship is not acknowledged on Ásmundr’s side. 

There are several features in these five stanzas that may be observed in death 

songs in the fornaldarsǫgur. Hildibrandr’s last words before he dies, reported in stanza 

five, are such an utterance typical of the death song: “Nú verð ek liggja lífs andvana, / 

marki undaðr, þannz magna sár.”1198 This affirmation from the hero that he is fatally 

wounded and about to die is also in Hjálmarr’s death song and in Ragnarr’s death 

song, for example. The funeral directions in stanza four are also usual; as is the 

comment in stanza three about an heir (both Hildibrandr and Hjálmarr lament their 

lack of heir). These shared motifs clearly show the poem’s alignment with the 
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traditional death song genre, which is likely to have existed also in oral times, but do 

on occasion cause the prose author some problems when he tries to convert them into 

a likely sounding story scenario.   

The second poem is narrated by Ásmundr, and provides the material for the 

prose author to construct Ásmundr’s battle scenes against increasing numbers of 

warriors. His first stanza, the sixth of the saga, is an introduction to his fights: 

Litt varði mik laga þeirra 
at mik mannz einskis ófyrr kvæði, 
þá er mik til kappa kuru Húnmegir 
atta sinnum fyrir jöfurs ríki.

1199
 

 This explained in the prose by a duke, when Ásmundr hears he is to face eleven men, 

offering that the dukes will accompany him to fight and thus implying that he will not 

win if he attempts the deed alone. The hesitation that Ásmundr admits to in stanza 

eight is woven in here as “er Ásmundr spyrr þetta, þá þagnaði hann,” so the duke in 

fact rather accurately reads his mood. Stanza seven enumerates that Ásmundr fought 

one, two, five, four, six, seven and then eight men, and the prose author logically 

straightens out the order (four men are fought before five). That the prose author 

follows these numbers exactly rather than inserting Ásmundr fighting against three 

men is taken by Alison Finlay as another sign of the prose author’s reliance on the 

verses for his material.1200 The eighth stanza, beginning “Þá hvarflaði hugr í brjósti,” is 

expanded in prose in chapter seven, the “dísir” who appear to Ásmundr in his sleep in 

the stanza are the “spádísir” in the prose, and the report of what they spoke in the 

stanza (“…sogðu dísir, / at ek hjörleik þann heyja skyldak”)1201 is expanded into a 

report of their actual words in the saga prose: “hvat veit óttabragð þitt? þú ert ætlaðr, 

at vera forgangsmaðr annarra, en þú óttaz ellifu menn; vér erum spádísir þínar ok 

skulum vér vörn veita þér móti mönnum, er atberjaz við hertugana, en þá er þú hefir at 
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reyna við þik.”1202 Although the manuscript is difficult to read at this point, Detter’s 

educated guess at the Old Norse prose likely indicates that in the prose the dísir do 

not so much tell him to fight as merely tell Ásmundr that they are there to protect 

him. This is enough to spur him on. 

The ninth and final stanza in the saga, beginning “Þá kom inn hári 

Hildibrandr,”1203 describes Ásmundr’s meeting with Hildibrandr in the first person 

and the wound that Ásmundr uses to beat Hildibrandr. The description of the 

infliction of the wound that kills Hildibrandr in the stanza, “ek markaða meðan á 

hónum, / herkumbl harðlig fyrir hjálm neðan” is not reported in the prose, which in 

fact does not portray Ásmundr giving Hildibrandr his death-wound in such a manner, 

only that “en hann var þá sárr mörgum sárum.”1204 Rather, in the prose Hildibrandr 

attempts to wound Ásmundr in a rather similar manner: “þá neytti Hildibrandr afls ok 

hjó til Ásmundar af öllu afli tveim höndum, ok í því er sverðit kom í hjálminn, þá 

brast þat sundr undir hjáltinu ok för brandrinn grenjandi niðr í ána.”1205 It could be the 

prose writer has mixed, deliberately or otherwise, the blow described in the ninth 

stanza, attributing it to Hildibrandr in the prose and Ásmundr in the stanza. In the 

verse, no mention is made of Hildibrandr’s sword failing and that being the cause for 

his death, Ásmundr simply kills him. 

The performance context of Ásmundr’s poem is such that the poem is 

necessary to determine reception his will receive: “Eptir þat fögnuðu men hónum 

vel”1206 and indicates that as he stood in the hall door reciting his poem, as the prose 

before the poem indicates,1207 his audience paid attention to him. The poem also earns 
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Ásmundr a nickname in the prose, “kappabani.”1208 The second poem spoken by 

Ásmundr is thus more securely placed in a dramatic context than the first. 

Hildibrandr’s death song is presumably overheard only by Ásmundr, who must be 

assumed in the saga to be responsible for reporting it afterwards, whereas for his own 

poem recounting his deeds, the prose allots him an audience.  

Ásmundar saga kappabana is based on a traditional poem which, given the 

similarity of the material it contains to that found in Saxo, likely was once in oral 

tradition in some form. However, the stanzas and any traditions surrounding them 

were not in the oral milieu of the saga author, who must have encountered them in a 

written form and formed a saga out them, perhaps using, for example, the death song 

of Hjálmarr and Ǫrvar-Oddr as inspiration; it is worth noting that Oddr’s death song, 

as Hildibrandr’s, is also at the end of the saga.  

Ásmundar saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

Given the unusual origin of the saga as argued for above (the imaginative expansion of 

a few stanzas), it is doubtful how much the saga as a whole can tell us about the nature 

of eddic prosimetrum, although it certainly demonstrates that saga authors were free 

to elaborate on their eddic stanzas in prose as they saw fit, a feature we also find in 

Gylfaginning. It also shows us that information captured and transmitted in stanzas 

can be stretched to provide a large amount of prose material, although admittedly 

Ásmundar saga is an extreme case. It is notable that the stanzas are integrated in the 

saga as stanzas at the point of death and as retrospective stanzas, both well-testified 

uses of eddic verse in legendary sagas. 
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Kings’ Sagas 

Helga þáttr Þórissonar 

There is a single stanza in Helga þáttr Þórissonar,1209 preserved in Flateyjarbók GKS 

1005 fol., Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum, from 1397-

1394. It is a situational stanza spoken by Óláfr Tryggvason. It is characteristic of 

stanzas that function as dialogue in the fornaldarsǫgur to be rhymed replies to a 

question, but not so here: the king’s stanza is very much a comment on the narrative 

happenings: 

Konungr lætr fylla hornin Gríma af góðum drykk ok lætr byskup blessa ok lét færa þeim Grímum, at 
þeir drykki fyrst af. Þá kvað konungr vísu þessa: 
  Gestir skulu hornum 
  í gegn taka, 
  meðan hvílast látum þenna 
  þegn Guðmundar, 
  ok af samnafna 
  sínum drekki; 
  svá skal Grímum 
  gott öl gefast. 
Þá taka Grímar við hornunum ok þykkjast nú vita, hvat byskup hefir yfir lesit drykkinum. Þeir segja 
þá: “Eigi ferr nú fjarri því, sem Guðmundr, konungr várr, gat til. Er þessi konungr prettóttr ok kann 
illa gott at launa, því at konungr várr gerði til hans sæmiliga. Stöndum nú upp allir ok verðum í brottu 
heðan.”.

1210
  

The king has the horns Grímr and Grímr filled with good drink, and has the bishop bless them and had 
them brought to the men Grímr and Grímr, so that they could drink first. Then the king said this 
verse: “Guests shall take the horns while they get to rest, Guðmundr’s thanes, and drink from their 
namesakes, so shall the Grímrs be given good beer.” Then the Grímrs took the horns and now it 
occurred to them what the bishop has read over the drinks. Then they say: “now it’s not far from what 
Guðmundr, our king, supposed. This king is deceitful, and can reward good with evil when our king 
deserves his honourable treatment. Everyone stand up now and get away from here!” 

The metre of the stanza is (eddic) fornyrðislag, as is normal in fornaldarsǫgur, although 

the konungasǫgur, where this stanza is preserved, usually contain skaldic verse. The 

stanza here reiterates the names of the characters in the þáttr, making it clear that both 

the two guests and the two horns are each called Grímr, and reaffirming the 

                                                

1209
 Quoted here from Helga þáttr Þórissonar, Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, ed. Guðni Jónsson & Bjarni Vilhjálmsson, vol. 3 

(Reykjavík: Bókaútgáfan Forni, 1944) pp. 421-426.  

1210
 Helga þáttr Þórissonar, ed. Guðni Jónsson & Bjarni Vilhjálmsson ch. 2, p. 424. 
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relationships between the characters.1211 The eddic stanza is an occasional verse, and 

focuses purely on the characters and their beer drinking. The wider details of the 

immediate story – their anger at the blessing of the ale by the bishop, for example – 

are not found in the verse.  

  

                                                

1211
 This episode is also mentioned in Norna-Gests þáttr, although no verse is cited: “Á því ári kómu ok til hans [Ólafr 

konungr] þeir men, er Grímar hétu ok váru sendir af Guðmundi af Glasisvöllum. Þeir færðu konungi horn tvau, er 
Guðmundr gaf honum. Þau kölluðu þeir ok Gríma. Þeir höfðu ok fleiri erendi til konungs, sem síðar mun sagt verða.” [‘In 
that year came also to him [king Ólafr], those men who were [both] called Grímr, and were sent by Guðmundr of 
Glasisvellir. They brought to the king two horns, which Guðmundr gave to him. They called [each of] them Grímr as well. 
They had also more business with the king, as will be said later.’] Norna-Gests þáttr, ed. Sigurðr Nordal, p. 385, chapter 282. 
The reference to the further dealings of the two Grímrs with the king is to the events in Helga þáttr Þórissonar, which comes 
directly after Norna-Gests þáttr in Flateyjarbók. 
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Sǫrla þáttr 

Sǫrla þáttr is part of Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar hin mesta in Flateyjarbók, GKS 1005 fol., 

Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum, from 1397-1394. The 

þáttr is found on 36va-37va. The þáttr contains only one stanza, on 36vb42.  

In Sǫrla þáttr, the role of the single haðarlag1212 stanza is evidence based: 

En Sörli lifði þeirra skemr ok fell í Austrvegi fyri víkingum, sem segir í Sörla stikka ok hér segir: 
  Fèll enn forsnjalli 
  fyst inn víglysti 
  ýgr í Aurtrvegi 
  allr á helpalla; 
  dauðr um dalreyðar 
  dáðkunnr miskunnar, 
  beit at brandmóti 
  brynstíngr víkíngum.

1213
 

But Sǫrli lived the shorter of them, and was killed out east by Vikings, as it says in Sǫrlastikka and says 
here: “The foresighted one fell, the one foremost in desire for battle, fierce in the east dead on the dais 
of Hel, the brave one dead during the summer, a sword bit at the battle against Vikings.” 

A stikka is a type of short, measured poem,1214 but Sǫrlastikka does not survive 

otherwise, and it is not clear from its context in the þáttr whether this verse is indeed 

from Sǫrlastikka, as has been assumed, since its introductory formula is a little 

unusual: “sem segir í Sörlastikka ok hér segir” [‘as it says in Sörlastikka and says here’]. 

If the stanza were presented as a straightforward quotation from Sǫrlastikka, one 

might expect an introductory formula similar to this example from Vǫlsunga saga: 

“Sigurdr geck i brott. Sva segir í Sigurþarqvidu” [‘Sigurðr went away. Thus it says in 

Sigurðarkviða’],1215 and a quotation duly follows from Sigurðarkviða, a stanza from an 

otherwise unknown poem about Sigurðr. As it is, the introductory stanza in Sǫrla 

þáttr suggests that the Sǫrlastikka might be a different poem to the one quoted in the 

þáttr. The stanza quoted in Sǫrla þáttr thus may not be from Sǫrlastikka, but simply 

                                                

1212
 Haðarlag is a simple metre somewhat in between eddic and skaldic measures; it has been described as málaháttr with 

dróttkvætt rhymes (see Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry pp. xxxiv-xxxv). It is most well-known for its use in Hrafnsmál.      

1213
 Sörla þáttr, Fornaldar sögur nordrlanda eptir gömlum handritum, ed. C. C. Rafn, vol. 1 (Copenhagen, 1829) pp. 389-407, at 

397. 

1214
 See “stikka,” An Icelandic-English Dictionary  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1874) p. 592. 

1215
 Vǫlsunga saga, ed. Olsen, p. 77. 
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refer to similar material. The Sǫrla þáttr stanza could be from another unknown poem, 

or be contemporaneous with the saga prose.    

 Sǫrlastikka is mentioned elsewhere in the prose: “Síðan börðust þeir, sem segir 

í Sörla stikka.”1216  There follows a list of men killed and by whom in prose. This 

suggests that perhaps the stikka may have contained a catalogue-type stanza naming 

the men, and this is what is referred to in Flateyjarbók. The fact that the stanza is not 

given although the poem is named indicates again that the actual stanzas of the poem 

may not have been known to the author of the þáttr, even if he knew the story behind 

it.  

  

                                                

1216
 Sörla þáttr, ed. C. C. Rafn p. 397. 
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Norna-Gests þáttr 

All twenty-seven stanzas of Norna-Gests þáttr are quotations from the two heroic 

eddic poems Reginsmál and Helreið Brynhildar. Unlike Gylfaginning and Vǫlsunga saga, 

Norna-Gests þáttr never acknowledges that stanzas that are used as quotations from 

elsewhere, but simply integrates the stanzas as dialogue. Lars Lönnroth has argued 

that the verse functions to convey the characters’ high emotions in contrast to the 

objectivity of the prose.1217 It seems that the prosimetrum as constructed in Norna-

Gests þáttr is a written prosimetrum, since the stanzas are quoted in exactly the same 

order as that in which they appear in the Codex Regius manuscript of the Poetic Edda 

collection. If these stanzas were to be drawn from oral tradition for their insertion into 

the þáttr, it would be more likely that there would be some differences in stanza order 

and quotation method than can be observed in the þáttr; for example, in the two 

versions of Vǫluspá, the same stanzas appear in a different order, and the differences 

between the contents of the stanzas from the two versions when they are compared 

seem indicative of differences caused by oral transmission.1218 The differences that are 

found between the stanzas as quoted in Norna-Gests þáttr and the eddic poems extant 

in the Codex Regius suggest that the writer of the þáttr had access to a manuscript very 

similar to but not identical with the Codex Regius.  

The stanzas in the þáttr occur in six episodes: 

1. Reginn welcomes Sigurðr and his retainers. (2 stanzas) 

2. Reginn encourages Sigurðr to kill Fáfnir. (1 stanza) 

3. Sigurðr and his retainers encounter a man on a promentary. (3 stanzas) 

4. The king receives Hnikkar’s advice. (7 stanzas) 

5. The death of Lyngvi. (1 stanza) 

6. Brynhildr and a gýgr chant at one another. (13 stanzas) 

The context of the performance of the stanzas is deeply in the story-telling mode, 

which, as the narrator of the story, Gestr controls. As he is telling the story, the input 

                                                

1217
 “Hjálmarr’s Death Song and the Delivery of Eddic Poetry,” p. 198. 

1218
 Else Mundal, “Oral or Scribal Variation in Vǫluspá.” 
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and questions of the audience spur the story on and remind the audience or reader of 

the þáttr that the context of the episodes in the þáttr is a story within a story.  

In the first episode in the story, Reginn welcomes Sigurðr and his retainers and recites 

two stanzas, separated by “Ok enn kvað hann” in prose.1219 These stanzas are 

Reginsmál 13 and 14. It is notable that even though these stanzas are drawn from the 

same poem and are consecutive in that context too, here in the prose context of the 

fornaldarsaga a bridge between the two stanzas must be added. This is typical of 

stanza quotation in the fornaldarsǫgur.  

The second episode in the story quotes Reginsmál 15 and is introduced with “og kvað 

vísu þessa,”1220 and is a standard speech stanza. In these stanzas, the saga author has 

the characters of the þáttr quote themselves: they speak stanzas in the saga context 

that are spoken in a verse context elsewhere.  

The third episode of the þáttr is notable for an interesting introduction of the first 

stanza: “Þessi maðr ljóðar á oss ok kvað.”1221 The content of the stanza is a traditional 

demand for identification, and the reply is introduced with “Reginn kvað í móti.”1222 

The prose introductions thus makes the fact that their dialogue is in verse very 

explicit. In the third stanza, the “heklumaðurinn” identifies himself without being 

asked: “Hnikar hetom mik”1223 is the first line of the stanza. This exchange differs 

from those found in other sagas because here there are no threats involved. Often, 

identification dialogues involve menacing as well as questioning your opponent. These 

stanzas are also consecutive stanzas from Reginsmál, stanza 16-18.  

                                                

1219
 Norna-Gests þáttr, Flateyjarbók, ed. Sigurður Nordal, vol. 1 (Akraness: Flateyjarútgáfan, 1955) pp. 384-398, at p. 388. 

1220
 Norna-Gests þáttr, ed. Sigurður Nordal, p. 388. 

1221
 Norna-Gests þáttr, ed. Sigurður Nordal, p. 289. 

1222
 Norna-Gests þáttr, ed. Sigurður Nordal, p. 390. 

1223
 Norna-Gests þáttr, ed. Sigurður Nordal, p. 390. 
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The fourth episode of the þáttr is that in which Sigurðr asks Hnikarr’s advice. The 

first stanza, beginning “Segþu mer þat Hnikarr,”1224 is a very friendly plea for 

information. The advice is duly dispensed by Hnikarr in six stanzas. No response is 

recorded in the narrative, the þáttr simply moves on. These stanzas are Reginsmál 19-

25. The fifth episode contains only one stanza and this too receives little response in 

the narrative. It is the final stanza that is cited from Reginsmál (stanza 26 of the poem). 

It records the death of Lyngvi by bloodeagle, and is used in the þáttr as a speech 

stanza.1225 

The final episode in the þáttr to contain verse is a lengthy piece between Brynhildr and 

an ogress. Again, the introduction is rather unusual: “Eftir þat ljóðast þær á, Brynhildr 

ok gýgr.”1226 The prose points out that they chant at each other, clearly marking the 

switch between narrative modes. The verses are introduced as simple speech stanzas, 

but it is notable that it is Brynhildr who receives the most verses; the ogress speaks 

only three, while Brynhildr speaks ten. Of course, in this the saga author was 

constricted by the material he found in his source poem, stanzas 1-6 and 8-14 of 

Helreið Brynhildar. This type of exchange between a human and a supernatural 

creature is not uncommon in the fornaldarsǫgur, but the human is normally male and 

the supernatural creature female, rather than one female representative from each 

world against each other.  

Norna-Gests þáttur and Eddic Prosimetrum 

The þáttr contains a unique type of dialogue poem for the fornaldarsǫgur of two 

females against each other, one human, one supernatural. This comes from the heroic 

poetry so is not native to the fornaldarsǫgur genre in the same way as the battles, for 

example, between Ketil and Forað in Ketils saga, but because of the similarity with a 

                                                

1224
 Norna-Gests þáttr, ed. Sigurður Nordal, p. 390. 

1225
 Norna-Gests þáttr, ed. Sigurður Nordal, p. 391. 

1226
 Norna-Gests þáttr, ed. Sigurður Nordal, p. 394. 
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common type of interaction found in fornaldarsǫgur, the dialogue does not sound out 

of place.  

The verses in the þáttr are quotations from characters that are told during a story. 

This is rather different from how stanzas from Poetic Edda eddic poems are used in 

Vǫlsunga saga, in which the material is taken a narrative level deeper and used to form 

the story itself. It has often been suggested that the story-telling situation in which 

Gestr tells his tale is a reflection of a realistic scenario for the delivery of a 

fornaldarsaga. It could be noted though that Gestr quotes heroic eddic poetry, not 

eddica minora poetry – the potential difference between these has already been 

exemplified above with the example of the dialogue between Brynhildr and the gýgr. 
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Family Sagas 

Ketils saga hængs 

There are two sustained studies of the manuscript and early edition history of Ketils 

saga hængs. Jean Rankine and Sarah M. Anderson have studied the manuscript 

tradition of the saga (along with that of Gríms saga loðinkinna),1227 Sarah M. 

Anderson’s later study presents much of the same information as Rankine in a slightly 

different format and supplements the discussion of manuscripts with several 

additional transcriptions. Citations from Ketils saga will be from her transcriptions.  

There are two vellum manuscripts containing Ketils saga hængs. One is AM 343 

a 4to and the other is AM 471 4to, both from the fifteenth century.1228 These 

manuscripts of Ketils saga hængs are particularly interesting for the study of 15th-

century manifestations of the Icelandic romance tradition, since they appear to group 

the texts in a similar fashion to modern genre designations. AM 343 a 4to groups 

fornaldarsǫgur and riddarasǫgur together, while AM 471 4to group Íslendingasǫgur 

together with those fornaldarsǫgur that have been described as leaning towards that 

subgenre (see above), and one popular riddarasaga. AM 343 a 4to has the following 

contents, in manuscript order:  

Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns (1r-5v); Samsons saga fagra (5v-14r); Egils saga einhenda og Ásmundar 
berserkjabana (14r-21v); Flóres saga konungs og sona hans (21v-30v); Vilhjálms saga sjóðs (30v-48v); 
Yngvars saga víðfǫrla (48v-54r); Ketils saga hængs (54r-57v); Gríms saga loðinkinna (57v-59v); Ǫrvar-Odds 
saga (59v-81v); Áns saga bogsveigis (81v-87r); Sálus saga ok Nikanórs (87r-98v); Hálfdanar saga 
Eysteinssonar (99r-103v); Bósa saga (2 fragments: the first on 103v, the second on 104); Vilmundar saga 
viðutan (105r-108r); Perus saga meistara (108r-110r).   

Of the sixteen sagas, nine are fornaldarsǫgur and six are riddarasǫgur. AM 471 4to 

preserves the following sagas:  

Þórðar saga hreðu (1r-21v); Króka-Refs saga  (21v-36r); Kjalnesinga saga (36r-49r); Ketils saga hængs (49r-
56v); Gríms saga loðinkinna (57r-60v); Ǫrvar-Odds saga (61r-96v); Viktors saga ok Blávus (96v-108v).  

                                                

1227
 See Jean M. Rankine, Critical edition of Ketils saga hængs and Gríms saga loðinkinna, MA Thesis University College 

London, 1967; Sarah May Anderson, The Textual Tradition of Two Fornaldarsögur: “Ketils saga hǿings” and “Gríms saga 
lodinkinna,” Unpublished PhD Thesis, Cornell University, 1990.  

1228
 KAH vol. 1, p. 578 and p. 654. 
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These are three Íslendingasǫgur, three fornaldarsǫgur and one riddarasaga. The 

arrangements of the these manuscripts may reflect that their medieval compilers had a 

sense similar to our own about the similarity of the material. 

 There are three principle versions of Ketils saga hængs, known as the A, B and 

*E redactions. The A and B versions are preserved in the two vellum manuscripts that 

contain the saga (A = AM 343 a 4to and B = AM 471 4to). The E redaction is an 

abbreviation of the saga and exists only in (stemmatic) theory; the best preserved 

version of the *E redaction seems to be Gks 1006 fol., and it is the prosimetrum of this 

redaction that is studied below. All manuscripts of the *E group are paper. My 

comments about the prosimetric structure of the saga pertain mainly to redaction A.   

The stanzas in Ketils saga hængs appear in seven episodes: 

1. The encounter between Bruni and Ketill (A: 2 stt.) 

2. The encounter between Gusi and Ketill (A: 10 stt.) 

3. Grímr sees a troll (A: 1 st.) 

4. Ketill fights Ali (A: 1 st.) 

5. The encounter between Forað and Ketill (A: 10 stt.) 

6. The encounter between Boðmóðr and Ketill (A: 6 stt.) 

7. The ecounter between Framarr and Ketill (A: 8 stt.) 

 

Episode One: The Encounter Between Bruni and Ketill (AB stt. 1-2) 

The two stanzas spoken in this episode are at its beginning when Bruni and Ketill 

meet each other. The first stanza, which begins “Heill kom þú Hængr,”1229 has no 

significant differences between the A and B versions of the saga. 

A1 Heill kom þu hæng  hier ſkalltu þiggia j allann 

uetur med oss uera. þier mun ek faſtna nema þu fy ir 

latir dottur mina adr dagr komi. 

B1 Heill com þu hæng . hier ſkalltu þiggia. og j allann 

vetur med oſſ vera. þier mun eg faſtna nema þu fyrer 

later dottur mina ȧd  dagur come. 

                                                

1229
 A: Andersson, p. 47, 55v, ll.1-3; B: Andersson, p. 89, 51v, ll.16-17. 
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In naming Ketill in the first stanza,  Bruni demonstrates that he must be skilled in 

magic in some way, since he knows Ketill’s name without being told. The prose gives 

Bruni the attributes of a Sami (skiis and tending to his animals, A: Andersson p. 47, 

55v,  l. 1, B: Andersson p. 89, 51v, l.15), which complements this suggestion of magical 

ability, and Ketill replies to the verse with an acknowledgment of the “Finns’” skill in 

magic. Bruni seems to take to Ketill well; in the prose by his good welcome (“ſa tȯk 

vel vit honum” Andersson p. 89, 51v, 15-16), and in the stanza, he tells Ketill he is 

welcome to stay with them during the winters, and seems determined to keep a 

connection with Ketill as his future father-in-law.  

A2 Hier mun ek þiggia hygg eg at valldi Finnz 

fiolkyngi feikna uedri ok j allann dag einn joſ ek uid 

þ ia. hualu  ky di ſea huſ mun ek þiggia. 

(Andersson, p. 47, 55v, ll.3-5)
1230

 

B2 Hier mun eg þiggia. hygg eg at vallde. finz 

fiolkyngi. feikna vedri. og j allann dag einn jȯſ eg vid 

 er mun eg þiggia. 

(Andersson, p. 89, 51v, ll.18-20) 

The second verse carefully echoes the first, and again, there are no significant 

differences between the A and B versions. The first line of both alliterates on h and 

both contain the word þiggia. Bruni’s comment about staying during the winters 

(because travel is impossible) is echoed by Ketill’s relation of his travel problems 

allann dag in the second stanza reflecting the allann vetur in the first, and Bruni’s 

foresight in stanza one is acknowledged by Ketill’s use of Finnz fiolkyngi. Bruni’s 

desire to be linked to Ketill is acknowledged by Ketill saying that Bruni’s magic has 

drawn him to there, although this is expressed in different and perhaps contradictory 

ways in prose and verse. In the stanza, it seems that Ketill is blaming “Finns” for the 

storm in which he is caught, and the prose indeeds locates him in Finnmark. 

However, the prose associates Bruni with the Finns and thus Ketill indirectly seems to 

blame him for causing the bad weather in the stanza. The verse says that the sea was 

calmed by a whale, not giving any more details; in the prose, the whale that pushes 

Ketill’s boat against the wind is said to have human eyes (A: Andersson p. 47, 55r, l. 

                                                

1230
 AB: Here I will take lodging! I think that Finns skilled in magic caused awful weather and for the whole day alone I 

baled against three. A whale calmed the sea. Here (A house) I will take lodging.  
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36, B: Andersson p. 89, 51v, l. 12), and given that Ketill ends up near Bruni’s farm 

because of the whale, it seems to suggest that the whale is Bruni, casting Bruni in the 

role of a helpful rather than malicious Sami. Here the episodes in the prose and verse 

largely match although their emphasis is different. The prose says that troll woman 

was shaking Ketill’s boat in the night; this is not mentioned at all in the verse; and the 

second stanza mentions that Ketill was forced to bale his boat out, which is not 

mentioned in the prose. The stanza mentions Ketill bails against “three,” but does not 

specify what this is referring to. The most logical reading is that he is bailing against 

the magic of three Sami, referring to Bruni and the two women in his household, 

although in the prose, Ketill only finds out that there are two women within after this 

exchange has taken place.   

Episode Two: The encounter between Gusi and Ketill (A stt. 3-12.) 

The prosimetric encounter between Ketill and Gusi is formed of ten stanzas in which 

the two men identify themselves and make threats to each other, and ultimately Gusi 

is killed. In this section, the A and B versions differ, and there are two stanzas fewer 

in the B version that in A. Their order and first lines can be summarised thus: 
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First Line in A Spoken By Order in A Order in B 

kialka”1231 

Ketill 1 1 

“Guſa kalla mik”1232 Gusi 2 2 

1233 Ketill 3 3 

“huerr er a 

m”1234 

Gusi 4 X 

“Hæng kalla 

mik”1235 

Ketill 5 X 

“Buztu nu vid”1236 Gusi 6 4 

“Mun ek af 

audi”1237 

Ketill 7 5 

“ſkalltu eigi 

gulli”1238 

Gusi 8 6 

“Munek eigi 

gulli”1239 

Ketill 9 7 

“feigur er nu”1240 Ketill 10 8 

                                                

1231
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, l. 18. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 9-10. 

1232
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 19-21. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 10-12. 

1233
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 21-23. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 13-15. 

1234
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 24-26. Not in B. 

1235
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 26-27. Not in B. 

1236
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 27-29. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 16-18. 

1237
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 29-30. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 18-20. 

1238
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 30-32. B: Andersson, p. 92, 52r, ll. 20-21. 

1239
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 32-33. B: Andersson, p. 92, 52r, ll. 21-23. 

1240
 A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 36-37. B: Andersson, p. 92, 52r, l. 26 – 52v, l. 1. 
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The absence of Gusi’s stanza and Ketill’s reply in B, stanzas four and five in this 

episode in A, mean that a question/challange by Gusi is missing, and a reply by Ketill 

that almost repeats the third stanza in the section and does not seem a terribly good 

reply to Gusi. 

The first stanza of the episode, the third of the saga in AB, is said by Ketill as 

he sees Gusi riding after him: “ orull ſeg 

huattu heitir.”1241 

The stanza is contextulised slightly differently in A and B. In A, as Ketill looks 

towards the forest, he sees Gusi riding towards him in a great blaze of snow 

(“miallʀoku mikla”)1242 with “.ij. h eina ok uagn.”1243 In B, however, the forest setting 

and the blaze of snow also appear, but now Gusi is riding “ȧkafliga” [‘vehemently’] and 

the reindeer and the sledge are not mentioned. In A, this has meant that the plural 

reindeer in the stanza and the “hand-sledge” are mentioned literally in the prose as two 

reindeer and a vagn. In B, Gusi’s energetic arrival rationalises his need in the stanza to 

calm his reindeer.  That the two versions of the saga have interpreted the same verse 

differently means that the stanza is likely to be prior to these versions of the prose, but 

since the prose is nevertheless similar in each version, the versions are clearly related. 

In the second verse of the episode, the fourth in the AB versions of the saga, Gusi’s 

reply, introduced with  “ſa su(ar)ar,” is threatening and echoes Ketill’s question:  

Guſa kalla mik gaufgir Finnar em eg odduiti allra ar. huat er þat manna er mier j moti ferr ok 
ſkri em uar alltu mæla ef þu undan kemzt .iij. fyrir ui tel eg þic oſniallan.

 

1244
 

                                                

1241
 [‘You, gliding on a hand-sledge, you calming reindeer, a man out late in the evening, say what you are called.’] A: 

Andersson, p. 48, 55v, l. 18. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 9-10. There are no significant differences between the A and B 
versions of the stanza. 

1242
 Andersson, p. 48, 55v, l. 17. 

1243
 Andersson, p. 48, 55v, l. 17. 

1244
 Gusi they call me (or: I call myself), honoured by Finns, I am leader of all that people. Who is that man who goes to meet 

me and skiis like a wolf in a wood? You shall utter words of despair if you escape three times at Þruma, for I consider you 
unwise (B: You shall utter words of despair three times in Þruma firth; I consider you unwise). ok] ÷ B. ef þu undan kemzt 
.iij. fyrir ui ar ig tel eg ȯſniallan B. Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 19-21. 
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Gusi’s immediate identification of himself and his assertion of his high-status means 

that he is immediately trying to establish superiority over Ketill, and this is reinforced 

by his threat that Ketill will be uttering words of despair (in B), which in A would be 

caused if Ketill were to try and escape. The snub to Ketill is ended in both versions by 

Gusi declaring Ketill ósnjallr. At the same time, Gusi echoes Ketill’s demand for his 

opponent to identify himself, indicating that he wishes to open a dialogue between the 

two, and from the point of view of the construction of the saga, opening the way for a 

poetic exchange. 

In the fifth stanza of the saga, Ketill in turn seeks to echo and thus answer Gusi’s 

stanza:  

ʀ

1245 

Ketill gives his byname, his place of origin and his relationship to Hallbjörn, in answer 

to Gusi’s affirmation of his origin and status. In reply to Gusi’s less than 

complimentary remarks about him skiing like a wolf in the wood, indicating that Gusi 

might think him up to no good, Ketill in turn asks in version A, with a rhetorical 

question, why Gusi is going about like he is, and to counter Gusi’s threat says he does 

not want to attempt to broker peace but will instead shoot him (this is extended in 

version B). In A, the beginning of the question “ ” harks back to the 

beginning of the first stanza of the episode, “ ” linking the stanzas 

together and providing continuity of imagery. The final reference to the bow that 

Bruni gave him also links this episode with the episode in which Ketill encounters 

Bruni and provides structural integrity for the saga in a manner that suggests these 

episodes, likely with the poetry included since it records such a large amount of the 

dialogue, must travel together in the saga narrative world.  

                                                

1245
 [‘Hængr I am called, from Hrafnista, Hallbjörn’s avenger. Why do you ski so, wretched one? (Why do you ski so, 

wretched one?] I do not intend to ask for peace’] B) [‘I will not speak words of peace with a cowardly Finn, rather I will bend 
the bow that Bruni gave to me.’] Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 21-23. 
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At this point, the same introductory phrase appears in A and B to introduce 

different stanzas in the different versions: “Guſi þottizt nu uita huerr hængur ſia [uar] 

þuiat hann uar fræg  miog” [‘Gusi now thought he knew who this Hængr was, 

because he was very famous’].1246 This glimpse into Gusi’s thoughts is placed in order 

to allow us to judge the impact this recognition might have on Gusi’s words and 

deeds. In both AB, the stanza that Gusi speaks is threatening. In A, the focus is on 

asking for Hængr’s exact identity and then stating his direct intention to enagage in 

combat with Ketill: “huerr er m aunduerdan dag giarn til gunnar j grimmum 

hug. uit ſkulum freiſta flein at ʀioda huor at audrum nema hugr bili.”1247 Gusi’s 

thought that he might know who Hængr is rationalises the next stanza’s second 

request for Ketill to identify himself, indicated by the fact that this stanza and its 

answer from Ketill that follows are absent from B might, likely excluded on the 

grounds that they are repetitive. In B, the introductory phrase displaying Gusi’s 

suspicions about Hængr’s identity is followed by the stanza beginning “Buztu nu 

vid,”1248 which I will come to below.  

In A, Gusi’s stanza is answered by Ketill in the seventh stanza of the saga with 

an admission that he has given only half his name: “Hæng kalla mik halfu nafni. mun 

ek ueita þier uid nảm heidan. ſkall it ſkilium m bita 

ar.”1249 Ketill also returns Gusi’s insult that his courage might break by stating 

that he will surely resist him, and that Gusi will certainly be shot by arrows, whilst 

also insulting him by calling him a búkarl [‘farmer’], when Gusi has earlier claimed to 

be king of the Finns. It is natural that this stanza is absent in B when the stanza that 

provokes it is also absent.The existence of these two verses in A and their absence in 

B, where their introductory sentence is used but for other stanzas, shows that 

                                                

1246
 nu] ÷ B. A: Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 23-24. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 15-16. 

1247
 [‘Who stands on snow-shoes at daybreak, eager for battle, with grim mind? We shall try to redden arrows, each at the 

other, unless courage gives way.’] Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 24-26. 

1248
 B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 16-17. 

1249
 [‘Call me Hængr for half a name. I will put up resistance to you henceforth. You shall certainly know before we part that 

arrows bite farmers.’] Andersson, p. 48, 55v, ll. 26-27. 
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redactors felt they had a certain amount of flexibility in how they used the stanzas and 

could leave out those they felt to be irrelevant, or else, the exlusion of these two 

stanzas was an accident and was then likely caused by eyeskip.   

The next stanza continues the tone, with Gusi demanding that Ketill ready 

himself for battle: “Buztu nu uid bitri yrir þier hart mun ek 

ſkiota. þier erda. nema þu af audi aullum lảtir.”1250 These 

formulaic and dry-sounding threats, concluded with a demand for money, are 

answered by Ketill by equally monotonous promises: “Mun ek af audi eigi lảta. ok 

fyrir einum þier alldri ʀenn al þier hoggin hlijf fyrir ioſti ok fyrir ſionum 

ſuart at ganga.”1251 It could be noted that the motif of being hewn in the breast and it 

going black before the eyes is shared with Hjálmarr’s Death Song (in Hervarar saga 

and Ǫrvar-Odds saga), in which Hjálmarr as he is dying laments this is what has 

happened to him; this threat from Ketill could thus be considered as a formulaic one 

in the context of the fornaldarsǫgur.  

Ketill interprets the next stanza, spoken by Gusi (“ſkalltu eigi gulli ne gerſimum 

med heilum hug heima ʀada. kemur þier bani bratt at hondum ef uit ſkulum úti oddum 

leika”)1252 as a repeated suggestion that he relinquish his wealth. In the A version: 

“Munek eigi ri til fri er er ri miklu. 

enn mier er ok hiedan kuoma.”1253 The middle part of the stanza, “mier er 

betri miklu,” does not make very good sense; it is not clear what thing might be ‘the 

foremost’ or ‘the best’ thing in this context. B records a more comprehensible version 

                                                

1250
 Note that “ ” has the same meaning as “bráðla.”  [‘Ready yourself now for a bitter battle. Have your shield in front of 

you. I will shoot hard. I will quickly cause your death-wound, unless you relinquish all your wealth.’] A: Andersson, 55v, p. 
48, ll. 27-29. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, ll. 16-18. Note the beginning of the stanza in B is slightly different: “Buztu nu ef þu 
villt. b ȧtt vit egg þrumu” [‘Ready yourself now if you want. Soon will edges rattle!’]. 

1251
 [‘I will not give up wealth and by one such as you never be put to flight. Sooner I shall hew at you, shield before breast, 

and it will go black before your eyes!’] A: Andersson, 55v, p. 48, l. 29 – p. 49, l. 30. B: Andersson, p. 91, 52r, l. 18 – p. 92, 52r, 
ll. 19-20.  

1252
 [‘You shall enjoy neither gold nor jewels with a happy heart at home. Death comes to you in turn if we should finish 

point-play.’] A: Andersson, p. 49, 55v, ll. 30-32. B: Andersson, p. 92, 52r, ll. 20-21.  

1253
 [‘I will not exchange gold with Gusi, nor, as before, speak of peace. To me is the foremost greatly better, yet to me it is 

desirable also to escape from here.’] Andersson, p. 49, 55v, ll. 32-33. 
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of the stanza: “Muneg eigi gulli vit re til fridar mæla. mier er 

bra ne betri miklu. enn hugleyſe og hedan coma.”1254 Here again we see the stanzas 

in B, whilst obviously to the content in A, perhaps present a clearer version of the 

episode.The naming of Gusi in this stanza not only affirms the stanza’s relationship 

with the verses in this episode, it also provides a final rounding off of the exchange, 

since the final verse in the episode is separated from this one with a little more prose 

than usual. 

The final verse in the episode comes during the part of the episode that relates 

how Ketill kills Gusi and takes his arrows, a particularly important event in the saga 

cycle of the Hrafnistumenn, since the arrows, known as “Gusisnautar,” are referred to 

elsewhere. The prose itself also immediately relates to what we have heard in the 

verses, as they both bend their bows to shoot each other, and Ketill has previously 

stated in stanza five that he will bend the bow that Brúni gave to him and Gusi has 

promised Ketill that he will shoot at him hard. Otherwise, the prose by stating that 

they shot arrows at each other is somewhat incongruous with what has come before, 

as both men have also made it sound like they will have a sword fight, with talk of 

having shields before their breasts and hewing at each other. Likewise, the mention of 

the “egg þruma,” a clash of edges, also sounds more like a sword fight than firing 

arrows. This can probably be accounted for by the desire to include formulaic battle-

threats in the stanzas, influenced perhaps by sword-wielding heroes such as Hjálmarr 

and his Death Song, tempered by the obviously strong tradition of Ketill obtaining 

arrows from Gusi, which, I have argued elsewhere, is likely oral since it figures in the 

wider traditions of the men of Hrafnista.1255  

The final stanza in the episode is a half-stanza: “feigur er nu Finnur hinn ʀagi 

er hann fỏttredur flein ſinn ʀanngan.”1256 Referring to Gusi as “hinn ʀagi” links back 

                                                

1254
 [‘I will not exchange gold with Gusi, nor any more than before speak of peace. To me is a sudden death much better than 

faintheartedness and escape.] Andersson, p. 92, 52r, ll. 21-23. 

1255
 Helen F. Leslie, “The Matter of Hrafnista,” Quaestio Insularis 11 (2010): 169-208. 

1256
 [‘Finn the Coward is now fated to die, when (since B) he tramples wrongly on his arrows.’] er] at B. A: Andersson, 55v, 

p. 49, 55v, ll. 36-37. B: Andersson, p. 92, 52r, l. 26 – 52v, l. 1. 
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to earlier stanzas, and Ketill likely abuses him like that due to disrespect for Gusi’s 

Sami origins, denoted in the text by reference to him as a “Finnur.” Gusi may have 

been trampling his arrows underfoot once he realised he was fatally wounded in an 

attempt to prevent Ketill from getting hold of them, since they are a precious and 

supernatural asset. That Gusi has the arrows back after he had already shot them at 

Ketill is explained elsewhere in the tradition by them being self-returning. This final 

stanza reinstates the arrows as the important object in this episode. 

In the written versions of the saga, two traditional elements – the generic 

threat of the sword fight and the tradition of Gusi’s arrows – are mixed, which likely 

shows a desire on the part of the saga composers to have the saga in the generic mode 

of the fornaldarsaga whilst retaining the oral-style prosimetrum of a lengthy versified 

conversion, a narrative tactic quite particular to the fornaldarsǫgur, and as such verses 

have gathered around the pivotal event of Ketill obtaining Gusi’s arrows, the telling of 

which also include sword-bearing references. It could also be noted that this episode 

also contains another use of verse common in fornaldarsǫgur: naming-stanzas, which 

begin by characters announcing their names and origins, and stanzas that demand such 

names be announced. In the A version, there are five of these. These eddic dialogues 

embedded in the saga and its use of traditional elements known elsewhere are 

probably best attributed to oral origins for the saga. 

Episode Three: Grímr sees a troll (A st. 13) 

Ketill speaks this stanza when Grímr, his son, runs to him to tell him that he has seen 

a trǫll whilst out collecting water when they are on a journey: it is tragically obvious to 

the reader that this troll is probably Grímr’s own mother,1257 who tries to take him but 

whom he fails to recognise: “Huat er þat byſna er uid ber ok gapir elldi yfir. 

búſifiar ockrar hygg ek batna munu littu a lioduega.”1258 The use here of býsna (as a 

                                                

1257
 This indicated most explicitly in the B version, in which “hann [Ketill] kuad þat ecke troll vera” (Andersson, p. 96, 53r, l. 

16) [‘he (Ketill) said it to be no troll’], whereas in A it simply says that Ketill went to meet with the troll (Andersson, p. 51, 
56r, l. 32). 

1258
 er uid ber r eg ȧ biargi ſie B.  A: Andersson, p. 51, 56r, ll. 33-34. B: Andersson, p. 96, 53r, ll. 16-18.  
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neuter noun, meaning ‘portent’ or ‘wonder’) is a complimentary way of referring to 

the “troll” that Grímr has reported seeing, and at the same time correlates well with 

the original meaning of “monster” as a portent (cf. Latin monstrum, a wonder, 

portent), and is likely a play on the idea of Hrafnhildr as a portent, wonder and 

monster. Ketill desire for reconciliation with Hrafnhildr can be construed from the 

fourth and fifth lines, in which he says their relationships are sure to improve, 

although after this stanza Hrafnhildr simply disappears (“traullit huarf”).1259 The 

stanza provides the prose action with a setting (near to the cliff) and is appealing in 

Ketill’s wish for their closeness, but is also mysterious: the sight of Hrafnhildr gaping 

over the fire is reminiscent of a vǫlva practising her magic divination, and Ketill’s 

instruction to her to ‘look to the stars’ is an odd one, with no explanation in the prose. 

This lausavísa is occasional and does not seem to play a significant role at this point in 

the saga. 

Episode Four: Ketill fights Ali (A st. 14) 

Ketill speaks this stanza to Hjálmur and and Stafnglámur when he is fighting Ali, and 

Ali wounds him dishonourably:  

Hialmur ok Stafn ảdir gefit ʀum gaumlum at ganga framar hỏti. fliuga 
m frækn er Dala kappi. liotur er erda lit at er ſ n

hri ur. hriſ ir
1260

 

In the prose, this stanza is said because Ketill has blood pouring down his face, and 

and first it does not make him sound very brave, since his armour is depicted as 

shaking (presumably with fear) and he tells Hjálmur and Stafnglámur to protect 

themselves. However, the last line of the stanza, in the context of the prose, makes it 

clear that it is Ali who is supposed to be depicted as afraid, since he is the “bidill 

meyia ,” as it is his rejection by Ketill’s daughter that causes the fight. Directly after 

                                                

1259
 A: Andersson, p. 51, 56r, l. 34. B: Andersson, p. 96, 53r, l. 18.  

1260
 A: Andersson, p. 52, 56v, ll. 5-8. B: Andersson, p. 97, 53v, ll. 4-7. [‘Hjálmur and Stafnglámur, Both protect yourselves! 

Give space to the old one that goes forward threatening. Spears are flying! The Dala champion is bold! The sword-play is 
ugly. Dyed (with blood) is the beard on the man. Skin kirtle clatters, iron shirt quivers, 

ring shirt shakes, The wooder of maiden is afraid.’] 
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this stanza, Ketill kills Ali. The “ljótur” sword-play is depicted in the prose by Ali 

attacking Ketill before he has his shield in place, and the comment that “spears are 

flying” is likely not meant to be taken literally and simply mean a fight is taking place, 

since in both the prose and stanza it seems to be a one-to-one fight with swords rather 

than spears.  

Episode Five The encounter between Forað and Ketill (A: 10 stt.) 

This is the second encounter in which Ketill engages in a versified dialogue with a 

creature belonging to the supernatural realm, or at least to the Other (the first being 

with the Sami Gusi). Ketill comes across the troll, who in the prose is newly emerged 

from the sea and bathing in the sun, and similar to his exchange with Gusi, the first 

stanza begins “huat er þat flagda er ek ſa a fornu neſi” [‘what is that ogress who I see 

on a far ness?’],1261 and this demand for identification indicates that a naming-insulting 

sequence, such as that with Gusi earlier, will begin. Indeed, the remainder of the 

stanza sets this up, since Ketill provocatively states he has never seen one so hideous 

looking (A: “ek hefek aunga eina leidiligri litit”).1262 The reply from Forað (the troll) 

cements the type of exchange. She begins by confirming her name and her place of 

origin as Gusi and Ketill both did earlier, throws an insult at Ketill, calling him a 

“huimleid bumonnum” [‘hideous farmer’],1263 and her mention of an arrow and attack 

seems to allude to Ketill’s weapons rather than hers. She continues; in B, this is not 

separate from her naming stanza, although it is in A, being introduced with “ok enn 

k(uad) hun.”1264 She announces her previous killings of men (“Mo gum manni hefek til 

molldar ſnuit þeim er til fiſkia  foru”)1265 and responds to the request for her identity 

with a request for his: “huer er ſea hinn kaupurmali er kominn er ſkerin” [‘who is this 

                                                

1261
 A: Andersson, p. 52, 56v, ll. 15-16. B: Andersson, p. 98, 53v, ll. 16-17. 

1262
 A: Andersson, p. 52, 56v, l. 16. ri litid,” Andersson, p. 98, 53r, ll. 16-17. 

1263
 B: Andersson, p. 98, 53v, l. 18. A has “huimmleid leidbumonnum,” where the repetition of “leid” seems to be an error, 

Andersson, p. 52, 56v, l. 17.   

1264
 Andersson, p. 53, 56v, l. 18. 

1265
 A: Andersson, p. 53, 56v, l. 18. B: Andersson, p. 98, 53v, l. 19. 
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bantering one who has come to the skerry”].1266 The choice of the word “(hinn) 

köpurmáll” [‘the bantering one’] to describe the manner of her exchange with Ketill 

perhaps indicates that this type of exchange is a recognised one and that the stanzas 

indicate their performance context.  

The next part of the exchange is in prose, but could easily have been in verse: 

in A it says “hann s(uar)ar. kalla mik hæng sagdi hann. hun s(uar)ar. nær uæri þier at 

uers heima j Hrafniſtu en dratta einum til ut ſkeria” [‘it might be fitter for you to be at 

home in Hrafnista than to drag the same out to a skerry’].1267 Given that information 

and comments like this (a name and a threat) have previously been in verse, it is 

tempting to suggest that in this instance verse has been converted to prose, either 

verses original to this episode, or verses from the episode with Gusi.  

The exchange in verse continues with a long speech by Ketill, the eighteenth in 

the saga: 

einhlitur eg þottum  enn hier ar at sem ferlig flaugd um gleipa. 
laſtig dre n

1268
 drepic

1269
 a uit fanga. læt ek hier fyrir uinnazt huat er ir mik 

huỏttu nanum er at biarga. hettig
1270

 eigi a hỏlm til ir uæri.
1271

  

The stanza is somewhat opaque in meaning, particularly near the end, and some 

emmendations as indicated in the footnotes seem to be needed. Ketill here seems 

ready to give up. 

The remainder of the episode in stanzas 19-241272 can be characterised by their regular 

dialogue format, and short pieces of prose introduction between them, typically giving 

                                                

1266
 A: Andersson, p. 53, 56v, ll. 18-19. B: Andersson, p. 98, 53v, ll. 19-20. Note that the ending of the B version reads better, 

with “er komin er j skerin.” 

1267
 A: Andersson, p. 53, 56v, ll. 19-20. B: “hann ſ(agdi) hæng kalla mig halfu nafni. hun ſ(agdi) Holla a væri þier heima at 

liggia enn dratta einum vt ſkeria til” [‘he said, I call myself Hængr for half a name. She said, “more salutary might it have been 
to you to stay at home than to drag the same out to a skerry’] Andersson, p. 98, 53v, ll. 20-21. 

1268
 drasinn? 

1269
 dreg ek? 

1270
 hætta ek? 

1271
 A: Andersson, p. 53, 56v, ll. 20-23. B: Andersson, p. 98, 53v, ll. 22-25. 
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an snippet of one of the characters thoughts before introducing the stanza. Redaction 

B is not different in prosimetric structure or stanza order. 

Episode Six: The encounter between Boðmóðr and Ketill (A: 6 stt.) 

Ketill and Boðmóðr’s encounter is six stanzas long and is good example of a short and 

tightly structured prosimetric narrative with prose inbetween each stanza that does 

not detract from the ability of the verse to deliver dialogue and remain primary in the 

scene. None of the stanzas form consecutive units because of this. There is also no 

need for an elaborate performance context in the prose before and after the stanzas, 

since each stanza is a direct response to the one before. Nevertheless, some 

performance context is given, for example the actions and the thoughts of the 

characters are variously provided in brief between the stanzas to indicate small 

movements and the moods of characters. This kind of compact prosimetric dialogue 

would have been entertaining to listening to in an oral context, since the pace is lively 

and the fast switching of form is engaging.  

 

Episode Seven: The ecounter between Framarr and Ketill (A: 8 stt.) 

The prosimetric dialogue between Frammar and Ketill has some contrasting features 

compared to the one directly before it in the saga (Ketill and Boðmóðr). The dialogue 

with Framarr is longer. Firstly, it contains more stanzas. Secondly, two of the stanzas 

spoken by Ketill form a unit on two occasions (stanzas 33-34 and 36-37)1273 and they 

are joined by a prose tag: “ok enn kuad hann.”1274 The two consecutive stanzas that 

Framarr speaks at the beginning of the exchange are not joined with this tag, because 

the stanzas contain descriptive prose between them. The pattern of exchange is thus 

Framarr-Framarr-Ketill-Ketill-Framarr-Ketill-Ketill-Framarr which is not terribly 

                                                                                                                                                 

1272
 A: Andersson, pp. 53-54.  

1273
 A: Andersson, p. 58, 57v, ll. 21-24. 

1274
 A: Andersson, p. 58, 57v, ll. 22, 28. 
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unbalanced. It could also be noted that the episodes with Framarr and Boðmóðr are 

both dialogues with men as opposed to supernatural creatures, as in the case of Forað.  

Ketils saga hængs and Eddic Prosimetrum 

Ketils saga hængs is typically structured for a prosimetric fornaldarsaga, but it is not so 

bland in its prosimetrum that it can be considered a a riff on an obvious stereotype, as 

is the case with Hjálmþés saga. Five of the seven prosimetric episodes are comprised of 

more than one than one stanza, and two episodes contain only one stanza. The 

prosimetric composition of Ketils saga is so nicely balanced and represents a midway 

point between other extremes of prosimetric structure in the fornaldarsǫgur that it is 

tempting to suggest that the type of prosimetric profile found in Ketils saga is 

indicative of or reflects perhaps the type of prosimetrum that oral fornaldarsǫgur 

material may once have taken in its narrative form. This is supported by its relatively 

modest length. I am not suggesting that the saga as extant was transmitted in oral 

tradition, but nevertheless that something much like it in structure probably formed 

the basis of the written saga. 

Ketils saga is most notable for its sets of dialogue: two sets of dialogue occur 

with supernatural characters (the Sami Gúsi and the trollwoman Forað), and two with 

men, Boðmóðr and Framarr. From Ketill’s encounter with Gúsi, we can conclude that 

dialogues can have the following features: firstly, that information can be repeated, as 

shown by Ketill naming himself twice (although the B redactor opts to leave out one 

of these stanzas), and secondly that stating ones name and place of origin in eddic 

verse seems to have been a traditional use of the metre in a prose context. Thirdly, 

dialogue stanzas can echo and answer each other; this can be seen in stanzas 1 and 2 

(AB) and stanzas 8-9 (A, or 7-8 B). This technique would have prevented the dialogue 

from breaking up easily under oral transmission and would likely have ensured the 

pairs of stanzas were always performed together. 

The length of the dialogues in the saga may also be indicative of the maximum 

number of stanzas a dialogue preserved in oral tradition in verse could comfortably 

hold. The sections run from six to ten stanzas, so around eight stanzas seems average 
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(four for each character). We might also note that in Ketils saga, the exchanges are 

between two characters only, and I suggest for the shorter type of dialogue that does 

not extend into a mannjafnaðr, this is typical. This maintains the simplicity of the 

exchange while allowing tension to build between the speakers of the dialogue. 
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Gríms saga loðinkinna 

Gríms saga loðinkinna shares the same redaction history as Ketils saga hængs (see above). 

It is a relatively short saga that is written in the same style of Ketils saga hængs, but it 

has far fewer verses (only seven). The reason for this is that it lacks extended 

dialogues, apart from the first prosimetric episode in the saga, which is an exchange of 

five stanzas between Grímr and two troll-women.1275 The prosimetric is a compact, 

short, piece with minimal prose between the stanzas, enough to name the characters. 

This type of dialogue was also found in Ketils saga hængs. The prosimetric piece has no 

real performance context other than a simple exchange of speech in verse. These 

compact, short dialogue pieces possibly have roots in oral tradition, where they would 

preserve the essence of a scene.  

The second and final occurence of prosimetrum in Gríms saga is when Grímr 

speaks two stanzas that come directly after one another.1276 These two stanzas are 

joined by the tag “ok enn k(uad) hann,”1277 a standard manner with which to join the 

first stanza to subsequent verses in the legendary sagas.  

Gríms saga loðinkinna and Eddic Prosimetrum 

Although the prosimetrum might not be plentiful in the saga, it nevertheless does 

display the typical features of a dialogue with a supernatural creature, and conjoined 

stanzas. It is hard to say why this saga has so few stanzas in comparison to Ketils saga. 

The answer could simply lie in the fact that the traditions surrounding Grímr that 

made their way into his saga were in prose. 

  

                                                

1275
 A: Andersson, pp. 60-61. 

1276
 A: Andersson, p. 66, 59v, ll. 5-8. 

1277
 A: Andersson, p. 66, 59v, l. 7. 
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Ǫrvar-Odds saga 

Ǫrvar-Odds saga contains 146 verses, by far the most of any of the fornaldarsǫgur. The 

saga is more like the Germanic Heroic Legends (for example Hervarar saga) in how 

the poetic materials are employed in the saga narrative, although it is, according to 

Torfi H. Tulinius, on the cusp between the “earlier” and “later” fornaldarsǫgur, and as 

such may mark a turning point in the genre’s development, and the saga should 

probably best be understood as one that is between oral and written composition.1278 

Ǫrvar-Odds saga has a complex textual history and exists in six individual 

redactions.1279 It has been edited thoroughly by R. C. Boer. In addition, it contains a 

very large number of verses and is the one of the longest, oldest and most popular of 

the fornaldarsǫgur. For these reasons, my treatment of the saga here is rather more 

extensive than that of the other fornaldarsǫgur containing verse. I first outline the 

manuscript preservation of the saga and look at the saga’s lausavísur in depth. I 

examine the prosimetric structure of Ǫrvar-Oddr’s drinking contest, and finally, I 

consider Ǫrvar-Oddr’s death song, a long poem at the end of some redactions of the 

saga.  

My discussion is based on R. C. Boer’s edition of 1888, and my comments below 

on the manuscript transmission/stemma of Ǫrvar-Odds saga are mostly limited to the 

information and deductions published in his introduction to the edition.1280  

                                                

1278
 Cf. Oscar Bandle, “Die Fornaldarsaga zwischen Mündlichkeit und Schriftlichkeit: Zur Entstehung und Entwicklung der 

Örvar-Odds saga,” Zwischen Festtag und Alltag. Zehn Beiträge zum Thema ‘Mündlichkeit und Schriftlichkeit,’ ed. Wolfgang 
Raible, ScriptaOralia 6 (Tübingen: Gunter Narr Verlag, 1988) pp. 191-213.  

1279
 Overviews of the manuscript tradition can be found in Torfi H. Tulinius, The Matter of the North, pp. 27-28; Martin 

Arnold, “Við þik sættumsk ek aldri. Ǫrvar-Odds saga and the Meanings of Ǫgmundr Eyþjófsbani,” Making History: Essays on 
the fornaldarsǫgur, ed. Alison Finlay and Martin Arnold (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 2010) pp. 85-104, 
at pp. 85-86. 

1280
 Of the manuscripts known to Boer, several paper manuscripts were inaccessible to him. These were GKS 1006 in 

Copenhagen, and from the British Library’s collections (then the British Museum) manuscripts 17 and 357 from Finn 
Magnússon’s collection and manuscript 6 from Baring Gould’s collection. These are subsequently not considered in his 
discussion. He also notes, but does not discuss, 89 fol. and 98 fol. of the Royal Library in Stockholm, which are Latin and 
Swedish translation respectively, and NKS 1205 fol. in Copenhagen, which is a copy of Rudbeck’s edition, Ǫrvar-Odds saga, 
ed. R. C. Boer (Leiden: Brill, 1888) vii. References to this edition will be made with the abbreviation: Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888. 
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Ǫrvar-Odds saga is preserved in 68 manuscripts.1281 The following manuscripts 

preserving Ǫrvar-Odds saga have been identified by R. C. Boer as being of 

independent value:1282 

 Holm Perg. 4to nr 7, Kungliga biblioteket, Stockholm (S) 

 AM 344 a 4to, Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (M) 

 AM 343 a 4to, Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (A) 

 AM 471 4to, Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (B) 

 AM 567 IV 4to, Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (C) 

 AM 173 fol., Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (E) 

 

Holm Perg. 4to nr 7, Kungliga biblioteket, Stockholm (S). This vellum manuscript 

was written in Iceland at the beginning of the 14th century.1283 As it is the oldest 

manuscript, it has been considered by Boer to preserve the best text of the saga.1284 

Ǫrvar-Odds saga is to be found on fols. 43v2-57r19. Seven lines on 51v have been 

scratched off (ll.13-19; cf. Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 95), that would have contained the 

fight on Sámsey and Hjálmarr’s body being brought to Sweden. The rubric at the end 

of line 10 of the same page, “haugsgiord eftir hjalmar” [‘cairn-making for Hjálmarr’], 

is, according to Boer, evidence that the episode was once present in S’s exemplar and 

has been lost simply by chance; likely a page was missing in S’s exemplar, and when 

the scribe of S has realised this, he has tried to make a connection.1285 He has done this 

by making the two sentences similar on either side of the scratched out lines. Before 

these lines we find “ok dveljaz þeir nú þar hau…” [‘now they stayed there...’] (Ǫrvar-

Odds saga 1888, 95.11) and after “Nú dvelz Oddr nǫkkura hríð” [‘Now Oddr stayed for 

                                                

1281
 According to “Örvar-Odds saga: Manuscripts,” Stories for All Time: The Icelandic Fornaldarsögur <http://am-

dk.net/fasnl/bibl/bibl.php?sid=816>. 

1282
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888. 

1283
 Dated thus by Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  i. 

1284
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  i. 

1285
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  i. 
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a while’] (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 109.1). Two paper manuscripts of Ǫrvar-Odds saga 

descended from S are used by Boer to patch S in those places where it is not readable 

or is lacking: the fragment Holm papp. 17 fol. (sigla: s) and Holm papp. 103 fol. 

(sigla: t). 

AM 344 a 4to, Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (M). This 

short, vellum manuscript of 24 pages was written in the late 14th century.1286 It only 

contains Örvar-Odds saga. The saga is divided into three þættir, the headings of which 

are only partially readable, and into chapters, which begin with red, green and yellow 

initials, and is written by two hands.1287 One paper manuscript of Ǫrvar-Odds saga, 

NKS 1793 4to, in the Royal Library in Copenhagen, is descended from M.  

AM 343 a 4to, Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (A). This 

vellum manuscript of the 15th century1288 is one of the principle manuscripts of the 

fornaldarsögur and other romances. These fifteen legendary and romantic sagas cover 

110 pages, and Ǫrvar-Odds saga can be found on 59v-81v. Although preserved pretty 

much complete, here and there the manuscript is unreadable; in the case of Ǫrvar-

Odds saga, some places in the beginning of the saga cannot be read.1289 A number of 

paper manuscripts of Ǫrvar-Odds saga descend from A: AM 344 b 4to (17th century, 

the saga is on 1-35r),1290 AM 340 4to (written by Jón Gissursson, 17th century, the 

saga is on 19-79v),1291 AM 591 i 4to (second half of the 17th century, only contains a 

fragment of Ǫrvar-Odds saga),1292 AM 109 a 8vo (17th century, the saga, which has 

                                                

1286
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888,  p. ii dates the manuscript to the second half of the 14th century; Kålund dates it to c. 1400, in 

KAH vol. 1, p. 579.  

1287
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 p. ii. Further commentary on the scribes and the orthography of the manuscript can be found in 

Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  ii-v.  

1288
 KAH vol. 1, p. 578. 

1289
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  v. See also Kålund, vol. 1, 578-579; also here for commentary on the manuscript’s make up.  

1290
 KAH vol. 1, p. 580. 

1291
 KAH vol. 1, p. 576. 

1292
 KAH vol. 1, p. 759. 
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Gríms saga loðinkinna as an introduction, is found on 77r-142), NKS 1707 4to, 1709 

4to, 1715 4to (a compilation of Rudbeck’s edition and AM 109 a 8vo).1293  

AM 471 4to,  Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (B). AM 

471 4to is a vellum manuscript written in Iceland in the 15th century1294 and is closely 

related to A.1295 Ǫrvar-Odds saga is on 61-96v and is somewhat fragmentary: the 

beginning is defective since a page is missing (the saga in B thus begins at the 

equivalent of Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 4.7). The manuscript also lacks a page after fol. 

85, producing a gap in the text equivalent to Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 138.18-142.18.1296 

Some of the verses, including Hjálmarr’s death song and Ǫrvar-Oddr’s death song, are 

copied into AM 738 4to, a manuscript from 16801297 that contains many eddic poems, 

eddic verses and poems of other kinds, on 7r-12, although the copies of both poems 

contain many errors.1298  

AM 567 IV 4to, Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (C). 

AM 567 IV 4to consists of three leaves from the 15th century, of which leaves 2 and 3 

(2r-3v) contain fragments of Ǫrvar-Odds saga; 1r-v contain a fragment of Gríms saga 

loðinkinna. the first of which corresponds to Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 66.19-82.18, and 

the second of which begins at Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 124.29. The last readable word is 

on 129.25 (“hjó”).1299 NKS 1689 4to is a copy of C, but is, according to Boer, of no use 

for establishing the text of C, since every line of the copy contains serious errors.1300 

                                                

1293
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 v-vi.  

1294
 KAH vol. 1, p. 654. 

1295
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 vi.  

1296
 See Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 vi and Kålund, KAH vol. 1, 655-656.  

1297
 KAH vol. 2, p. 167. 

1298
 See Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 vi and Kålund, KAH vol. 2, 167-168, although Boer has the manuscript described as “fol. (cod. 

oblongus),” whereas it is listed as 4to by Kålund, whom I have followed.  

1299
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  vi. 

1300
 R Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 vi. 
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AM 173 I fol., Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum (E). AM 

173 I fol.,1301 written by Ásgeir Jónsson, is from c. 17001302 and Ǫrvar-Odds saga is to 

be found on 17r-65v. The contents of the manuscript are as follows: 

Ketils saga hængs-Gríms saga loðinkinna (1r-16r) 
Ǫrvar-Odds saga (17r-65v) 
Áns saga bogsveigis (66r-79v) 
Friðþjófs saga (80r-95r) 

This manuscript is the best representative of a group of paper manuscripts that have a 

common exemplar that was close to that of the common exemplar of AB, but that was 

not identical to it.1303 All the manuscripts of this group are rather close in content, as 

far as the text of Ǫrvar-Odds saga is concerned, and for this reason Boer uses only the 

text of AM 173 I fol. in his edition, sigla E.1304 Other manuscripts in this group are: 

AM 172 b fol. (c. 1700, also written by Ásgeir Jónsson),1305 and AM 342 I-II 4to (17th 

century).1306 Copies of AM 342 4to are: NKS 1791 4to and NKS 1792 4to, and later 

AM 552 q 4to (18th century).1307   

A portion of this group to which E belongs is found in Stockholm, but they 

preserve no particularly important textual differences. At the end of the 17th century, 

one manuscript of this group ended up in Stockholm and was copied; this was 

probably manuscript Papp. 4to nr 32 of the Royal Library, written in 1676.1308 The 

first leaf is missing, but is preserved as Papp. 4to nr 1, also in Stockholm’s Royal 

Library.1309 From 32 4to come the following: Papp. fol. nr 102 (1687, with readings 

                                                

1301
 AM 173 fol. is made up of two manuscripts; Ǫrvar-Odds saga is in the first part, denoted I. The second part, AM 173 II 

fol., contains only Sturlaugs saga Starfsama, 1r-18v. Boer does not make this distinction in his edition. 

1302
 KAH vol. 1, p. 142. 

1303
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  vi. 

1304
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888. 

1305
 KAH vol. 1, p. 142. 

1306
 KAH vol. 1, p. 577. 

1307
 So according to Boer; Kålund has 17th century, KAH vol. 1, p. 697. 

1308
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  vi. 

1309
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  vi. 
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from S), Papp. fol. nr 73. (1738, with the readings from S recorded in the text), Papp. 

4to nr 56 (1786, with Swedish translation), all in Kungliga biblioteket, Stockholm.1310  

Boer shows M to be in some ways to be in between S and ABE, as it often agrees with 

ABE and then deviates on important points to agree with S.1311 Boer’s readings 

demonstrate that MABE form a group against S,1312 and that MABE have a common 

original that they cannot share with S.1313  

Boer concludes that ABE have interpolations in three places. These correspond 

to pp. 118-137, 150-152, 186-190 of his 1888 edition.1314 Only the first of these 

interpolations will be considered here, since the other two do not contain any stanzas. 

The first interpolation is at pp. 118.30-137.28 of Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 and 

contains four stanzas in ABE.1315 This is the section in which Oddr is snatched by a 

vulture and ends up with giants (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 121.33-34). Then Oddr and his 

men encounter Ǫgmundr Eyþjófsbani, who speaks three stanzas (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 

1888, 135.9-12; 136.5-10). Boer concludes that this whole narrative is “ebenso 

abgeschmackt wie langweilig” [‘just as absurd as it is boring’].1316 This, in addition to 

his view that this section is more akin to 14th century novels1317 and clashes horribly 

with the first and previous part of the saga that is rooted in the Viking way of life, and 

that the way that the interpolation is linked into the saga is clumsy, gives us grounds, 

Boer concludes, to view this as an addition of a scribe in the second half of the 14th 

                                                

1310
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  vi-vii.  

1311
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  vii.  

1312
 See Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  vii-xii. 

1313
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  xii.  

1314
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888  xii. 

1315
 In fact the beginning of E is a bit different: it is more concise, although Boer does not give the varients to this section in 

his edition. He suggests that the exemplar of E (or a manuscript further up the manuscript family tree) may have had a leaf 
missing and scribe in E has added this material from memory. See Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 xiii, fn. 2; xiv, fn. 1.  

1316
 R. C. Boer, ed., Ǫrvar-Odds saga (Leiden: Brill, 1888) xiii.  

1317
 Boer sadly does not explain what he means by “den romanen des 14. jahrhunderts.” 
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century.1318 Boer is not very persuasive; his reasons to designate this section an 

interpolation are very subjective: absurdity can be entertaining, the Viking way of life 

only supposed, and sagas are frequently stilted in the way that they move between 

scenes.  

Heiðr Makes her Prophecy (SM stt. 1-2, ABE stt. 1-3) 

Ingjaldr, Oddr’s foster father, invites the vǫlva Heiðr to his farm to tell people’s 

destinies. Oddr does not want to be involved, but eventually she spots him lying under 

a cloak. He tells her that he is not interested in hearing her prophecies, and threatens 

to bat her on the nose if she starts telling prophecies about him (this frames the 

episode, as he does hit her when she finishes her prophecy). The threat provokes 

Heiðr to speak some stanzas: in SM this is two stanzas in a block, in ABE this is 

three, with an extra stanza before the two appearing in SM. After the stanzas, Heiðr 

elaborates on her versified prophecy in prose. 

 
S (not present) M (not present) 

A 1. Œgðu eigi mér, Oddr á 
Jaðri! 
eldi skíðum, þótt ýmist 
geipum;  
saga mun sannaz sú er segir 
vǫlva,  
Ǫll veit [hon] manna ørlǫg 
fyrir. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

B 1. Œgðu eigi mér, Oddr á 
Jaðri! 
eldi skíðu, þótt ýmist 
geipum;  
saga mun sannaz sú er segir 
vǫlva,  
Ǫll veit [hon] ýta ørlǫg fyrir. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

E 1. Œgðu eigi mér, Oddr á 
Jaðri! 
elda skíðu, þótt ýmist 
geipum;  
saga mun sannaz sú er segir 
vǫlva,  
Ǫll veit [hon] manna ørlǫg 
fyrir. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

The vǫlva shows her powers of sight by knowing Oddr’s name and where he is 

from, although this stanza is more an introduction than a prophecy itself. This may be 

an important point to note about curse stanzas in eddic verse, since in Bósa saga, the 

curses are in eddic metre but contain the threat of the curses rather than the actual 

spell. She admits that she talks nonsense sometimes (þótt ýmist geipum, v. 4), when 

accused in the prose above by Oddr. He uses the word fleiprir [‘you prattle’] to 

describe her (e.g. S ok fleiprir ekki um mitt ráð [‘and don’t prattle on about my lot’], 

                                                

1318
 R. C. Boer, ed., Ǫrvar-Odds saga (Leiden: Brill, 1888) xiii. 
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Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 12.21-14.1), except in M, where he uses geipir, which is closer 

to the word used in the verses in ABE, geipum, although the verse is not in M. The 

prose in M continues: ok geipir eigi neitt um mín forlǫg; again in M the prose word 

forlǫg is closer to the word used in verse 8, ørlǫg. M has likely converted this stanza 

into prose, shown by the use of the vocabulary of the stanza appearing in prose. This 

might be because it is not really a part of the prophecy and was felt to be unnecessary 

or even that it detracted from the force of the prophecy itself.  

In the second half of the stanza, the vǫlva speaks of herself in the third person. 

In the prose just before the stanza, she speaks of herself in similar terms to verse 6, sú 

er segir vǫlva [‘that one that the vǫlva says’], when she says ek skal þat ok segja þér 

(MABE)/þar má ek ok frá segja (S); this introduction emphasises the present action of 

her saying her prophecy in the next two verses.  

 
S 1. Ferr eige þú svá fjǫrþo 
breiþa,  
né líþr yfer *láþa* vága,  
þó skalt[u] brenna á 
Berorjóþre. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

M 1. Ferr þú ei svá fjǫrþo 
breiþa,  
né líþr yfer langa vága,  
þót sær um þik sægjom drífi,   
Berorjóþre skalt[u] brenna á. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

A 2. Ferr eige þú svá fjǫrþo 
breiþa,  
eða líþr yfer laga vága,  
þót sær yfir þik sægjom 
gange,   
hér skalt[u] brenna á 
Berorjóþre. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

B 2. Ferr eige þú svá fjǫrþo 
breiþa,  
eða líþr yfer langa vága,  
þót sær um þik sægjom 
gange,   
þó skalt[u] brenna á 
Berorjóþre. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

E 2. Ferr eige þú svá fjǫrþo 
breiþa,  
eða líþr yfer laga vága,  
þót sær yfir þik skrikkjum 
gange,   
þó skalt[u] brenna á 
Berorjóþre.   
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

 The prophecy here is that Oddr will burn (ie. die) in Berurjóðr, where their 

encounter is taking place, no matter what he does to leave – the implication being that 

were he to escape successfully, he would avoid death. The image painted of him 

wandering to avoid Berurjóðr in the stanza is a maritime one. In the prose of all the 

manuscripts this is interpreted as him going from land af landi (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 

14.9), and makes concrete the implication of him fruitlessly travelling widely to avoid 

Berurjóðr: “en aldri ferr þú svá viða, þá skaltu hér deyja á Berurjóðri” (M) (Ǫrvar-Odds 

saga 1888, 14.11-12). In S, despite the vǫlva having being elaborating her prophecy to 

Oddr and referring to him in the second person singular so far, here she suddenly 
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switches in one instance to the third person: en aldri ferr hann svá víða, þá skaltu hér 

deyja á Berurjóðri (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15.15-16). This is to introduce a taunting and 

performative aspect to the prose: speaking of him in the third person means that she is 

addressing those others present at the prophecy, and by extension, us. Suddenly 

returning to the second person makes the actual prophecy of Oddr’s death more 

threatening to him, and reflects the final line of the stanza.  

 
S 2. Naþr mon þik hǫggva 
neþan á fǿte 
fránn or fornom Faxa hause. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

M 2. Naþra mon þik hǫggva 
neþan á fǿte 
fránn or fornom Faxa hause. 
þá ertu fullgamall fylkir 
orðinn. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

A 3. Skal þér ormr granda 
eitr blandinn. 
fránn or fornom Faxa hause.  
Naþr mon þik hǫggva neþan 
á fǿte 
þá ertu fullgamall fylkir 
orðinn. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

B 3. Skal þér ormr tapa eitr 
blandinn. 
fránn or fornom Faxa hause.  
Naþr mon þik hǫggva neþan 
á fǿte 
þá ertu fullgamall fylkir 
orðinn. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

E 3. Skal þér ormr tapa eitr 
blandinn. 
Naþr mon þik hǫggva á fǿte 
fránn or fornom Faxa hausa. 
þá þú ert fullgamall fylkir 
orðinn. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 15) 

Here the presence and order of lines can be rather different between the manuscripts . 

The two lines of S become three in M, with the addition of a last line shared with 

ABE. ABE have the two lines in both SM reversed, and the last line common with M 

added after them. These three lines are preceded in ABE with a first line not found in 

S or M. This means ABE each have four long lines.  

 Consequentially, the content of the stanza in E is in reverse. First he must 

reach his allotted age, then something sharp will come out of Faxi’s skull, strike him 

on the sole of the foot, and turn out to a poisonous snake. The same is true of the 

stanza in SM, though in E, the beginning of the stanza skal þér ormr tapa eitr blandinn 

narrates the consequences backwards, to make the listener wait for the initial cause. In 

AB, the reordering of the lines tells the prophecy differently. First an event is 

described: a snake will come out Faxi’s skull. Then, the information that it will strike 

his foot is given temporal context when it is said it will happen when he has reached 

the allotted age. 
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 The fact that the snake will come out Faxi’s skull is not explained in the prose, 

nor the fact that it will strike Oddr on the sole of his foot. Therefore the only 

information in the stanzas in S that is repeated in the prose is that he will die at 

Berurjóðr after ineffectual travelling (S st. 1). Here the stanzas explain the prose. The 

additional first line about the snake being poisonous in ABE is also not explained in 

the prose. The poetic statement in the last line of the stanza in MABE that he will die 

once he has reached his allotted years is expanded in content in the prose to naming 

exactly how many these allotted years are: 300 years in MABE and 100 years in S, 

which does not mention Oddr dying at an allotted age in the stanza. This 

interpretation in the prose also accommodates travelling far and wide, which takes 

time, especially by boat. An addition in the prose is that he will be the greatest of men 

and famous; this is an extrapolation and not in the stanzas.  

The stanzas are introduced with similar phrases, represented here by MAB: “Þá varð 

vǫlunni ljóð á munni”  (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 14.6). This is a typical phrase with 

which to introduce prophetic stanzas spoken by a vǫlva.1319 After the quotation of the 

stanzas, their content is then explained in prose by Heiðr. She begins this explanation 

in all the versions with “Þat er þér at segja, Oddr!” [‘That is to say to you, Oddr’], 

making it clear she is going to explain.  

Oddr Kills Two Giants and Gets His Nickname (SM stt. 3-4, AB stt. 4-5, E st. 4) 

These two stanzas (one in E) are at the end of Oddr and his companions’ travels to 

Bjarmaland, Finnmǫrk and encounters with their inhabitants.1320 Driven up the coast 

of Finnmǫrk in a great storm, they encounter giants whom Oddr shoots with 

Gusisnautar on several occasions (it is in recounting these fights with giants that Oddr 

                                                

1319
 Judy Quinn,'"Ok verðr henni ljóð á munni": Prophetic Verse in the fornaldarsögur', Alvíssmál 8 (1998): 29-50. 

1320
 Oddr travels with his companion Ásmundr and his kinsmen Guðmundr and Sigurðr. First they go to Finnmerkr (Ǫrvar-

Odds saga 1888  24.21-26.9 (M); 25.18-8 (S)) then to Bjarmaland. In Bjarmaland they loot, and sail back to Finnmerkr where 
they harbour in the same place as before (Ǫrvar-Odds saga, ed. Boer, 36.8 (M); 37.11 (S)). A great storm overtakes them and 
they are forced to toss all the Finnskrefit overboard, which all clumps together and shoots off in the sea against the wind 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga, ed. Boer, 38.9-13 (M); 39.9-13 (S)). 
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recites the stanzas), then they sail home to Hrafnista and Grímr loðinkinna (Ǫrvar-

Odds saga 1888, 40.4-50.10 (M); 41.3-50.8 (S)).   

The two stanzas (one in E) go together, but do not form a block in this context. They 

have a small amount of prose inbetween.  

 
S 3. Réð ek at ganga með 
Gusisnauta  
beggja á mille bjargs ok eiso;  
laust ek í auga  eino flagþe  
en í brjóst framan bjarga 
Freyjo.1321 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49) 

M 3. Réð ek at ganga með 
Gusismíði 
beggja á mille bjargs ok risu;  
laust ek í auga  eino trǫlli  
ok í brjóst framan bjarga 
Freyjo. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49) 

A 4. Réð ek at ganga með 
Gusisnauta  
beggja í millum bjargs ok 
eiso;  
laust ek í auga  eino flagþe  
en í brjóst framan bjarga 
Freyjo. (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 
1888, 49) 

B 4. Réð ek at ganga með 
Gusisnauta  
beggja á mille bjargs ok esju;  
laust ek í auga  eino flagþe  
en í brjóst framan bjarga 
Freyjo. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49) 

E 4. Réð ek at ganga með 
Gusisnauta  
beggja á mille bjargs ok eiso;  
laust ek í auga  eino flagþe  
en í brjóst framan bjarga 
Freyjo. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49) 

The prompt for the recitation of the first stanza is Guðmundr asking Oddr: 

S: “ok fagna þeir Guðmundr þeim vel ok spyrr, hvert þeir hefði farit it lengsta.” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
49.6-8)

1322
 

M: “ vel fagna þeir Oddi, er fyrir váru. “Hvert vartu it lengsta?” sagði Guðmundr.” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 
1888, 48.6-8)

1323
 

A: “vel fagna þeir brœðr þeim Oddi. “Eða hvert fórtu it lengsta Oddr?” sagði Guðmundr.” (Ǫrvar-Odds 
saga 1888, 48)

1324
 

B: “vel fagna þeir Oddi, er fyrir váru. “Eða hvert fórtu it lengsta Oddr?” sagði Guðmundr.” (Ǫrvar-Odds 
saga 1888, 48)

1325
 

E: “fagna þeir þeim, ok spurði Guðmundr tíðinda, hvat borit hafði til í ferðum þeira” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 
1888, 48)

1326
 

                                                

1321
 [‘I did go with Gusi’s arrows (M: Gusi’s work) between both the sea cliff and glowing embers (M: giant); I hit an ogress 

(M: a troll) in the eye and a rock-lady in the front of the chest.’]  

1322
 [‘and Guðmundr and his men welcome them with good cheer, and [he] asks where was the farthest they had been’] 

1323
 [‘They greeted Oddr, who was in the lead, with good cheer. “Where was the farthest you went?” said Guðmundr.’]  

1324
 [‘the brothers greeted Oddr with good cheer. “But where was the farthest you went, Oddr?,” said Guðmundr.] 

1325
 [‘they greeted Oddr, who was in the lead, with good cheer. “But where was the farthest you went, Oddr?,” said 

Guðmundr.] 

1326
 [‘they greet them, and Guðmundr asked the news, what they had to report of their journey’] 
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The stanza is thus not an direct reply to the question, except in the case of E, in which 

Guðmundr asks for news of the happenings in their journey, rather than enquiring 

about distance or similar. Instead of giving a location, it simply tells that they met 

supernatural creatures, leaving this to imply they went a long way from home.  

The stanza in SABE tells that the speaker kills two giantesses between the 

glowing embers of a fire and a rock or sea cliff. In M, the speaker kills a troll and a 

giantess between a giant and a rock/sea cliff. This reflects a negotiation between the 

prose story and the stanza.  

In SABE, the third line about shooting a giantess in the eye refers to a giantess 

sent to break their boats and is narrated thus: 

M – shoots a giantess “hon bregðr við lófanum, ok flýgr í gegnum lófann ok í auga henna ok kom út 
um hnakkann, … en hann skýtr annarri ǫr, ok bregðr hon upp ǫðrum lófa, ok ferr sem it sama.” (Ǫrvar-
Odds saga 1888, 42.15-19) 
S – shoots Gneip, a giantess “hon bregðr við hendinni, en orin fló í gegnum lófann ok aptr í augat ok 
út um hnakkann ok aptr á streng. … Oddr skýtr nú í annat sinn Gusisnaut, ok ferr á sǫmu leið” (Ǫrvar-
Odds saga 1888, 45.3-6)  
A – shoots a giantess “hon bregðr fyrir ǫðrum lófanum, ok flýgr í gegnum hann ok í auga henna ok út 
um hnakkann, … en hann skýtr þriðju ǫr, ok bregðr hon við ǫðrum lófa ok hrækti í hann áðr, ok sú 
jafnt ok hin fyrri at í augat kom ok út um hnakkann.” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 42.15-19) 
B – shoots a giantess “hon bregðr við ǫðrum lófanum, ok flýgr í gegnum hann ok í auga henna ok út 
um hnakkann, … en hann skýtr þriðju ǫr, ok bregðr hon við ǫðrum lófa, ok ferr sú jafnt ok hin fyrri.” 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 42.15-19) 
E – shoots a giantess  “hon bregðr við ǫðrum lófanum, ok flýgr í gegnum lófann ok í auga henna ok út 
um hnakkann, … en hann skýtr þriðju ǫr, ok bregðr hon við ǫðrum lófa, ok ferr sú jafnt ok sem hin 
fyrri.” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 42.15-19) 

Line 2 in the stanza from M says that Gusi’s arrows go between a sea cliff and a giant, 

rather than a sea cliff and glowing embers in SABE. In the prose of M the arrow does 

not obviously go between a giant and a rock face, unless it is referring to the arrow 

missing him as he throws himself up against the rock to get out of the way: “þá bregðr 

hann við ok tekr sik upp á bjargit” (48.1-2), but the arrow instead hits a woman, as 

referred to in line four of the stanza. In the stanza from E, a female is hit in the chest 

with an arrow, but in the prose of E it is the male giant that is hit. In all the 

manuscripts, the prose interpretation of the stanza thus refers to events that are 

somewhat distant to each other in time and place; the stanza itself might more imply 

that both the female troll women were shot on the same occasion, especially given that 
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the second line about embers of a fire being present seems to refer to both the killings. 

This stanza is also in Ǫrvar-Odds ævidrápa as stanza 21. 

In the body of the saga, the stanza is linked to the second by a request for more news 

(48.9-11 (M); 49.13-14 (S), although it is mostly illegible in the manuscript). This has 

nothing to do with the narrative content of the verses and is probably the same age as 

the rest of the saga prose rather than being part of an ‘original’ versiprose complex 

with the stanzas. A more typical way to have linked the verses would have been a 

formula such as “and yet he said,” which is widely found over the corpus. 

 
S 4. Þá fekk ek heite þatz [ek] 
vilda,  
es mik ór fjǫllum flǫgþ 
kǫlloþo;  

 
byr bráþlega í braut gefa.1327 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49) 

M 4. Þá fekk ek heite þat er 
[ek] vilda,  
es mik í bjǫrgum flǫgþ 
kǫlloþo;  

-Oddi vilja  
byr gefa mjǫk bráðliga í braut 
heðan. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49) 

A 5. Þar fekk ek heite þat 
hafa vildak,  
es mik ór fjǫllum flǫgþ 
kǫlloþo;  

 
byr bráþlega í braut gefa. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49) 

B 5. Þar fekk ek heite þat [ek] 
vilda,  
es mik ór fjǫllum flǫgþ 
kǫlloþo;  

r-Oddi vilja  
byr bráþlega í braut gefa. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49) 

E (not present) 

The incident that this stanza reports happens in the prose in amongst the events in the 

prose that the stanza before mentions. Between shooting the giatness in the eye and 

another in the breast, the chief of the giants’ sees Oddr and his arrows with his second 

sight:  

M: “Þat sé ek ok, at Oddr hefir ǫrvar þrjár, þær kalla þeir Gusisnauta, ok mun ek gefa honum nafn ok 
kalla hann Ǫrvar-Odd.” (46.20-22).  
S: “en fyrir þat er Oddr hefir skotit Gneip, dóttur mina, með Gusisnautum, þá mun ek honum nafn 
gefa ok kalla hann Ǫrvar-Odd.” (47.24-26)  
ABE: “Þat sé ek ok, at Oddr hefir ǫrvar þær er kallaðar eru Gusisnauta, ok (+ því AE) mun ek gefa 
honum nafn ok kalla hann Ǫrvar-Odd.” (46). 

                                                

1327
 [‘Then I got a name, that which I wanted, which giantesses called me out of a mountain. They said of themselves to want 

to get  a sudden fair wind for Ǫrvar-Oddr.’] 
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In the stanzas however, it is flagð, female giantesses that give him his name. The 

Lexicon Poeticum states this is the only place where the word is used of a male 

monster,1328 but there is no need to accept that the name giver in the stanza must be 

male when every other recorded instance of the flagð refers to a female. The name 

giving is connected (most closely in S) with Oddr shooting giantesses, so it is not 

unreasonable to think that at one point giantesses from their cave were thought of as 

giving him his name. 

Oddr being given a fair wind to sail away is recounted three times:  

1) Prose: Said by the chief of the giants, who would like to kill Oddr but who knows 

he is fated to live a long time, and so wants to give him a fair wind to get rid of 

him. 

2) Verse: Said by giantesses in speech reported by Oddr, probably to get rid of him 

so that he will stop shooting them. 

3) Prose: Said by Oddr, expanding on the stanza. 

The stanza (2) blends in with (3) since both are spoken by Oddr, in a complex 

blending of direct and indirect speech. That the fair wind recounted in (2) is missing 

in E is unproblematic for the story, since it is still said by the giant previously in the 

prose and so we know when Oddr says that they are promised a fair wind who has 

promised it.  

The prose following the second stanza puts the events of the second stanza into 

the immediate present, and contextualises the occurences of the second stanza so that 

they could not have happened very far back in narrative time –  the stanza says they 

have been promised a wind, and the prose makes it clear this will happen immediately. 

The sequence of events in the prose in comparison to the stanzas is thus muddled. 

The order of events in the two stanzas is thus:  

 Oddr shoots Gusisnautar between the rock (presumably in a cave) and embers. 

                                                

1328
 “Flagð,” Lexicon poeticum antiquae linguae septentronalis, ed. Sveinbjörn Egilsson and Finnur Jónsson, 2nd ed. 

(København: Lynge & søn, 1931).  
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 He shoots a giantess in the eye. 

 He shoots a giantess in the chest. 

 He gets his name, from giantesses out of a mountain (cave). 

 They promise him a fair wind.  

The order of events in the prose is thus: 

 He shoots a giantess in the eye. 

 He gets his name, from a giant in a cave. 

 He gives him a fair wind. 

 Oddr shoots an arrow and the giant throws himself up against a rock. 

 He shoots a giantesses in the chest. 

The stanzas provide a more female-centred story than the prose, and they have events 

happening closer together in time. This stanza is also the 22nd stanza of the ævidrápa. 

The introduction to stanza three is fairly unremarkable; the stanza is simply 

introduced as a speech stanza, for example: “Þá kvað Oddr” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888,  

48.8; 49.8) The introduction to stanza four however is more unusual. In M, the prose 

simply says “Nafn var mér gefit” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 48.11) and then the stanza 

follows. This complete lack of introduction to a stanza is rather rare in the 

fornaldarsaga corpus. In S, this is avoided with the addition of “ok þá kvað hann” to 

the line in M (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 49.14), and in AB, the prose is explicit that he 

will recite a verse: “Nafn var mér gefit” sagði Oddr ok kvað vísu” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 

1888, 48).  

The Death of Ásmundr (SME st. 5, AB st. 6, C st. 1) 

Oddr and Ásmundr go to Ireland harrying. A lone arrow kills Ásmundr and he dies 

immediately. The stanza is spoken as he recounts what happened to Hjálmarr. 
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C. 1 Rann ek aa víþre 
vagnslod gǫtu,  
áþr strengvǫlum stríþom 
mǿttak;  
munda ek Ásmund auþe 
mínom  
aptr en ódáenn ǫllom kaupa. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
77.10-13) 

S. 5 Fann ek at víþre vagns 
slóþgǫtu,  
áþr ek strengvǫlum stríþom 
mǿttak;  
munda ek Ásmund auþe 
mínom  
aptr ódáenn ǫllom kaupa.1329 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
77.10-13) 

M. 5 Rann ek at víþre 
vegnslods gǫtu,  
unz ek stronghvelum stríþom 
mǿttak;  
munda ek Ásmund auþe 
mínom  
aptr ódáenn ǫllom kaupa. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
77.10-13) 

A. 6 Rann ek at víþre 
vagnslod gǫtu,  
áþr en strengvǫlum stríþom 
mǿttak;  
munda ek Ásmund auþe 
mínom  
aptr ódáenn ǫllom kaupa. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
77.10-13) 

B. 6 Rann ek at víþre 
vagnslod gǫtu,  
áþr strengvǫlum stríþom 
mǿttak;  
munda ek Ásmund auþe 
mínom  
aptr ódáenn ǫllom kaupa. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
77.10-13) 

E. 5 Fann ek at víþre 
vagnstod gǫtu,  
áþr strengvǫlum stríþom 
mǿttak 
munda ek Ásmund auþe 
mínom  
aptr ódáenn ǫllom kaupa.1330 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
77.10-13) 

This stanza is spoken by Oddr in response to Hjálmarr’s question: 

S: “Hjálmarr spyrr nú, hversu at bæriz um líflát Ásmundar, eða hvárt Oddr hefði nǫkkut hefnt hans. 
Oddr kvað þá” (77. 7-9)

1331
 

ABCEM: “ “Hefir þú nǫkkut hefnt Ásmundar?” segir Hjálmarr.” (76.10-11)
1332

 

In his stanza in reply to this question, Oddr implies that he has not avenged Ásmundr, 

and was forced to flee in the face of a volley of arrows. This is not so in the prose, 

where just a single arrow flies out of the forest and kills Ásmundr (70.14-16; 71.15-18). 

Incensed, Oddr then finds people in a large clearing and kills four men. The stanza 

and the prose thus do not correlate. The prose after the stanza frames the question 

with Hjálmarr’s assumption that Oddr will want to harry, burn everything and kill 

everyone in revenge, but he does not (76.12-14; 77.14-15). Instead, the situation in the 

prose provides the explanation that after having killed four men in a rage, he goes 

underground into a jarðhús and tries to take away the most beautiful of the women (of 

                                                

1329
 [‘I ran along (SE I found) the wide wagon-path way, before I met adversity before arrows; I would buy Ásmundr back 

alive with all my wealth.”] 

1330
 Boer on p. 77 of Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 states in the apparatus for this stanza that strengvǫlum – Ásmund is omitted in E; 

it is not. He also has E as beginning with Rann ek, when it starts with fann ek (although in the ævidrápa in E, the stanza does 
indeed begin with rann ek).  

1331
 [‘Hjálmarr asks now, how the loss of Ásmundr’s life happened, or whether Oddr had avenged him at all.’] 

1332
 [‘“Have you avenged him at all?” says Hjálmarr.’] 
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which there are seven in S, three in M and four in ABCE!). After insulting her by 

calling her a trǫll (in MABCE, in S he does not), she bargains her way out of being 

taken by force by Oddr by promising a shirt with extraordinary qualities; although the 

realisation of this promise comes after the verse announcing the death of Ásmundr. 

This means that the saga author had a clear plan for this section of the saga that 

expanded the content of the verses, because the stanzas surrounding the delivery of 

the shirt give extra information about it. Nevetheless, the stanzas reporting Oddr’s 

conversation with Ǫlvor about the shirt seem to belong to a different theme than the 

death of Ásmundr, and they have been brought together into the same episode by the 

saga author. This stanza is also stanza 38 of the ævidrápa. 

In MABCE the stanza is introduced with “Þá verðr Oddi ljóð á munni” but in S there 

is simply “Oddr kvað þá” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 77), perhaps in avoidance of using a 

tag traditionally associated with female magic on a male character. 

The Encounter with Ǫlvor (SM E st. 6-7, AB st. 7-8, C st. 2-3) 

The stanza spoken by Ǫlvor (SME 6, AB 7, C 2) is in response to Oddr’s question as 

to whether she has made the shirt herself, and Oddr’s stanza (SME 7, AB 8, C 3), 

spoken directly after hers, seems to be the source of some of the properties Ǫlvor had 

earlier promised.  

The peoples who have contributed to making shirt seem to have a supernatural or 

practical air to them: 
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C. Serk fra ék ór silfri 
í sjau stǫþom gørvan: 
ermr á Íralande, 
ǫnnor norþr meþ Finnom, 
slógo Saxa meyjar, 
en suþreyskar spunno, 

 
varp Óþjóþans móþer.1333 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, p. 
81) 

S. Serk of fra ék ór silke 
í sjau stǫþom gørvan: 
ermr var á Íralande, 
ǫnnor norþr meþ Finnom, 
slógo Saxa meyjar, 
en suþreyskar spunno, 

 
varp Óþjóþans móþer. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, p. 
81) 

M. Serk hefi ek hér ór silfri 
ok í sex stǫþom gørvan: 
ermr var á Íralande, 
ǫnnor norþr meþ Finnom, 
slógo Saxa meyjar, 
en suþreyskar spunno, 

 
varp Óþjóþans móþer. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, p. 
81) 

A. Serkinn fra ék í Sogni 
ok í sjau stǫþom gørvan: 
ermr á Íralande, 
ǫnnor norþr meþ Finnom, 
slógo Saxa meyjar, 
en suþreyskar spunno, 

 
varp Óþjóþans móþer. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, p. 
81) 

B. Serkinn fra ék ór silfri 
ok í sjau stǫþom gørvan: 
ermr var á Íralande, 
ǫnnor norþr meþ Finnom, 
slógo Saxa meyjar, 
en suþreyskar spunno, 

 Valskar brúðir, 
varp óþjóþins móþer. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, p. 
81) 

E. Serkinn fra ék ór silfri í 
Sogni 
ok sjau hlutum gørvan: 
ermr var á Íralande, 
ǫnnor norþr meþ Finnom, 
slógo Saxa meyjar, 
en suþreyskar spunno, 

 
varp Óþjóþans móþer. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, p. 
81) 

The differences between the stanzas likely stem from different author’s desires to 

make the stanza internally consistent. In CS we find the shirt to be made out in seven 

different places, presumably Ireland, amongst the Finns, the Saxons, the Hebrideans, 

the Welsh and we could add by Ǫlvor herself – meaning one place is lacking, although 

this could be where the Óþjóþans moþer is located in the last line. In M, it says only six 

places, as listed and presumably counting Ǫlvor. In A, it says seven places and Sogn is 

present in the first line to make up seven places, six actually mentioned in the stanza 

and counting Ǫlvor. B too has seven places of manufacture of the shirt, but perhaps 

lists another place, where the óþjóð of the last line dwell. In E,although it is mentioned 

that the shirt is made in Sogn, the number of places does not appear and instead we 

find it is made out of seven things, which, including the silver mentioned in the first 

line, adds up. 

                                                

1333
 [‘I learnt (M I have) a shirt (AB the shirt) out of silver (S silk; A in Sogn) / in seven (M six) places was made: / an arm in 

Ireland (SMBE one arm was in Ireland) / another north with the Finns, / Saxon maids struck it up / but Hebrideans spun 
[it], / Welsh maids (AB brides) wove [it] / [on] Óþjóðan’s mother’s (B on the mother of the evil people’s) warp.’] Note the 
first two lines in E are: [‘I learnt the shirt out of silver and seven things in Sogn to be made.’] 
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It seems this stanza was the source of physical description the shirt when Ǫlvor 

promises it to Oddr, and MS have in the prose the shirt was made out of silk and 

sewn with gold, while ABCE have that the shirt was made out of silver and sewed 

with gold (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 74.11, 75.5). 

Despite M saying the shirt was made out of silk in the prose, the verse still has that 

the shirt was made out of silver (likely because of its protective qualities Ǫlvor 

mentions, see p.74.14-17 and p. 75.7-10), and this stanza does not mention the shirt 

was golden stitched – this information is from the next stanza, spoken by Oddr:   

C. Varat sem brynja   eþa 
bláer hringar 
ískǫld um mik   áþan felle, 
þá er um síþor   silkeskyrta 
golle saumoþ   gekk fast ofan. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 81) 

S. Vasa sem brynja   eþa bláer 
hringar 
ískǫld um mik   áþan felle, 
þá er of síþor   silkeskyrta 
golle saumoþ   gekk fast ofan. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
81.23-26) 

M. Vasa sem brynja   eþa 
bláer hringar 
verðr kǫld um mik   áþan 
felle, 
þá er um síþor   silkeskyrta 
golle saumoþ   gekk fast ofan. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 81) 

A. Varat sem brynja   eþa 
bláer hringar 
ískǫld um mik   ofan felle, 
þá er um síþor   silkeskyrta 
golle saumoþ   gekk fast ofin. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 81) 

B. Varat sem brynja   eþa 
bláer hringar 
ískǫld um mik   áþan felle, 
þá er um síþor   silkeskyrta 
golle saumoþ   gekk fast ofan. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 81) 

E. Var sem brynja   eþa bláer 
hringar 
ískǫld um mik   allan felle, 
þó er ei síþor   silkeskyrta 
golle saumoþ   grimdar fast 
ofin. (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 
81) 

Here the stanzas are consistent in statement that the shirt was of silk and embroidered 

with gold. SMABC agree, but E has a rather different interpretation of the qualities of 

the shirt as it sits on Oddr’s body. SMABC emphasise how the shirt is not cold like 

wearing a byrnie or mail-coat, since we can imagine the silk is soft on Oddr’s skin. 

However, in E, the stanza fits literally with Ǫlvor’s statement that the shirt is made 

out of silver, and in Oddr’s stanza, since the shirt is as cold as wearing armour (since it 

is made of silver, we can presume), but the difference is that the shirt does not chafe as 

armour might. In E we thus find a scribe concerned with making the story consistent, 

since it also agrees with prose statement in E about the shirt being made out of silver. 

Again the stanza is introduced with“þa varð Oddi ok ljóð á munni” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 

1888, 81.23). The stanza is stanza 41 of the ævidrápa.  
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Angantýr and His Brothers (ME stt. 8-15, AB stt. 9-16) 

These stanzas are in MABE (the fragment C does not extend as far as this stanza and 

this episode falls in a gap in S). This episode is the introduction to the death of 

Hjálmarr, and it describes the arrival of the berserker group of brothers, headed by 

Angantýr. This saga episode seems built around the verses.  

M. Hervarþr ok Hjǫrvarþr, Hrane ok 
Angantýr, 
Bildr ok Bofi, Barr ok Taki, 
Tindr ok Tyrfingr, tveir Haddingjar, 

 
Arngríms syner ok Eyfuro. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 97) 

A. Hervarþr ok Hjǫrvarþr, Hrane, Angantýr, 
Bildr ok Bagi, Barre ok Tóke, 
Tindr ok Tyrfingr, tveir Haddingjar, 
þeir í Bolm austr borner v ro, 
Arngríms syner ok Eyfuro. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 97) 

B. Hervarþr ok Hjǫrvarþr, Hrane ok 
Angantýr, 
Bildr ok Bagi, Berri ok Tóke, 
Tindr ok Tyrfingr, tveir Haddingjar, 
þeir í Bolm austr borner v ro, 
Arngríms syner ok Eyfuro. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 97) 

E. Hervarþr ok Hjǫrvarþr, Hrane, Angantýr, 
Bildr ok Bragi, Bǫlverkr ok Tóke, 
Tindr ok Tyrfingr, tveir Haddingjar, 
þeir eru í Bar austr borner vestir, 
Arngríms syner ok Eyfuro. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 97) 

The divergences in the manuscripts likely indicate the names of Angantyr’s brothers 

were somewhat fluid and there seems no need to posit a name that is not present in 

any of the manuscripts. This stanza fits with the prose in naming twelve brothers, as 

asserted by both the narrator (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 96.7-8), Angantýr (Ǫrvar-Odds 

saga 1888, 97.12-13) before the stanza and the brothers after the stanzas (Ǫrvar-Odds 

saga 1888, 100.2-3), and that they are the children of Arngrímr and Eufura, claimed by 

the brothers after the stanzas (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 100.3). In the stanza they are said 

to have been raised in to the east in Bólm, and in the prose after the stanzas the 

brother say themselves to be from Flæmingjaland (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 100.3-4). The 

two Haddingjar are also mentioned in the prose story both by Angantýr (Ǫrvar-Odds 

saga 1888, 100.18) and the narrator (p.101.11), but none of the other brothers are 

mentioned again.  
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The second verse spoken by Hjálmarr runs straight on from the above: 

M. Þá frá ek manna meinúþgasta, 
ógjarnasta got at vinna; 
þeir berserker bǫls of fylder 
tvau skip hruþo tryggra manna.1334 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 98.1-4) 

A. Þá frá ek manna meinúþgasta, 
ok ugjarnasta got at vinna; 
þeir eru berserks bǫls of fylder 
tvau skip hruþo tryggra manna. 

B. Þá frá ek manna meinúþgasta, 
ógjarnasta got at vinna; 
þeir eru berserks bǫls of fylder 
tvau skip hruþo tryggra manna. 

E. Þá frá ek manna meinúþgasta, 
ok ugjarnasta got at vinna; 
þeir eru berserks bǫle of uppfyldir 
tvau skip hruþo tryggra manna. 

From this verse it seems that Hjálmarr and Oddr have a vantage over the ships and can 

see what has happened to their men, since it says at the beginning of the episode in the 

prose that Oddr and Hjálmarr have two ships that the berserkers storm and kill 

everyone onboard (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888,  94.22, 96.9-10). As Hjálmarr uses this 

stanza to explain to Oddr why he feels strange and can hear odd noises (Ǫrvar-Odds 

saga 1888, 97.9-12), we can imagine that this is the point when Hjálmarr sees what is 

happening at the coast (this makes Oddr’s later question, “Hafi þér nǫkkut komit til 

skipa várra?” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 100.8), somewhat disingenuous, and it was 

probably added for comic effect). The evil nature of the berserks emphasised in the 

stanza is born out by their killing of everyone on the ships and their eagerness to fight 

Oddr and Hjálmarr, but the assertion that they are dishonest at fighting is not bourne 

out in the prose; indeed it is Angantýr who suggest that all should be buried 

honourably with their weapons (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 101.5-9) and when he is killed 

by Hjálmarr there is no suggestion of a dishonest fight. These two verses are 

introduced by “Þá varð Hjálmari ljóð á munni” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 97.13-14). 

  

                                                

1334
 These I learnt of, most malignant of men, / (AE and) most unwilling to win honestly / those (ABE are) berserkers, 

fulfillers of misfortune (E misfortune fulfillers) / they disabled two ships of trusty men. 
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Oddr replies to Hjálmarr’s stanzas and it says in the prose before it that he could now 

see the berserkers approaching (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 98.5): 

 
 

þeir hafa reiþer rómo háþa, 
ero okkor skip auþ á strǫndo.1335 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888,  98.7-10) 

A. Menn sé ek gang  
 

þeir hafa reiþer rómo háþa, 
ero okkor skip auþ á strǫndo. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 98.7-10) 

 
 

þeir hafa reiþer rómo háþa, 
ero okkor skip auþ á strǫndo. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 98.7-10) 

E. Menn sé ek ganga frá minni vágum 
 

þeir hafa reiþer rómo háþa, 
ero okkor skip á strǫndo niðri. 
(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 98.7-10) 

The sense in E is more dramatic than in the other three versions, since the author 

leaves the audience to infer that all the crew will have been killed, rather than stating it 

directly in the last line of MAB. The prose introducing the stanza is not needed, since 

it is then stated twice that Oddr can see the attackers approaching; the stanza matches 

with the prose earlier in the episode when it says that the berserkers have killed 

everyone onboard the two ships. The viscious nature of the attackers in alluded to 

again in the third line of the stanza; the prose interprets the brothers being viscious as 

them being berserkers (p.98.5, for example), because it is never stated that the brothers 

are berserks in the verse. Again the stanza is introduced with “…ok varð honum ljóð á 

munni” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 98.5-6).  

The fourth stanza in the sequence is also spoken by Oddr and is introduced with (M): 

“ok þá kvað hann stuku þessa” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 98.13), which is a little more 

unusual. There is little intervening prose between stanzas to compare the contents of 

the stanzas with. The fifth stanza is spoken by Hjálmarr in ABE but by Oddr in M 

(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 99). Although in this particular context this makes little sense, 

when you look at the verse that comes next in the exchange, the sixth stanza, it is 

introduced with “Þá segir Oddr enn svá” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 99.5). Such a tag is 

only ever used in other fornaldarsǫgur when the same character speaks more than one 

                                                

1335
 I see men walking from Munarvágar (E the bay-mouth) / most eager for battle in grey shirts (ie. corslets); / they have 

angrily fought a battle / our ships are empty on [the] beach (E our ships are on [the] beach below). 
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verse. This line is placed after the first stanza and before the remainder of the speech. 

It seems that in M then Oddr really was the intended speaker, and that “Þá segir Oddr 

enn svá” is a little out of place in the other redactions. The seventh stanza has rather 

unusual introduction: “Angantýr, svá sem hann kemur, verðr honum þegar ljóð á 

munni, ok hefir heyrt hann ok þótti kenna æðru nǫkkut” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 9.11-

13) In this case, the narrator reflects upon the content of the verse before it has been 

spoken, demonstrating his omniscience. The exchange before they fight ends with a 

speech stanza by Oddr. 

There is little prose between the stanzas, and what there is simply introduces the 

name of the speaker; this might indeed be unclear, especially to differentiate what is 

meant to be spoken by Oddr and what is meant to be spoken by Hjálmarr. This 

section was likely once a poem in its own right, this is confirmed by the presence of 

some of the verses in manuscript R of Hervarar saga which also includes a version of 

this episode. 

 

Hjálmarr’s Death Song 

I have analysed the prosimetric structure of Hjálmarr’s death song in my discussion of 

Hervarar saga. Here I intend to focus on the differences between the versions in the 

two sagas. The two sagas have different stanzas and in different orders. 

One of Oddr’s companions during his long life, the hero Hjálmarr, dies from battle 

wounds, and during his slow death also composes a death song of around 10 stanzas. 

In their contexts within the prose of the legendary sagas, these autobiographical 

poems provide an opportunity for personalised review in the first person, whereas the 

prose surrounding them provides a third person reconstruction of prehistory.1336 The 

                                                

1336
 Margaret Clunies Ross, “Poetry and Fornaldarsögur,” The Fantastic in Old Norse/Icelandic Literature. Sagas and the British 

Isles. Preprint Papers of The Thirteenth International Saga Conference Durham and York 6th-12th August, 2006, ed. John 
McKinnell, David Ashurst and Donata Kick (Durham: The Centre for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Durham 
University, 1996), pp. 180-187 at p. 182. Cf. Lars Lönnroth: “…the Norsemen pushed the separation between factual 
narration and dramatic exhortation a step further by letting the saga prose take care of the former while reserving poetry for 
the latter,” “Hjálmar’s Death-Song and the Delivery of Eddic Poetry,” Speculum, 46 (1971), 1-20 (p. 8).  
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prose also provides us with narrative justification for including poems with such a 

shift of perspective, from third person narration to versified speech in first person, 

although it could be noted that the circumstances for recording the two death songs 

differ in their emphasis.  

Hjálmarr’s death song is in many ways atypical, since major concerns of the 

poem are instructions for the present and remarks about the future after his death, in 

which he cannot share.1337 The several proclamations of his own heroism are 

unsurprising, but distinctive in that he wishes to preserve his reputation in order that 

the women at home will not laugh at him, rather than any pressing need to preserve 

his heroic reputation more perpetually. This is somewhat surprising, since a good 

reputation, and its maintance after long death, is often considered to be one the pillars 

of the heroic mentality, as exemplified by Hávamál: 

 76. Deyr fé, 
 deyja frændr, 
 deyr sjálfr it sama; 
 en orðstírr 
 deyr aldregi 
 hveim er sér góðan getr.  
 
 77. Deyr fé 
 deyja frændr, 
 deyr sjálfr it sama; 
 ek veit einn 
 at aldri deyr: 
 dómr um dauðan hvern.

1338
 

  

[76. Cattle die, kinsmen die, 
 oneself dies just the same. 
 But words of glory never die 
 for the one who gets a good name. 
 
 77. Cattle die, kinsmen die, 
 oneself dies just the same. 
 I know one thing that never dies: 
 the judgment on each one dead.]

1339
 

                                                

1337
 For an approach that isolates the main components of the general Germanic death song tradition, see Joseph Harris, 

“Beowulf’s Last Words,” Speculum, 67 (1992), 1-32. He identifies eight or nine shared motifs that are common to the death 
song tradition as a whole; my approach differs in that I am concerned with the consequences of the varying emphases placed 
on some of these motifs.   

1338
 Hávamál, ed. D. H. Evans, Text Series, 7 (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 1986) p. 54. 
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As such, those who exemplify the heroic life are those remembered, but this also 

indicates that memories of less valouress deeds would also remain.1340 During his 

death in Ǫrvar-Odds saga, Hjálmarr actually has three bouts of autobiographical 

poetry:1341 

  

                                                                                                                                                 

1339
 The English translation is taken from The Elder Edda: A Book of Viking Lore, trans. Andy Orchard (London: Penguin, 

2011), p. 25. 

1340
 “If death songs have little purchase on the future, they nevertheless instil in audiences a remembrance of those who, at 

least in Germanic literature, had exemplified the heroic life.” Eugene Green, Anglo-Saxon Audiences, Berkeley Insights in 
Linguistics and Semiotics, 44 (New York: Peter Lang, 2001) p. 118. 

1341
 Cf. Saga Heiðreks Konungs in Vitra. The Saga of King Heidrek the Wise, ed. Tolkien, p. 74.  
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The Prose-Verse Complex of Hjálmarr’s Death Scene in Örvar-Odds saga 

1 Prose Hjálmarr sinks down on a knoll, and Oddr goes over. 

2 Stanza 1 Oddr says Hjálmarr is dying. 

3 Prose Oddr says Hjálmarr should not have fought against Angantýr. 

4 Prose  Hjálmarr says that everyone must die. 

5 Stanza 2 Hjálmarr tells that he is greviously wounded. 

6 Prose Oddr says that losing Hjálmarr is a great lost and would not have 

happened had Oddr had his own way.  

7 Prose Hjálmarr tells Oddr to sit down and Hjálmarr will compose a poem 

to send home to Sweden. 

8 Stanzas 3 to 10 Hjálmarr’s death song. 

9 Prose Hjálmarr wants greetings carried to all of his bench-fellows. 

10 Stanzas 11 to 15 Hjálmarr names all his bench-fellows. 

11 Prose - Hjálmarr asks not to be buried with the berserkers, and Oddr 

agrees. 

- Hjálmarr tells Oddr to pull of his armring to give to Ingibjörg and 

to tell her he sent it on his dying day. 

12 Stanzas 16 and 17 Hjálmarr says that men drink with the king and are weaked by ale, 

but his wounds weaken him; a raven and an eagle are flying in, and 

he will provide flesh for the eagle.  
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In terms of verse, we find one stanza from Hjálmarr informing the saga’s main 

protagonist Oddr that his wounds are serious; then Hjálmarr’s death song proper, 

followed by a metrical list of more or less anyone he’s ever had a drink with, then two 

additional stanzas also referring to his current mutilated state in which he compares 

his situation as he lies weak and helpless with his friends becoming weak from beer in 

a hall elsewhere: 

“Drekr meþ jǫfre jarla menge    
ǫl glaþlega   at Uppsǫlum;    
MÀþer marga   mungát fira,     
en mik eggja spor  í eyjo þjá.”1342      

[‘A multitude of jarls drink ale cheerfully with the king at Uppsala. Many a man weakens at ale, but 
traces from [a sharp] edge torment me on an island.] 

This stanza is typical of the introductory and concluding stanzas outside of the death 

song, which all deal with his wounds rather with than autobiography as such, but still 

this peripheral poetry is integrated into the delivery of his death song proper by 

drawing out the same themes of beer drinking and chatter in the king’s hall. Although 

not part of the death song proper, it functions to frame his personalised retrospective 

with present concerns and also works to integrate the prose utterances and the verse 

more closely, since the prose, aside from Oddr’s self-righteous comments, also 

reasserts more clearly that Hjálmarr is in the process of dying.1343  

Hjálmarr’s death song itself focuses mainly on his relationship with his sweetheart 

Ingibjörg, whom he will never see again, and the possible gossip about him at home: 

 

The Matter of Hjálmarr’s Death Song in Örvar-Odds saga 

Stanza one: The women will have no reason to think him a coward. 
Stanza two: I went off in a warband with Soti, away from the beautiful songs of women. 
Stanza three: The king’s daughter led me to Agnafit and prophesised I would not return. 
Stanza four: I disappeared from Ingibjörg; she will be upset that we will not see each other again. 

                                                

1342
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga, ed. R. C. Boer, Altnordische Saga-Bibliothek, 2 (Niemeyer, 1892) p. 59. 

1343
 Harris has also expressed caution about taking the “contiguous material” with Beowulf’s death song as part of the death 

song proper,  “Beowulf’s Last Words,” p. 10.  
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Stanza five: Carry my mailcoat and helmet to the king’s hall; the king’s daughter will be moved when 
she sees it. 
Stanza six: I owned five farms but was not content; now I lie powerless and wounded on Sámsey. 
Stanza seven: Pull off my armring and give it to Ingibjörg; she will be upset that we will not see each 
other again. 
Stanza eight: I can see where the ladies sit in Sigtúna; I’ll never drink ale in the hall again. 

 

Hjálmarr’s death song is also told in Hervarar saga, which exists in three main 

redactions: R (Gks 2845 4to, Royal Library Copenhagen, late 14th to early 15th c.), U 

(R:715, University Library of Uppsala, mid 17th c.) and H (Hauksbók, AM 544 4to, 

early 14th c.).1344 In terms of Hjálmarr’s death song, the chief differences between the 

redactions R and U lies in stanza order,1345 and in manuscript H the saga text does not 

contain the story, and simply makes reference to Ǫrvar-Odds saga: sva sem greinir i 

Orvaroðz sogv1346 [‘as recorded in Ǫrvar-Odds saga’], although it is not clear that the H 

version does make any reference to their being a poem involved in Hjálmarr’s death; it 

simply narrates that Hialmarr drap Aganty ok do þar siþan af sarvm1347 [‘Hjálmarr killed 

Angantýr and died there afterwards of wounds’]. As Lönnroth and Alaric Hall have 

both noted, the changes the poem displays between Ǫrvar-Odds saga and Hervarar 

saga the two sagas must be the result of the poems’ independent recording from oral 

tradition.1348 Ǫrvar-Odds saga has four extra stanzas in comparison to the poem 

preserved in Hervarar saga, and their comparative reordering from above is as follows: 

  The Matter of Hjálmarr’s Death Song in Hervarar saga 

1. [External stanza in Örvar-Odds saga where Hjálmarr says he is grievously wounded.] 
2. Stanza six: I owned five farms but was not content; now I lie powerless and wounded on Sámsey. 

                                                

1344
 For a fuller description of the manuscripts, their relationships to one another and variant patterns, see Saga Heiðreks 

konungs, pp. ix-x and xxix-xxxi and Alaric Hall, “Changing Style and Changing Meaning: Icelandic Historiography and the 
Medieval Redactions of Heiðreks saga,” Scandinavian Studies, 77 (2005), 1-30 for the most recent attempt at a stemma. See 
particularly p. 19 for a discussion of the verse tradition of redactions R, H and U. 

1345
 See Saga Heiðreks konungs, pp. 7-9 for textual variants between R and U.  

1346
 Hauksbók (København: Thieles, 1892-96) p. 353. I have silently expanded the abbreviations that are marked in the 

edition. 

1347
 Hauksbók, p. 353. 

1348
 Lönnroth, “Hjálmar’s Death-Song,” p. 10; Alaric Hall, “Changing Style and Changing Meaning,” p. 6. 
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3. [External stanza in Örvar-Odds saga where Hjálmarr says that men drink in his father’s hall, and that 
men are weaked by ale but his wounds weaken him.] 
4. Stanza three: The king’s daughter led me to Agnafit and prophesised I would not return. 
5. Stanza seven: Pull off my armring and give it to Ingibjörg; she will be upset that we will not see each 
other again. 
6. Stanza two: I went off in a warband with Soti, away from the beautiful songs of women.

1349
 

7. [External stanza in Örvar-Odds saga where he says a raven and eagle are flying in and he provides 
flesh for the eagle.]

1350
 

In Hervarar saga, Hjálmarr’s first peripheral stanza in Örvar-Odds saga describing his 

wounds is brought into the death song proper, although between that verse and those 

which form the death song of Örvar-Odds saga there is found in Hervarar saga a prose 

interruption of Ok enn kvað hann1351 [‘and he said yet’]. In Hervarar saga it seems like 

additional prose comments might be needed, and as things stand, Hjálmarr’s recitation 

is given no solid context – he simply launches into it after Oddr addresses him when 

he is wounded.1352 Having said that, the sequence of ideas in the Hervarar saga version 

cannot be said to be wrong, just different. 

In terms of narrative construction, this poem is rather surplus to requirements. It does 

not play an evidential role, such as proving what the narrator claims, nor does it offer a 

proper retrospective of the hero’s life, focusing as it does on comments about his 

betrothed (Ingibjǫrg), instructions as to how he is to be commemorated and the fact 

that his friends are drinking beer while he is dying. These themes, along with a lack of 

firm autobiographical details in the poem in Ǫrvar-Odds saga, mean that the stories 

included in the saga about Hjálmarr, by which I mean his other deeds recorded in the 

saga prose previous to the death song section, are not recorded in the saga on the basis 

of his autobiographical poem. 

                                                

1349
 In manuscript U of Hervarar saga, this stanza follows that marked (4) in this list, about the king’s daughter leading him 

to Agnafit. Tolkien regards this alternative order as more correct; see Saga Heiðreks konungs, p. 9, fn. 2.  

1350
 Cf. Saga Heiðreks konungs, p. 74.  

1351
 Saga Heiðreks konungs, p. 8. 

1352
 Cf. Lars Lönnroth, “Hjálmar’s Death-Song,” p. 18: “…the Norse Death-Song must have been accompanied by prose 

already existing in oral tradition. This can be concluded from the fact that it would otherwise be very difficult to understand 
many of the references to specific persons and places in the poem. The prose that surrounds the verses in Hervarar saga and 
Ǫrvar-Odds saga is also roughly identical in content…”   
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Oddr in Akvitania and en route to Jórsalaland (S stt. 8-9) 

These two stanzas only occur in S, and are stanzas 53 and 52 from Oddr’s death song 

in ABE (which is not present in S), quoted in the saga prose as evidence stanzas. 

The first stanza is about a raid in Akvitania and is cited an an authenticating stanza 

that is relevant for only a small part of the saga prose in S. The saga prose is: “Þar kom 

hann fremst, er heitir Akvitanaland; þar réðu fyrir fjórir hǫfðingar, ok þar átti Oddr 

orrostu mikla ok feldi þar alla þessa hǫfðingja ok mikit fólk annat ok fekk þar øróf 

fjár. Þar um kvað hann þessa vísu.” The second stanza also appears in the death song 

in ABE. In the saga prose, Oddr is sailing to Jórsalaland but gets lost in a great storm; 

the stanza seems to be a rare example of symbolism in the fornaldarsǫgur: Oddr talks 

about going a different way because he is literally lost, but it is interpreted as him 

being lost because he forgots the Christian faith he has recently converted to, and the 

other way can be read as leading to hel. Once Oddr turns, he and his men avoid Hell 

and get to Jórsaland (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 117).  

Stanzas in ABE A Couplet from the Giant’s Daughter in AB 

There are several stanzas that appear only in ABE. One couplet is only present in AB 

and is spoken by Hildigunnr, a giant’s daughter whom Oddr succeds in later getting 

pregnant: it is introducecd with “þá snøri hon honum fyrir sér ok mælti” (Ǫrvar-Odds 

saga 1888, 121.32). Two further stanzas are in ABE and are spoken when Oddr 

encounters Ǫgmundr. Both are spoken by Ǫgmundr as he unheroically runs away 

from Oddr and Sírnir; one is a plea for assistance from his wife and father-in-law 

(both giants), and the other describes how he is forced to throw off his fancy cloak 

that was slowing him down in fleeing (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 135-136) 

 Oddr and King Knútr 

In S, one stanza is quoted in the saga prose from the ævidrápa (st. 64) concerning a 

battle Oddr took part in between King Knútr and King Vilhjálmr. Unlike other 

stanzas from the ævidrápa that also appear in the body of the saga, this stanza is 

explicitly used as an evidence stanza, introduced by: “Hér um kvað Oddr þessa vísu” 

(Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 135.5, 137.1).  
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Oddr’s Drinking Contest with Sjólfr and Sigurðr (the drinking contest) 

The long exchange between Oddr, Sjólfr and Sigurðr is in SMAB. The stanza order 

varies in each, and below, following Boer (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 159), the stanzas are 

discussed in the order that they appear in S. There are 25 stanzas, the final sixteen are 

spoken by Oddr alone as he emerges victorious from the drinking contest. In the first 

part though, Sjólfr and Sigurðr have one stanza each and Oddr has two – this is 

perhaps meant to suggest his superiority in versifying as well as in his ability to hold 

drink. As Oddr speaks so many of the verses in the latter part of the poem, the poem 

transforms from a contest into an autobiographical revelation. The final line of the 

Sæolf mæla” (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 167).  

 

 

Ǫrvar-Oddr’s Ævidrápa 

At the end of Ǫrvar-Odds saga, in ABE we find a long poem that Oddr recounts his 

life at the point of death. In S, the first two stanzas are quoted.1353 In M, the narrative 

says he composes the poem, but no examples of the verse are given. The saga is 

explicit how the poem is preserved, and this is presumably to lend extra authority to 

the poem preserved at the end of some of the sagas. How the poem was preserved 

depends on the redaction of the saga. In MABE, the poem is memorised, while in S, it 

is carved in runes on tablets (Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888, 194, 195). From the point of view 

of the prosimetrum, the long poem in ABE is surrounded by prose at both ends. 

Behind the beginning of the poem stands the saga, and afterwards comes a description 

of Oddr’s descendants. The content of the ævidrápa can largely be found in the saga; it 

probably provided the source for many of the prose episodes.  

                                                

1353
 See Judy Quinn, “‘Ok er þetta upphaf’: First Stanza Quotation in Old Norse Prosimetrum,” Alvíssmál 7 (1997), 61-80. 
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Ǫrvar-Odds saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

It could be said of the saga as whole that the stanzas are generally employed in 

very specific contexts rather than as stanzas simply dotted here and there as speech 

(lausavísur). This is perhaps to be expected if the long poem in its oral form was the 

source of many of the prose episodes. The prophetic chant spoken by the vǫlva at the 

beginning of the saga conforms to prophecies or curses being in eddic metre (for 

example also in Bósa saga).  The chant is introduced by the phrase “Þá varð henna ljóð 

á munni” [‘then a chant came to her lips’], and the phrase “þá varð Oddi ljóð á munni” 

[‘then a chant came to Oddr’s lips’] also occurs. The formula is usually found 

elsewhere in the fornaldarsǫgur corpus in situations where females speak some kind of 

prophetic verse and has been analysed in detail by Judy Quinn. She suggests that the 

author included this occurrence and similar instances where the stanza that follows is 

spoken by a man “as a cliché to imbue the narrative with the atmosphere of staged, 

formal utterance set in the legendary past,”1354 although it is not clear why the saga 

author would want to have this air to Oddr’s speech.  

An exchange in verse form between Hjálmarr, Oddr and Ángantýr in Ǫrvar-

Odds saga echoes in tone the exchange between Hervör and a shepherd in Hervarar 

saga. In both Ǫrvar-Odds saga and Hervarar saga, these exchanges are followed by 

groups of stanzas that seem to form standalone poems, poems that could be 

considered formal units and building blocks of the sagas. In Ǫrvar-Odds saga it is 

followed by a section known as Hjálmarr’s death song, metrical last words that the 

hero Hjálmarr recites as he dies and in Hervarar saga the scene with a poetic exchange 

between Hervǫr and a shepherd is followed by a poem known as Hervararkviða [‘a 

poem about Hervǫr’], in which Hervǫr raises her dead father Ángantýr from his 

gravemound.  

Also of note is the section known as Ǫrvar-Oddr’s drinking contest (following 

the title of Lars Lönnroth’s essay), a mannjafnaðr [‘comparison of men’] that 

                                                

1354
 '"Ok verðr henni ljóð á munni": Prophetic Verse in the fornaldarsögur', Alvíssmál 8 (1998), 29-50, at 46-47. 
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Lönnroth proposes as a candidate for the traditional nucleus from which at least part 

of the saga could have developed.1355 This is because it summarises much of Oddr’s 

life, but the same is true of Ǫrvar-Oddr’s death song, a lengthy poem recited by Oddr 

as he dies summarising all the escapades and friends of his long life.  

As in Ketils saga hængs and Gríms saga loðinkinna, Ǫrvar-Odds saga also has an 

exchange between the protagonist and a supernatural creature, this time a pagan 

priestess who can shoot arrows out of all her fingers. This is in the format of a regular 

poetical exchange: “þá kvað Oddr” [‘then Oddr said’] followed by a stanza, then “þá 

kvað hun” [‘then she said’] followed by a stanza, and so on, the exchange brought to an 

end by her half stanza plea to the pagan gods to save her and her death at the hands of 

Oddr.  

The saga closes with Ǫrvar-Oddr’s death song, mentioned above, which is 

conceived of as a poem in itself by the saga prose: “ok er lokit var kvæðinu…” [‘and 

when the poem was finished…’]. The poem itself also has stanzas that frame the 

recounting of Oddr’s life that anchors the poem in the present context:  

“Þér skuluð skynda  
til skips ofan 
 heilir allir;  
hér munum skiljast; 
 berið Silkisif  
ok sonum okkrom 
 kveðju mína, 
kemk eigi þar” (Örvar-Odds saga 1943: ch. 32, 398) 

“You should speed yourself down to the ships, farewell all; here must we part; carry my greetings to 
Silkisif and our sons - I did not arrive [back] there.” 

This stanza is also echoed by Oddr’s very final words in the prose: “‘Nú skuluð þér 

bera kveðju mina heim Silkisif ok sonum okkrum ok vinum.” [‘Now you should carry 

my greetings home to Silkisif and our sons and friends’], the adverb giving a sense of 

immediacy to the scene, directly after which Oddr dies. With him ends the poetry in 

the saga, which is concluded by a brief summary of his sons and descendants. 

                                                

1355
 Lars Lönnroth, “The Double Scene of Arrow-Odds Drinking Contest,” The Academy of Odin: Select Papers on Old Norse 

Literature, The Viking Collection 19 (Odense: University Press of Southern Denmark, 2011) pp. 243-259, at p. 255. 
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Boer has labelled great parts of the ævidrápa as interpolations or inauthentic, 

and has attempted (in his later edition of Ǫrvar-Odds saga) to reconstruct the original 

form of the ævidrápa.1356 Boer argues that the sources of the saga were oral, and 

considers that the stanzas of the ævidrápa that appear in the body of the saga in S were 

from oral tradition.1357 I will not rehearse his arguments here, since my study is 

concerned with the ævidrápa as it stands now in extant prosimetra. Nevertheless, I do 

not agree with Boer when he states that since the Ævidrápa is lacking in SM, it can be 

considered as an interpolation in the other versions.1358 There are several reasons that 

Boer does not consider that might explain why SM lack the Ævidrápa:1359 

 A saga author did not cite the Ævidrápa because they did not know it. 

 A saga author did not cite the Ævidrápa but they knew it.   

And they did not cite because it was: 

 generally known 

 generally unknown 

 A saga author cited part of the Ævidrápa because: 

o they only knew part of it 

o they expected it to be unknown so just gave an example 

o they expected it to be known 

The long poem at the end of the saga may be an oral feature of marking the end of a 

saga.  

  

                                                

1356
 See Ǫrvar-Odds saga, ed. R. C. Boer, Altnordische Saga-Bibliothek 2 (Halle a. s.: Niemeyer, 1892) pp. 97-100. 

1357
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga, ed. Boer (1982) xi.  

1358
 Ǫrvar-Odds saga 1888 xiv-xv.  

1359
 Cf. Judy Quinn, “‘Ok er þetta upphaf’.”  
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Áns saga bogsveigis 

Áns saga bogsveigis continues the family line as the final saga in the cycle of the 

Hrafnistamannasǫgur [‘sagas of the men of Hrafnista’], as he is descended from the 

daughter of Ketill hængr, and is in the generation after Ǫrvar-Oddr.1360 Although 

references to the men of Hrafnista can seem somewhat superficial in the saga,1361  

there is enough evidence surviving externally in the genealogical tradition, likely to 

have been preserved orally, to demonstrate that Án really was considered to be part of 

the clan at the time the fornaldarsǫgur were written down and probably also previously 

in the oral life of the material.1362  

The prosimetric structure of the saga is however somewhat different to those 

sagas commemorating his forbearers. The saga contains only five stanzas. The first 

stanza is a dans stanza, the lyrical first stanza of a rímur, and it is used in the saga 

prose as a situational stanza, introduced with “Án kvað þá vísu” [‘Án spoke a 

verse’].1363 While the first stanza has the metre of rímur, the rest of the stanzas are 

metrically mixed: the second stanza is in ljóðaháttr,1364 the third is skaldic,1365 and the 

fourth and fifth in fornyrðislag.1366 All of the remaining stanzas in the saga are 

lausavísur, and introduced very similarly as situational verses. Although this group of 

Hrafnistamannasögur [‘sagas of the men of Hrafnista’] all come from the same pool of 

oral tradition,1367 they have quite varied prosimetric profiles, indicating that one pool 

                                                

1360
 Án is the younger son of Björn and Þorgerðr, who is the daughter of Böðmóðr Framarsson and Hrafnhildr, the daughter 

of Ketill hængr, see Áns saga bogsveigis, Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, ed. Guðni Jónsson & Bjarni Vilhjálmsson, vol. 1 
(Reykjavík: Bókaútgáfan Forni, 1943) pp. 403-432, at ch. 1, p. 404, ch. 1. 

1361
 This is interesting particularly given Elizabeth Ashman Rowe’s work on Áns saga as a hybrid between a fornaldarsaga 

and an Íslendingasaga in “Generic Hybrids: Norwegian “Family” Sagas and Icelandic “Mythic-Heroic” Sagas,” Scandinavian 
Studies 65 (1993): 539-554. In this article the emphasis is on Áns saga as an Íslendingasaga. 

1362
 See Helen F. Leslie, “‘The Matter of Hrafnista’,” Quaestio Insularis 11 (2010): 169-208. 

1363
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ch. 4, p. 410. 

1364
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ch. 4, p. 412. 

1365
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ch. 4, p. 413. 

1366
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ch. 4, p. 416; ch. 5, pp. 417-418. 

1367
 Leslie, “‘The Matter of Hrafnista’.”  
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of oral tradition can produce sagas with dissimilar structures (perhaps for diachronic 

reasons).  

 The main manuscript followed here is AM 343 a 4to, as per Rafn’s edition (in 

which it is indicated by siglum A).1368 This is a 15th century manuscript containing 

fornaldarsǫgur and riddarasǫgur,1369 and which is further discussed in the sections 

about Ǫrvar-Odds saga and Ketils saga hængs. Other secondary manuscripts used in 

Rafn’s edition are AM 340 4to, Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar (manuscript 

D), and AM 173 I fol., Reykjavík, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum 

(manuscript E). AM 340 4to is a 17th century fornaldarsǫgur manuscript,1370 and Áns 

saga is found on 79v-96v. AM 173 I fol. is from c. 1700,1371 and Áns saga is to be found 

on 66r-79v (for more on this manuscript see the section on Ǫrvar-Odds saga below).  

 

Björn and Án Wrestle (1 stanza) 

The first stanza of the saga is a dialogue stanza that Án recounts on the occasion of 

just having bested his opponent Björn in a form of fighting that involves throwing the 

other man into a fire. Having won, Án’s stanza summarizes what has just happened: 

Skelldi mér, sem skyldi,  
skelkinn maðr við belki;  
við mátta ek þá vætkki  
vinna, svei þeim æ manni;  
varð í fáng at fallast,  
felldum eldsmat nökkut;  
honum synjaðak heiðri;  
svei þeim sè æ manni.

1372
  

                                                

1368
 Áns saga bogsveigis, Fornaldar Sǫgur Nordrlanda, eptir gömlum handritum, ed. C. C. Rafn, vol. 2 (Copenhagen: n.p., 1829) 

pp. 323-362. 

1369
 KAH vol. 1, p. 578. 

1370
 KAH vol. 1, p. 576. 

1371
 KAH vol. 1, p. 142.  

1372
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 334. 
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AM 343 a 4to 18r13, the first line of the stanza, reads, as Rafn as edited, “skyldi,” but 

Guðni Jónsson has “skyldit.”1373 It seems as though “skyldi” in the first line ought 

rather to read “skyldit,” since it would seem to make more sense that Án would think 

that Björn should not have thrown in the fire, rather than he should have. In the 

stanza, Án speaks in the first person and the person he says has attacked him is not 

named. The stanza records the crucial elements of the episode: that a man has thrown 

him “við belki” [‘against a partition wall’] that there was nothing he could do about it 

and that some “eldsmat” was added (ie. he threw someone into the fire). The refrain is 

“svei þeim æ manni” [‘damned ever be that man’]. The stanza is a little odd in the 

context, since it tells about a situation that has only just occurred in a retrospective 

manner. After the stanza, the saga moves on.  

 

Episode two: Án addresses a tree (1 stanza)  

The second stanza is in ljóðaháttr, a simple stanza although poetically beautiful: 

Vel þèr selja! 
stendr þú sjó nær 
laufguð harla vel; 
maðr skekkr af þèr 
morgun döggvar, 
en ek at þengi 
þrey nátt sem dag.

1374
 

Good for you, Willow! 
You stand near the sea, 
leafed rather well; 
a man shakes from you 
morning dew. 
And for a thane 
yearn night as day. 

In the prose context, the tree must be standing on the shore and Án can see it from the 

boat; otherwise the stanza gives no context for the expression nor indicates who 

might be speaking it. The speaker “þrey” [‘desires, longs after’] a thane day and night, 

                                                

1373
 Áns saga bogsveigis, Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, ed. Guðni Jónsson & Bjarni Vilhjálmsson, vol. 1 (Reykjavík: 

Bókaútgáfan Forni, 1943) pp. 403-432, at p. 410.  

1374
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 336. 
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a sentiment that might be more readily associated with a female than male speaker. In 

the prose, the performance context given for this stanza makes it clear that it is said 

within earshot of others on the boat. Án’s brother offers him the sword Þegn in an 

attempt to make sense of what Án might want (“eigi skaltu þess þurfa, því ek mun 

gefa þér sverðit Þegn”),1375 but the other men ridicule him greatly for the homosexual 

implications of his stanza:  “ek ætla, at þú þreyir at karlmanni nökkrum, [ok villtu 

serða hann + E], ok gjörðu þeir at þessu gys mikit ok dáraskap”.1376 It is noticeable 

here that the stanza and the prose that follows it both use the verb “þreyja” in a way 

that consolidates the linked meanings of the prose and stanza; here the content and 

wording of the stanza is thus important to its immediate performance context.  

 

Episode three: Án takes a draught before battle (1 stanza) 

The third stanza in Áns saga (beginning “því betr mér þikir”)1377 is spoken by Án as he 

receives a horn to drink and anticipates its contents will spur him on in battle. It is 

introduced as a speech stanza (“hann kvað vísu”).1378 The reply by the king to the 

stanza, “þetta er vel ort,”1379 and the performance context in the prose is such that it 

truly is presented as a stanza composed for that occasion, and the comment by the 

king shows that the saga prose considered this stanza to be for public consumption, 

unlike Án’s previous stanza, which seemed to be a private reflection overheard.  

 

 

                                                

1375
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 336. 

1376
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 337. 

1377
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 337. 

1378
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 337. 

1379
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 337. 
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Episode four: Án rebukes Ketill (1 stanza) 

The fourth stanza beginning “Þat muntu finna,”1380 is which Án severely rebukes 

Ketill, is a speech stanza introduced with “kvað vísu.”1381 The stanza relies on a play on 

Án’s nickname, bogsveigis [‘bow-bender’], listing other, less complementary things, 

that Ketill might bend instead: “þú ert brauðsveigir, / heldr enn bogsveigir, / 

ostaveigir, / en eigi álmsveigir” [‘you are bread-bender, rather than bow-bender, 

cheese-bender, but not elm-bender’].1382 The stanza is thus anchored in Án’s own 

identity as “bogsveigir” and the speaker names himself in the fourth line as “Án 

bogsveigir.” The recipient of the verse is only ever addressed as “þú” and not named. 

The earlier poetry Án says in the saga causes him problems; now he using poetry as 

his own weapon.  

 

Episode five: Án answers maids back (1 stanza) 

This stanza seems to be out of kilter with the surrounding prose. The stanza seems to 

be recounting the scene from the perspective of some time having passed, but in the 

stanza it is placed as an occasional stanza that Án is supposed to recite in the midst of 

the event taking place. The context of the stanza is young women, including his host’s 

daughter Drífa, mocking Án for his ungainly dress; the farmer (his host) then tells 

them to stop, at which point  

Án kvað þá vísu: 
Meyjar spurðu, 
er mik fundu, 
hvíthaddaðar: 
hvaðan komtu, ferfaldr? 
En ek svaraða  
silkigunni 
heldr hæðinni: 

                                                

1380
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 341. 

1381
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 341. 

1382
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 341.  
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hvaðan er logu úti?
1383

 

The stanza is rather unusual in that it records a conversation purported to have taken 

place, and as such recounts everything in the past tense apart from the direct speech. 

In the prose, the stanza is placed just after this event has taken place, and while 

everyone is still present. The first three lines of the stanza describe the situation and 

the beauty of the females, which is perhaps reflected in the prose as Drífa having 

“hærð kvenna bezt.”1384 They ask him in the stanza: “hvaðan komtu, ferfaldr?” 

presented in the prose as “hvaðan gekktu at nú, ferfaldr?” and previously to this, the 

prose has been at pains to explain that Án wore four layers of clothing, and this is 

presumably to be taken as the explanation for the name “ferfaldr.” The speaker of the 

stanza refers to himself in the first person as “ek” and says he answered Silkigunnr (a 

kenning for a woman) that he has come “hvaðan er logu úti” but presents it “heldr 

hæðinni” as a question. The stanza seems oddly placed in the prose. If it existed before 

the prose, then it has not been used well in the construction of the saga.  

  

                                                

1383
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 343. 

1384
 Áns saga bogsveigis, ed. Rafn, p. 343.  
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Áns saga bogsveigis and Prosimetrum 

The prosimetrum of Áns saga appears to have been constructed from unrelated stanzas 

that were all nevertheless connected to the figure of Án and that were collected by the 

prose writer to be used in his narrative. This can be seen from the fact that several of 

the stanzas in particular are retrospective accounts of an event that are used as speech 

stanzas. In constructing this saga, the prose author seems to have tried to include 

speech stanzas as typical of the fornaldarsǫgur, but then found himself in the 

unfortunate position of their being rather unsuitable. However, as discussed above, 

the prosimetric context of eddic poetry is rather flexible as to whether a stanza is used 

as a speech stanza or an evidence stanza, and so the saga author has been undeterred 

from including the stanzas he knew. Although the prosimetrum in this saga is not 

typical, it does show again the flexibility of the prose context of poetry in the 

fornaldarsǫgur, which can accommodate stanzas in a variety of styles, even skaldic 

ones. In the case of Áns saga however, it would appear the author is trying to mould 

the form of the saga into a fornaldarsaga when it may have more naturally not 

conformed to what is typical for the genre in its prosimetric format.  
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Romances1385 

Friðþjóðs saga ins frækna 

There are two versions of Friðþjóðs saga, one older and shorter thought to be from the 

end of the 13th century, and one longer version, perhaps from the 15th century.1386 

The older version itself has two versions, the first in AM 510 4to from the end of the 

15th century, and the second existing now in several fragments found in three small 

parchment sheets from the end of the 16th century, and in the paper manuscript AM 

568 4to, which was copied from the Stockholm version when it was complete.1387 The 

longer, younger version is closer to the second variant of the shorter saga.1388 The 

author of the longer version added around nine stanzas to his source, which was not 

dissimilar to the short version, and it seems knew and used the rímur, since the verses 

he added he made from the kind of language used in the rímur.1389 The short version is 

thus usually talked of as the ‘original version,’ and it has 29 stanzas, most eddic 

lausavísur with the odd skaldic stanza, all spoken by Friðþjóðr in a “dramatic” 

context.1390 Heusler and Ranisch thought highly of the quality of the stanzas.1391 

Joseph Harris has suggested that the origins of the saga are somewhat simpler than 

the Heroic sagas such as Vǫlsunga saga, and that the saga is not based on older verse (it 

“may be based more on invention than real tradition”), but that it is unlikely all the 

stanzas were composed by the saga author, since they “are not of a piece.” Continuing, 

Harris believes that the original form of the saga (by which he presumably means oral 

form) must have been a prosimetrum, and that the verses were more stable than the 

                                                

1385
 Note that from this section I have excluded Sturlaugs saga starfsama and Gǫngu Hrólfs saga, because they only have one 

stanza each. I include Bósa saga because of its interesting use of verse for cursing.  

1386
 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Larsson, pp. xviii-xix; Joseph Harris, “The Prosimetrum of Icelandic Saga and Some 

Relatives,” p. 146. 

1387
 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Ludvig Larsson, Altnordische Saga-Bibliothek 9 (Halle a. S.: Niemeyer, 1901) pp. vi-vii. 

1388
 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Larsson, p. vii. 

1389
 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Larsson, pp. xiii-xviii; Harris, “The Prosimetrum of Icelandic Saga” 147.  

1390
 Harris, “The Prosimetrum of Icelandic Saga” 147. 

1391
 Eddica minora, lxxxv-lxxxvii. 
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prose in the transmission process.1392 Other scholars have suggested that the source of 

the saga may have been a unified poem, and that the strophes in the older version of 

the present saga are survivals from this.1393 Harris dismisses this on the basis that no 

similar such poem exists,1394 but in fact the long poem at the end of Ǫrvar-Odds saga, 

Ǫrvar-Oddr’s death song, may be a suitable parallel. A few of the stanzas that appear 

at the end of the saga are spoken by Oddr during the saga itself, suggestive of a 

layering process in the development of the saga that may have also happened in 

Friðþjólfs saga, only in this case the longer poem has not survived.1395 Harris’s own 

further analysis supports this, when he links the saga told by Ingimundr at the 

wedding in Reykjahólar, Orms saga, with Friðþjólfs saga as a late reflex, and suggests 

that the “good flokkr” at the end of his saga may have been an eddic death song rather 

than a skaldic poem,1396 which would mirror the situation in Ǫrvar-Odds saga.  

It is the longer redaction that Ludvig Larsson edited, since the shorter, older 

redaction is badly preserved,1397 and it is to this edition that my comments pertain. 

 

The first stanza of the saga, beginning “Þat mun ’k segja,”1398 is an occasional stanza 

spoken by Friðþjófr. The stanza itself is in the present tense and fits well with the 

saga prose. The prose explains the stanza by Friðþjófr telling the king’s daughter to 

cover the temple with light coloured sheets to signal the return of the kings wishing to 
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 Harris, “The Prosimetrum of Icelandic Saga” 148. 
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 Ursula Brown, “The Saga of Hrómund Gripsson and Þorgilssaga.” Saga-Book of the Viking Society 13 (1947-48): 51-77, at 

62-63; Gustaf Wenz, ed., Die Friðþjófs saga in Ihrer Überlieferung untersucht und der ältesten Fassung kritisch herausgegeben 
(Halle a. S.: Niemeyer, 1914) cx-cxi; Ida L. Gordon, “The Origins of Gíslasaga.” Saga-Book of the Viking Society 13 (1949-50): 
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marry Ingibjörg. The stanza is introduced with “Ok næsta morgun eptir gekk hann út 

snemma ok sagði svá, er hann kom inn, ok kvað vísu” [‘and the next morning after, he 

went out, early, and spoke thus, when he came in, and said a verse’],1399 giving not 

only the stanza but also the following prose a definite setting in the narrative. In the 

second half of the stanza Friðþjófr remarks that the “blæjur / á blik komnar” [‘sheet are 

out to bleach’],1400 and the narrator consolidates the point in the prose: “Gengu þeir þá 

út ok sá, at allr dísarsalrinn var þaktar bleitum léreptum” [‘then they went out and saw, 

that all of the roofs of the dísir-halls were decked with bleached linen’].1401 In the prose 

however, it is a character called Bjǫrn rather than Friðþjólfr who interprets this as the 

herald of the return of the kings,1402 and the prose thus repeats the entire contents of 

the stanza using both the narrator and another character.  

The performance context of the second stanza in the saga, beginning “Snyðja lét ’k ór 

Sogni,”1403 is refreshingly comical. Friðþjófr and his men are caught in a great storm 

when sailing out of Sogn, and in the midst of this, Friðþjófr recites a stanza that 

records that he launched his ship out of Sogn, and left the maidens drinking mead by 

Baldr’s field, “þær er oss vilja unna” [‘those who will love us’].1404 Such a stanza 

provokes Bjǫrn into saying: “Þat væri vel, þóttú ættir annat at vinna en ljóða um þær 

Baldrshagameyjar” [‘It might be as well if you got yourself something else to do than 

make verse about those Baldr’s-field maids’].1405 The prose employs the stanza with 

great effect as a situational stanza in which Friðþjófr annoys Bjǫrn with his choice of 

content.  
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The third stanza of the saga, which appears in the same episode, continues 

Friðþjófr’s versifying about the storm. The prose recounts that storm drives the ship 

northwards into the straits near the Solundar islands. In the stanza, which begins 

“Mjǫk tekr sjór at svella,”1406 Friðþjófr blames magic for the swelling of the waves and 

determines to take shelter in the Solundar islands, and in the prose following the 

stanza, they do this; the stanza is thus used in such a way as to suggest an idea that is 

carried out, the stanza thus being very much part of the story and having direct 

influence on what happens therein.  

The fourth stanza of the saga also comments on the present sailing conditions. 

The first four (half)lines look back to another event: “Þat var fyrri / á Framnesi, / at 

rera ’k á vit / við Ingibjǫrgu” [‘It was off Framness, that I rowed to visit Ingibjǫrg’],1407 

while the second half of the stanza focuses on the present good sailing. The saga prose 

continues with descriptions of the sailing until the sea turns rough and Friðþjófr 

recites another stanza, beginning “Eigi sér til alda,”1408 which in addition to 

commenting on the rough weather, gives more concrete information on their actions: 

there are eighteen men onboard, and they are all exerting themselves, and the Solundar 

islands have disappeared. They also name the ship, the Elliði. The stanza thus 

mentions concrete facts about the episode. The sixth stanza in the saga however, 

beginning “Helgi veldr, at hrannir,”1409 reverts back to mention of women, the topic 

that provoked Bjǫrn after Friðþjófr recited his second stanza, the first half of the 

stanza again commenting on the sailing conditions, the second half lamenting that he 

will never get Ingibjǫrg. Present conditions are also compared to their time spent with 

women: “Er ei, sem bjarta brúði / í Baldrs haga kyssim” [‘It is not as when we kissed 

bright maidens in Baldr’s enclosures’].1410 As the episode continues, Friðþjófr 
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continues to compose on the frightening sailing (stanza seven, beginning “Eigi sér til 

alda”)1411 and about the potential reaction of Ingibjǫrg when he drowns in the rough 

conditions (in stanza eight, beginning “Mjǫk drekkr á mik”)1412 in an expression of 

imagination of women’s activities back in the hall that are reminiscent of the 

Hjálmarr’s lamentations as he dies of his friends and the maidens having fun in the 

hall while he succumbs to his wounds. In the ninth stanza, which starts “Erat, sem 

ekkja,”1413 Bjǫrn responds to Friðþjófr’s declaration in the stanza before that the 

women will be drinking to him by responding that their present experience is quite 

unlike the times when women “biði nær fara” [‘bid you to get closer’],1414 and the 

stanza ends with a lament on how the storm is affecting his body.  The prose 

narration continues with lack of sympathy from a man of lesser ranking, to which 

Friðþjófr replies “Eða hví kveðr þú ekki, Ásmundr?” [‘But why don’t you recite 

something, Ásmundr?’].1415 This response by Friðþjófr shows that from the point of 

view of the prose narrative, the stanzas are occasional verses that are part of a semi-

formal versified exchange, in which those who expect to take part must speak in verse. 

Ásmundar too in his stanza, which begins “Hér varp snæfrt um siglu,”1416 comments 

mainly on the sailing conditions and the work he must do on the ship in such 

inclement weather, but also ties his stanza thematically to those that have gone before 

by stating that he would rather by working inside waiting the tables, something that is 

picked up in the prose by Friðþjófr as something that shows Ásmundr is “í 

þrælaættina,”1417 that he would be the one serving. The stanzas thus also seem 

important to establish and consolidate ones social standing before the others present.  
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As the storm gains a new vigour, Friþjófr returns to reciting verses. The 

eleventh stanza in the saga, beginning “Sat ek á bólstri,”1418 again begins by looking 

back to former pleasures with the king’s daughter, and commenting on the present 

likelihood that he will end up on the ocean’s bed, a sentiment that Bjǫrn in the prose 

comments is “illa um svá góðan dreng” [‘a bad thing in a brave fellow’].1419 Friðþjófr’s 

reply explicitly acknowledges both of these strands of the poems: about the voyages 

for pleasures they have made, and the fact they are likely to die.1420 That the stanzas 

recited to an extent rely on replying to what others have said is also acknowledged by 

Friðþjófr in his reply to Bjǫrn, which unusually is introduced by Friðþjófr himself 

rather than by the narrator: “Ok skal enn svara þér nǫkkru” [‘And I shall yet answer 

you somewhat’], to which the narrator adds “ok kvað” [‘and said’].1421 At this point, 

Friðþjófr recites a rather provocative stanza (beginning “Þess hefi ’k gangs of 

goldit”)1422 in which he reminds Bjǫrn that Ingibjǫrg’s maid were lusting after him and 

not Bjǫrn, although Bjǫrn’s magnanimous reply is drowned out, literally, by a huge 

wave crashing over the ship, snapping the mast and drowning four men. Immediately 

below the prose description, Friðþjófr versifies the event (stanza thirteen, a half-

stanza, beginning “Brustu báðir hálsar”),1423 in which he comments on both the 

damage to the ship and the deaths of the four men. It is slightly surprising that this 

stanza is so short, and it could be that there was once a full stanza and it has been 

corrupted. This is more likely to be the case if this section of the saga prose is thought 

to be based on the stanzas that it contains.  

Stanza fourteen of the saga comes amidst a curious section in which Friðþlófr, 

semi-convinced they are all about to die because of the storm: “‘Nú þykki mér ván,’ 
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segir Friðþjófr, ‘at nǫkkurir várir men muni til Ránar fara’” [‘“Now is seems to be 

expected,’ Friðþjófr says, ‘that some of our men will go to Rán’”],1424 and duly cuts up 

a gold bracelet and distributes the pieces among the men. The stanza he then speaks 

describes the cutting up of the gold bracelet “er Hálfdanar átti” [‘which Hálfdan 

owned’],1425 in order that the men might use it to procure lodiging with Rán when 

they are drowned. This may be looked upon as a reflex of, for example, men taking 

their swords with them into the burial chamber when they die, or people taking goods 

with them into the afterlife.  

The witchcraft Friðþjófr verbally blames for the storm in the continuation of 

the narrative about the voyage in the storm has been hinted at in previous stanzas. 

Now, however, rather than it simply being used as a trope to explain bad weather, in 

the prose Friðþjófr claims to be able to see two women stood on the back of a whale 

encircling the ship working “seið ok gǫldrum” [‘seiðr and magic’],1426 sent by King 

Helgi and preventing them from nearing land. The fifteenth stanza in the saga (begins 

“Sé ek trollkonur”)1427 notes the detail that the two “trollkonur” [‘troll women’] have 

been sent by Helgi and that the ship Elliði will destroy them. What happens next is 

rationalised in the prose by stating that ship understands human speech, which is 

necessary for the ship for follow the command of Friðþjófr in the sixteenth stanza, 

which he begins by addressing the ship directly with “Heill Elliði!” [‘Elliði, hale!’],1428 

and commanding it to crush the two women, and in the prose it is related that 

between the efforts of Friðþjófr and the ship, the two women are killed.1429 In his 

excitement at achieving this and in assuring Bjǫrn they certainly ought to pump to 
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prevent the ship from sinking, “Friðþjófr kvað vísu” [‘Friðþjófr said a verse’],1430 the 

seventeenth in the saga, in which he encourages his men to work and also remarks 

that it seems that he may in fact get to marry Ingibjǫrg (the stanza begins “Þurfið ei, 

drengir!”).1431 Having finally made the shore, the crew are exhausted, according to the 

prose, and Friðþjófr, as it says in both the prose and stanza eighteen (which begins 

“Ek bar átta”),1432 carries eight men ashore (the prose informs the reader that Bjǫrn 

also carried two and Ásmundr one). At this point, the saga episode (and chapter) 

changes and the episode of Friðþjófr at sea ends.  

The stanzas in the episode of Friðþjófr and his men at sea contain all the 

pertinent information to construct the saga scene. While it is not provable, it seems 

that this poetic exchange may have preserved the scene orally, which is perhaps 

signalled by the somewhat repetitive structure of the stanzas. Almost all of them 

spoken by Friðþjófr have some comment on his relationship with Ingibjǫrg as well as 

a comment on the present situation at sea. The prose has then been used to fill out the 

narrative, for example while Friðþjófr carries eight men in the stanza, the prose also 

adds that Bjǫrn and Ásmundr carries a man each, and to rationalise events in the 

stanzas, for example stating that their ship understands them in order to explain why 

Friðþjófr addresses it directly in a stanza. That Bjǫrn and Ásmundr engage with 

Friðþjófr in stanzaic section that is mainly spoken by him shows that the poetic 

exchange was felt to have a definite performance context in which those listening 

could contribute. This is comparable to Innsteinskviða in Hálfs saga, which is mainly 

spoken by Innsteinn but other characters do speak several verses in the prelimary 

stages of the episode in Hálfs saga.  
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The seventh chapter of the saga begins from when Friðþjófr and his men make land. 

The first stanza is spoken by Hallverðr, when he “sá ferð þeirra Friðþjófrs” [‘when he 

saw the journey of Friðþjófr and his men’].1433 Hallverðr’s report in verse, beginning 

“men sé ’k ausa,”1434 that he sees six men baling out on the Elliði, seven rowing and the 

one at the bow looking like Friðþjófr not only relates the information to those 

listening to Hallverðr, as it is a situational stanza, but also contributes to the narrative 

veracity, since his account matches that found in the earlier stanzas spoken by 

Friðþjófr and the prose account of the narrator. The twentieth stanza is also spoken 

by Hallvarðr (beginning “taktu af gólfi”),1435 instructing a serving woman to give him 

more drink, and is heard by Angantýr Jarl, who as a result of it “spurði tíðinda” [‘asked 

for the news’].1436 Here, the performance context of the stanza is such that it can be 

heard by other people, although it seems that this is only applicable to the second 

stanza that Hallvarðr speaks, since if the Jarl had heard his first stanza, he would know 

what the news was. This section of the narrative must then be thought of as using the 

device of a character speaking aside, so as not to be heard.  

The berserkr Atli and his men threaten Friðþjófr and his men as they arrive, 

but Friðþjófr “sneri á móti þeim ok kvað vísu” [‘turned to towards them and said a 

verse’].1437 The stanza he speaks, the twenty-first in the saga and beginning “Þér 

munuð eigi,”1438 insults his would-be opponents and accepts the challenge to fight 

them, but is spared by friendly invitation from the Jarl, who “spurði opt at ferðum 

þeirra.”1439 His questions prompt a five short-line response from Bjǫrn, who 

succiently replies that they endured the storm for eighteen days in a stanza beginning 
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“Jusu vér, meðan.”1440 The jarl’s reply with his thoughts on the subject betray his 

knowledge of the wider story however, since he speaks badly of King Helgi, while 

Bjǫrn’s stanza did not mention Helgi. However, given that the narrative states that the 

king asked often, and the stanza by Bjǫrn is not introduced as having taken place in a 

specific context, it seems that Bjǫrn’s stanza is not part of a recorded discourse 

between the men as such, only a record that, at some point during his time with 

Angantýr, Bjǫrn said this verse. It is thus a situational stanza with a weak performance 

context, which, as the episode of Friðþjófr’s composing in the storm demonstrates, is 

quite unusual for this saga. 

 

The next episode in the saga to contain verse, in which Friðþjófr arrives home to find 

his farmstead burnt down, contains several lausavísur that do not appear to belong to a 

sustained prosimetric narrative, unlike the episode about the storm, which was 

densely punctuated with stanzas. Here we find the twenty-third stanza spoken by 

Friðþjófr lamenting the burning of his farm and also recalling the old days in which he 

had feasted there with his father.1441 The prose gives the stanza a performance context 

in which others can hear, but no one responds, although in the prose Friðþjófr does 

(unsuccessfully) attempt to engage his men in the decision making process about how 

to procede. The second stanza in the episode, the twenty-fourth of the saga, beginning 

“Einn mun ’k ganga,”1442 is spoken directly to Bjǫrn and does provoke a response from 

him. The first stanza can thus be distinguished from the second as simply a comment 

on the proceedings, whereas the second is a direct address to Bjǫrn that logically ought 

to have a reply.  
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The episode continues with stanzas that relate Friðþjófr’s activities when inside 

Helgi’s hall to take revenge for the burning of his farm and to deliver the tribute that 

he collected from Angantýr. In the first stanza, the twenty-fifth of the saga, the stanza 

is spoken by Friðþjófr and and addressed directly to the king with “Taktu við skatti” 

[‘Take the tribute’],1443 and both the stanza and prose make it clear that Friðþjófr has 

hurled the silver at the king’s front teeth, and in the stanza this silver is indentified as 

that which he and Bjǫrn have collected.1444 This is the first time that the name of the 

character Bjǫrn has been recorded in a stanza, and this stanza seems to help 

consolidate the connection between Bjǫrn and Friðþjófr in as far as the stanzas go. 

Then, in the prose, Friðþjófr causes chaos, and emerges unscathed with a bracelet, 

prompting Bjǫrn to ask him what happened in the hall. Friðþjófr then recounts in 

verse what has happened in the prose. In this stanza, the twenty-sixth of the saga 

beginning “Helgi varð fyr hǫggi,”1445 it is recounted yet again by Friðþjófr that he 

threw a purse into his face, the icon of Baldr fell into the fire and burnt and that he 

escaped with the bracelet. A lot of information is presented in this stanza, which is full 

of narrative details. Here, the narrator becomes explicitly concerned with narrative 

veracity: “Þat segja menn, at Friðþjófr hafi undit eldskíðu í næfrarnar, svá at salrinn 

logaði allr, ok kvað vísu” [‘Men say that Friðþjófr had swung a burning stick at the 

rafters, so the temple was all on fire, and said a verse’].1446 The twenty-seventh verse, 

beginning “Stundum nú til strandar,”1447 is thus cited as evidence that what “men say” 

may have actually happened, purely by the fact that there is a dialogue stanza 

associated with this snippet of information. In this case, unlike many of Friðþjófr’s 

other stanzas, the stanza does not replicate the information in the prose, merely saying 

that they (presumably he and Bjǫrn) ought to hasten to the beach since Baldrshaga is 

ablaze throughout. This lack of correlation between the stanza and the prose 
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information may have led the saga compiler to insert this comment to acknowledge 

that there is a discrepancy. On the other hand, the saga compiler may be envisaging 

this twenty-seventh stanza and accompanying prose as an alternative to the prose and 

stanza he has offered concerning Friðþjófr’s exit from the hall/temple, and thus be 

acknowledging a different tradition. In either case, it seems that the proferring of a 

section introduced with “þat segja men” demonstrates that here this particular piece of 

prose was thought to go with the stanza, as if the saga compiler were to have 

constructed the prose on the basis of this stanza, the prose would likely reflect more 

accurately the content of the verse. 

 

In fleeing from the wounded and furious Helgi, Friðþjófr snaps his oars, recorded in 

stanza twenty-eight, beginning “Kysta ’k unga,”1448 and the prose that they snapped 

like Helgi’s bow, which in the prose above the stanza broke because in his anger he 

pulled too hard on it.1449 Having sailed away, Friðþjófr recites another stanza 

beginning with “Sigldum vér ór Sogni,”1450 a situational stanza in which he compares 

their journey out of Sogn watching Baldr’s temple burn with their previous journey 

away, after which their own farm was burnt, and Friðþjófr also says that he will be 

called a “vargr” [‘outlaw’] from now on for burning down the temple.1451 It is difficult 

to know whether Bjǫrn’s question to Friðþjófr directly after his stanza, about what 

they should do now, is a result of Friðþjófr’s verse or not. 

 

The thirtieth stanza in the saga is a naming stanza, beginning “Þá hét ek Friðþjófr.”1452 

Such stanzas, identifying name and provianance, are relatively common in the 
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fornaldarsǫgur. However, this stanza not only is rather long, it also does not give the 

place the speaker comes from and lists a long list of varients of the speaker’s name, 

and the activities he undertook when he was called such a name. Friðþjófr arrivals, 

hooded, disguised and as a guest who reveals many names is distinctly Óðinnic. In the 

final lines of the stanza, however, the speaker reveals he is in need, appealing no doubt 

to the king’s sense of hospitality. The long naming stanza is likely supposed to echo 

those spoken by Óðinn in other eddic poems, although it is unusual in that it gives 

Friðþjólfr’s usual name in the first line. This might suggest it is in fact a parody of the 

Óðinn verses.  

 

The final episode containing stanzas takes place when Friðþjólfr, having arrived at the 

court of King Hringr and given the list of his names as discussed above, declares he 

must leave. Hringr is married to Ingibjǫrg, the lady whom Friðþjólfr has been much 

enamoured and mentioned frequently in the stanzas towards the beginning of the saga 

recounting his and Bjǫrn’s voyage in a storm. The performance context of stanza 

thirty-one is thus rather detailed: after announcing his arrival and reciting his verse, 

“Kastaði hann þá hringnum góða til Ingibjargar ok kvað hana eiga. Konungr brosti at 

vísu þessarri…” [‘he threw a fine bracelet to Ingibjǫrg and told her to have it. The king 

smiled at this verse…’]. The king is thus directly aware of the stanza and its contents. 

Friðþjófr later follows up with the thirty-second stanza, beginning “Bú þú, Hringr 

konungr!,”1453 in which he wishes the king all good health and compliments him, 

while mentioning at the end of the stanza that he and Ingibjǫrg will never meet again. 

This causes the king to reply with a stanza begging Friðþjófr not to leave, “Far þu ei 

svá,”1454 and he continues in the thirty-fifth stanza, linked to the thirty-fourth with the 

standard phrase “ok enn kvað hann” [‘and yet he said’],1455 with the remarkable offer to 

                                                

1453
 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Larsson, p. 49, 12.8, ll. 15-22. 

1454
 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Larsson, p. 49, 12.9, ll. 24-27 – p. 50, ll. 1-4. 

1455
 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Larsson, p. 50, 12.9, l. 5. 
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give Friðþjófr his wife and everything he owns.1456 Friðþjófr declines this in the thirty-

fifth verse, beginning “Þær mun ’k ekki,”1457 leaving the king to explain in the prose 

that he believes he is about to die and he would like Friðþjófr to have his wife and 

reign his kingdom until his sons come of age. This exchange is a rather simple one, in 

which stanzas are emotional stanzas are exchanged and replied to in such a manner 

that their content is not repeated by the prose. These are then true dialogue stanzas. 

Friðþjófs saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

Bjarni Einarrson suggested that speech or ‘story’ stanzas were intrinsic to the narrative 

and could not be skipped without damaging comprehension of the narrative. In this 

saga, the stanzas function as evidence stanzas in the narrative even as they are used as 

situational stanzas in dialogue. In the first prosimetric episode of the stanza, for 

example, the first stanza is a speech stanza and fits well into the prose. Nevertheless, 

the content of the speech stanza is repeated in the prose narrative. The fact that the 

characters recite stanzas with the same details in as the prose aids in authenticating the 

narrative. If this were not the case, the dialogue stanzas would not be so consistently 

repetitive of what has been said already in the prose. This indicates that story stanzas 

in fact need not add to the story and can sometimes thus be skipped without any ill 

effect to the understanding of the prose narrative, although their aesthetic effect is 

lost. 

The second episode to contain verse in the saga is a lengthy episode in which 

Friðþjófr and his men when sailing get caught in a storm. It contains a lot of stanzas in 

the form of a dialogue exchange, which is between two men rather than a man and a 

supernatural creature. The content of the stanzas is partly retrospectively heroic in 

tone, partly laments their present situation of being endangered by the storm and 

partly reflects on Friðþjófr’s love for Ingibjǫrg. The similarity in context to Hjálmarr’s 

death song, for example, might suggest that Friðþjófr’s verses are a variation in a 
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 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Larsson, p. 50, 12.9, ll. 6-9. 
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 Friðþjófs saga ins frækna, ed. Larsson, p. 50, 12.10, ll. 11-14. 
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different context of this genre of poetry, which could be why its flippant recital in a 

storm annoys Friðþjófr’s companion Bjǫrn at the beginning of the episode. Friðþjófr 

does not seriously appear to consider his own life to be in danger, and so it is not 

likely that he is serious in his death-song like verse. The stanzas are blended into a 

dialogue with Bjǫrn in which the character Ásmundr also recites a verse. This too 

suggests that Friðþjófr is not truly trying to construct a monologic death song. The 

prosimetric form may have been responsible for the transmission of the scene, 

although it could be noted that at sixteen stanzas, the episode is rather long to have 

been preserved orally. 

The saga does contain some lausavísur that are obviously not part of a sustained 

dialogue in verse. The episode in which Friðþjófr finds his farm burnt down is quite 

different in prosimetric structure to the storm episode. This suggests that in the larger 

saga structure, prosimetric episodes with substantially different constructions can be 

united into one narrative.  
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Hálfs saga ok Hálfs rekka 

Hálfs saga ok Hálfsrekka exists in just one vellum manuscript, GKS 2845 4to, from 

which all other 55 paper manuscripts are descended.1458 GKS 2845 4to, from around 

1450,1459 is made up of 73 vellum pages (84), and contains the following sagas:1460 

Bandmanna saga (1r-13r) 
Norna-Gests þáttr (13r-19v) 
Orms þáttr Stórólfssonar (19v-26r) 
Rauðúlfs þáttr (26r-32r) 
Hálfs saga ok Hálfsrekka (32r-39v) 
Gǫngu-Hrólfs saga (39v-54v, fragmentary) 
Yngvars saga víðfǫrla (55r-59r, fragmentary) 
Eiríks saga víðfǫrla (59v-61v, fragmentary) 
Heiðreks saga (61v-73v, fragmentary) 

Out of these nine sagas, six are fornaldarsǫgur, four of which are fragmentary. 

The saga may have appeared in the 14th century and is perhaps based on a lost saga, 

called *Hróks saga svarta by the compiler of Sturlunga saga;1461 this may or may not be 

similar to the saga as we have it now, but at least seems to have been composed 

between 1220 and 1280.1462 

Most stanzas are in fornyrðislag and are connected to particular episodes in the 

saga. These are: 

1. Alrekr predicts Geirhildr’s son will hang (1 stanza) 

2. A voice from a mound (disembodied) (1 stanza) 

3. Water monsters episode (10 stanzas) 

4. About a woman (disembodied) (1 stanza) 

                                                

1458
 Strophes edited in Eddica minora. Dichtungen eddischer Art aus den Fornaldarsögur und anderen Prosawerken, ed. Andreas 

Heusler and Wilhelm Ranisch (Dortmund: Ruhfus, 1903) 33-37, 44-48, 71-73, 89-92, 93. For a stemma of paper manuscripts 
see Hálfs saga ok Hálfsrekka, ed. Hubert Seelow, Stofnun Árna Magnússonar á Íslandi, Rit 20 (Reykjavík: Stofnun Árna 
Magnússonar, 1981) pp. 82-83.  

1459
 According to Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow p. 106. This dating is half a century later than the dating that Jón Helgason seems to 

accept in Heiðreks saga: Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks konungs, ed. Jón Helgason, SUGNL 48 (Copenhagen: Samfund til 
udgivelse af gammel nordisk litteratur: 1924) i. 

1460
 See Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow p.83. 

1461
 Geirmundar þáttr Heljarskinns, Sturlunga saga, ed. Jón Jóhannesson et al., vol. 1 (Reykjavík: Sturlunguútgáfan, 1946) pp. 

5-11, at p. 7. 

1462
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow p. 165.  
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5. Innsteinskviða (Insteinn and the king, the hall burns, versiprose) (24 stanzas)  

6. Utsteinskviða (14 stanzas)  

7. Hrókskviða (27 stanzas)  

8. About Hámundr and Geirmundr heljarskin (1 stanza) 

Several of the situations in which stanzas appear in Hálfs saga have immediate 

parallels in other sagas. As in Hervarar saga, in which the dead Angantýr speaks 

stanzas from the mouth of his grave mound, poetry is spoken from a grave: “hann 

heyrdí uisu þessa kuedna i haugíɴ” [‘he heard this verse spoken in the mound’],1463 and 

as in Ketils saga hængs, stanzas are also spoken by supernatural creatures. The king 

Hjǫrleifr has a short poetic exchange with a þurs [‘giant’ by definition, but this creature 

seems to be a kind of generic tröll],1464 and their speeches are specifically noted by the 

prose to have been in verse, since although Hjǫrleifr’s stanza is simply introduced with 

“kong[r] quad” [‘the king said’],1465  the creature’s stanza in reply is introduced with 

“þ  kuad þuss af biargí annat hlíod” [‘then the giant said another verse from the 

cliff’].1466 A stanza heard by king Hreiðarr1467 is unusual because it is heard out of 

nowhere: “er Híorleifr kongr kom heyrdí Reidar kongr q(uedit)” [‘when king 

Hjǫrleifr came, king Hreiðarr heard pronounced’].1468 Found in this saga too is a long 

exchange of dialogue similar to that in Ketils saga hængs between Ketill and the troll 

woman; here though is found a rather long exchange of fifteen stanzas between the 

character Innsteinn and king Hálfr (although the penultimate stanza is by 

Útsteinn),1469 followed by a related five stanza speech by Innsteinn about the situation 

                                                

1463
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 170, ch. 2, ll. 8-9. 

1464
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 172, ch. 2, ll. 52-70. 

1465
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 172, ch. 2, ll. 52-53. 

1466
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 172, ch. 2, ll. 62-63. Other stanzas spoken by supernatural creatures in the saga are introduced 

with the standard “hann kvað” [‘he said’] or similar (for example: 1 stanza in p. 173, ch. 2, ll. 85-92 by a man-shaped cliff 
coming out the sea; seven stanzas by a sea-goblin on pp. 174-175, ch. 3).  

1467
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 176, ch. 3, ll. 83-90. 

1468
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 176, ch. 3, ll. 81-82. 

1469
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, pp. 179-183. 
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in which they find themselves, as they are trapped in a burning hall1470 – the stanzas 

he spoke with Hálfr had predicted this. Such a long commentary about an immediate 

situation (rather than a retrospective at the time of death), is rather unusual, and it 

continues with several short prose interludes for four stanzas.1471 Suddenly, however, 

it becomes clear to the audience that Innsteinn is indeed about to meet his death. The 

last four stanzas build up by recording the deaths of Hálfr and Hrókr; the penultimate 

stanza switches tone to a concise retrospective mode:  

 “Eg hefi uttí 
 atían sumur 
 fylgt full huga 
 fleín at ʀíoda 
 skal eg ecki annan 
 eíga drottíɴ 
 gunnar gíarnan 
 ne gamall uerda”

1472
 

 “I have been raiding eighteen summers, followed a dauntless hero to redden an arrow. I shall 
not have another lord eager for battle, nor become old.” 

The retrospective mode continues with Útsteinn’s stanzas, which continue to record 

the death of Hálfr while commenting on it in hindsight in a mannjafnaðr.1473 The 

autobiographical poetry in the saga then immediately continues with a long ævidrápa 

from Hrókr inn svarti.1474  It seems here that this section of the saga, recording the 

death of king Hálfr, is built around the poetry, similar to many sections containing 

inset autobiographical poetry in the fornaldarsǫgur. Autobiographical poetry is a 

condensed way to preserve the life stories of heroes and was likely an oral genre; the 

most extreme of these is Ǫrvar-Oddr’s death song, which preserves events that run 

through the entire saga.  

 

                                                

1470
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, pp. 183-184. 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, pp. 184-185. 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 85, ch. 8, ll. 23-30. 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, pp. 186-189, ch. 9 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, pp. 190-197, ch. 10. 
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Episode one: Alrekr predicts Geirhildr’s son will hang, st. 1. 

The first stanza of the saga, which is a speech stanza beginning “Geirhilft getta / got 

er aul þetta,”1475 is spoken in the prose by Alrekr (“þa quad Alrekr”).1476 The stanza 

records to whom it is spoken, since the first line is in the vocative, “Geirhildr getta,” 

and then the speaker refers to themselves in the first person (“eg se hanga /  hafum 

galga / son þiɴ kona”),1477 but does not otherwise reveal their identity. The second half 

of the stanza is thus a prophecy (one that is played out in Gautreks saga). In the saga 

prose, after the stanza comes “  þeim misserum uar fæddr Uikar son Alreks ok 

Geirhildr,”1478 identifying Alrekr as the father of Geirhildr’s son. Otherwise, the 

content of the stanza relates to the surrounding prose only in the second line “gott er 

aul þetta”,1479 the overall context being a brewing competition in which Óðinn 

demands, in return for Geirhildr’s victory, what is between her and the pot. After the 

one line after the stanza, the prose turns it attention elsewhere.  

 

Episodes two: a disembodied stanza, st. 2 

The second stanza in the saga, beginning “Þat uar fyrer laungu / er leid helldu,”1480 is a 

disembodied stanza  coming from a burial mound, curiously as a reply to a question 

Finnr enn auðgi asks: “Finnur eɴ audg[e] af Akra nes í landnama madr la uid Odualldz 

gr fell. hann heyrdí 

uisu þessa kuedna i haugíɴ.”1481 The stanza is also stanza 38 in Ragnars saga loðbrókar. 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 170, ch. 1, ll. 17-18. 

1476
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 170, ch. 1, l. 16. 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 170, ch. 1, ll. 21-23. 
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1480
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1481
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The speaker from the mound answers the question by making reference to the viking 

Hæklingr and his men roaming a long time ago (“fyrer laungu”) and presumably 

killing Ǫgvaldr. Although this is not explicitly stated in the stanza, this is how is 

appears to be understood in the prose, which tells the brief story of King Ǫgvaldr 

from the beginning of the chapter. After the stanza, the saga moves on to tell about 

the foster parents of one of King Ǫgvaldr’s children, Jǫsurr. This continuation makes 

the reader realise that the landnámsmaðr who heard the verse did so very much further 

forward in time. The stanza is thus part of a section of prolepsis in which a dead man 

speaks, rather than as part of the saga’s immediate narrative. It is not clear whether 

this episode was built on the basis of the verse, but clearly the fact that the man in the 

stanza recounts retrospective happenings causes the narrative to insert a section based 

in the narrative future (one which also has an authenticating function), although the 

future-episode is not contempranous with the saga writer’s audience. 

 

Episode three: About the Water Monsters, stt. 3-12. 

The third stanza, beginning “Geck þu fra brunni / gletta líttu uid mig,”1482 is said by 

King Hjǫrleifr as he sends off a supernatural creature. The stanza is introduced with 

“kong[r] quad”1483 and the first line makes it clear that the stanza is addressed directly 

to someone, while in the fifth line the speaker refers to himself in the first person, 

although no names are mentioned that identify either the recipent or the speaker in 

the stanza. The immediate context of the prose matches the stanza in most respects. 

The prosimetric structure of the rest of the section is somewhat different because the 

remaining stanzas in the episode are all spoken by supernatural creatures. 

The fourth stanza in the saga is spoken by a creature on a cliff, introduced with 

“kuad þuss af biargí annat hlíod”1484 [‘the giant (supernatural creature) on the cliff said 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 172, ch. 2, ll. 54-55. 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 172, ch. 2, ll. 52-53. 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 172, ch. 2, l. 63. 
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another verse’], with the prose thus explicitly acknowledging that stanza that had 

come before. The utterances of the supernatural creatures from that point onwards are 

nevertheless all set within their own prose pieces, and as such are rather individual in 

nature. There is no attempt to connect the appearance of each supernatural creature 

with a prosimetric framework. 

The fifth stanza is spoken by a “mikit fíall ok jafnt uaxit sem mann. þat 

quad.”1485 The characters do not react to that stanza that it speaks. The seven stanzas 

spoken by the marmendill men drag out of the sea, however, are placed rather more 

firmly in a performance context, and as its verses are prophecies and ones that are 

given immediately and apparently with spite, they are listened to intently by its 

audience. The stanzas the creature speaks are introduced three times, and on each 

occasion the location of the creature is given in the prose. The first two stanzas come 

as a unit, stanza six beginning “Eg se lysa,”1486 and in neither this unit of stanzas nor 

the next do prose insertions between the stanzas occur; in the next unit of stanzas he 

speaks four, after a minimal prose piece between to the two units that declares a 

change of location. Likewise, the prose between the second unit and the final stanza of 

the saga is very minimal, although it does report that a man asks the creature a 

question; this means that the final stanza (number 12, beginning “kallt uatn 

augum”)1487 is introduced as an answer. All the stanzas in this episode are speech 

stanzas, although here there are no versified dialogues. The final stanza in the episode 

is a disembodied stanza that comes out of nowhere: “þann eɴ sama aptan er Híorleifr 

kongr kom heyrdí Reidar kongr q(uedit)”1488 [‘the same evening that king Hjǫrleifr 

came, King Reiðarr heard recited’]. Nevertheless, there is no reaction to the stanza in 

the saga, and its moves on. 
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Episode five: Innsteinskviða, stt. 14-37. 

The prosimetric piece of Innsteinskviða is lengthy and likely formed an important 

building block for the construction of the saga itself. The dialogue found in the poem, 

framed by short pieces of prose, as well as prose speaker markings and prose 

connections for parts of the poem that take place at different points in time, are 

reminiscent of the eddic heroic poems. The framing that the poem undergoes, its 

short prose shifts, and the transmission of a good part of the dialogue of the scene in 

verse perhaps speaks to the oral natural of the poem. The first fifteen stanzas of the 

episode are an alternating dialogue between Innsteinn and the king (although 

Útsteinn does join in towards the end of the exchange).1489 The content of the poem is 

is advice and prophecy offered by Innsteinn to the king, who rejects it. But, the fact 

that this information about Innsteinn’s prophectic dreams is offered in verse is 

perhaps a signal to the audience that his prophecy and advice is likely to be true.  

Before stanza 29 and the unit of verses that follow it, there is a prose insertion 

that describes the men of King Hálfr waking up, realising the hall they are in is 

burning, and then going back to sleep, presumably to demonstrate their great heroism. 

Eventually Hálfr awakes, and stirs them to action. After this, the monologue of 

Innsteinn is introduced with “þa kuad Inst(einn).”1490 It seems clear from the content 

of this monologue that Innsteinn’s monologue properly belongs to a moment in time 

before King Hálfr wakes up. The comment in the heading prose about wax now 

dripping from swords seems to have been pulled from the first stanza, and in the 

second stanza Innsteinn speaks, it seems evident that the king is not yet awake. The 

proper role for the monologue thus seems to be as evidence stanzas rather than speech 

stanzas, nevertheless, the verbal spurrings that Innsteinn gives the men in stanzas 32-

33 have probably prevented the monologue from being used as such.  

                                                

1489
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, pp. 179-183, ch. 6. 

1490
 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 182, ch. 7, l. 10. 
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The next prose piece after the monologue describes how the men ran out the 

burning hall and were killed before an overwhelming force; the next stanza to be 

spoken is by Innsteinn as the king is killed: “Jnst(einn) q(uad) er kongr uar falliɴ” and 

a speech stanza is thus spoken. The introduction of the verse gives the stanza a 

reported quality rather than implying should be thought of as immediately part of the 

narrative context.  

Following this single speech stanza comes a monologue of three stanzas from 

Innsteinn that again are speech stanzas but seem like they ought to be evidence 

stanzas. The prose reports that it was night “adr Jnst(einn) fell”1491 [‘before Innsteinn 

fell’], effectively reporting his death – and then the saga introduces verses he speaks 

and the saga moves on. The prosimetric structure hear seems caught between one in 

which the speeches of men are offered as a kind of retrospective (common when 

heroes die, for example), and one in the style of the Starkaðr episode of Gautreks saga 

in which the voice of the hero comes through strongly, as it would seem the voice of 

Innsteinn does in this section of Hálfs saga, but nevertheless the stanzas are used for 

validation rather speech.  

 

Episode six: Utsteinnskviða, stt. 38-52. 

The beginning of Utsteinnskviða is curious: it is the report of Utsteinn in the first 

stanza of the episode (stanza 38, beginning “Hitt hlæger mig”)1492 that appears to gode 

Úlfur into a mannjafnaðr with Utsteinn. Úlfur’s sons cause Utsteinn misery, but “hítt 

uar fyr at Utst(einn) sagdí fra falli Alfs kongs, hann q(uad) þa”1493 [‘that was before 

Utsteinn had told about the fall of King Hálfr, he said then:’]. This stanza is thus a 

report of what Utsteinn said to Úlfur. The prose uses this stanza as a reason for Úlfur 
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to taunt him more, and a piece of prose is inserted to explain this and to give the 

background to the exchange that is about to come: “Vtst(einn) q(uad) er Ulfur jafnadí 

ser uid hann ok eggiadi hann”1494 [‘Usteinn said when Ulfur provoked him and egged 

him on’].  

The inital exchange between Utsteinn and Úlfur lasts eight stanzas (stanzas 39-

46),1495 and the men trade insults until, for the final four stanzas, Utsteinn speaks in 

monologue. Unlike Insteinn’s stanzas, Utsteinn’s monologue verses are immediately 

relevant to the situation. Prose is introduced into the narrative to explain that 

Utsteinn then fights and slays all of Úlfur’s eight sons, something that is also included 

in the next verse (stanza 47), which the prose introduces as being spoken in front of 

King Eysteinn. The reply by King Eysteinn and the subsequent two stanza reply by 

Utsteinn are marked as normal speech stanzas. After the end of the Usteinn’s stanzas, 

the saga moves on.  

 

Episode seven: Hrókskviða, stt. 53-80. 

Hrókskviða is a lengthy monologue by Hrókr the Black, in which he reviews his life 

and laments his present condition. Although the content of the poetry itself is 

complex, the prosimetric structure of the episode is not, since it is simply a long 

monologue. The poem is nevertheless given a strong performance context: he does 

not simply the stanza, but rather is overheard: “hun heyrdi at hann kvad”1496 [‘she 

heard that he spoke’]. After the end of the poem, she reports this to her father who has 

Hrókr the Black recognised as a hero; thus the poem helps to affect a change in 

Hrókr’s reality.  
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The content of the stanzas vary but a great deal of them reflect what has already 

been told in the prose of the saga. Another theme is respect for King Hálfr, revenge, 

sadness at the way his situation has turned out and finally his love for Brynhildr, the 

woman who overhears the monologue. It is difficult to gauge whether the stanzas are 

secondary to the prose narrative in terms of the content it includes, or vice versa. The 

third option is that they were perhaps always part of the same narrative tradition, the 

retrospective poem by Hrókr the Black a form of autobiographical narrative validation 

as well as a speech in the saga, and has perhaps always existed as such in a prosimetric 

form. There is other evidence for the existence of long poems in saga narrative, most 

notably in oral form in the report of the wedding at Reykjahólar, as discussed, and as 

extant, for example, at the end of Ǫrvar-Odds saga. It is noteworthy that the 

monologue by Hrókr the Black contains no prose insertions whatsoever, and is 

completely in verse.  

 

Episode eight: about Hámundr and Geirmundr heljarskin, st. 81. 

The final chapter of the saga contains a stanza in which the parentage of Hámundr 

and Geirmundr is revealed; although not particularly interesting for its role in the saga 

as a speech stanza, the stanza gains a lot of weight through its speaker, the skald Bragi. 

It was perhaps the intention that through the connection with this skald that the 

stanza could be presumed to be true. 

Hálfs saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

In Hálfs saga, the poetry is thus used in very specific contexts rather than as general 

standalone dialogue stanzas. Lausavísur unconnected to other stanzas are at a 

minimum: there are only two, one in which Alrekr foresees a Geirhildr’s child being 

given to Óðinn,1497 and the very last stanza in the saga,1498 a lausavísa by the skaldic 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p. 170, ch. 1, ll. 17-24. 
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 Hálfs saga, ed. Seelow, p.  198, ch. 11, 28-35. 
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poet Bragi inn gamli Boddason, who is envisaged in the saga as having been present, 

since he partakes in the action and speaks his verse as a situational stanza, which is 

nevertheless in an eddic metre. Eddic poetry is thus vital to the construction of Hálfs 

saga, and in its construction it is closer to sagas such as Ǫrvar-Odds saga and Hervarar 

saga than it is to other sagas in the romance category that are not formed by verses. 

Gautreks saga, though a romance and prosimetric, is built up rather differently. 

Hálfs saga is rich in stanzas and contains several longer inset autobiographical 

poems. Episodes five, six and seven contain three long poems: Innsteinskviða, 

Utsteinskviða, and Hrókskviða. All three of these are life stories and form the nucleus 

around which the rest of the saga is built. These observations support the possibility 

that the poems: 

may be older than the saga but are no earlier than the late twelfth or early thirteenth century, and which 
may – although this cannot be proven – have been created for an older version of the saga that did not 
contain the inconsistencies of detail to be observed between the verses and the prose text of the existing 
version.

1499
 

Certainly the existence in the saga of several long poems, especially the lengthy 

Hrókskviða, and the possibility of the lost *Hróks saga svarta, are interesting. Certainly 

it is possible that the poems may have been composed for an older version of the saga, 

but the poems may have also been composed independently as stand alone pieces 

attached to certain heroic figures. This is most likely in the case of Hrókskviða, as it 

does not appear to be as dependant on the prose of the saga. Individual poems could 

also of course carry their own prose contexts in oral tradition, and it is possible that all 

three poems about Hálfr’s heroes were once independent and were brought into the 

same orbit by a saga author in one narrative.  

From Hálfs saga we can also suggest that eddic prosimetra of similar types 

could tend to cluster in the same saga. We can see this clearly in Hálfs saga, with three 

long retrospective poems. Ketils saga hængs contains a number of dialogues similar in 

style. Hervarar saga contains four long poems, and Ǫrvar-Odds saga contains two 
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death songs. If these sagas as a long narrative form have a background in the oral 

tradition, it might be that similar prosimetric epsiodes were recited together with a 

loose prose context to join them. These longer pieces could then be supplemented 

with lausavísur.   
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Gautreks saga 

Gautreks saga is extant in two versions, a long and a short. The long Gautreks saga is 

made up of three þættir: Gauta þáttr, containing five stanzas, Víkars þáttr, a story about 

Starkaðr, containing most of the stanzas in the saga,  and Gjafa-Refs þáttr, containing 

two stanzas. The shorter form does not contain Víkars þáttr and subsequently has far 

fewer stanzas. It is generally held that the shorter version, without much poetry, is 

older than the longer version that includes Víkars þáttr,1500 and as such the longer is a 

reworking of the shorter version.1501  Massimiliano Bampi contends that “the saga 

writer has probably decided to insert Víkars þáttr into Gautreks saga because the story 

of Starkaðr was suitable to represent a further example of the themes the saga dealt 

with. In particular, the analogies between Gjafa-Refs þáttr and Víkars þáttr are rather 

interesting in that they represent stories of gift exchange with different outcomes.”1502 

Marianne Kalinke and Michael Chestnutt have contended that it is the inclusion of 

Víkars þáttr that has led to the inclusion of Gautreks saga as whole in the fornaldarsaga 

subgenre; without the middle þáttr the saga is a Märchen, and thus the classification of 

the saga is dependant on which version is under consideration.1503 Víkarsbálkr is 

thought to be amongst the oldest Old Norse poetry, dated by Heusler & Ranisch to 

the 11th century,1504 and is another example of a form of death song in the 

fornaldarsǫgur or ævidrápa [‘poem about a life’]. The fact that the stanzas about 

Starkaðr are corroborative verses may be an indication of their age, since this is the 
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 Wilhelm Ranisch, ed., Die Gautrekssaga in zwei Fassungen, Palaestra 11 (Berlin: Mayer & Müller, 1900) xxxv. 
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 Massimiliano Bampi, “Between Tradition and Innovation: the Story of Starkaðr in Gautreks saga,” The Fantastic in Old 

Norse/Icelandic Literature. Sagas and the British Isles. Preprint Papers of the Thirteenth International Saga Conference. Durham 
and York 6th-12th August, 2006, ed. John McKinnell, David Ashurt & Donata Kick, vol. 1 (Durham: Durham University, 
2006) pp. 88-96, at 91.  
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 Bampi, “Between Tradition and Innovation: the Story of Starkaðr in Gautreks saga,” p. 91. For a comprehensive overview 
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predominant use of stanzas in the konungasǫgur, a saga subgenre that was written 

down before the fornaldarsǫgur. This section of the saga was almost certainly 

composed around the stanzas. The stanzas in Gauta þáttr are used as speech stanzas, 

whereas of the two stanzas in Gjafa-Refs þáttr, one is a skaldic stanza spoken by Jarl 

Neri about a shield, introduced as a situational stanza (“Hann kvað þá vísu” [‘he spoke 

a verse’]),1505 and the other is an eddic stanza spoken by an anonymous speaker, 

introduced simply with “þá var þetta kveðit” [‘then this was composed’].1506 

 The edition followed here is Wilhelm Ranisch’s edition from 1900, in which he 

edits both versions.1507 The long version of the saga is edited from the following 

manuscripts:1508 

 A = AM 590 b-c 4to, Copenhagen, Den Arnamagnæanske Samling (paper, 17th 

century)1509 

 b = Holm. 11, 8vo, Stockholm, Kungliga bibliotekt (paper, c. 1640) 

 C = AM 152 I fol. (parchment, 15th century)1510 

Ranisch concludes that these manuscripts go back to a common original, since they 

share a number of errors in common.1511 As for the individual manuscripts, A (AM 

590 b-c 4to) contains Gautreks saga (1r-10r) and its codocological companion Hrólfs 

saga Gautrekssonar (10r-44r). Ranisch considers A the best of the three manuscripts of 

the long  version, since it has the fullest text, while b and C cut the text in several 

places.1512 It seems likely that A is closely related to a copy of C, although to a 
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 Gautreks saga, Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, ed. Guðni Jónsson & Bjarni Vilhjálmsson, vol. 3 (Reykjavík: Bókaútgáfan 
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parchment manuscript with a fuller text than that extant in C. There are no known 

copies of A nor manuscripts descended from it.1513  

 Manuscript b (Holm. 11, 8vo) is close to A considering the prose of the saga, 

but is lacks 28 of the 39 stanzas in the saga. That the stanzas are omitted rather than 

any other cause for their dissappearance (e.g. a different version of the saga) is shown 

by the fact that the introductory formula for the stanzas, Svó segir Starkaðr, is in most 

cases retained.1514 There are four secondary manuscripts associated with b and used by 

Ranisch.1515 

 Manuscript C, AM 152 I fol., contains Gautreks saga on 196v-201v, and is the 

oldest extant record of the long version of the saga. Whilst the scribe of C handles the 

prose part of the saga more freely than Ab, Ranisch points out he is more conservative 

than the scribe of b with the stanzas: he omits 14, all of which are also omitted in b.1516 

 As for the short version, Ranisch deduces four manuscruipts of interest:1517 

 L = AM 194 c fol. (paper) (17th century)1518 

 M = Holm. 1 fol. (paper) (1640-50) 

 E = AM 567 XIV γ 4to (fragment, parchment) (c. 1400)1519 

 K = AM 164 h fol. (paper) (pre-1655)1520 
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 Gautrekssaga, ed. Ranisch, p ii. 
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 Gautrekssaga, ed. Ranisch, p ii. 
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L and M are descended from the same exemplar, and of this pair L is used as the 

primary manuscript with M as a corrective. L is the only complete manuscript of the 

group. As discussed above, Gauta þáttr, and Gjafa-Refs þáttr  are present, while Víkars 

þáttr is absent.1521 It is a 17th century manuscript, and the saga is found on 1r-7r. E is a 

parchment manuscript of 5 leaves, dated to 1390-1410, that is sometimes quite difficult 

to read.1522 Fragmentary, it begins at the nighttime conversation between Gauti and 

the farmer’s daughter, and then contains the end of Gauta þáttr and the beginning of 

Gjafa-Refs þáttr.1523 K is a paper manuscript from 1600-1650, and Gautreks saga in the 

shorter version is found on 1r-3r. 

The first section of the saga to contain verse is in the story of the king Gauti, who 

visits a parsimonious family, whose members throw themselves from a cliff when they 

think they have wasted money or committed some other transgression. There are five 

stanzas quoted, all cited as speech stanzas. The first stanza is lacking in L (a 

manuscript of the short version), and begins “Skúa tvó,”1524 after being introduced 

with “þá kvað konungr.” Interestingly, this stanza is not addressed to anyone, and is 

simply a comment by the king on the treatment he has received. After the stanza is 

spoken, it is not reacted to and the saga simply moves on. Such a use of a stanza is 

more typical in skaldic stanzas used as evidence verses as the end of saga scenes.  

The second stanza however is placed in a strong performance context. The 

stanza, which begins “Heimsliga,”1525 is introduced with “Gillingr kvað” (in b, a long 

version, “vísu” is added), and is said by him in response to his family’s decision that he 

has transgressed their rule. It seems to be addressed to them, and they respond 
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appropriately in the prose following the stanza, telling him not to worry about his 

deed, the content of which he had expressed in the verse.1526  

The third stanza is also a speech stanza, but in lacks in L (short version), and 

lines 3-6 lack in EK (short version).1527 It begins “Stuttir sniglar,”1528 and is an 

additional thought in verse to what the narrator has already talked about in reported 

speech, so here we can see the verse used as direct speech to round off the scene. The 

fourth stanza, beginning “þat var spell,”1529 is also a speech stanza, but is a comment on 

an event that the speaker has observed. Stanza five is spoken in a similar context. It 

begins “Ungr sveinn” and is introduced with “þá kvað hann,”1530 but is continued in 

the prose with more direct speech which is introduced again with “Hann mælti” even 

though it is the same speaker.1531 

 

The prosimetric construction of the section in which Starkaðr’s lifestory is recounted 

is an interesting one. One the one hand the prose tells a story independently, on the 

other, much of the richness and texture of the narrative is contributed by the stanzas 

that are reported as having been spoken by Starkaðr. The first stanza, beginning “þá 

var ek ungr,”1532 is introduced with “svó segir Starkaðr frá” [‘Starkaðr speaks thusly 

about it’].1533 Typically, of evidence stanzas, it ends the scene within which it is placed. 

The stanza itself repeats what has been told in the narrative, as with most of the 

stanzas quoted as being spoken by Starkaðr, and it seems plain that the prose narrative 
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lifts its information directly from these stanzas. Nevertheless, the evidential role of the 

stanzas adds interest to the story, and, as the stanzas are said to be spoken by Starkaðr 

and the story is about him, this adds an extra level of veracity to the narrative, since it 

functions as an autobiographical validation of the narrative.  

A notable point about the prosimetrum that cites Starkaðr is that even though 

his voice is used in the verses, there is no direct dialogue in the narrative and minimal 

reported speech, and we never otherwise hear Starkaðr’s voice apart from in the verse. 

The evidence stanzas thus seem to almost function as speech stanzas, their potential as 

speech heightened by the lack of dialogue in the prose narrative.  

The second and third stanzas of the episode are introduced in the same manner 

as the first, as evidence stanzas.1534 The third stanza is actually the top of a unit of 

three stanzas, none of which have prose insertions between them. It is also remarkable 

that after the end of the third stanza of the unit (the eleventh of the saga, beginning 

“Hann mælldi mik”)1535 the narrative reflects on what the verse, the words of Starkaðr, 

tell us: “Hér segir Starkaðr frá því, at hann hafði þá skegg er hann var tólf vetra” 

[‘Here Starkaðr tells about how he had a beard when he was twelve winters old’].1536 

Here the prose narrative seems to make it obvious that it takes information from the 

verse. The prose related to the stanza that comes after the verse does not describe an 

event but rather another salient point in the stanzas that the saga author wishes to 

highlight. The event that the verse describes comes before it, as usual.  

Stanzas four to twelve of the episode (stanzas 12-20 of the saga) and stanzas 

fourteen to twenty (stanzas 22-28 of the saga) are all introduced with “svó segir 

Starkaðr,”1537 and stanzas 12-13, 17-18 and 22-23 are units, with no prose insertions. 

The 21st stanza of the saga has a slightly different introductory formula: “Þess getr 
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Starkaðr, at sú var hin þriðja orrosta Víkars konungs, er hann hafði unnit á 

Upplǫndum” [‘Starkaðr mentions this, that that was the third battle of King Víkars 

that he had won in Uppland’].1538 Here the prose draws attention to what the reader 

should notice in the stanza. This is unusual in this saga, and indicates that the stanza 

does not function fully as an evidence verse.  

The stanzas feature at rather regular intervals in this part of the saga, which is 

to be expected if the prose narrative explains them then uses them as evidence. There 

is however, one stanza several pages of the edition further on, and this stanza too is 

introduced as “sem hann segir,”1539 and the stanza finishes the scene in which it is 

placed.  

 

The next episode in which poetry occurs is related but structured differently to the 

section before it. In this section, what poetry is recited is a deliberately composed 

poem: “Ok er Alrekr spurði Starkað, hvat hann kunni tíðinda at segja frá frændum 

sínum eða sjálfum sér, þá orti Starkaðr kvæði, þat er heitir Víkarsbálkr; þar segir svó 

frá drápi Víkars konungs” [‘When Alrekr asked Starkaðr what he could tell about his 

kinsmen or about himself, then Starkaðr composed a poem, that which is called 

Víkarsbálkr; here tells about the killing of King Víkarr’].1540 The stanzas are quoted as 

an example of the poem Starkaðr has composed. Starkaðr presumably chose to express 

himself in poetry to assign himself, his family and acquaintances a higher than normal 

status. The five stanzas quoted at this point are not in the saga said to come out of 

Starkaðr’s mouth as such, but rather are a quotation about his sorrowful reaction to 

the killing of King Víkarr, which he did himself.1541 The prose after the stanzas 

comments on them: “Þat má finna á Starkaði, at honum þikir þetta eitthvert verk sitt 
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vest ok óskapligazt orðit hafa, er hann drap Víkar konung, ok ekki hǫfum vér 

frásagnir heyrðar, at hann hafi ílendr orðit í Nóregi síðan” [‘It must be concluded from 

[what] Starkaðr [said], at to him it seemed his worst deed and the most evil thing to 

have done, when he killed King Víkarr, and we have not heard any stories that he 

settled in Norway afterwards’].1542 The prose acknowledges the poem’s ability to 

express strong emotion, and it also demonstrates that conclusions were made about 

events on the basis of stanzas.  

The final three stanzas in the section of Gautreks saga about Starkaðr are 

evidence verses introduced with “svó sem hér segir” as his earlier verses were during 

the narrator’s account of his lifestory.1543 This section seems akin to these earlier 

verses, and is used as evidence to corroborate the prose description of the misery that 

Starkaðr endured at the hands of mean berserkers.  These three stanzas are only in A 

(long version). The saga moves on after the stanzas, as is typical of the prosimetric use 

of evidence stanzas. It seems in the sections of the saga structured in this manner, the 

narrator gives several deliberate displays of his ability to interpret poetry and to build 

a narrative around verses.  

 

There are two stanzas in the section of Gautreks saga that comes after the exit of 

Starkaðr from the story, and both are connected with the theme of gifts and wealth, 

much like the stanzas in the initial þáttr of the saga. The first stanza is stanza 38 of the 

saga and begins “Skein enn skrautligi raunar.”1544 As a speech stanza that is part of the 

story, the jarl reacts to his own utterance in the saga, by turning his highseat away 

from the gap on the wall left by a given-away shield he lamented in the stanza. The 

final stanza in the saga is unusual in that it is a speech stanza without a speaker given: 
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“Þá var þetta kveðit.”1545 Nevertheless, it provokes a favourable reaction in prose, and 

so was clearly said to be heard. 

The prosimetric structure of Gautreks saga is clearly strongest in the section on 

Starkaðr. Without this middle section, the short version of the saga is really lacking in 

stanzas, and the ones that do occur are on the whole unremarkable as speech 

stanzas.1546 

Gautreks saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

From the shorter version of Gautreks saga, we can perhaps suggest again that stanzas 

used similarly may cluster together in saga narrative – that is, stanzas with similar 

roles may be nearby each other. This trend was also visible in Fagrskinna, where 

stanzas used in a similar fashion could sometimes be seen to occur in the same part of 

the saga. To form the longer version of Gautreks saga, the lausavísur were 

supplemented by a long prosimetric episode. We can see from this that such an eddic 

prosimetric scene as Starkaðr’s episode could exist independantly and later be added to 

a saga. A separate origin to the rest of the saga could also be posited for poems such as 

Hlǫðskviða and Hjálmarr’s death song. 

If Starkaðr’s episode is genuinely an old prosimetric piece, it might also suggest 

that eddic stanzas that are both quasi-evidential and quasi-speech stanzas in a prose 

context are an old form and could have a background in oral tradition. It might be 

suggested that here we can even see a stage in the development from the evidence 

based role of verse in the konungasǫgur be replaced by the story-stanza that is more 

common in the fornaldarsǫgur. 
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Hjálmþes saga ok Ǫlvis 

Hjálmþes saga ok Ǫlvis1547 is heavily prosimetric, containing forty seven stanzas, but 

this saga is rather late, found in 17th to 19th century manuscripts.1548 It is dated earlier 

on the basis of Hjálmþérsrímur, a 15th century analogue, but the development of the 

saga itself and its form is obscure.1549  The most notable thing about the prosimetrum 

of Hjálmþérs saga is that it is unremarkable. The introductions are standard and there 

is very little performance context for the stanzas other than they are all used as 

dialogue. The most notable thing about the saga is in fact its lengthy dialogues, but 

there is nothing special about them other than this. This entirely regular use of the 

prosimetric structure may be as a result of this version of saga being late, when the 

conventions of prosimetra in the fornaldarsǫgur were well-established and old enough 

to be stereotyped.  

 

The first episode with verse in the saga has two speech stanzas, which are a demand 

for identification and a reply. In the first stanza, beginning “Huorier eru skälker,”1550 a 

man standing on a dragon ship demands the names of the leaders of Hjálmþér’s group 

and declares he will kill them, only for Hjálmþér to retort with his name, to demand 

the first man’s identity and then to declare that he will kill him. The saga does not 

comment on the stanzas afterwards, and their verbal duel continues in prose.  
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Hjálmþérs saga: A Scientific Edition, Ph.D thesis, The University of Iowa, 1970. Quotations of the saga will be taken from 
this edition, and translations into English.  

1549
 Ralph O’Connor, ““Stepmother sagas,” An Irish Analogue for Hjálmþérs saga ok Ölvérs,” Scandinavian Studies 72 (2000): 

1-48, at 1-2. 

1550
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 11, ll. 9-11. 
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The second prosimetric episode is also a dialogue in stanzas 3-10 of the saga, and this a 

typical fornaldarsaga dialogue in which a human exchanges words with a supernatural 

creature. As Hjálmþér is somewhat dumbstruck upon the appearance of the female 

creature, the first stanza is introduced thus: “hann hugsar nu med sier, ad eckj skule 

honum ordfall verda og quad vijsu” [‘He thinks to himself so that he shall not be 

struck dumb and spoke a verse’].1551 The prose thus makes clear that there is a thought 

process behind even exemptorised verses. In addition, Hjálmþér is shown to 

deliberately start a poetic exchange with the supernatural woman, “eitt finngälkn 

miked.”1552 The first stanza is a demand for her to identify herself, and she answers in 

a regular speech stanza introduced with “hun quad,”1553 his reply to this introduced 

with a similarly conventional “hann quad.”1554 The sixth stanza, in which the hag 

demands a kiss from Hjálmþér, is introduced with the formula “henne vard þä liöd ä 

munne” [‘then a song came to her lips’],1555 a formula often used to introduce 

prophecies spoken by females and perhaps used ironically here. Stanza seven is again 

introduced conventionally with “quad vijsu.”1556 Stanzas eight and nine are two stanzas 

that come together, stanza eight beginning “Sel eg þier Snarvendil,”1557 although the 

two stanzas are separated by a prose insertion of “og enn quad hun.”1558 The episode 

then continues in prose, employing a tenth stanza in order to close the scene; again the 

formula “vard henne nu liöd ä munne” [‘then a song came to her lips’]1559 is used, and 

after the stanza the characters do not exchange any more words and the episode ends. 

                                                

1551
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 24, ll. 19-20; p. 138. 

1552
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 24, l. 14. 

1553
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 24, l. 24. 

1554
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 25, l. 1.  

1555
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 25, ll. 12-13; 139. 

1556
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 25, l. 21. 

1557
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 26, ll. 5-13. 

1558
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 26, ll. 8-9. 

1559
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 27, ll. 5-6. 
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This use of a stanza to conclude an episode is typical of sagas that employ many 

evidence stanzas, but more unusual when the stanza is speech.  

 

The third episode, stanzas 11 to 21, is a long one also involving prosimetric dialogue 

between Hjálmþér and a number of large troll women. The eleventh stanza, which 

initiates the dialogue, is a standard type of stanza spoken by Hjálmþér demanding 

identification of the huge troll woman he has seen and insulting her; the stanza is 

introduced with “H(iälmþer) quad vijsu”1560 and her reply is said to be spoken in 

anger, but is introduced with a standard “og kuad,”1561 and Hjálmþér’s answer her to is 

introduced identically. Thus far the dialogue has been a standard exchange, although 

now the narration switches temporarily to prose, in which the troll asks Hjálmþér for 

sex, and he hacks of her hand in reply. In the prose piece is one stanza (number 14, 

beginning “Vijst gledur mig eitt”)1562 in which she points out to Hjálmþér that her 

hideous sisters will kill all his men. The stanza is introduced with “þä quad hun,” and 

is followed by the prose realisation of her promise, as her trollish sisters emerge, and 

Hjálmþér makes a swift exit from the mountain he is on when he encounters the troll 

woman. 

Hergunnur, one of the troll women, speaks the fifteenth stanza, which is 

introduced as standard with “þä quad Hergunnur vijsu,”1563 and marks the return of 

the section back to prosimetrum. This is continued in a series of stanzas in which 

Hjálmþér, Ölver and several of the troll women exchange insults and threats in a 

section of six stanzas which is purely standard dialogue1564 with minimal prose 

inbetween the stanzas. The final stanza in the scene is one in which one troll woman 

                                                

1560
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 30, l. 11. 

1561
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 30, l. 15. 

1562
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 31, ll. 13-16. 

1563
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 32, l. 11. 

1564
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, pp. 32, ll. 11-25 – p. 33, ll. 1-14. 
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pleads for assistance from another (beginning “Huar ertu Margerdur”),1565 a high 

point in the other wise prose ending of the episode. 

 

The fourth episode in the saga is highly prosimetric, although the dialogue is very 

unremarkable. This section encompases stanzas 22- 40, and the majority of introduced 

through very standard formulae with little reaction in the text. There is only one 

feature of note in the first exchange of four stanzas between Hjálmþér and Hervǫr, a 

maiden he is trying to woo,1566 and that is that when she speaks two stanzas in a row, 

the second is introduced with “og enn quad hun,”1567 which is a typical linking phrase 

between stanzas. Their encounter concludes with two more stanzas spoken by 

Hervǫr, which are notable because between them comes direct speech in prose, 

continuing the advice she gives to Hjálmþér in the stanzas before and after it (stanzas 

26 and 27).1568 Although the stanzas are explicitly introduced as verse, it could be 

supposed that the prose piece inbetween them was perhaps also once metrical.  

The episode continues with Hjálmþér’s exchange with her father, the king. 

This exchange is verse is one of the lengthiest in the legendary sagas, stretching from 

stanza 28 to stanza 40.1569 In this section, slightly more performance context is given 

for the stanzas. Stanza 28, which begins “Heill sit þu Hunding,”1570 is said to be 

spoken in greeting as Hjálmþér walks into the hall, and it is noted that this is well-

received and is replied to in turn with a stanza. In the prose surrounding stanza 39, the 

displeasure of its speaker is made apparent as he is made to move from his seat for the 

                                                

1565
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 33, l. 25. 

1566
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 38. 

1567
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 38, l. 12. 

1568
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 39, ll. 14-25. 

1569
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 156 – p. 159. 

1570
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 40, ll. 5-8. 
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new arrival, which serves to anger the king who replies with the fortieth stanza.1571 

Otherwise, as a prosimetric dialogue the piece in this saga in entirely unremarkable 

except in its unusual length.  

 

The fifth episode to contain verse is unusual in this particular saga because it contains 

only one stanza. The forty-first stanza, beginning “Berum ä bake ockru,”1572 is a 

speech stanza spoken by Hjálmþér in which he swears that he will given the man 

Hǫrður a dignified burial and that they will carry him as necessary. This is at a 

moment of extreme emotion in the saga, so much so that blood spurts from 

underneath Hjálmþér’s nails and from his nose, and this appears to be the reason why 

he suddenly speak in verse, although his speech continues directly after the stanza in 

prose.  

The final prosimetric episode is a recognition scene in which the magical maidens are 

revealed to have aided the heroes at various points and the king of the outstanding hall 

Hjálmþér and Ölver enter turns out to be the live Hǫrður. This covers stanzas 42-

47.1573 Again, the dialogue of the prosimetrum is unremarkable. Stanza is responded to 

with stanza. There is one unusual introduction spoken before stanza 42b: he “quad 

hälfa vijsuna,”1574 when speaking only half a stanza does not usually prompt 

acknowledgement in the prose.  

Hjálmþes saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

As I suggested above, the structure of Hjálmþes saga is probably a result of the 

stereotyping of the eddic prosimetric tradition by the 17th century. With the 

exaggeration of the traditional features of the prosimetric fornaldarsaga, nuance and 

                                                

1571
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 42, ll. 8-17. 

1572
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 57, ll. 11-14. 

1573
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 59 – 60.  

1574
 Hjálmþérs saga, ed. Harris, p. 59, l. 19. 
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texture in the narrative has been lost, even though stanzas have been included. This is 

largely down to the very standard and unexciting ways in which they are used. For the 

length of the saga, there are almost too many stanzas. It is, however, interesting to 

note which features this late saga author thought typical of the fornaldarsaga subgenre 

and sought to employ to such an extreme degree. The most obvious is the prosimetric 

dialogue, both with a supernatural creature and then with a woman he is trying to 

woo and her father. There are no other examples of an eddic dialogue in which a man 

tries to woo a woman. Another typical role of verse in fornaldarsǫgur which the saga 

picks up on is shown right at the beginning of the saga, when verse is used to demand 

the name of a man, and threats follow. These two uses of eddic prosimetrum seem to 

have become very entrenched in the tradition of the fornaldarsaga.  
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Bósa saga ok Herrauðs 

Bósa saga is thought to have been composed around 1350 and exists in two quite 

different recensions. The older recension is found in 15th century vellum manuscripts, 

while the later recension is found in paper manuscripts from the 17th and 18th 

centuries. The saga has a complicated textual history and was very popular until recent 

times.1575  

The discussion here follows the edition of the two versions of the saga edited 

by Otto Luitpold Jiriczek.1576 Jiriczek uses six manuscripts for his edition of the older 

version,1577 as follows (with the sigla he assigns):1578 

A = AM 586 4to, 12v-19r (parchment), 1450-1499.1579 

B = AM 343 a 4to, 103v-104v (two fragments) (parchment), 1450-1475.1580 

C = AM 510 4to, 8v-21r (parchment), 1540-1560.1581 

D = AM 577 4to, 50r-63r (parchment), 1450-1499.1582 

                                                

1575
 The textual tradition for the saga is outlined by Die Bósa-saga in zwei Fassungen nebst proben aus den Bósa-Rímur, ed. Otto 

Luitpold Jiriczek (Strassburg: Karl J. Trübner, 1893), for the older recension see pp. ix-xxxvii, and for the younger recension 
see pp. xxxviii-viil. For a summary, see Hans Peter Naumann, “Bósa saga (Herrauðs saga ok Bósa),” Medieval Scandinavia: 
An Encyclopedia, ed. Philip Pulsiano et al., Garland Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages 1, Garland Reference Library of the 
Humanities 934 (New York: Garland, 1993) p. 54. 

1576
 Die Bósa-saga in zwei Fassungen nebst proben aus den Bósa-Rímur, ed. Otto Luitpold Jiriczek (Strassburg: Karl J. Trübner, 

1893). 

1577
 He also lists the “wertlose” paper manuscripts and those containing translations, excerpts and those that were 

inaccessible to him; Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek pp. ix-xi. 

1578
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek p. ix.  

1579
 Thus dated on Handrit.is, <http://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0586>. Kålund has 15th century, KAH vol. 

1, p. 747. 

1580
 Thus dated on Handrit.is, <http://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0343>. Kålund has 15th century, KAH vol. 

1, p. 578. 

1581
 Thus dated on Handrit.is, <http://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0510>. Kålund has the close of 15th century, 

KAH vol. 1, p. 670. 

1582
 Thus dated on Handrit.is, <http://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0577>. Kålund has the close of 15th century, 

KAH vol. 1, p. 739. 
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b = AM 340 4to, 131v-147v (paper), 1600-1700.1583 

d = AM 361 II 4to, 1r-5v (fragment) (paper), 1600-1700.1584 

The younger version is edited from the following manuscripts:1585 

 α = AM 360 b 4to (paper), 1663. 

β = AM 360 a 4to (paper), beginning of the 18th century.1586 

γ = AM 345 4to (paper), 1695. 

δ = AM 362 4to (paper), c. 1700.1587 

NKS 1701 and 1767 4to, copied at the end of the 18th century from γ and δ. 

ÍB 295 4to (fragment) (paper), 1804. 

ÍB 297 4to (fragment) (paper), mid-18th century. 

Papp. 4to nr 1, Kungliga biblioteket, Stockholm (fragment) (paper), 17th 

century.   

 

Both recensions of the saga contain stanzas in the same distribution, although 

the stanzas themselves have remarkable differences between them.1588 In the older 

version of the saga the nine stanzas are said to be from two different poems, eight 

                                                

1583
 Thus dated on Handrit.is, <http://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0340>. Kålund has 17th century, KAH vol. 

1, p. 576. Kålund has 17th century, KAH vol. 1, p. 586. 

1584
 Thus dated on Handrit.is, <http://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0361>.  

1585
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek p. xviii. 

1586
 Thus dated by Kålund, KAH vol. 1, p. 586. 

1587
 Thus dated by Kålund, KAH vol. 1, p. 587. 

1588
 At the end of his edition, Jiriczek also includes two apocryphal 19th century versions of Buslubæn (pp. 141-144) that are 

not considered here.  
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stanzas of Buslubæn [‘Busla’s prayer’] and one stanza of Syrpuvers (regarded by Johnni 

Langer, however, as merely the final and ninth strophe of Buslubæn).1589 The stanzas 

are different in the younger version, and neither they nor the character called Busla in 

the older version are named (she is simply referred to as the “kelling” in the younger 

version).  

In the older version, the stanzas appear in a section in which King Hringr has 

imprisoned his son Herrauðr and his friend Bósi. He offers to spare Herrauðr, but 

Herrauðr will not accept this unless Bósi is also spared, which angers his father 

greatly.1590 It is related earlier in the saga that Bósi’s father, Þvari, has a concubine 

called Busla, an old woman who fosters his sons Bósi and Smiðr: 

Busla hét kelling, hún hafði verit frilla Þvara [÷ b] kallz; hún fóstraði sonu hans [kallz, þvíat D]; hún 
kunni margt í töfrum. Smiðr var henni miklu eptirlátari ok nam han margt af henni [í töfrum D]. Hún 
bauð Bósa [÷ b] at kenna honum [Bósa b] galdra, en Bósi [hann b] sagðizt eigi vilja, at þat væri skrifat í 
sögu hans [sinni D], at hann ynni nökkurn hlut með sleitum, þann sem honum skyldi með kallmennzku 
telja.

1591
 

Since Þvari refuses to do anything about Bósi’s imprisionment and impending 

execution by King Hringr, Busla takes matters into her own hands and, as the bæn 

shows, employs her magic in fornyrðislag.1592 

In the older version, the body of the bæn (which is more of a curse) is 

introduced thus: 

Þetta kveld hit sama kom Busla í þat [sama b] herbergi, sem Hringr [÷ Hringr D] konungr sváf í, ok 
hóf upp bæn þá, er síðan er kölluð Buslubæn, ok hefir hún víðfræg orðit síðan, ok eru þar í mörg orð 
ok ill [ok ill ÷ bCD], þau sem kristnum mönnum er þarfleysa í munni at hafa; en þó er þetta upphaf á 
henni...

1593
 

                                                

1589
 Johnni Langer, “Galdr e Feitiçaria nas Sagas Islandesas: Uma Análise do Poema Buslubæn,” Braithair 9 (2009): 66-90, at 

74. <http://ppg.revistas.uema.br/index.php/brathair/article/view/483/400>. 

1590
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek p. 14. ll. 15 – p. 15, ll. 1-7. 

1591
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek p. 6, ll. 16-21 – p. 7, ll. 1-2. 

1592
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek p. 15, ll. 7-16. 

1593
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek p. 15, ll. 16-22. 
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The prose is not necessarily assigning authorship of the bæn to Busla, just that 

afterwards it was called after her. The prose also makes it clear that this is only 

beginning of the poem, as quoted above. The manuscripts differ somewhat on the 

formulation of the introduction. Instead of “en þó er þetta upphaf á henni,” D has a 

similar “ok þetta er upphaf á,” whereas in b is found “ok þetta er bænin, svó mikit sem 

skrifuð er ok hér eptir fylgir,” and in C: “en hér stendr hún skrifuð.”1594 Manuscripts 

bC have different emphases on the preservation and amount of the bæn recorded. The 

introduction in manuscript b acknowledges that the saga only records as much of the 

prayer as is written down (which is self-evident); however, this could also be 

understood as meaning as much as was written down even in relation to the time at 

which Busla recited it. The saga author will not commit to writing that which has not 

been written before, perhaps the more powerful part of the prayer/curse was thought 

dangerous to have written down. C introduces the stanzas it quotes as the whole of 

the bæn, and does not imply that it might not be complete.  

The first lot of poetry is a run of seven stanzas. The first stanza of Buslubæn 

refers to the context in which she standing as she recites the bæn and to the reason she 

is there: 

Hér liggr Hringr konungr, hilmir Gauta, 
einráðaztr allra manna; 
ætlar þú son þinn sjálfr at myrða; 
þau munu fádæmi fréttazt víða.

1595
 

The king is said to be lying in the stanza because in the prose, as the introduction to 

the stanza says, she is in his bedroom and so we can assume that the king is in bed. 

Busla alludes to the fact that, as things stand, the king’s own son as well as her foster 

son Bósi will die at the king’s command, and that news of this deed will travel widely. 

This links to the second stanza, in which Busla states her prayer “at [÷ b] heyrazt skal 

um heim allan” [‘will be heard throughout the whole world’],1596 the spread of her 

                                                

1594
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek p. 15. 

1595
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek p. 16, st. 1, ll. 1-4. 

1596
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 16, st. 2, l. 7. 
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magic equalling the spread of the gossip about the king; this emphasises both her 

might and the consequences this might have for the king in terms of his reputation. 

The second part of the second stanza is more threatening: “ok óþörf öllum þeim sem á 

heyra, / en þeim þó fjandliguzt, sem ek vil fortala.”1597 All those who will hear will be, 

as she has said, the whole world, and “sem ek vil fortala” announces that she must 

continue her speech. The poem itself thus provides the context for the curses it 

contains, and locates its audience. This awareness in the narrative of its purpose 

continues throughout stanzas three to six, since they combine a threat with a reminder 

to the king that to avoid this, he ought to let both his son and Bósi free. Stanzas three 

to six all have similar sounding formulas to express Busla’s condition the men ought to 

left in peace, which adds a forceful cadence to the curse. At the end of the seventh 

stanza, the repetition of the demand the men be freed is not repeated; instead she asks, 

“villizt þú þá [villtz þú þá A; villstu þá b; villzt þú þá C; villr ert þú D] vegarins [+ ok 

far í rassinn C]; eða viltu þulu lengri?”1598 In the saga there is then prose between these 

stanzas of Buslubæn and the next. Since the king will not give into her demands, more 

powerful magic must be used: 

Busla lét þá frammi annan þriðjung bænarinnar, ok mun ek láta þat [÷ bCD] [um líða at skrifa hann 
[hjá líða hann at skrifa b], [því þat er öllum þarfleysa at hafa hann eptir, en þó má svó sízt eptir hafa 
hann, at hann sé eigi skrifaðr [÷ bCD]; en þó er þetta þar [÷ D] upphaf á…

1599
 

Again only the first part of the sequence is presented as being recorded, the rest being 

too dangerous. In the stanza that follows, stanza eight of the saga, the threats are more 

concentrated, and the second half of the last line, “nema þú vilja minn gjörir,”1600 refers 

back to the demands in the previous stanzas. This stanza must thus be read as a unit 

with those that come before it. The prose refers to the stanza as a “þula.”1601 The 

king’s partial agreement to her demands spurs Busla on:  

                                                

1597
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 16, st. 2, ll. 8-10.  

1598
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 18, st. 7, l. 5. 

1599
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 18, ll. 12-16. 

1600
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 18, st. 8, l. 21. 

1601
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 19, l. 1. 
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Þá skal taka þér framm betr, segir Busla; hóf hún þá upp þat vers, er Syrpuvers er kallat, ok mestr galdr 
er í fólginn, ok eigi er lofat at kveða eptir dagsetr, ok er þetta þar í nærri endanum…

1602
 

The prose emphasis is on ever-increasingly powerful magic from Busla to gain her 

ends, but the stanza she speaks, Syrpuvers, has a rather different emphasis from the 

others. In the stanza recorded, instead of being directly concerned with freeing Bósi 

and Herrauðr, rather it is presented as a challenge or riddle to the king himself. The 

way for the king to escape the curse is not to free the men, but rather to answer the 

riddle she poses: “Komi hér seggir sex, seg þú mér nöfn þeirra / öll óbundin.”1603 The 

one stanza given in the prose is said to be from near the end, and the prose seems to 

make clear that she actually speaks more stanzas that are unrecorded; after the stanza, 

the prose talks of a point when Busla has finished speaking: “En er Busla hafði úti 

bænina [÷ D; En er þat var úti b],”1604 which again emphasises the verses’(perhaps 

ironic status) as a prayer and also implies that there was more to Syrpuvers than one 

stanza.   

The stanza from Syrpuvers is related to a string of runes in a few manuscripts of 

the older recension: in three vellum manuscripts from the 15th and 16th centuries 

(AM 510 4to, 11v; AM 577 4to, 54r; AM 586 4to, 14v) and one paper manuscript Lbs 

423 fol., 338v–339r from the 18th century (which Jiriczek does not use in his 

edition).1605 The curse is connected to a string of runes that mimic or employ an old 

formula in an unconventional way,1606 but which have been demonstrated to be 
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 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 19, ll. 4-8. 

1603
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 19, st. 9, ll. 8-9. 

1604
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 19, ll. 17-18.  

1605
 “Lbs 423 fol.,” Handrit.is, <http://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/Lbs02-0423>, accessed 2nd May 2012; John 

McKinnell & Rudolf Simek with Klaus Düwel, Runes, Magic and Religion: A Sourcebook, Studia Medievalia Septentronalia 
10 (Fassbaender: Wien, 2004) 139. 
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 I explore the relation of Buslubæn to the Old Norse verbal charming tradition in the light of Old and New Philological 

methods in “Younger Icelandic Manuscripts and Old Norse Studies,” Approaching Methodology, ed. Frog and Pauliina 
Latvala, RMN Newsletter (special issue) 5 (2012): 148-161, at 156-157, and much of the material presented here on the rune 
sequence in the saga is drawn from there. See also Lorenzo Lolli Gallo, “Persistent Motifs of Cursing in Old Norse 
Literature in Buslubæn,” Linguistica e Filologia 18 (2004): 119-146; Langer, “Galdr e Feitiçaria nas Sagas Islandesas”; Bernt 
Øyvind Thorvaldsen, “The Poetic Curse and Its Relatives,” Along the Oral-Written Continuum: Types of Texts, Relations and 
Their Implications, ed. Slavica Ranković with Leidulf Melve & Else Mundal, Utrecht Studies in Medieval Literacy 20 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2010) pp. 253-267. 
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unrelated to the old tradition by Claiborne W. Thompson.1607 The runes, 

transliterated below as “r.o.þ.k.m.u iiiiii ssssss tttttt iiiiii llllll,” appear to be the 

solution to a riddle posed at the end of the curse:  

Komi hér seggir sex, 
seg þú mér nofn þeira 
öll óbundin, 
ek mun þér sýna: 
getr þú eigi ráðit, 
svá at mér rétt þykki, 
þá skulu þik hundar 
í hel gnaga, 
en sál þín  
sökkvi í víti 
r.o.þ.k.m.u iiiiii ssssss tttttt iiiiii llllll  

Let six men come here 
(if you ) tell me their names  
all clearly (or ‘unencrypted?’), 
I will reveal to you: 
if you cannot interpret  
so that they seem right to me 
than shall dogs 
gnaw you to death 
and your soul 
sink in torment. 
Ristill, æstill, þistill, kistill, mistill, vistill.

1608
  

The runes are an indigenous Old Norse formula found in other places,1609 and the 

formula seems to have been intended as a locking formula (for example on a chest or 

grave) and to ward off evil.1610 In Bósa saga, the runes are integrated into the literary 

context of the curse and riddle and thus are likely contemporaneous.1611 As a 

comparison of the transliterated runes and their rearrangement in the translation 

shows, the runes are bound and must be rearranged from the way they are written to 

                                                

1607
 Claiborne W. Thompson, “The Runes in Bósa Saga ok Herrauðs,” Scandinavian Studies (1978) 50: 50–56. Cf. Langer, 

“Galdr e Feitiçaria nas Sagas Islandesas,” who argues that Buslubæn is indeed indicative of continuity with medieval practical 
magic. 

1608
 McKinnell et al., Runes, Magic and Religion p. 139. 

1609
 Collected by Thompson, “The Runes in Bósa Saga ok Herrauðs,” pp. 51-53 and McKinnell et al., Runes, Magic and 

Religion pp. 134-140. 

1610
 McKinnell et al., Runes, Magic and Religion p. 134. 

1611
 Thompson, “The Runes in Bósa Saga ok Herrauðs,” p. 55. 
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form words; such a cryptographic rearrangement of the runes was normal when this 

particular charm was written down.1612 

Thompson has demonstrated that indeed the curse sequence and its closing 

riddle-rune section are totally literary, since it depends on the written runes in order 

to be able to solve the riddle. It thus seems unlikely that the curse and riddle sequence 

can be linked convincingly to (oral) Old Norse magical practices. Busla is supposed to 

chant the curse in the saga, but she could not chant the runic formula in its bound 

form – the runes need to be rearranged first. As such, the sequence is an “optical 

puzzle” and should be dated to around the 14th century, at the same time as the first 

written version of the saga was likely to have been written.1613 This seems to make it a 

late, parodic version of the charm, the older examples of which occur in other, quite 

different contexts. In addition, its use in the saga as a rounding-off device in the curse 

sequence is quite meaningless and apparently leads the curse nowhere.  

Although in the stanza itself the solving of the riddle is not linked to the freeing 

of the men, which is Busla’s stated aim in her other stanzas, in the prose following the 

final stanza of the saga the context is given that the king must solve the riddle to 

escape the torments she promises him, “nema þú gerir minn vilja” [‘unless you do my 

will’],1614 and the king, at a loss, is forced to enquire “hverr er nú þinn vili?” [‘what is 

now your will?’].1615 Once he has promised to honour his promise to her that Bósi and 

Herrauðr are to be sent away on a mission, “en þá skyldi Buslubæn ekki á honum 

hrína.”1616 The stanzas and prose are thus mixed as to what Busla’s stated demands are.  

                                                

1612
 McKinnell et al., Runes, Magic and Religion p. 134. 

1613
 Thompson, “The Runes in Bósa Saga ok Herrauðs,” p. 55. 

1614
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 19, ll. 16-17.  

1615
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 20, ll. 1-2.  

1616
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 20, ll. 7-8. 
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In the younger version, the narrative context of Bósi and Herrauðr being in 

trouble is the same, but the narrative including the verses is introduced differently and 

is worth quoting at length:  

Þetta sama kvöld, sem kóngsson og Bósi voru fangaðir, kom Busla fostra hans að máli við jallinn 
Brynþvara og mælti: Þú far nú og hjálpa Bósa, syni þínum, sem nú er í fangelsi og fjötrum haldinn með 
Herrauð kóngssyni. Brynþvara mælti: Til lítils kemur þjer kuklaradómur þinn, forneskja og 
tungukraptur, ef þú kannt ei að hjálpa honum úr hættu þessari. Busla mælti: Aldri má mjer ver fara 
heldur en þjer, þar þú liggur nú heima sem hugblauð hormegða

1617
 bikkja ok bannsett þý. Var kelling 

mjög málóð og gekk burt síðan. Nú skal frá því segja, að Hrólfur kóngur vaknar um nóttina, þar hann 
liggur í sinni sæng, að hann heyrir, kona gengur inn í húsið; þykkir honum af henni eldur sindra og að 
öllu ill ásyndar; þessi mælti til hans: Hjer liggur þú, Hrólfur, Gauta kóngur, þig veit eg vera hrak allra 
manna á jörðunni af þinni allri breytni, af því þú vilt myrða og af dögum ráða þinn eiginn son, og munu 
allir segja þig hinn vesta níðing og fordæðufól, falsara fordæmdan og fúlasta gauð, leiðan lygara, sem 
löstrum er bundinn, væri rjettast þjer kólnaði í kjapti [+ en hitnaði í helvízkri boru γδ (last two words 
in runes in δ)], fyr en þinn flærðarsaman vilja hefðir í þessu, og eg syngi þjer Syrpuvers mitt gamla, og 
að gjörðri bæn þessari skaltu gásbjúgur gana víða. Sem kóngur heyrði orð þessi, reiddist hann og hugði 
að standa á fætur og lemja kellingu; sem hann hugði nú þetta að gjöra, var hann fastur í sænginni, so 
öngvan sinn lim mátti hann hræra. Síðan mælti hún [÷ β]: Nema þú gefir Bósa líf og neitir ei bæn 
Herrauðar, sonar þíns, skal það allt á þjer hrína, sem og mun fram segja. Kallaði kóngur nú á sínna 
riddara, er sváfu í forstofunni og bað, þeir kæmi þangað, en það var sem ógjört, því enginn kunni að 
vakna. Síðan mælti hún: allt það hið illa, sem eg kann að mæla, bið eg á þjer hríni...

1618
 

It is notable that here the contents of the first two stanzas in the older version are in 

prose in the younger version: the fact that the king (called Hringr in the older version, 

Hrólfur in the younger version) is king of the Gautar,1619 that he is going to “myrða” 

[‘murder’] his own son (the word is used in verse in the older version and in prose in 

the younger version),1620 and that everyone in the world will hear about it.1621 The 

introduction to the stanzas is much longer in the younger than the longer version and 

the way the scene is built up is more cinematic. The manner in which the information 

about the scene is distributed in the prose around the stanzas is also different. In the 

younger version, that the king cannot stand up from his bed and that his men cannot 

be awakened comes before the stanzas; in the older version, this comes after the first 

set of stanzas.  

                                                

1617
 Cf. modern Icelandic horaður ‘emaciated,’ and Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. viil, where he suggests this reading. 

1618
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 99, ll. 19-28 – p. 100. 

1619
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 16, st. 1, l. 1; p. 100, l. 7. 

1620
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 16, st. 1, l. 3; p. 100, l. 9. 

1621
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 16, st. 1, l. 4; p. 16, st. 2, ll. 7-9; p. 100, ll. 7-9. 
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In the younger version, the stanzas are also in three groups with prose in 

between. Unlike in the older version, in the younger version the king is not given a 

chance to respond. The whole prose and verse complex is a monologue by Busla, and 

rather than the king in the older version acting defiantly in the prose and telling her to 

go away, in the younger version he is said to be terrified; and does not speak “en 

kóngur þagði og bystist” [‘the king was silent and became angry’]1622 Eventually, when 

he is given the opportunity to speak, the “kóngur þagði ok tók til að skjálfa” [‘the king 

was silent and started to shake’],1623 and the final challenge found accompanied by 

runes in some manuscripts of the older version is not present in the younger version. 

The stanzas too are different between the versions:1624 the younger version focuses on 

threats rather than outlining and repeating Busla’s demands in the main body of the 

prayer. In the younger version, the stanzas are in blocks of four, three and then one 

and a half, making there more strophes in this version than in the old. In the older 

version, the prose-verse complex is a lively exchange with well-articulated demands by 

both parties, whereas in the younger version we find a stream of vitriol from Busla. It 

is noteworthy that in the younger version the stanzas are referred to only as Syrpuvers 

and not as Buslubæn. 

In the older version, the stanzas do not carry the content of the saga, only 

versified threats and demands that are provisional to the prose context of the saga. It 

thus seems that the stanzas are not older than the prose, but rather have been 

composed to emphasize Busla’s skills in sorcery, and metre must have been important 

for giving a magical edge to her words. That the rest of the saga contains no verse also 

perhaps demonstrates that as such stanzas are not important for reasons of content or 

                                                

1622
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 102, l. 4. 

1623
 Bósa-saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 103, ll. 1-2.  

1624
 Although there are some similarities, the only stanzas that seem to be related for certain are the eighth stanza in the older 

version and the fifth stanza in the younger, as can be seen by a comparison of their first few lines: 

Old version: “Tröll ok álfar ok töfrnornir, / búar, bergrisar brenni þínar hallir, / hati þik hrímþussar, hestar streði þik” (Bósa-
saga, ed. Jiriczek, p. 18, ll. 17-19). 

New version: “Tröll taki þig og töfranornir, / álfar og riser efli þjer mæðu, / hamra hetjur og hellirs gýgjur” (Bósa-saga, ed. 
Jiriczek, p. 102, ll. 6-8). 
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narrative authenticity in this particular saga; they are included in the Busla episode for 

aesthetic reasons. The same could be said for the younger version. In this, the content 

of the two introductory stanzas to the older version seem to be in the prose 

introduction to the episode. The stanzas in the younger version are more dramatic 

than in the older version and help sustain a monologue rather than a dialogue. 

However, they carry even less information related to the prose plot of the saga than 

the older version and thus are likely contemporary. 

In conclusion, it seems that Bósa saga is more likely playing on cursing 

traditions known to the author(s) rather than, for example, preserving a curse from 

oral tradition. The saga itself with its carefully repetitive telling of Bósi’s sexual 

exploits is not a heroic one, although it is very amusing. The stanzas play a crucial role 

in the narrative in terms of moving the story on since they are threats that provoke 

action, but they do not contain material related to the plot of the saga. It is worth 

noting that the emmuneration of threats rather than the actual spell itself in Bósa saga 

is in keeping with similar episodes in Old Norse poetry. Nine stanzas of Grógaldr,1625 

fourteen stanzas of Sigrdrífumál,1626 and eighteen stanzas of Hávamál1627 all contain 

episodes in which lists of galdrar are given, but not the spells themselves, and Tom 

DuBois has pointed out that this, although usually understood as being a “sign of the 

artificiality of such poetry,” is paralled in Finnish oral tradition.1628 Stanzas do not play 

an important role in structuring the saga either, used only on one occasion by one 

character as dialogue. The verse is thus likely contemporaneous to the saga prose.  

                                                

1625
 See Bugge pp. 339-341, stt. 6-14. 

1626
 See Bugge pp. 227-236, at pp. 229-231, stt. 6-19. 

1627
 See Bugge pp. 43-64, at pp. 62-64, stt. 146-163. 

1628
 Tom DuBois, “Dynamics and Continuities of Tradition: What a Finnish Epic Song Can Teach Us About Two Old 

Norse Poems,” Dynamics of Tradition: Perspectives on Oral Poetry and Folk Belief. Essays in Honour of Anna-Leena Siikala on 
her 60th Birthday 1st January 2003, ed. Lotte Tarkka, Studia Fennica, Folkloristica 13 (Helsinki: Finnish Literature Society, 
2003) pp. 233-247, at pp. 235, 237-238.   
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Bósa Saga and Eddic Prosimetrum 

From Bósa saga, we can learn that eddic verse in a prose context could have magicial 

connotations, and threats abouts placing curses on people were perhaps thought more 

menacing by virtue of the fact they were delivered in verse. This is perhaps 

highlighted in the saga by the fact that this is the only verse that occurs in the 

narrative, so it clearly has a special role to play, and eddic verse may in fact have been 

thought to be the only suitable form for such content.  
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The Non-Prosimetric Fornaldarsǫgur 

Although this thesis is chiefly concerned with the extant prosimetric 

fornaldarsǫgur, many of the sagas contain no verse. Margeret Clunies Ross has 

suggested that the sagas without prose represent a moving away from their 

“traditional poetic base” in the sense of the non-prosimetric form being a 

development.1629 On the whole, this is likely because of the similarity and affinity of 

the fornaldarsǫgur with the riddarasǫgur. These sagas without verse tend to be in the 

Romance category, as discussed above. The sagas in the Rowe’s Romance category 

seem to have been influenced by the contact of the vernacular oral genre of the 

fornaldarsǫgur with the riddarasǫgur texts, and have likely found their non-prosimetric 

form through this stimulus. Indeed, it is possible that the 13th century translation of 

the riddarasǫgur into Old Norwegian inspired the writing down of oral fornaldarsǫgur 

in the first place. While much material in the fornaldarsǫgur genre is older, at the time 

of the entry of the riddarasǫgur into Old Norse literature the fornaldarsǫgur genre was 

still a productive one in terms of saga composition, and the fornaldarsǫgur without 

verses, particularly those in the Romance category that tend to be the youngest, are 

likely the product of this influence.1630 The riddarasǫgur were initially translations 

from continental sources in Norway (translated riddarasǫgur), but indigenous sagas of 

the type quickly followed (indigenous riddarasǫgur, sometimes referred to as lygisǫgur, 

                                                

1629
 Judy Quinn et al., “Interrogating Genre in the Fornaldarsögur,” p. 277. 

1630
 There is not space here to go in to the complex question of why verse romances were translated into prose in Norse, but 

see Paul Bibre, “From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: The Norse Response to Romance,” Les sagas de chevaliers (Riddarasögur), ed. 
Régis Boyer, Civilisations 10 (Toulon: Juillet, 1982) pp. 55-74 at 59-61, whose two arguments can be summarised by firstly 
saying that prose was the preferred target form because unsuitable metres existed in Old Norse, and secondly because the 
prose saga was the dominant literary art form. Both are interesting suggestions but neither are convincing: as for the first 
suggestion, Bibre dismisses outright the possibility of translation into skaldic verse (which I agree with, because it was used 
for completely different purposes), and discounts using eddic verse because it “may not have been culturally acceptable 
because of the specific associations of these metres with the native heroic myth and poetry” (p. 59); as I commented on 
above, however, there is a large amount of skaldic-type material in eddic metre, so there must have been a great deal of 
flexibility in the use of the eddic metres. His second reason, that the riddarasǫgur were translated into prose because it was 
the dominant art form does not explain why they contain no verse at all: translations moulded specifically to fit the dominant 
art form would have been prosimetric, nor does Bibre’s explanation that the Icelandic saga “developed more or less 
simultaneously with the European romance during the second half of the twelfth century” (p. 61) help this; this is likely the 
time of the transition of the saga to the written form, but the native saga form must have existed in oral tradition for a long 
time before this, prosimetric sagas included.  
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although the terminology here is fluid).1631 The source material of the translations 

were long narrative poems, but the translations are in prose. The indigenous sagas, 

modelled on these translations,1632 have been well summarised by Paul Bibre as having 

“abandoned inherited narratives in favour of morphology and motif composition” and 

do not seem to have developed under the influence of other native saga genres.1633 

Neither the translated nor indigenous riddarasǫgur contained verses,1634 and once the 

native riddarasǫgur was established it likely influenced the fornaldarsǫgur genre. The 

absence of verses in the riddarasǫgur is thus probably the reason for the absence of the 

verses in the Romances included in the fornaldarsǫgur genre.1635  

Another reason for the absence of verses in some of the Norse romances, 

including the fornaldarsǫgur, should likely be sought in the changing fashions in 

France. The translation of the riddarasǫgur sources into Norse is thought to have 

taken off in the Norwegian court of King Hákon Hákonarson (reigned 1217-1263) as 

part of his programme of drawing the Norwegian court closer in culture to its 

European counterparts: “the general view is that transmission of the new chivalric 

ideology, as deliberately targeted by Hákon, could be achieved especially effectively 

through the medium of literature” as part of the “civilising and feudalizing efforts” the 

king undertook during his reign.1636 This court programme looked to France, and a 

                                                

1631
 For overviews and references to the most important literature, see the following overview chapters: Jürg Glauser, 

“Romance (Translated riddarasögur).” A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture, ed. Rory McTurk, 
Blackwell Companions to Literature and Culture 31 (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2007) pp. 372-387; Matthew James Driscoll, 
“Late Prose Fiction (lygisögur),” A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture, ed. Rory McTurk, Blackwell 
Companions to Literature and Culture 31 (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2007) pp. 190-204; Marianne E. Kalinke, “Norse 
Romance (Riddarasögur),” Old Norse-Icelandic Literature: A Critical Guide, ed. Carol J. Clover & John Lindow, Islandica 65 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1985) pp. 316-363. 

1632
 Marianne Kalinke proposes the model for the developement of the riddarasǫgur from a translated to an indigenous genre 

thus: “(1) Norwegian translation; (2) Norwegian/Icelandic copy; (3) Norwegian/Icelandic revision; (4) Icelandic adaptation; 
(5) Icelandic recreation.” See Marianne E. Kalinke, “Norse Romance (Riddarasögur),” p. 345.  

1633
 Paul Bibre, “From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: The Norse Response to Romance,” p. 62. 

1634
 With a couple of exceptions: the translation of Equitan in the Strengleikar collection contains two Latin distichs. Of the 

indiginous sagas, a version of Mágus saga has three stanzas.  

1635
 Bibre also discusses the possibility that the fornaldarsǫgur genre may have influenced the riddarasǫgur genre, although in 

the main concludes that such influence seems “consciously to have been avoided,” in “From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: The 
Norse Response to Romance,” pp. 55-74, at 73.  

1636
 Jürg Glauser, “Romance (Translated riddarasögur),” p. 375. 
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great deal of the source material for the translations was drawn from Old French 

chansons de geste (French heroic poetry), courtly romances (roman courtois and lais) and 

fabliaux.1637  The literary fashions in France were changing, however, at the same time 

as Hákon was trying to align his literary milieu with the type of texts in favour. Prior 

to the thirteenth century in France, prose in the vernacular was only used for, 

Gabrielle M. Spiegel lists, “juridical texts, charters, translations of the Bible, and 

homiletic works.”1638 However, the course of the 13th century, the use of prose spread 

to almost every written genre, and this necessitated “the recasting of many earlier 

romance works into the newly prestigious medium,” and prose was dominant by 

1270.1639 This change could not have gone unnoticed in Norway, and even French 

poetic material was likely translated in Norse prose under its influence.  

Scholars have sought rather to emphasise the difficulty in drawing sharp lines 

between the various sagas genres belonging to the romance tradition; this is too large 

a topic to be gone into here, but is well summarised by Marianne E. Kalinke,1640 who 

points to the danger that grouping sagas too definitely into either the riddarasǫgur 

category or fornaldarsǫgur category precludes the study of interrelationship between 

the two groups.1641  

 

                                                

1637
 For a brief overview of some of the translations stemming from French material, see Glauser, “Romance” p. 373. 

1638
 Gabrielle M. Spiegel, Romancing the Past: The Rise of Vernacular Historiography in Thirteenth-Century France, The New 

Historicism 23 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993) 56. 

1639
 Spiegel, Romancing the Past p. 56. See further the second chapter of the same book, “Psuedo-Turpin and the Problem of 

Prose.” See also Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski, “The Earliest Developments of the French Novel: The Roman de Thèbes in 
Verse and Prose,” The French Novel: Theory and Practice, ed. Michel Butor, French Literature Series 11 (Columbia, S.C.: The 
University of South Carolina, 1984) pp. 1-10, at p. 6 ff. 
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 Marianne E. Kalinke, “Riddarasögur, Fornaldarsögur and the Problem of Genre,” Les sagas de chevaliers (Riddarasögur), 

ed. Régis Boyer, Civilisations 10 (Toulon: Juillet, 1982) pp. 77-87. 

1641
 Marianne E. Kalinke, “Riddarasögur, Fornaldarsögur and the Problem of Genre,” p. 77. 
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Conclusion 

The main purpose of this thesis was to explore the role of eddic verse in prose 

contexts, particularly in the fornaldarsǫgur, with comparative material drawn from pre-

Edda texts Sverris saga, Fagrskinna, Íslendingabók, and The First Grammatical Treatise. I 

used these to explore the various roles of verse, particularly in Fagrskinna, where I 

argued that the accretive use of verse was an important feature of the text.  In my 

analysis of Gylfaginning, I suggested that it may have been written first of all the 

sections in Snorra Edda. I also argued that its eddic prosimetric structure shows 

influences from the Latin textbook as well as the vernacular tradition, that its 

quotational pattern of stanzas is quite deliberate in places, particularly with regard to 

Grímnismál, and that it is a notable feature of Gylfaginning as well as of Fagrskinna 

that evidence verses tend to end the episode in which they occur.  

I used the concept of episode to look at the structure of the prosimetric profile of the 

fornaldarsǫgur, extracting each episode from the sagas that contain verse and looking 

at them individually. That these episodes or sequences in the fornaldarsǫgur constitute 

specific sense units is supported by the fact that, after the end of a sequence (or indeed 

frequently simply the quotation of a single stanza), the narrative moves directly on to 

another topic, without pausing to comment on the stanza thus included. I argued that 

the fornaldarsǫgur in some form existed in oral tradition, and that it was possible this 

was in the form of a relatively long prose narrative. The use of verse sense units to 

mark the end of a saga may also be noted: it is said in the account of the wedding at 

Reykjahólar that the saga had a good flokkur at the end. This may have been one oral 

method of marking the end of saga; examples can be found in Ǫrvar-Odds saga, 

Ásmundar saga kappabana; Friðþjóðs saga (as a prayer) and Ragnars saga loðbrókar. 

I argue that it is unlikely that the fornaldarsǫgur originated directly from prosimetric 

material of the same type as found in the Poetic Edda. The sagas do not have the air of 

the type of poetry contained in the heroic section of the Poetic Edda, because many of 

the prominent examples are structurally different. Fornaldarsǫgur such as Hervarar 

Saga, Ǫrvar-Odds saga and Hálfs saga have been constructed by pulling together 
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longer poems, with the poetry as distinct units. The longer poems themselves are not 

heavily prosimetric like the poems found in the Poetic Edda, and rely on the prose 

framework of the saga to unify the narrative.  Otherwise, the fornaldarsǫgur are 

predominantly constructed by assembling dialogue pieces that were likely prosimetric 

in the oral period, or are imitative of such an oral dialogue. The fornaldarsǫgur likely 

developed from “many stanzas,” probably similar to the long units which are extant in 

the written sagas.   

From the structural analysis of Gylfaginning and the fornaldarsǫgur, it seems that the 

oral fornaldarsǫgur could have perhaps promoted the idea of using eddic rather than 

skaldic verse in a narrative style where skaldic verse was more usual in early written 

texts (as evidence stanzas). This may have been particularly true of Vǫlsunga saga, 

which may have provided an early model for the extensive use of eddic verse quotation 

in prose narrative. Gylfaginning perhaps helped to prompt the writing down of the 

fornaldarsǫgur, and may have also prompted eddic poetry to be assembled in a large 

collection. The extensive use of evidence verses in a fornaldarsaga may point towards 

an older age for that prosimetric section of the saga, and this may be due to influence 

from the konungasǫgur. They may have contributed the idea that in order for a 

narrative to be credible, it must include evidence stanzas, particularly in written 

tradition. However, fornaldarsǫgur usually include predominantly speech stanzas, and 

this was also likely the case in the oral tradition. The influence of the konungasǫgur 

may have given rise to the verses identified in sagas like Gautreks saga where stanzas 

are both quasi-evidence and quasi-speech stanzas.  

Verse is used in the fornaldarsǫgur for several reasons: in moments of high emotion 

and perhaps also to assert the superiority of the speaker. This is perhaps visible in 

situations, for example, where a man encounters a supernatural creature and addresses 

them in verse. The use of verse in order to demand the identity of an opponent and to 

provide one’s own identity and place of origin also seems traditional. 

The prosimetric structure of accretive verse in Fagrskinna, Gylfaginning and the 

fornaldarsǫgur is the same, with all the texts frequently employing the tag “and yet he 
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said” between the first stanza quoted and subsequent verses in situations where a 

number of verses appear consecutively.  

An important difference between the eddic and skaldic prosimetric tradition 

illustrated in my analysis of the pre-Edda texts and the eddic tradition captured in the 

fornaldarsǫgur is the tradition of dialogues in verse. Often in the fornaldarsǫgur, the 

stanzas encountered are spoken by characters within the narrative as dialogue. Often 

these seem to be either singular stanzas or a unit of dialogue stanzas that go together. 

It is not clear whether these dialogue stanzas that seem to travel together can be 

conceived of as a poem in their own right. Of the skaldic tradition, John Lindow 

comments: “The men who etched the great prose narratives in Old Norse used skaldic 

stanzas to illustrate their points; at least in their role as narrators they were not 

interested in entire skaldic poems.”1642 In the eddic tradition found in the prosimetra 

of the fornaldarsǫgur, it is does not seem that the lausavísa drawn from complete 

poems played as substantial a part in furnishing stanzas to be included in the prose 

narrative. There are two kinds of exceptions to this. The first is when saga characters 

speak or quote stanzas from the Poetic Edda, as in Vǫlsunga saga or Norna-Gests þáttr. 

Another exception to this is in Ǫrvar-Odds saga, in which stanzas from the long poem 

found at the end of the saga are also quoted within the prose narrative in a manner 

that I have argued is a device to add verisimilitude to the saga. This use of evidence 

verse may also be under the influence of the konungasǫgur, as the saga is rather old. 

The eddic and skaldic tradition in a prosimetric context thus might share the 

disinterest in whole poems, but the eddic tradition may not have even had the 

lengthier skaldic poems (reconstructed by the likes of Finnur Jónsson and Russell 

Poole) to extract singular stanzas from.1643  

                                                

1642
 John Lindow, “Narrative and the Nature of Skaldic Poetry,” Arkiv för nordisk filologi 97 (1982): 94-121, at 99. 

1643
 Cf. Whaley on the skaldic tradition: “The two kinds of use [of verses] in the prose sagas correspond largely with the 

presumed original status of the verses. Authenticating verses tend to come from long compositions, normally royal 
panegyrics, while situational verses tend to be singletons, lausavísur, often referred to in English as occasional verses. The 
equation of authenticating verses with excerpts from long poems and situational ones with lausavísur does not, however, 
always hold.” Whaley, “Skalds and Situational Verses in Heimskringla,” p. 253.  
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The fornaldarsǫgur seem to include dialogues in poetry particularly when they take 

place between a human and a supernatural creature. The first reason this might be is 

to display heightened emotion in the narrative: the surprise of encountering such a 

beast might be thought sufficient by the saga author to include a section that is 

highlighted from the surrounding prose by including verse. This seems plausible, 

since it tends to be a human who starts a verse exchange with a supernatural creature. 

The second reason could be that speaking in verse contributes to the air of mystery 

about the being from the other world. The third reason, in contradiction to reason 

number two, could be that speaking in verse in reply to a human places the 

supernatural creature on an equal narrative footing with the human speaker of stanzas. 

Equality in the dialogue makes for a more spirited and balanced exchange, helping the 

aesthetic of the dialogue in the narrative. A fourth reason might be that the dialogue 

was always in verse in the tradition of a particular saga, and was transmitted right the 

way into written tradition in a prosimetric format. It could also be that some of these 

verse dialogues were composed by a saga author to make their saga sound like a 

fornaldarsaga; this is likely the case with Hjálmþés saga, in which the prosimetric 

dialogues are highly stereotypical and imitative. 

The fornaldarsǫgur have relatively lengthy sections of speech in dialogue. This has no 

apparent parallel in the skaldic tradition, and likely comes from oral eddic tradition. 

The extremely long prosimetric dialogue scenes in Hjálmþes saga is probably playing 

on fornaldarsaga-stereotypes rather than suggesting that such long scenes could exist 

orally. Very long speech scenes do exist, but they are monologues rather than 

dialogues (for example Hrókskviða in Hálfs saga).  

It seems more important in the prose context of eddic poetry in the fornaldarsǫgur to 

provide a strong performance context for the stanza in the narrative than it does for 

the pre-Edda material, although the notion of Begleitprosa suggests an interest in a 

performance context in the oral period for both fornaldarsǫgur and konungasǫgur, since 

such a context is partly what the accompanying prose might provide.  
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Prosimetric scenes form the building blocks of many of the fornaldarsǫgur, and 

lausavísur may also form the nucleus of episodes. The placement of poems and 

prosimetric episodes in the sagas may have been a conscious decision on the part of 

the saga author, to add variety to his narrative, to provide interest at the opening and 

close of the saga, or to conform to tradition (for example by having a long poem at the 

end of the saga).   

Written prosimetra as found in the fornaldarsǫgur should be understood as the result 

of the codification of prosimetric oral narratives; the various roles of verse found 

within them replicates oral narrative strategies of telling, of transmission and of 

authentication. The situations in which verse is used in the fornaldarsǫgur likely 

represent similar situations in which verse was used in oral narrative. Evidence based 

verse may be prominent only in the written tradition of the fornaldarsǫgur, or if the 

authenticating element was heavily used in the oral tradition of the material, it was 

lost in the majority of cases in the transmission from the oral to the written. In the 

fornaldarsǫgur, authentication of the narrative seems to have worked on a different 

dynamic, for example through autobiographical validation of prehistory (Clunies 

Ross).  

Some differences between prosimetrum in the oral and written traditions can be 

suggested. In oral tradition, likely the emphasis would have been on the stanza rather 

than the prose. Oral prosimetra are suggested by cases where the verse is obviously 

older than the prose, by length pieces of dialogue in eddic verse and by longer poems 

contained in clusters. Evidence based stanzas are likely part of the written tradition. 

They introduce an element of repetition, and tolerance of this likely reflects the fact 

that the culture was familiar with continued oral traditions. By using evidence stanzas 

at the end of episodes, units in the saga are created similar to those found in oral 

narratives (Quinn). The oral culture was thus a necessary precondition for some 

aspects of the written tradition. Quotation of eddic stanzas in the manner of 

Gylfaginning and perhaps Vǫlsunga saga is a phenomenon of the written tradition of 

eddic prosimetrum.  
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